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Chapter 1

A Spatiotemporal Cluster Method
for Trajectory Data

Yunbo Chen, Hongchu Yu, and Lei Chen

Abstract As positioning and communication technologies become more wide-

spread, the production of large amounts of different types of trajectory data and

the extraction of useful information from mass trajectory data have emerged as hot

issues in data mining. This paper presents a trajectory data processing method

featuring simple operation, high precision, and strong practicability. For

low-precision trajectory data that are discrete but contain time information, a

clustering algorithm is proposed to extract information from such data. The algo-

rithm can detect a point of interest (POI) in trajectory data by setting space and time

thresholds. Trajectory data collected from a taxi using a global positioning system

in Kunming, China, are used as experimental data. We conduct an experiment to

detect a POI in the collected trajectory data and carry out a visual analysis of these

special positions. The experimental results show the effectiveness of the algorithm,

which can in addition compress trajectory data.

Keywords Trajectory data • Data mining • Spatiotemporal cluster

1.1 Introduction

Orientation technology and information communication technology have reached

the stage in their development where they allow for the tracking, in real time, of

dynamic objects, resulting in a huge amount of trajectory data. For example, taxi

companies, bus companies, and government agencies have installed global posi-

tioning systems (GPS) on vehicles to monitor and manage them. To track vehicles

continuously, the systems send location information by GPS for continuous acqui-

sition to a vehicle management control center. When a person’s mobile phone

communicates with the mobile communication base station, the mobile communi-

cation services will collect data on the user’s location and reconstruct her trajectory
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based on the data. In this article, time-continuous position data are called trajectory
data and may be used to record the trajectories of people or objects. Vehicle

management centers and mobile communication service providers generally delete

data regularly or irregularly, and large amounts of trajectory data contain a wealth

of information.

At present, with the increasing application of positioning technology, the accu-

mulation of large amounts of trajectory data provides opportunities for mining

useful information from the data, but the mining of such information presents a

challenge. On the basis of an in-depth analysis of the characteristics of trajectory

data, this paper proposes and implements a processing algorithm for GPS trajectory

data that only requires setting time and space thresholds to detect special positions

in trajectories; in addition, the algorithm can compress raw trajectory data.

Some academics called, for example, trajectory data for location history data [1],

time-stamped position data, and GPS traces [2, 3]. Studies on such data approach

the topic mainly from the following three viewpoints. (1) Data expression:

Hangerstrand first introduced the concept of time trajectory and space–time prism
to analyze a human migration model [4]. With time as the variable axis, people’s

space as the dependent variable axis, using migration records by government

statistics or artificial records, he was able to visualize human migration on a

three-dimensional coordinate axis. Usually, the trajectory is simply expressed as a

series of coordinate pairs: [(x1, y1, t1), . . ., (xn, yn, tn)] , (x1, y1)2 space plane,

t1< t2< � � �< ti � � �< tn, i2 1 . . . n. (2) Data compression: because of the continu-

ously changing spatial position of a moving object, simply recording and transmit-

ting all the positioning data will reduce the performance of the system, so

researchers have studied trajectory data compression algorithms with the aim of

effectively updating the location of moving objects. (3) Data application: these are

primarily applied in mobile communication network optimization and location-

based services (LBSs) to provide services in connection with mobile communica-

tion in moving users when a user’s location needs to be tracked and even to predict

the location of users to optimize service and reduce the network load. The premise

of the LBS is to know the locations of users, so it needs to track them. In 2010, at the

Asian Microsoft Research Institute, Dr. Xie Xin and coworkers launched a research

project called GeoLife [5, 6]. This project initially carries GPS data collected daily

to conduct research from the following three points of view: to understand a user’s

life trajectory by deducing travel modes; to obtain an in-depth understanding of

users by estimating their travel experiences; to understand the location environment

by predicting the user’s points of interest (POIs). The results can be applied to the

following areas: life experience sharing based on GPS trajectories; common

regional travel recommendations, such as, for example, interesting places and travel

experts; personalized locations or recommendations of friends.

Based on the foregoing discussion, on the one hand, most current studies focus

on specific applications to solve specific problems; on the other hand, less research

is being conducted on trajectory data processing methods and existing processing

methods because current multilevel segmentation algorithms have certain limita-

tions with respect to accuracy and practicability. The application analysis of

4 Y. Chen et al.



trajectory data is inseparable from the extraction of POIs. Because the coordinates

of POIs produced by user access to the same location change frequently, direct

analysis of such POIs is infeasible; thus, an algorithm needs to cluster POIs

extracted from trajectory data that distribute the adjacent POIs to the same cluster,

which (the cluster)is carried out to replace the POI for analysis. In view of this, this

paper attempts to provide a spatio-temporal clustering processing method for

trajectory data. First, the method makes it possible to extract meaningful positions

or temporal events related to the object of study and to compress vast amounts

of data.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related concepts and

algorithms, Sect. 3 uses the proposed algorithm in an experiment and in the

visualization analysis of GPS vehicle trajectory data, and the last section presents

conclusions and future prospects.

1.2 Principle Explanation

The moving of objects in space is usually considered an function (generally for a

two-dimensional location) which reflects the changes of objects’ spatial position

over time. In a particular plane coordinate system, the spatial location of an object is

represented as a coordinate pair (x, y), and the trajectory of the object can be

expressed as a function f(t)¼ (x, y),where f is a continuous function and t is time.

In real life, we usually take samples from the coordinates of moving objects in

spatiotemporal coordinates to express the approximate trajectory [7]. The general

sampling methods are as follows:

Time-based sampling: by setting a sampling time interval (e.g., 30 s) in the motion

process, the spatial location of objects are recorded once every 30 s. In vehicle

monitoring, this is the majority of the sampling mode, typically using a GPS for

the position.

Change-based sampling: in motion processing, when changes take place, the

position is recorded, such as the position of an object when the object movement

direction changes.

Location-based sampling: when an object is close to the sensors which were placed
beforehand, the sensors will record the object’s position, such as, for example,

when scanning objects in a specific location and the delivery and transfer of

goods in logistics.

Event-based sampling: the establishment of a position triggered by some event,

such as a phone call, or answering when a mobile communication company

locates a customer in order to establish a communication link.

The experimental data in this paper are GPS vehicle trajectory data. A taxi sends

data to a monitoring center every 15 s to monitor and manage the vehicle. This type

of data acquisition is based on the first method of data sampling, which uses short

sampling intervals, features complete data, is not subject to accidental factors, and

1 A Spatiotemporal Cluster Method for Trajectory Data 5



makes it easy to analyze people’s patterns of travel in traffic. Regardless of the

sampling method used, it is necessary to obtain a set of discrete points. For the sake

of convenience, discrete points are represented as three-dimensional coordinates

(t, x, y): the spatiotemporal location of the object, which we call the anchor point,

and (x, y), which refer to the location and time. Thus, the trajectory of object A can

be represented as a collection of c¼ {(ti, xi, yi)|i2N+}, where i represents discrete
points sorted by time sequence number and (ti, xi, yi) are the location of the ith point
of the trajectory. It is worth noting that the location of the anchor point is generally

subject to error because the size is related to the method used to determine the

position.

This paper proposes a method of space–time clustering to extract vehicle POIs,

defined as a moving person or object, at a location for more than a limited time, to

satisfy

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xj � xi
� �2 þ yj � yi

� �2r
� ΔD, tj � ti � Δt, where ΔD refers to the free

space distance threshold and Δt refers to the time interval threshold. Because of the

multiscale nature of human activities, different spatial distance and time thresholds

are set to detect activity on different scales. In the extraction of residential travel

POIs, the spatial distance threshold is generally 400 or 500 m, while the time

threshold is generally 30 min [8]. Considering the accuracy of GPS positioning

and cluster rationality, this paper adopts time thresholds of 5, 10, and 30 min and

spatial distance thresholds of 200, 400, and 800 m for testing and comparison and,

ultimately, we selected a distance threshold value of 800 m and a time threshold of

30 min. Figure 1.1 shows the sampling of a trajectory generated from a person or an

object moving in space. The arrows indicate the direction of movement, and the

black points denote sampling trajectory points based on people or objects in the

process of moving in an uneven distribution of the location of the space. We believe

that the POI has a special meaning for the object, the red spots in the map are POIs,

With further considering the geographical region around the POIs in a certain

range, draw the dotted line circle as a region of interest.

Fig. 1.1 Trajectory sampling of something, points of interest, and interest region sample

6 Y. Chen et al.



For the POIs having a special meaning for the object, we designed an algorithm

to extract POIs from trajectory data. The objective is to cluster the spatiotemporal

data. Here, I is the anchor point number, ti the time attribute of anchor points

labeled I, td the total time difference, s the starting point of clustering, J the

clustering endpoint, and MaxD the maximum distance between the starting point

and the endpoint. Ts is the time threshold, DS the space threshold, N the final

anchor point, and POI the collection of POIs. The algorithm procedure is shown in

Fig. 1.2.

1.3 Experiments

In this paper, the proposed algorithm was implemented in Visual Studio 2010, with

the results visually displayed and analyzed. First, the experimental data are

presented, followed by data preprocessing; then the proposed clustering algorithm

is used to analyze and process the data; finally, the results obtained by the proposed

clustering algorithm are subject to visual analysis in the ArcGIS platform.

Fig. 1.2 Flow chart of POI extraction

1 A Spatiotemporal Cluster Method for Trajectory Data 7



1.3.1 Introduction of Data

The data in our study were provided by a taxi company in the city of Kunming,

China. The company installed a GPS on a vehicle with the vehicle position data

transmitted to the monitoring center every 15 s. The data included the time,

longitude, latitude, vehicle running speed and angle, and passenger capacity.

Table 1.1 displays the GPS taxi daily travel trajectory data fragments. Of these,

stime is the acquisition of the anchor point time, here Beijing time, accurate to the

second; the format is years–month–day–points–seconds; latitude means latitude,

and longitude means longitude, and latitude and longitude expanded one million

times in the original data; speed is the instantaneous velocity, in kilometers per

hour, of the taxi in operation; orientation is the direction of the taxi runtime in

degrees; and state is the carrying capacity. The GPS positioning precision is 3–

10 m, but the vehicle running speed and angle only have a reference value because

in most of the time, they are not accurate. Experiments were carried out on a total of

9,579 data points during the week of the study.

1.3.2 Preprocessing

Prior to analysis, the preprocessing made original data satisfy the following

processing requirements. (1) Abnormal data elimination: typical noise may shift

positioning data, that is, the positioning data change a great deal in the inner space

in a short period of time. This kind of noise, caused by unstable GPS signals, is

removed as abnormal data prior to analysis. (2) Coordinate conversion: the location

of the original data is expressed in the geographical coordinates of latitude and

longitude, which is not conducive for calculation of the distance or for integration

with the geographic base map, so the analysis should be carried out after the unified

coordinate transformation of the data. (3) Data visualization: a GPS track record is

not appropriate for intuitive analysis and needs to be visualized; for this reason, it is

necessary to connect the track points based on the time sequence so as to reconstruct

the vehicle trajectory, as shown in Fig. 1.3.

Table 1.1 Taxi tracking data example

Stime Latitude Longitude Speed Orientation State

2 February 2011 00:00:09 25040101 102732921 51 89 263

2 February 2011 00:00:24 25037901 102732930 58 90 263

2 February 2011 00:00:39 25035863 102732900 48 90 263

2 February 2011 00:00:54 25034553 102732860 10 91 775

2 February 2011 00:01:10 25033483 102732403 46 114 65,799

8 Y. Chen et al.



1.3.3 Analysis of POI Extraction and Visualization

After data preprocessing, the proposed algorithm can be used to cluster and

visualize the results. As shown in Fig. 1.4 (top), POI extraction, time threshold,

and space threshold should be set before clustering. Obviously, Table 1.2 shows the

characteristics that if the time threshold is set higher and the space threshold lower,

there will be fewer POIs, and vice versa. The red points in Fig. 1.4 show the taxi

running POI from the map, including the train station, airport, gas station, and other

common locations. Further exploration is required to determine whether there is a

reference value for the source of taxis transporting passengers.

Fig. 1.3 Visualization of GPS track record and GPS trajectory reconstruction

Fig. 1.4 Extraction interface and visualization of POIs

Table 1.2 Statistics for a Taxi, 21–27 February 2011, POIs in 1 Week

Time threshold (min) Space threshold (m) Points of interest

5 200 20

10 200 6

10 400 8

10 800 28

30 200 3

1 A Spatiotemporal Cluster Method for Trajectory Data 9



Conclusion and Prospects

This paper explored a method of clustering trajectory data using an algorithm.

Experiments were carried out using real trajectory data, with the results

showing that this algorithm could be used effectively to cluster trajectory

data and detect the position of research objects in a meaningful manner while

effectively compressing the trajectory data. Along with the use of China’s

Beidou satellite, real-time dynamic object tracking will make it easier to

produce more trajectory data. Thus, the trajectory data processing method,

the data mining algorithm, and the application research are necessary for

LBSs. Nevertheless, further research is still required to mine more data,

create more processing algorithms, and develop application models; at the

same time, efforts will be made to acquire different object trajectory data for

analysis and mining.
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Chapter 2

Use Case Points Method of Software Size
Measurement Based on Fuzzy Inference

Yue Xie, Jilian Guo, and Anwei Shen

Abstract Size measurement is the key element in software development costs and

schedule estimation, and the success of a software project directly relates to

measurement accuracy. This paper addresses the problem of use case complexity

weight hierarchies of discontinuity in the traditional use case points (UCP) method

and proposes an improved complexity weight calculation method that utilizes fuzzy

theory to analyze the complexity of use cases. First, with use case transactions as

input and complexity weight as output, this paper is based on a fuzzy inference

system. Then fuzzy rules are established based on the relationship between com-

plexity weights and transactions in use cases. These fuzzy rules can be used to

compute the complexity weight. Studies have shown that the proposed method can

eliminate discontinuity grades of use case complexity and enhance the accuracy of

UCP estimation as well.

Keywords Software size measurement • UCP • Fuzzy inference • Complexity

weight

2.1 Introduction

With the rapid development of computer technology, software has become an

important symbol of modern information processes. The increasing complexity

and scale of modern software has led to a dramatic rise in costs of software and

caused software development to fall far behind schedule [1]. The most important

task in the development of software programs is to estimate the labor, cost, and

release schedule of software, which are key factors in estimating and ascertaining

the scope of software projects. As the key factor in software engineering, the size

estimate directly relates to the success of the entire software development

project [2].

The use case points (UCP) method is a method for estimating a software

project’s scope and effort based on use case in the object-oriented development
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method, which was proposed by Gustav Karner in 1993. It uses cases and actors that

have been identified and classified according to their complexity to calculate UCPs

and then uses the relation of UCPs to effort to obtain the developmental effort of

software projects required in man-hours as the main feature of the method; never-

theless, because a use case is based on usage and places the user at the center of the

software rather than the system or design, it shows greater robustness and stability

than the Function Point method or the Lines of Code method. A large number of

research papers suggest that UCP is a very effective method [3].

UCP has attracted wide research attention since its invention. Some issues

related to UCP have been addressed in previous efforts. Anda focuses on adjust-

ment factors, while others highlight the discrepancies in designing use case models

[4, 5]. Robiolo and Ochodek propose different size metrics such as transactions, TT

points, and paths [6, 7]. In addition, researchers have analyzed the discontinuity

problem of use case complexity grades [8, 9]. In this paper we propose an improved

UCP method based on fuzzy inference that uses fuzzy theory to analyze the

complexity weight of use cases so as to eliminate the division between different

complexities of discontinuity problems. In this sense, it makes estimating the scope

of software projects much more realistic using UCP.

2.2 Disadvantage of Traditional UCP

In the course of calculating the unadjusted use case weight using the traditional

UCP method, the complexity of a use case is determined by use case transactions.

However, the complexity hierarchy in the traditional UCP method is discontinuous,

which can sometimes result in complexity weight measurements that are inaccu-

rate. Table 2.1 shows three use cases.

Several typical cases are given in the table, as follows:

1. According to the traditional rules for determining use case complexity weights,

Use Case_2 and Use Case_3, both with the same weight of 10, are classified as

medium, but Use Case_3 has two more transactions than Use Case_2. Thus,

clearly, Use Case_3 is more complex.

2. Use Case_1, which contains three transactions, is classified as low with a weight

of 5. But if another transaction is added to Use Case_1, it will become like Use

Case_2 and be classified as medium according to the complexity rules.

Analysis shows that complexity hierarchies are discontinuous in the traditional

UCP method and have a certain arbitrariness. If these situations occur in the same

Table 2.1 Determined

complexity weight by

traditional UCP method

Use Case_1 Use Case_2 Use Case_3

Transaction 3 4 6

Complexity Low Medium Medium

Weight 5 10 10
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software project, the measurements will not conform to the real-world situation,

which will lead to serious errors, especially if the number of use cases is very high.

To resolve this problem, we use a fuzzy inference method to analyze the complexity

weight of use cases so as to eliminate division of the discontinuity effects.

2.3 Improved UCP Based on Fuzzy Inference

2.3.1 Establishing a Fuzzy Inference System

Fuzzy inference is a calculation process that obtains new fuzzy propositions as a

conclusion under the condition of a given fuzzy proposition by the fuzzy logic

method, also known as fuzzy logic inference. It simulates the human ability to make

reasonable decisions in an uncertain and imprecise environment. It can map a given

input space to a specific output space. Fuzzy inference has a unique advantage in

solving fuzzy and uncertainty problems whose inference process is similar to the

thinking process of humans. It can perform nonlinear mapping from input to output

and has a strong inference explanation function.

Fuzzy inference can be divided into fuzzification, fuzzy logic inference, and

defuzzification [10]. The fuzzy variety is the basis for establishing a fuzzy system,

which analyzes problems using the complexity weight of use cases. As shown in the

case that follows, considering the transactions of a use case as the input variable and

the complexity weight of the use case as the output variable, a fuzzy inference

system was constructed, as shown in Fig. 2.1.

This fuzzy inference system uses the Mamdani Controller and defines the input

variable as small, medium, large, or extra large and defines the output variable as

low, average, high, or extra high. For example, if only one transaction is in the use

case, the transaction of the use case is considered to be low. With Gaussian

Function as the membership function for the input and output variables, the

mathematical description form of the Gaussian membership function is shown in

Eq. (2.1):

Fig. 2.1 Fuzzy inference system of use case complexity weight
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To determine the parameters in membership functions in real-world situations,

there is a kind of description form of use case transaction with an input membership

function (transactions) (Fig. 2.2) and output membership function (complexity

weight) (Fig. 2.3).

2.3.2 Fuzzy Rules for Analyzing Complexity

As the core of a fuzzy system, fuzzy rules reflect the causality of input and output,

similar to the conditional expression in common human language use: if. . .then.
Fuzzy systems with a single input and a single output have fuzzy rules such as: IF x
is A Then y is B, where x is input, y is output, and A and B comprise a fuzzy

collection of input and output. In general, the more fuzzy subsets there are, the

higher the output precision will be, but the corresponding calculation costs will

increase. In practice, we select the appropriate size of fuzzy rule based on the

Fig. 2.2 Membership function of transaction

Fig. 2.3 Membership function of complexity weight
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requirements for precision. Based on the relation of complexity weight to use case

transactions in the traditional UCP method, fuzzy rules are set for the purpose of

analyzing the complexity weight, as shown in Table 2.2.

Using the fuzzy rules in Table 2.3, we can obtain fuzzy rules for the complexity

weight, as shown in Fig. 2.4, which displays a typical case (the number of input

transactions is 3, and the output complexity weight is 5.21). The curve graph of the

fuzzy system is shown in Fig. 2.5.

2.3.3 Performance Comparison of Improved UCP

With the fuzzy system constructed here, we analyze the special circumstances in

Table 2.1 and obtain the adjusted complexity weight (Table 2.3).

Table 2.2 Fuzzy rules Rule Transaction (input) Complexity weight (output)

1 Small Low

2 Medium Average

3 Large High

4 Extra large Extra high

Table 2.3 Comparison of complexity weight determined using the two methods

Use Case_1 Use Case_2 Use Case_3

Transaction 3 4 6

Complexity Low Medium Medium

Weight (traditional) 5 10 10

Weight (improved) 5.21 5.96 9.12

Fig. 2.4 Fuzzy rules observer of use case
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As we can see in Table 2.3, using the improved UCP the adjusted weight of Use

Case_1 is 5.21, the adjusted weight of Use Case_2 is 5.96, and the adjusted weight

of Use Case_3 is 9.12. Compared with the traditional UCP method, the improved

UCP method is more reasonable for determining the complexity weight. As a result,

the problem of discontinuous division has been effectively solved, and the estima-

tion of software size is much closer to the actual situation using the improved UCP

method. Because the fuzzy inference structure can compute the unadjusted weight

of a use case, the adjusted use case point of software projects can be computed.

2.3.4 Improved UCP Application

To reflect the effectiveness of the proposed method, the following specific software

programs are shown as an example. We apply the improved UCP method

established on the basis of fuzzy inference to estimate the scale of actual software.

The algorithm flow is shown in Fig. 2.6 (see [3] for detailed calculation steps); the

analysis results are shown in Table 2.4.

We can see from the data in the table that, in general, the UCP method is an

effective method of estimation. It has an accuracy similar to that of the Expert

Fig. 2.5 Complexity

weight fuzzy curve

Identify
use case

Classify
actor

Classify
use case

Calculate
unadjusted

actor weight

Calculate
unadjusted

use case weight

Calculate
unadjusted
use case

Environmental
factors

Technical
factors

Calculate
use case points

Calculate
effort

Fig. 2.6 Algorithm flow of UCP
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method and can be used in combination with that method. If the estimation error in

these two methods is large, recalculation is possible.

The estimation is very similar using the improved UCP and the traditional UCP

methods because the improved UCP method stems from the traditional UCP. Three

out of four projects have smaller errors using the improved UCP method compared

with the traditional UCP method. As is clear from the four projects, the improved

UCP method has a higher accuracy than the traditional UCP method; therefore, we

can use the improved UCP method, which is based on fuzzy inference, to determine

the complexity weight of use cases in situations where UCP can be used so as to

obtain greater accuracy.

Conclusion

Because UCP is a novel method for measuring size in software costs

and release schedule estimation, especially with respect to object-oriented

design in software engineering, it offers some great advantages. Nowadays,

with more and more software using object-oriented design, the use and

study of UCP will show a rising trend. In this paper, to solve the problems

of complexity dividing discontinuons complexity in the traditional UCP

method, an improved method was proposed for calculating the complexity

weight using fuzzy theory. First, a fuzzy inference system was constructed

with use case transaction as the input and complexity weight as the output.

Then fuzzy inference rules were established based on the relation of com-

plexity to the number of transactions in order to analyze the complexity

weight applying the rules. The research results show that the improved

method can effectively overcome the deficiency of the traditional UCP

method with respect to analyzing the complexity weight and avoid faulty

classification; in addition, its estimation results are much closer to real-world

situations.

Table 2.4 Comparison estimation of software projects

Software

project

Actual

(man-hours)

Expert method

(man-hours)/error

Traditional UCP

(man-hours)/error

Improved UCP

(man-hours)/error

Office

automation

6,688 8,088/20.81 % 6,240/6.7 % 6,452/3.53 %

Lucky ERP

system

10,336 8,816/14.7 % 8,642/16.39 % 9,178/11.2 %

Realty trans-

fer system

2,972 3,800/27.86 4,428/49 % 3,418/15.01 %

Enxel

accounting

system

4,702 3,496/25.65 % 3,280/30.24 % 3,194/32.07 %
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Chapter 3

ATPG Algorithm for Crosstalk Delay Faults
of High-Speed Interconnection Circuits

Yuling Shang and Pei Zhang

Abstract With the use of ultra-deep submicron technologies, crosstalk has become

one of the major causes of failure of signal integrity (SI) in high-speed circuits.

Logic faults and time delays in high-speed circuits happen when crosstalk becomes

severe, which leads to serious problems during the design verification and test

phases in high-speed circuits. In this paper, a vector generation fault test algorithm

for crosstalk delay based on the maximum aggressor model and waveform sensi-

tization is proposed for analyzing the four types of crosstalk delay fault in high-

speed interconnection circuits; in addition, by improving the traditional FAN

algorithm, the proposed algorithm designates a victim line and maximally activates

the corresponding aggressive line so as to generate the maximum access delay in a

high-speed interconnection circuit induced in a worst-case scenario. In this algo-

rithm, both the gate delay and the line delay are taken into consideration in high-

speed interconnection circuits, and two strategies, including static priority and

dynamic priority, are examined to achieve a more efficient delay test. The tests

were verified in a standard C17 circuit, and the results show that the test vectors for

crosstalk delay faults in high-speed circuits can be detected by the proposed

algorithm.

Keywords Signal Integrity (SI) • Crosstalk • Delay faults • FAN algorithm

3.1 Introduction

With the fast development of design technology and the craft of integrated circuits

(ICs), circuits have become more and more integrated at higher working frequen-

cies. Crosstalk between adjacent lines resulting from the coupling effect is much

more likely to happen with the use of ultra-deep submicron technology. Logic faults

and time delays occur when the crosstalk becomes severe, which has already

become a main reason for function faults in high-speed circuits that use ultra-

deep submicron technologies.
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The negative effects of crosstalk can be divided into two categories: glitch fault

and delay fault. The crosstalk delay fault is summarized by Chen et al. in which,

considering the signal arrival time and the ascend/descend time, the delay model is

built using 11 variable values to obtain the crosstalk delay ATPG algorithm [1]. A

method of generating a delay test generation taking into consideration the crosstalk

effect is studied to seek the maximum delay of circuits on the basis of a genetic

algorithm and delay simulation [2]. Nonsturdy test circuit sensitization was applied

in the aforementioned study only to discover that the delay faults caused by

crosstalk are actually more related to the time delay distribution information of

the circuit under test (CUT). Min Yinghua et al. proposed the concept of waveform

sensitization and indicated that nonsturdy unpredictable circuits could also be

waveform-sensitized upon the theory analysis [3]. The adoption of waveform

sensitization and the introduction of delay information under circuit sensitization

may not only be much closer to the actual fact of circuit sensitization, but it may

also reflect the delay faults caused by crosstalk. Zhang Yue et al. combine 9-value

logic with time parameters to test the delay faults in a critical circuit on the basis of

a test generation algorithm of waveform-sensitized crosstalk delay faults [4]. The

algorithm only considers line delay, not gate delay. In the paper, waveform sensi-

tization technology is adopted considering line and gate delays and is not limited to

delay fault testing in critical circuits. With the improved Automatic test vector

generation algorithm (FAN) and its advantages, such as sole sensitization, instant

inclusion, and multiple pushbacks, the maximum aggressive time can be obtained

on the basis of a Maximal Aggressor Fault model (MAF) that designates the

aggressive line [5]. The four types of delay fault generated by the interconnection

line crosstalk in a circuit are analyzed. Replacing the D=D variables with RI, RD,

FI, FD, G1, GO, the paper comes up with a mixture of 11-value logic and a time

parameter. Then two strategies, such as static priority and dynamic priority, are

analyzed to propose a new efficient generation algorithm with respect to test

vectors.

3.2 Delay Faults Induced by Crosstalk

The negative effects of crosstalk can be divided into two categories: glitch faults

and delay faults, the latter of which is the focus of this paper. The delay fault

happens when the neighbor lines jumps simultaneously. If the direction is opposite,

then the jump time will obviously increase, as the called crosstalk deceleration; if

the two lines jump in the same direction, the jump time will obviously decrease, as

the called crosstalk acceleration. Delay faults are classified into four types [6]:

1. In an ascending delay acceleration fault, both the victim line and the aggressive

line jump forward at some point so that the jump time of the victim line in the

forward direction decreases considerably RI.
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2. In an ascending delay deceleration fault, the victim line jumps in the forward

direction, the aggressive line jumps in the backward direction, and the jump time

of the victim line in the forward direction increases considerably RD.

3. A descending delay acceleration fault occurs when both the victim line and the

aggressive line jump in the backward direction and the jump time of the victim

line in the backward direction decreases considerably FI.

4. A descending delay deceleration fault occurs when the victim line jumps in the

backward direction and the aggressive line in the forward direction, and the jump

time of the victim line in the backward direction increases considerably. The

delay fault caused by crosstalk could lead to as severe as delay errors of the

circuit FD.

3.3 ATPG Algorithm for Crosstalk Delay Faults

3.3.1 Basic Idea of Algorithm

In dealing with high-speed interconnection circuits, the algorithm proposed in this

paper, which represents an improvement over the traditional FAN algorithm [7],

analyzes the four classes of crosstalk delay fault in high-speed interconnection

circuits with the maximum aggressive model and waveform sensitization technol-

ogy. In consideration of gate delay information and line delay information, two

strategies, static priority and dynamic priority, are studied in search of an ATPG

algorithm of test vectors with the time parameter for the test fault.

3.3.2 Generation Process of Test Vector of Algorithm

After a fault target is selected, the aggressive line is activated by the largest delay.

In the generation of a test vector, this paper discusses two test vector generation

strategies and makes certain improvements over the FAN algorithm according to

the characteristics of the crosstalk fault. Figure 3.1 shows a flow chart of the test

vector generation algorithm. The full process of test vector generation mainly

includes three phases: sensitization of the victim line, determination of circuit

timing information, and the course of test vector generation with the time

parameter.

The steps of the flow chart for the test vector generation algorithm are as follows.

3.3.2.1 Sensitization of Victim Line

First, in the course of analyzing a test circuit, a random line is chosen from the test

circuit as the fault line with the corresponding maximum aggressive assembly
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found as well; then the fault border of the fault line is determined from the test

circuit to form a fault border assembly; finally, the specified fault for the fault line is

chosen from the four fault types: rising delay accelerated failure RI, rising delay

reduction failure RD, falling delay accelerated failure FI, and falling delay slow

fault FD.

3.3.2.2 Determination the Circuit Timing Information

Then, when the delay information of the test circuit has been obtained, the delay

information is added to the circuit being tested. First, a static timing analysis of the

gate-level net table generated from the test circuit is conducted, which yields

information about the circuit line delay and gate delay. Then, both the fault line

time and the aggressive line signal time are assumed to be T.

3.3.2.3 Test Vector Generation Process with Time

After the victim line is sensitized and the circuit timing information obtained, the

process of generating a test vector with time is conducted, and the steps are as

follows:

Fig. 3.1 Flow chart of test vector generation algorithm
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1. Depending on the fault type of the fault line, first, obtain the jump information on

the aggressive line to determine the assignment of the aggressive line; then

determine the assignment of all other input lines, in addition to the fault line on

the fault border closest to the original output; finally, insert the assignment line

directly into the goal assembly using a dynamic priority strategy.

2. Check whether the current target set is empty; if so, go to step (3); if not, to

remove a line in the set, delete it from the set and check whether the selected line

is the fan outlet. If so, add it to the fan outlet target set; if not, then check whether

the line is the original input line. If it is, put it in the backcourt target assembly; if

neither, then you are dealing with a pushback process, that is, immediately push

back a gate and subtract the gate delay of the logic gate and the line delay

passing the lines in case of the current time value T. Repeat step (2) for the

pushed-back line. If it still does not satisfy the requirements of the fan outlet line

and the input line, keep passing the next gate and push back in the next line until

it satisfies step (3).

3. Check whether the fan-out target set is empty; if so, go to step (4); if not, take the

fan-out line closest to the original outlet as a target and delete it from the fan

outlet target. First, check whether the chosen fan-out line has two or more

assignment requirements, if it has only one assignment requirement, the line

shall be pushed back following step (2); if there are two or more assignment

requirements, make a judgment for each assignment of the fan-out line; take a

value and make the validation according to the forward and reverse direction-

containing process. If the fault boundary does not change, disappear, or come

into the state which contains contradiction, then the value is feasible and thus

taken as the value of the outlet; then, continue pushing back with step (2). If the

fault boundary does change, disappear, or come into the contain contradiction,

the value is not feasible.

4. Finally, check whether the fault line is the original output line; if so, that means

the fault has spread to the original output and the fault signal can be sampled

after the sampling time t is determined. With the identified assignments of each

line, obtain the remaining nonverified lines through the backward and forward

contain in the test circuit using the static priority strategy to obtain the test vector

with a time coefficient; if the fault line is not the original output line, then spread

the fault forward to the next logic gate through the current one, and add the gate

delay of the logic gate and line delay of the passed line to the current time value

T. The fault boundary will change at the time, while there is no need to determine

the jump information of the aggressive line. Repeat the entire test vector

generation process starting with step (1). Spread the fault forward to the original

output line step by step, and then determine the remaining nonverified lines in

the test circuit; finally, a test vector with time can be obtained.
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3.4 Example Verification

For the process described earlier, for the circuit shown in Fig. 3.2, suppose a failure

occurs in location x8, and then four kinds of fault RI, RD, FI, and FD on it. Follow

the steps in the process as mentioned earlier to obtain the corresponding test vector

for each fault with the time parameter.

Suppose that a fault, the fault type of which is RI, occurs at x8; the aggressive

lines are x6 and x9; the signal sample is taken in x10 with a unit sampling time of

t¼ 15. For easy analysis, assume that the gate delay time of the NAND door

denoted by gi is the 2 unit time.

Each line’s information is expressed in the following form:

S, ncr Sð Þ Trð Þ, ncf Sð Þ Tf

� �
, n0 Sð Þ, n1 Sð Þ� �

:

Each signal represents respectively the target line, number and time of increas-

ing jump required by the target line, number and time of decreasing jump required

by the target line, number of logic value 0 required by the target line, and number of

logic value 1 required by the target line.

Activate the faults: x8¼RI, x6¼CR, x9¼CR, and set the time T, namely, (x8,(1,
T ),0,0,0), (x6,(1,T),0,0,0), (x9,(1,T ),0,0,0). The fault boundaries are {G5, G6} (the

fault boundary is the gate directly attached to the fault line); select the fault

boundary closest to the original output as the fault propagation path; randomly

select G5 as the fault propagation path since the distances of G5, G6 from the outlet

are same. Next, take(x8,(1,T ),0,0,0), (x6,(1,T ),0,0,0), (x9,(1,T),0,0,0) as the current
targets to push them back.

First, take out line x6, (1,T ),0,0,0), and delete it from the current target set.

Considering that the line x6 is neither the fan outlet nor the input line, push back

through the NAND gate G1 using the dynamic priority strategy and subtract the

gate delay when passing the NAND gate G1 to obtain (x1,0,(1,T-G1),0,0), (x3,0,(1,
T-G1),0,0). Considering that x1 is the original input, insert (x1,0,(1,T-G1),0,0) into
the endpoint set, and x3 is the fan-out point; insert (x3,0,(1,T-G1),0,0) into the

fan-out point target set at; then the pushback of line x6 has been temporarily

finished. Then take (x8,(1,T),0,0,0),0,0) out of the current target set, and delete it

from the set. Judge out line x8 is a fan-out line, so insert (x8,0,(1,T ),0,0) into the
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G6

x7
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fan-out point target set. Now the pushback of line x8 has been temporarily finished.

Then, take line (x9,(1,T ),0,0,0) out of the current target set, and delete it from the

set. Push back through the NAND gate G4 using the dynamic priority strategy and

subtract the gate delay when passing the NAND gate G4 to (x5,0,(1,T-G4),0), (x7,0,
(1,T-G4),0,0). Determine that x5 is the original input, insert (x5,0,(1,T-G4),0,0) into
the endpoint set; judge out that x7 is the fan-out point, insert (x7,0,(1,T-G4),0,0) into
the fan-out point target set. Now the pushback of line x9 has been temporarily

finished.

At this point, all lines of the current set have been taken out; then take out the

fan-out points respectively from the fan-out line target in near-to-far order

depending on their distance to the original output. First, take out fan-out point x8
while determining that x8 has only one assignment requirement with no contradic-

tion. Push back through the NAND gate G3 using the dynamic priority strategy and

subtract the gate delay when passing the NAND gate G3 to obtain (x2,0,(1,T-
G3),0,0), (x7,0,(1,T-G3),0,0). Because x2 is determined to be the original input,

insert (x2,0,(1,T-G3),0,0) into the endpoint set; x7 is a fan-out point, so insert (x7,0,
(1,T-G3),0,0) into the fan-out point target set. Now the pushback of line x8 has been
temporarily finished. Take out the fan-out point x7, that is (x7,0,(2,T-G3),0,0). There
is no contradiction as with the assignment in x7; continue to push back x7 using the

dynamic priority strategy through the NAND gate G2. Subtract the line delay of

fan-out line x7 and the gate delay passing NAND gate G2 to obtain (x4,(2,T-G3-G2-
l7),0,0,0) (x3, (2,T-G3-G2-l7),0,0,0). Then since x4 is determined to be the original

input, insert (x4,(2,T-G4-G2-l7),0,0,0) into the endpoint set; x3 is a fan-out point, so
insert (x3,(2,T-G4-G2-l7),0,0,0) into the fan-out point target set. Now the pushback

of line x7 has been temporarily finished.

Take the fan-out line x3 out of the fan-out point target set, that is (x3,(2,T-G4-G2-l7),
(1,T-G1),0,0). Because there is a contradiction in x3, the assignment judgment should

be conducted next. First, verify this condition that the x3 assignment is (x3,(2,T-G4-G2-
l7),0,0,0). Continuing forward through NAND gate G1, obtain line x6’s value equiv-
alent to (x6,0,0,0,1), which contradicts the original aggressive line (x6,(1,T),0,0) and is
thus discarded. Next, validate the other assignment of x3 (x3,0,(1,T-G1),0,0), continue
forward through NAND gate G2, obtain line x7’s value (x7,0,0,0,1), then continue

forward through NAND gate G3, obtain line (x8,(1,T),0,0,0), which is compatible with

the previously defined x8 value, in the same way continue through NAND gate G4,

obtain (x9,(1,T),0,0,0), which is compatible with the previously defined x9 value, and
the validation finishes. While fanning out point x3, the line x3 value is a negative jump.

Take the minimum time according to the time inequality requirement, that is x3,0,(1,T-
G4-G2-l7),0,0), and there is no contradiction; if x3 is the original input, insert (x3,0,(1,T-
G4-G2-l7),0,0) into the endpoint set.

When all lines in the initial target set and the fan-out point set have been taken

out, spread the fault forward to the next gate through the fault border G5, but after

passing G5, it has reached the original output. The delay spreading to the output x10
is T+ l8 +G5 due to the line delay of x8 and the gate delay of NAND gate G5. The

original fault type is RI, which changes to x10¼ FI after passing through the NAND

gate, that is, the fault signal is collected through the output. With the acquisition
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time of output t, the relation between t and T, t¼ T+ l8 +G5, can be established.

Afterwards, validate all the remaining unverified lines using the static priority

strategy. It is proved that line x11 is determined by the values of x8 and x9. All the
lines have been verified when x11¼ FI is obtained and there is no contradiction.

From the expression t¼ T + l8 +G5, T¼ 11 can be obtained. According to the

T value, all the values of T’s expression will be obtained.

The test vector generation of the fault and the fault types of other lines is the

same as that given earlier.

The fault type is RI, and the obtained test vector is

{x1,x2,x3,x4,x5}¼ {(1,0,8)(1,0,8)(1,0,3)(0,1,4)(1,0,8)}.

Conclusion
In high-speed circuits, crosstalk can be serious enough to cause errors in the

delay of high-speed circuit signals. To ensure the correctness of high-speed

circuits, it is necessary to consider the delay growth and delay reduction

failure caused by crosstalk in the circuit test phase. The proposed algorithm,

on the basis of the FAN algorithm, introduces aggressive set constraints.

Aiming at the maximum aggressive time, the paper studies crosstalk fault

propagation and the reverse pushback process under two kinds of test vector

generation strategies—static priority and dynamic priority—on the basis of

11-value logic and waveform sensitization technology. In consideration of

the timing information such as gate delay and line delay, the paper proposes

an method for automatically generating test vectors of high-speed intercon-

nection channel crosstalk faults with timing information, and carried out an

example verification. The test generation of a crosstalk delay fault was

conducted on a certain scale of circuit.
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Chapter 4

Application of a Fuzzy-PID Control Method
to Synchronized Control of a Multistepping
Motor

Wenhao Shi, Lu Shi, Fang An, Zhouchang Wu, Zhongxiu Weng,
and Lianqing Zhao

Abstract The synchronized operating system of multistepping motors is widely

applied in industry. In this paper, a method of Fuzzy-PID control based on fuzzy

control educed from the conventional PID control method is introduced. The

stability of synchronized operation of multistepping motors can be improved with

this method. The simulation analysis based on practical stepping motor parameters

shows that this method is simpler and not only has less overshoot but also a shorter

setting time than the conventional PID controller. At the same time, its steady-state

characteristics and robustness are preferable. This method is easy to implement and

has good performance making it possible to apply Fuzzy-PID control in many

practical situations.

Keywords Synchronized control • Multi-stepping motor • PID control • Fuzzy

control

4.1 Introduction

The PID (Proportional-Integral-Derivative) method is widely applied in industry.

Although the conventional PID method with fixed parameters cannot guarantee the

results of control in complicated nonlinear systems with significant time lag [1], the

Fuzzy-PID method, combining fuzzy control theories with the conventional PID

method, obtains excellent results in practical applications [2]. There have been

several attempts at applying fuzzy logic to control in various electrical drives [3]. A

novel heuristic search algorithm, named ICA, has been employed to contribute to

the optimal design of the intelligent Fuzzy-PID controller [4]. A PID-type fuzzy

logic controller has been used to achieve improved performance with nonlinear

processes [5]. Integration of a robust Fuzzy-PID controller with a classical PID
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controller was described in [6] for a global control scheme. A technique for control

of DC motor speed using fractional Fuzzy-PID has also been developed, as

described in [7]. The Fuzzy-PID control method possesses great practical signifi-

cance for the control of multiple stepping motors.

4.2 Overview of the Fuzzy-PID Controller

PID controllers have been used in industrial control systems for several decades and

it is a well-developed method [8]. The time-domain expression of a standard PID

controller is given by Eq. (4.1):

u tð Þ ¼ KPe tð Þ þ KI

Z
e tð Þ þ KD

d

dt
e tð Þ ð4:1Þ

where KP is the proportional gain, KI is the integral gain, and KD is the derivative

gain. KP, KI, and KD are all artificially determined constants.

The transfer function is given by Eq. (4.2):

U sð Þ ¼ KP þ KI

1

s
þ KDs ð4:2Þ

The Fuzzy-PID controller is supposed to obtain good results through realized real-

time optimization of KP, KI, and KD using the Fuzzy Logic algorithm according to

fuzzy reasoning rules.

The principle of Fuzzy-PID is shown in Fig. 4.1, where e is the error and ec is the
rate of change of the error.

As for the Fuzzy-PID controller, its time-domain expression is given by

Eq. (4.3):

ufuzzy tð Þ ¼ K
0
P þ ΔKP

� �
e tð Þ þ K

0
I þ ΔKI

� �Z
e tð Þ þ K

0
D þ ΔKD

� �d
dt
e tð Þ ð4:3Þ

r(t)

e

y(t)
d/dt

KP

KI

KD

+ process

-

fuzzy

reasonning
ec PID

controller

Fig. 4.1 The principle of a Fuzzy-PID control system
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And its transfer function is given by Eq. (4.4):

ufuzzy sð Þ ¼ K
0
P þ ΔKP

� �
þ K

0
I þ ΔKI

� �
sþ K

0
D þ ΔKD

� �1
s

ð4:4Þ

where K
0
P,K

0
I,K

0
D are fixed constants, and ΔKP, ΔKI, ΔKD vary with different e and

ec instantly.
The implementation of Fuzzy-PID is given by the following procedures:

1. Obtain e and ec: Measure the difference between a measured process variable

and a desired setpoint, and then obtain e and ec.
2. Fuzzification: e and ec are input variables for the fuzzy controller. The

“fuzzification” process converts e and ec into fuzzy value sets of membership

functions. The fuzzy sets of e and ec are [NB, NM, NS, ZO, PS, PM, PB] ranging

from small to large.

3. Fuzzy reasoning: Fuzzy reasoning determines the output variables by IF-THEN

rules for example “IF e¼A ANDec¼B THENΔKP¼C ANDΔKI¼D
ANDΔKD¼E.” The output variables are also fuzzy values defined by the

fuzzy set. In Fuzzy-PID controllers, IF-THEN rules satisfy the conventional

PID constant setting rule.

4. Defuzzification: The output variables of fuzzy reasoning are fuzzy values.

Defuzzification converts fuzzy output variables from fuzzy sets into quantifiable

values so that real systems can make use of them. After defuzzification ΔKP,

ΔKI, and ΔKD are determined.

5. Obtain the final real PID controller: The real-time PID parameters are given by

Eq. (4.5) [9]:

Kp ¼ K
0
p þ ΔKp

Ki ¼ K
0
i þ ΔKi

Kd ¼ K
0
d þ ΔKd

8<: ð4:5Þ

4.3 Control Strategy for Multistepping Motors

At present, the control of multistepping motors mostly focuses on a method based

on the compensation principle [10]. As shown in Fig. 4.2, the controller of each axle

takes the same velocity instruction v0 as its reference. The coordinated relation of

axle velocity is determined by the synchronization coefficient α. This

compensation-principle-based control method has a simple circuit that is easily

realized. Also, it places an emphasis on the performance of the system trace,

showing no lag problems during start-up.

On the basis of the control structure mentioned above, this paper introduces a

synchronization control method that combines Fuzzy-PID control with the com-

pensation principle.
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In this method, each motor takes the previous one’s speed output as its given

speed. On this basis, after comparing the speed outputs of motors M1 and M2, the

difference is sent to the control terminal of the driven motor or driving motor via the

compensator. The coordinated relation between motor velocity v1 and v2 is deter-

mined by α, assuming α to be 1, as illustrated in Fig. 4.2.

This controller possesses the ability to self-learn and self-adapt, while it also has

improved tolerance and robustness. As this control scheme is so simple, there is no

need to produce a complex algorithm. The rapid controller operation meets the

requirements set by the rapidity of the controlled object.

4.4 Mathematics Models for the Stepping Motor

A three-phase hybrid stepping motor can be commonly modeled by a differential

equation as shown in Eq. (4.6) [11]:

ua
ub
uc

24 35 ¼ Ra 0 0

0 Rb 0

0 0 Rc

24 35 ia
ib
ic

24 35þ Laa Lab Lac
Lba Lbb Lbc
Lca Lcb Lcc

24 35
dia
dt
dib
dt
dic
dt

2666664

3777775
þ ∂
∂θ

Laa Lab Lac
Lba Lbb Lbc
Lca Lcb Lcc

24 35 ia
ib
ic

24 35dθ
dt

ð4:6Þ

Rotor torque equilibrium equations are

J
d2θ

d2t
¼ T � D

dθ

dt
� Tl ð4:7Þ

fuzzy-PID
controller

velocity
feedback1+

+

-

-

d

d

+

-

v0

v1

v2

M1

M2

α

velocity
feedback2

-

Fig. 4.2 A synchronous

Fuzzy-PID model for the

synchronized multistepping

motor model based on the

compensation principle
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T ¼ 1

2

X∂Ljj
∂θ

i2j þ
1

2

X∂Ljk
∂θ

ijik j ¼ a, b, c; k ¼ a, b, c; j 6¼ kð Þ ð4:8Þ

where ua, ia, and Ra, are voltage, current, and resistance in phase A respectively, J is
the inertial torque of the load, D is the viscous friction coefficient, T is the

electromagnetic torque, Tl is the load torque, and Ljj and Ljk are self-inductance

and mutual inductance (where higher harmonics can be ignored, they consist of an

average component and a fundamental component).

According to the mathematical model of a stepping motor formulated as the

differential equations shown above, its transfer function needs to be modeled

considering the input of the stepping motor as a step pulse. It is known that with

regard to a stepping motor, whilst the rotor theoretically rotates one standard

stepping angle θ1, it actually rotates θ2 (the output) and oscillates around the new

stationary point. Thus, the stepping motor’s transfer function can be deduced as

G sð Þ ¼ θ2 sð Þ
θ1 sð Þ

In order to obtain this function, factors such as the average component and the

fundamental component are supposed to be ignored. Taking phase A as the refer-

ence, the voltage equilibrium equations of winding for phases A, B, and C can be

formulated as

uA ¼ RiA þ L
diA
dt
� Kmw sin Zrθð Þ

uB ¼ RiB þ L
diB
dt
� Kmw sin Zrθ � 120�ð Þ

uC ¼ RiC þ L
diC
dt
� Kmw sin Zrθ þ 120�ð Þ

8>>>>><>>>>>:
The rotor torque equilibrium equation is:

J
d2θ

d2t
þ D

dθ

dt
þ KmiA sin Zrθð Þ þ KmiB sin Zrθ � 120�ð Þ

þ KmiC sin Zrθ þ 120�ð Þ þ Tl

¼ 0 ð4:9Þ

In Eq. (4.9), iA, iB, iC, uA, uB, and uC are current and voltage in phases A, B, and C

respectively. L and R are the self-inductance and resistance of the winding. θ, w, J,
and Zr are the angle position output, the angular velocity, the inertial torque, and the
number of teeth of the rotor, respectively. Km, D, and Tl are the torque constant,

viscous damping, and load torque of the motor, respectively.

In order to obtain the transfer function, we suppose that the motor is energized by

the order a-b-c-a. From the equilibrium equation above, the equation of motion of

the motor is
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J
d2θ

d2t
þ D

dθ

dt
� ZrLi

2
A

2
sin Zrθð Þ ¼ 0 ð4:10Þ

Assuming that the rotor reaches the equilibrium position at t¼ 0 and dθ
dt ¼ 0 at this

time. Since only one phase is being energized then, through further operation, the

mathematical model of a stepping motor’s transfer function can be concluded to be

G sð Þ ¼ θ2 sð Þ
θ1 sð Þ ¼

ZrLi
2
A=2J

s2 þ D

J
sþ ZrLi

2
A=2J

ð4:11Þ

Taking the parameters of a type of 57-mm stepping motor [12], scilicet Zr¼ 40,

L¼ 0.42 mH, J¼ 0.48 kg cm2, D¼ 0.07, and iA¼ 5.8 A, the stepping motor’s

transfer function can be concluded to be:

G sð Þ ¼ 235:48

s2 þ 0:1458sþ 235:48
ð4:12Þ

4.5 Experimental Results

Our experiment compared the performance difference between a Fuzzy-PID con-

troller and a conventional PID controller. The transfer function in this experiment is

given by Eq. (4.12) in Sect. 4.4, and was derived from a 57-mm stepping motor. The

parameters of conventional PID controller are already setting to get a good

performance.

G sð Þ ¼ 235:48

s2 þ 0:1458sþ 235:48

For the Fuzzy-PID controller, the fuzzy domain of e is [�6.6], the fuzzy domain of

ec is [�3.3], the fuzzy domain of ΔKP is [�6.6], and the fuzzy domain of ΔKI and

ΔKD are [�3.3]. The step function response in the simulation is shown in Fig. 4.3.

We determined that the percentage overshoot for Fuzzy-PID control is 2.7 %, while

the value for conventional PID control is 12.0 %; the setting time for Fuzzy-PID

control is 8.34 ms, 14 % less than the conventional value, which is 9.75 ms.

The change curves for ΔKP, ΔKI, and ΔKD are shown in Figs. 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6,

respectively. The fuzzy parameters vary appropriately for current system state.
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Fig. 4.3 Output response

for the two kinds of PID

controllers

Fig. 4.4 Chang curve for

ΔKP

Fig. 4.5 Chang curve for

ΔKI
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Conclusion

A Fuzzy-PID control method generated by combining both fuzzy and PID

control is employed. We validate the results of this control method using a

synchronous model with equal state control structure. It is shown that this

synchronous control method is simply formed and easily realized. In addition,

it can effectively increase the velocity of reaction of a synchronized multiple

stepping motor system and enhance its stability and robustness. This motor

control strategy is flexible and easy to implement; it can therefore be applied

in cost-sensitive situations where complex approaches cannot be used.
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Chapter 5

The Improved Bayesian Algorithm to Spam
Filtering

Hongling Wang, Gang Zheng, and Yueshun He

Abstract Though electronic mail is one of the most popular forms of communi-

cation in modern society, spam brings considerable inconvenience to our lives

while also very negatively affecting network security; thus resolving this issue

has become a rather urgent task. The existing Bayesian algorithm uses a Bernoulli

model to process text features in application to spam filtering, but it always mis-

judges normal mail because it does not distinguish the differing degrees of impor-

tance of various features. In this paper, a new and improved Bayesian algorithm is

proposed that weights feature words with minimum risk. Experimental results show

that this algorithm can reduce the risk of misjudging normal mail and improve the

accuracy of mail filtering.

Keywords Spam filtering • Bayesian algorithm • Weighting feature word • Mini-

mum risk

5.1 Introduction

An investigative report on antispam conditions in China in the fourth quarter of

2013 was released recently, according to the Chinese Internet Association, and

shows that 92.4 % of users use normal personal e-mail, 5.1 % of users use enterprise

e-mail, and only 4.2 % of people do not use e-mail. The report also shows that

successful receipt of messages, security, privacy, and antispam functions are the

most important features of e-mail. Figures show that Chinese e-mail users receive

about 14.6 pieces of spam every week. The percentage of spam is 37.3 % of the

total, rising at an annual rate of 4% in the fourth quarter of 2013 [1]. Spam ties up

more network resources, reduces the operating efficiency of networks, and con-

sumes a considerable amount of time, money, and energy of receivers; sometimes

spam contains malicious content such as fraud and sexually explicit images, which

have a harmful effect on society [2]; therefore, antispam technologies must be

developed. Antispam methods commonly include black- or white-list technology,

keyword filtering technology, Decision Tree, boosting technology, and naive
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Bayesian algorithms [3]. Bayesian algorithms are the most popular method because

of their convenience of design, decision features, and low storage requirements

[4]. However, they also present some problems; for instance, they cannot differen-

tiate the importance of feature words and may misidentify normal e-mail as spam.

To solve these problems and improve their filtering capabilities, a new Bayesian

spam filtering algorithm that carries minimum risk and is based on the weighting of

feature words is proposed in this paper.

5.2 Principle of Bayesian Algorithms

A Bayesian algorithm is a classification technology used to predict the possibility of

a new event according to past events, as proposed by the famous mathematician

Thomas Bayes [5]. By computing the probability of every category in a given text,

it classifies the text into the category that is most likely to be the correct category

when the algorithm is applied to solve text classification problems. As its basic

principle, the algorithm analyzes common keywords in a collection of spam and

obtains a distribution statistics model and calculates the probability that a particular

e-mail is of spam [6]: d is the text set, P(ci|d ) is the probability that text d belongs to
category ci, P(ci) is the prior probability of class ci, P(d|ci) is the class-conditional
probability of the text, P(d ) is the appearance probability of the text. P(ci|d) can be
calculated as follows:

P ci
		d� � ¼ P cið ÞP d

		ci� �
P dð Þ , i ¼ 1, 2, 3, . . . ,

		C		: ð5:1Þ

The probability of text P(d ) can be calculated as follows:

P dð Þ ¼
XCj j
i¼1

P cið ÞP d
		ci� �

: ð5:2Þ

P(ci) can be estimated according to the historical experience of the training set.

Suppose Nk represents the number of texts of class ci in the training set, and

N represents the number of texts in the training set. P(ci) can be calculated as

follows:

P cið Þ ¼ Nk

N
: ð5:3Þ

Then we obtain the class-conditional probability of text P(d|ci) according to the

class-conditional probability of feature words in the texts. This can be calculated as

follows:
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P d
		ci� � ¼Yn

t¼1
BP wt

		ci� �þ 1� Bð Þ 1� P wt

		ci� �� �� �
; ð5:4Þ

where B indicates whether or not the feature word Wt appears, and P(wt|ci) is the
probability that the feature word wt will appear in the condition of class ci. the
number of texts in class ci in which the feature word wi appears, and Nc is the

number of texts in class ci, Nc is the texts number in class ci. P(wt|ci) can be

calculated as follows:

P wt

		ci� � ¼ Nw

Nc
: ð5:5Þ

Based on the preceding description, we can see the traditional Bayesian filtering

approach does not take into consideration the differences between normal text

classification and e-mail filtering; in addition, it does not consider the various

features in normal e-mail and spam. Therefore, some improvements with regard

to feature word detection are made in this paper by studying the Bayesian filtering

process.

5.3 Filtering Algorithm Based on Feature Word Weighting

5.3.1 Filtering Process Using Bayesian Algorithm

Spam filtering is a two-class classification problem, and the final result is that

e-mails are divided into two groups, normal e-mail (ham) and spam (spam).

When the e-mail system receives a new e-mail, it classifies this e-mail by calculat-

ing the probability of P(ci|d ), i2 {spam, ham}. The whole process includes two

steps: training and classification.

Training process:

1. Build spam and ham sets by collecting many e-mails.

2. Extract individual token strings as feature words such as discount, receipt from

every -email title, and the contents in the spam and ham sets. Then calculate the

appearance time of the token and build the feature set f¼ {w1,w2, . . .,wn}.

3. Build individual hash tables for both normal e-mail and spam. Hash ham is for

normal e-mail and hash spam is for spam, where the mapping relation of a

feature word token string to word frequency is stored.

4. Calculate the class-conditional probability P(wt|ci) for feature word wt according

to Eq. (5.4).

5. Count the prior probability P(ci) of the class based on Eq. (5.3).
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Classification process:

1. Extract feature words from new e-mails.

2. Calculate the probability P(cham|d ) of normal e-mail and P(cspam|d ) of spam
when it satisfies the extracted feature words d.

3. Classify this e-mail based on the results. When the value of P(cspam|d) is greater
than P(cham|d) or the threshold λ, this e-mail is tagged as spam.

Spam filtering faces two practical problems in its application: what is the result if

spam is identified as normal e-mail? And what is the consequence if normal e-mail

is considered spam. Treating spam as normal e-mail will waste a user’s precious

time and energy; however, treating normal e-mail as spam could delay important

events in a user’s day, such as meetings.

5.3.2 Improved Algorithm Based on Minimum Risk
and Feature Words

Based on the foregoing description, it is evident that the consequences of

misidentifying normal e-mail as spam are more serious; therefore, to reduce the

risks associated with incorrect spam filtering, some improvements to the filtering

model and a new Bayesian spam filtering algorithm based on a minimum risk

strategy are proposed in this paper.

5.3.2.1 Analysis and Improvement of Probability Evaluation Model

In the Bayesian filtering model shown in Eq. (5.1), when ci equals class spam, the

probability that text d belongs to the category spam can be calculated as follows:

P spam
		d� � ¼ P spamð Þ � P d

		spam� �X
c2C

P cð Þ � P d=cð Þ : ð5:6Þ

This means that if P(spam|d )/P(ham|d ) is greater than the threshold λ, the e-mail

is spam, where λ is the risk factor.

The class-conditional probability of e-mail can be calculated according to

Eq. (5.7) in the traditional Bayesian method:

P spam
		d� � ¼ P spamð Þ �

Yn
i¼1

wiP dx
		spam� �

X
c2C

P cð Þ �
Yn
i¼1

wiP dx
		c� � : ð5:7Þ
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The new model introduces feature weighting to emphasize features with a strong

discrimination capability and to suppress features without a discrimination capa-

bility or with a weak such capability. If a feature word has a strong discrimination

capability in the process of classification, its function should be increased; other-

wise, it should be decreased; therefore, the classification ability can be considerably

improved. To describe the differentiation capability of feature words, a new

weighting function is constructed:

Weight dð Þ ¼ T dð Þ � ECE dð Þ; ð5:8Þ

where T(d ) is the number of times the feature word d occurs in e-mail, ECE(d ) is
the expected cross entropy improved by feature words. Eq. (5.8) shows that the

weighting function takes into account not only the number of times the feature word

occurs in e-mail but also the relation between feature word and class. In this way,

some feature words with large ECE(d) can be selected by calculating ECE(d ) in the
training process.

In the classification process, the weighting function Weight(d ) will play a role in
calculating P(spam|d ). As a result, the role of the feature will be enhanced, in

particular, the number of feature words will increase. The form of Eq. (5.7) is

changed as follows:

P spam
		d� � ¼ P spamð Þ �

Yn
i¼1

wi P dx
		spam� �� �Weight dð Þ

X
c2C

P cð Þ �
Yn
i¼1

wi

�
P dx

		c� ��
Weight dð Þ

: ð5:9Þ

5.3.2.2 Improved Bayesian Filtering Algorithm with Minimum Risk

To compare P(ham|d) and P(spam|d ), some analysis of Eq. (5.10) needs to be

performed:

f dð Þ ¼ log
P ham

		d� �
P spam

		d� � : ð5:10Þ

The equation shows that f(d ) is greater than zero if P(ham|d )<P(spam|d);
otherwise, f(d ) is less than zero. Thus, Eq. (5.6) can reflect the distance between

P(ham|d ) and P(spam|d). Some results can be obtained by analyzing Eqs. (5.4) and

(5.6):

f dð Þ ¼ log
P ham

		d� �
P spam

		d� � ¼ log
P d

		ham� �
P hamð Þ

P d
		spam� �

P spamð Þ
¼
Xn
i¼1

logP d
		spam� ��Xn

i¼1
logP d

		ham� �þ log
P hamð Þ
P spamð Þ:

ð5:11Þ
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Let x ¼
Xn
i¼1

logP d
		ham� �

, y ¼
Xn
i¼1

logP d
		spam� �

, z ¼ log
P hamð Þ
P spamð Þ.

Thus, Eq. (5.11) is changed as follows:

f dð Þ ¼ xþ y� z ð5:12Þ

By analyzing x, y, and z, the results show that x is the sum of the logarithm of

probabilities for all feature words in new e-mail occurring in the class spam, which
reflects the possibility that this new e-mail is spam; y is the sum of logarithm

probabilities for all feature words in new e-mail occurring in the class ham, which
shows the possibility that this new e-mail is ham; z reflects the a priori probability
difference between ham and spam. For an unknown e-mail d, x is defined as the

measure of belonging to spam and y is the measure of being ham. In the course of

classification of new e-mail, the algorithm will get (x,y) that corresponds to a point

in two dimensions. Setting f(d) equal to zero, the classifier corresponds to a line in

two dimensions; therefore, the classification problem for undefined e-mail can be

decided by the distance between the dot corresponding to e-mail text and the

classification line.

Figure 5.1 shows the relationship between the text dot of unknown e-mail and

the classifier line, where D1 is the distance between the dots above the line and the

line, and D2 is the distance between the dots below the line and the line. It is

obvious that D1 and D2 can be calculated as follows:

D1 ¼ D2 ¼ X � Y þ Zð Þffiffiffi
2
p : ð5:13Þ

With respect to new e-mail, d, we define RS as risk factors that are determined by

the classifier that treats the e-mail d as spam and RH as the risk factor treating this

e-mail as ham; therefore, with unknown e-mail, the distance d between its

Y

X0

X-Y+Z=0

45º

(X1,Y1)

(X2,Y2)

X1 X2

Y1

Y2

Z

D1

D2

Fig. 5.1 Relationship

between text dot of

unknown e-mail and the

classifier line
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corresponding dot (x, y) and classification line must be calculated. If d>RH and x
+ z< y, then it classifies the e-mail as ham; if d>RS and x+ z> y, then it classifies
the e-mail as spam. Based on the line geometry division, the improved model has

better expansibility. As the number of feature words increases or as e-mails with

high decision risk are processed, we can perform a secondary classification so that

the classification effect can be improved further. In this sense, two risk factors, RS

and RH, are proposed in this paper to describe the decision risk in smaller

granularity.

5.4 Analysis of Experimental Results

Some experiments for spam filtering based on minimum Bayesian risk were

performed. We tested 3,000 e-mails collected in various ways, which include

2,017 spam and 983 normal e-mails. With 500 pieces of spam and normal e-mail

as the training sample and the others as testing data, we tested these e-mails using a

traditional Bayesian algorithm and the improved Bayesian algorithm and then

compared the results. Refer to Tables 5.1 and 5.2 for the filtering results from the

traditional and improved algorithms. Generally speaking, accuracy, precision, and

recall are used to evaluate the filtering effect [7]. The evaluation result appears in

Table 5.3.

The experimental results show that the improved Bayesian algorithm has better

filtering performance and lower misjudgment rate compared with the traditional

method using feature word weighing and two risk factors.

Table 5.1 Classification

result based on traditional

Bayesian algorithm

Classification Spam Normal e-mail Feature words

Spam 1,768 88 1,800

Normal e-mail 249 895 1,800

Table 5.2 Classification

result based on improved

Bayesian algorithm

Classification Spam Normal e-mail Feature words

Spam 1,812 72 1,800

Normal e-mail 205 911 1,800

Table 5.3 Evaluation

of filtering results Algorithm

Accuracy

(%)

Precision

(%)

Recall

(%)

Traditional algorithm 89 95 88

Improved algorithm 91 94 90
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Conclusion

To solve problems that arise in the application of spam filtering using a

Bayesian algorithm, some improvements to Bayesian algorithms are

presented in this paper. On the one hand, the weighting of feature words is

proposed and applied to spam filtering to enhance the role of feature words in

the classification process; on the other hand, two risk factors are defined in the

process of calculating probabilities. The experimental results showed that the

new filtering algorithm has a high accuracy rate and is a better method for

solving the spam-filtering problem.
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Chapter 6

Evolution of Community Structure
in Complex Networks

Lei Zhang, Jianyu Li, Shuangwen Chen, and Xin Jin

Abstract Community structure has always been considered one of the most

significant features in complex networks, and it plays an important role in the

topology and function of networks. In this paper, we choose five data sets from

various areas to detect the community structure and present two interesting results.

We cut all the nodes in the networks from low degree to high degree and then obtain

many networks with different scales. First, the relationship between the number of

nodes of the maximal communities and the number of communities in the

corresponding networks is studied and is shown to be linear. Second, when the

number of nodes in the maximal communities increases, the increasing tendency of

the number of its edges slows down, which reveals the sparsity of networks.

Keywords Community structure • Linear • Sparsity

6.1 Introduction

In recent years, complex networks have had a profound effect on many research

disciplines [1–3], such as, for example, systems science, statistical physics, social

sciences, and biology [4–6]. Network structure theory may help us to understand

the properties, function, and evolutionary mechanism of complex networks

[2, 7]. One of the most crucial research areas in complex networks is community

structure [8–13]. Community structure means that, among different groups, the

links of nodes between them are of low density, but the links of nodes within a
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group are of high density. We can provide insight into how network function and

topology affect each other to identify these substructures within a network.

Community structure analysis has a wide range of applications in biology,

physics, computer graphics, and sociology [14, 15]. For example, in social groups,

people with the same hobbies or beliefs often appeal to each other. In molecular

response networks, it is possible to distinguish roles or features of molecular from

aggregated functional module nodes.

Previous investigations on community structure analysis revealed astonishing

conclusions about network function [10, 13, 16]. There are three reasons for

exploring network communities [17]. First, it may help to formulate realistic

mechanisms for a community’s genesis and evolution by revealing the network

organization at a coarse level. Second, it may be affected by the modular structure

of the graph to better understand the change in dynamic processes in a network.

Third, we cannot uncover the relationship between nodes of a graph by simply

inspecting it as a whole; the function of the system should be investigated as well.

This paper focuses on the following aspects. First, modularity is used to analyze

community structure. Second, the relationship between the number of nodes of the

maximal communities and the number of communities in the corresponding net-

work is studied. Third, the relationship between the number of nodes of the

maximal communities and the number of their corresponding edges is examined.

6.2 Source Data and Networks Detect Method

To study the features of community structure in complex networks, we need to

choose data sets from various areas. Table 6.1 lists the data sets we have used.

1. MATLAB help document: the nodes are key terms in the MATLAB help

document. If two nodes have a hyperlink relationship, they are connected.

2. Chinese characters: the nodes are radicals in Chinese characters, and a relation

exists between two radicals if they can co-occur in a word.

3. Yeast: the nodes are proteins in yeast, and a relation exists between two proteins

if they chemically react with each other [18].

4. Electronic collaboration networks: the nodes are authors who research general

relativity and quantum cosmology. A relation exists between two authors if they

collaborate on a paper [19].

5. Peer-to-peer file-sharing networks: the nodes are hosts in peer-to-peer file-

sharing network topology, and a relation exists between two hosts if they

connect to each other [20].

To study community structure, we divide the networks to obtain communities,

which help us understand how a real network is constructed. We may also discover

how they relate to each other and how they affect the whole network [21]. The main

problem is detecting communities in the first place. Most importantly, researchers

have provided and designed many methods and techniques to improve it, but few of
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these techniques and methods have been adopted by the scientific community as the

most reliable [17].

In this paper, the algorithm we propose for identifying communities is as

follows:

1. Calculate the degree of each node in the network, including the out-degree and

in-degree.

2. Remove nodes with degree k (the initial value of k is 1) from the network.

3. Remove nodes with degree k + 1.
4. Repeat step 3 until no community is left.

6.3 Aanlysis of Community Structure

6.3.1 Modularity

Modularity Q [22] is a property proposed by Clauset et al. to measure when the

division of networks is a good one. The formula is as follows:

Q ¼ 1

2m

X
ij

Aij � kikj
2m


 �
δ Ci;Cj

� �
: ð6:1Þ

The quantity will be zero when the fraction of within-community edges is no

different from what we could expect for a randomized network. The quantities Aij

are the elements of the so-called adjacency matrix. At the same time, the expected

number of edges between vertices i and j if edges are placed at random is
kikj
2m , where

ki and kj are the degrees of the vertices and m is the total number of edges in the

network; if m¼ 0, then there is no connection between any two nodes in the

network. Vertices i and j respectively belong to communities Ci and Cj. If Ci¼Cj,

then δ(Ci,Cj)¼ 1. Otherwise, δ(Ci,Cj)¼ 0. The value of Q ranges between 0 and 1;

the greater the value of Q, the more closely it represents the community structure,

with Q¼ 0.3 generally serving as the lower bound of a network with an obvious

community structure. Based on formula (6.1), we calculated the modularity for each

data set, as shown in Table 6.2.

Table 6.1 Five data sets, with all nodes in each data set and the existing edges

Source data Node Number of nodes Number of edges

MATLAB help document Key terms 2,385 10,091

Chinese characters Radicals 1,174 4,000

Yeast Proteins 2,361 7,182

Electronic collaboration networks Authors 5,242 28,980

Peer-to-peer file-sharing networks Hosts 6,301 20,777
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Table 6.2 displays the modularity of the five data sets. The modularity value can

indicate the density of the community structure in networks. The greater the

modularity value, the greater the density, which means the network has a more

obvious community structure and dense connections inside the network. For exam-

ple, the data from MATLAB may have more obvious community features than the

others because it has the largest modularity value (0.890), while a smaller modu-

larity value reveals a lower density, which means the network has a less obvious

community structure and sparse connections within. The data from Chinese char-

acters may have a less obvious community feature since it has the smallest

modularity value (0.302).

6.3.2 Relationship Between Number of Nodes of Maximal
Community and the Number of Communities
in the Corresponding Network

In this section, we explore the relationship between the number of nodes of the

maximal communities and the number of communities in the corresponding net-

works to investigate the character of community structure (Fig. 6.1).

Figure 6.1 displays the relationship chart of the five data sets and allows us to

draw the conclusion that there exists a linear correlation between the number of

nodes of the maximal and the number of communities in the corresponding

networks. To study this linear correlation, we quantified five data sets and compared

them. From Fig. 6.2 we can observe that the number of communities gradually

declines as the number of nodes increases. However, the rate trends vary, and we

find that different trends reflect the structure of different complex networks. For

example, the linear correlation of the MATLAB help document is steep, which

reveals that dense connections inside and sparsely connected outside. Meanwhile,

the linear correlation of yeast is relatively smooth, which means sparse connections

inside, dense connections outside. Depending on the linear correlation between the

number of communities in the whole network, we are better able to study the

character of the community structure of complex networks.

Table 6.2 Modularity for each data set

Source data Number of nodes Number of edges Modularity

MATLAB help document 2,385 10,091 0.890

Chinese characters 1,174 4,000 0.302

Yeast 2,361 7,182 0.582

Electronic collaboration networks 5,242 28,980 0.858

Peer-to-peer file-sharing networks 6,301 20,777 0.445
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Fig. 6.1 Description of relationship of five data sets. (a) MATLAB help document. (b) Chinese
characters. (c) Yeast. (d) P2P file-sharing networks. (e) Electronic collaboration networks. N_N
number of nodes of maximal communities, C_N number of communities in corresponding

networks

0.2 0.3

N_N

10.9

K2 = – 0.6692

K5 = – 0.7069
K4 = – 0.7229
K3 = – 0.6470

K1 = – 0.8765

0.80.70.60.50.40.10

C
_N

1

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

Fig. 6.2 The relationship between the number of nodes of maximal communities and the number

of communities is linear, but the slopes of the lines from the five data sets are different, where K1,

K2, K3, K4 and K5 represent the slopes of five linear fittings of the MATLAB help document,

Chinese characters, yeast, electronic collaboration networks, and peer-to-peer file-sharing net-

works, respectively
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6.3.3 Relationship Between Number of Nodes in Maximal
Communities and Number of Their Corresponding
Edges

We explore the relationship between the number of nodes in the maximal commu-

nities and the number of their corresponding edges using a relationship chart to

investigate the character of community structure (Fig. 6.3).

According to the study of the relationship between the number of nodes in

maximal communities and the number of communities in the corresponding net-

works, we find that there exists a linear correlation between them.

We now explore the relationship between the number of nodes of the maximal

communities and the number of edges in the corresponding maximal communities.

Figure 6.3 displays a chart showing the relationship between the five data sets. The

figure shows that the number of edges rapidly increases while the number of nodes

initially increases. When the number of nodes reaches a certain level, the increase in

the number of edges tends to smooth out while the number of nodes increases. To

examine this property, we quantified the five data sets and compared them. Fig-

ure 6.4 demonstrates that there are differences in the five data sets; the trend

changes in some data sets, such as electronic collaboration networks, are steep,

Fig. 6.3 Visualization of relationship of five data sets. (a) MATLAB help document. (b) Chinese
characters. (c) Yeast. (d) P2P file-sharing networks. (e) Electronic collaboration networks. N_N
number of nodes of maximal communities, E_N number of edges in corresponding maximal

communities
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whereas other data sets, such as peer-to-peer file-sharing networks, change slowly.

When the increase in the number of nodes reaches a certain level, the number of

edges does not increase but achieves a flat state. Based on the preceding analysis,

we may conclude that complex networks have a sparsity feature.

Discussion and Conclusion

Community structure detection plays a significant role in studying the struc-

tural properties, functions, and evolutionary mechanisms of complex net-

works by breaking down the nodes, which is helpful for properly disclosing

network construction principles and topology functions.

This paper focused on several data sets from various areas to explore the

features of community structure. To begin with, we calculated the modularity

of five complex networks, proposing the conclusion that the modularity and

density of the communities in the whole networks are positively related.

Then, after fitting the number of nodes in the maximum communities to the

number of communities in the corresponding networks, we observed a linear

correlation between them. We could extend this linear correlation to other

kinds of networks and predict their scale. Finally, examination of the relation-

ships between the number of nodes of maximal communities and the number

of edges in the corresponding maximal communities revealed the sparse

character of the community structure in networks and which revealed the

generality feature of complex networks.

(continued)

Fig. 6.4 Quantification of

five data sets and their

relationships. N_N number

of nodes of maximal

communities, E_N number

of edges in corresponding

maximal communities
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(continued)

However, a few problems remain. First, there is no common definition of

community, which is justified by the nature of the problem itself. What’s

more, real-world networks are dynamic. An increasing number of studies on

complex networks are focusing on excavating the hidden relations and fea-

tures in real networks such as social networks. Therefore, improving the

methods of researching ever-changing dynamic networks represents an inno-

vative and challenging avenue for future work.
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Chapter 7

Construction of a Thermal Power Enterprise
Environmental Performance Evaluation
Model

Xiaofei Liao, Huayue Li, Weisha Yan, and Lin Liu

Abstract This paper establishes a thermal power enterprise environmental

performance evaluation model based on the fuzzy analytic hierarchy process

utilizing a listed Chinese thermal power company as an example to verify the

model’s operability and scientific validity. Our model provides an operational and

quantifiable method for evaluation of the environmental performance of Chinese

thermal power enterprises.

Keywords Environmental performance evaluation • Fuzzy analytic hierarchy

process (FAHP) • Stakeholder theory • Thermal power enterprise

7.1 Introduction

The thermal power industry is one of large scale with strong profitability but serious

environmental pollution issues. Setting up a scientifically valid environmental

performance evaluation model is a key factor in solving this contradiction.

“Environmental Performance Evaluation” is a relatively new term. David Pierce

et al., proposes making environmental resources a part of physical accounting, and

making environmental factors significant corporate finance decisions [1, 2]. In

1994, The Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants listed many examples of

the environmental performance of different fields. In August 2000, the World

Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD) put forward the world’s

first set of ecological evaluation criteria, creating an important communication tool

between an enterprise and other internal or external stakeholders [3]. Bolet and

other scholars studied the changes in power company’s environmental and business

performance in relation to the U.S. Clean Air Act and then proclaimed the DEA

method [4]. The study of environmental performance evaluation in China does not

have a long history. Tang et al. [5] created 15 indicators in five major categories,
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also conducting a comprehensive evaluation of environmental performance using

the BP artificial neural network method [6].

Because of the diversity of environmental performance evaluation indices, there

is no current unified conclusion as to the evaluation of environmental performance.

The fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (FAHP) method presented herein can convert

qualitative evaluation into quantitative evaluation.

7.2 The Establishment of the Thermal Power Enterprise
Environmental Performance Evaluation Index System

7.2.1 The Selection of Level Indicators for the Thermal
Power Enterprise Environmental Performance
Evaluation Index System

Environmental conditions mainly refer to economic value whereas environmental

benefit refers to the measures and gains that contribute to the enterprise’s sustain-

able and ecological environmental protection. Economic benefit represents a com-

parison of labor costs and labor outcomes of economic activity in a socialist

economy. Social benefit refers to the positive and negative effects on society

when an enterprise conducts its own environmental management. The three

together form the “triple bottom line” of disclosure in the international environ-

mental performance index system [7]. Environmental conditions affect an enter-

prises’ economic development, and the contributions to the economic, social, and

environmental benefits, as all four are complementary to each other. The system

established in this paper has as the main evaluation levels: environmental states,

environmental benefit, economic benefit, and social benefit indicators, and each

main evaluation level is further divided into several secondary indices.

7.2.2 The Selection of Secondary Indices for the Thermal
Power Enterprise Environmental Performance
Evaluation Index System

On the basis of previous studies and China’s special environment we selected the

first ten pieces of literature cited in our county, 30 articles mainly on coal, paper

making, power and other heavy pollution industries from the last 5 years in CSSCI

(Chinese Social Sciences Citation Index), and 20 references related to the environ-

mental performance evaluation index system of heavily polluting industries

from foreign literature of the past 3 years. We used EXCEL statistics on these

60 articles, and selected the top 30 environmental performance evaluation
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indicators. We developed the secondary indices shown in Table 7.1 based on our

research on the electric power industry.

Table 7.1 Environmental performance evaluation index system including the secondary indices

Target layer Level indicators Secondary indicators

Performance evaluation

system environment A

Environmental

status indicators

B1

The annual pollution direct loss proportion C11

The attainment rate of afforestation in enter-

prise C12

Standard rate of corporate greening C13

Environmental agencies involved in the extent

of its product development process C14

The type of eco-friendly C15

Environmental contribution of green products

C16

Environmental

benefits index B2

Unit energy consumption profitability C21

Rate of return for utilization of the “Three

wastes” C22

Environmental agencies involved in the extent

of its product development process C23

Environmental contribution of green products

C24

The size and extent of the use of environment-

friendly technology C25

Economic indica-

tors B3

Annual growth rate of energy efficiency C31

Energy conservation yields C32

Frequency of excessive sewage C33

Environmental subsidies and income growth

C34

Capital expenditures relating to the environ-

ment C35

Proportion of R&D assigned to green products

C36

Social indicators

B4

Hazardous solid waste disposal rate C41

The proportion of funds to finance social

environment C42

Number of environmental pollution disputes

C43

Number of occurrences of employee occupa-

tional diseases C44

Environmental education training hours C45
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7.3 The Construction of a Thermal Power Enterprise
Environmental Performance Evaluation Model
for China Based on FAHP

7.3.1 The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) to Determine
Weight

Firstly, design appropriate questionnaires, and using these survey an expert group to

determine the mutual importance of the different level indicators. Then, construct a

judgment matrix. Put the overall judgment of the environmental performance of

multiple elements’ weight on these elements into “compared to each other,” and

convert the thus-compared results into quantitative data to form A. Use a Judgment

matrix to calculate the maximum eigenvalue eigenvector.

Calculate Mi, which is the product of the ith row of A,

Mi ¼
Yn
j¼1

aij, i ¼ 1, 2, . . . , n ð7:1Þ

Calculate Wi which is the nth power of Mi,

Wi ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Mi

n
p

ð7:2Þ

Wi¼ (w1,w2, . . .,wn) is normalized to give

wi ¼ wiXn
j¼1

wj

ð7:3Þ

Wi¼ (W1,W2, . . .,Wn) is the eigenvector of A. If the corresponding of each order
matrix’s consistency ratio satisfies

CR ¼ CI

RI
≺0:1 ð7:4Þ

CI ¼ λmax � n

n� 1
ð7:5Þ

where RI is the average random consistency index. If CR< 0.1, we can judge that

the matrix consistency meets the requirements. According to the characteristic

equation

AW ¼ λmaxw ð7:6Þ
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λmax ¼
Xn
i¼i

AWð Þi
nWi

ð7:7Þ

where (AW)i means the judgment matrix that is constructed by the element of i of
the vector AW using the “compared to each other” method. Ai¼ (ai1, ai2, . . . aim)
means the weighting coefficient matrix of i evaluation, aij is the weight of each

factor of the ith indicators evaluation aspects, which satisfies,

0≺aij � 1,
Xm
j¼1

aij ¼ 1 j ¼ 1, 2, . . . ,mð Þ ð7:8Þ

7.3.2 Establish an Indicator Evaluation Matrix

On the basis of ambiguity in numbers, each expert assigns a value to each of the

secondary indices. We use Si¼ (si1, si2, . . ., sik) giving the evaluation vector where

sik represents the membership of i evaluation factors to rank k. According to the

weight matrices Ai and evaluation matrices Si we obtain the i level evaluation index
evaluation vector Bi.

Bi ¼ Ai � Ri ¼ Ai1;Ai2; . . . ;Aimð Þ �
s11 s12 � � � s1k
s21 s22 � � � s2k
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
sj1 sj2 � � � sjk

2664
3775 ð7:9Þ

7.3.3 Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation

To integrate the single factor fuzzy evaluation result Bj( j¼ 1, 2, . . ., n), constituted
a higher evaluation matrix R, and get the comprehensive evaluation results, namely:

B ¼ A 	 R ¼ a1; a2; . . . ; amð Þ 	 B1;B2; . . . ;Bnð ÞT ð7:10Þ

Through the FAHP, we set the evaluation of the collection by:

U ¼ u1; u2; . . . ; umð Þ ð7:11Þ

With m as the number of evaluations we determine U¼ {excellent, better, good,

qualified, unqualified}; the ith evaluation indicator is represented by a vector

Ci¼ (Ci1,Ci2, . . .,Ci5), where each indicator is represented on a five rating scale.
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7.4 Application of the Thermal Power Enterprise
Environmental Performance Evaluation Model
to a Chinese Thermal Power Company

We applied the Thermal Power Enterprise Environmental Performance Evaluation

Model to listed Chinese thermal power company. To do this we prepared a

questionnaire survey for experts, corporate executives, and business users and

obtained the results shown in Table 7.2.

Set the fuzzy matrix of the fuzzy matrix’s the primary index evaluation factors as

Ri(i¼ 1, 2, 3, 4), weight parameters as Ai(i¼ 1, 2, 3, 4). First, calculate the value of

the first level as shown in Table 7.3.

λmax¼ 4.096, CI¼ 0.048, RI¼ 0.9, CR¼ 0.053≺ 0.1, the results show that the

data meets the consistency.

Using the same method, we can get a comprehensive evaluation matrix,

A1 ¼ 0:33; 0:27; 0:07; 0:20; 0:13ð Þ
A2 ¼ 0:29; 0:24; 0:14; 0:19; 0:10; 0:05ð Þ
A3 ¼ 0:05; 0:29; 0:14; 0:10; 0:19; 0:24ð Þ
A4 ¼ 0:29; 0:25; 0:21; 0:15; 0:10ð Þ

According to Bi¼Ai�Ri(i¼ 1, 2, 3, 4), we can get,

B1 ¼ 0:013; 0:173; 0:287; 0:294; 0:193ð Þ
B2 ¼ 0; 0:197; 0:371; 0:307; 0:135ð Þ
B3 ¼ 0:025; 0:115; 0:207; 0:357; 0:216ð Þ
B4 ¼ 0:045; 0:225; 0:287; 0:288; 0:155ð Þ

According to maximum membership principles, the environmental status and

environmental efficiency indices are both “good” and the indices of economic

indicators and social indicators are both “qualified.”

The evaluation results B1, B2, B3, B4, B5 shown above constitute a higher level

fuzzy matrix R. The comprehensive evaluation factor is A. We therefore have

B¼A�R¼ (0.1944, 0.17028, 0.27788, 0.30972, 0.18548).

According to maximum membership principles of (0.35472), the environmental

performance of the company is “qualified.” Make the evaluation system of the

evaluation level U¼ {excellent, better, good, qualified, unqualified}, for the

corresponding score,

C ¼ 100; 80; 60; 40; 20f g;
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Table 7.2 Fuzzy evaluation matrix of a listed Chinese thermal power company

Evaluation Evaluation factors

Rank

Excellent Better Good Qualified Unqualified

Environmental

status

indicators

Direct proportion loss

pollution

0 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.1

The proportion of

indirect losses

pollution

0 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.2

Standard rate of cor-

porate greening

0 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2

Environmental agen-

cies involved in the

extent of its product

development process

0 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.2

Environmental con-

tribution of green

products

0 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2

Unit energy con-

sumption profitability

0 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.2

Environmental

Benefits Index

Rate of return for

utilization of the

“Three wastes”

0 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.1

Environmental agen-

cies involved in the

extent of its product

development process

0 0.1 0.5 0.4 0.2

Environmental con-

tribution of green

products

0 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.3

Size and extent of the

use of environment-

friendly technology

0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2

Annual growth rate

of energy efficiency

0 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.2

Economic

indicators

Energy conservation

yields

0 0 0.2 0.6 0.2

Frequency of exces-

sive sewage

0 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3

Environmental subsi-

dies and income

growth

0.1 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.1

Capital expenditures

relating to the

environment

0 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3

Proportion of R&D

assigned to green

products

0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2

Hazardous solid

waste disposal rate

0 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.2

(continued)
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W ¼ B� CT

¼ 0:1944� 100þ 0:17028� 80þ 0:2788� 60þ 0:30972� 40þ 0:18548
� 20

¼ 48:3374

None of the level indicators are very good. The situation is basically consistent with

the results from the electric power industry.

Conclusion

From a theoretical perspective of benefit, and with environmental perfor-

mance measurement targets as a guide, this paper selected the top 30 envi-

ronmental performance evaluation indicators from previous studies. With the

background research of our work on electric power enterprises this paper

established a thermal power enterprise environmental performance evalua-

tion model based on the FAHP method for Chinese companies. We use the

thermal power industry of China as an example to verify the model’s oper-

ability and scientific validity. Our model provides an operational and quan-

tifiable method for evaluation of the environmental performance of Chinese

thermal power enterprises.

Table 7.3 The first level judgment matrix

Calculating weights

A B1 B2 B3 B4 Geometric mean Weights Weighted sum

B1 1 2/3 2/3 1 0.8165 0.2020 0.8141

B2 3/2 1 1 3/4 1.0299 0.2548 1.0409

B3 3/2 1 1 3/2 1.2247 0.3030 1.2211

B4 1 4/3 2/3 1 0.9710 0.2402 0.9839

Table 7.2 (continued)

Evaluation Evaluation factors

Rank

Excellent Better Good Qualified Unqualified

Social

indicators

The proportion of

funds to finance

social environment

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.1

Number of environ-

mental pollution

disputes

0 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.2

Number of occur-

rences of employee

occupational diseases

0 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2

Environmental edu-

cation training hours

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.1 0
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Chapter 8

A Mobile Localization Algorithm Based
on SPSO Algorithm

Maoheng Sun and Azhi Tan

Abstract Localization is important for the wireless sensor network because we

need sensor nodes to tell the central monitor the specific location where the event is

happening. In this paper, in view of the low positioning accuracy of the mobile node

localization in WSN, we propose an improved algorithm called SPSOMCB to

improve the localization accuracy. We use the simplified particle swarm optimiza-

tion algorithm in the Monte Carlo localization boxed algorithm to improve the

localization accuracy of the mobile node while not significantly increasing the

computational complexity. The SPSOMCB algorithm utilizes the MCB algorithm

to predict the position of the mobile node, build the fitness function according to the

position error, and then take the SPSO to rapidly optimize the position error

function and decrease the localization error as much as possible. In comparison

with the MCB algorithm, experimental results show that the proposed SPSOMCB

algorithm can reduce the mobile node location error.

Keywords WSN • Mobile node localization • MCB • PSO

8.1 Introduction

Wireless sensor network consists of many sensor nodes which are deployed in

monitored areas and capable of detecting information around these areas [1]. As we

need the sensor nodes to tell the central monitor the specific location where the

event is happening, the localization is important for WSN.

More and more applications take the mobility of the sensor node into account in

WSN, for example, the war application scenarios. Researchers pay much attention

to the location in the mobile node. Hu and Evans [2] presented a localization

algorithm for the mobile sensor sequential Monte Carlo method by taking advan-

tage of the mobility of the sensor node to improve the localization accuracy. Yi and

Yang presented an improved algorithm for MCL by using the average distance of

hop count between the sensor node and the anchor node to improve the location
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accuracy [3]. Baggio and Langendoen presented an MCB algorithm [4]. They

introduced an anchor box and a sampling box to improve the efficiency of sampling.

In this article, we propose a SPSOMCB algorithm. Based on the MCB and RSSI,

it combines the static node localization algorithm with the mobile node localization

algorithm to construct the minimum error function, builds the fitness function

according to the position error, and then takes the simplified particle swarm

optimization algorithm to rapidly optimize the position error function and decrease

the localization error as much as possible.

8.2 Related Works

8.2.1 MCB Algorithm

The MCB algorithm contains two steps, the sampling and the filtering. The sam-

pling area is the dashed area shown in Fig. 8.1. P presents the position in t-1 time,

and s1and s2, respectively, present the position of one-hop and two-hop anchor

node. For the convenience of count, we take the smaller rectangle as the sampling

box as shown in Fig. 8.1, but actually the sampling area for the node is the shaded

area shown in Fig. 8.1; therefore, we filter those samples to get the efficient

samples. lmeans the sample; we can use formula (Eq. 8.1) to determine the efficient

samples.

O lð Þ ¼ 8l 2 R1, d s1; lð Þ � Rf g ^ 8l 2 R2,R � d s2; lð Þ � 2Rf g: ð8:1Þ

R1 represents the set of one-hop and two-hop anchor nodes. d(s1, l ) represents
the Euclidean distance between l and the one-hop node when in t time.

Fig. 8.1 Sampling area

(dashed area)
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8.2.2 Particle Swarm Optimization

The particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is an optimization algorithm easy

for implementation and with high efficiency, and Kennedy and Eberhart proposed

the original PSO formula [5]. It has never been used in the mobile node localization

algorithm before.

Hu and Li have testified that the processing of optimization has nothing to do

with the speed of the particles [6]. The optimization function is shown in formula

(Eq. 8.2).

xtþ1id ¼ wxtid þ c1r1 pid � x tid
� �þ c2r2 Pgd � x tid

� �
: ð8:2Þ

xid represents the current position of particle i, and i¼ 1, 2. . .m, d¼ 1, 2. . .D, and r1
and r2 are random satisfied U(0,1) distributions. c1 and c2 are learning factors,

usually c1¼ c2¼ 2. Compared with the optimization function which Kennedy and

Eberhart proposed, formula (Eq. 8.2) deducts the speed information, which we call

the simplified particle swarm optimization (SPSO), and it can improve the algo-

rithm’s efficiency.

8.3 SPSOMCB Algorithm

Based on the MCB algorithm, we introduce the simplified particle swarm optimi-

zation algorithm. We use the particle to represent the estimated location for the

mobile node and take average of the final N node’s location which is accounted with

the MCB algorithm as the initiation particle. If the position of anchor node j is (xj,yj)
and the position of the i particle is (xi,yi), the distance Dij between i particle and

anchor node j can be described as formula (Eq. 8.3).

Dij ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xi � xj
� �2 � yi � yj

� �2r
: ð8:3Þ

At the same time, the mobile node can use the information received from the

anchor nodes and the RSSI [7] algorithm to count the distance between itself and

the anchor node j at the time of t. The distance of a mobile node and an anchor node

j is Rij, and the subtrahend distance of Rij and Dij is eij, so eij can be expressed as

formula (Eq. 8.4):

eij ¼ Rij �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xi � xj
� �2 � yi � yj

� �2r !2

: ð8:4Þ

If we assume the mobile node can receive the n node’s information at the time

of t, the total error function can be expressed as formula (Eq. 8.5).
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Xn
j¼1

eij ¼
Xn
j¼1

Rij �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xi � xj
� �2 � yi � yj

� �2r !2

: ð8:5Þ

But while taking the error of estimated distance into account, we can take

formula (Eq. 8.6) as the error function to decrease the error.

F xð Þ ¼

Xn
j¼1

Rij �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xi � xj
� �2 � yi � yj

� �2r !2

Rij
: ð8:6Þ

So we call formula (Eq. 8.6) as the fitness function for SPSOMCB algorithm. In

formula (Eq. 8.6), n is the number of anchor nodes, and Rij is the distance of particle

i and anchor node j.
In the process of optimization with the SPSO algorithm, we take the average of

N node’s location gotten from the end of MCB algorithm as the initial global

optimum value, as shown in formula (Eq. 8.7):

pgd ¼
XN

i¼1 l
i
t

N
: ð8:7Þ

Algorithm divides the time into different time segments, and the mobile node

estimates its location at the time of t with the algorithm process shown as follows:

Step 1: the anchor nodes send the position information to the mobile node which

determines the sampling box according to one-hop and two-hop anchor node’s

information. Then we use N samples which random sampled in the sampling box

as its initial samples. We can use the set L0¼ {l00, l
1
0, . . ., l

N� 1
0 } to describe.

Sept 2: Use formula (Eq. 8.1) to filter and filter out invalid samples.

Step 3: Judge whether the sampling points meet the requirements with the total

number of samples as N; otherwise return to step 2.

Step 4: Take the filtered N samples as N particles of the particle swarm and initialize

pid as those filtered sample values. Use formula (Eq. 8.7) to calculate the global

optimal solution pid.
Step 5: Calculate the value of the error function for each particle according to

formula (Eq. 8.6). Let the minimum error value of the particle’s location

information as the local optimal solution pid.
Step 6: Compare the value of pgd and pid, and then assign the smaller value as pgd.
Step 7: Update each particle’s position according to formula (Eq. 8.2).

Step 8: Repeat steps 5 and 6. Upon completion of each search, we compare the local

optimum value gotten in this time with the global optimum value gotten in the

last time, and pgd¼min( pgd, pid).
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Step 9: Judge whether the maximum number of iterations has been satisfied or not;

if not satisfied, repeat steps 5–8; if satisfied, end the iteration. Finally, if the pid
gotten in the end is believed to be the mobile node coordinate, end the algorithm.

8.4 Performance Evaluation

This paper uses the Matlab and mcl-simulator [2] to simulate and compare with the

MCB algorithm. The simulation area is set to a rectangular region of 100� 100 m.

The number of nodes is 50 including the anchor nodes and the unknown

nodes. Node communication radius R is defined to 20 m. The simulation V is

changed from 0 to Vmax, and |Vmax|¼R. We use RWPmovement model to simulate,

w¼ 0.2, C1¼C2¼ 2, sampling point N is 100, the largest number of iterations is

set to 30.

8.4.1 Anchor Node Proportion and Average
Positioning Error

In this paper, the positioning error of the node is defined as the ratio of the

difference between the calculated position and the actual one and the communica-

tion radius R.
Figure 8.2 is the simulation result of the anchor node proportion and average

node positioning error when the rate of movement of the mobile node is 15 m/s and

the communication radius is 20 m. We can see that the average node positioning

error is decreasing with the increase of the anchor node proportion when the
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SPSOMCB algorithm is adopted. It is because the mobile nodes will receive more

information which can make the sampling box smaller in unit time from more

anchor nodes when the anchor node proportion is increasing, and the mobile nodes

will have good effect in the process of calculating the fitness function when having

more information from the anchor nodes. Such two points will decrease the node

positioning error. We can know the positioning error is significantly reduced when

the anchor node proportion is 25 % from Fig. 8.2 and the positioning error is 0.11R

when the anchor node proportion is 50 %. In the same anchor node proportion, the

mobile node’s positioning error is smaller when the SPSOMCB algorithm is

adopted than the node positioning error when the MCB algorithm is adopted.

8.4.2 Node’s Movement Speed and the Average Positioning
Error

Figure 8.3 displays the simulation result of the relationship with the mobile node’s

movement speed and the average positioning error when the anchor proportion is

15 % and the node communication radius is 35 m. As can be seen from the

simulation results, when the speed of mobile nodes increases, its positioning error

will increase accordingly. It is because when the mobile nodes’ speed increases,

less information that the mobile nodes receive from the anchor node will lead to

higher error when the sampling box is determined. And less information the mobile

node receives from the anchor node will lead to less information used by the process

of particle swarm optimization; then it will bring a bigger positioning error.

Nevertheless, generally, the SPSOMCB algorithm still achieves better location

performance under the condition of the increase of the movement speed than that

archived by the MCB algorithm.
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8.4.3 Communication Radius and Average Positioning Error

Figure 8.4 shows the relationship of the node communication radius and average

positioning error when the anchor node proportion is 15 % and the speed of mobile

node is 20 m/s. We can see in the figure that when the communication radius

increased, then the average positioning error will decrease. That is because when

the mobile nodes receive more information from the anchor node, then the position

error will be reduced. It can be seen from Fig. 8.4 that the SPSOMCB localization

algorithm has a smaller positioning error than the MCB algorithm in the same

conditions.

Conclusion

Localization is important for the wireless sensor network, especially when we

have to take the mobile nodes into account. Because of the mobility of the

node, the localization accuracy is a big problem when only the static node

localization algorithm is used.

In this paper, we introduce the particle swarm optimization to the mobile

localization algorithm. In order to decrease the positioning error, we improve

the mobile node algorithm called SPSOMCB. In comparison with the MCB

algorithm, experimental results show that the proposed SPSOMCB algorithm

can reduce the mobile node positioning error. In the same situation, the

mobile node’s positioning error is smaller when the SPSOMCB algorithm

is used than the node positioning error when the MCB algorithm is used;

however, we have just only certified the feasibility and effectiveness of the

SPSOMCB algorithm with the simulator. As to our future work, we have to

study the behavior of the SPSOMCB algorithm in a real-life setting in the

mobile wireless sensor network.
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Chapter 9

A Fast and Accurate Algorithm of Subspace
Spectrum Peak Search Based on Bisection
Method

Yu Wang, Hong Jiang, and Donghai Li

Abstract The orthogonality of signal subspace and noise subspace could be

exploited to achieve a super-resolution direction of arrival (DOA) estimation. In

the implementation processing, the computation complexity of peak searching is

considerably large, which affects processing in real time. In this paper, we utilize

the bisection method to search the spatial spectrum peak. The proposed algorithm

can attain fast process speed, high precision, and strong adaptability. Firstly, we use

equal interval to compute space spectrum coarsely. Then we apply the continuous

bisection method to search the real peak finely. It can quickly and infinitely

approach the position of the true peak. Finally, we introduce the principles and

steps of the new algorithm and analyze the performance.

Keywords DOA • Space spectrum • Bisection method • Peak search

9.1 Introduction

The methods of subspace-based DOA estimation, for example, multiple signal

classification (MUSIC) [1], can provide high resolution. But there exists a large

computation complexity in the search peak of spatial spectrum. With Metropolis-

Hastings sampler, a fast MUSIC spectrum peak search approach is devised

[2]. Although the computation is reasonable, the adaptability of the method is

still the restriction [3].

A method with a generalized ratio theory was introduced [4, 5]. It is a useful

method for a one-source scenario, while it gets many false peaks in the case of

multisources. A new MUSIC spectrum peak search method is proposed, and the

computation cost is more than the Metropolis-Hastings sampler [3].
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This paper discusses the new spectral peak search algorithm, which is based on

the bisection method and can attain fast speed, high precision, and strong adapt-

ability. It can quickly and infinitely approach the true peak. The principles and steps

of the new algorithm are introduced, and algorithm performance is analyzed.

9.2 Data Model

9.2.1 DOA Data Model

Consider an array that consists of M elements and P signals impinging on it. The

received data, which is the M element space vectors, could be represented as an

array of the waveforms and noise (linear combination).

Suppose x(t) is the vector of the received signal, s(t) is the source signal, and w(t)
is the noise vector, where t represents the sampling instant. Take the reference array

element as the initial element; thus, the kth element of x(t) can be written as

xk tð Þ ¼
Xp
i¼1

si tð Þak θið Þ þ wk tð Þ ð9:1Þ

where k¼ 1, 2, . . .M, i represents the ith signal, θi represents the DOA of the ith
signal, and a(θi) represents the steering vector of the ith signal, and the vector form
is then

x tð Þ ¼ As tð Þ þ w tð Þ ð9:2Þ

where x tð Þ ¼ x1 tð Þ,x2 tð Þ, ::::::xM tð Þ½ 
T
M�1 .

A is the steering vector matrix, s tð Þ ¼ s1 tð Þ, s2 tð Þ, ::::::sp tð Þ� T
p�1

is the signal

vector, and w tð Þ ¼ w1 tð Þ,w2 tð Þ, ::::::wM tð Þ½ 
T
M�1 is the noise vector.

A ¼ a θ1ð Þ,a θ2ð Þ, . . . a θPð Þ½ 
M�P ð9:3Þ

where M represents the number of elements and P represents the number of

signals.

9.2.2 MUSIC Algorithm

The covariance matrix of a received signal is
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Rxx ¼ E xxH
�  ¼ ARssA

H þ σ2I ð9:4Þ

where Rss is the correlation matrix of source signals, I is the identity appropriate
dimension matrix, and H means the conjugate transpose.

The Eigen decomposition of Rxx is as follows:

Rxx ¼
XP
i¼1

λieie
H
i þ σ2n

XM
i¼pþ1

eie
H
i ð9:5Þ

where λi is the eigenvalue according to the eigenvector ei, for all i¼ 1, 2, . . .M.

The eigenvectors of Rxx belong to one of the two subspaces, which are orthog-

onal to each other, namely, the signal subspace, in other words, the principal eigen

subspace (PES), and the noise subspace, which means the minor eigen subspace

(MES).

The dimension of the PES is P, and the dimension of the minor eigen subspace is

M�P. The smallest eigenvalue of Rxx, spanning the noise subspace, is σ2n. The
steering vectors, which make up A, located in the PES, thus, are orthogonal to the

MES. The DOAs can be determined by searching all the possible array steering

vectors, finding the signal subspace orthogonal to the noise subspace.

In forming the noise subspace, we define the matrix Vn, which contains the ei.

And aH(θ)VnV
H
n a(θ)� 0, for θ corresponding to the DOA of a multiple-component.

And the DOAs of the multisources could be calculated by the location of the

peaks of a spatial spectrum. Even in low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the resolution

is still high enough.

P θð Þ ¼ 1

aH θð ÞVnV
H
n a θð Þ ð9:6Þ

9.3 Spectrum Peak Search

9.3.1 Coarse Search

It can be seen from (Eq. 9.6) that DOA estimation is to search the peak of |P(θ)| and
the computation complexity is very large. In general, one sided to develop an

algorithm is using a two-step search routine. The first step is calculating |P(θ)| for
a set of θ values between �90 and +90 and identifying the θ, which peaks |P(θ)|
over the set of θ values. The second step is locating the local peak, which is closest

to the θ value picked out by the first step. And we name the first step as the coarse

search and the second step as the fine search.

In general, θ is a set of equal interval θ values between �90 and +90 in coarse

search, and equal interval value is taken not to affect resolution.
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9.3.2 Fine Search

In fine search, θ is a set of equal interval θ values closest to the value of θ picked out
by coarse search.

9.4 Fast Peak Search Algorithm

9.4.1 Bisection Method

In the equal interval method, both coarse search and fine search intervals are

performed by equal interval, so the speed of search is slow. The coarse search

method is performed by the equal interval method, whereas the fine search method

is by the bisection method.

For new fast search algorithm, equal interval computing space spectrum is done

firstly. And then, in the peak neighborhood, the continuous bisection method is used

to search finely and find out the real peak finally. Next, some simulations are

performed to verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.

There are three signals impinging on the array that consists of nine elements, and

their DOAs are 10.125�, 15.125�, and 20.125�, respectively. The SNR is 10 dB. The

MUSIC spatial spectrum is shown in Fig. 9.1, and the search peak position process

is shown in Figs. 9.2 and 9.3.

As can be seen from the spatial spectrum, the peak point is 10�, and the spatial

spectrum of 11� is bigger than that of 9�. To determine the peak point between 10�

and 11�, the calculation |P(θ)| of the intermediate position and the comparison are

performed. Because the value of the middle point is bigger than that of 11�, the peak
point is located between 10� and 10.5�. With the calculation and comparison
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performed repeatedly, we can get a very high estimation precision. Using the

bisection method to calculate the five-point |P(θ)|, approximation results are

given by Fig. 9.2. From the figure above we can see that the search peak is quickly

close to the true value with the search times increasing.
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9.4.2 The Speed of the Search

The search speed of the bisection method is fast. This is because in each calculation,

the peak point precision is increased by two times, and we perform the calculation

p times; the precision is increased by 2p times. Therefore, with the bisection method

accomplished 10 times, precision can be increased by 1,024 times. The relationship

between precision and times of search is shown in Fig. 9.4. Search peak error is

decreased by two exponential times with the search times increasing.

9.4.3 Precision and Adaptability of the Search

In the bisection method, because of taking the midpoint constantly, the interval is

constantly shrunk, and the interval midpoint gradually approaches the true peak.

Therefore, the bisection method reflects the limit thinking of infinite approximation.

In essence, the bisection method is a numerical algorithm of interval iterative. It can

be infinitely close to the true peak; thus, the precision is very high.

The data model of this search algorithm is simple and general. There are not

many assumptions, so the adaptability is strong.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced the bisection method which was used to search

the spatial spectrum peak. The method had fast speed, high precision, and

strong adaptability. We used the continuous bisection method to search finely

and find out the real peak. From the diagram we can see that it can quickly and

infinitely approach the true peak, and we analyzed the algorithm performance

finally.
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Chapter 10

A CRF-Based Method for DDoS Attack
Detection

Yu Wang, Hong Jiang, Zonghai Liu, and Shiwen Chen

Abstract For the low accuracy of detection and high false-positive rate (FPR)

problems in the traditional DDoS attack detection methods, the method based on

conditional random fields (CRF) is introduced. The CRF-based model could make

full use of the multi-feature fusion together, while it does not demand the charac-

teristics that are independent strictly. The IP flow quintuple entropy conception is

put forward as the detection multi-feature vector, which is named as the IPE

including the quintuple entropy of the header part of the packets. Our experiments

revealed that the multi-feature vector IPE runs well and the CRF-based model

detecting method outperforms the other machine learning (ML) methods such as

k-nearest neighbor (KNN), support vector machine (SVM), etc. The value of IPE

leaps obviously when the DDoS attacks happened under the DARPA 2000 dataset.

Simultaneously, the CRF-based method has a better detection performance (more

than 90 %) and lower FPR (less than 3 %), as well as a strong ability of anti-

background-noise and good robustness under TFN2K attacking dataset.

Keywords Conditional random fields • Distributed denial of service attacks

detection • Machine learning • Quintuple entropy

10.1 Introduction

Network anomaly detection is an important part of network management. As DDoS

attacks are a major threat to network security, the operation of the network has been

impacted seriously [1]. The accuracy and real-time performance of DDoS attack

detection are the focus in the research area of network anomaly detection.

The ML-based method is a rising and significant detection method because of

the development of machine learning algorithms [2]. By building the normal profile

and the attack profile with flow features, DDoS attack detection can be translated

into binary classification. The existing research results include naı̈ve Bayes

(NB) [3], decision tree (DT) [4], RBF network [5], support vector machine
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(SVM) [6], etc. The common characteristics of these approaches are based on the

traffic burst, the dispersion of source IP address caused by the attacks, and the flow

asymmetry and other attributes of a particular feature of the attack. However, the

context of the traffic is ignored. Considering the specific feature, the universality of

these detection approaches is insufficient. The accuracy and false alarm rate have

yet to be improved.

This paper discusses a CRF-based method for the detection of DDoS attacks,

which is based on CRF [7]. With the capability of combining multi-features and

context of the traffic, the CRF-based detection method is introduced. Detecting

under the method, the precision is high and adaptability is strong. The principles

and steps of the method are introduced, and detection performance is analyzed.

10.2 CRF-Based Model

10.2.1 CRF and Linear Chain CRF

Suppose P(Y|X) is the conditional probability distribution of the random variable

Y under the random variable X. If Y could constitute G¼ (V,E), which is an

undirected graph represented by a Markov random field, it can be written as

P Yv

		X,Yw,w 6¼ v
� � ¼ P Yv

		X, Yw,wev� �
ð10:1Þ

For any node v holds, then it is called P(Y|X) CRF, where w 6¼ vmeans the nodes

in the G¼ (V,E), except v, and w ~ v represents all the nodes, which are connected

with the node v by edges. Corresponding to the nodes v and w, the random variables

are Yv and Yw.
Suppose X¼ (X1,X2, . . .,Yn) and Y¼ (Y1,Y2, . . ., Yn) are the linear chain

sequences of random variables. And the conditional probability distribution, P(Y|
X), constitutes the CRF with the Markov property, and P(Y|X) is called the linear

chain CRF. That is,

P Yi

		X, Y1, . . . ,Yi�1, Yiþ1, . . . , Yn

� � ¼ P Yi

		X, Yi�1,Yiþ1
� � ð10:2Þ

10.2.2 Probability Calculation of the CRF Model

Suppose X is the observation sequence and Y is the symbol sequence. Based on the

observation sequence, the conditional probability distribution of the symbol

sequence, P(Y|X), can be calculated [8]. By the recursive calculation of the

forward–backward algorithm, the conditional probability distribution is solved:
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P Yi ¼ yi
		x� � ¼ αiT yi

		x� �
βi yi

		x� �
Z xð Þ ð10:3Þ

P Yi�1 ¼ yi�1, Yi ¼ yi
		x� � ¼ αi�1T yi�1

		x� �
Mi yi�1, yi

		x� �
βi yi

		x� �
Z xð Þ ð10:4Þ

where the forward vector αi(x) and the forward vector βi(x) are given by

α0 y
		x� � ¼ 1, if y ¼ start

0, otherwise

�
ð10:5Þ

αi
T xð Þ ¼ αi�1T xð ÞMi xð Þ ð10:6Þ

βnþ1 ynþ1
		x� � ¼ 1, if y ¼ stop

0, otherwise

�
ð10:7Þ

βi xð Þ ¼ Miþ1 xð Þβiþ1 xð Þ ð10:8Þ

10.2.3 The Prediction Algorithm

The prediction algorithm of the CRF-based model is as follows:

By giving P(Y|X) and the observation sequence, X, y*, the symbol sequence with

the biggest conditional probability, is solved in the Viterbi algorithm, for tagging

the observation sequence [8]. Thus, for the given feature vector F(y, x), the

weighted vector w, and the observation sequence, x¼ (x1, x2, . . ., xn), the goal of

the model is to solve y*¼ (y1*, y2*, . . ., yn*), the optimal path [9].

10.3 DDoS Attack Detection

10.3.1 Feature Selection

The feature is closely related with the detection accuracy and computation com-

plexity in the network intrusion detection [10]. And the entropy is a useful tool in

the description of network anomaly detection [11–13]. In this paper, the quintuple

IP packet entropy (IPE) is used for its advantages in reflecting the multidimensional

features of DDoS, as the burst of abnormal traffic, concentration of the destination

IP, and source IP.

10.3.2 CRF-Based Detection

The architecture of CRF-based detection is given in Fig. 10.1. And the training data

is the DARPA 2000 dataset [14]. By capturing and storage, the network traffic is
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taken as input after preprocessing. The preprocessing consists of packet information

extraction (sampling the header part of the packets), segmentation in sliding

windows with different time granularity of IPE calculation, and the calculation of

IPE. After preprocessing, the data goes into the model prediction.

The CRF-based model operates as follows:

1. Setting of graph structure: Choose the undirected graph, G, as a first-order linear
chain, with the first-order Markov property in the adjoining label.

2. Setting of graph structure: For a first-order linear chain undirected graph, G¼
(V,E), the potential function ψYc

ycð Þ includes the potential functions of the

single nodes and the adjacent nodes.

3. Model learning: Use the L-BFGS algorithm [9] for converting parameter esti-

mation to the optimization without constraints.

4. Model prediction: The CRF-based DDoS attack detection is effective for the

given feature vector, the weighted vector, and the observation sequence, solving

the optimal path, y*¼ (y1*, y2*, . . ., yn*). Finally, the output is the sequence with
labels. And the output sequence with labels is the detection result of traffic.

10.4 Experimental Results and Analyses

Take LLDoS 2.0.2 inside the dataset of DARPA 2000 dataset [14] as the training

dataset, Dataset 1. And Dataset 2 is the abnormal traffic of TFN2K [15], captured by

WinDump [16]. Dataset 3 is the MAWI [17]. The evaluation measures are the

precision, F-value, TPR, and FPR [18]. All the experiments as follows were

CRF-based model 

Training Data

Network Traffic

Setting of 
Potential Function

Model Learning

Model 
Prediction

Capture &Storage

Preprocessing

Output

Input

Setting of 
Graph Structure

Fig. 10.1 The CRF-based

DDoS attack detection
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performed under a Windows XP platform with configurations Intel® i3-2120

processor, 3 GB RAM.

10.4.1 Validity of Feature Selection

The normalization IPE of Dataset 1 is shown in Fig. 10.1. The sampling interval is

set as 1 s, and srcIP represents the normalization entropy of the source IP as well as

the dstIP, srcPort, dstPort, and tranPort for the normalization entropy of the

destination IP, source port, and destination port, respectively.

When the DDoS attacks happen (as shown in the red box), the IPE is jumping

obviously, and IPE is the effective feature of DDoS attacks (Fig. 10.2).

10.4.2 Detection Performance

With Dataset 2, the detection capability of the different methods is depicted in

Table 10.1. It is obvious that the CRF-based model has a better capability than the

other machine learning methods. And the accuracy of the CRF-based model is

higher than 90 %, and FPR is less than 3 %.
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10.4.3 Robustness

In Fig. 10.3, we consider the influence of background traffic. The attack traffic is

made of Dataset 2 (TFN2K), and Dataset 3 is the background traffic in varying

proportions, ranging from 10 to 100 % (the ratio between normal background traffic

and attack traffic). As is shown in Fig. 10.3, the TPR and FPR of CRF-based model

are slowly changing, thus, with a better adaptability of anti-background-noise.

Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced the CRF-based method for DDoS detection.

Using the CRF-based model to find out the attacks, it has high precision, as

well as strong adaptability. And we analyzed the performance. In our future

research, we would focus on the improvement of the real-time detection of

the CRF-based method and the actual deployment.

Table 10.1 The detection

results in the different

methods

Precision TPR F-Value FPR

Naı̈ve Bayes 80.35 85.54 82.86 24.13

KNN 86.60 89.25 87.90 19.81

C4.5 (decision trees) 78.50 82.15 80.28 27.35

SVM 88.32 91.07 89.67 7.26

CRF-based 91.20 92.53 91.86 1.53
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Chapter 11

Advanced SOM Algorithm Based
on Extension Distance and Its Application

Haitao Zhang, Binjun Wang, and Guangxuan Chen

Abstract In order to solve the low efficiency problem of traditional SOM, a novel

model is proposed based on the self-organized map neural network by using the

extension theory. A novel extension distance is introduced and aimed to calculate

the similarity of data points from the class domain. A proposed extension distance

with a distance parameter is used to make the procedure of clustering controlled. It

is shown that the proposed advanced SOM based on extension distance has a faster

learning speed when compared with SOM neural networks; moreover, the new

model is proved to have higher accuracy and lower cost of memory. It is an

improvement of the traditional SOM. The new model is testified in respect of its

effectiveness and feasibility in experiment on two different datasets.

Keywords Extension theory • Extension distance • SOM • Distance parameter

11.1 Introduction

Kohonen’s SOM network is usually used to map a higher dimension of input pattern

to reduce the dimension and maintain the same structure of topology [1]. The

traditional SOM has been widely used in the application of classification problems,

but there are also some shortcomings, e.g., it is difficult to obtain an optimal value

and easily falls into a local optimal value. It has a lower learning speed due to the

pendulum effect in the convergence process. It is not suitable to process the data

points with the interval values.

In practice, objects with interval value features are widely used in application

classification [2]. As to objects with characteristics of interval values, it is difficult

to process these problems directly by the current neural networks or other methods

[3]. Thus, a novel modified SOM with similar topology is proposed to solve these

problems as mentioned above; moreover, the advanced SOM could process
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classification problems with interval value features and continue the input patterns

following an unsupervised learning procedure. The advantage over the traditional

SOM is that the proposed advanced SOM utilizes a novel extension distance

(ED) based on the extension theory to do the measurement job of similarity

among the data points; it gives shorter training time and a more satisfied accuracy

in practice.

11.2 Extenics and Proposed Extension Distance

In extension, the matter-element M is represented as O, and the features of O are

defined as Pwhich has a responsive value of v. The description ofM in extenics can

be defined below:

M ¼ O; p; vð Þ ð11:1Þ

whereinO, p, v are the three elements in the extenics set. In practice, there are many

interval value problems to solve, e.g., the detailed value v belonging to an interval

range and variation form of M can be defined below:

M ¼ O; p; vð Þ ¼ O; p; d; uh ið Þ ð11:2Þ

wherein d and u are terminative bounds in a classical domain, respectively.

If M¼ (O,P,V ) is defined as an n-dimensional matter-element, a characteristic

vector P¼ [p1, p2, . . ., pn], and a responsive value V¼ [v1, v2, . . ., vn], a

multidimensional matter-element can be described below:

M ¼ O;P;Vð Þ ¼
O, p1, v1
p2, v2

. . . , . . .
pn, vn

2664
3775 ð11:3Þ

whereinMi¼ (O, pi, vi). To calculate the degree of a point belonging to an element,

a definition of extension distance is proposed to describe the degree of quality. The

original extension distance represented by ρ is described below:

ρ t; I0ð Þ ¼ 		t� uþ d

2

		� u� d

2
ð11:4Þ

To solve practical problems, a location function is founded to calculate the degree

of relation between a point and two different intervals, e.g., Ip¼ (dp, up), I0¼ (d0,
u0), and the location function D(t, I0, Ip) can be defined below:
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D t; I0; Ip
� � ¼ ρ t; Ip

� �� ρ t; I0ð Þ, t =2 I0

� u0 � d0
2

, t 2 I0

8><>: ð11:5Þ

It is defined that I0¼ (d0, u0) and Ip¼ (dp, up) are two intervals, and Ip� I0 and the

correlation function K(t) can be described below:

K tð Þ ¼ ρ t; I0ð Þ
D t; I0; Ip
� � ð11:6Þ

Formula (11.6) may indicate the degree of relation between a point t and intervals

I0, Ip; the denominator can be obtained from formula (11.5) [4, 5].

In practice, the foundation of location function is very difficult, and we need not

two but three or more different intervals to describe the degree of quality. Thus, a

simplified formula of ED is proposed to process the problem of matter-element data

tuples.

The new form of measurement method is varied based on the original ED which

is represented by ρ. It is designed to describe different correlation degrees between

the data point t and an interval hd, ui; it can be seen that the different positions of

t belonging to domains can produce variations of sensitivity. Based on the definition

of ED, the membership degree between a data point t and a range can be calculated
in the form of quantity. It is evidently different from other methods in the classi-

fication application. The novel extension distance (ED) formula is described as

follows:

ED ¼ 2t� d þ uð Þj j
u� d

ð11:7Þ

As described in the above formula, the ED among data point t with other interval

hd, ui can be calculated. When a point lies in the interval, the distance is not

considered as zero due to the different positions of the point in the interval and

can be described with the distance value by the proposed extension distance [6].

11.3 Advanced SOM Algorithm

The proposed advanced SOM algorithm is a combination of the traditional SOM

and extenics. An ED calculation method is proposed; like the typical SOM, the

proposed model is also trained through an unsupervised procedure, and an activity

function of neighbor range is used to limit the topological area in the input pattern

[7–9]. As stated above in the introduction, the advanced SOM is to accomplish the

matter-element datasets with simultaneous stability and high learning speed char-

acteristics. The architecture of the proposed model is depicted in Fig. 11.1.
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The model contains two layers, and the nodes are arranged in a two-dimensional

lattice. Each input pattern is compared to all nodes, and the closest nodes are then

used as the basis to learn. An image is generated by an input pattern received in the

input layer and a set of double weight parameters. Unlike the traditional SOM, in

the new model, double weights are set with artificial values on each layer; the two

weights represent the lower bound and the upper bound, respectively. For example,

two weights between jth node and mth node are wl
mj and wu

mj, respectively. A

mapping between input pattern and output pattern would be further enhanced in

the characterized process. A classification of input pattern would be indicated by

one active node in the output layer. The learning algorithm is described in the next

section. An activity function of neighbor range is utilized to maintain the original

structure relations of the input pattern in the advanced SOM. A distance parameter

(DP) is adopted as the threshold value in the proposed method, and the novel ED

function is designed and utilized in the procedure of clustering. The artificial

parameter λ as a threshold value would be utilized to calculate ED between the

cluster centers and responsive boundaries.

The detailed unsupervised learning algorithm is described as below:

Step 1: initialization: choose the initial series of random weight values in pairs

between two layers. Such as hwl
kj,w

u
kji, the input feature n is set by the given

input patterns. The number of output patterns m is determined by the designer.

At last, the initial winning spatial domain Nj *(0) and the learning rate α should

be built. λ is a measurement of space used as the threshold value. It should be

determined as an engineering parameter from an engineering knowledge of

practical systems. And wl
kj¼ xkj� λ, wu

kj¼ xkj + λ wherein j¼ 1, 2, . . ., n.

Step 2: the input pattern vectors are read from the training dataset, such as Ip ( p¼ 1,

2. . . n).
Step 3: competing phase: the triumph node through calculation of ED would be

calculated by using Eq. (11.8). Zmj means the center of the cluster mj; the node

with the weight interval vector and minimal ED value is the triumph node.

Where m¼ 1, 2. . . k.

Competitive Layer

Input Layer1 j n

m

U
mjw

L
mjw

1ix ijx inx

Fig. 11.1 Architecture of

advanced SOM
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ED ¼
Xn
j¼1

2 xij � Zmj

		 		
wu
mj � wl

mj

" #
, Zmj ¼

wu
mj þ wl

mj

2
ð11:8Þ

Step 4: the winning neighborhood domain should be built. The training procedure

should be made in iterations. In every iteration, a given parameter r affects nodes
in the activity range.

Step 5: updating of weights. The weights of the triumph nodes with the neighbor-

hood domain are defined to decrease with time τ.

wl
mj τ þ 1ð Þ ¼ wl

mj τð Þ þ α τð Þhmj τð Þ xij � Zmj τð Þ
� 

wu
mj τ þ 1ð Þ ¼ wu

mj τð Þ þ α τð Þhmj τð Þ xij � Zmj τð Þ
� 

Zmj τ þ 1ð Þ ¼ wu
mj τ þ 1ð Þ=2þ wl

mj τ þ 1ð Þ=2

8><>: ð11:9Þ

wherein α(τ) is the learning rate and hmj(τ) is called the neighborhood function,

as a bell curve kernel function. Since the SOM only updates neurons near the

winner, the function hmj(τ) depends on the dimensionality of the neuron lattice.

EDmj denotes the extension distance between the coordinates of the triumph

nodes m and nodes to be updated.

Step 6: if the learning rate α(τ)� αmin, it indicates that the clustering process has

been converged; otherwise, return to Step 2.

Obviously, the learning process becomes easy because it only needs to adjust the

weights of different clusters. Thus, the proposed method has a faster speed of

clustering than other unsupervised learning approaches.

11.4 Experiment Studying

11.4.1 Iris on Experiment

As a benchmark dataset, Iris contains 150 instances, and it can be divided into three

classes of 50 instances each with evidently different variables, e.g., length and width

of sepal and petal [10]. The structure of the newmodel based on previous experience

contains three and four nodes in input and output layers, respectively. In this case, a

half of total instances would be randomly chosen as the training dataset with the

remaining used as the testing dataset. The comparison result is shown in Table 11.1.

Obviously, the new SOM has a rather simpler structure with 7 nodes and 24 double

weights. It is noted that our new model is faster than other models in the clustering

process because of the simple adjustment of double weights of the excited connec-

tions in the learning of advanced SOM. It shows our model takes shorter time in the

learning phase than other models in Table 11.1. Figure 11.2 shows different clus-

tering granularities with different λ. The minimum number of produced clusters is

one when the distance parameter λ is the largest. The maximum number of produced
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clusters is eight when the distance parameter λ is the smallest; moreover, the training

error rate and the testing error rate of clustering using the new method are low with

0 and 3 %, respectively, in this experiment. The proposed method utilizes the

expert’s experience before learning and makes output at a fast speed because the

optimal feature boundary has been determined. There are 75 data points contained in

the training set with the remaining dataset subject to the testing set.

11.4.2 Zoo Dataset on Experiment

A simple database containing 18 Boolean-valued attributes includes 7 classes of

101 animals. The performances of several clustering methods are listed in

Table 11.2 as below. K-means shows almost perfect performance in the clustering

of the classes of birds, amphibian, and fish, while K-means partitions the class of

mammals into three clusters by mistake. The insect and miscellaneous are not

partitioned correctly. Thus we may conclude that K-means is not fit to classes

with inequality of size. The hierarchical clustering method shows a good perfor-

mance in the clustering of classes of mammals, birds, amphibian, and fish. But the

insect and miscellaneous are merged into one cluster at the same time, while the

reptile is partitioned into three clusters by mistake. The experiment shows that

Table 11.1 Classification performance of different neural networks

Model Structure Connection number Learning times Training error Testing error

MLP 4-5-4-3 52 45 0.027 0.040

PNN 4-45-3 315 10 0.0 0.054

LVQ 4-10-3 70 30 0.65 0.062

CPN 4-25-3 175 50 0.18 0.172

Proposed 4-3 24 4 0.0 0.030

MLP multilayer perceptron, PNN probabilistic neural network, LVQ learning vector quantization,

CPN counter propagation network, Proposed advanced SOM
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hierarchical cluster and Fuzzy-C methods are not good at partitioning overlapping

classes. It is shown that our model is fast with less resource than other methods

listed in Table 11.2 above. Moreover, the accuracy rate of the new model is quite

high, about 98 % in the clustering process.

Conclusion
A novel advanced SOM model is presented based on the extension theory. It

shows significant speed advantage over other neural networks and adaptation

ability for new dataset, as well as a shorter learning time in terms of the

classification application. The proposed method is founded to solve special

classification problems with features defined in a range. A matter-element

model of the clustering problem can be easily built based on the extension

theory; besides, it could obtain different membership degrees in a range of

characteristic domain by using a novel ED function. In conclusion, the

proposed model has been proved to have a shorter learning time, less com-

putation cost, and higher accuracy. Future studies can be continued to

develop the algorithm of the proposed advanced SOM so as to improve the

classification performance and adaptation to a new discrete dataset.
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Chapter 12

A Trilateral Centroid Localization
and Modification Algorithm for Wireless
Sensor Network

Yujun Liu and Meng Cai

Abstract A localization and modification algorithm based on received signal

strength indicator was studied to solve the key problem of sensor localization. To

reduce the error due to the signal attenuation in complex electromagnetic environ-

ments, we come up with a trilateral centroid localization and modification algo-

rithm for a wireless sensor network. The algorithm is based on the fact that an

unknown sensor node’s initial location can be determined with a weighted centroid

algorithm for a triangle. The final location information was modified by the

modification algorithm.

Keywords Received signal strength indicator • Localization • Weighted centroid •

Modification

12.1 Introduction

A wireless sensor network consists of microsensor nodes that are deployed in the

monitoring area and possess functions like physical signal acquisition, computing,

and wireless communication capabilities [1]. There is a broad space in military

applications of wireless sensor networks that support data collection, transmission,

and analysis. Sensor network node localization is the first task in the application

process [2, 3]. Sensor node positioning technology is a significant area of

research [4].

Localization algorithms for wireless sensor networks are generally divided into

distance-based location algorithms and localization algorithms unrelated to dis-

tance. This research is based on distance. In distance-based positioning algorithms,

there are some useful parameters for measuring the distance or orientation between

nodes, such as, for example, time of arrival (TOA), time difference of arrival

(TDOA), angle of arrival (AOA), and received signal strength indicator (RSSI)
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[5–7]. RSSI technology is mainly based on RF signal strength, which can use the

signals of the sensor nodes themselves without any additional hardware.

However, the attenuation of signals caused by obstacles during transmission will

lead to large errors in observed RSSI values. The main RSSI localization algorithm

research contents are as follows: designing more suitable transmission models in

line with the actual environmental and researching new localization algorithms to

improve the positioning accuracy. To obtain a more accurate localization, the paper

proposes a trilateral centroid localization and modification algorithm for wireless

sensor networks on the basis of a RSSI-based trilateral localization algorithm. The

notion of weighting is used to revise the initial positioning result.

12.2 RSSI-Based Trilateral Centroid Localization
and Modification Algorithm for Wireless Sensor
Network

The positioning process can be divided into three stages: (1) distance measurement:

obtaining the distance between the unknown node and neighboring beacon nodes by

measuring the RSSI value; (2) calculations: obtaining the locations of unknown

nodes in the use of the weighted triangle centroid algorithm on the basis of the

calculation of the distances the unknown node and three or more beacon nodes;

(3) correction: recalculation of the coordinates, taking the advantage of weighted

triangle centroid algorithm, to obtain a more precise result.

12.2.1 Ranging Based on RSSI Value

Since the radio propagation process has varying degrees of wear and tear, the

following approximate loss models are used: a free-space propagation model, a

logarithmic-normal distribution model, a logarithmic-distance path loss model, and

HATA models [8, 9]. For an open outdoor environment, we chose the logarithmic-

normal distribution model to obtain a range of RSSI values. The signal propagation

attenuation model [10, 11] is as follows:

RSSI dð Þ ¼ RSSI0 � 10a � lg dð Þ þ δ ð12:1Þ

in which RSSI(d ) is the RSSI value received at a distance d from the unknown

node, RSSI0 is the value obtained at a distance of 1 m from the unknown node, a is

an attenuation factor closely associated with the environment and surrounding

barrier and a value of between 2 and 5, δ is randomly distributed Gaussian noise

with zero mean and standard deviation of 4–10.
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According to Eq. (12.1), we can obtain the unknown d-distance between the two
nodes, which can be regarded as the distance between the beacon node and the

unknown node. We should obtain at least three distances for three beacon nodes,

such as d1, d2, and d3 (Fig. 12.1).
In an ideal wireless sensor network, we can calculate the coordinates of the

unknown node’s position information by trilateration according to the model of the

distance between the beacons and the unknown node, shown in Fig. 12.1. However,

environmental interference and random attenuation of the electromagnetic signal

cause the distance that we obtain from the RSSI value to be greater than the actual

distance. e construct a new improved distance model like that in Fig. 12.2. The

unknown node is located at the area of intersection of the three circles with radii of

d1, d2, and d3.

12.2.2 Trilateral Localization Algorithm

First, we choose a suitable origin of coordinates and build the reference frame. We

indicate the beacons’ coordinates as A(x1, y1), B(x2, y2), and C(x3, y3) and the

unknown node’s coordinate as M(x, y).

Circle A x� x1ð Þ2 þ y� y1ð Þ2 ¼ d21
Circle B x� x2ð Þ2 þ y� y2ð Þ2 ¼ d22
Circle C x� x3ð Þ2 þ y� y3ð Þ2 ¼ d23

8<: ð12:2Þ

Equation (12.2) is composed of nonlinear equations of the unknown node’s coor-

dinate M(x, y) based on the two-dimensional spatial distance calculation formula.

However, as shown in Fig. 12.2, Circles A, B, and C intersect with each other. The

equals sign ¼ in Eq. (12.2) should be revised as the less than or equal to sign: �.
We obtain the crossover point coordinates, which are respectively expressed as

a1; b1ð Þ
a2; b2ð Þ

�
,

a3; b3ð Þ
a4; b4ð Þ

�
,

a5; b5ð Þ
a6; b6ð Þ

�
. Based on the axiom that the distance between any

B
A

C

d1 d2

d3

Fig. 12.1 Ideal distance

model of RSSI location
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point in the three circles’ intersecting region and the center of a circle is less than

that circle’s radius, we can obtain the vertex of the triangle region, where the

unknown node is located. We supposed that the three vertices’ coordinates are E
(a1, b1), F(a3, b3), G(a5, b5), as shown in Fig. 12.2.

12.2.3 RSSI-Based Trilateral Localization Algorithm

The original weighted triangle centroid algorithm calculates the centroid coordi-

nates of △EFG as a1þa3þa5
3

; b1þb3þb5
3

� �
based on geometric principles [12]. On the

basis of the original triangle centroid localization algorithm, this paper introduces a

weighting idea and a iterative amended triangle weighted centroid localization

algorithm. In the weighted positioning algorithm, selecting suitable weights is

key to improving the positioning accuracy. The values of RSSI measured by the

unknown node have a significant effect on the positioning accuracy. The higher the

value of RSSI, the greater its effect. The smaller the distance between the beacon

and the unknown node is, the higher the RSSI value is. Thus, we take the reciprocal

of the distances between the beacons and the unknown node as the weighted value.

We use a weighting factor to express the beacons’ effect on the target location.

Because point E is the crossover point of circles B and C, whose radii are d2 and d3,

we use 1
d2
þ 1

d3
to express the factor of a1 and b1. The unknown node’s coordinatesM

(x, y) can be expressed as

B
A

C

d1

d2

d3

G
F

E

Fig. 12.2 Actual distance

model between beacons and

unknown node
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x ¼
a1 � 1

d2
þ 1

d3


 �
þ a3 � 1

d3
þ 1

d1


 �
þ a5 � 1

d1
þ 1

d2


 �
2 � 1

d1
þ 1

d2
þ 1

d3


 �

y ¼
b1 � 1

d2
þ 1

d3


 �
þ b3 � 1

d3
þ 1

d1


 �
þ b5 � 1

d1
þ 1

d2


 �
2 � 1

d1
þ 1

d2
þ 1

d3


 �

8>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>:
ð12:3Þ

12.2.4 Modification Algorithm

To accurately position, a double localization algorithm is proposed. We added

several beacons in combination with a primary beacon group. Thus, the unknown

node obtains four groups of RSSI values and then obtains d1, d2, d3, d4, the distances
between the four beacons and the unknown node. We divide the four parameters

into four random combinations, and each combination will be substituted into

Eq. (12.3) to obtain one center-of-mass coordinate. We obtain the four coordinate

parameters asM1(X1, Y1),M2(X2, Y2),M3(X3, Y3),M4(X4, Y4) from the four random

combinations. The final coordinate P(X, Y ) can be expressed as follows:

X ¼ X1 þ X2 þ X3 þ X4

4

Y ¼ Y1 þ Y2 þ Y3 þ Y4

4

8><>: ð12:4Þ

When the number of beacons increases to n, we obtain C3
n four coordinate

parameters. The final coordinate will change to Eq. (12.5) and be more accurate

than before:

X ¼ X1 þ X2 þ X3 þ Lþ XC3
n

C3
n

Y ¼ Y1 þ Y2 þ Y3 þ Lþ YC3
n

C3
n

8>>><>>>: ð12:5Þ

However, the complexity and instantaneity of the algorithms must be taken into

consideration. Thus, we take the value of n as 4.
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12.3 Simulation Verification

The location algorithm was simulated and verified by MATLAB simulation soft-

ware to verify the modified localization algorithm’s advantages. First, we assumed

that all nodes in the simulation conditions in the region were able to normally

communicate with each other and were in a stationary state. Second, the simulation

parameter was set as follows: (1) the wireless sensor network was distributed in a

50� 50 m area, and the communication radius of the WSN node was 50 m;

(2) signal transmission attenuation factor was 3.3; (3) the entire simulation envi-

ronment took into consideration Gaussian random noise whose mean was zero and

standard deviation was 5; (4) We did 500 Monte Carlo Simulations and took the

average of the 500 simulation results as the final position.

The error analysis is as follows:

error ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x� x0ð Þ2 þ y� y0ð Þ2

q
ð12:6Þ

In Eq. (12.6), x and y are the actual coordinates of the unknown nodes, and x0 and
y0 are the estimated coordinates of the unknown nodes.

In this paper, the trilateral centroid localization and modification algorithm is

highly affected by the density of the beacon node, so the simulation mainly targets

the efficiency of the modified localization algorithm and the extent to which the

number of beacon nodes affects the positioning precision.

Figure 12.3 shows that the error of a ordinary RSSI-based triangle centroid

localization algorithm’s simulation is 8.83 m, while it is 2.98 m in a RSSI-based

weighted iterative modification algorithm, ignoring the beacons’ distribution. The

two simulation results give us a first thought that the distances measured from RSSI

are affected largely by the process of transmission (Fig. 12.4). To prove the

modification algorithm’s effectiveness, we designed the simulation as earlier in

order to prove the algorithm’s efficiency for greater numbers of beacon nodes.

Figure 12.5 shows that since the weighted iterative modification algorithm was

introduced in the original triangle centroid localization algorithm, the positional

accuracy has increased 13.8 % more than the ordinary RSSI-based triangle centroid

localization algorithm and 4.3 % more than the weighted centroid localization

algorithm under the same simulation conditions. This shows the important role

played by weighted iterative modification in the location algorithm. In addition,

when the number of beacon nodes increases, the location error of all three of these

location algorithms decreases, which indicates that the number of beacon nodes

does have an important effect on positional accuracy, proving the iterative location

algorithm’s accuracy.
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Conclusion

This paper proposed a trilateral centroid localization and modification algo-

rithm based on RSSI for wireless sensor networks and introduced a weighting

idea and iterative computation idea. Because measured distances between

beacons and unknown nodes are not exact, circles centered on the beacons of

radius d will cross, forming a triangle. The unknown node’s position coordi-

nates can be determined using the weighted triangle centroid localization

algorithm and recalculated based on the notion of iterative modification.

(continued)

Fig. 12.3 RSSI-based

trilateral localization

algorithm

Fig. 12.4 RSSI-based

multibeacon weighted

centroid localization and

modification algorithm
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(continued)

Based on simulations, the multibeacon weighted triangle centroid iterative

localization modification algorithm was clearly proved to be efficient in

improving localization accuracy. However, this modified algorithm has

increased computing complexity, which could be a topic for future research.
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Chapter 13

Simulation Study on Trajectory Tracking
in Manipulator Based on the Iterative
Learning Control Algorithm

Yanfen Luo

Abstract There is a kind of problem about trajectory tracking in the actual control;

its main task is to find the control law u(t), by which the output y(t) of the controlled
plant can track the desired trajectory during the limited time interval [0,T] with zero

error. Aiming at this kind of problem, the iterative learning control algorithm is

proposed. In this algorithm, the control law u(t) is amended by the previous error

information so that the repeated task can be done better in the next operation.

Through this interaction, the output in the whole time interval can track the desired

trajectory. In this paper, the iterative learning control algorithm is applied in the

trajectory tracking system of manipulator, and the tracking results are simulated.

Keywords Iterative learning control • Trajectory track • Convergence

13.1 Introduction

The iterative learning control (ILC) algorithm is fit for the plants whose movements

are repeated and the control objective can be better met by iterative amending

[1]. This control algorithm is not dependent on the precise arithmetic model of the

system. It can control those nonlinear tight coupling dynamic systems with very

simple algorithm; although the uncertainty of those systems is high, the desired

trajectory is met with high-precision; in this sense, the iterative learning control

algorithm is applied widely in movement control areas [2].
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13.1.1 Algorithm Principle

Suppose the dynamic equation of the plant is:

_x tð Þ ¼ f x tð Þ, u tð Þ, tð Þ, y tð Þ ¼ g x tð Þ, u tð Þ, tð Þ ð13:1Þ

In Eq. (13.1): x2Rn, y2Rm, u2Rr

which, respectively, refer to the state, the output, and the input of the system. f(•)
and g(•) are vector functions with proper dimensions, whose structures and param-

eters are unknown. If the desired control signal ud(t) exists and the desired output is
yd(t), then the goal of the iterative learning control is to make the control input

uk(t)! ud(t) and make the output of the system yk(t)! yd(t) in the given time t2 [0,
T] through the multiple rerunning of the learning control algorithm. After the kth
rerunning, Eq. (13.1) can be expressed in the following form:

_xk tð Þ ¼ f xk tð Þ, uk tð Þ, tð Þ, yk tð Þ ¼ g xk tð Þ, uk tð Þ, tð Þ ð13:2Þ

The tracking error is

ek tð Þ ¼ yd tð Þ � yk tð Þ ð13:3Þ

The iterative learning control can be classified in open-loop learning and closed-

loop learning [3]. In the open-loop learning algorithm, the (k+ 1)th control equals to
the correction term of the kth control and the kth output error.

ukþ1 tð Þ ¼ L uk tð Þ, ek tð Þð Þ ð13:4Þ

In the closed-loop learning algorithm, the (k+ 1)th output error is adopted in the

correction term.

ukþ1 tð Þ ¼ L uk tð Þ, ekþ1 tð Þð Þ ð13:5Þ

In Eqs. (13.4) and (13.5), L is a linear or nonlinear operator [4].

13.1.2 Basic Iterative Learning Control Algorithm

The D law of the iterative learning control algorithm is expressed in the following

form [5]:

ukþ1 tð Þ ¼ uk tð Þ þ Γe�k tð Þ ð13:6Þ
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In this equation, Γ is the matrix of the constant gain. Based on the D law algorithm,

P law, PI law, and PD law iterative learning algorithms are designed in succession;

the special form of PID law iterative learning algorithm as expressed is below:

ukþ1 tð Þ ¼ uk tð Þ þ Γe�k tð Þ þΦek tð Þ þ Ψ
ð t
0

ek τð Þdτ ð13:7Þ

In this equation, Γ, Φ, Ψ are the matrices of the learning gains. In the open-loop

iterative learning algorithm, the error formations ek(t) and ek+1(t) are adopted in the
closed-loop iterative learning algorithm. Both ek(t) and ek+1(t) are used at the same

time in the open-plus-closed-loop iterative learning control algorithm.

The D law algorithm is proposed firstly in which the derivative of the errors is

adopted as a correction term. In P law, Γ¼ 0, Ψ¼ 0, it can be realized easily. The

PD law is the combination of P law and D law. In D law, the gain is adjustable so

that the tracking performance and the convergence of the algorithm can be

improved, as mentioned in the exponential gain D law iterative learning.

13.2 Key Technology in ILC

1. Stability and convergence

The problem of stability and convergence is to discuss the conditions of learning

law and the plant when the ILC is stable and convergent. The stability of the

algorithm guarantees the system not to be diverging when the learning times are

more. But the stability is meaningless to the learning control system without

convergence. The object of optimal control is to make the learning process be

convergent to the real value.

2. Initial value

In the course of designing the iterative learning controller, it is necessary to get the

plant errors or derivatives of plant errors through the repetitive operation. In this

control technology, the iterative learning needs to start from an initial value, such

as the initial state or the initial output. In the present iterative learning control

algorithm, the initial state of the plant is required to start at the initial state of the

expected trajectory with the initial condition shown as: xk(0)¼ xd(0), k¼ 0, 1, 2. . .
3. Learning rate

In the research of iterative learning algorithm, the condition of convergence is

proposed when the times of learning k!1; but as a matter of fact, it is

meaningless when k!1. As a result, it is an important problem to make the

learning process convergent to the expected value in a shorter time.

The iterative learning control is a feed-forward control technology in essence.

The convergence speeds of most learning laws are very slow, and the learning

speed can be improved by the knowledge from multiple learning processes.

4. Robustness

As the iterative learning control theory is proposed in the engineering back-

grounds, the problem of convergence must be discussed under all kinds of
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disturbances. The system of ILC needs to be robust when disturbances exist so

that the iterative track can be convergent to the neighborhood of the expected

trajectory. When the disturbances disappear, the iterative trajectory can be

convergent to the expected trajectory.

13.3 Simulation of the Trajectory Tracking in Manipulator
Based on ILC

13.3.1 Design of the Controller

Suppose the dynamic equation of a robot with N joints can be expressed as below:

D qð Þ€q þ C q; _qð Þ _qþ G qð Þ ¼ τ � τd ð13:8Þ

In this equation, q2Rn is the angular rotation of the N joints, D(q)2Rm�n is the

inertial matrix of the robot, C q; q
�� �
2 Rn is the centrifugal force, G(q)2Rn is the

gravity, τ2Rn is the control moment, and τd2Rn is all kinds of errors and

disturbances. Suppose that the expected trajectory of the system is yd(t), t2 [0, T],
the kth real output of the system is yk(t), ek(t)¼ yd(t)� yk(t). The initial state of

learning is x0(0); the control object is to design uk+1(t) to make the error ek+1(t)
decrease.

Three kinds of learning laws are adopted:

1. Closed-loop D law

2. Closed-loop PD law

3. Closed-loop D law with gain scheduling

ukþ1 tð Þ ¼ uk tð Þ þ Kd _qd tð Þ � _qkþ1 tð Þ� � ð13:9Þ
ukþ1 tð Þ ¼ uk tð Þ þ Kp qd tð Þ � qkþ1 tð Þ� �þ Kd _qd tð Þ � _qkþ1 tð Þ� � ð13:10Þ

ukþ1 tð Þ ¼ uk tð Þ þ Kd _qd tð Þ � _qkþ1 tð Þ� � ð13:11Þ

in which Kd is changing in exponential form.

13.3.2 Simulation Example

The PD law iterative learning control algorithm is simulated in the joint manipu-

lator of a robot with the parameters in Eq. (13.8) set as below [6]:
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D ¼ dij
� 

2�2 ð13:12Þ
d11 ¼ d1l

2
c1 þ d2 l21 þ l2c2 þ 2l1lc2 cos q2

� �þ I1 þ I2 ð13:13Þ
d12 ¼ d21 ¼ d2 l2c2 þ l1lc2 cos q2

� �þ l2 ð13:14Þ
d22 ¼ d2l

2
c2 þ I2 ð13:15Þ

C ¼ cij
� 

2�2 ð13:16Þ
c11 ¼ h _q2, c12 ¼ h _q1 þ h _q2, c21 ¼ �h _q1c22 ¼ 0, h ¼ m2l1lc2 sin q2 ð13:17Þ

G ¼ G1 G2½ 
T ð13:18Þ
G1 ¼ d1lc1 þ d2l1ð Þg cos q1 þ d2lc2 þ g cos q1 þ q2ð Þ,G2

¼ d2lc2 þ g cos q1 þ q2ð Þ ð13:19Þ
τd ¼ 0:3 sin t 0:1 1� e�tð Þ½ 
T ð13:20Þ

d1 ¼ d2 ¼ 1kg ð13:21Þ
l1 ¼ l2 ¼ 0:5m ð13:22Þ

lc1 ¼ lc2 ¼ 0:25m ð13:23Þ
I1 ¼ I2 ¼ 0:1kgm2 ð13:24Þ

g ¼ 9:81m=s2 ð13:25Þ

From Eqs. (13.21)–(13.25), these parameters are set by empirical values.

Suppose that the expected positions of the two joints are sin(3t) and cos(3t). The
initial state of the controlled plant is x(0)¼ [0,3,1,0]T. In our programs, we use three

types of iterative learning algorithm such as the closed-loop D law, the closed-loop

PD law, and the closed-loop D law with exponential gain scheduling.

The results of simulation are shown as below (Figs. 13.1, 13.2, and 13.3):

From the results of simulation, the desired positions of the two joints are tracked

best by the exponential gain D law iterative learning control. In the exponential gain

D law, Kd is changing in an exponential form with the gain scheduling, while the

errors between the real values and desired values can be convergent to zero quickly.

Conclusion

This paper describes the principles of the iterative learning algorithm. This

algorithm is applied in the trajectory tracking system of manipulator by

simulation. From the simulation of three types of iterative learning algorithm,

we can find the good performance of this algorithm in respect of trajectory

tracking. The expected positions are tracked well, and the errors between the

real values and the expected values can be convergent to zero quickly.
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Fig. 13.1 Position tracking during 20 times of D law iterative learning

Fig. 13.2 Position tracking during 20 times of PD law iterative learning
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Chapter 14

An Improved Gaussian Mixture Model
and Its Application

Guang Han

Abstract This paper proposes an improved Gaussian mixture model (GMM) for

outdoor scene classification. The GMM is usually solved by the expectation-

maximization (EM) algorithm, but the EM algorithm may easily lead to local

optima with the convergence speed of this method unstable and different initial

values also leading to fluctuations in the algorithm’s performance. As a result, a

hybrid particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is introduced to replace the

EM algorithm for solving the aforementioned problems with a series of improve-

ments also proposed when the hybrid PSO algorithm is used to solve the GMM.

Experimental results with outdoor scene classification show that the proposed

algorithm, compared to other algorithms, can enhance global search capabilities

and convergence speed; in addition, the accuracy of parameter estimation is high,

and classification performance is excellent.

Keywords Intelligent ground robot • Scene classification • Gaussian mixture

model • Hybrid particle swarm optimization

14.1 Introduction

Scene classification is an important part of the perception system for intelligent

ground robots; it aims to use vision sensors to automatically distinguish grass, land,

sand, and other different terrains; this information is then used to help intelligent

robots make proper planning and decisions in connection with their actions [1–3].

The Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is a good statistical model and has attracted

much attention. In recent years, GMM has been widely used in the field of image

classification [4]. Research results show that GMM has better classification perfor-

mance than other statistical models [5]. GMM has a natural advantage in the scene

classification of outdoor environments. Because the same terrain under different

lighting conditions will appear different, for example, the same terrain in the sun,

shadows, and cloudy conditions will look different. The GMM can well fit features
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with a variety of appearances. The expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm is

usually used to solve GMM parameters; in addition, as a local optimization algo-

rithm, it has poor features, such as an unstable convergence rate and high sensitivity

to initial values; therefore, we introduce and improve a hybrid particle swarm

optimization (PSO) algorithm to replace the EM algorithm for solving GMM

parameters.

An improved GMM for outdoor scene classification is proposed in this paper,

whose contributions stem primarily from the following three aspects. First, a hybrid

PSO algorithm is introduced and improved to solve GMM parameters for scene

classification. Second, the improvement measures on the hybrid PSO include an

effective change strategy based on the Butterworth curve instead of a linear

strategy, the adoption of position information of particles of the t� 1 step to pull

back the position of current particles or particles with an improved poor fitness

value, for example; finally, the proposed algorithm is used for actual outdoor scene

classification. The experimental results show that the precision of parameter esti-

mation can be effectively improved, and the performance of the proposed algorithm

is also very excellent when the improved hybrid PSO is adopted to solve GMM

parameters.

14.2 Gaussian Mixture Modeling for Scene Classification

There is a group of features (xk, jk), k¼ 1, 2, . . .,N, in which jk is the integer

between [1, J]. It shows that xk comes from the jkth mixture parts. The distribution

of xk conforms to Eq. (14.1):

P xk; jk;Θjk

� � ¼ p xk
		jk; θjk� �

Pjk ð14:1Þ

Assuming that the feature samples are independent, the log-likelihood function

is shown in Eq. (14.2):

L Θð Þ ¼
XN
k¼1

ln p xk
		jk; θjk� �

Pjk

� � ð14:2Þ

Q Θ;Θ tð Þð Þ ¼ E
XN
k¼1

ln p xk
		jk; θ� �

Pjk

� �" #
¼
XN
k¼1

E ln p xk
		jk; θ� �

Pjk

� �� 
¼
XN
k¼1

XJ
jk¼1

P jk
		xk;Θ tð Þ� �

ln p xk
		jk; θ� �

Pjk

� �
ð14:3Þ

E-step: In the current framework, the unknown parameter vector is ΘT¼ [θT,PT]T.

Taking the expectation over the unobserved data, conditioned on the training samples

and the current estimates,Θ[t] , of the unknown parameters, we can obtain Eq. (14.3).
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The serial number k of jk is removed, and we obtain Eq. (14.4) because, for each k, we
sum up over all possible J values of jk and these are the same for all k.

p xk
		j; θ� � ¼ 1

2πσ2j

� �1=2exp xk � μj
�� ��2

2σ2j

 !
ð14:4Þ

Equations (14.3) and (14.4) are combined into Eq. (14.5) as follows:

Q Θ;Θ tð Þð Þ ¼
XN
k¼1

XJ
j¼1

P j
		xk;Θ tð Þ� � �1

2
lnσ2j �

1

2σ2j
xk � μj
�� ��2 þ lnPj

 !
ð14:5Þ

M-step: Eq. (14.5) is solved using the gradient descent method, and then the

estimated value ofΘ in the t+ 1 step is obtained. Equation (14.5) is differentiated on

μj, σ2j , and Pj, respectively, to obtain the maximum value [5].

The GMM is trained by constant repetition of E-Step and M-Step, which use the

feature data sets; then GMM parameters can be obtained, and GMM is also

established. We see from the process described earlier that the convergence speed

is unstable by the gradient descent method, and sometimes in the calculation

process algorithm may produce a singular matrix, which easily leads to the con-

vergence failure. Meanwhile, only the local extreme is guaranteed to be obtained by

the EM algorithm. This algorithm has a strong dependence on the initial value of

each class. Once the deviation of the initial estimate from the true value becomes

very large, the EM algorithm easily produces the local optimum value, then the

quality of the model parameter estimation is affected, and the classification accu-

racy decreases. This paper introduces a hybrid PSO algorithm to replace the EM

algorithm for optimizing GMM parameter estimation and improving the estimation

accuracy [5, 6].

14.3 Improved Hybrid PSO Algorithm

14.3.1 Conventional PSO Algorithm

Assume that R is the solution space, D is the dimension of the search space, and the

particle swarm contains N particles. To distinguish the preceding feature samples,

the position of each particle is expressed by x
0
i, and x

0
i¼ (x

0
i1, x

0
i2, . . ., x

0
iD) and

Vi¼ (Vi1,Vi2, . . .,ViD) respectively represent the position and velocity of each

particle. fi represents the fitness value of the ith particle, i¼ 1, . . .,N.
pbesti¼ (pbesti1, pbesti2, . . ., pbestiD) represents the position of the optimal solution

of the ith particle, gbesti¼ (gbest1, gbest2, . . ., gbestD) represents the position of the
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optimal solution of the whole particle swarm, and the velocity and position of each

particle are updated using Eqs. (14.6) and (14.7):

Vi tþ 1ð Þ ¼ c0Vi tð Þ þ c1 pbesti � xi tð Þð Þ þ c2 gbest� xi tð Þð Þ ð14:6Þ
x
0
i tþ 1ð Þ ¼ x

0
i tð Þ þ Vi tþ 1ð Þ ð14:7Þ

For a global search, good search capabilities are required in the early iterative

process to obtain the right seeds; while in the late stage of the iterative process, an

ability to speed up convergence is required. Eberhart and Shi once proposed an

inertia weight algorithm [7] using Eq. (14.6) modified as follows:

Vi tþ 1ð Þ ¼ ω tð Þ � Vi tð Þ þ φ1μ1 pbesti � xi tð Þð Þ þ φ2μ2 gbest� xi tð Þð Þ ð14:8Þ

where μ1, μ2 are two random numbers uniformly distributed in [0,1], ϕ1,ϕ2 are

acceleration factors, and ω(t) is the weight expressed as

ω tþ 1ð Þ ¼ ω tð Þ þ dω, dω ¼ ωmin � ωmax

T
ð14:9Þ

14.3.2 Improved Hybrid PSO Algorithm

As for the problem caused by optimizing Eq. (14.5) using the conventional PSO

algorithm, the three improvement measures on the conventional PSO algorithm are

as follows.

1. A linear strategy using Eq. (14.8) is not the best choice. In the early stages of the

algorithm’s operation, to effectively avoid the local optimum, ω(t) must have a

large value for a long period of time, but the value of ω(t) decreases rapidly with
the linear strategy, which is not conducive to avoiding the local optimum for the

algorithm; therefore, an effective change strategy is proposed in this paper based

on the Butterworth curve with the following specific formula:

ω tð Þ ¼ ωmax � ωmin

1þ 		t		=t0� 2�n þ ωmin, 1 < t < T ð14:10Þ

n ¼ R 2þ sgn
Vi tð Þk k

Vi t� 1ð Þk k � 1


 �
 �
ð14:11Þ

where T is the maximum iteration number, t0 is the cutoff iteration number of the

n-order Butterworth curve, ωmax¼ 0.9, ωmin¼ 0.1, and R() is a rounding func-

tion. Meanwhile, to reduce the computational complexity of ω(t), we stipulate

that if n< 1, then n¼ 1; if n> 4, then n¼ 4, so 1� n� 4, n2 Z.
Using Eq. (14.10) we can see that ω(t) will decrease nonlinearly as the

iteration number increases. In the early stages of the algorithm’s operation,

ω(t) can have a large value for a long period of time, which is very conducive
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to having particles jump out of local optima and can cause the algorithm to find

the solution within a broad scope; in the late stages of the algorithm, ω(t) can
have a small value for a long period of time until the algorithm stops, which

can facilitate the convergence of the algorithm.Whenω(t) has a small value, it can

make particles carefully search in the local space around them; while in the

intermediate stages of the algorithm’s operation, the order number n of

the Butterworth curve can effect an adaptive change using Eq. (14.11), and the

principle behind this adaptive adjustment is that the real-time adaptive adjustment

of order number n can be implemented before and after the two steps of the

iteration operation. By Eq. (14.11) we see that if kVi(t)k> kVi(t� 1)k, then the

value of n will become large, the decreasing amplitude of ω(t) also increases, and
then the local search capability of the particles will be strengthened; conversely, if

kVi(t)k< kVi(t� 1)k, then n will become small, the decreasing amplitude of ω(t)
will also decrease, and then the global search capability of the particles will be

strengthened. By adaptively adjusting order number n to control the decreasing

amplitude of ω(t), automatic variation in ω(t) can be achieved with the local and

global search capability of the balanced particles, thereby improving the algo-

rithm’s performance.

2. Because gbest is used in Eq. (14.8), the problems of large velocity and skipping

real solutions easily arise with the iteration of the algorithm. To solve these

problems, when particles are close to gbest, they are pulled back using the

position information of the particles with the t� 1 step in this paper; thus,

whole particle groups are likely to obtain a global optimal solution with the

following specific formula:

Vi tþ 1ð Þ ¼ ω tð Þ � Vi tð Þ þ φ1μ1 pbesti � x
0
i tð Þ

� �þ φ2μ2 gbest� x
0
i tð Þ

� �
þ φ3μ3 x

0
i t� 1ð Þ � x

0
i tð Þ

� �
ð14:12Þ

where φ3 ¼ exp � 1
Vi tð Þk k

� �
.

3. The general PSO algorithm is simple and can be implemented easily, but it also

easily produces the local optimum value. To solve this problem, a hybrid PSO

algorithm is adopted [8]. c0Vi(t) in Eq. (14.6) is regarded as the variation of the

genetic algorithm, c1(pbesti� x
0
i(t)) + c2(gbest� x

0
i(t)) in Eq. (14.6) is regarded

as the crossover of the genetic algorithm. Firstly the current solution and the

individual extremes are crossed, and then the current solution and the global

extremes are crossed, and the solution produced is the new location. The

variation and crossover in the hybrid PSO algorithm are used; thus, the perfor-

mance of the global optimal solution is improved, but the speed of the algorithm

convergence slows down because all the particles are subject to variation and

crossover. In this paper, the preceding hybrid PSO algorithm is used for 30 % of

all the particles in each iteration. Here, the 30 % of particles have the minimum

fitness value and the previously mentioned hybrid PSO algorithm is improved in

terms of the specific problems resulting from the application. The global search

capability and the convergence rate of the proposed algorithm are also improved.
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The crossover strategy in this paper is to randomly select a crossover region in

path 2; the crossover region randomly selected in path 2 is added to a random

location in path 1, and the location in path 1 will be deleted. These locations

appeared in a crossover region in path 2; the variation strategy in this paper is to

randomly select five positions (if the position number of the path is less than

5, then the locations can be selected repeatedly) and then exchange these five

positions and the last position in the path, with the remaining unchanged. Thus

five different paths can ultimately be produced.

Assume that Ci is the path of the ith particle passing through, Cpbest is the path of

pbesti passing through, and Cgbest is the path of gbest passing through. The

improved hybrid PSO algorithm proposed in this paper is as follows:

1. Randomly generate in the search space the initial value N and the initial speed,

and record their initial path.

2. Calculate the fitness value fi, i¼ 1, . . .,N of the current position x
0
i of each

particle.

3. Compare fi and fpbest, i¼ 1, . . .,N; if fi> fpbest, then fpbest¼ fi, pbesti¼ x
0
i, and

record Cpbest.

4. When the optimal value fmax and its position x
0 of the current particle swarm are

obtained, compare fmax and fgbest; if fmax> fgbest, then fgbest¼ fmax, gbest¼ x0,
and record Cgbest.

5. Update the velocity and position of each particle according to Eqs. (14.12) and

(14.7), and record Ci.

6. Select 30 % of all the particles. Here the 30 % of particles have the minimum

fitness value, the path Ci and Cgbest of each selected particle are crossed, and Ci
0

is obtained.

7. The path of Ci
0 and Cpbest passing through are crossed, and then Ci

00 is obtained.
8. The variation of Ci

00 can produce five paths.

9. Obtain the position of the current particle according to the preceding five paths,

and calculate their respective fitness values.

10. Select the largest of the five fitness values, denoted by f
0
i, with its path denoted

by Ci

0 00
.

11. If f
0
i > fi, then accept the new value; if rejected, the path Ci

0 00
of the ith particle is

still Ci.

12. If the maximum number of iterations T is obtained, stop the calculation;

otherwise go to step 2.

14.4 Experimental Results and Analysis

The Natural Scene test suites in the Outex data set are used to evaluate the

performance of the above proposed algorithm in this experiment. The child test

set (ID is Outex_NS_00001) from the Natural Scene test suites is selected for the
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experiment. The child test set contains 22 test images with the an image size of

2,272� 1,704. Half of these images are used for training with the other half for

testing. The training images from the 22 images are alternately selected. Four

terrain classes are defined in this experiment: grass, road, sky, and trees. Here

three terrain classes (the grass, road, and trees) contain two different illumination

conditions, such as in the sun and in the shadeo. The existing feature extraction

method in this experiment can be used [5]. To accelerate the training speed and

reduce the computation cost resulting from too many parameters, the principal

component analysis method is used to reduce the dimensions of the extracted

feature. A single real terrain region is manually labeled using the method proposed

by Castano et al. [9].

Figure 14.1 shows the trend of the fitness value with the iteration step increasing.

Five different algorithms are used to solve the GMM, namely, the EM algorithm,

the inertia weight PSO algorithm, the PSO+EM algorithm [10], Chen’s algorithm

[6], and the algorithm proposed in this paper. EM is the conventional algorithm for

solving the GMM, while the other four algorithms are based on PSO. Each

algorithm has its own advantages and innovations. The GMM is trained by the

feature data of four terrains. Equation (14.5) is selected as the fitness function. The

fitness value of each terrain is obtained, and then the fitness values of the four

terrains are averaged (Fig. 14.1). The proposed algorithm can obtain the global

optimal solution much faster than Chen’s algorithm [6] and the PSO+EM algo-

rithm [10], with the performance improvement better than with the conventional

EM algorithm and the inertia weight PSO algorithm.

Fig. 14.1 Trend of fitness value with iteration step increasing
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Conclusion

An improved GMM is proposed in this paper. Because the EM algorithm

easily produces the local optimum value with an unstable convergence rate

and is sensitive to initial value, a hybrid PSO algorithm is introduced to

replace the EM algorithm for GMM parameter estimation. The algorithm was

optimized in terms of the specific problems in the scene classification appli-

cation, and the proposed algorithm can be applied to outdoor scene classifi-

cation. Experimental results show that the improved hybrid PSO algorithm,

which features a strong global search capability, can escape local optima and

speed up convergence. In a scene classification experiment, its results were

superior to those of the existing algorithms, which indicates that the proposed

method for outdoor scenes are reliable and effective, and the optimized

performance of the improved hybrid PSO is better than that of the existing

algorithms in terms of GMM parameter estimation.
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Chapter 15

GPU Acceleration for the Gaussian
Elimination in Magnetotelluric Occam
Inversion Algorithm

Yi Xiao and Yu Liu

Abstract In order to improve the efficiency of magnetotelluric Occam inversion

algorithm, a parallel Gaussian elimination algorithm based on two-dimensional

constant bandwidth storage is developed, which is implemented on graphic

processing units (GPUs) by using CUDA Fortran. Detailed descriptions of the

programming are presented. The parallel algorithm can simultaneously and rapidly

calculate multiple large matrices. To make full use of the GPU computational

power and memory bandwidth, the data access patterns have been analyzed and

optimized in depth for parallel access. The experimental results show that with the

increase of the number of matrices, higher speedup can be obtained. The high

efficiency of the parallel strategy makes it easier for other algorithms based on

two-dimensional constant bandwidth storage.

Keywords Parallel computing • Gaussian elimination • Occam inversion

15.1 Introduction

A system of linear equations is an important basis of many scientific and engineer-

ing computing problems. Gaussian elimination is an effective method for linear

system. The basic idea of this algorithm is to transform the coefficient matrix into

upper triangular matrix by line transformation and then back substitution to solve

it. In magnetotelluric Occam inversion algorithm (MT Occam), the finite element

method was used to solve the forward module response and obtain the model misfit.

The Gaussian elimination method is the principal method of the calculation for the

model misfit and the Jacobian matrix [1]. However, the sequential algorithm for

Gauss elimination takes a long time to solve the banded matrix equations

and unavoidably results in low convergence of the MT Occam when solving a
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large-scale inversion model. Therefore, the parallel Gaussian algorithm transfers

the coefficient matrix into many compute nodes through the way of “shutter,” thus

enhancing the computing speed by multiple computers [2] and multiple CPU cores

[3]. But the data transfer and synchronization between different nodes also require a

lot of time. The efficiency is not very ideal. As the development of graphic

processing units (GPUs), massively parallel computing can be applied [4]. Parallel

Gaussian algorithm reduces the computing time greatly by using the GPU mas-

sively computational power and high-speed memory bandwidth [5, 6]. The coeffi-

cient matrix is usually sparse and symmetrical in the MT Occam. A structure for

2-D band sparse matrix is used to store the coefficient matrix, which greatly reduces

the storage space [7]. In this paper, we develop and implement a parallel Gaussian

algorithm based on the GPU to solve the banded matrix equations, by combining

the two-dimensional constant bandwidth method and basic principle of parallel

Gaussian algorithm. We also optimize the algorithm for special storage structure to

improve the computing speed of the MT Occam.

15.2 Related Works

15.2.1 CUDA

In November 2007, NVIDIA introduced CUDA, a general-purpose parallel com-

puting architecture. In this parallel programming model, the CPU is responsible for

carrying out the logic transaction processing and serial computing; the GPU is

responsible for the implementation of highly threaded parallel processing tasks.

The CPU has the memory of the host side called host memory, and the GPU has the

memory of the equipment side called device memory [8].

CUDA Fortran was developed in 2009 by Portland Group (PGI). It is based on

CUDA runtime API, but using Fortran 90 constructions and a set of language

extension. Thus it is more useful for Fortran programmers in parallel computing [9].

15.2.2 Two-Dimensional Constant Bandwidth Storage

In the MT Occam, the geological structure stiffness matrix which is composed of

element unit stiffness matrixes has the characters of symmetry and sparsity. All the

nonzero coefficients in the stiffness matrix are confined within a band. Thus only

the upper half of the band in the stiffness matrix needs to be stored. The transfor-

mation of the stiffness matrix storage format is shown in Fig. 15.1. The MT Occam

directly uses the Gaussian elimination algorithm in compressed coefficient matrix.

It greatly reduces the storage space, but is more complicated.
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15.3 Algorithm Parallelization Solving

15.3.1 Gaussian Elimination Programming
with CUDA Fortran

The Gaussian elimination algorithm in the MT Occam is divided into three steps:

the coefficient matrix elimination, response solving, and the auxiliary field Jacobian

matrix calculation. Assume the n-order coefficient matrix S (n,n), response matrix

RM(n), and auxiliary field calculation matrix RJ (n,nrc), in which the nrc is the

number of measurement points.

In the S elimination process of the coefficient matrix based on band storage

method, select the row m (1�m� n) of S as the main element row. Then eliminate

the rowm + 1 tom+D� 1 according to Eq. (15.1), whereD is the bandwidth. When

the coefficient matrix S finishes elimination, calculate the response matrix RM

according to Eq. (15.2).

S
mð Þ
mþL, j ¼ S

m�1ð Þ
mþL, j �

S
m�1ð Þ
m,Lþ1
S

m�1ð Þ
m, 1

S
m�1ð Þ
m, jþL 1 � L � D� 1, 1 � j � D� Lð Þ ð15:1Þ

RM
mð Þ
mþL ¼ RM

m�1ð Þ
mþL �

S
m�1ð Þ
m,L�1
S

m�1ð Þ
m, 1

RM m�1ð Þ
m 1 � L � D� 1, 1 � j � D� Lð Þ ð15:2Þ

Then back substitution to calculate the response according to (15.3) and (15.4).

When n�m +1> 1, NBLIM¼D. Otherwise NBLIM¼ n�m + 1.

RMn ¼ RMn

Sn, 1
ð15:3Þ

Fig. 15.1 The

transformation of stiffness

matrix storage format
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RMm ¼
RMm �

XNBLIM
j¼2

Sm, jRMmþj�1

Sm, 1
2 � j � Dð Þ ð15:4Þ

The general structure of a Fortran program that utilizes GPU computing for

Gaussian elimination can have the following simple form:

module gpu
contains:
attributes(global) subroutine gauss(…)
…
end subroutine gauss

end module gpu

program occam
use cudafor
complex, allocatable, dimension(:), device :: d_S, d_RM
…
call gauss<<<num,numthreads,…>>>(d_S, d_RM…)
…

end program occam

According to Eq. (15.1), the element number needs to be calculated in which

each loop is (NBAND-1)*NBAND/2, where NBAND¼D. To make the GPU threads

correspond with these elements, we create numthreads¼ (NBAND-1)*NBAND/2
GPU threads. Kernel calculate num coefficient matrixes at the same time which are

consecutively stored. Each GPU block calculates a coefficient matrix. The primary

line coefficient matrix’s deviation value that corresponds to each thread calculation

is offset¼ (blockIdx%x-1)*n*NBAND.
For the back substitution stage, only one block calculates the response. All RM

matrixes are stored together. Each thread calculates the corresponding elements

based on the row and column value. ROW and COL are defined as follows:

col¼ (threadIdx%x-1)/ (NBAND-1)

row¼ threadIdx%x-((threadIdx%x-1)/ (NBAND-1))* (NBAND-1)
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15.3.2 CUDA Fortran Optimization

Shared memory is GPU on-chip memory. It has a very high speed and bandwidth.

According to Eq. (15.1), in the elimination process with rowm as the pivot element,

all the elements to be calculated depend only on the elements of row m and their

own, keeping the value of row m unchanged. Therefore, the elements of primary

row can be placed in shared memory. The code is shown below:

complex, shared :: pivot(NBAND*8)
if(threadIdx%x <= NBAND) then
pivot(threadIdx%x) = S(offset+threadIdx%x)

endif

According to Eq. (15.4), each element depends on the elements on following

row. On the other hand, every element is used to calculate the elements above it

from row n to row 1. Therefore the elements of the required row can be placed in

shared memory. The first loop offset of RM in each thread is the last row of the

corresponding matrix. The code is shown below:

offset¼ (col-1)*n*nband + (n-nband + row-1)*nband + nband-row + 1

RM(idx)¼RM(idx) - pivot(col)*S(offset)

offset¼ offset-NBAND

Constant memory is a high-speed GPU memory. It uses a special cache to

improve the access speed, without changing the value in the kernel. We can put

the read-only data into constant memory by the host. In the parallel Gaussian

algorithm, each thread corresponds to the determined storage position of the

element which needs to be eliminated in the elimination process. According to

Eq. (15.1), the position of each element that corresponds to the thread is fixed

relatively to the primary line’s deviation value, without exceeding the boundaries of

the matrix. So we only need to change the primary line’s location information in

each elimination process. Then each thread calculates the storage location of the

corresponding element according to the location information and the fixed offset

value. The offset value is calculated by the host and transferred to the GPU.
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The coefficient matrix elimination process is shown in Fig. 15.2. Kernel realizes

constant memory through the “const” keyword. The specific codes are as follows:

integer, allocatable, dimension(:), device:: ID
I=1
do N=1,NBAND-1
do J=1,NBAND-N
ID(I)=N*NBAND+J+N*10
I=I+1

enddo
enddo

To use the coefficient row 1 to row n as the primary line, an elimination

process code of each thread is as follows:

idx = ID(threadIdx%x)
temp = S(offset+idx)
temp = temp -
pivot((idx/width)+1)/pivot(1)*pivot(idx/width+MOD(idx,width))
S(offset+idx) = temp
if(threadIdx%x <= NBAND .and. threadIdx%x /= 1) then
S(offset+threadIdx%x) = pivot(threadIdx%x)/pivot(1)

endif
offset = offset+NBAND

S [n][n] 

Shared memory

Constant memory

Primary row

GPU
threads

ID

Write backMatrix elements

Fig. 15.2 The result of

algorithm with different

model scale
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15.4 Experimental Results

The experiments are performed on a PC with CentOS 6.3 operating system,

equipped with an Intel Core i5 3.2 GHz processor, 8 gigabytes main memory,

and a NVIDIA GTX680 graphic card. The MT Occam version 3.0 program is

provided by Steve Constable at http://marineemlab.ucsd.edu/Projects/Occam/

index.html. The serial Gaussian elimination algorithm program we used is part of

the MT Occam v3.0. We execute the serial algorithm and parallel algorithm under

two different inversion model scales. Table 15.1 shows the details of 889-model

and 1549-model. 889 and 1549 are the size of the magnetotelluric model (model

parameters used). DLY and DLZ represent the width and thickness of each column

in meters. NRC is the number of receiver sites.

We substitute the coefficient matrix which is generated by multiple frequency

data information under different inversion models into the algorithm to find a

solution. The serial algorithm calculates each coefficient matrix successively, and

the parallel algorithm calculates all the matrix data in parallel. The experiment’s

result is shown in Fig. 15.3. It is obvious that the parallel algorithm can greatly

reduce the growth of time. Speedup refers to the ratio of the time required by the

serial algorithm running on the CPU and the parallel algorithm running on the GPU.

The speedup of 889-model is shown in Fig. 15.4. 1549-model has similar trends and

values with 889-model. With the increasing number of matrices, the execute time of

serial MT Occam is much larger than the parallel.

Fig. 15.3 The computing

time of algorithm with

different model scale

Table 15.1 The proportion

of each part of the serial

algorithm running time

Model DLY DLZ NRC Air layers

889-model 103 35 21 10

1549-model 193 35 41 10
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Conclusion

A detailed CUDA Fortran implementation of the parallel Gaussian elimina-

tion algorithm in the MT Occam based on the GPU was presented. CUDA

Fortran can help programmers to parallelize numerical computation on the

GPU. By analyzing the characteristics of the algorithm, hardware caching is

used to reduce memory access. Optimization for parallel accessing further

improves the efficiency of the algorithm. The results show that the parallel

algorithm is correct and efficient. The speedup we have achieved is up to 6.1.

This greatly reduced the linear equation solving time. As linear equation

solving takes a great part of the calculation time of the MT Occam inversion,

the total speed of the MT Occam inversion will surely be increased by this

parallel algorithm.
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Chapter 16

Artificial Neural Networks in Biomedicine
Applications

Jiri Krenek, Kamil Kuca, Aneta Bartuskova, Ondrej Krejcar,

Petra Maresova, and Vladimir Sobeslav

Abstract This paper reviews artificial neural networks (ANN) and their use in

various disciplines, especially medicine and biomedicine. As they are progressively

evolving, fields of knowledge and modern methods such as ANN help to process

information in order to make positive contribution to the development of human

knowledge. The article illuminates this information processing in terms of artificial

neurons and presents the learning algorithms for ANN. Finally, its current use is

reviewed, especially its impact on drug design and development and application in

biomedicine.

Keywords Artificial neural networks • Biomedicine • Simulations

16.1 Introduction

The massive expansion of information technologies gives new opportunities for the

application of computers in processing of numerous information. In this context, it

becomes very important to develop tools and software to handle such a huge volume

of information and data as collected. Firstly, we have to archive and sort the data,

which can be done by the database systems; secondly, it involves the information

processing from the data collection to positive contribution to the development of

human knowledge. As to the processing of high volume data, the data mining tools

are available and capable of grabbing useful information from the large data sets.

Modern style of life, fast business, and extensive research also require an option to

predict unknown data with the required attributes. Predictions are widely adopted in

economics and industry. In the last years, it becomes very important to improve

diagnostics in medicine and increase the medical treatment efficiency. Modern

methods such as artificial neural networks (ANN) give a chance to achieve

these targets.
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This paper is to give an overview of the artificial neural networks and their

possible applications in drug design, medicine, and biomedicine. It serves a short

overview in the area of diagnosis of diseases in early stages, image analysis, and an

idea of philosophy of ANN usage in the development of new potential drugs.

16.2 Using of ANN for Prediction

The artificial neural networks are intelligent computational methods as inspired by

the specific biological structure—a kind of human brain. It consists of billions of

neuron cells where every single cell is connected with numerous thousands of

others [1]. The number of connections and variability of their networking structure

make the cross-linking of cells very complex and strong as an intelligent system.

The biological neuron consists of soma (cell body), dendrites, and axons. The

dendrites transfer the input signals to the soma where they are processed with the

output signal to be transferred by the axons. Connections between such biological

neurons (dendrites and axons) are called synapses and the biological neural network

consists of tens to hundreds of thousands of these synaptic connections.

16.2.1 Artificial Neuron Characteristics

Analogue to the biological neuron is the artificial neuron which is a mathematical

processing unit. It consists of the body, the so-called processing element [2], inputs

and outputs. Any neuron can have more than one input signal xi, and each of these

signals is multiplied by the synaptic weight wi. The multiplication of the input

signal is done by the appropriate weights, and it sets the priority and a significance

of each signal comparing to the other signals of the neuron’s input. The weighted

signals are then summed in the neuron together with bias b in the processing unit

and propagated as the output by the transfer function f.
The mathematical description of artificial neuron can be written as

y ¼ f
Xn
i¼0

wixi þ b

 !
ð16:1Þ

where y is the output value of the neuron, xi is the input value, wi is the weight

value, b is the bias, and f is the transfer function. The transfer function is mostly a

linear or nonlinear function, for example, a sigmoidal or step function. Based on the

fact, the artificial neural networks are used for solving complex nonlinear problems

and the transfer functions are mainly nonlinear (Fig. 16.1).
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16.3 Using of ANN for Drug Design and Development

The development of new drugs is very expensive and time consuming; therefore,

the use of advanced computational methods is a big challenge for pharmaceutical

industry and the medical treatment. There are approximately only 10 compounds

from originally 10,000 substances tested in animal studies processed for further

testing on safety in use by human. Finally, it is from the original set with just one

compound that passes successfully all tests and is distributed on the market [3]. The

development of new drugs is mainly based on in vivo and in vitro methods. On one

side, the in vivo methods are perfect for testing new drugs because of drug effect

verification and distribution on organisms in their normal state, but these methods

are connected with ethical problems and very expensive and subject to quite long

lead times in early stages; on the other side, there are the in vitro methods that

perform testing on biological structures isolated from organisms; it is not possible

to describe and cover the distribution of drugs in the metabolism of the living

organism, etc., with these methods.

The abovementioned problems lead to the massive development of in silico

methods, i.e., computational methods. These methods are much cheaper than

in vivo and in vitro methods and they start to play an important role in the drug

design. Artificial neural networks do not have to strictly follow the structured

experimental designs, but they can also cover the incomplete data or can use

some historical data [4] with their characteristic flexibility. As to the description

of the compounds, special techniques are adopted such as the quantitative

structure–activity relationship (QSAR), quantitative structure–property relation-

ship (QSPR), or quantitative structure–pharmacokinetic relationship (QSPkR).

The above described methods derive quantitative models that are confirmed by

biological tests and are nowadays deemed as an essential part of drug discovery as

Fig. 16.1 Artificial neuron

as a mathematical

processing unit
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well as toxicity prediction [3]. These techniques use specific theoretical descriptors

of chemical, physical, or topological properties of compounds and biological

activities.

Besides the experimental data mining, one of the important methods used in drug

design is the virtual screening (VS) [5]. It is another computational method used to

identify new potential structures within the molecular databases that are most likely

to interact with a drug target. It can be used as an example of an enzyme.

The known and effective compounds from experimental data including the

newly found potential drug compounds must be constructed in the environment

of computer. For this purpose, different SWs are available to draw the molecular

structure of chemical compounds. Some representatives of such SWs include

ChemSketch (Advanced Chemistry Development), ChemOffice (PerkinElmer

Informatics), HyperChem (Hypercube, Inc.), and ISIS draw (Accelrys) [3]. The

files representing the molecules are processed in another special SW to calculate the

molecular descriptors, for example, Dragon (Talete s.r.l.), CODESSA (Semichem,

Inc.), and PaDEL (National University of Singapore) [3, 6]. Among these molecular

descriptor SWs, the most detailed is the Dragon with almost 4,900 descriptors

available such as constitutional descriptors, topological and connectivity indices,

2D and 3D autocorrelations, atom pairs, drug-like indices, functional group counts,

physical and thermodynamic descriptors, etc.

The number of molecular descriptors must be optimalized because too high a

number of descriptors makes the neural network very complicated and the calcu-

lations very slow. The number of descriptors, i.e., variables, increases linearly the

number of calculations in matrixes behind raises exponentially. In order to reduce

dimensionality of the network and keep the independent descriptors in the dataset,

the correlation analysis of descriptors should be done [6]. In order to protect the

descriptors of chance correlation with outputs, the y-randomization shall be made

by repeatedly permuting activity values and comparing alternative results with

results of the original model.

Finally, the QSAR model data are processed in SW capable to work with

artificial neural networks, such as NeuroSolutions (NeuroDimension, Inc.), IBM

SPSS Modeler, NeuroIntelligence (Alyuda Research, LLC.), STATISTICA Auto-

mated Neural Networks, MATLAB Neural Network Toolbox, Mathematica Neural

Networks package (Wolfram), etc. The numerical models of the compounds (drugs)

are used for further processing in ANN to predict compounds of newly defined

attributes. Artificial neural networks are used for modeling complex pharmacody-

namic and pharmacokinetic relationships based on physicochemical and structural

information between drug and physiological systems [3]. In the end, outputs of the

neural networks are statistically evaluated. In case of successive results, the formal

experimental tests will be carried out to confirm the theoretically designed

compounds.

QSAR models play an important role in drug development today together with

ANN. There are many studies discovering novel, potent, versatile, and safe drugs

and agents. These methods have been used for the discovery of safe antibacterial
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drugs [7], cholinergic transmission enhancement drugs for patients with

Alzheimer’s disease [8], and medical treatment in cardiology and oncology [7, 9].

16.4 Other Medicine Discipline Implementation of ANN

ANNs have found a wide range of usages in the medicine over the last two decades.

Several thousands of papers have been published about this range of utilization with

main fields of applications in medicine covering diagnostics, prognostics, predic-

tion, signal processing, and modeling [2], which are usable almost within any

medicinal discipline. ANNs have been used, for example, to generalize in vitro–

in vivo relationship to aid pharmaceutical drug development in early stages

[10]. The feedforward neural networks have been proven as successful method

for determining physicochemical properties such as octanol–water partition coeffi-

cient, water solubility, boiling point, vapor pressure, viscosity, surface tension, etc.,

from molecular structure of the compounds [11].

The image processing ability of ANN is used in radiology and CT colonography,

such as the lung nodule detection in chest radiography [12], the classification of

lung nodules into benign or malignant in chest radiography [13], or the polyp

detection in CT colonography [9, 14]. In these cases, self-organizing maps are the

most efficient computational method. The usage of artificial neural networks during

evaluation of CT images is to differ nodules from size and shape and can be covered

by internal or external inhomogeneities. This can also be covered by the well-

designed and trained artificial network.

Artificial neural networks are used for the analysis of electroencephalogram

(EEG) signals and classifying those signals according to distribution of energy

features into healthy subjects and patients with epilepsy [15–21].

In biomedicine, the ANNs are used for modeling and predicting drug release

profiles. There are also successfully developed pharmacokinetic models to predict

plasma drug concentration and optimization of drug delivery. Several models are

used to estimate concentration of heparin for patients undergoing hemodialysis

treatment [8]. The feedforward network is adopted for predicting warfarin doses for

patients to include pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics depending on factors

like age, gender, BMI, genetic variability, etc. [22].

The diagnostics of diseases in the early stages has become very important in

medicinal treatment. Supervised ANNs is feasible in the diagnosis of Alzheimer’s

disease (AD) in the early stages to detect AD biomarkers [23]; ANNs have been

used in cancer diagnostics and treatment [24, 25] and in cardiology for prediction of

cardiovascular dysfunctions [3].
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Conclusion

The computational methods, especially the artificial neural networks present

in a variety of designs, show strong potential of pharmaceutical and medicinal

application. The wide range of their possible application attributes to their

high capability of solving nonlinear complex problems. The ANNs are widely

applied to the drug development more like a requisite to achieve business

growth and economic profit with cost reduction and faster development of

new high-efficiency drugs.
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Chapter 17

SOC Prediction Method of a New Lithium
Battery Based on GA-BP Neural Network

Kai Guan, Zhiqiang Wei, and Bo Yin

Abstract The prediction of a battery’s state of charge (SOC) is one of the key tasks

of battery management. Lithium battery internal chemical reactions are complex

and have many factors; its SOC prediction has strong nonlinear characteristics. This

paper discussed a SOC prediction model which is based on hybrid genetic algo-

rithm and BP neural network. Set BP neural network’s training error as genetic

algorithm fitness value, and then iterate to find the optimal individual as the neural

network initialization thresholds and weights. Simulation results show that this

method can accurately predict the new kind of a lithium battery’s SOC and have

higher accuracy compared with BP neural network.

Keywords State of charge • Genetic algorithm • BP neural networks • Prediction

method

17.1 Introduction

A battery’s state of charge is an important parameter characterizing the state of the

battery. It cannot be directly measured during the charging and discharging of the

battery. SOC prediction has a strong nonlinear characteristic and is difficult to

describe accurately and mathematically [1]. Artificial neural networks can imitate

multiple input and output functions and have some good characteristics, such as

high nonlinearity, fault tolerance, and robustness. It can give the corresponding

output for external excitation and is very suitable for a battery’s SOC prediction

[2]. BP neural network’s optimization is based on the steepest descent method

which has slow convergence speed and is easy to fall into local minimum point [3].

This paper is focused on hybrid genetic algorithm and BP neural network to

predict lithium battery SOC. Using genetic algorithm to optimize the initial param-

eters of BP neural network can enhance the generalization ability of BP neural

network [4]. Some simulations and experiments have been done.
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17.2 Related Work

The widely recognized definition of SOC is defined by the US Advanced Battery

Association (USABC); SOC is the acronym for state of charge; it refers to a certain

discharge rate, the ratio of the remaining charge and the rated capacity [5]. SOC is

considered 100 % when battery energy reaches saturation at a certain temperature

and 0 % when battery energy can no longer be released [6]. SOC is calculated as

SOC ¼ Remaining charge

Maximum discharge capacity
¼ Q Imð Þ � Q Inð Þ

Q Imð Þ ð17:1Þ

Q Inð Þ ¼ t

ð
Indt ð17:2Þ

where Qm refers to the maximum discharge capacity of battery when discharged

with a constant current I and Q(In) refers to the released battery power when

discharged with a constant current I.
The discharge test method is the most reliable battery state-of-charge estimation

method. It takes a long time and is not on line [7].

AH Metrology: The current flowing into the battery is integrated by time to

calculate the inflow and outflow of the total battery charge [8]; it is calculated as

SOC ¼ SOC0 � 1

CE

ð t
0

idt ð17:3Þ

where SOC0 is the initial SOC value and CE is the battery rated capacity.

Open-Circuit Voltage Method: When the battery is unused for a long time, the

voltage and the battery SOC form a relatively stable linear function. The Kalman

filtering method uses linear minimummean square error criterion, treats the internal

state of the battery SOC as a management system variable, and uses estimates of the

last moment plus the value of real-time measurements to recursively approach real-

time estimation [9].

Neural Network Method: Neural networks have nonlinear characteristics and

have a good ability to learn. Using the neural network for SOC prediction, the

model is generally constituted by an input layer, an intermediate layer, and an

output layer. The accuracy of the training data samples, sample size, and training

methods will have a significant impact on the network’s accuracy [10].
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17.3 SOC Prediction Method Based on GA-BP
Neural Network

The neural network is a function approximation method; the most widely used

neural network is a BP (error back propagation) neural network; it is a three-layer

feed forward network; the output of the previous layer is the input of next layer;

each input node has a weight value. A three-layer network model is shown in

Fig. 17.1. According to the Kolmogorov theorem, three-layer neural networks can

approximate a continuous function with arbitrary precision [11]. A three-layer BP

neural network is used to predict the battery SOC. The model is shown in Fig. 17.2.

Genetic algorithm is a randomized iterative probabilistic search algorithm. This

algorithm is a kind of imitation of the law of biological evolution. Genetic algo-

rithms do not include the form of the problem; it changes the gene configuration to

achieve overall optimization of the problem, and it has inherent parallelism and

better global optimization capability.

Use genetic algorithm to optimize the BP neural network. The length of an

individual is determined by the structure of the BP neural network. Each individual

in the population consists of a set of network weights and thresholds. Genetic

LA
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Wir Wrj

input

output
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n

Fig. 17.1 Three-layer BP

neural network
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Fig. 17.2 BP neural

network SOC prediction

model
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algorithm uses selection, crossover, and mutation operations to find the best fitness

value and the best individual. The BP neural network takes the best individual as the

initialization weights and thresholds, and then the network was trained to predict

the function output. The process step pseudo-code is shown in Fig. 17.3.

The network structure model has 15 weights and 6 thresholds, so the genetic

algorithm individual code length is 21. Each individual is a real number string.

Individual fitness function is like

F ¼ k
Xn
i¼1

abs yi � oið Þ
 !

ð17:4Þ

where n is the network output nodes, yi is the expected output value of the i node,
oi is the predicted output value of the i node, and k is the coefficient.

The selection probability of each individual Pi can be calculated as (17.5)

pi ¼
k

Fi

XN
j¼1

f j

ð17:5Þ

Fi is the fitness value of individual i and k is the coefficient. N is the number of

individuals of the population.

define BP neural network structure
load input data
for i 1 to sizepop //sizepop is the population size

individuals.Code(i)=Code(lenchrom) //code randomly
individuals.fitness(i)=BP neural network training error //calculate fitness value

end
bestchrom = min(individuals.fitness) //find the best chromosome
for i 1 to mangen //maxgen is the maximum evolution generation

Select() //do select operation
Cross() //do cross operation
Mutation() //do mutation operation
for j 1 to sizepop

individuals.fitness(j)=BP neural network training error //calculate fitness value
end
bestchrom = min(individuals.fitness) //update best chrom
trace the bestfitness value and best individuals //trace best individual in gen j

end
Initialize network weight and threshold = best individual x
net = new GA-BP neural network
set train.epochs and train.goal
net = train(net,inputn,outputn) //GA-BP neural network training
return simulation results

Fig. 17.3 Genetic algorithm to optimize BP neural network
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Cross operation is calculated as

akj ¼ akj 1� bð Þ þ aljb ð17:6Þ
alj ¼ alj 1� bð Þ þ akjb ð17:7Þ

Mutation operation is calculated as

aij ¼ aij þ aij � amax

� �� r2 1� g=Gmaxð Þ2 r > 0:5

aij þ amin � aij
� �� r2 1� g=Gmaxð Þ2 r � 0:5

(
ð17:8Þ

amax is the upper bound of gene aij, amin is the lower bound of gene, r2 is a

random number, g is the current number of iterations, and Gmax is the maximum

number of evolution.

17.4 Application Instance

Lithium-ion battery data was collected from a new lithium-ion battery of soft

carbon negative materials. The carbon anode material is micron and spherical.

And it is made up of multiparticles with secondary granulation technology. The

charging and discharging properties of materials were improved by shortening the

lithium migration path in anode material particles. The charging and discharging

curve is shown in Fig. 17.4.

Fig. 17.4 Battery charging and discharging curve
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With the sample data, we carried out a median filter to remove noises and used

the difference method to meet the shortage of samples. The results of data

processing are shown in Fig. 17.5.

17.4.1 Simulation Results Based on BP Neural
Network Model

Through repeatedly testing the parameters of the BP neural networks, we set the

number of training iterations as net.trainParam.epochs¼ 100, the learning rate as

net.trainParam.lr¼ 0.1, and the training goal as net.trainParam.goal¼ 0.00004. The

BP neural network model was built to train and test samples according to the

network structure settings. The prediction result of the output with the trained BP

neural network using the test data is shown in Fig. 17.6. And errors of prediction

output and expected output are like that shown in Fig. 17.7.
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As shown in Figs. 17.8 and 17.9, the BP neural network trained with the actual

training data has good effectiveness on the prediction output. With the parameters

of the error feedback network revising, the prediction errors decrease gradually.

The maximum error is 0.06, and the average error is 0.02.

The BP neural network has a high fitting capacity for nonlinear functions, but

there are still some errors of prediction results. The predicting error of some

samples is large.

Fig. 17.7 BP neural

network predicting error

Fig. 17.8 BP network

sample predicting output
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17.4.2 Optimization of Simulation Results
with Genetic Algorithm

Set the individual length of genetic algorithm as 21 bits. Randomly generate the

initial population, and code it as 21 bits real vector. The individual fitness value is

the total predicting error of the BP neural network. Perform selection, crossover,

and mutation cyclically according to the evolutionary generation. Changes of the

best individual fitness value in the genetic algorithm optimization process are

shown in Fig. 17.10.

The optimal initial weights and thresholds of the BP neural network optimized

by genetic algorithm are shown in Table 17.1.

Fig. 17.9 BP network

sample predicting error

Fig. 17.10 Genetic

algorithm fitness curve
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Assign the optimal initial weight and the threshold value to the neural network.

The trained network optimized by genetic algorithm is denoted as the GA-BP

neural network. The prediction result is shown in Fig. 17.11. And errors of

prediction are like that shown in Fig. 17.12.

As shown in Figs. 17.13 and 17.14, the GA-BP neural network trained with the

actual training data has good effectiveness on the prediction output. The maximum

error is 0.025, and the average error is 0.012.

Fig. 17.11 GA-BP network

predicting output

Fig. 17.12 GA-BP network

predicting error
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We tested this GA-BP neural network 20 times based on the 1,038 samples.

Every training error is shown in Fig. 17.15. The maximum error was always smaller

than the error trained by the BP neural network.

The GA-BP neural network has a high fitting capacity for nonlinear functions.

The prediction accuracy of the BP neural network optimized by genetic algorithm is

higher than the BP neural network. And the mean squared error is significantly

improved.

Fig. 17.13 GA-BP sample

predicting output

Fig. 17.14 GA-BP sample

predicting error
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Conclusion

This paper establishes a SOC prediction model which is based on hybrid

genetic algorithm and BP neural network to predict a lithium battery’s SOC.

And the initial weights and thresholds of neural network optimized with the

genetic algorithm are applied to SOC prediction of a new sort of lithium

battery. Experimental results show that the SOC prediction method based on

the GA-BP neural network is feasible. For selected samples, the maximum

error of the improved algorithms decreases from 6 to 2.5 % compared with

the BP neural network prediction method. And the average error is reduced

from 2 to 1.2 %. The GA-BP neural network prediction method has higher

accuracy and stability. The prediction precision can meet the practical

requirement and is of important practical value.
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Chapter 18

Compressed Sensing for Channel State
Information (CSI) Feedback in MIMO
Broadcast Channels

Yuan Liu and Kuixi Chen

Abstract In this paper, we proposed a new method to compress the CSI feedback.

When the channel matrix is correlated, the DCT matrix works as a sparsifying basis

to transform the channel matrix into a sparse form; the sparse signal is a feedback to

the transmitter and reconstructed via the subspace pursuit (SP) recovery algorithm.

Both theoretical analyses and simulation results show that the new method can

introduce a huge computation cost reduction compared with the OMP algorithm

and the codebook-based feedback scheme.

Keywords MIMO • Compressed sensing • CSI feedback • Codebook • Orthogonal

match pursuit (OMP) • Subspace pursuit (SP)

18.1 Introduction

Compressed sensing (CS) is also called as compressive sampling or sparse sam-

pling [1]. It emerges as a new sampling theory in sparse signal processing. It is a

theory about signal recovery from incomplete and inaccurate measurements [2]. CS

has been widely applied in mathematics and image processing [3–5]. In the field of

CQI feedback compression, much work has also been done in recent years. Cur-

rently, the utilization of Compressed sensing for channel state information (CSI)

feedback in MIMO broadcast channels can be divided into two groups.

Most of the methods are based on user selection. Section 18.1.2 discusses

applications based on user selection.

There is another kind of methods whose guiding ideology is to create sparse

signals via a proper transform, such as DCT, DFT, or wavelet transform, just like in

Sect. 18.1.2.
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18.2 New Work and Theory

Based on some paper works, I proposed that we can utilize the subspace pursuit

(SP) signal recovery algorithm in the massive MIMO system, where the transmitter

antenna array and receiver antenna array are spatially correlated [6–8]. I compared

the CQI feedback overhead between the codebook-based scheme and CS-based

scheme, and I also compared their computation complexity both in theory and in

simulation.

18.2.1 System Model

Transmitter
4-QAM and zero-forcing beam forming are adopted.

Channel
Channel matrix is spatially correlated and changes every frame.

Receiver

• Codebook-based scheme
Search the most similar channel matrix in a RVQ codebook.

• CS-based scheme
The DCT matrix is taken as the sparsifying basis to transform the channel matrix

into a sparse signal. OMP and SP signal recovery algorithms are adopted

respectively (Fig. 18.1).

18.2.2 Comparison of Complexity

18.2.2.1 Complexity of Codebook-Based CQI Feedback

According to the conclusion in a paper, the rate gap between ideal value and

practical value will converge to zero if the feedback bits B is scaled with SNR at

a rate of greater than (M� 1)log2 P [4].

We assume that the number of transmitter antennas and receiver antennas is both

equal to M. P is the SNR.

For convenience, we write the formula (M� 1)log2 P as

M � SNRdB

10
� log210 ð18:1Þ

and the length of codebook as
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L ¼ 2B ¼ 2
M�SNRdB

10
�log210 ð18:2Þ

For each receiver, it needs L iterations to find out the most similar channel matrix in

the codebook. So the total number of iterations is ML.
In each iteration, the complexity is proportional to M2, because the size of both

the real channel matrix and the channel matrix stored in the codebook will change

with M. Finally, the complexity of the codebook-based CQI feedback scheme can

be represented as

O M3 � 2
M�SNRdB

10
�log210

� �
ð18:3Þ

18.2.2.2 Complexity of the SP Algorithm

Assume that x is a K-sparse signal, with its element

x1j j � x2j j � x3j j � � � � xKj j � 0 ð18:4Þ

And xj¼ 0 for any other>K.
We define

ρmin

xKj j
xk k2
¼ min1�i�KxiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXK

i¼1 x
2
i

q ð18:5Þ

Let nit denote the number of iteration that we need to reconstruct x.
Then we have
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Fig. 18.1 System model
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nit � min
�logρmin

�logCK
þ 1,

1:5K

�logCk


 �
ð18:6Þ

in which

CK ¼ 2δ3K 1þ δ3Kð Þ
1� δ3Kð Þ3 ð18:7Þ

δ3K is the requirement of the RIP constraint.

K ¼ M2 ð18:8Þ

There are many methods to reduce the computation cost in the CM and projection

process. But if we just consider most general framework, the complexity of the SP

algorithm in each iteration can be represented as O(mN +mK2). So the total

complexity is given by O(m(N+K2) log K ) for compressible sparse signals and O
(m(N +K2)K ) for arbitrary sparse signals.

When the signal is very sparse, the upper bound of complexity can be written as

O(mN log K ) for compressible sparse signals and O(mNK) for arbitrary sparse

signals. Finally, the complexity of the SP algorithm can be represented as

O mNlogK ¼ O 2mNlogMð Þð Þ ð18:9Þ

18.2.2.3 Complexity of the OMP Algorithm

OMP always needs K iterations to exactly reconstruct a sparse signal. For a very

sparse signal, the complexity of each CM operation is O(mN), and the complexity

of projection process is so marginal that we can take the total complexity of the

OMP algorithm as O(mKN)

O mKNð Þ ¼ O mM2N
� � ð18:10Þ

18.3 Results and Findings

Figure 18.2 is plotted via theoretical values in Eqs. (18.8) and (18.9). It demon-

strates that to reach the maximum throughput, the complexity of the OMP algo-

rithm should be much larger than that of the SP algorithm.

Figure 18.3 is plotted via model trial values. It demonstrates that to reach the

maximum throughput, the complexity of the OMP algorithm should be much larger

than that of the SP algorithm. Complexity is reflected via calculating running time

in Matlab.

Figure 18.4 is plotted via model trial values. It demonstrates that to reach the

maximum throughput, the complexity of the codebook-based feedback algorithm

should be much larger than that of the CS-based feedback algorithm. The SNR is
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larger; the difference is more obvious. Complexity is reflected via calculating

running time in Matlab.

Figure 18.5 shows there is an intersection of two surfaces, which means that

under the condition that the number of antennas is very large and the SNR is very

small, the performance of the codebook-based feedback scheme can slightly sur-

pass that of the SP algorithm. For most occasions, complexity of the SP algorithm is

much lower than that of the codebook-based feedback scheme. Especially at high

SNR, this advantage is more obvious.
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Conclusion

My project conducted an in-depth research on the application of the CS

technique in the CQI feedback. By both theoretical calculation and experi-

mental simulation, we can get a conclusion that when the transmitter and

receiver have a spatially correlated antenna array, the calculation complexity

of the CS algorithm is much lower than that of the codebook-based feedback

scheme. Furthermore, the SP algorithm has a lower computation complexity

than the OMP algorithm.
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Chapter 19

Implementation and Performance Evaluation
of the Fully Enclosed Region Upper
Confidence Bound Applied to Trees
Algorithm

Lin Wu, Ying Li, Chao Deng, Lei Chen, Meiyu Yuan, and Hong Jiang

Abstract While the playing performance of UCT (upper confidence bound applied

to trees) algorithm is nearly the same as that of top professionals on a 9� 9 Go

board, its performance on a 19� 19 board still needs great improvements. One

possible way is to use multiple local UCT searches in parallel by the same

computing resources to reach deeper depth. This paper tries to do some tentative

work in this regard. After modifying Fuego’s implementation of global UCT search

algorithm, we have implemented a fully enclosed region UCT local search algo-

rithm and tested it by 64 standard tsume go problems. Present results show that the

fully enclosed region UCT can reduce original branching factors from 5–16 to 2.3

without using any domain knowledge on Go. According to the accuracy of testing

results and computing speed, it is promising to do further research on running

multiple local UCT searches in parallel.

Keywords Search algorithm • Computer Go • Fully enclosed tsume go • Minimum

number of simulation
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19.1 Introduction

Computer Go features 40 years of history in the field undergoing approximately

three development stages: the pattern matching, the machine learning, and the UCT

algorithm. Before 2006, the performances of computer Go programs were pretty

weak until a French research team introduced the UCT algorithm. While the

performance of the UCT algorithm is approaching top professionals on 9� 9,

there is a long way to go for the UCT algorithm to beat professionals on 19� 19.

In 2010, Junxun Zhou (professional 9 dan) rated Many Faces of Go as amateur

1 dan whose performance was the best on 19� 19 at that time [1].

Why does the performance decline so much when changing board from 9� 9 to

19� 19? Based on the analysis of high-quality games between professionals and

top UCT-based programs, we’ve found that the UCT algorithm performs poorly

when multiple active local battles appear at the same time [1, 2]. In order to address

this issue, many algorithms are proposed. Some researchers use dynamic simulation

[3, 4]. Some propose to combine the UCT algorithm with the proof number search

or the alpha-beta search. Our paper follows the second one and simplifies it by using

the same type of search algorithm: global UCT search and local UCT search

algorithm. Our approach is tested by a standard tsume go test set [5] because

tsume go is the most basic and important Go local tactical problem [6].

The fully enclosed region UCT algorithm is implemented upon modifying the

Fuego source code and tested against GoTools by a standard test set published in

2000. GoTools is a computer Go program specialized to solve tsume problems. It is

based on alpha-beta search and uses a lot of domain knowledge to reduce the search

scope [5]. It is shown that the fully enclosed region UCT algorithm is comparable to

GoTools in accuracy and computing speed; however, it reduces effective branching

factors from 5–16 to 2.3 without using any domain knowledge.

Section 19.2.1 explains the UCT algorithm. Section 19.2.2 introduces the fully

enclosed region UCT algorithm and its implementation in Fuego. Section 19.2.3

defines the minimum number of iterations. Section 19.3 gives the test results. And

Section 19.4 makes a conclusion.

19.2 The Fully Enclosed Resign UCT Algorithm

19.2.1 UCT Algorithm

Traditional search techniques have not been able to achieve meaningful results in

the field of computer Go as it has a lot of branching factors [7, 8]. The UCT

algorithm has changed this situation. It is a special Monte Carlo search algorithm

including the in-tree selection policy, the default play-out policy, and the backup.

The tree policy selects actions by using UCB1 algorithm, which maximizes an

upper confidence bound on the value of actions [9]. Specifically, the action value is
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augmented by an exploration bonus that is highest for rarely visited state-action

pairs, and the tree policy selects the action that maximizes the augmented value.

ri ¼ vi  C

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ln

X
i

Ti

 !
Ti

vuuuut ð19:1Þ

a ¼ max ri ð19:2Þ

where vi is the average value of all the simulation of i. Ti is the simulation

numbers. C is a constant. The role of C is to use the balance exploitation and the

exploration of the UCT algorithm [10].

When the UCT algorithm reaches a leaf node, it will use the default play-out

policy to continue the search until the end of the game. The value of the leaf node is

1 when black wins or 0 otherwise. The simplest method is to choose the next step

randomly, but most programs tend to use a more complex play-out policy

[11]. What is more, it will obtain new v and T values; the UCT algorithm will

update the T value and v value of all internal nodes of the path. The formula is

v ¼

X
i

viTi

T
ð19:3Þ

T ¼
X
i

Ti ð19:4Þ

where v is the weighted average of all child nodes’ observations backup value vi
and weight is Ti/T. T is visit times of a parent node.

19.2.2 The Fully Enclosed UCT Algorithm and Its
Implementation in Fuego

In order to make the UCT algorithm solve fully enclosed tsume problem, we make

some modifications of the UCT algorithm:

1. Limit the expansion: these new leaf nodes add not all legitimate nodes, but in a

fully enclosed domain of legitimate nodes.

2. Limit the search scope: the next step is not the optional step in all legitimate

nodes, but in a fully enclosed domain of legitimate nodes.

3. Modify the evaluation method: the result evaluation is Ablack/(Ablack +Awhite).

Ablack is the number of black; Awhite is the number of white.

We call the modified UCT algorithm as the fully enclosed UCT algorithm.
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We modify the Fuego code to achieve the closed domain UCT algorithm. Fuego

is the best one in the open-source UCT Go program [1].

19.2.2.1 Implementation of Limit Expansion

Fuego encapsulates board information in Board class and accesses each legitimate

point by a variety of Iterator class in Board class. In order to limit the expansion of

the scope, we introduce a new class called RestrictedIterator to access those

legitimate points in the enclosed domain. Then we produce GoUctRestrictedSearch

imitate GoBoard class. Correspondingly, we construct GoUctRestrictedSearchState

and GoUctRestrictedSearchStateFactory. A limited extended range is achieved by

calling the RestrictedIterator class instead of modifying the Iterator class.

19.2.2.2 Implementation of Limiting the Search Scope

Fuego uses GoUctBoard class in simulation phase. In simulation phase, Fuego uses

GoUctBoard class to improve the simulation efficiency. In order to limit the search

scope, we construct GoUctRestrictedBoard class to imitate it and rewrite Iterator

class. The Iterator class only visits a candidate point in the enclosed domain without

considering the points outside the region. The default play-out policy of Fuego is

implemented in GoUctPlayoutPolicy <BOARD>. In default play-out policy, we

use the GoUctRestrictedBoard class to limit the search scope in GoUctBoard class.

19.2.2.3 Implementation of Modifying the Assessment Methods

We structure GoUctRestrictedSearchState template class by imitating the template

class GoUctGlobalSearchState. We change the functions of evaluate and use the

evaluation method of the enclosed domain UCT algorithm.

19.2.3 Minimum Number of Iteration

In order to measure the time complexity of the enclosed region UCT algorithm, we

propose a new concept: the minimum number of iterations.

Definition 1 we call the simulation number T sufficient for a given UCT algorithm

A, and for any given problem Q, if the T0> T, when running T0 times, the solutions

are always the optimal one.

Definition 2 If T is the smallest one of all simulation algorithms for Q in algorithm

A, we call the simulation number T the smallest simulation number Tmin(A,Q) for
the given UCT algorithm A and the given problem Q.
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Tmin(A,Q) reflects the difficulty by using the UCT algorithm A for solving a

given problem Q. The true solution is unknown, so we cannot directly calculate the
minimum simulation number Tmin(A,Q). In order to simulate the actual use of

the enclosed region UCT algorithm, we use the following methods to obtain

T̂min A;Qð Þ. It is approximate to Tmin(A,Q). When the search depth is K, it will
check the former K steps of the UCT search branches for every T seconds. If it never

changes for N times, we consider the UCT search reaching a steady state. We call

the simulation times as K-order stable simulation times. And the simulation number

at the first time is the k-order actual minimum simulation number, which is denoted

as T̂min A;Qð Þ. In the test, we use the parameters: k¼ 3, TI¼ 0.25, and N¼ 6.

19.3 Test Results of Fully Enclosed UCT Algorithm

19.3.1 Comparison with GoTools

In this paper we use these 64 enclosed tsume Go problems to test our fully enclosed

region UCT algorithm [5]. The results are shown in Table 19.1.

In UCT-{4, 8, 12, 16} test mode, the UCT algorithm spends {0.0625 s, 0.125 s,

0.1875s, 0.25 s} to record results. We may find that the running time has a positive

influence on the correct rate. In comparison with UCT-{12, 16} and GoTools, the

correct rate of the domain UCT algorithm is 78.1 % and 71.9 % as to GoTools.

UCT-MinIteration uses 140 s to solve 64 problems in which 88 s accounted for

62.8 % to verify whether the result is stable. The fully enclosed region UCT

algorithm actually used only 52 s to solve 64 problems with the average time of

0.81 s/problem. So the fully enclosed region UCT algorithm can solve 88.2 % of

problems, higher than the best results of 79.7 % (SC1) of professional players. And

the time it used is only half than professional players (JB).

Table 19.1 Comparison of

fully enclosed region UCT,

GoTool, and human

professional players

Player Time(s) Failure numbers Rating

JB 300 30 4 dan

SC1 927 13 5 dan

GoTools 15 18 None

UCT-4 s 4 25 None

UCT-8 s 8 19 None

UCT-12 s 12 1 None

UCT-16 s 16 14 None

UCT-MinIteration 52 11 None

UCT-StableIteration 140 11 None
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19.3.2 Analysis of the Minimum Number of Iterations
Tmin (A, Q)

There is a practical question: which factor of a tsume go problem is related to the

time complexity? In Sect. 19.3.1, more than 62.8 % of the time is used to examine

the stability of the simulation results in UCT-StableIteration. If we can accurately

predict T̂min A;Qð Þ, this time can be saved. Furthermore, we can better plan and use

those computing resources.

In Fig. 19.1, we find log T̂min A;Qð Þ� �
do not have a simple linear relationship with

the initial blank point. The slope of the lower bound curve fitting on the figure is

0.2266. And in Fig. 19.2, there is a good corresponding relationship between them.

Among these 64 problems, the range of initial blank points is 5–16, so their initial

branch coefficient is 5–16. The domain UCT algorithm can drop the branch

coefficient below 2.3 without using any domain knowledge. This proves the validity

of the UCT algorithm with different depths.
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Conclusion

This paper investigates the fully enclosed region UCT algorithm and imple-

mentation in Fuego. From the preliminary results, the fully enclosed region

UCT algorithm can solve the fully enclosed tsume problems on a rational

scale within a reasonable time; therefore, it may be feasible to break the

global UCT search into several multiple local UCT searches. In the future, we

would like to apply this framework to do some works.
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Chapter 20

A New Linear Feature Item Weighting
Algorithm

Shiyuan Tian, Hui Zhao, Guochun Wang, and Kuan Dai

Abstract The feature weighting algorithm is a key step in the feature extraction. In

this paper, according to two classification situations of web page theme, we’ve

improved the traditional feature item weighting method of TF-IDF. On the basis,

We propose a new linear feature weighting algorithm based on the feature’s

position information and the mutual information as it contains. Experimental results

show that this algorithm has higher the theme web page recall rate and precision

rate than the traditional method TF-IDF in terms of the theme web page filtering.

Keywords TF-IDF VSM • Feature extraction • Weight calculation • Topic filtering

20.1 Introduction

With the development of network, the topic web crawler has become one of the key

technologies to acquire the web information. The topic web crawler is a program

that only crawls within relevant area of a web page by adding a topic filtering

function to the general web crawler [1]. The topic filtering is used to judge whether

a web page document and a set of predetermined topics are related or not, which

shall be implemented according to the relevance calculation. At present, there have

been many kinds of web page relevancy algorithms with those commonly used

including neural network, Naive Bayes, vector space model, instance mapping

model, etc. [2]. Because the vector space model can be materialized in the form

of unstructured content to vector, thereby the computability and the operability of

the document have been increased; thus the vector space model (VSM) is widely

used in recent years [3]. The accuracy of web page correlation calculation based on

the vector space model has a great relationship with the web page content extraction

related topics, that is to say, the themes feature extraction is essential.

This paper analyzes the commonly used text features items weight calculation

method (TF-IDF) according to two classification requirements on the topic crawler

on the web page text (whether or not related to the theme), and the method is
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improved. On this basis, in consideration of the vocabulary’s location information

and the vocabulary’s mutual information presents a new linear feature item

weighting algorithm. Experiments prove that this new method highlights better

theme page recall rate and topic filter accuracy than that of TF-IDF.

20.2 Algorithm of Theme Feature Extraction

After web page pretreatment, we get a series of candidate feature set. Web page is

formalized as doci¼< ti1, ti2, . . . tin>, where doci denotes the i document, tikmeans

the k candidate feature of the i document, its weight vector as wi¼<wi1,wi2, . . .
win>, and wik denotes the weight of tik. In the weight vector, the weight of candidate
feature reflects its own contribution degree of the web page theme. In order to

obtain high-quality topic feature vector, the candidate feature must be weighted. In

this paper, we analyze TF-IDF and find it does not consider the effect of distribution

of the feature in different classes on the weight; therefore, we improve it with the

two classification of theme web page and then give the effect of the information on

the weight by the previous research results. Finally, we give the effect of the mutual

information on the weight. In this paper, we propose a new linear method for

computing the weight based on the above three factors.

20.2.1 TF-IDF-Based Two Classifications

TF-IDF is a commonly used method to calculate the weights. It is based on a

statistical method used to evaluate the degree of important of a word to a text in a

corpus. The calculation formula is shown as below:

wij ¼ tf � idf ¼ tf ij � log
N

ni
þ 0:01


 �
ð20:1Þ

wij denotes the weight of the word i in the text j, TF denotes the term frequency,

IDF denotes the inverse document frequency, tfij means the frequency of word i

appears in text j, N is the total number of documents in the corpus, and ni is the
number of documents, while the word i appears in the corpus. The main idea of

TF-IDF is if a word appears frequently in a certain document but is rarely seen in

other texts, it is useful for distinguishing categories and suitable for a web page

theme.

In practice, the vector needs to be normalized. The normalized TF-IDF formula

is shown as below:
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wij ¼
tf ij � log N

ni
þ 0:01

� �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXn
i¼1

tf ij

� �
� log

N

ni
þ 0:01


 �� �2s ð20:2Þ

As we can see, TF-IDF treats the set of documents as a whole, and in the

calculation of IDF, the vocabulary class distribution has not been taken into

consideration. IDF’s deficiency is that it considers the set of documents as a

whole without considering the distribution of words in each category in the corpus

and the accuracy of IDF is not so high, so we divide the documents into two

categories: related to the theme of the document and unrelated [4]. Suppose that

the number of documents in the corpus which is associated with the theme and

contains the word /i/ is /v/, and the number of documents in the corpus which is not

associated with the theme and contains the word /i/ is /u/; the improved TF-IDF

formula is shown as below:

wij ¼
tf ij � log v

uþv� N
� �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXn
i¼1

tf ij

� �
� log

v

uþ v
� N


 �� �2s ð20:3Þ

Formula (20.3) is an increasing function of the variable v and a decreasing

function of the variable u. The more related documents that contain the words /i/,
the fewer unrelated documents that contain words /i/ and the more chance that the

vocabulary can serve as the document topic feature item.

20.2.2 Calibration of Candidate Feature Location

In order to obtain the contribution degree of each candidate feature, we need to

determine the location information of each candidate feature. During the software

scan the web page, digital tags are used to mark the feature locations. Based on the

results of previous study [5], the most meaningful values of the labels are the anchor

text, title (TITLE), title (H), and label text (META). Let f(n) be a position weight

function, and when /n¼ 1/, the candidate feature item is in the anchor text. When

/n¼ 2/, the candidate feature item is in the title(TITLE). When /n¼ 3/, the candi-

date feature item is in the title(H). When /n¼ 4/, the candidate feature item is in the

label text (META). The formula is as follows.
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f nð Þ ¼
0:5, n ¼ 1

0:4, n ¼ 2

0:2, n ¼ 3

0:15, n ¼ 4

8>><>>: ð20:4Þ

If a candidate feature shows in more than two locations, select the maximum

value of f(n) as the standard position of the candidate feature.

20.2.3 Mutual Information Weight Calculation of Candidate
Feature

As to the mutual information based on the probability of candidate features and

class co-occurrence, measure the relevance of features with class. As to a certain

feature of t, the mutual information of class xi is bigger, which indicates greater the
probability of feature co-occurrence with the class. The mutual information value

can calculated as below:

MI xi; tð Þ ¼ log
p xi

		t� �
p xið Þ ð20:5Þ

p(xi/t) means the probability of the word t which appears in the xi class.p(xi) to
express the probability of category xi in the corpus. Sorting the candidate features

according to the frequency and then calculating the features mutual information

with the class xi. If the mutual information is less than the threshold, the value of the

mutual information is zero and the threshold is 0.40. If the mutual information value

is greater than 1, it is equal to 1.

On the basis of analyzing such three factors as frequency, location, and the

mutual information, as well as using the linear weighted method, we find a new

linear weighted method. The formula is shown as below.

wi ¼ αwil þ bf nð Þ þ rMI xi; ið Þ ð20:6Þ

/wi/ denotes the weight of the word /i/. /a/, /b/, and /r/ are regulatory factors. In

order to ensure the balance, we set /a + b+ r¼ 1/. The normalized formula is shown

as below:

wi ¼ αf new þ bf nð Þ þ rMI xi; ið Þ
f new þ f nð Þ þMI xi; ið Þ ð20:7Þ

According to Formula (20.7), we calculate the weight of each candidate feature,

sort them descending by weight, and select an appropriate candidate feature.
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20.3 Calculation of Web Page Correlation

The algorithm flow is shown as below:

1. According to the training document, we obtain the predetermined topic vector by

artificial. The theme vector is as s¼ (t1,w1; t2,w2; . . . tn,wn), ti denotes the

feature, wi as the weight of ti.
2. The web page text is expressed in the form of vector space model; the vector is

d¼ (t1
0,w1

0; t20,w2
0; . . . tn0,wn

0), ti0 denotes the feature, and wi
0 is the weight of ti0.

3. According to the vector of “s” to determine the dimension of vector d, if ti
0 2 s,

keep its weight the same; otherwise, change corresponding weight to 0.

4. The formula for calculating the similarity between a given web page text vector

and a given topic vector is shown as below:

sim s; dð Þ ¼ s� d

sj j � dj j ð20:8Þ

5. Comparing the similarity value with a predetermined threshold value to deter-

mine whether the web page text is associated with the theme.

20.4 Experimental Results and Analysis

20.4.1 Experimental Data

Based on the previous literature, the dimension of the topic feature vector web page

should not be too high, and the number of feature items is not higher than 20. In this

paper, the economic class is adopted in the corpus of Fudan University as the

training sample set, and 20 characteristics are selected as the theme vector by

manual work. We’ve also downloaded 1000 documents from Sina, of which

600 are related to the economics with the remaining being irrelevant.

20.4.2 Method of Evaluation

We use the recall rate, the accuracy rate, and the F-measure to compare the

performance of such three methods in the case, in which the threshold has different

values [1]. The recall rate is defined as the proportion of correct theme web page

quantity in the total topic relevant web page quantity under the given threshold

c. The accuracy is defined as under the given threshold c the proportion of correct

theme web page quantity, and all theme similarity value is greater than c of the

number of pages. The formula is shown as below:
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Recall ¼ kcorrect
ntotal

ð20:9Þ

precision ¼ kcorrect
m

ð20:10Þ

kcorrect refers to the correct number of theme web page, m is the quantity of web

page whose value is greater than the threshold, and ntotal is the quantity of all the

theme web page.

Generally speaking, the precision rate decreases as the recall rate increases, and

vice versa. Thus, it is necessary to take them into account. This is the F-measure

value. The formula is shown as below:

F-measure ¼ 2� precision� Recall

precisionþ Recall
ð20:11Þ

The range of the F-measure is 0 to 1. We can use the F-measure to measure the

performance of different feature weighting methods under the same threshold value

and then determine the optimal /c/ value.

20.4.3 Results and Analysis

In the weight calculation of candidate features, the balance adjustment factor /a/,
/b/, and /r/ should be set up according to the web page form. If the form of a web

page is fixed, the theme features generally appear in the title and anchor text, so the

value of /b/ should be greater. For topic class of “economic,” the experimental

sustained debug the value of /a/, /b/, and /r/ to obtain the best theme features. The

finally selected value is shown as below (Table 20.1).

In the case of the same similarity calculation formula, we use different methods

of calculating feature item weighting to compare the value of recall rate, accuracy,

and F-measure. This paper compares the traditional TF-IDF method with the

improved TF-IDF method firstly, when the values of c were 0.35, 0.50, 0.65, and

0.80; the comparative result of these two methods is shown as below:

The results can be seen in Table 20.2. The improved TF-IDF method has

achieved certain results in web page filtering, but the effect is not dramatic because

they are based on the statistical method, without considering the semi-structure

nature of web documents. The comparative results of the traditional TF-IDF

method and the new method is shown in Table 20.3:

The results can be seen in Table 20.3. It shows that the linear weighting method

is more effective than the traditional TF-IDF method.

From Tables 20.2 and 20.3, we can see that the three methods get the maximize

value of F-measure around 0.50. In order to obtain the optimal threshold, we set
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0.50 as the center and 0.05 of the scale of the segmentation. The changes of F-
measure value is as follow (Fig. 20.1):

When the threshold equals to 0.45, the F-measure value obtains the maximum

value, which means that the best filtering effect is at this point. In this experiment,

the threshold value is determined as 0.45 to compare the filtering effect of the three

methods under this threshold value with the results shown as below:

As indicated in Table 20.4, the new liner feature extraction method improves the

topic filtering recall and precision rates dramatically below this threshold value,

Table 20.1 Parameter list Balance adjustment factor a b r

Value 0.3 0.4 0.3

Table 20.2 Comparative results of the traditional TF-IDF method and the improved TF-IDF

The value of c

The improved TF-IDF Traditional TF-IDF

Recall Precision F Recall Precision F

0.35 0.851 0.440 0.580 0.832 0.412 0.556

0.50 0.659 0.523 0.583 0.628 0.498 0.557

0.65 0.476 0.660 0.553 0.416 0.613 0.495

0.80 0.280 0.780 0.412 0.263 0.756 0.391

Table 20.3 Comparative results of the traditional TF-IDF method and the new method

The value of c

The new method Traditional TF-IDF

Recall Precision F Recall Precision F

0.35 0.966 0.561 0.728 0.832 0.412 0.556

0.50 0.793 0.679 0.731 0.628 0.498 0.555

0.65 0.530 0.721 0.610 0.416 0.613 0.495

0.80 0.361 0.826 0.502 0.263 0.756 0.391
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Fig. 20.1 The changes of F-measure value
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Conclusion

In this paper, the new method of combining the improved TF-IDF and

considering the location and the mutual information of feature items has

better results than the traditional TF-IDF. Experiments show that it is a

feasible feature item weighting method.
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Table 20.4 Comparison of the three methods at the value of 0.45

The name

of method

The

number of

processed

web page

The actual

number of

relevant web

page

Meet the

threshold

number of

pages

The collection

number of

theme web

page Recall Precision

New

method

1,000 600 869 523 0.870 0.601

Improved

TF-IDF

1,000 600 890 425 0.711 0.479

Traditional

TF-IDF

1,000 600 893 418 0.697 0.468
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Chapter 21

Trust Value of the Role Access Control Model
Based on Trust

Xiaohui Cheng and Tong Wang

Abstract In order to solve the current situation that the trust computation of access

control model based on trust is insufficient to conduct a fine-grained and dynamic

access control, the access control (role model RACT access control model based on

trust) which is a fine-grained and integrated with the context is built. The trust value

and the threshold of activation and decision tree algorithm are added into RACT to

improve the single trust value algorithm for multiple algorithms and realize

dynamic access control which is combined with the session history. Experiments

show that RACT has higher security than the existing trust model.

Keywords Access control • Trust • Role access control

21.1 Introduction of the Access Control Model

Because the service is provided by third parties, researchers should focus on how to

realize intelligent control through access control technology and avoid to be

controlled by third parties [1–3]. Access control technology, as the core technology

of operating systems security and a solution to the system security, can effectively

prevent the illegal users from entering the system and legitimate users illegal use

system resources, and access control is a key technology to ensure the confidenti-

ality and integrity of data; therefore, the research of access control has become one

of the highlights in computer science [4]. Current access control model is primarily

divided into three categories: the discretionary access control, the mandatory access

control, and the role-based access control.

The discretionary access control model is characterized by the transitivity of

chain structure of grant permissions, and we can’t guarantee the subject not subject

to indirect permissions [5]. The subject has administrative authority of the object,

which is granted by it. But the subject can’t manage the objects of the next level.

Authority management is too complex to ensure safety.
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The disadvantage of MAC is that every subject and object is attached with the

attribute labels by managers. MAC determines whether or not the subject has

permissions strictly according to the attribute labels, which may easily cause the

statue of the legitimate subject not to have the permission for operation [6].

The disadvantage of the traditional RBAC model ignores the security details

[7–9]. When the subject applies for the access objects, the system only assigns roles

according to the subject’s duties instead of checking the operation behavior of the

previous, which can cause long-term object destructions. If attackers get different

permissions with different roles, he/she can easily seriously destruct the

system [10].

21.2 Role Access Control Model Based on Trust

RBACB96 model consists of three parts: the users, the roles, and the permission.

Every user has the role and obtains all permissions of the roles directly. When

RBAC is combined with trust, add more constraints to the permission granting to

increase the data safety and security [11].

21.2.1 Description of RACT Model

Definition 1 Subject users: SU¼ {su1, su2, su3, � � � sun}. The subject can be a system
or an independent program. In this study for the convenience of description, the

subject is a natural person.

Definition 2 Object resources: OB¼ {ob1, ob2, ob3, � � � obn}. The object can be data
resources or system resources, and the subjects are assigned roles and then given

operating permissions. One object can be operated by roles, so the relationship

between the subject and object is 1 :N.
Definition 3 Permission: each role has different operating permissions.

P ¼ p1; at1ð Þ; p2; at2ð Þ; p3; at3ð Þ; � � �; pn; atnð Þf g, n 2 Nþ
Xn
i¼1

Xi � X
� �2

. When

the user’s trust value reaches the access threshold, the subjects can use the

permissions. The mapping relationship is available between roles and

permissions.

Definition 4 Role: R¼ {r1, r2, r3, � � �, rn}. The role is the set of different permissions

which are determined by different duties and levels; so the permissions of users

and roles have corresponding relationship.

Definition 5 Trust value: TV¼ {tvi|tvi2 [�1, 1], i2N+}. It is an attribute value of a

subject. The trust value TV is calculated with the trust value algorithm and the

session history. When the trust value is higher than trust threshold, the permis-

sions are activated.
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Definition 6 Operation: It is the set of subjects that can operate on the objects.

O ¼ oi oi 2
�
read, write, execute, � � �		 �

, i 2 Nþ
� �Xn

i¼1
Xi � X
� �2

. It usually con-

tains reading, writing, and execution.

Definition 7 Context: The context contains the session history of subjects and the

environment, etc. The server calculates the subjects’ trust value by using appro-

priate algorithm according to the context.

Definition 8 Session history: The database of trust value records the subjects’ trust

value and the previous session’s behaviors. The server calculates subjects’ trust

value based on the current session history.

Definition 9 Constraint: There are multiple attributes in this research model. The

constraints have been established to make the connection between each attribute.

The constraints of each contact are not identical and the constraint can guarantee

the model normal running.

Definition 10 Session time: The session time records the time of the subject

operated the object.

Definition 11 Group: The objects are divided into groups because of the high degree

of similarity of functions and contents. The subjects are divided into groups

because of the high degree of similarity of duties and identities.

The relationships between two or more attributes have been described in standard-

ized language, as shown by the following definition:

Definition 1 SRA� S�R¼ {(s, r)|s2 S^ r2R}, according to the duties, the sub-

jects are assigned different roles.

Definition 2 RPA�R�P¼ {(r, p)|r2R^ p2P}, according to the duties of roles

which are assigned with different permissions.

Definition 3 TAA�TV�AT¼ {(tv, at)|tv2TV^ at2AT}, when the trust value

of subject is higher than the threshold of the object, the permissions of subjects

are activated.

RACT model improves the security mechanism of the traditional RBAC model

and adds access activation threshold and user trust value computation process with

models shown in Fig. 21.1.

21.3 RACT Trust Value Algorithm

The trust value of the subject mainly comes from two aspects, the subject’s identity

and the trust value which is formed during the subject interacts with the object.

When there isn’t session history of the subject and the object, then the server

calculates the recommended trust value according to the session history of the

other objects.

Decision tree algorithm is established with the height of the tree of 4. The root

node is the subject. The nodes of the second layer are the session history of the
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subject and the object. The nodes of the third layer are the session history of the

subject and the other’s objects in the group of the object, and the nodes of the fourth

layer are the session history of the subject and the objects in relevant group of the

object. In the decision tree algorithm, use 1 and 0 to indicate whether or not there is

session history.

When there is a session history of the subject and objects of the same group, the

recommended trust value of objects of the same group is more important than the

relevant group. According to the above rule, the decision tree algorithm is shown in

Fig. 21.2.

1. The subject doesn’t have any session history.

2. The subject doesn’t have session history with the object or the others objects of

the same group; it only has session history with the objects of relevant group.

3. The subject only has session history with the objects of the same group.

4. The subject only has session history with the object which is being applied.

5. The subject has session history with the object which is being applied and the

objects of the relevant group.

6. The subject has session history with the object which is being applied and the

other objects of the same group.

As to the first path, in view of the subject’s duties and identity, the managers

assign the lowest trust value as the default value, thereby gradually accumulate the

Fig. 21.1 Sequence Diagram of RACT

Fig. 21.2 Decision tree algorithm
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trust value in the later session so that they can activate the corresponding permis-

sions of its role.

As to the second path and the fifth path, the NICE trust model is used. The core

idea is to assign objects’ cookie values according to the session. The positive trust

value is credible and the negative trust value is not credibly.

As to the third path and the sixth path, the EigenTrust trust model is used with the

subject ui first to find the objects obk which has the session history with the subject

obj; in the same group with the object, calculate the trust value tvk according to the

recommend trust value of the group, Normalize the recommended values of trust

vu ob ¼ max tvk ;0ð ÞX
u
max tvk ;0ð Þ

and build the trust based on the normalized data matrix Vu _ ob,

superposition integrated computation recommendation trust value tij ¼
X
k

vikvkj.

As to the fourth path, the regret trust mode is used. It empathizes the occurrence

time. When the subject only has session history with the object, add the importance

of time to enhance the reliability of trust value. TDp!r
ϕð Þ is the trust degree of the

type ϕ of the subject’s sui action, ODB
p;r
ϕ is the set result of operation, trust decay

with time, p(t, ti) is the decay degree with time, t is the current time, ti is the

occurrence time of events, IMP oi;ϕð Þ1n is the assessment of the event, L(oi,ϕ) is the
weight function of loyalty in the event i, and the function of trust value is

TDp!r
ϕð Þ ¼

X
oi2ODBp, r

ϕ

ρ t; tið Þ � IMP Oi;ϕð Þ � L Oi;ϕð Þ

21.4 Validation of RACT Security

RACT has been established with JAVA in the Windows operation system. It was

integrated with eclipse and SQL Server database. In RACT model, 20 subjects were

created; 20 subjects are divided into 4 groups, respectively, high, middle, low, and

guest, and each role has different permissions. 20 objects were created and are

divided into 4 groups. The names of group are A, B, C, and D, and the name of

objects are A1, A2, A3, A4, etc.

Every subject applies the same objects with RACT and a trust access model

algorithm. After the subject has obtained permissions, the object operates mali-

ciously. The successful rate of application of every application is shown in

Fig. 21.3.

In Fig. 21.3, the square line is the result of single trust value algorithm and the

circle line is the result of RACT. After every malicious operation, the rate of

successful application of RACT decreases faster than the single trust value algo-

rithm. Until the twentieth malicious operation, the successful rate of the single trust

value algorithm is 40 %. The high rate indicates that the algorithm can’t calculate

trust value accurately.
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Conclusion

RACT uses multiple trust value algorithms. It is closely combined with the

subjects’ context and session history to realize dynamic access control. As

proved by experiments, RACT trust value is calculated according to the

session history. It highlights credibility and high degree of safety.
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Chapter 22

Universal Approximation by Generalized
Mellin Approximate Identity Neural
Networks

Saeed Panahian Fard and Zarita Zainuddin

Abstract This study considers sufficient and also necessary conditions for the

universal approximation capability of three-layer feedforward generalized Mellin

approximate identity neural networks. Our approach consists of three steps. In the

first step, we introduce a notion of generalized Mellin approximate identity. In the

second step, we prove a theorem by using this notion to show convolution linear

operators of generalized Mellin approximate identity with a continuous function

f on ℝþ with a compact support converges uniformly to f. In the third step, we

establish a main theorem by using those previous steps. The theorem shows

universal approximation by generalized Mellin approximate identity neural

networks.

Keywords Universal approximation • Generalized Mellin approximate identity

• Generalized lognormal distribution • Electromyographic signals analysis • Uni-

form convergence

22.1 Introduction

Universal approximation by three-layer feedforward neural networks can be

regarded as an important theoretical research in approximation theory of neural

networks. Over the past three decades, many researches concerning this problem

have been done [1–3]. Lately, Arteaga and Marrero surveyed this topic [4]. Univer-

sal approximation by feedforward neural networks states that every function of a

certain set of functions can be approximated by feedforward neural networks with

arbitrary accuracy [5, 6]. As a related area of research, the universal approximation

capability of three-layer feedforward approximate identity neural networks was

proved by Turchetti et al. [7].
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Approximate identity neural networks use approximate identity as activation

functions. The restriction on approximate identity neural networks were weakened

by introducing different types of approximate identity. The notions of double

approximate identity [8], flexible approximate identity [9, 10], double flexible

approximate identity [11], 2π-periodic approximate identity [12], and double

2π-periodic approximate identity [16] can be considered as extensions of approx-

imate identity.

Choosing non-linear activation functions is a challenging task to the develop-

ment of theory of feedforward neural networks. In this study, we are motivated to

consider the conditions for choosing non-linear activation functions from the

perspective of approximate identity. In fact, we are interested to propose a notion

of generalized Mellin approximate identity. The notion is an extension of general-

ized Mellin approximate identity [13]. Our next motivation is to investigate uni-

versal approximation by three-layer feedforward generalized Mellin approximate

identity neural networks. Our networks are constructed based on generalized Mellin

approximate identity as neurons.

Our main objective in the study is to investigate sufficient and also necessary

conditions for the universal approximation capability of three-layer feedforward

generalized Mellin approximate identity neural networks. We solve the problem in

the linear space of all continuous functions on ℝþ which is denoted by CðℝþÞ. The
notion of generalized Mellin approximate identity can be considered as one of the

main novelties of this study.

The methodology of the study consists of three steps. In the first step, we will

formalize a notion of generalized Mellin approximate identity. In the second step,

we will prove a theorem to show that convolution linear operators of generalized

Mellin approximate identity with a continuous function f in CðℝþÞ with a compact

support converge uniformly to f. In the third step, we will establish a main theorem

by using the results of the previous steps. The proof of the main theorem follows

Wu et al.’s Theorem 1 [14]. The main theorem shows sufficient and also necessary

conditions for the universal approximation capability of three-layer feedforward

generalized Mellin approximate identity neural networks. Our theorems are the

other novelties of the study.

The contributions of the study are organized as follows: in Sect. 22.2, we will

formalize a notion of generalized Mellin approximate identity. We will also present

an example of generalized Mellin approximate identity. In Sect. 22.3, we will

obtain some theoretical results in order to show universal approximation capability

by three-layer feedforward generalized Mellin approximate identity neural net-

works in CðℝþÞ. Finally, we will conclude the study with some remarks in

Sect. 22.4.

22.2 Basics

We first propose a notion of generalized Mellin approximate identity functions in

the following. The notion will be used in the next section.
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Definition 1. Let k 2 ℝ be a constant; let ðϕn,kðxÞÞn2ℕ, ϕn,k : ℝ
þ :¼
0,1½! ½0,

1½ be a sequence. We say that the sequence is generalized Mellin approximate

identity if it has the following properties:

1.
R
ℝþ

ϕn,k xð Þ dxx ¼ 1.

2. Given E > 0 and 1< δ< +1, there exists N such that if n � N, thenR
ℝþ∖½1δ;δ


ϕn,k xð Þ dxx � E.

We here illustrate the effectiveness of generalized Mellin approximate identity

functions by giving an example.

Example 1 ([15]). A sequence of a generalized lognormal distribution is defined as

follows:

ϕn,k xð Þ ¼ k exp � 1

2

lognx� μ

σ

				 				s� �
; n 2 ℕ, x > 0, �1 < μ <1, σ > 0, s > 0,

where k ¼ s
2ðsþ1ÞsσΓ 1

2ð Þ.
The above sequence of a generalized lognormal distribution can be considered as

an example of generalized Mellin approximate identity.

In the next section, we will obtain some theoretical results.

22.3 Theoretical Results for Generalized Mellin
Approximate Identity Neural Networks

In this section, we first prove Theorem 1. Theorem 1 shows convolution linear

operators of generalizedMellin approximate identity with a continuous function f in
CðℝþÞ with a compact support converge uniformly to f.

Theorem 1. Let k 2 ℝ be a constant; let ðϕn,kðxÞÞn2ℕ,ϕn,k : ℝ
þ :¼
0,1½! ½0,1½,

be a generalized Mellin approximate identity. Let f be a continuous function on ℝþ

with a compact support. Then, ϕn,k ∗ f converges uniformly to f on CðℝþÞ.
Proof. Let x 2 ½1δ , δ
, E > 0, and 1< δ< +1. Then, there exists a η> 0 such that

jf xyð Þ � f xð Þj < E
2knkϕkL1ðℝþÞ for all y 2 ℝþ, jxy� xj < η. We define ðϕn,kÞn2ℕ by

ϕn, k(x)¼ knϕ(nx). Then,
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ϕn,k 	 f ðxÞ � f ðxÞ ¼
Z
ℝþ

knϕðnyÞ�f ðxyÞ � f ðxÞ� dy
y

¼
Z
1

δ
, δ

� �þ
Z

ℝþ∖
1

δ
, δ

� �

0BBBBBB@

1CCCCCCAknϕðnyÞ�f ðxyÞ � f ðxÞ� dy
y

¼ I1 þ I2,

where I1 and I2 are as follows:

jI1j �
Z
1

δ
, δ

� � knϕ nyð Þðf xyð Þ � f xð ÞÞ dy
y

<
E

2kn k ϕkL1ðℝþÞ

Z
1

δ
, δ

� � knϕ nyð Þ dy
y

¼ E
2kn k ϕkL1ðℝþÞ

Z
n

δ
, nδ

h i knϕ tð Þ dt
t

� E
2kn k ϕkL1ðℝþÞ

Z
ℝþ

knϕ tð Þ dt
t
¼ E

2
:

For I2, we have

jI2j � 2 k fkCðℝþÞ
Z

ℝþ∖
1

δ
, δ

� � knϕ nyð Þ dy
y

¼ 2 k fkCðℝþÞ
Z

ℝþ∖
n

δ
, nδ

h i knϕ tð Þ dt
t
:
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Since

lim
n!1

Z
ℝþ∖

n

δ
, nδ

h iϕ tð Þ dt
t
¼ 0,

we can find an n0 2 ℕ such that for all n � n0,Z
ℝþ∖

n

δ
, nδ

h iϕ tð Þ dt
t
<

E
4kn k fkCðℝþÞ

:

Combining I1 and I2 for n � n0, we have

k ϕn,k 	 f ðxÞ � f ðxÞkCðℝþÞ < E:

□

Using Theorem 1, we prove Theorem 2. Theorem 2 presents sufficient and also

necessary conditions for universal approximation by our feedforward neural

networks.

Theorem 2. LetCðℝþÞbe the linear space of all continuous functions onℝþ with a
compact support and V � CðℝþÞ a compact set. Let k 2 ℝ be a constant; let�
ϕn,kðxÞ

�
n2ℕ, ϕn,k : ℝ

þ :¼
0,1½! ½0,1½ , be a generalized Mellin approximate

identity functions. Let the family of functions
�PM

j¼1
λj

ϕj,kðxÞ
x jλj 2 ℝ, x 2 ℝþ,M 2 ℕ

�
,

be dense inCðℝþÞand given E > 0. Then there existsN 2 ℕwhich depends on V and
E but not on f, such that for any f 2 V, there exist weights cn ¼ cnðf ,V, EÞ satisfying					

					f xð Þ �
XN
n¼1

cn
ϕn,kðxÞ

x

					
					
CðℝþÞ

< E:

Moreover, every cn is a continuous function of f 2 V.

Proof. We follow the proof of Theorem 1 in [14]. Since V is a compact set, for

every E > 0, there is a finite E
2
-net {f1, . . ., fM} for V. It follows that for every f2V,

there is an fj, such that k f � f jkCðℝþÞ < E
2
. For any fj, under the assumption of our

theorem, there are λji 2 ℝ,Nj 2 ℕ, and
ϕj
i,kðxÞ
x , so that					

					f j xð Þ �X
Nj

i¼1
λji
ϕj
i,kðxÞ
x

					
					
CðℝþÞ

<
E
2
: ð22:1Þ
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For every f2V, we define

F� fð Þ ¼ jj k f � f jkCðℝþÞ <
E
2

n o
,

F0 fð Þ ¼ jj k f � f jkCðℝþÞ ¼
E
2

n o
,

Fþ fð Þ ¼ jj k f � f jkCðℝþÞ >
E
2

n o
:

It is obvious that F�( f ) is not empty according to the definition of E
2
-net. If ~f 2 V

approximates f such that k ~f � fkCðℝþÞ is small enough, then we getF�ðf Þ � F�ð~f Þ
and Fþðf Þ � Fþð~f Þ: So F�ð~f Þ

T
Fþðf Þ � F�ð~f Þ

T
Fþð~f Þ ¼∅, which implies

that F�ð~f Þ � F�ðf Þ [ F0ðf Þ: Let us finish with the following:

F�ðf Þ � F�ð~f Þ � F�ðf Þ [ F0ðf Þ: ð22:2Þ
Define

d fð Þ ¼ ½ X
j2F�ðf Þ

E
2
� k f � f jkCðℝþÞ

� �
�1
and

f h ¼
X

j2F�ðf Þ

XNj

i¼1
d fð Þ E

2
� k f � f jkCðℝþÞ

� �
λji
ϕj
i,kðxÞ
x

ð22:3Þ

then f h 2
PM

j¼1λj
ϕj,kðxÞ

x

n o
approximates f with accuracy E :

k f � f hkCðℝþÞ
¼
					
					 X
j2F�ðf Þ

dðf Þ


E
2
� k f � f jkCðℝþÞ

�
�


f �

XNj

i¼1
λji
ϕj
i,kðxÞ
x

�					
					
CðℝþÞ

¼
					
					 X
j2F�ðf Þ

dðf Þ


E
2
� k f � f jkCðℝþÞ

�
�


f � f j þ f j �

XNj

i¼1
λji
ϕj
i,kðxÞ
x

�					
					
CðℝþÞ

�
X

j2F�ðf Þ
dðf Þ



E
2
� k f � f jkCðℝþÞ

�

�
 
k f � f jkCðℝþÞ þ

					
					f j �X

Nj

i¼1
λji
ϕj
i,kðxÞ
x

					
					
CðℝþÞ

!

�
X

j2F�ðf Þ
dðf Þ



E
2
� k f � f jkCðℝþÞ

�
E
2
þ E
2

� �
¼ E:

ð22:4Þ
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Now, we prove the continuity of ck for the next step. Due to Eq. (22.2), we obtain

that

X
j2F�ðf Þ



E
2
� jj~f � f jkCðℝþÞ

�

�
X

j2F�ð~f Þ



E
2
� k ~f � f jkCðℝþÞ

�

�
X

j2F�ðf Þ



E
2
� k ~f � fkCðℝþÞ

�
þ
X

j2F0ðf Þ



E
2
� k ~f � f jkCðℝþÞ

�
: ð22:5Þ

Let ~f ! f in Eq. (22.5); we arrive atX
j2F�ð~f Þ



E
2
� k ~f � f jkCðℝþÞ

�
!

X
j2F�ðf Þ



E
2
� k f � f jkCðℝþÞ

�
: ð22:6Þ

By Eq. (22.6), we conclude that dð~f Þ ! dðf Þ: Thus, ~f ! f results

d ~f
� � E

2
� k ~f � f jkCðℝþÞ

� �
λji ! d fð Þ E

2
� k f � f jkCðℝþÞ

� �
λji: ð22:7Þ

Let N ¼ P
j2F�ðf Þ

Nj and let us define ck in terms of

f h ¼
X

j2F�ðf Þ

XNj

i¼1
d fð Þ



E
2
� k f � f jkCðℝþÞ

�
λji
ϕj
i,kðxÞ
x

�
XN
n¼1

cn
ϕn,kðxÞ

x
:

From Eq. (22.7), it is easy to check that ck is a continuous functional according to

f.□

22.4 Conclusion

In this study, we have formalized the notion of generalized Mellin approximate

identity. Using this notion, we have proved Theorem 1. Theorem 1 shows that

convolution linear operators of generalized Mellin approximate identity with a

continuous function f on ℝþ with a compact support converge uniformly to f on
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CðℝþÞ. Using Theorem 1, we have established Theorem 2. Theorem 2 presents

sufficient and also necessary conditions for universal approximation by three-layer

feedforward generalized Mellin approximate identity neural networks. Our net-

works use generalized Mellin approximate identity as neurons. The obtain results

generalize the existing results in approximation theory of artificial neural networks.

We remark that it is important to clarify the lower bound for the approximation

error, which is an interesting topic for future research. We also remark that some

numerical examples with simulations are needed to show the effectiveness of the

established results.
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Chapter 23

Research and Application of Function
Optimization Based on Artificial Fish
Swarm Algorithm

Meiling Shen, Li Li, and Dan Liu

Abstract The software reliability modeling is an important field in software

reliability engineering. As the existing software reliability models are nonlinear,

the parameters of these models are difficult to estimate. The artificial fish swarm

algorithm is simple and can quickly jump out of local extremum. Now it has been

applied to the parameter estimation. On the basis of the basic artificial fish swarm

algorithm, this paper improves the algorithm to improve the speed of convergence

and gain a strong ability to overcome the local extreme value because the improved

algorithm ignores the crowded degree factor; moreover, we make the artificial

fishes only to execute the preying behavior and moving behavior in the later

stage of algorithm to reduce the visual field of artificial fishes through the intro-

duction of the attenuation factor and thus to improve the precision. The results of

simulation experiments verify the improved algorithm has the ideal rate of conver-

gence and precision of optimization.

Keywords Artificial fish swarm algorithm • Crowded degree factor • Attenuation

factor • Software reliability engineering

23.1 Introduction

The artificial fish swarm algorithm is a new kind of swarm intelligence optimization

algorithm which is proposed upon the in-depth study of artificial fishes’ foraging

behavior [1]. Each of the artificial fish firstly tries to execute swarming behavior and

following behavior respectively; choose the behavior which makes fitness value of

this artificial fish improved larger. If the fitness value has not been improved after

the artificial fish has executed these two behaviors, we are going to execute the

preying behavior; if the fitness of the artificial fish still fails to get improved upon

the preying behavior, we’ll execute the moving behavior [2]. There are five basic

parameters of artificial fish swarm algorithm [3]. The selection of the each
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parameter directly affects the convergence performance of the algorithm. The

selection of appropriate parameters can ensure the algorithm convergence speed

and the optimization accuracy [4]. Artificial fish swarm algorithm has stronger

ability to jump out of local optimum, and it has strong robustness [5]. Now it has

been used in many fields such as parameter estimation [6], pattern recognition, and

neural network; in spite of the sound performance of the artificial fish swarm

algorithm, there are still many aspects need to be improved.

23.2 Improved Artificial Fish Swarm Algorithm

23.2.1 Improvement Ideas

The crowded degree factor is used to limit the scale of artificial fish; however, after

repeating theoretical analysis and experimental verification, people find that the

effect of crowded degree factor is very limited in optimization problems. The

results of the complex optimization experiments show that the convergence of

algorithm has not been substantially improved upon the introduction of the crowded

degree factor. In some cases, it will cause a decline in convergence on the contrary

[7]; therefore, this paper ignores the crowded degree factor, which thus reduces the

computational complexity of the algorithm, guarantees rapid and stable conver-

gence at the same time, and enables the algorithm to obtain ideal optimization

precision and the ability to overcome the local extremum. The artificial fish swarm

algorithm features fast convergence speed, and the fishes can quickly reach the

vicinity of the global extreme value point in the early stage; however, in the later

stage of the algorithm (namely, when the artificial fishes in the area near the global

extreme value point), the optimization accuracy is not high and convergence speed

is slow [8, 9]. As a result, this article only makes artificial fishes to execute preying

behavior and moving behavior in the later stage of algorithm thus to make the

algorithm to find the global extreme value point rapidly and accurately. The visual

field in artificial fish swarm algorithm has great influence on each behavior. When

the visual field is larger, the artificial fishes can find the global extreme value point

easily and converge; when the visual field is smaller, the preying behavior and

moving behavior of artificial fishes are more outstanding, and the algorithm has

better local search ability. As the improved algorithm only executes the preying

behavior and the moving behavior in the later stage of algorithm, therefore, this

article also introduces the attenuation factor [10]. With the execution of the

algorithm, the improved algorithm may reduce the visual field of artificial fishes

to strengthen the search ability of them in the nearby neighbor domain and obtain

ideal optimization precision.
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23.2.2 Steps of the Improved Algorithm

Step 1: Initialize the population, including population size N, visual, step,

try-number, and maximum number of iterations.

Step 2: Calculate the fitness value of each artificial fish according to the objective

function, and use a bulletin board to record the state of the artificial fish which

has the biggest fitness value.

Step 3: When the algorithm executes the first n iterations, evaluate each of the

artificial fish in case that the crowded degree factor is ignored, and select a

behavior which can make the fitness value of this artificial fish to acquire a

bigger improvement to execute (among the preying behavior, swarming behav-

ior, following behavior, and moving behavior). After n iterations, let them only

execute the preying behavior and moving behavior by the time when the

artificial fishes are going to find the global extreme value. Upon the completion

of each iteration, use Visual¼ α·Visual to reduce the visual field of artificial

fishes to enhance the local search ability of artificial fishes. Each of the artificial

fish would compare its own state and the state of the bulletin board in every

action. If its own state is superior to the state of bulletin board, change the state

of the bulletin board to its own state.

Step 4: Judge whether the end conditions are met, if the maximum number of

iterations are already achieved, end the cycle; otherwise, return to Step 3, and

continue the cycle.

23.3 Simulation Experiment

Under the environment of MATLAB 7.1; we conduct the simulation experiments

for the original and the improved artificial fish swarm algorithm with two nonlinear

functions selected:

Function F1:

max f x; yð Þ ¼ sin xð Þ
x
� sin yð Þ

y
ð23:1Þ

s:t: x 2 �10, 10½ 

y 2 �10, 10½ 


Figure 23.1 illustrates the three-dimensional network diagram of F1 function.

Figure 23.2a shows the optimized curve of original algorithm as to F1 function in

contrast to the one of improved algorithm shown in Fig. 23.2b.

As to function F1, there is a maximum of 1 at the coordinates of (0,0) based on

Fig. 23.1. The paper studies the global optimal value of function F1 drawing on the

original algorithm and the improved one, and it compares the results and the
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running time of the two algorithms. It can be concluded that the precision of the

latter is higher based on the comparative results of Table 23.1.

Function F2:

max f x; yð Þ ¼ 3

0:05þ x2 þ y2ð Þ

 �2

þ x2 þ y2
� �2 ð23:2Þ

s:t: x 2 �5:12, 5:12½ 

y 2 �5:12, 5:12½ 


Fig. 23.1 Three-dimensional network diagram of function F1
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Fig. 23.2 Optimized curve of original and improved algorithms (F1 function)
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Figure 23.3 demonstrates three-dimensional network diagram of function F2.

Figure 23.4a shows the optimized curve of original algorithm as to function F2 in

comparison with the one of improved algorithm shown in Fig. 23.4b.

As to function F2, there is a maximum of 3,600 at the coordinates of (0,0) based

on Fig. 23.3. The paper studies the global optimal value of function F2, utilizes the

original algorithm and the improved one, and compares the results and the running

Table 23.1 Optimized comparison of original and improved algorithms (F1 function)

The optimal value The running time/s

The original algorithm 0.99845102937585 4.145932

The improved algorithm 0.99998089990914 1.312120

Fig. 23.3 Three-dimensional network diagram of function F2
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time of the two algorithms. It is concluded that the precision of the latter is higher

based on the comparative results of Table 23.2.

Conclusion

In the two simulation experiments, population size, visual, step, try-number,

and maximum number of iterations of two kinds of algorithms are the same.

In Figs. 23.2 and 23.4, we can see that relative to the basic artificial fish

swarm algorithm, the convergence speed of the improved algorithm is faster,

and the convergence process is more smooth and steady primarily because the

improved algorithm ignored the crowded degree factor. Tables 23.1 and 23.2

show that the running time of improved algorithm is shorter and optimization

precision of it is also ideal because the improved algorithm only makes the

artificial fishes to execute the preying behavior and moving behavior when

they reach the area around of global extreme value point, and it reduces the

visual field of artificial fishes in the process of iteration to gain a higher

precision.
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Chapter 24

Robust Hand Tracker Using Joint Temporal
Weighted Histogram Features

Zhiqin Zhang, Fei Huang, and Linli Tan

Abstract Herein, a novel automatic hand-tracking approach based on temporal

histogram features is proposed. Our method utilizes the joint temporal weighted

histogram (JTWH) to track the hand robustly. When tracking begins, the hand

model is initialized using a hand detector. During the tracking process, the hand

model is updated using the most recent frame data and the hand tracker uses the

weighted temporal model to track the hand persistently and robustly. The weights

are calculated using the temporal and spatial similarity between the hand model and

the current tracked hand. Because hand movement can be fast and may produce

deformation, a weighted histogram was selected for the single hand model. Exper-

iments demonstrate the proposed algorithm’s ability to track the moving hand

robustly in comparison with several traditional hand-tracking algorithms. The

proposed approach is robust in the complex background, and it can track the hand

quickly and effectively.

Keywords Hand tracking • Joint temporal weighted histogram • Spatial similarity •

Temporal similarity

24.1 Introduction

The main motivation behind gesture recognition is to recognize specific hand

gestures and make human–computer interaction more flexible. Efficient human–

computer interfaces (HCI) have to be developed to allow computers to visually

recognize hand gestures in real time. Presently, gesture recognition approaches can

be mainly divided into a 3D model-based approach and a 2D appearance-based

approach. The 3D model-based approach requires a 3D spatial description of the

hand whilst the appearance-based approach only needs 2D visual images of the

hands [1]. Generally, the 2D approaches must conquer several challenging
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problems such as a complex background, lighting variations, different camera

devices, etc.

Generally, the gesture recognition involves both hand tracking and hand detec-

tion. Hand tracking is used to track the hand during the human–computer interac-

tion procedure whilst hand detection is used to recognize whether the target is the

hand or not. The stability and accuracy of human–computer interaction procedures

are mainly dependent on hand-tracking stability. Motion blur and serious hand

deformation mean some of the traditional tracking algorithms do not fit hand

tracking, for example block matching and key point feature extraction. To track

the hand reliably, we must solve several core problems: (1) motion blur, (2) hand

deformation, (3) the complex background and light variation, and (4) scale

variation.

For this work, we selected the joint temporal weighted histogram (JTWH) to

track the hand. JTWH is used to achieve fully real-time performance and can track

the hand accurately and reliably. The tracking system also shows reasonable

robustness against scale, rotation, different illuminations, and cluttered back-

grounds. Generally speaking, the system can work in various complex

environments.

This paper is organized as follows. We begin by reviewing existing works on

hand tracking in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, we present the main algorithm module and

analyze the reason why it can track the hand robustly. In Sect. 4, we present the

experiment results and compare them with alternative methods. In the last section,

we summarize our approach and discuss its limitations.

24.2 Related Work

2D vision-based approaches require only a 2D camera, thus realizing the natural

interaction between humans and computers without the use of any extra devices.

The 2D camera extracts image features to model the visual appearance of the hand

and to allow comparison of these features with the extracted features from previous

video frames. Real-time performance is ensured because of the easier 2D image

features that are used. A simple method described by Stenger [2] utilizes skin color

features in the image for tracking. However, this method has some short comings.

Firstly, it is very sensitive to lighting conditions. Secondly, it is a requirement that

there are no other skin-like objects in the image.

Scale-space color features are used to track and detect hand gestures, which are

based on feature detection in [3]. The authors of [4] obtained a clear-cut hand

contour and integrated the extracted hand contour to track and detect hand gestures

and then computed the curvature of each point on the contour. Because of noise and

unstable illumination in the cluttered background, segmentation of the integrated

hand contour is very difficult and the segmentation results are not reliable.

Tracking parameterized deformable templates of the hand or fingers [5] is a

more elaborate and precise method that can handle complex backgrounds. In
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particular, particle filter-based tracking [6] has been shown to be a robust approach.

Depending on the algorithm and the users clothing (e.g., sleeves rolled up), hand–

arm segmentation may also be necessary as an extra processing step [7, 8] in hand

tracking or localization. However, various assumptions are made, such as the hand

being the only skin-colored object, uniform ambient lighting, or a stationary

background, which may not match practical environments.

24.3 JTWH Hand Tracker

Generally, the hand-tracking procedure consists of three main stages:

(1) Constructing the hand model. (2) Computing the similarity of the current

candidate hand target and model and finding the target location of peak similarity.

(3) Updating the model. Tracking reliability and accuracy are mainly dependent on

the extracted features for tracking, similarity measurement, and model updating.

24.3.1 Tracker Theory Overview

A block diagram of a generic model-based tracking system [5] is shown in

Fig. 24.1. At each frame of the image sequence, a search is executed in the

configuration space to find the best parameter that minimizes the matching error,

which is a measure of similarity between groups of model features and groups of

features extracted from the input images. The search is initiated by a prediction

mechanism, based on a model of the system dynamics. In the first frame, a

prediction is not available, therefore, a separate initialization procedure is needed,

Fig. 24.1 Model-based tracker
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and we initialized the model using the hand detector. In the search phase the basic

operation is the calculation of the matching error between the features extracted

from the input and the features generated by the model. The synthesis of features

using the model also enables a selective analysis that focuses on regions or a subset

of features instead of the whole input. In the most common implementation, 2D

features in the image plane are used.

Considering hand deformation and motion blur, the extraction of point-based

features is not a good choice, local or global statistical features can be used which

are better for hand tracking. Tracking and Detection is also a good method for

solving hand-tracking problems, for example TLD (tracking-learning-detection) [9,

10] algorithm, but the extracted features should be changed, because it is not stable

in the hand-tracking system.

24.3.2 Our Approach

24.3.2.1 JTWH Feature

Traditional model-based tracking algorithms are not reliable in complicated envi-

ronments and it’s easy to produce track offset errors due to motion blur and hand

deformation. When using skin color detection to track the hand it is also easy to

track the wrong target when local luminance and backgrounds are similar to skin

color, thus it is necessary to determine statistical features that contain target

temporal and spatial information to improve target identification. To improve target

identification, use of JTWH features is proposed in this paper. HSV (Hue Saturation

Value) is a good color space that can efficiently distinguish hand color from

background color [11], so we extract our JTWH features in HSV. The proposed

JTWH feature is a kind of JTWH feature group that consists of a temporal weighted

histogram and spatial kernel weighted histogram. JTWH is calculated jointly using

the target histograms of several of the latest frames such that

Ht
JTWH ¼

Xn

i¼t�n WiHi
SW

U
; ð24:1Þ

where Hi
sw is the ith frame spatial weighted histogram, U is used for normalization

and U¼∑ t
i¼ t� nWi, Wi is the weight function, and n¼ 3 in our experiments. To

reduce the background disturbance, Hi
sw is weighted using spatial information such

that

Hi
sw j½ 
 ¼

XΩ

x
K xð Þδ f xð Þ � jð Þ; ð24:2Þ
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where j represents for the index of the histogram bin, x is the coordinate of image

f and f(x) is the x coordinate pixel value in image f. δ is the delta function and K

xð Þ ¼ x�x0
h

�� ��2 is a kernel function which is used for calculating the histogram of

image patch , x0 is the center coordinate of the image patch and h is the radius.

The hand color and shape in the current frame are mostly like those of the

previous frame, so the temporal weighting function is designed as a Gaussian

function such that

wi ¼ e
� ti � t0ð Þ2

b
; ð24:3Þ

where t0 is the current frame count and ti is the previous ith frame count.

When the JTWH feature is constructed and extracted, various histogram mea-

surements can be used to calculate the similarity between the model and the

candidate hand target; in our experiments we used the Bhattacharyya distance

[12, 13] to measure histogram similarity.

24.3.2.2 Tracker System

Model initialization is very important. In our experiment, the model was initialized

using hand detection. Firstly, a statistical model was loaded to detect the hand. Then

an XML file classifier for frontal gestures was used for detection. The detection and

testing stages were then completed using the open source vision library OpenCV.

After the hand model was initialized, the tracker system could track a hand robustly

and quickly. A brief hand-tracking diagram is shown in Fig. 24.2.

Model updating is another key point for reliable tracking. An adaptive model

updating method is proposed in this paper. The proposed model updating method is

such that:

Mi�t ¼ S2 	 Ti þ 1� S2
� � 	Mi�t; ð24:4Þ

where Ti is the tracked hand histogram at the ith frame, the temporal interval

between Ti and Mi� t is the t frame interval, and s is the similarity between

histogram Ti and Mi� t. In our experiments t was set to 3.

Upon integrating the JTWH feature, model updating and similarity measure-

ment, the proposed tracker system can track the hand robustly and accurately.
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24.4 Experimental Results and Analysis

To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, we tested the algorithm

using some hand gesture data including the palm gesture and the fist gesture. The

camera provides video capture with a resolution of 640� 480, at 30 frames per

second using a Pentium 4 CPU 2.5 GHz computer.

Hand movement video data were recorded at different scales, rotations, and

illumination conditions, along with a cluttered background. The test was run on

different video files to evaluate the performance of the JTWH tracker system for

different hand motion states and speeds. The results showed an excellent degree of

robustness against scale, rotation, illumination, and for a cluttered background.

In Fig. 24.3 some results are presented for the hand tracker system with testing of

robustness against scale, rotation, illumination, and for a cluttered background.

We compared the proposed approach with various other approaches, and these

detection results are shown in Fig. 24.4. In Fig. 24.4, three different algorithms were

compared to test tracking reliability and accuracy. The three different algorithms

were camshift, TLD, and the JTWH tracker.

From Fig. 24.4, we can see that the tracking result for camshift is sensitive to the

skin color-like background, meanwhile the TLD algorithm is not reliable when

tracking a fast deforming hand and it is easy to lose the hand because the hand

texture is fuzzy and it is not easy to extract the key point in every frame. On the

contrary, the tracking result for our proposed approach has a higher tracking

accuracy, and can track the hand more robustly.

Fig. 24.2 A brief diagram of the tracking system
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Fig. 24.3 Hand-tracking results using the proposed approach with a cluttered background against:

(a) Scale; (b) rotation; (c) illumination

Fig. 24.4 Comparison of tracking results. (a) The tracking result for camshift; (b) the tracking

result for TLD; (c) the tracking result for the proposed algorithm



Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a novel hand-tracking approach based on JTWH

features. JTWH features are not sensitive to deformation and motion blur,

integrating both the similarity measurement and the adaptive model updating

method; the proposed algorithm can track the hand reliably and accurately.

Future work will aim to test the algorithm in different color spaces to improve

skin color discrimination.
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Chapter 25

Combination of User’s Judging Power
and Similarity for Collaborative
Recommendation Algorithm

Li Zhang, Yuqing Xue, and Shuyan Cao

Abstract As an effective way to solve information overload, the collaborative

filtering (CF) algorithm has been widely used in the personalized recommendation.

In order to improve the accuracy of recommendation, an improved collaborative

recommendation algorithm is proposed. Firstly, evaluate the user’s judging power

based on historical scoring; then, combine the user’s judging power and similarity

to improve the traditional user-based CF algorithm. Experimental results show that

the judging power is positively correlated with the recommendation abilities of

users and also verify that the judging power extracts the depth information from

historical scoring and factors to influence a user on adopting the recommendation

results.

Keywords Collaborative filtering • Judging power • Similarity • Information

diffusion

25.1 Introduction

With the maturity of Web 2.0, the personalized recommendation has been greatly

developed, which brings about a large amount of commercial profits and benefits

with its accuracy, efficiency, and individuation. Under the efforts from different

research fields, the recommendation technologies are becoming more and more

mature. Although, along with the increase of users and items, sparse and real-time

greatly challenges the performance of the CF algorithm; it is still the most popular

recommendation algorithm in the personalized information service. Researchers

have carried out a lot of work to improve its performance, such as item-based CF,

probability-based CF, matrix reduction-based CF, clustering-based CF, etc.

[1]. Some model-based CF algorithms show extraordinary talents, such as the

probability model, maximum entropy model, linear regression model, and Gibbs
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abstract and Baysmodel [2]. On the basis of these studies, the user’s judging power

is combined with the similarity between users to improve the CF algorithm in the

paper, which is calculated based on rating data.

25.2 Related Work

The CF algorithm is based on the assumption that similar users always have some

common views on interests and hobbies; as to the user-based CF, the main process

is trying to find out who can collaborate with the target users. It tries to find

N neighbors who have the highest similarity with the target user. In order to

improve the performance of the recommendation algorithms and reduce the com-

putational complexity, researchers have done a lot on the similarity calculation and

neighbor selecting with related works divided into three branches. One branch is

adding time, item attributes, user interest, and other factors into the similarity

estimation. The time factor was integrated with user similarity to improve the

performance of the recommendation algorithm [3]. On the basis of the amount of

co-rated items and the variance of rating to evaluate the similarity between users,

Zhang et al. improved the performance by users’ dynamic reordering in the nearest

neighbor set [4]. Sun et al. do the same work [5]. Some researchers (Cheng et al. and

Zitouni et al.) combined item attributes with user rating to calculate the similarity

between users and also enhance the algorithms [6, 7]. Zhang et al. calculated users’

similarity based on their interests as described by the item similarity, and the

algorithm also achieved good results [8]. The second branch is using social network

information to enhance similarity. Some scholars (Yuan et al. and Lee et al.)

integrated users’ rating data with friendship or membership in a social network or

social network tag data to calculate the similarity between users [9, 10]. On the

other hand, Chen and Fong introduced trust into the calculation of similarity and

considered that users with a higher trust degree would have greater similarity

[11]. The third branch is to improve the similarity calculation method based on

the structure of social network. Zheng et al. calculated the distance between users

based on social network graph and adjusted similarity calculation with the distance.

They considered that the closer the users were, the greater similarity they would

have [12]. Nonetheless, the computational complexity of distance calculation

became higher with the increase of users and items. Some researchers introduced

the diffusion theory and heat conduction into personalized recommendation and

proposed a batch of improved algorithms. Tao Zhou et al. put forward the resource

allocation model in the user-item bipartite network. In the CF algorithm, user

resources can be viewed as his/her recommendation capability used as weights to

calculate similarity [13]. Xing-Yao et al. fused singular values and the above

resource allocation model to improve the similarity calculating method [14],

which thus enhanced the performance of the recommendation algorithms and

alleviated cold-start problems for a certain extent; what is more important is that

it brought about a new perspective for related researchers.
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The above studies have improved the performance of the CF algorithm to some

extent, but they have not taken the impact of professional judgment on recommen-

dation results into consideration. The similarity threshold or limitation may cause

users with better judging power cannot be used for recommendation. It has been

proved that the professional ability and judging power of information dispersers are

important factors which may affect the adoption of recipients in the process of

word-of-mouth [15]. We improve the performance of user-based CF algorithm by

making use of the user’s judging power in this paper, which can reflect the influence

of users in the social network and describe user similarity more truly.

25.3 Traditional User-Based CF Algorithm

The paper adopts traditional user-based CF algorithm as the baseline algorithm,

which is also called neighbor-based CF algorithm and noted as SCF in the paper.

Firstly, SCF constructs the nearest neighbor sets as the target users by user

similarity and then predicts the rating of target users for each item that has been

rated by users collectively in the selected neighbor set. Finally, the top-m items

reordered by the predicted rating are recommended to the target users.

25.3.1 User Similarity

Here, the Pearson coefficient is used to estimate the similarity between users.

Suppose I(u) and I(v) are item sets that have been rated by user u and v, respec-
tively; thus, I(u)\ I(v) can mean item intersection rated by user u and v [8]. Then

the similarity between user u and v (sim(u, v)) is indicated by Formula (25.1):

sim u; vð Þ ¼
X

i2I uð Þ\I vð Þ Ru, i � Ru

� �
Rv, i � Rv

� �ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX
i2I uð Þ\I vð Þ Ru, i � Ru

� �2r ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX
i2I uð Þ\I vð Þ Rv, i � Rv

� �2r ð25:1Þ

where Ru,i and Rv,i denote the scoring on the item i(i2 I(u)\ I(v)) for user u and

v, respectively, while Ru and Rv are their means. All the rating data of users used in

this paper is normalized into [0, 1].

25.3.2 Predicted Rating

The weighted mean method is adopted to predict the score for target users [8], as

shown in Formula (25.2):
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pu, t ¼ Ru þ
X

v2Nu
sim u; vð Þ�Rv, t � Rv

�X
v2Nu

sim u; vð Þ ð25:2Þ

where Nu denotes the nearest neighbor set for target user u and pu,t means the

predicted score on item t(t2 I(Nu)), which is the item intersection rated by users in

Nu for user u.

25.4 Improved CF Algorithm Based on User’s
Judging Power

The traditional user-based CF is to find the nearest neighbors of target users for

recommendation. As a result, the recommendation capacity of the neighbor set

affects the performance of the algorithm directly, whereas the traditional algorithm

has not distinguished the user’s judging power while choosing neighbors. Due to

the similarity threshold or the limitation on the amount of neighbors, users with

better recommendation capacity may not be added into the nearest neighbor set. In

order to get a better neighbor set, we make an overall consideration of the similarity

between users and recommendation capacity. In this paper, the recommendation

capacity is indicated by the user’s judging power.

25.4.1 User’s Judging Power

Suppose there are N users {u1, u2, . . ., uN} and M items {I1, I2, . . ., IM}. Each user

has a different judging power, and each item has a different quality. The judgment

of a user and the quality of item are implied from the existing rating information.

The mean score is often used as a representation of the inherent quality of items;

however, it is affected greatly by noisy data; besides, it supposes each user has the

same judging power, which does not comply with the previous assumption. Thus,

this paper calculates the user’s judging power by the variance score and item’s

quality [16]. The main steps are shown as below:

1. Calculate quality qj for item j in the dataset by Formula (25.3):

qj ¼
XN

u¼1 αu, j � wu � Ru, j ð25:3Þ

where wu is the judging power of user u and its initial value is 1 N= ; αu,j indicates
whether user u rated item j; if he/her rates the item, let αu,j¼ 0; on the contrary,

αu,j¼ 1 and Ru,j denote user u scoring on item j.
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2. Calculate the user’s rating variance by Formula (25.4):

vu ¼ 1XM

j¼1 αu, j

XM

j¼1 αu, j
�
Ru, j � qj

�
2 ð25:4Þ

3. Reckon wu by Formula (25.5):

wu ¼ v�1uXN

i¼1 v
�1
i

ð25:5Þ

4. Repeat 1–3 until the quality difference between two rounds reaches the thresh-

old, and then we can get the final judging power wu for user u.

25.4.2 Improved CF Algorithm

The improved algorithm in the paper mainly improves the nearest neighbor set

selection. The other steps are the same as the SCF algorithm. In order to explore the

impact of the user’s judgment on CF performance, the neighbor set for target users

is constructed in two ways, distinguishing UPCF1 from UPCF2.
The main idea of the UPCF1 algorithm is shown as below:

Input: user rating for items

Output: top-m items

Step 1: calculate the judging power wu for user u based on the algorithm described

in Sect. 25.4.1.

Step 2: combine the user’s judgment as a kind of weight with the similarity

calculation in Formula (25.1), shown in Formula (25.6), and select k nearest

neighbors to generate the neighbor set Nu for user u based on this:

sim
0
u; vð Þ ¼ wv � sim u; vð Þ ð25:6Þ

Step 3: generate item set I(Nu) rated by the users collectively in Nu.

Step 4: compute pu,t(t2 I(Nu)) by Formula (25.2) and reorder them in descending

order based on pu,t.
Step 5: select the top-m items and recommend them to user u.
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Same as the above UPCF1 algorithm, the main idea of the UPCF2 algorithm can

be described as below:

Input: user rating for items

Output: top-m items

Step 1: calculate the judging power wu for user u based on the algorithm described

in Sect. 25.4.1.

Step 2: compute the similarity between user u and another user v by Formula (25.1),

and then select N1 nearest neighbors to build up the candidate neighbor set.

Step 3: reorder the users in the candidate neighbor set according to the user’s

judging power, and pick out the top-k users in the list to compose the neighbor

set Nu.

Step 4: generate item set I(Nu) rated by users collectively in Nu.

Step 5: compute pu,t(t2 I(Nu)) by Formula (25.2) and reorder them in descending

order based on pu,t.
Step 6: select the top-m items and recommend them to user u.

25.5 Experiments

We used MovieLens dataset in our experiments, which is provided by GroupLens
Laboratory. This set includes 100,000 scores rated by 943 users on 1,682 movies;

scores vary from 1 to 5; we normalize the rating data into [0, 1] in the algorithm.

25.5.1 Evaluation Metrics

The mean absolute error (MAE) is adopted to measure the recommendation accu-

racy of the algorithm in the paper. As an absolute value, MAE represents the

difference between the predicted score and the real score for user u [8], which

will calculate the overall ratings available in the evaluation subset by Formula

(25.7):

MAE ¼
Xm

t¼1 pu, t � Ru, t

		 		
mu

ð25:7Þ

wheremu(mu�M ) indicates the number of items rated by user u, pu,t(t¼ 1, 2, . . .,
mu) is the predicted score for user u on item t, and Ru,t(t¼ 1, 2, . . .,mu) is his/her real

rating. The MAE could offer accuracy performance of the algorithm through

computing the deviation between the predicted score and the actual score. That is

to say, the smaller the value of the MAE, the higher the quality of recommendation

will be.
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25.5.2 Experimental Results

In order to measure the performance of the algorithm proposed in the paper, we

launched three experiments under the conditions of SCF, UPCF1, and UPCF2,
respectively. Table 25.1 and Fig. 25.1 show the experimental results of the three

algorithms.

In experiments, the volume k of the neighbor set is set to 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60,

70, and 80, respectively, and makes recommendation with the top 20 items. In

UPCF2, the first step selects N1 similar users as candidates of neighbors according

to Formula (25.1) and N1¼ 3k/2. Figure 25.1 shows us that the user’s judgment as a

weight in combination with the traditional CF algorithm just improves the perfor-

mance a little; however, the viewing judgment as a screening index and changing

the order of the nearest users may enhance the performance a lot (UPCF2),
particularly when the candidate neighbor set is bigger. This means that the user’s

judging power plays a critical role in the accuracy of recommendation results. It

indicates that the user’s judgment will affect his or her capability upon recommen-

dation, and it also has an impaction on results adopted by other users for decision

making.

Table 25.1 Summaries of MAE

Number of

neighbors k 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

SCF 0.2065 0.1976 0.1918 0.1879 0.1847 0.1804 0.1762 0.173

UPCF1 0.2053 0.1969 0.1915 0.1876 0.1841 0.1803 0.1765 0.1729

UPCF2 0.2047 0.197 0.1913 0.1873 0.1831 0.1782 0.1745 0.1711

Fig. 25.1 MAE of three algorithms
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From Fig. 25.1, we can see the accuracy of the above three methods has no

obvious difference, while k2 [10, 40]. As k increases, the UPCF2 algorithm shows

good performance, but UPCF1 approaches the SCF algorithm more and more. This

shows us that the user’s judging power and its similarity with others have the same

trend and also indicates that the more similar the users, the greater the impact on

user recommendations will be; but the users still have different judgments. As we

are living in a network age, the e-business merchants always choose neighbors of

relative great amount to provide us with all kinds of items and services. Some

suggestions from neighbors with relative higher judging power may help us select

neighbors giving us the best advice.

Conclusion
In the process of information diffusion, the professional capability and

judgment of information senders affect the willingness of recipients. In this

paper, we integrate the user’s natural attribute judging power with the user-

based CF algorithm to reflect the influencing factor on the performance of

recommendation in a more accurate manner. The result shows positive

influence of judgment on the accuracy of algorithm; but as we calculate the

judging power without taking into account the subject of items, the improve-

ment is not obvious. As each user has a quite different influence on different

domains, the future work is to estimate the user’s judging power in the

subject-oriented situation.
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Chapter 26

An Improved Naı̈ve Bayes Classifier Method
in Public Opinion Analysis

Yun Lin, Jie Wang, and Rong Zou

Abstract An improved naı̈ve Bayes classifier is proposed. The method includes

aspects of improvement: to get a reduced text feature word set by filtering the

synonym, to iterate two different feature selection methods, and to effectively

improve the representative feature set. The experimental results show that this

method can effectively improve the performance of naı̈ve Bayes classifier.

Keywords Feature selection • Text classification • Synonyms • Naı̈ve Bayes

26.1 Introduction

The text classification module is an important component of the Internet public

opinion monitoring system. Text classification result directly affects the accuracy

and sensitivity of the Internet public opinion monitoring system. In an Internet

public opinion detection system, it is very necessary to have a suitable text

classification method. There are many ways to construct the text classification

module. The commonly used text classification methods are the Bayes networks,

decision methods, instance-based learning method, method of artificial neural

network, support vector machine method, genetic algorithm, rough set method,

fuzzy set method, etc. [1].

The naı̈ve Bayes classifier is a kind of Bayes classifier which is now recognized

as a simple and effective classification method based on the probability theory. Its

performance can be comparable with the decision tree and neural network algo-

rithms, even better in some areas. However, the model often encounters problems in

practice: One is that to reduce the computational scale, the naı̈ve Bayes classifier is

based on conditional independence assumption, but since the restrictions are too

strict, it is often difficult to meet them in practice. The other is that the attribute set

in preprocessing requires simplifying and that attribute reduction which is good or

not will directly affect the classification results.
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This paper shows two aspects of research. One is how to get a simplified text

feature word set by filtering the synonym. The other is how to iterate two different

feature selection methods, to effectively improve the representative feature set.

26.2 Related Knowledge

26.2.1 Text Classification

Text classification is the process of classifying the text into predefined categories

based on the text content, according to a certain algorithm of automatic classifica-

tion. From a mathematical point of view, text classification is a process of mapping:

A text which does not indicate the categories is mapping to the existing text

category. A mathematical formula can be expressed as follows: f: A!B, where
A is a collection of text to be classified and B is the category set. Text classification

system establishes the mapping rules and the discriminate rules which summed up

the law of classification according to the known samples. The system would classify

a new text to the relevant category according to the discriminated rules.

26.2.2 Synonyms

In the field of information retrieval, synonyms do not equal to the synonymous

notions in the linguistics and in daily life, which do not consider the feelings of

color and tone, and mainly refer to the ability to replace each other and express the

same or similar concept vocabulary [2]. The synonyms of information retrieval are

divided into the following categories: (1) synonyms and synonyms in phrases,

meaning exactly the same words; (2) quasi synonym and near synonym phrases,

meaning the same basic words and phrases; (3) some specific hyponyms; and

(4) individual antonyms, which are words that describe the same theme but are

incompatible. The research is based on “Tongyici Cilin (Extended Edition)” of the

Information Retrieval Lab of Harbin Engineering University.

26.2.3 Naı̈ve Bayes Classifier in Public Opinion

A naı̈ve Bayes classifier is a simple probabilistic classifier based on applying

Bayes’ theorem with strong (naı̈ve) independence assumptions. Despite their

naı̈ve design and apparently oversimplified assumptions, the naı̈ve Bayes classifiers

have worked quite well in many complex real-world situations. Despite the fact that

the far-reaching independence assumptions are often inaccurate, the naı̈ve Bayes
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classifier has several properties that make it surprisingly useful in practice [3]. The

main classification steps are as follows:

• Unnumbered training process: to calculate the probability p(wi/cj) of feature

words wi belonging to each category cj.
• Testing process: to calculate the probability p(ci/d ) of test text d belonging to the

class ci; text d will be classified into the categories of maximum probability.

26.3 Improved Naı̈ve Bayes Classifier

The text classification system is composed of the training process and the testing

process. The training process has four steps: (1) public opinion preprocessing,

including synonym filter; (2) feature selection, two iterative methods; (3) weight

calculation; and (4) construction of the classifier. The testing process has five steps:

(1) preprocessing, including synonym filter, (2) feature extraction, (3) weighted

calculation, (4) classification, and (5) the classification result evaluation. The main

improvement is synonym filtering and the two iterative methods.

26.3.1 Public Opinion Text Preprocessing

• Word segmentation and preliminary preprocessing. Word segmentation is the

main task of preprocessing; the effectiveness of segmentation will directly affect

the other process. We use the maximum matching segmentation method. After a

set of words are obtained, word frequency will be calculated. At the same time,

the vocabulary that is not very important like stop words and function words will

be removed, and the lower frequency words will be also removed.

• Synonyms processing. The set of feature words filter synonyms based on

“Tongyici Cilin (extended version).” After the synonym filtering, the set of

feature words no longer contain synonyms, reducing the number of feature

words.

26.3.2 Improved Method of Feature Selection

Feature selection is a key problem in text classification. It has simplified calculation

and prevents over fitting, reducing the role of vector space dimension. The com-

monly used feature selection methods mainly include document frequency, mutual

information, information gain, expected cross entropy, etc. [4, 5].

In text classification, when the set of feature words change, there will be a lot of

differences between the VSM vectors of each sample document. Therefore, even if
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the training set is still the original samples, in fact the samples themselves have

undergone great changes. The trained naı̈ve Bayes classifier will have very big

differences. Feature extraction method calculates the evaluation score for each

word in the set. A word is chosen as “the feature word” when its evaluation score

is greater than a certain threshold. The experiment shows that different feature

extraction methods will produce different feature sets and the minimum coinci-

dence rate of each set of feature words is less than 10 %. Therefore, even in the

same learning system and in the same training sample set, performance will also be

different. Therefore, a combination might have better effects.

According to the facts above, we try to combine two different feature extraction

methods to extract feature word set, in order to obtain better classification effects.

Mutual information is widely used in statistical language models, and it is better

than other algorithms [6]. The mutual information method extracts different fea-

tures from the characteristics of different categories, and the expected cross entropy

is considered as the distribution of each feature in each category. So we select the

mutual information and the expected cross entropy of two kinds of iterative

methods. The following is the standard form of the two methods (w is feature; ci
is category).

The mutual information function is defined as follows:

MI wð Þ ¼ p cið Þlg p w=c
i

ð Þ
p wð Þ ð26:1Þ

p(w/ci) is the probability of feature w appearing in the class ci. p(ci) is the

probability of category ci, and p(w) is the frequency of feature w in the training

corpus. For each category, the greater the mutual information of the word w is, the

greater the co-occurrence probability of the word and the category is. Normally the

maximum w in all kinds of value is the MI.

The expected cross entropy is defined as follows:

CrossEntr wð Þ ¼ p wð Þ
X

i
p
�
ci=w

�
lg
p ci=wð Þ
p cið Þ ð26:2Þ

p(ci/w) represents the probability of text belonging to ci when the text has term

w. If terms and categories are strongly correlated, when p(ci/w) is big, and the

corresponding class probability is small, it shows that the effect of term is large on

the classification, the corresponding function value is large, and the term is likely to

be chosen as the feature item.

26.3.3 The Improved Feature Extraction Process

1. Calculate mutual information and the expected cross entropy of all features.

2. Order features according to the score value.
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3. Extract feature item according to a certain proportion, and combine the feature to

get the subset.

4. Calculate the performance evaluation index.

5. Adjust the proportions; repeat 3 and 4 to obtain the optimal feature subset.

26.3.4 Improved Naı̈ve Bayes Classifier Model

The naı̈ve Bayes classifier is a kind of Bayes classifier which is now recognized as a

simple and effective classification method based on the probability theory. In this

model, the assumption is that all attributes of wi (i¼ 1, 2,. . ., n) are independent of
the class variable c and that every attribute variable is a class variable as the parent
node only. The improved model plus a layer based on the attribute level synonym

filtering, such as the properties of w3 and w4 as synonyms, is merged into w3
0.

Synonyms no longer contain the attribute layer after filtration, and the assumption

of feature independence of naı̈ve Bayes was weakening while reducing the feature

dimension (Fig. 26.1).

26.4 Experimental Results and Analysis

26.4.1 The Test Set

In order to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of this method, we use the text

categorization data of Sogou laboratory (lite version) as the test corpus. Five

categories—sports, travel, education, culture, and automobile—were chosen, each

of which contained 1990 news releases, a total of 9,950 documents. In the exper-

iment, 1,300 news releases were randomly selected from each category as the

training data and 690 as the validation data.

C

w1 w3 w4 wn

W1' W3' Wn'

Fig. 26.1 The improved

naı̈ve Bayes classifier
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26.4.2 Evaluation Method

The classification performance evaluation of text categorization is often used for

precision ratio, recall ratio, and F1. Precision is the ratio of the correct text number

by classification and the actual number of classification. Recall is the ratio of the

correct text number of classification and the number of all the texts. The F1 test

value combines the precision ratio with recall ratio. F1 is the harmonious value of

precision and recall.

Precision ratio¼ distinguishing the text cj class number/the actual discrimination

for text cj class number

Recall ratio¼ distinguishing the text cj class number/the number of texts actually

participating in the test in class cj
F1¼ precision ratio� recall ratio� 2/(precision ratio + recall ratio)

26.4.3 The Experimental Results

Several comparative experiments using the mutual information method and the

improvement method have been done. The results are shown in Tables 26.1 and

26.2. Naı̈ve Bayes-MI shows the mutual information feature selection method.

Naı̈ve Bayes-MC shows the two iterative feature selection methods. Improved

naı̈ve Bayes-MI shows the mutual information feature selection method for word

processing. Improved naı̈ve Bayes-MC shows the iterative synonyms processed by

a variety of feature selection methods.

From the table data we can get the conclusion that it is effective to improve the

classification by data processing with synonym and the iterative feature selection

method.

Table 26.1 The classification result 1

Category

Naı̈ve Bayes-MI Naı̈ve Bayes-MC

Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1

Sports 80.1 95.8 87.2 98.2 93.5 95.8

Travel 88.9 86.6 87.7 99.1 64.6 78.2

Education 70.3 51.1 59.2 90.1 68.2 77.6

Culture 61.5 60.1 60.8 86.7 75.2 80.5

Automobile 66.9 70.5 68.7 56.7 94.9 71.0
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Conclusion

With the increasing demand for network information processing, the text

classification module is an important component of the monitoring system of

the Internet public opinion. The paper discusses some key steps in the

implementation of the text classification system and proposes an improved

naı̈ve Bayes classifier. The method includes aspects of improvement: to get a

reduced text feature word set by filtering the synonym, to iterate two different

feature selection methods, and to effectively improve the representative

feature set. The experimental data shows that the above method reduces the

dimension of the feature space and the amount of calculation. The method can

effectively improve the performance of the naı̈ve Bayes classifier system.
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Table 26.2 The classification result 2

Category

Improved naı̈ve Bayes-MI Improved naı̈ve Bayes-MC

Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1

Sports 99.4 93.2 97.6 94.1 97.1 95.6

Travel 99.4 60.9 87.5 94.8 86.1 90.2

Education 91.5 66.2 84.0 89.8 75.2 81.9

Culture 86.3 72.2 83.3 67.4 78.9 72.7

Automobile 51.6 94.3 59.8 75.8 80.1 77.9
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Chapter 27

Overseas Risk Intelligence Monitoring Based
on Computer Modeling

Peipei Su

Abstract Research on overseas risk intelligence monitoring makes the international

companies companies avoid overseas risk. Computer modeling of overseas risk

intelligence monitoring is done on the basis of database management systems, includ-

ing systems for gathering, cleaning up, researching, and using knowledge. Then the

article estimate the model of overseas risk intelligence monitoring using estimation

algorithms, including method of algorithms, effectiveness algorithms, and resource

quantity algorithms. The whole computer model of overseas risk intelligence moni-

toring will supply international enterprises with theory and technology.

Keywords Computer model • Database management systems • Overseas risk

intelligence • Intelligence monitoring

27.1 Introduction

With global economic development and the deepening of reforms and greater

openness, the number of international businesses is increasing. And at the same

time, international business faces all kinds of risk. The development of information

technology and networks provides international enterprises with a convenient tool

for gathering risk signals, which are converted into risk intelligence, and then this

risk intelligence is used by international enterprises [1]. However, this process from

risk signals to risk intelligence is completed by risk intelligence monitoring. There

is an inherent link between intelligence and knowledge. Intelligence is the station-

ary state of knowledge, and knowledge is the activation of knowledge [2]. These

characteristics bring overseas venture problems related to monitoring overseas risk

intelligence [3]. This article uses a computer model to monitor overseas risk

intelligence. Thus, the article builds a computer model of overseas risk intelligence.

Many scholars conduct research on overseas risks from different aspects. Some

scholars examine environmental risks, including political risks and exchange rate

risks [4]. Other scholars research inner risks, including moral risks, contract risks,

and business risks [5]. Still others research how to construct risk indicators and
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divide these risk indicators into three parts: liquidity indicators, macroeconomic

indicators of environmental risks, and capital risk indicators [6]. They believe that

computer systems can enhance modern management of enterprises, identify over-

seas risks, and provide international enterprises with convenience [7]. Computer

systems greatly affect economics, informatics, and management. At the same time,

computer technology has a great influence on information gathering and system

processing [8].

27.2 Theoretical Basis

27.2.1 Concept of Overseas Risk Intelligence Monitoring

Intelligence monitoring includes the gathering and processing of intelligence,

analysis and research, and reporting and dissemination [9]. This article divides

overseas risks into three parts: external environmental overseas risks, internal

overseas risks, and risk from competitor. Overseas risk signals need to be converted

into overseas risk intelligence so that overseas risk intelligence can be used by

international enterprises. The process requires the use of intelligence monitoring.

Overseas risk intelligence monitoring is the process of converting overseas risk

signals into overseas risk intelligence by gathering, arranging, researching, and

using. Finally, international enterprises obtain the overseas risk using intelligence.

By the process of gathering, arranging, researching, and analyzing the intelligence,

international enterprises obtain the overseas risk intelligence, but because overseas

risk intelligence has the characteristic of knowledge, such as concealment, using

overseas risk intelligence is difficult. Thus, according to the SECI model of

Nonaka, overseas risk intelligence of concealment is a starting point, and then

undergoes socialization, externalization, combination, and internalization, and

finally the overseas risk intelligence of concealment can be widely shared through-

out the international enterprises [10].

27.2.2 Use of Computer Modeling in Overseas Risk
Intelligence Monitoring

27.2.2.1 Use of Computer Modeling in Outside Overseas Risk
Intelligence Monitoring

The construction of computer models of international enterprises helps to provide

an understanding of the depth of external environmental overseas risk intelligence.

External environmental overseas risk includes political risks, legal risks, exchange

risks, and economic risks. The establishment of a computer model expands the

channels of signal gathering. When international enterprises gathering these risk
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signals, they can obtain more overseas risk signals using a computer model based

on database management.

27.2.2.2 Use of Computer Modeling in Internal Overseas Risk

Intelligence Monitoring

The construction of a computer model by international enterprises helps manage

information related to internal overseas risk intelligence monitoring. Internal over-

seas risks include moral risks and risks related to commercial secrets. When

international enterprises face these risks, they cannot identify these risks. Moral

risks stem from the fact that international enterprises protect their own interests.

The establishment of a computer model encourages workers to share information

and assemble database of management. Thus, such a model can contribute to

information management. However, knowledge of concealment can be shared by

SECI model in the role of bar [11].

27.2.2.3 Use of Computer Modeling in Competitor Overseas Risk

Intelligence Monitoring

The construction of a computer model by international enterprises helps in recog-

nizing overseas risk intelligence. Rival overseas risk includes trade barriers to the

strategy. A computer model may supply accurate information about risk related to

one’s competitors. Thus, international enterprises can determine the price of their

products in international markets.

27.3 Database Management Model of Overseas Risk
Intelligence

27.3.1 Database Management Model of Overseas Risk
Intelligence Gathering

When international enterprises gather intelligence on overseas risks, complete

information on overseas risks is impossible because of the dependence of overseas

risk intelligence. Overseas risk intelligence from different regions relates to areas

such as policy, law, and local customs. Thus, the dependence of overseas risk

intelligence is described by entity attribute. The entity attributes of overseas risk

intelligence are shown in Table 27.1.
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27.3.2 Database Management Model of Overseas Risk
Intelligence Clean-Up

Database management modeling of overseas risk intelligence clean-up involves

processing a database management model of overseas risk intelligence gathering.

Thus, the description of this entity attribute is the same as the database management

model of overseas risk intelligence gathering.

27.3.3 Database Management Model of Overseas Risk
Intelligence Research

Database management modeling for researching overseas risk intelligence involves

processing the database management model of overseas risk intelligence gathering

and clean-up. Thus, the description of this entity attribute is the same as the

database management model of overseas risk intelligence gathering and clean-up.

27.3.4 Database Management Model of Overseas Risk
Intelligence Use

Database management modeling of overseas risk intelligence use is accomplished

on the basis of the three database management models. Following the gathering,

clean-up, and researching of the database management model, international enter-

prises obtain overseas risk intelligence. But overseas risk intelligence has a con-

cealment attribute, so the concealment attribute is in a one-to-one relation to

overseas risk intelligence. Thus, this article combines a bivariate table of overseas

risk intelligence gathering with a bivariate table of overseas risk intelligence use.

The entity attribute of overseas risk intelligence use is divided into two forms: types

of overseas risk intelligence and conversion of overseas risk intelligence. The latter

form can be described as “the number of knowledge reserve of overseas risk

intelligence.”

Table 27.1 Indicators of

overseas risk intelligence

monitoring

Attribute Type

Overseas risk number Number

Overseas risk area name Chart

Overseas risk type Chart

Overseas risk quantity Chart

Overseas risk start time Time

Overseas ending time Time
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27.3.5 Empirical Analysis

This study uses a questionnaire format to obtain data; 100 questionnaires were

distributed, and 50 valid samples were collected. The article uses SPSS data

analysis (Tables 27.2 and 27.3).

27.4 Algorithm Model of Overseas Risk Intelligence
Monitoring

27.4.1 Cost Algorithm Model of Overseas Intelligence
Monitoring

Overseas intelligence monitoring requires expenditures on manpower and material

resources. The cost of overseas risk intelligence monitoring¼∑ invested cost of

computer systems +∑ time cost of manpower +∑ cost of human resources.

27.4.2 Availability Algorithm Model of Overseas Intelligence
Monitoring

The attribute of overseas risk intelligence monitoring is used to explain whether the

information of overseas risk intelligence monitoring can be used in the database

management model. The algorithm of availability is divided into three numerical

numbers:

Now: this means that the risk intelligence needs to be recorded in the database

management model.

Table 27.2 Scale reliability analysis

Variable Cronbach’s alpha Entry number

External environmental overseas risk monitoring 0.709 4

Internal overseas risk monitoring 0.8 3

Competitor overseas risk monitoring 0.72 2

α coefficient of each of the above factors is more than 0.7, which shows that the choice of the

sample data is reasonable, so it passes the reliability test

Table 27.3 KMO and

Bartlett test
KMO 0.721

Bartlett χ2 160.421

df 50

Sig. 0.000

The results of the KMO and Bartlett test of sphericity values show

that the selected data are appropriate
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History: this means that the risk intelligence need not be recorded in the database

management model, but it is recorded in the entity attribute of the quantity of

overseas risk intelligence.

27.4.3 Resource Algorithm Model of Overseas Intelligence
Monitoring

The resource algorithm of overseas risk intelligence monitoring can be calculated

using the knowledge reserve of overseas risk intelligence monitoring, and overseas

risk intelligence is at the core of enterprise resources [12]. Thus, international

enterprises need to calculate overseas risk intelligence. The method for calculating

overseas risk intelligence is as follows:

Amount of resources of overseas risk intelligence

¼
X

amount of knowledge reserve at present

þ
X

amount of knowledge reserve in the past

�
X

conceal knowledge reserveatpresent:

27.4.4 Empirical Analysis

To reduce costs, a company establishes a model of computer algorithm systems.

The systems are based on a database management model. The systems include three

parts: external environmental overseas risk monitoring, internal overseas risk

monitoring, and competitor overseas risk monitoring. Then the costs are assessed

using algorithmic systems (Fig. 27.1).

Conclusion

The establishment of computer management system models contributes to the

conducting of overseas risk intelligence monitoring. Moreover, the article

assesses computer management system models using algorithm models. The

approach presented in this paper has several advantages: first, in the face of

overseas risk intelligence, international enterprises update the contents of

their management database. Societies and global markets are changing, so

it adds the new overseas risk intelligence to management databases in order to

share the risk model throughout a company. Second, international companies

encourage the sharing of overseas risk intelligence. It can enlarge new

knowledge into management database. Last but not least, as for the hardware

and software of database management systems, international enterprises

update computer hardware and software.
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Chapter 28

Quality of Service-Based Particle Swarm
Optimization Scheduling in Cloud
Computing

Shuang Zhao, Xianli Lu, and Xuejun Li

Abstract Scheduling is important in cloud computing system. In this paper, an

adaptive particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is proposed to optimize

quality of service (Qos)-guided task scheduling in cloud computing. This schedul-

ing targets a trade-off between completion time and cost. The proposed algorithm

adaptively changes PSO parameters according to the evolution state evaluation.

This adaptation can avoid premature convergence and explore the search space

more efficiently. When swarms are trapped into premature convergence, mutation

is introduced to the velocity and position updating strategy to improve the ability of

global search. Simulation results reveal that the algorithm can achieve significant

optimization of completion time and cost.

Keywords Scheduling • PSO • Time-varying parameters • Qos • Cloud computing

28.1 Introduction

Cloud computing is a popular trend which involves virtualization, networking,

parallel and distributed computing, web services and software, etc. Scheduling is

vital in cloud computing. Effective and efficient task scheduling algorithm can

improve resource utilization. Many scheduling strategies and algorithms have been

proposed to solve the scheduling problem more efficiently in the cloud.
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28.2 PSO and Scheduling with PSO

In 1995 Kennedy and Eberhart introduced PSO [1]. The algorithm proposed by Shi

Y and Eberhart with inertia weight is regarded as the standard algorithm [2]. Many

modified PSO algorithms are proposed to get better optimization by an adaptive

change of parameters and combination with additional mutation operation.

Due to its simplicity, fast convergence, ease of implementation, and effective-

ness, PSO has drawn much attention from various fields and has become popular in

a wide range of application. A substantial number of PSO-based algorithms have

been proposed to solve scheduling problem and task allocation [3–6].

28.3 Proposed PSO

28.3.1 Particle Encoding Method

To apply PSO successfully to scheduling problems, mapping the particle position to

the problem solution must be considered first. In this paper, a particle is expressed

as an N (N is the number of tasks) dimension vector and each dimension represents

a task. The value of the particle in each dimension represents the resource number

that a task is assigned to. The solution of each dimension of particles keeps

changing in the search process. The particle position represents a potential sched-

uling; the position can be decoded to obtain a feasible solution [7].

One of the particles is constructed as shown in Table 28.1. The particle has six

dimensions, representing six tasks, and the value of the particle in each dimension

represents the number of resource which the task is assigned to. The particle is

coded as shown in Table 28.2.

28.3.2 Fitness Function

Fitness function is used to measure the quality of the particles in the population

according to the given optimization objective. In this paper the scheduling target

focuses on minimizing the Qos parameter, that is, completion time and cost.

Table 28.2 Particle encoding

Particle 3 1 2 3 2 0

Table 28.1 Task-resource

allocation
Task T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6

Resource 3 1 2 3 2 0
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The execution time ETij of task ti on resource rj is defined as the time taken by rj
to execute ti. The completion time CTij is defined as the sum of ETij and the

beginning time btij of task ti on resource rj.
The time fitness functions of an individual task ti are defined as

f time ið Þ ¼ CTij=avgTi ð28:1Þ

where avgTi is the average execution time of the task assigned to all the

resources supposing that the resource has no load.

The cost fitness function of an individual task ti is defined as

f cos t ið Þ ¼ Cij=avgCi ð28:2Þ

where Cij is the total cost of task ti on resource rj and avgCi is the average cost of

the task ti assigned to all the resources.

The objective function f(x) is mathematically stated as to minimizing the com-

pletion time and cost of all tasks:

f xð Þ ¼ min
Xm
i¼1

w1 � f time ið Þ þ w2 � f cos t ið Þ
 !

ð28:3Þ

where w1 is the weight value of time and w2 is the weight value of cost,

w1 +w2¼ 1.

28.3.3 Proposed PSO Algorithm

The PSO is simple in concept and effective, but at the same time it falls into the

premature convergence and local optima easily. Many strategies on performance

improvement have been applied, including improved parameters, topological struc-

tures, and combination with auxiliary operations. This paper presents time-varying

parameters of inertia weight and acceleration coefficient to modify the learning

strategies of particles. When swarms are trapped into premature convergence,

introduce “mutation” to the position and velocity updating strategy to enhance

the ability of global search. The algorithm is shown in Fig. 28.1, whose structure is

similar to the original PSO.

AccFator denotes convergence speed and AssFactor denotes the aggregation

degree of swarm. In the evolution process the best fitness of this iteration is better

than that of the last iteration; the quotient of these two values (AccFator) can reflect
the convergence speed. AccFator is in the range (0, 1), when AccFator is 1; the
evolution is in the state of convergence. The quotient of the best fitness and average

fitness (AssFactor) of the swarm can reflect the population distribution state.

AssFactor is also in the range (0, 1). At the early stage, AssFactor value is small,
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and the distribution is dispersive. When particles flock together and converge to the

locally or globally optimal region, the AssFactor value is 1.

AccFactor ¼ f gbesttð Þ=f gbestt�1ð Þ ð28:4Þ
AssFactor ¼ f gbesttð Þ=avgf xtð Þ ð28:5Þ

f(gbestt) is the best fitness of this iteration t. f(gbestt� 1) is the best fitness of the last

iteration and avgf(xt) is the average fitness of this iteration.

28.3.3.1 Inertia Weight

The inertia weight controls the effect of the last velocity on the current iterations. In

linearly decreasing mode, its value is usually initialized around 0.9 and decreasing

gradually toward the value around 0.4 as the evolution progresses [8]. Meanwhile, a

better strategy is to apply adaptive approaches in which w is adaptively modified

according to the evolution state of the particles. For the sake of improving the

convergence of PSO, a time variant w is used in this paper as shown in Eq. (28.8).

The w value is allowed to change with the convergence speed and evolution state of

particles [9]:

w ¼ wini � AccFactor � wacc þ AssFactor � wass ð28:6Þ

where AccFator and AssFactor are as shown in Eqs. (28.4) and (28.5). wini is the

initial value set to 1 and wacc is set to 0.5 and wass to 0.2.

28.3.3.2 Acceleration Coefficients

Acceleration coefficients are also important for PSO. In this paper time variants c1
and c2 are presented as shown in Eqs. (28.7) and (28.8):

1) swarm initialization
2) while(k < MaxIteration)
3) for i=1 to number of particles
4) calculate fitness value f(xi) 
5) if f(xi) < f(pi)  
6) pi= xi
7) end if
8) if f(pi) < f(gi)  
9) gi= pi
10) end if

11) end for
12) Calculate average fitness value
13) adjust parameters(w,c1,c2, AccFator, 

AssFactor)
14) updating new velocity and the position
15) k++
16) end while
17) output the scheduling scheme and its fitness 

value

Fig. 28.1 The general adaptive algorithm
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c1 ¼ c1ini � AccFator � cAcc � AssFactor � cAss ð28:7Þ
c2 ¼ c2ini � AccFator � cAcc þ AssFactor � cAss ð28:8Þ

where c1ini is 2.5, c2ini is 1.5, and cAcc and cAss are 0.5 (range from 0.4 to 0.6).

AccFator and AssFactor are shown in Eqs. (28.4) and (28.5).

28.3.4 Velocity and Position Updating

Velocity represents the moving direction and trends of a particle. In this paper,

when swarms are trapped into convergence, an adaptive mutation operator is added

to the velocity and position updating strategy of the particles to enhance the global

search capability and avoid premature convergence. The velocity and position

updating rules are as follows:

vij tþ 1ð Þ ¼ wvij tþ 1ð Þ þ c1r1 tð Þ pij tð Þ � xij tð Þ
� �

þ c2r2 tð Þ pgi tð Þ � xij tð Þ
� �

� c3 pij tð Þ þ pgi tð Þ
� �

=2
� �

ð28:9Þ
xij tþ 1ð Þ ¼ xij tþ 1ð Þ þ r3pmax=3 ð28:10Þ

where pij(t) is the best particle position, pgi(t) is the best global position, pmax is

the maximum position of the particles, c3 is the mutation factor, and r3 are the

random number in the interval of [0, 1] (Fig. 28.2).

28.4 Experiment and Result

Simulations are carried out on CloudSim [10] to observe the quality of the optimum

solution and the rate of convergence of the new methods. In order to compare the

performance of the algorithms, greedy time (GT) scheduling algorithm, PSO, time-

varying parameter PSO, and time-varying parameter PSO with mutation are tested.

The number of iterations is 100 and the particle number is 50. The task length is

generated randomly ranging in the interval [1,000, 8,000] MIPS (million instruc-

tions per second). The resource number is 10 and 20, computing power ranging from

1) for each particle i(i=1.2…m)
2) Velocity updating according to standard PSO
3) Position updating according to standard PSO
4) if(convergence condition is met)
5) Velocity updating according to Eq. (9)
6) Position updating according to Eq. (10)
7) end if
8) end for

Fig. 28.2 Updating

velocity and position
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100 to 800 MIPS. Test results are averaged over 10 runs in order to maintain the

reliability of the results. Experimental parameter settings are shown in Table 28.3.

28.4.1 Performance Comparison

Figures 28.3 and 28.4 show the average completion time and cost values. From the

results it is evident that the completion time produced by the greedy time algorithm

Table 28.3 Parameter settings of the algorithm

Algorithm Inertia weight c1 c2 Mutation

std_pso Linear

decreasing

2 2 None

tv_pso As proposed in

Eq. (28.6)

As proposed in

Eq. (28.7)

As proposed in

Eq. (28.8)

None

mtv_pso As proposed in

Eq. (28.6)

As proposed in

Eq. (28.7)

As proposed in

Eq. (28.8)

As proposed in

Eqs. (28.9) and (28.10)

Fig. 28.3 Execution time and cost of 10 resources

Fig. 28.4 Completion time and cost of 20 resources. (a) Completion time of 20 resources. (b)
Execution cost of 20 resources
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is the least in comparison with other approaches, but its cost is large. This is because

the greedy time algorithm only considers optimization completion time without

considering the cost. Of all the three PSO-based algorithms, the performance of

MTV_PSO is the best, which can gain both optimization completion time and cost.

The performance of TV_PSO algorithm and standard PSO is similar and TV_PSO

is a little better than the standard PSO.

28.4.2 Comparisons on the Convergence Speed

Figure 28.5 plots the convergence of the fitness value over the iteration number

produced by PSO. The standard PSO finds a global minimum very fast, and the

convergence is rapid, but it traps premium convergence and cannot jump out. The

number of iterations needed for the convergence is about ten. The TV-PSO con-

vergence is similar to the standard PSO. MTV_PSO convergence is slow, but when

it traps premium convergence, it can jump out by mutation to the velocity and

position and get better optimization.

Conclusion
This paper presents a modified PSO to achieve the scheduling goals of

minimizing the completion time and cost of applications on cloud computing

environments. To overcome the premature convergence and explore the

search space more efficiently, dynamic changing inertia weight and acceler-

ation coefficients are applied. At the same time, when a search traps local

optimums, the introduced mutation is more effective for particles jumping

out. The results obtained by our heuristic are compared with PSO and

heuristic that provided by clouds. We find that modified PSO-based task-

resource scheduling performs better than the other algorithms in this paper.

Fig. 28.5 The trend of convergence of PSO. (a) 100 tasks. (b) 50 tasks
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Chapter 29

Improving Database Retrieval Efficiency

Shaomin Yue, Wanlong Li, Dong Han, Hui Zhao, and Jinhui Cheng

Abstract To solve the problem in traditional databases of unordered retrieval

results and low efficiency of retrieval, on the basis of research on Lucene, a full-

text search engine, this paper designs and develops a database full-text retrieval

system based on the Lucene index that performs searches by keyword based on the

Lucene index database and greatly improves retrieval efficiency. In addition, the

paper presents a word frequency location weighted (WFLW) sorting algorithm used

for sorting retrieval results. Experimental results show well-organized retrieval

results better reflect user query intentions, which can improve users’ search

experience.

Keywords Lucene • Index structure • Word frequency location • Weighted sorting

29.1 Introduction

With the continuous advance of informatization, as well as the rapid development

of the Internet, more and more data need to be stored [1]. The amount of informa-

tion on large websites keeps growing. E-commerce sites [2], for example, contain

vast amounts of data. The traditional database retrieval technology aimed at

websites has encountered many problems [3]. For instance, retrieval efficiency is

lower and response time is too long, retrieval results are not quite in conformity

with users’ query intentions, information on retrieval results is incomplete, and

search results cannot sort according to user query intentions, which fails to enhance

users’ search experience.

The point of information retrieval is to query an information collection and

obtain information in accordance with user requirements. Among various kinds of

information retrieval technology, full-text retrieval is versatile and very practical.

Full-text search compares the user’s query request with every word in the text.

Compared with the field matching of database retrieval, the advantages of full-text
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search is that its query is comprehensive, which provides users the most compre-

hensive and extensive search results. What’s more, full-text search matches the

user’s keywords with associated words in the index library. Compared with the

sequential search of database retrieval, it represents a considerable improvement in

terms of efficiency.

Learning from the index structure of Lucene, a full-text search tool, this paper

builds a database full-text retrieval system (DFRS) based on Lucene and proposes a

word frequency location weighted (WFLW) sorting algorithm that is used for

sorting retrieval results. Experimental results show that the DFRS can improve

the efficiency of database retrieval and recall. Based on the relevance of a user’s

query intention, the WFLW algorithm can sort results, which gives users a better

search experience.

29.2 Lucene-Based Database Full-Text Retrieval System

29.2.1 Structure of DFRS

With open-source code, Lucene is a toolkit of a full-text search engine [4].

It provides an intact index engine and a query engine, along with some text

analysis engines [5]. The DFRS based on Lucene is divided into two parts: index

creation and index query. The indexing module periodically gathers information

from a database, analyzes the lexicon and syntax of the information, establishes

an index, and adds the index to the index library. Based on user input, the DFRS

obtains the user’s query terms, analyzes the terms, searches the index library,

and shows related results to the user. The structure of the DFRS is shown in

Fig. 29.1.

User
Interface
Module

User

User

User

ServerClient

Retrieve
index

module

Analyze 
query

condition 

Get user's
query 

conditions

Show
query
results

Index 
library

Database

Collect
table info

Build index 
module

Fig. 29.1 Structure chart of database full-text retrieval system based on Lucene
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29.2.2 Structure of Database Index

The structure of the Lucene index is divided into four levels: index, segment,

document, and field layers. Like the Lucene index structure, the database index

structure is also divided into four layers: index, segment, record, and field layers.

Nevertheless, what is stored in the second floor of the database index is the record

information of the database. The database index consists of certain segments, each

segment consists of records, each record consists of a number of fields, and each

field consists of a few terms.

When indexing, not each record is added to the same index file immediately but

written to a different small file. Each small file is a segment. Then these small files

are merged into one big file. The data source the user provides is a record in a

database table. After the database record is indexed, it is stored in the index file in

the form of a record.

A record can containmultiple fields, for instance, one record of a database tablemay

contain “Title,” “Abstract,” and other fields, which are stored in the form of a field.

A term is the smallest unit of search, and the content of a field can be

decomposed into terms. For instance, field content is “The DFRS can improve the

user’s search experience.” Following decomposition, some terms can be obtained,

such as “DFRS,” “improve,” “search,” “experience,” and so on. The structure of the

Lucene-based database index is shown Fig. 29.2.

29.2.3 Word Frequency Location Weighted Sorting Method

The WFLW algorithm is a common sorting algorithm [6]. It sorts by considering

only two factors: the number and location of occurrences of keywords in the table

records [7]. It is the most basic sorting algorithm in the field of information

retrieval.

Index

Segment1

Record1

Field1

Segment1 Segment2 ......

Record1
(Record1 of 

table)

Record2
(Record2 of 

table)
.......

Field1 Field2 ……

Term1 Term2 ……

Fig. 29.2 Structure chart of Lucene-based database index
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When a user performs a search, if the search results could be sorted based on the

user’s query intention automatically, this would undoubtedly be very convenient for

users [8]. When users want to search by keyword K, if word K can be weighted by a

certain strategy and its weight within the records can be obtained, then the retrieval

results can be sorted according to the size of the weights, which can improve the

retrieval efficiency. The weight calculation method is as follows:

1. Inverse record frequency weighting of word K

The sorting standard of the WFLW algorithm is the size of relevancy of a

keyword and record. By the record frequency (RF) and location of keywords

in a record, the relevance of the record can be ultimately determined. Moreover,

the correlation of keywords in a record is proportional to the weight value of the

word in the record. The frequency of a word in the record determines its

correlation in the record. The idea derives from an automatic indexing method

proposed by Luhn. After filtering out a word without searching for its meaning,

Luhn believes that the higher the frequency of a word in a record is, the greater is

its importance for the record. That is the theoretical basis of current research on

automatic indexing. Word frequency weighting closely resembles it.

A word’s record can be roughly divided into two groups: feature words and

words without characteristic. Feature words are those that reflect the theme of the

record. Words without characteristic do not reflect the topic of the record; they

simply result from the requirements of grammar or writing style. RF represents the

number of records containing the word K in the record set. If a word’s RF is lower,

the word is a feature word. If the frequency of a word is higher in a specific record,

then using the word reflects well the theme of the record.

A formula to calculate the inverse RF weighting of word K is as follows:

Wrk ¼ Frk

RFk
; ð29:1Þ

whereWrk is the inverse RF weighting of word K, Frk its frequency of occurrence

in record r, and RFk its RF.

2. Location weighting of word K

Where a word occurs also affects its relevance. For example, consider a table of

student thesis research achievements for example. Depending on whether a word

appears in the title, abstract, or other fields of the table, its relevance in the record

will be different. Retrieval objects of the DFRS system are recorded in the table.

For a record, it shows user the results of different fields. These contents of

disparate fields have differing abilities when it comes to expressing the theme of

a record. Assume Word1 and Word2 is a record of the two keywords, Word1 in

the field Title and Word2 in the field Reference. From the point of view of the

paper, words in the Title field can highlight the theme of the record better than

words in the Reference field. Suppose the table of student thesis research

achievements has the following fields: Title, Keyword, Abstract, Introduction,

Article, and Reference. At the same time, through a large number of experiments
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and past experience, and with reference to the research results of others, when

word k appears in various fields, its field weight can be set as shown in

Table 29.1:

A formula for calculating the location weighting of word K is

Wpk ¼ Max Wikð Þ i ¼ 1, . . . , 6ð Þ; ð29:2Þ

where Wik represents different weights on word k and the aforementioned six

corresponding fields, and Wpk is the location weighting of word K and is the

maximum in the aforementioned fields.

To sum up, the weight calculation formula for word k is as follows:

Wk ¼ Wrk þWpk

¼ Frk

RFk
þMax Wikð Þ i ¼ 1, . . . , 6ð Þ: ð29:3Þ

By studying the weighting of the two parts mentioned earlier, we can obtain the

weight value of the word in the record. According to the weight size of the word,

when retrieving a keyword, the DFRS can sort the records, which can reduce the

retrieval time and improve the user’s search experience.

29.3 Experimental Results and Analysis

29.3.1 Experimental Environment

DFRS retrieval and database searches have the same experimental environment: the

Web server for Tomcat 7.0, database management system for MySql, and Lucene

API for Lucene version 3.6.

In this paper, the experimental data come from Student, a graduate student

management system database. Using DFRS it mainly builds indexes for the data

of TermInfo, the table of student thesis research topics. The TermInfo table has a

total of 13 fields, and the number of bytes is 3,020. The structure of the table is

shown in Table 29.2.

Table 29.1 Field weight

of keyword
Location of keyword Weight of field

Title 2

Keywords 1.8

Abstract 1.6

Introduction 1.3

Article 0.7

Reference 1.0
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29.3.2 Experimental Analysis

In the first step, inputting a keyword, for different record numbers (250, 2500,

25000 and 120000), database retrieval, and DFRS search will performed in order to

seek out the keyword, and take notes on all retrieval results. The above operation

will be taken 60 times. In the second step, entering multiple keywords for different

numbers of keywords, take the number of keywords for 3, 6, and 9 separately, and

conduct a database retrieval and DFRS search to find the keywords, and record all

retrieval results. The above operation will be taken 40 times.

After analyzing the experimental results, a comparison of the results of the

database retrieval and DFRS search is shown in Table 29.3.

Compared to a traditional database search, the experimental results show that

the DFRS retrieval has an advantage with respect to query speed, recall, and

sorting the query outcome.

Table 29.2 Structure

of TermInfo table
Field name Field type Field meaning

Stu_id varchar(20) Student ID

Release_date datetime(20) Publication date

Release_unit varchar(60) Publication unit

Retrieval_rank varchar(20) Retrieval rank

Term_title varchar(30) Term title

Term_key varchar(20) Keywords

Catalogue varchar(200) Catalog

Abstract varchar(500) Abstract

Foreword varchar(800) Foreword

Term_body Text Article

Conclusion varchar(500) Conclusion

Reference varchar(800) Reference

Accessory_path varchar(50) Accessory store path

Table 29.3 Comparison of database retrieval and DFRS search

Database retrieval DFRS search

Result

sorted

Search

speed of

single

keyword

(ms)

Recall ratio

of multiple

keywords

(%)

Result

sorted

Search

speed of

single

keyword

(ms)

Recall ratio

of multiple

keywords

(%)

250 No 5–18 0 Yes 4–7 90

2,500 No 71–102 0 Yes 5–27 87

25,000 No 461–774 0 Yes 137–387 91

120,000 No 1,006–1,578 0 Yes 305–712 85
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In general, compared with database searches, the search speed of DFRS retrieval

represents a significant improvement.

When retrieval conditions include multiple keywords, the DFRS can split all

keywords, through the term match records with reversed word order, search out all

relevant information, and present results to users. The recall ratio of DFRS retrieval

is very high. However, database retrieval does not have the function of the division

of the user’s query terms, and its recall is 0, that is, it cannot identify related

information.

Unlike database retrieval, the DFRS can sort retrieval results according to the

user’s query intentions and reduce the time the user spends filtering useless infor-

mation, which can significantly improve the user’s search experience and increase

user satisfaction, whereas database retrieval results are usually sorted in accordance

with the order of the records in the table and do not reflect the user’s query

intentions. Search results will appear more numerous and more disordered, and

there will be much useless information, which will irritate the user and diminish the

user’s search experience.

To sum up, compared with a traditional database search, database full-text

retrieval based on Lucene is more applicable to site data searches and queries.

Conclusion
The traditional database retrieval cannot analyze user query conditions or

match records containing opposite word orders; in addition, the recall rate of

the retrieved results is generally low. And since there is no similarity calcu-

lation, which returns results that have no order and increases the difficulty of

retrieval. Database retrieval sequentially looks up records in a table, which

prolongs the search time, and generally cannot meet user needs quickly. In

contrast to traditional database searches, full-text database retrieval based on

Lucene matches records containing opposite word orders and has a high recall

rate. In addition, the retrieval results can be sorted in accordance with user

preferences, which improves retrieval efficiency. At the same time, such a

search is based on an index with a specific format for searching, which may

improve the speed of retrieval. The DFRS based on Lucene with quick

retrieval speed and high recall ratio is much better than a database search

and can better meet the needs of user queries.

Of course, it should be noted that the efficiency of the DFRS can be

improved. In terms of the ranking of search results, the DFRS needs to be

improved in order to produce results that meet user query demands. At

present, the retrieval precision is relatively low and does not satisfy user

requirements. Thus, the system should also improve retrieval precision.
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Chapter 30

Improving TCP Performance in Satcom
Links by Packet-Loss Detection

Yuan He, Minli Yao, and Xiong Xiong

Abstract In TCP, packet loss is considered to be caused by congestion. In the

Satcom on the Move communication system, packet loss is not only caused by

channel congestion but is also a characteristic of wireless transmission media. In

this case, the TCP transmitter automatically confirms that packet loss is a waste of

bandwidth due to congestion and reduction in transmission rate. This problem can

be solved by making the TCP source intelligent and able to distinguish the type of

loss that occurs and then react appropriately. This paper proposes an improved

TCP-D algorithm to achieve that goal.

Keywords Detection of packet loss • Satcom on-the-move (SOTM) • TCP

30.1 Introduction

Communication system in constant motion using GEO as relay satellite, is referred to

as Satcom on the Move (SOTM), which features irregular movement of communi-

cation carriers at any time that are able to see the satellite so as to ensure the satellite

link is connected and able to carry out reliable transmission of data. It is the motion

characteristic and the characteristic of high signal frequency range of the SOTM

system that makes SOTM links more susceptible to deterioration compared with

traditional satellite communication systems. Link interrupts are caused by blockages.

Under the conditions in which SOTM work, the congestion control of transmis-

sion control protocol (TCP) is triggered by the packet loss resulting from link

deterioration. Regarding the aforementioned problems, TCP works better if it can

identify the reason for the packet loss and respond in different ways. Congestion

will trigger TCP congestion control, and in case of link deterioration, the transmis-

sion state is maintained to achieve higher throughput. The method is to establish a

loss signal on a system transmitter (the method means a kind of packet loss

detection). The signal may explain the packet loss by monitoring and measuring

some source parameters without help from the network. The time of the ACK

message segment is received for measurement to achieve one-way delay (OWD)
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and judge the reasons for the packet loss by a simple algorithm (ACK is used to

measure OWD and the algorithm uses OWD to judge the reason of packet loss). The

system finally realizes the improvement of TCP performance by reacting differently

to different types of packet loss.

30.2 Analysis of Existing Methods Differentiating Causes
of Packet Loss

There are many methods to differentiate the causes of packet loss at home and

abroad. The methods can be divided into two categories, with one adopting the

network nodes as medium for data support and the other based on the end-to-end

(end-to-end means only need two ends of the link to support the algorithm). The

first category, including I-TCP [1] and TCP-Jersey [2], needs the support of

mediated network nodes, which is difficult to apply, while the end-to-end method

is feasible because it only needs to make some changes at the sender’s end. So it is

feasible for the SOTM system, which requires miniaturization, to limit the

processing capability because the receiving end can differentiate the causes of

packet loss, but it needs to send the results to the transmitter for resolution.

The second method includes TCP IAT [3], TCP HMM, MLTCP, and Spike

based on the receiving end. As for TCP HMM and MLTCP, the writer gathers

different data related to the parameters by simulation and uses them to train a

classifier to differentiate the causes of packet loss. In TCP HMM [4], the writer uses

a hidden Markov model. In MLTCP [5], the writer uses a decision-tree classifica-

tion algorithm. The writer finally evaluates the classification by simulation. This is

an effective method of adopting a data training classifier to differentiate the causes

of packet loss; nevertheless, a rule based on disposable data is difficult to univer-

salize and cannot be implemented under various network environments.

The important advantage of the aforementioned hidden packet-loss detection tech-

nique is that there is no need tomodify the base stations and other network intermediate

nodes, but both of them are only applied to specific network environments. When the

topology changes, for example, when the variation range of the bottleneck link

bandwidth increases, the decision scheme of a TCP receiver is not ideal.

30.3 Improved Algorithm: TCP-D Algorithm

30.3.1 Algorithm Design

The proposed algorithm is an improved algorithm based on TCP Reno aimed at

differentiating between congestion loss and wireless loss with OWD. Because the

algorithm operates on a transmitter, only the receiver needs to provide a TCP

timestamp of Request For Comments (RFC), supported by ISOC, include all design
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of TCP/IP 1323 [6] so as to compute the anterior delay of the transmitter. The

transmitter receives the first repeated ACK message segment, which indicates that

the packet loss is entering the TCP-D algorithm. The algorithm is shown

in Fig. 30.1.

As shown in Fig. 30.1, dp means the transmission delay between SOTM and the

satellite, and dq is the queuing delay of the SOTM gateway. If the coding delay is

ignored, the OWD can be represented by the following formula:

OWD ¼ dp þ dq: ð30:1Þ

In situations without congestion, the queuing delay dq is 0, OWD¼ dp. When the

OWD is greater than that value, it indicates a queuing delay and there is congestion.

In STOM links, the transmission delay is influenced by channel fading, interrupt,

and shadow visibility and, thus, changes continuously, and the change can be

processed by adding a small allowance called toleranceMargin. In the algorithm,

a threshold delayThreshold is defined, and it is set at OWDmin + toleranceM arg in.
When the transmitter receives an ACK message segment, it must first determine

whether it is a repeated ACK. If so, then it indicates that there is packet loss, and

then the OWD is measured. When the OWD is greater than the delayThreshold, it
indicates that there is packet loss due to congestion in the wireless links. The

algorithm process is shown in Fig. 30.2.

30.3.2 Influence of Threshold Selection on Algorithm

In the TCP-D algorithm, delayThreshold influences the performance of the algo-

rithm and is TCP friendly. The smaller delayThreshold is, the lower the accuracy of
judging wireless packet loss. The more accurate the judgment of the congestion

Fig. 30.1 SOTM link
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packet loss is, the higher the TCP fairness is. The more conservative

delayThreshold is, the error rate of the algorithm is higher. This makes TCP to

use standard back-off process to maintain TCP friendly. Conversely, the greater

delayThreshold is, the more accurate the judgment on the wireless packet loss; and

but this may causes judging congestion packet loss to be wireless packet loss.

It makes TCP not to take standard back-off process to keep the transmission rate,

but influence the transmission efficiency and performance of the TCP source. Thus

the setting of delayThreshold needs to balance the performance and TCP friendly so

as to ensure the fairness of the communication system. It is feasible to set the

delayThreshold at 5 %.

Fig. 30.2 TCP-D

algorithm processes
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30.3.3 Analog Simulation

This paper uses a network simulator (ns-2 version 2.33) for analog simulation on

TCP-D with the applied model shown in Fig. 30.3.

The parameter is set as the transmission error rate rw, which is used to control the
transmission error rate caused by the wireless transmission medium, and its value

ranges from 1% to 20%. d1 and d2 are the transmission delay of a wired network and

take different values. The queue length of the source host is greater than the queue

length of the gateway. In the simulation process, the TCP connection is established

from the source host to the gateway of the satellite network. The connection variables

use the variables of TCP Reno and TCP-D, and the data flow is provided by FTP.

The performance of the algorithm is measured by the parameters classification

accuracy and TCP throughput (TCP Reno and TCP-D).

When there is only wireless packet loss, there is no congestion packet loss.

If the queuing length of the gateway is greater than or equal to the maximum

receiving window, then no congestion packet loss will be caused by the queue

overflow. The float of rw between 1 % and 20 % simulates different degrees of

wireless loss.

Figure 30.4 shows a simulation of delay. O indicates the OWD that is achieved

by the first repeated ACK on a transmitter of wireless links. owdmin is the

minimum of OWD in the simulation process. delayThreshold is the threshold of

TCP-D. The delay corresponding to greatest packet loss is lower than the threshold,

which causes the algorithm to recognize it as a wireless packet loss. Other points on

the thresholds are caused by a change in the transmission delay of wireless links.

Figure 30.5 shows a comparison of throughput of the TCP-D algorithm and the

traditional TCP Reno algorithm under the same packet loss rate. It indicates that the

throughput of TCP-D is better than that of TCP Reno in a wireless link environment

with the same packet loss rate.

Fig. 30.3 Model for

Simulation
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30.3.3.1 Congestion Packet Loss Only, No Wireless Packet Loss

Under this scenario, the queuing length of the route is set at seven packets, and the

maximum receiving window is set at ten packets for the simulation to ensure that

the queue overflow will lead to congestion packet loss. rw is set to 0 to ensure there

is no wireless packet loss.

Figure 30.6 shows a delay simulation. The asterisk indicates the delay that the

transmitter receives with the first repeated ACK. When the queue overflows and

congestion packet loss occurs, the end-to-end OWD is greater than the

delayThreshold, which causes the TCP-D to detect all packet loss as congestion

packet loss, which is consistent with the causes of packet loss. Figure 30.7 shows a

comparison of throughput of the TCP-D algorithm and the traditional TCP Reno

algorithm under the same packet loss rate. Both algorithms process packet loss

based on the congestion packet loss, the same to their throughput.

Fig. 30.4 Delay time

without congestion

Fig. 30.5 Comparison of

throughput
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30.3.3.2 Wireless Packet Loss and Congestion Packet Loss

This situation arises by combining the preceding parameters. A float of rw of 1–

20 % is used to simulate different degrees of wireless packet loss. The queuing

length of the route is seven packets, and the maximum receiving window is ten

packets.

Figure 30.8 shows the delay in packet loss. O indicates the OWD that is achieved

by the first repeated ACK on a transmitter of wireless links. In the simulation, all

points lower than the threshold value are judged to be wireless packet loss (approx-

imately 10 %). Most points greater than the threshold represent not congestion

packet loss but wireless packet loss, which cannot be ascertained by the algorithm.

Judging wireless packet loss to be congestion packet loss will cause the TCP to

initiate back-off processes to relieve the congestion. Judging congestion packet loss

to be wireless packet loss affects TCP fairness. Figure 30.9 shows a comparison of

Fig. 30.6 Delay time

without wireless packet loss

Fig. 30.7 Comparison of

throughput
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the throughput of the TCP-D algorithm and the traditional TCP Reno algorithm

under the same packet loss rate. Because TCP-D detects wireless packet loss

accurately, it works better than the traditional TCP Reno.

Conclusion

Using a simulation analog, the performance of the TCP-D algorithm has been

improved compared with the traditional TCP Reno algorithm; in addition, the

TCP-D algorithm has the following advantages. It is easily applied with low

load demands for network management, it only has to modify the transmitter

instead of the receiving end, and it neither needs the receiving end to provide

extra support nor occupies other bandwidth resources. As for the

(continued)

Fig. 30.8 Delay time in

common environment

Fig. 30.9 Comparison of

throughput
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(continued)

disadvantages of the algorithm, in STOM communication links, the variation

in OWD is greater, which reduces the accuracy of the algorithm in differen-

tiating the causes of packet loss and causes it to process packet loss like TCP

Reno. To demonstrate the performances of the algorithm, this paper used

toleranceM arg in to improve the packet-loss detection accuracy of the algo-

rithm based on the surrounding environment, link state, and shadow visibility

in STOM communication links.
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Chapter 31

Key Management Scheme in Cluster
for WSNs

Xiaoming Liu and Qisheng Zhao

Abstract The information security of wireless sensor networks is one of the hot

issues on the current research; this chapter combines threshold key scheme with the

management of security key sharing and group agreement and proposes dynamic

key management scheme through clustering level key matrix of authentication

mechanism from the cluster to node. The network is divided into different clusters,

and the cluster head conducts the key authentication exchange and updates the key

management with threshold key schemes, with no need of third authentication

center; it reduces computing and communication costs, using the preset public

key encrypting the data. The clusters adopt bidirectional authentication to promote

communication security.

Keywords Security • Key management • Cluster • Authentication • Matrix

• Threshold

31.1 Introduction

The wireless sensor network (WSN) consists of spatially distributed autonomous

and battery-powered sensors which are embedded in sensor devices, data

processing devices, energy devices, storage devices, and communication devices

to monitor physical or environmental conditions, such as temperature, sound,

vibration, pressure, motion, or pollutants, and to cooperatively pass their data

through the network to a main location (i.e., base station or sink). In recent years,

wireless sensor networks have proliferated to a wide range of applications such as

battlefield surveillance in military applications, industrial process automation

(monitoring and controlling), meteorological areas, home appliances, and health

applications [1, 2]. However, wireless sensor nodes have limitations in terms of

processing, centralization, limited power capacity, self-sufficiency, multi-hop
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routing, dynamic topology, and number of nodes. Sensor networks often provide

services in hostile environments, which make them targets for malicious attackers.

The WSNs face many security issues such as data intrusion and topology destruc-

tion via Sinkhole, Sybil, Wormholes, Hello flood intrusion, nodes captured, etc. [2,

3]. It thus makes it very challenging to provide security in WSNs. Currently the

main ideas for resisting intrusion are to establish security routing and key manage-

ment schemes.

31.2 Related Works

There are two types of key management scheme in wireless sensor networks:

distributed architecture and clustering architecture. In the distributed architecture,

there are no fixed fundamental facilities, the energy and power of network nodes are

in the same level, and nodes have the ability of sensing, signal processing, and

wireless communication. The nodes communicate with preset keys to establish the

security channels. For the distributed architecture, the nodes divide into three

categories: base station, cluster heads, and ordinary nodes. The base station is in

charge of distributing and updating keys as a distributing center, ordinary nodes just

have an ID and some corresponding keys, and others belong to the clusters’mission

[4]. As mentioned in the past literatures, μTESLA adopts sharing keys generating

algorithm in full networks unless the key pool and the real keys are stored in the

base station; the full networks share the key generating algorithm. It also uses the

key chains which are made by one-way hash functions. However, μTESLA needs a

high demand for time synchronization and high memory overhead caused by the

delay of publishing keys [3]. Another multi-μTESLA introduces the multilevel key

loop, but it can’t tolerate packet loss [5]; MMμTESLA introduces threshold cryp-

togram and separates the authentication key into key shadows distributing to

multiple base stations. The sensor nodes make use of key shadows to reconstitute

authentication keys and broadcast them. However, MMμTESLA multiple base

stations may raise new security issues [6]. Sun proposes an improved key manage-

ment by taking advantage of a one-way hash function to alleviate the influence of

compromised sensors. The function does not affect the connection between neigh-

boring sensor nodes, but it still cannot withstand the Dos attack to the ordinary

nodes or even derivative keys conflicts [4, 7]. Si [8] introduces the symmetric key

cryptographic algorithms. It is used at the link layer of WSNs, but if one node key is

exposed, others will be open and the data of the full network will be vulnerable. The

researchers [9–11] propose Q-composite probabilistic plans based on an E-G

scheme. These schemes generate less communication traffic and calculated quantity

but need increased storage for the keys and have limited network connectivity and

security. Wen [12] proposes multi-polynomial functions and a dynamic multicast

key management scheme, but this is weak in dealing with multicast unreliability in

clusters. Other researchers [13] make use of location-based group key allocation

and broadcast-based rekeying by using dynamic composition key schemes. Liu [14]
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and Liu [15] propose a novel (q,l ) threshold secret sharing scheme in which the key

is divided into shadows. This promotes security, but this kind of probabilistic

network is low in persistence ration and energy consumption. He et al.’s proposal

[16] is different in that the slice keys are put into “virtual cluster head” (VCH) and

reconstructed by a “physical cluster head.” However, the proposal does not provide

detail about VCH and never discusses the communication during the VCHs. This

chapter proposes a security sharing and group dynamic clustering key agreement

scheme through (q, l ) threshold key authentication mechanism in the cluster

management.

31.3 The Clustering Key Scheme

31.3.1 The Model Architecture

In the hierarchical wireless sensor network, the distribution is based on cluster, and

one cluster has a cluster head and multi-cluster member, in which the cluster head

has special high ability in communication, computing, memory, and power, and

cluster members are just ordinary nodes, which allow communication with the

cluster head or between them to decrease the energy consumption. Due to the fact

that cluster head has more powerful energy so that it could undertake higher cost of

computing and communications and interclusters, it’s easier to adopt the public key

scheme to make authentication with base station. Another way is that, inside the

cluster, the members all communicate with the cluster head and make authentica-

tion with it, so we adopt threshold key model (q, l ) to carry out the ordinary nodes

security and the network architecture model and algorithm as follows (Fig. 31.1):

Communication near Clusters

Clu

Base station

Communication Inter-cluster

Fig. 31.1 The clustering key model architecture
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31.3.2 The Threshold Key Scheme in Cluster Management

Before network nodes deployment, the key management center (KMC) selects a

hash function, the elliptic curve and related parameters, and generates the public/

private key matrix. It then distributes the above information to the nodes. Each node

has its own ID, keys, functions, and other related parameters.

Suppose the open information in the threshold key scheme covers: one big prime

number r> nβ is the primitive element from finite field of GF(r), m¼ pq, and p and
q are different prime numbers and are confidential.

Assume that in the cluster member, there are n nodes and like P1, P2, . . ., Pn,

sharing k2GF(r) of the key information generated from the cluster head. The key

and authentication slices are distributed in the algorithm as follows:

1. At first select n� 1 times polynomials function of f(x)¼ bt� 1x
t� 1 + � � �+ b1x

+ kmod r secretively, in which b1, b2, b3, . . ., bt� 1 and f(x) all belong to GF(r).
Randomly select e1, e2 as prime as φ(r) relatively and expose the e1, e2 and φ(r)
as an Euler function.

2. Calculate:

d1¼ (e1� 1)modφ(m) and d2¼ (e2� 1)modφ(m)
From i¼ 1, 2, . . ., i, make a progression as follows:

Compute Si¼ f(βi) and wi ¼ Se2d1i modm and distribute the Si and wi to the

clustering members as key and authentication slices.

3. When needed, the sharing key, as long as n participants in the arbitrary, just

t cooperators can restore the key k; assume that there are cluster member P1, P2,

. . ., Pt cooperators. Using the t key slices, we can get t interpolation points (β1,
S1), . . ., (β

t, St), and then using Lagrange interpolation, we can refactor the

polynomial f(x) of t� 1 times and then St¼ f(βt), and we can calculate k¼ f(0),
and the calculating formula of key k is as follows:

k ¼
Xt
i¼1

si
Yt

j¼1, j6¼i

�βj
βi � βj

mod r ð31:1Þ

31.3.3 The Security of Key Management

To promote the difficulty of cracking keys, put them into the polynomial: for the

node i, randomly choose the Si as the portion of the key S and ai,j( j2 1, 2, . . ., n� 1)

and then construct the threshold polynomial fi(x) of (t, n) and so

f xð Þ ¼ Sþ a1xþ a2xþ . . .þ an�1xn�1mod r ð31:2Þ
f i xð Þ ¼ Si þ ai, 1xþ ai, 2xþ . . .þ ai,n�1xn�1mod r ð31:3Þ

Node i calculates key portions according to the above formulas and sends them

to the node j with security channel; node j collects the threshold polynomials from

the t nodes from the cluster member, computing fi(x) to get the main key S:
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f 1 jð Þ þ f 2 jð Þ þ � � � þ f t jð Þ ¼ S1 þ a1,1xþ a1,2x
2 þ � � � þ a1,n�1xn�1

þ� � � þ a2,n�1xn�1 þ � � � þ St þ at, 1xþ at, 2x
2 þ � � � þ at,n�1xn�1

¼ S1 þ S2 þ � � � þ Sið Þ þ a1,1 þ a2,1 þ � � � þ at, 1ð Þx
þ � � � þ a1,n�1 þ a2,n�1 þ � � � þ at,n�1ð Þxn�1
¼ Sþ a1xþ a2x

2 þ � � � þ an�1xn�1modx ¼ f xð Þ

ð31:4Þ

31.4 Security Analyses

When needed to recover the sharing key k, there will be some inner deceivers in the

t nodes participants from the cluster members. The deceivers use the fault fragment

to prevent the regular recovering of sharing key k information, and the outer

deceivers would try to join the key recovering as well as getting the information

key k. The thresholds keys can take advantage of authentication fragments effec-

tively to detect inner and outer deceivers. Assume that the participants of P1,

P2, . . ., Pt share the key k information and Pi(1� i� t); if We1
i � Se2i modm, then

Pi is the legal participator bringing forth the real fragments inside the cluster;

otherwise, they are deceivers.

To verify, if the Pi is the legal participant with real fragment, they must satisfy

the formula

We1
i � Se1e2d1i � Se2i mod m ð31:5Þ

If not, it means that the node shows troubled fragments. If it happens to lose a

package in key recovery, then it will not satisfy this formula and can let the node

resend the fragment in order to recover the correct key. If some node is attacked by

a deceiver and produces troubled fragments, then it must degrade the credit level,

change the node, or replace the polynomials.

For the recovery of the sharing keys, if only in n participants, just random

t cooperators can restore the key k; assume that there are cluster member P1,

P2, . . ., Pt cooperators. Using the kept t key slices, we can get t interpolation points
(β1, S1), (β

2, S2), . . ., (β
t, St), and then using Lagrange interpolation, we can refactor

the polynomial f(x) of t� 1 times, then St¼ f(βt), and at last, we could calculate

k¼ f(0), and the calculating formula of key k is as follows:

k ¼
Xt
i¼1

si
Yt

j¼1, j6¼i

�βj
βi � βj

mod r ð31:6Þ

When the node are captured, according to the information of the captured node,

we can directly or indirectly calculate probability F which means the non-captured

nodes; the less F, the stronger the anti-captured node. The resistance to capture for

the nodes is the important index to measure the safety of key management schemes.

In the key sharing model (q, l ), we discuss the nodes and cluster in terms of anti-

captured ability. An ordinary node as the cluster member just have the key sharing
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with the cluster and the function to generate the key between the members, so it

strongly resists capture and has less value, but with the cluster it has many keys with

the base station and distributed functions. The enemy can read the nodes’ memory

and compute most keys. When there are x nodes which were captured, the enemy

can calculate the probability p(x) of the random ki:

p xð Þ ¼ 0

1�
Xq�1
i¼0

Ci
l C

x�i
n�l

Cx
n q�x�n

0�x�q

8>>>><>>>>: ð31:7Þ

When x< q, we consider that ki is secure in the view of information theory, and

when x� q, ki will be exposed to capture, but the node owing ki might not be

captured; F(x) stands for the resistance to capture, m is the number of ordinary

nodes, and n is the total clusters.

F xð Þ ¼ p xð Þ m

m� mx
n

¼ p xð Þ n

n� x
ð31:8Þ

For the model (q, l ), when q and l are defined and decided, F(x) will increase as
x goes up; the more decided x is, the more of {l� q}; the less F(x) is, the more

security of the networking.

Conclusion

This chapter proposes the step-by-step key authentication scheme not under

the KMC controlling, combines the scheme of the asymmetrical public key

system and threshold key scheme, proposes dynamic key management

scheme through the second-level key matrix of authentication mechanism

from the cluster to node, and reduces the computing and communication

costs, and the clusters adopt bidirectional authentication to promote commu-

nication security.
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Chapter 32

An Energy-Saving Method for Erasure-
Coded Distributed Storage System

Lei Yang and Shi Liu

Abstract In replicated distributed storage system (RDSS), most of energy-saving

method cannot meet the requirement of the energy efficiency ratio. And other

methods for erasure-coded distributed storage system (ECDSS) bring too much

computational overhead due to the nature of erasure code. In this chapter, we target

at RS code and propose two algorithms to reduce the computational overhead of

requesting data while saving energy of ECDSS. The experimental results show that

our algorithms can reduce the computational overhead effectively while reducing

energy consumption compared with conventional methods. Meanwhile, with the

increasing sleep rate and the descending code rate, the reduction effect of the

computational overhead will be better.

Keywords Distributed storage system • Erasure code • Energy saving

32.1 Introduction

With the rise of cloud computing, cloud storage system increasingly becomes the

underlying infrastructure and data service provider of top-level application. How-

ever, high energy consumption becomes one of the major challenges that cloud

storage system faces. According to statistics, IT system makes up 1–2 % [1] of the

total world energy consumption. Furthermore, storage system accounts for 40 % [2]

of the whole system’s energy consumption, and the ratio will increase continually

with the advent of big data times. Currently, the way to save energy mainly includes

sleeping nodes and shutting down nodes. The main strategies adopted are energy-

aware data placement and migration algorithm such as MAID [3], Popular Data

Concentration (PDC [4]), Hibernator [5], Diverted Access (DIV [6]), Auxiliary

Node [7], etc.

For DSS, the general practice is turning part of the nodes that are accessed less

into energy-saving method or suspended state through some software strategies

while not or less affecting the performance of the data center. In cloud computing

environment, the data access frequency of each node is different, such that there is a
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lot of optimizing space for energy consumption. According to the periodicity of

data accessing, GreenHDFS [8] closes a lot of idle nodes in the cold sector to reduce

energy consumption.

From the above, we can see that the existing work on energy saving mainly

targets at the replicated distributed storage system (RDSS) while not at the erasure-

coded distributed storage system (ECDSS). Considering the energy consumption of

the different components in two kinds of energy model [9], coverage-based method

is better for DSS because node is regarded as a scheduling unit. Therefore, we

propose two algorithms called Redundancy First Sleep (RFS) and Data First

Compensation (DFC), respectively, to reduce computational consumption while

saving energy of DSS. Moreover, the experiments show that it is capable of

reducing energy consumption on the premise that the system’s original properties

will not be changed when the system is idle.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 32.2 introduces

coverage-based energy-saving methods and related theories. Section 32.3 proposes

an energy-saving method for ECDSS. Experimental results are presented and

discussed in Sect. 32.4. Finally, we discuss future work and conclude in section

Conclusion and Future Work.

32.2 The Conventional Coverage Method and Related
Theories

This section will first introduce a conventional coverage-based energy-saving

method (CBESM) in ECDSS. Then based on CBESM, we give the equations of

communication and storage overhead in conventional energy-saving method for

erasure code, which will be used in subsequent algorithms. And due to limited

space, we omit the comparison of communication and storage overhead between

erasure code and replication under the energy-saving mode-based CBESM.

32.2.1 The Conventional CBESM

Generally, the energy-saving algorithm is to put nodes to sleep as many as possible

while ensuring the data availability of the nodes. This energy-saving problem could

be described as a bipartite graphG¼ (X, Y ), as shown in Fig. 32.1. X and Y represent

M machine nodes and N data items, respectively. Each edge represents a data

fragment of the corresponding data unit stored in the corresponding machine

node. Our goal is to find a minimal subset of machine nodes covering the data

nodes as many as possible, such that the remainder of machine nodes to be in

energy-saving method is maximal. If all data items are covered, then we obtain a

full coverage.
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To ensure data availability, those uncovered data fragments are migrated to low

load active nodes. This solution not only is effective but also has the advantages of

low complexity and low overhead. The feasibility analysis for coverage strategy

will be illustrated in the following subsection.

32.2.2 Communication Overhead

From [7], we know that any placement algorithm can find a subset covering data

items, the proportion of which is 1� q when sleep rate is p, and all covered data

items are still available. Moreover, for any size of subset, the proportion of

unavailable data items is q, where

q ¼
Xk�1
i¼0

Ci
d � 1� pð Þi � pd�i ð32:1Þ

In theory, communication overhead can be regarded as the increment of storage

overhead, namely, the load migrated for compensation.

Based on the above, we can see for any placement algorithm of (k, d) code, when
sleep rate is p, the ratio of additional fragments to original fragments of the system

is ratioec.

ratioec ¼ fragadd
fragorigin

¼

Xk�1
i¼0

k � ið Þ � Ci
d � 1� pð Þi � pd�i

d
ð32:2Þ

32.2.3 Storage Overhead

Assuming the load rate before sleeping is qorigin, then according to Eq. (32.2), the

load rate LRs after sleeping is as in the following equation, where loadadd is

Fig. 32.1 The bipartite

graph of RDSS
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additional load equaling to fragadd due to compensation and loadorigin is original load
rate of the system equaling to fragorigin.

LRs ¼ qorigin �
loadadd

loadorigin � 1� pð Þ þ 1


 �
ð32:3Þ

Through Eq. (32.3), we can know load rate by sleep rate p, which is a pre-

requisite for following energy-saving method.

32.3 Energy-Saving Method for ECDSS

Because of the application of erasure code in energy-saving method, DSS will

inevitably bring some computational overhead to itself. Thus, a coverage method

for erasure code must be adopted in ECDSS to alleviate the overhead. In this

section, we propose this coverage method.

32.3.1 The Algorithms

There are two stages in our general algorithm for energy-saving method, namely,

sleep stage which will mark nodes that can be put into sleep mode and compensa-

tion stage which compensates data availability caused by some sleeping nodes,

respectively. In this subsection, we will present an algorithm called Redundancy

First Sleep (RFS) for sleep stage and an algorithm called Data First Compensation

(DFC) to compensate availability by using a small amount of storage space in

unsleeping nodes, so that any data in the sleeping nodes of the system always

remains available. The algorithm of RFS is as follows.
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And when there exists unavailable data, the algorithm of DFC will be called.

Next, we present the general steps of energy-saving method in the following.

1. First, combined with k and d, the algorithm figures out the load rate in each sleep

rate as a map table.

2. According to free space, the system chooses the proper sleep rate p by Eq. (32.3)
then starts the sleep procedure.

3. The algorithm initiatesMatrixds, whose elements present the weight of each data

fragment and calculate the weight of every vertices.

4. A queue is constructed to contain all nodes then divided to two priority queues

which are Queuesleep where Queuepriority / 1
degreedata

and Queueactive where Queu

epriority / 1
degreeall

(is the degree of nodes represented by data fragments and is the

degree of nodes represented by all fragments).

5. The availability of data is checked. If the data in the first node of Queuesleep is
available, then the node meets the condition of sleep. Thus, it will be marked as a

determined sleep node.

6. If there exists unavailable data, the system will start the compensation procedure

that migrates data fragments to the first node in Queueactive.
7. Repeat step 5 until Queuesleep is empty.

8. After marking every nodes inQueuesleep, the system will put the marked nodes to

sleep.
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32.4 Evaluation

In this section, to evaluate the performances of the algorithms mentioned above and

compare with other algorithms, we implement a DSS simulator with 1,000 nodes

and 10,000 random text files created by a file generator and validate the effective-

ness of our algorithms by analyzing and comparing the experimental results.

32.4.1 Computational Overhead

Targeting at two representative code rates which are (4, 6) and (14, 16), we compare

the average speed of decoding 10,000 files with size of 1 MB among the combina-

tion of GS and RC, the combination of RFS algorithm and RC, and the combination

of RFS algorithm and DFC algorithm.

In this experiment, we target at (4, 6) and (14, 16) codes and compare the

decoding rate between combinations of algorithms, as shown in Table 32.1.

As shown in Fig. 32.2, for both code rates, the RFS algorithm improves the

decoding speed. For (4, 6) code system whose code rate is high, when the sleep rate

is low, the decoding speed of DFC and RC is equal and decreases with the

increasing sleep rate. Moreover, when reaching the critical value of 500, the

speed of decoding DFC increases with the increasing of sleep rate. While for

(14, 16) code system whose code rate is low, DFC is superior to RC when the

number of sleep nodes is about 200. Notably, the critical value decreases signifi-

cantly, which reaches about 300.

Table 32.1 The combination of algorithm in simulation

Algorithms Sleep stage Compensation stage

GS-RC Greedy sleep Random compensation

RFS-RC Redundancy first sleep Random compensation

RFS-DFC Redundancy first sleep Data first compensation
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Fig. 32.2 Comparison of decoding rate of (4, 6) and (14, 16) code in GS-RC, RFS-RC, and

RFS-DFC algorithms
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Therefore, RFS can reduce the computational overhead in all cases. Further-

more, in the case of high code rate and low sleep rate, the improvement of decoding

time is not obvious. But in the case of low code rate, DFC is more advantageous and

enters the rising area of decoding speed more quickly. In the rising area, with the

increasing of sleeping nodes, the computational overhead will decrease gradually,

making up for the deficiency of increasing the storage overhead and communication

overhead.

Conclusion and Future Work

Based on the coverage-based energy-saving algorithm in replication-based

DSS, this chapter deeply studies the performance of using coverage method
to save energy in ECDSS and proves its feasibility. Then we analyze the

defect of classic method and propose an energy-saving algorithm according

to the characteristics of erasure code. Experimental results show that the

proposed algorithm can effectively reduce the computational overhead of

the energy-saving method in ECDSS and improve users’ QoS.

However, there are still a few problems which are uncovered or not

in-depth study, to be studied deeply in future work. The energy-saving

algorithms in this chapter are based on RS or CRS code, ignoring the other

non-MDS codes such as LDPC or mixed strategy. Moreover, to save energy

and reduce overhead as much as possible for ECDSS, we can consider more

performance indexes such as load of different nodes, encoding speed, and

fault tolerance and dynamically choose the best data-getting node considering

the QoS requirement of users.
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Chapter 33

LF: A Caching Strategy for Named Data
Mobile Ad Hoc Networks

Li Zhang, Jiayan Zhao, and Zhenlian Shi

Abstract Named data networking (NDN) mode has natural advantages in wireless

networks but introduces new problems as well. The storage space of nodes in a

MANET (mobile ad hoc network) is limited; therefore, the on-path caching strategy

of NDN must be modified. A caching strategy, called less space still faster (LF), is
proposed that chooses nodes to cache data on a packet forwarding path and selects

the cached contents based on their popularity. At the same time, the cache distri-

bution of the data and the storage capacity of the nodes are also considered.

Simulation results show LF has good performance in terms of response time,

network traffic, and cache hit ratio. The design goal of reducing cache redundancy

while maintaining a rapid response time is thus realized.

Keywords NDN • MANET • Caching strategy • Popularity

33.1 Introduction and Related Work

The Internet supports communications among processes on different computers,

just like communication among different people in different places in the postal

delivery system. With increasing numbers of users and applications, the capacity of

the Internet is continually being challenged; therefore, researchers are devoting

more of their attention to the study of new Internet architectures.

The use of the Internet has changed with the diversity of applications. Currently,

the provision of content service is more important than communications. Users only

care about the content itself rather than its source or owner. Such applications

account for a large proportion of network traffic. Based on the new characteristics

of the Internet, researchers have proposed a new Internet architecture called named

data networking (NDN) [1]. It is the content name of data, not the IP address of

hosts, used by NDN for data inquiry and distribution. In NDN, nodes cache data that

they have forwarded so that later requests can be met using the cached content

without having to be routed to the data source.
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NDN is more suitable for mobile networks in which users’ locations change

frequently. When a user moves to another location, the request can be met quickly

by surrounding nodes with the content’s name [2]. At present, the allocation of IP

address to mobile nodes in IP mobile networks is the main challenging confronting

mobile applications. The problem has not been sufficiently addressed, although

many proposals have been put forward. NDN can avoid this problem because it

directly uses content names to forward packets [3] without having to assign an IP

address to each node.

The NDN model has its limitations with regard to supporting mobile networks

without an infrastructure, such as MANETs (mobile ad hoc networks) [4]. The

storage capacity of nodes in a mobile network is limited. It will be difficult to

support mobile networks if the cache mechanism of NDN is not changed. Thus, an

appropriate caching strategy is needed in named data MANETs (NDMs).

The caching strategy needs to address three main issues: What should be

cached? Where should the cache be held? What should be replaced when there is

insufficient space? The first two issues are treated in this paper.

Because research on NDN has only recently begun, little has been published on

it; however, many research fields have concerns similar to those surrounding NDN,

such as content delivery networks (CDNs), and NDN itself is one of the solutions in

the field of information-centric networking (ICN) [5, 6]. Some solutions for CDN

support caching along the data forwarding path, which is very similar to NDN

caching scenarios and could serve as a reference in the study of NDN caching.

Therefore, related work will introduce caching research in the fields of CDN, ICN,

and NDN.

As for the problem of what should be cached, the popularity of the data is often

taken into consideration. The popularity usually is predicted by the count of

requests for the data [7–9]. How is that count used? In various ways. For example,

WAVE [9] uses the exponential function of the file request count as the number of

file subblocks recommended to downstream nodes to cache. The solution results in

that data are distributed closer to their source and the redundancy is relatively

higher. WAVE counts the number of files but caches the slices of the file, which is

not suitable for NDN networks in general. However, using exponential growth to

differentiate the cache density of what is popular and what is unpopular is valuable.

Li J et al. also use the request count to indicate the data popularity [7]. As for

Internet Service Provider (ISP) internal networks, their algorithm requests that each

node maintain a tree topology. Each node periodically collects the request count

from its subtree. Data with a count less than a threshold are not cached. The

algorithm reduces the external traffic by a complex calculation; however, it is

only suitable for ISP internal networks, not for NDMs in which the computing

ability of nodes is weak and the network topology is irregular and changes quickly.

To avoid the one-time use of the caching data, Wang JM et al. cache only the data

whose request count exceeds some threshold [8]. They also check the count of the
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interfaces from which the requests for the data come. If the interface count exceeds

a threshold, the data are cached. Their algorithm is useful and easy to implement.

There are also many different schemes in terms of the choice of nodes to cache

data. The basic scheme of NDN is to cache data in nodes along the data forwarding

path [1]. The benefit of on-path caching is that it involves the least amount of traffic

for caching. The problem is that it occupies too much space, especially in NDMs,

where the node space is limited. To reduce the redundant cache in ICN networks,

Psaras I et al. have proposed optimizing global caching [10]. The caching decision

is based on a probability derived from the sum of the cache space in the data

forwarding path and the distance from the node to the user making the request; thus,

a greater cache probability is given to nodes closer to the user. The implementation

cost of such a algorithm is higher, especially in the wireless network in which nodes

move rapidly, so it is not suitable for NDMs.

WAVE [9] also chooses nodes on the data forwarding path to cache data. The

caching decision in a node is made by its upstream node based on the number of the

requests for the data. It would seem that the data would be distributed in the path.

However, in fact, most data are cached around the data source and the nodes closer

to the user cache less data. This strategy is more suitable for treelike topology

networks in which the edge nodes support fewer terminal users and the intermediate

nodes serve more edge nodes. Thus the cache utilization rate can be improved. But

for NDMs with irregular topology, it may result in that data are cached closer to the

data source and far from the users. A simple strategy has been presented [11] to

reduce data redundancy in NDMs. A caching interval field is introduced in the data

packet, which is set to an initial value when the data packet is sent out from the node

holding the content. The value of the caching interval is reduced by one when the

data packet is forwarded by a node. When the caching interval is reduced to zero,

the content is cached and the interval is set to the initial value again. The strategy is

easy and low cost.

To make the NDN model better support MANETs, a caching strategy called less
space still faster (LF) has been designed in this paper. In LF, the caching decision

falls under the comprehensive consideration of the content distribution in the

network and the node’s storage capability. LF can ensure that the content is as

close as possible to the requesting nodes so as to accelerate the response speed and

reduce network traffic; at the same time, the space of mobile nodes is taken into

account and the content redundancy in the network can also be reduced.

33.2 LF Caching Strategy

LF involves maintaining a faster response speed with less space. In LF, not all

nodes along the data forwarding path cache data. Caching decisions are made by the

forwarding nodes based on their situations. The situations include four factors: the

distance from the forwarding node to the requesting node, the available space of the

forwarding node, whether the data can be requested again, and whether the data
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have been cached by the nodes near the forwarding node. The main idea is that the

data should be cached in the forwarding node if the forwarding node is far from the

requesting node and the data are popular given sufficient space in the forwarding

node and that no other nodes nearby are caching the data.

33.2.1 Factors of LF

33.2.1.1 Available Space

The available storage space should be considered when a caching decision is made

because the forwarding nodes in NDMs are mobile devices which have limited

space. The data can be cached only when the space needed for caching is less than a

proportion of the available space so as not to affect the applications in the mobile

devices.

33.2.1.2 Distance from Forwarding Node to Requesting Node

The distance from a forwarding node to the requesting node is expressed by the hop

count of the Interest packet (the request packet is called an interest packet in the

NDN model). The hop counts the number of nodes that the request packet has

passed by.

In NDN, an interest packet is sent to neighbors by the requesting node, and then

the receiving node seeks its cache store, a PIT table, and a routing table sequen-

tially. If the requested data are found in the cache, a data packet is sent to the

requesting node; otherwise, the receiving node seeks the requested name in the PIT

table to see whether it has dealt with other interest packets requesting the same data.

If the name is found in the PIT table, then the interface that the interest packet

comes from is added to the PIT table in order to forward the response data packet

later. A failure of the first two searches indicates that the interest packet for the data

is never processed. The interest packet will be forwarded out based on the search

result of the routing table, and then a new entry is added to the PIT table.

To obtain the distance from the forwarding node to the requesting node, a hop

field is added to the interest packet. The value of the hop field is increased by one

each time the packet is forwarded. The hop value is recorded with other information

of the interest packet in the PIT table. That is, a hop item, denoted by h, is added to

each entry of the PIT table. For the name already in the PIT table, the value of h is

changed to the maximum of the original value in the PIT table and that of the new

packet (i.e., the number of hops h in the PIT table is used to record the greatest value

of the distances from all the requesting nodes to the receiving node). If there is no

entry for the requested name in the PIT table, a new entry is created and the value of

h is set to the value of the hop field in the packet.
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When a node receives a response data packet, the PIT table is searched to obtain

the forwarding interface, and the hop count h is checked. If the hop count is greater,
meaning the requesting node is far from the node, then the data should be cached to

reduce the response time and the network traffic.

33.2.1.3 Whether Data Can Be Requested Again

This refers to the data popularity mentioned in many papers. The request frequency

in a certain time period is considered the popularity value for a name that is

recorded by every node. The value is the count of the interest packets received by

a node in a certain period time, denoted by p, which increases by one at each interest
packet for the data received. The popularity value has an expiration date. Expired

records are deleted. The main idea is that the data should be cached if they are

believed to be popular; otherwise, they are not worth caching.

33.2.1.4 Whether Data Have Been Cached by Nearby Nodes

To reduce the redundancy of data cached, data are not cached if they have already

been cached by a nearby node (the last hop in the forwarding path). In order to

indicate whether the data were cached by the last hop node, a caching field is added

to the data packet. The value has three possibilities: 0, 1, and 2. How to set it is

explained in the later section.

33.2.2 Caching Value Computation

To consider the four factors mentioned earlier comprehensively, the following

formula is given to compute the caching value, which indicates whether data should

be cached. For a data packet i, the data are not cached when the available storage

space m of the node is less than some threshold M and are only forwarded.

Otherwise, a caching value Vi is computed using the following formula. Data

with Vi greater than some threshold V can be cached:

Vi ¼ γ αhþ βBpð Þ: ð33:1Þ

In the formula, h is the hop count of the interest packet for the data and obtained
from the PIT table, α is its weight coefficient, p is the popularity, β is its weight

coefficient, B is the base (2 is used) argument of the popularity, p is obtained by

searching the popular table, γ indicates whether the data were cached by the last

hop; its value is obtained from the caching field of the data packet.

The value of the caching field is based on the following rules.
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1. The caching field is set to 0 if the data are cached because the caching value

computed is more than the threshold V. It results in Vi to be 0 when the caching

value is computed by the next hop node; therefore, the data are not cached in the

next hop regardless of the popularity and distance. The reason is that the data

were cached by a nearby node.

2. The caching field is set to 1 if the data are not cached because they were cached

by the last hop node. That is, the γ value does not affect the calculation of the

caching value of the next hop node.

3. The caching field is set to 2 if the data are not cached because the available storage

space is insufficient. This means that the γ value helps increase the caching value
in the next hop node. The reason for this is that the data are not cached because of

space limitations but should be cached based on distance and popularity. There-

fore, it is hoped that the data will be cached by the next hop node.

As the hop and popularity form the two main parts in the value formula, their

factors are both set to 1 in consideration of their effect. Thus, the threshold of Vi is
set to 2. That is, only data with a caching value greater than 2 can be cached.

Two weight coefficients are discussed in what follows.

1. Weight coefficient α of the hop: we believe that data should be cached by a node if
the distance from the data’s source to the node exceeds the radius of the network.

Suppose the longest edge of the network is n, then the threshold H of the hop

should be n/2. Thus, we have α� n/2¼ 1; therefore, the weight coefficient α of

the hop is set to 2/n. For example, α is 0.25 in an 8� 8 topology network.

2. Weight coefficient β of popularity: we believe that data are popular and should

be cached if 10 % of the nodes in the network have requested them. Suppose the

number of nodes in a network is N, the basic threshold P of the popularity is set

to BN/10; then β�P¼ 1. Thus, the weight coefficient of the popularity β¼ 1
P¼

1
BN=10. For example, in the 8� 8 topology, β¼ 1

264=10
¼ 1

26
. Taking N/10 as the

dividing line can minimize the cache number as well as reduce the redundant

data considering the relationship between the number of nodes and requests.

In summary, in LF, the action of a node after receiving an interest packet or a

data packet is shown in Fig. 33.1.

33.3 Simulation and Evaluation

To evaluate the effect of the LF strategy, a simulation is conducted under ndnSIM

[12], which is an extension module of NS-3 with the NDN communication model

implemented.

The simulation is done on an Ubuntu-10.04.4 system with libboost version 1.48.

There are 64 nodes in the MANET, and the communication distance is 250 m. The

simulation lasts 100 s. The simulation environmental parameters are shown in

Table 33.1 in detail.
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Sixty-four nodes are randomly distributed in a 1,000� 1,000 m area. A contin-

uous bit rate (CBR) data stream is chosen as the data source. The node movement

model is a random waypoint model. The nodes are stationary initially and move to

another position randomly at a speed of 0–30 m/s. The nodes move to the next

random position after pausing for some time when they reach a new position. The

resident time in a position affects the speed of a node.

A provider–consumer model in ndnSIM is used. A service provider is selected

randomly, and the 63 nodes that are left are consumers sending requests. The

interest packets arrival process is modeled as Poisson [13]. The average interest

packet rate is 20/s. The requested content is under zipf distribution. The CS cache

replacement strategy is least recently used (LRU).

Enough
space?

Caching
value

compute
Vi=f(γ,H,P)   

Vi>=V

Cache data

YES

NO

NO

Record
hops in PIT 

Interest Packet

Record
popularity

in
popularity

table    

Data packet i  with name n

NDN other
opera�ons
to Interest
Packet   

Get h from
PIT 

Get P from
popularity

table  

YES

Delete
popularity

entry of
the data   NDN other 

opera�on 
to Data 
packet

Caching 
field

Caching
field=2 

Caching
field = 0 

Caching
field = 1  

Fig. 33.1 Flow chart of LF strategy

Table 33.1 Simulation

environmental parameters
Parameter Value

Total number of nodes 64

Area size 1,000� 1,000 m

Data stream type CBR

Communication distance 250 m

Packet size 512 bytes

Mobility model Random waypoint

Maximum rate of node movement 30 m/s

Maximum residence time 8 s

MAC type Ad hocWifiMac

Simulation time 100 s
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The strategy is evaluated in four aspects: response time, network traffic, load of

caching node, and cache hit ratio. The on-path caching strategy of NDN [1] and the

interval caching strategy [11] are compared.

33.3.1 Response Time

The response time is defined as the period from when an interest packet is sent to

when the data packet is received. It is used to evaluate the reduction in response

time resulting from the use of caching. The simulation results are shown in

Fig. 33.2. The cache used in the on-path strategy has the most extensive coverage,

so the average response time of on-path is the lowest of the three strategies. What’s

more, the delays at the beginning of the three strategies are all higher, but the

advantage of the on-path strategy is also outstanding. The response times of both

the interval strategy and the LF strategy are long, but the LF strategy is clearly

better than the interval strategy. The average response time of the interval strategy

is longer than that of LF in the middle and late periods. Figure 33.3 shows a

comparison of the overall response time of the three caching strategies. It can be

seen that the response time of the on-path strategy is the lowest, LF is second, and

the interval strategy has the highest response time.

33.3.2 Network Traffic

The sum of the number of interest and data packets is checked to evaluate the

network load of the three strategies. Simulation results are shown in Fig. 33.4. It can

be seen in Fig. 33.4 that the traffic of the on-path strategy is the lowest, and that of

the interval strategy is the highest. LF is in the middle and closer to the on-path

strategy because the most caches are used in the on-path strategy that can shorten
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the length of the forwarding path and reduce network traffic. As a result, the traffic

of the on-path strategy is the lowest. The caches used by the other two strategies are

all less than that of the on-path strategy; however, the interval strategy does not

consider the characteristics of the data, whereas the LF strategy considers both the

data popularity and the caching situations of the neighbors, and so the traffic of the

LF strategy is less than that of the interval strategy. Figure 33.5 shows a comparison

of the overall traffic with the three caching strategies.

33.3.3 Load of Caching Nodes

The load of the caching nodes is represented by the amount of cached data. It is used

to evaluate the overhead of the three caching strategies. The amounts of cached data
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are shown in Fig. 33.6. The result shows that the cache used by the on-path strategy

is the largest and the overhead is the highest. The interval strategy is in the middle,

and the overhead of the LF strategy is the lowest. The storage used by the LF

strategy is the lowest and is half that of the on-path strategy.

33.3.4 Cache Hit Ratio

The cache hit ratio is the ratio of the number of requested data found in the cache to the

number of total requests. It is used to evaluate the cache efficiency of the three

strategies. The cache hit ratio is shown in Fig. 33.7. The hit ratio of the on-path
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strategy is 0.44, and its cached content is the most effective. The cache hit ratio of the

interval strategy is 0.28, which is the lowest of the three strategies. The cache hit ratio

of the LF strategy is in the middle and is closer to 0.4, which achieves our design goal.

From the simulation results, it can be concluded that LF strategy can reduce the

load of the caching node while maintaining the efficiency of the cache.

Conclusion
To reduce overhead and improve caching efficiency, a caching strategy called

LF was designed for NDMs. The caching situation of a node’s neighbors and

the popularity of the data affect the caching decision in a node in LF. The

cache storage capacity of a node was also introduced. Simulation results show

that the LF strategy can reduce caching overhead and has good performance

in terms of the response time, network traffic, and cache hit ratio.
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Chapter 34

Topological Characteristics of Class
Collaborations

Dong Yan and Keyong Wang

Abstract Based on source code reuse, class collaboration diagrams are widely

used to glean insight into the interactive relationships among modules in a software

system. The relationships seem complex and dazzling but behave in accordance

with some potential connectivity laws. Many studies have shown that the evolution

theory of complex networks can be a useful approach to the topology analysis of

class collaborations. This chapter chooses the prevalent Java Development Kits to

study the topological structure, small-world features, and connectivity of actual

Java class collaboration networks. The empirical analysis discovers the small-world

features of the class collaboration relationships. But the connectivity shows a great

distinction between the active behavior and the passive behavior among those

relationships, that is, the behavior to import Java classes approximately follows a

decaying exponential distribution, while the behavior that Java classes are imported

by others obeys a decaying power-law distribution.

Keywords Software topology • Small world • Scale free • Matthew effect

34.1 Introduction

Software architecture is an important field within software engineering aiming at

describing both the structure and the behavior of software systems at a high level of

abstraction [1]. Network analysis plays an important role in acquiring better

comprehension of software systems. Watts and Strogatz firstly found that the

connection topology of many real-world networks is neither completely regular

nor completely random and then proposed the small-world model in 1998

[2]. Inspired by this discovery, Barabási and Albert studied the dynamic World

Wide Web (WWW) based on network analysis and statistics and proposed the

famous scale-free model based on preferential mechanism [3]. Subsequently, many

information systems are investigated to be scale free [4].
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In 2003, Myers studied the collaboration networks associated with six different

open-source C/C++ software systems and found that their outgoing degree

(out-degree), incoming degree (in-degree), and degree distributions reveal the

decaying power-law behavior [5]. Šubelj and Bajec investigated the community

structure and scale-free connectivity of undirected Java class dependency networks.

However, identified communities do not exactly correspond to software packages

[6]. Many different large Java software systems were examined to show the scale-

free behavior with small-world characteristics [7–9]. Moreover, there exist some

local events, such as addition of edges, removal of edges, and rewiring of edges, in

the evolution of Java software systems [10]. Li et al. utilized the log information in

binary files for Java class complex networks to visualize the software structures and

to diagnose software faults and exceptions [11].

Investigating the topology structure of a software system is helpful to discern

global collaboration laws of classes. In this chapter, the classical Java Development

Kits (JDK) from JDK 1.1.6 to JDK 1.3.0 are chosen to study the topological

characteristics of directed Java class collaborations. In Sect. 34.2, the directed

Java class collaboration networks (JCCN) are constructed. In Sect. 34.3, the

small-world features of the JCCN are examined. In Sect. 34.4, the scale-free

behavior of the JCCN is investigated. In Sect. 34.5, conclusions are provided.

34.2 Topology of Java Software Systems

Java as a full object-oriented (OO) programming language can construct many

kinds of web application systems independent of platforms. The “import” state-

ments direct the Java compiler to include all of the public classes (interfaces). The

relations among classes include “association,” “generalization,” “realization,” and

“dependency,” unanimously disposed of by the way of “import” in a Java system.

Class diagrams of a software system with source codes can be abstracted as a

complex network by the import relationships among classes according to Unified

Modeling Language (UML). Each class can be abstracted as a node, as well as the

import relationships among classes can be abstracted as directed edges, as shown in

Fig. 34.1, where the nodes marked in the same color possess the same degree value.

The directionality of the network is consistent with that of class diagrams defined

according to the UML. If a class i imports another class j, then i holds one outgoing
edge, namely, an out-degree kout,i, and j gets one incoming edge, namely, an

in-degree kin,j. The degree ki of i is the sum of its out-degree and in-degree, i.e.,

ki¼ kout,i + kout,i.
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34.3 Small-World Features

Watts and Strogatz found that many systems can be highly clustered, like regular

lattices, yet have small characteristic path lengths, like random graphs. They are

called as small-world networks, by analogy with the small-world phenomenon

[2]. The small-world features of a system are measured by clustering coefficient

and average shortest path length.

In order to investigate the small-world features of Java systems, the clustering

coefficients and average shortest path lengths of the JCCN are measured, whereas

the directionality of the import relationships among classes is blurred, since the

small-world features are typically measured on undirected graphs.

34.3.1 Clustering Coefficients of the JCCN

The clustering coefficient Ci of a Java class i characterizes the import relationships

among only its ki neighbors, defined as the ratio between the actual number and the

probably maximal number ki(ki�1)/2 of pairs of the ki neighbors, that is,

Ci ¼ Ei

ki ki � 1ð Þ=2 2 0; 1½ 
; ð34:1Þ

where Ei is the actual number of edges between the ki neighbors. If Ci¼ 0, all

neighbors of class i do not import each other but hold the import relationships with

i, while if Ci¼ 1, they all collaborate with each other to perform the necessary

functions.

The clustering coefficient C of a whole network is defined as the average value

of clustering coefficients of all nodes, denoted by

Fig. 34.1 The collaboration network on class diagrams for JDK1.1.6
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C ¼ N�1
X

i
ci: ð34:2Þ

It implies the global density of triad class collaboration relationships.

Table 34.1 shows the real clustering coefficients Creal of the JCCN and the

theoretical clustering coefficients Crand of their corresponding random networks

with the same numbers of nodes and edges. Crand¼hki/N, where< k> and N are,

respectively, the average degree of an actual network and its scale [12]. Obviously,

Creal�Crand, so the Java class collaborations exhibit a high clustering, like regular

lattices.

34.3.2 Average (Shortest) Path Lengths of the JCCN

Average path length L is defined as the average value of the shortest paths for all

possible pairs of nodes in a network, that is,

L ¼ 1

N N þ 1ð Þ=2
X
i�j

dij; ð34:3Þ

where dij is the shortest path length between a pair of nodes i and j.
The real average path lengths Lreal of the JCCN are obtained in Table 34.2, where

Lrand¼ ln(N )/ln(hki) is the average path length of the corresponding random net-

work with the same numbers of nodes and edges [2, 4]. Lreal! Lrand means a short

average path length for actual Java import relationships, like random graphs. In a

class collaboration network, a path length reflects the possible import steps among

collaborative classes. The average path length of an information system can eval-

uate the global efficiency of information transfers. Thus, a short average path length

means quick transfers among different classes.

34.3.3 Judgment of Small-World Networks

According to Sects. 34.3.1 and 34.3.2, the JCCN hold a high clustering and a short

average path length, so they possess small-world features. When a new Java project

is set up, a part of JDK as a black box with necessary fundamental functions should

Table 34.1 Statistics of

clustering coefficients
Ver. Creal Crand

JDK1.1 0.3 0.008

JDK1.2 0.36 0.007

JDK1.3 0.35 0.006
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be packed in the project. The small-world features guarantee high collaborability

and quick transfers among classes for programmers and users.

34.4 Connectivity of the JCCN

In a Java class collaboration network, the frequency of a degree is the number of the

nodes with the same degree. The probability of the degree is the proportion of its

frequency to the number of all nodes. Therefore, the probability distribution of the

network can be characterized by probabilities of all degrees.

The degree distribution characterizes the global import tendency in Java sys-

tems. In Fig. 34.2, plot (a) shows the out-degree distribution p(kout) on linear-

logarithm scales, so p(kout)/ exp(kout). Plots (b) and (c) present the (in-)degree

distributions p(kin) and p(k) on log-log scales, so p kinð Þ / k
γin
in and p(k)/ k.

However, all of the actual distribution charts display a fat tail in Fig. 34.2a–c.

In order to eliminate the fat tail and fit data well, one can define the following

continuous cumulative degree distribution

Pc kð Þ ¼
ðþ1
k

p kð Þdk; ð34:4Þ

and then p(k)/ k� γ is written as Pc(k)/ k� (γ� 1). The scaling exponents can

be obtained as γin� 2.25 and γ� 2.43 by fitting the cumulative distributions in

Fig. 34.2e, f.

Both scaling exponents of (in-)degree distributions are larger than 2, and hence,

the JCCN possess the scale-free behavior with the Matthew effect. It means the

behavior that Java classes are imported by others is dominated by preferential

mechanism. Thus, only a minority of classes hold a high reusability, while most

others do a low one. In the actual JCCN, only 10 % of classes with maximum

in-degrees, respectively, account for about 58 %, 65 %, and 67 % of imported

frequencies.

The reusability of source codes reduces redundant program codes, testing, and

bug fixing. In addition, efficient class reuse means that many bugs need to be fixed

in only one place when problems are discovered. In the light of the above advan-

tages, only a minority of classical and new excellent classes are largely imported,

which results in the decaying power-law distributions of in-degrees of the JCCN

with the Matthew effect.

Table 34.2 Statistics of

average path lengths
Ver. Lreal Lrand

JDK1.1 4.18 3.98

JDK1.2 3.71 3.05

JDK1.3 3.76 3.1
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Figure 34.2d shows the approximately exponential relation of kout and Pc(kout)
on linear-logarithm scales and their far-fetched power-law relation on log-log

scales in the right upper corner of this plot. The standard deviation (SD) of the

linear fit of the former is less than that of the latter, that is, 0.16095< 0.24419.

Moreover, the maximal out-degree in plot (d) is less than 100, while the maximal

in-degree in plot (e) is close to 400. Thus, Pc(kout)/ exp(kout). Moura et al. believed

that the small-world and scale-free features are generic for large computer pro-

grams [12]. Obviously, it is not exactly so.

The decaying exponential out-degree distribution indicates that the behavior to

import classes is approximately random. Modular programming is a software

design technique that emphasizes separating the functionality of a program into

independent, interchangeable modules, such that each contains everything neces-

sary to execute only one aspect of the desired functionality [7]. Conceptually,

modules represent a separation of concerns. Thus, properties and behaviors of

Java classes as modules are limited in scale and so do their out-degrees in size. It

is the reason for the decaying exponential distribution of out-degrees of the JCCN.

Obviously, the JCCN are incomplete scale-free networks. The modularity tech-

nique leads the approximately random behavior to import classes, while the reus-

ability one conduces the preferential behavior that a minority of classes are

imported largely.
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Conclusion

Complex networks present novel perspectives on the study of class collabo-

rations. In this chapter, the JCCN on class diagrams are examined to possess

small-world features when their directionality is ignored. Small-world fea-

tures facilitate better collaborability among classes and higher efficiency of

class transfers in software systems. Different from the out-degree distribution

of C/C++ class collaborations, that of Java ones approximately follow the

decaying exponential distribution. Thus, most classes are prevented from

overexpanding in size, as well as the source codes of basic and excellent

classes tend to be reused largely. To judge if the architecture of a system is

excellent, one aspect is to investigate if its out-degrees obey the decaying

exponential distribution due to modularity, while its in-degrees follow the

decaying power-law distribution owing to code reuse.
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Chapter 35

Cluster Key Scheme Based on Bilinear
Pairing for Wireless Sensor Networks

Xiaoming Liu and Qisheng Zhao

Abstract The past security policy about public key management strongly relied on

the key matrix which was preset by the base station or generated by the algorithm

embedded in the nodes, then to exchange the public key with others to finish the

security communications, but a lot of public keys were stored in the nodes, which

consumed much energy and might be captured and gained by the attacked nodes. In

this chapter, we adopt the bilinear pairing theory to the public key generation and

management which does not require the public key in the nodes and applies the

node’s information to the public keys, which may reduce the cost of managing the

public keys and enhances the security of key management; then we propose a

cluster key distributed scheme on the basis of clustering by using the bilinear

pairing key management in the wireless sensor network and demonstrate its feasi-

bility and security theoretically.

Keywords Security • Key management • Cluster • Authentication • Matrix

• Threshold

35.1 Introduction

A wireless sensor network (WSN) consists of spatially distributed autonomous and

battery-powered sensors which are facing many security issues, data intrusion and

topology destruction via Sinkhole, Sybil, Wormholes, Hello flood intrusion, node

capture, etc., which makes it very challenging to provide security in WSNs.

Currently, the main idea for resisting intrusion is to establish security routing and

key management schemes [1–3].
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35.2 Related Works

There are two types of key management schemes in terms of wireless sensor

network: the distributed architecture and the clustering architecture. In the distrib-

uted architecture, there are no fixed fundamental facilities, the energy and power of

network nodes are at the same level, and nodes have the ability of sensing, signal

process and wireless communication. The nodes communicate with preset keys and

establish the security channels. As to the distributed architecture, the nodes are

divided into three categories: the base station, the cluster heads and the ordinary

nodes. The base station is in charge of distributing and updating keys as distributing

centres; the ordinary nodes just have IDs and some corresponding keys and the

others belong to the clusters’ mission [4]. As mentioned in the past literature,

Shamir [5] proposed the concept of identity-based encryption (IBE), which

encrypts the message by means of the receiver’s identity information as the public

key. While compared with the traditional public key management, IBE is not used

to manage the certification because it vastly simplifies the security communication

operation. Boneh proposed an efficient IBE scheme, which provides complete

security under the random oracle model [6, 7]. Another scheme provides complete

security under the standard mode [8]; however, the efficiency is very low and the

scheme impractical. The first highly efficient security scheme was proposed by

Waters [8], which basically needs less modular exponentiation and bilinear pairing

computing; but as its main defect, it frequently makes parameters, and it is difficult

to implement in the current nodes of wireless sensor networks. Waters also pointed

out that it was difficult to determine an efficient identity-based encryption mode of

short open parameters under the random oracle model. Zhang proposed to facilitate

the secure key establishment between nodes in WSNs by means of an identity-

based cryptography technique called pairing [9]. It allows the synchronous execu-

tion of multiparty key agreement protocols based on bilinear paring. The number of

cluster members will not affect the key agreement and not require interactivity

during the key agreement.

35.3 The Clustering Key Scheme

35.3.1 The Model Architecture

In the hierarchical wireless sensor network, the distribution is based on clusters.

One cluster has a cluster head and multi-cluster members. The cluster head has

advanced capability in communication, computing, memory, power, etc. Cluster

members are just ordinary nodes, which are only allowed to communicate with the

cluster head or between one another to decrease the energy consumption. The

network architecture model and the algorithm are shown as below (Fig. 35.1):
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35.3.2 The Cluster Security Scheme

This scheme includes one private key generator PKG. There are three phrases: the

system establishment, the private key generation and the key negotiation.

Assume that l is the safety parameter, G and Gr are cyclical groups of prime

number q and ê :G�G!Gr are bilinear pairings.G* is the non-identity element in

G. Supposing the identity (public key) in the dept L (G*)L (G*)L constitute the

vector quantity, the element of k+ 1 is the identity of k, H : {0, 1}*!G*.
For setup (l ), select one random generating element P2G. Every cluster

chooses its own key si2 Zq(i¼ 1, 2, . . .,L ), computes the public key Ppubi¼ siP,
according impact factor of the cluster head “weight” confirm the every cluster’s

primary key si, and then the primary key and public parameters are masterkey¼
(s1, s2, . . ., sL), params¼ (q,G,Gr,P, ê,H, s1P, s2P, . . ., sLP).

The private key generation: if the identity vector quality is (ID0
0u, ID

1
uv, . . ., ID

k
ij),

PKG computes Pk
ij¼H(IDk

ij) and d
k
ij¼ sk+ 1P

k
ij(k¼ 0, 1, . . .,L� 1) then transmits in a

secret channel to the userUk
ij. As a matter of fact, given the identity vector quality of

user Uk
ij, the cluster head Uk� 1

ki could calculate its private key by its own private

key. The identity vector quality of user Uk
ij is (ID

0
0u, ID

1
uv, . . ., ID

k� 1
ki ); the private

key is skk� 1
xi ¼ (s1P

0
0u, s2P

1
uv, . . ., skP

k� 1
xi , sk+ 1, sk+ 2, . . ., sL� 1). The cluster head

Uk� 1
xi calculates Pk

ij¼H(IDK
IJ) and dkij¼ sk+ 1P

k
ij then sends skk� 1

xi ¼ (s1P
0
0u,

s2P
1
uv, . . ., skP

k� 1
xi , sk+ 1, sk+ 2, . . ., sL� 1) to Uk

ij in security.

1. Negotiation Communication Between Any Cluster Members

Assume that different user Uk
ij needs to establish the sharing partial security key,

the identity vector quality of Uk
ij is (ID

0
0u, ID

1
uv, . . ., ID

k
ij), and that of U

t
pq is (ID

0
0v,

ID1
uv, . . ., ID

t
pq), U

k
ij is from Py

pq¼H(IDy
pq)(y¼ 0, 1, . . ., t) and Ut

pq is from Px
pq¼H

(IDx
ij)(x¼ 0, 1, . . ., k). Respectively compute Uk

ij and Ut
pq, then get the same

sharing keys and the validity could be tested and verified.

Communication near Clusters

Clusters

Communication Inter-cluster

Fig. 35.1 Clustering key model architecture
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skkt ¼ ê s1P
0
0v,P

0
0v

� �
ê s2P

1
uv,P

1
uv

� �
. . . ê stþ1Pt

ij,P
t
pq,

� �
�

ê stþ2Ptþ1
ij ,Pt

pq

� �
ê stþ3Ptþ2

ij ,Pt
pq

� �
. . . ê s1P

k
kþ1,P

t
pq

� � ð35:1Þ

sktk ¼ ê P0
0v, s1P

o
0v

� �
ê P1

uv, s2P
1
uv

� �
. . . ê P t

pq, stþ1P
t
ij

� �
�

ê Ptþ1
pq , stþ2Pt

ij

� �stþ2
. . . ê Pk

ij ;P
t
pq

� �skþ1 ð35:2Þ

2. Negotiation Communication Between Inner Clusters

Randomly Uk
ij select ηj2 Ζ	q( j¼ 1, 2, . . .,m), m is the number of cluster member,

and it calculates rj¼ ηjPk
ij. Compute zkj¼ sk+ 1P

k
ij · ηj and broadcast (ηj, zkj). When

receiving the (ηj, zkj), every member Uk
xi of cluster would verifyYm

j¼1, j 6¼x
e
^

zkj;P
� � ¼ Ym

j¼1, j 6¼x
e
^

τj∂, skþ1P
� � ¼ e

^ Xm
j¼1, j6¼x

rj, skþ1P

 !
, zkj

 !
.

3. Node Joining and Leaving

One new node of Uk
in joins the network. Firstly, send the message IDk

inJoin to

the cluster head Uk� 1
xi , and then the cluster head Uk� 1

xi broadcasts AccIDk
xiJoin

to the member. Randomly select ηn2 Ζ	q, and then compute rn¼ ηnPk
in and

zkn¼ sk+ 1P
k
m · ηn. Broadcast (rn, zkn) and then the cluster and other nodes can

verify the validity. If the node is inside the cluster, then network topology does

not change; so the cluster computes the sharing keys again. If the node is a

cluster member, the cluster topology will change, so the cluster members have to

look for a new cluster head, join it and then start to compute the sharing keys of

the joining nodes.

35.4 Security Analysis

No matter how many cluster member nodes and clusters are controlled, as long as

the attacker does not fully control the nodes and cluster heads, we think this scheme

is safe.

Theorem 1 G and Gr are both groups of two orders for prime number q. e
^
:

G�G!Gr are satisfied with Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (DBDH). Hash

function H is the predicted oracle of this scheme, and this scheme can resist a full

controlling attack and sequent attack.
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Proof Construct an algorithm B, which has the advantage that it is not ignorant of

the probability to resolve DBDH problem. In the cluster key shared negotiation

cases, that can break the scheme.

Given q; α;G;Gr; e
^
;P; aP; bP; cP;D;R

D E
, e

^
is the bilinear pairing

e
^
: G� G! Gr, D ¼ e

^
P;Pð Þabc, R ¼ e

^
P;Pð Þt. The mission of B is to choose

which belongs to the DBDH from D ¼ e
^

P;Pð Þabc and R ¼ e
^

P;Pð Þt.
Simulate the algorithm setup: B chooses the safe public parameters, like

the random oracle, function H and the number threshold of the root node;

B selects L random number s1, s2, . . ., sl2 z	q and calculates the public key

Ppubi¼ siP(i¼ 1, 2, . . ., L ); B sends the system parameters

ðq, k,G,Gr,P, e
^
,H, s1P, s2P, . . . , sLP) to the attacker A.

H(IDk
ij) query: If IDk

ij is in the list Hlist, then B calculates the H(IDk
ij)¼ hkij,

randomly selects ηj2 Z	1 and then calculates rj¼ ηjPk
ij, zkj¼ sk + 1P

k
ij � ηj. It gives the

(ID k
ij , h

k
ij , zkj , rj) back to A. If IDk

ij is the neighbour of the cluster, then B stores (IDk
ij,

aP), assigns H(IDk
ij)¼ aP and Ppubi¼ sk+ 1P¼ cP, takes ηj¼ b and z

kj
¼ abcP and

then returns (IDk
ij, aP, abcP, cP).

For others, B randomly selects lj2 Z	q and calculates H(IDk
ij)¼ hkij¼ ljP. Then B

inserts e
^

zk1;Pð Þ e^ zk2;Pð Þ (H(IDk
ij), h

k
ij) into the link list of H

list and returns H(IDk
ij)¼

hkij.

Compromise ( j) query: Assume j is one of the clusters, and then B terminates or

B will return all the security values. Assume the target nodes are cluster heads, and

the nodes’ identification is (ID0
0u, . . ., ID

k
ij). B selects random bit b2 {0, 1} and

executes the following steps:

Query H ID k
ij

� �
¼ Pk

ij , zkj , rj :

If b¼ 1, then B calculates

α ¼ e
^

zk1;Pð Þ e^ zk2;Pð Þ . . . e^ zk j�1ð Þ;P
� � � D � e^ zk jþ1ð Þ;P

� �þ . . .þ e
^

zkm;Pð Þ:
Else B calculates

α ¼ e
^

zk1;Pð Þ e^ zk2;Pð Þ . . . e^ zk j�1ð Þ;P
� � � e^ zk jþ1ð Þ;P

� �þ . . .þ e
^

zkm;Pð Þ:
Then B gives α to attacker A.

After A finishes querying, it gets the candidate b0. If the output of B is the

same as b0, then the question of DBDH is resolved. If the output bit of A is

correct, B can give the right guesses for the DBDH issues, so we think this scheme

is safe.
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Conclusion

This chapter adopts bilinear pairing theory to the sense nodes key generation

and management. It uses the node’s information as public keys, which may

reduce the cost of managing the public keys. In the clustering of wireless

sensor networks, we propose the key management scheme based on the

bilinear pairing and describe the algorithm in detail; then the chapter theo-

retically demonstrates the feasibility and security of this approach. In addition

to the key distributed efficiency and the energy cost analysis, we still have to

make simulation with the clustering key algorithm applied to practical situ-

ations so as to verify its efficiency, feasibility and security.
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Chapter 36

The LDP Protocol Formal Description
and Verification Based on CPN Model

Rengaowa Sa, Baolier Xilin, Yulan Zhao, and Neimule Menke

Abstract In order to verify the correctness of the label distribution protocol LDP, a

function verification model has been constructed for the protocol-integrated anal-

ysis in the aspects of safety property, liveness property, and function analysis based

on the Colored Petri Nets (CPN). By this integrated analysis method using CPN, it

has been confirmed that the protocol can adapt to changes in the network layer

routing information and distribute labels effectively. Also, this CPN-based model-

ing and simulation method, which integrates the protocol property verification and

function analysis, contributes a significant methodology to improve the function of

a network protocol.

Keywords LDP protocol • Formal description • Colored petri nets • Bounded

model checking

36.1 Introduction

MPLS (Multiprotocol Label Switching) is a new technology that uses labels to

guide high speed, efficient transfer of data in the new generation IP backbone

network. In the MPLS domain, the routers are the label switching routers (LSR),

while the routers at the MPLS domain edges are the boundary label switching

routers (LER). At the edge of MPLS network domain, the data flows entering the

MPLS network will be divided into different forwarding equivalent classes (FEC),

and corresponding labels will be requested for these forwarding equivalent classes.
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The corresponding relationship between the label and the FEC will be noticed to

neighboring routers and maintained by the LDP protocol. The LDP protocol defines

a set of procedures to construct the label-switched paths (LSP) which consist of

FEC, entering label, outgoing label, and so on.

Relevant research work has been done in the LDP protocol conformance testing

based on E-LOTOS [1]. Protocol conformance test is used to verify the consistency

of protocol implementation and protocol standards. However, the protocol verifi-

cation is used to verify the logical correctness of protocol standards which tries to

find potential errors or modify performance of the protocol itself, an essential link to

guarantee the quality of protocol development. As for the verification of the LDP

protocol, no one has done more research except I, having simulated and analyzed

the LDP protocol based on its CPN model and then obtained the protocol analysis

report in my master degree’s thesis at Inner Mongolia University.

Moreover, in this chapter, a model of the LDP protocol for function verification

and property analysis has been constructed using CPN Tools. And then through

integrated using of CPN occurrence graphs, flow analysis of tokens by simulation

tools, description method of protocol properties by the system assertion language

ASK-CTL, the label distribution protocol LDP is automatically simulated and

verified. Finally, the process to detect and verify protocols is summarized in CPN

Tools 2.2.0 environment.

36.2 The Formal Description and Modeling
of LDP Protocol

36.2.1 Modeling Constraints

Bounded model checking (BMC) [2] is a method for finding logical errors, or

proving their absence, in finite-state transition systems. In this chapter, formal

description and protocol model is given using CPN Tools 2.2.0. And the

ASK-CTL formula to formalize protocol properties is explained through the state

space of the protocol CPN model. In order to avoid the protocol model state space

explosion, some complex protocol functions are abstracted and simplified.

The LSR working mode is limited to downstream on-demand label distribution,

LSP ordered control, and conservative label retention mode. In the process of

establishing the label-switched paths, “Receive Label Request” and “Receive

Label Mapping” events are simulated in detail, and “Receive Label Release,”

“Receive Label Withdraw,” and “Detect Change in FEC Next Hop” events are

implemented roughly.
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36.2.2 Data Description and Modeling

When implementing the LDP protocol model, ingress LER, egress LER, as well as

middle LSR in MPLS domain should be distinguished according to LDP protocol-

related standards [3, 4]. Thus, the color set LsrShuXing has been defined using

enumeration color set. In order to express the label switching table that consists of

FEC, entering label, outgoing label, and so on, the color set LspElem has been

defined using record color set. To establish label-switched path (LSP), LDP proto-

col data packets containing different messages will be transferred between LSRs.

Therefore, the data packet color set PK and the message type color set MT have

been defined, PK using record color set and MT using enumeration color set. When

defining the color sets mentioned above, key factors were extracted from data

description firstly to form the basic fields and then constructed suitable color sets

using a variety of data types (integer, string, product, union, list, record, etc.) of

CPN Tools. Thus, data calculation and updates were completed by making full use

of operating function of these data types [5, 6]. All the color sets’ definition of the

LDP protocol model is as shown in Fig. 36.1.

36.2.3 Network Topology Modeling

In the top level of protocol model, the network topology modeling is needed to

express the relationship between the different roles of protocol entities.

Fig. 36.1 Color sets’

definition of the protocol

model
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When modeling, we assume that for a destination network “X,” there is an

ingress LER marked with “a,” there is an egress LER marked with “e,” and there

are two middle LSRs marked with “c” and “d”; packets from “a” to “X” may have

two paths. In addition, in order to simulate the network layer routing information

changes, add a transition “bian” which has the effect of “the route change” function.

A hierarchical method has been used when constructed the protocol model with

CPN Tools. When creating a hierarchical net of “top-down,” we start by creating

the page that shows the overview of the subpages and how they are connected. The

top layer page is as shown in Fig. 36.2, substitution transitions “chulia,” “chulic,”

“chulid,” “chulie” express router “a,” “c,” “d,” “e,” respectively. Among them, “a”

is modeled on behalf of an ingress label switching router, “e” is an egress label

switching router, and “c” and “d” are middle label switching routers. And transition

“bian” has the effect of “the route change” function. Among the places around the

transition “chulic,” the place “inc” stores all the protocol packets received by the

label switching router c, the place “jiegc” stores all the protocol packets that have

been processed by the label switching router “c” and will be sent to other label

switching routers, the place “TAGc” stores label resources of the label switching

router “c,” the place “LSRc” stores the identifier of label switching router “c,” the

place “LSPc” stores information about label-switched path on the label switching

router “c,” and the place “MIdc” stores the message ID sent by the label switching

router “c.” The transition “zhuanc” connected to the place “jiegc” completes the

function of forwarding protocol packets by category. The places around the

Fig. 36.2 The top page of protocol system model
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transition “chulia,” “chulid,” “chulie” have the function similar to the places

mentioned above.

36.3 LDP Protocol Safety and Liveness Property
Verification

36.3.1 Analysis of the LDP Safety Property and Liveness
Property

Property is the inherent characteristic of a system that should be in a particular

scenario [7]. The safety property is that some bad things will not occur in the system

[8]. And to prove the safety of the system is just one side of system correctness. The

other side is to prove the system can do some useful things; this property is liveness

property.

The safety properties of LDP protocols in a particular mode selected in this

chapter is reflected in the following aspects. Namely, it should be avoided to make

repeated label requests to downstream LSR; when intermediate LSR has not gotten

label binding messages from its downstream LSR for some FEC, then it must not

distribute label binding messages to its upstream LSR.

According to the LDP protocol specification, the LDP protocol liveness property

is reflected in the following aspects. After each routing table’s convergency of the

network layer, the label-switched path LSP can be established from the ingress LSR

to the egress LSR; and if there have been some changes in some of the routing

tables, then this will initiate the new label distribution process to establish a

new LSP.

36.3.2 Verification of the LDP Safety Property and Liveness
Property

When analyzing and simulating based on the protocol CPN model, the following

two initial markings have been used. They are shown in Tables 36.1 and 36.2.

According to different initial marking settings, the model can perform different

protocol functions. Therefore, to ensure that the model will reflect the protocol

safety and liveness property, it is needed to set the initial marking correctly at the

key places.

The marking in Table 36.1 means the current router “a” has forwarded a label

requesting message to its downstream router “c” for some FEC¼ “X”; but the

router “c” has forwarded a label requesting message to its downstream router “e”

before it receives the label requesting message from the router “a” mentioned
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above; but at the current time, the router “e” has not received a label requesting

message from the router “c.”

The marking in Table 36.2 means the current router “a” has forwarded a label

requesting message to its downstream router “d” for some FEC¼ “X”; but the

router “d” has not yet forwarded a label requesting message to its downstream

router “e” for the FEC¼ “X.”

According to the LDP protocol specification, if a router has forwarded a label

requesting message to its downstream for a specific FEC before it receives a label

requesting message from its upstream router, then in this case, the router must not

forward a label requesting message to its downstream for the FEC again when it

receives a label requesting message from its upstream router later. In the model, the

initial marking in Table 36.1 is used to reflect this safety property. In this case,

transitions “TagDis’Req_NH 1” and “TagDis’request 1” must not occur. ASK-CTL

formulas are used to detect whether the two transitions are to be fired. The

verification conclusion is false, that the two transitions must not be fired. The

ASK-CTL formulas used and implementation results are shown in Fig. 36.3.

According to the LDP protocol specification, a particular scenario is selected, i.e.,

a router receives a label requesting message from its upstream LSR for a specific

FEC, but it has not yet received the label bindingmessage for this specific FEC at the

very time from its downstream LSR. Then, in this case, the router must not distribute

label binding messages to its upstream LSR. In the model, the initial marking in

Table 36.2 is used to reflect this property. This safety property is reflected by

transitions “TagDis’map 2” and “TagDis’map2 2”; the two transitions must not

occur. ASK-CTL formulas are used to detect whether the two transitions are to be

fired. The verification conclusion is false, that the two transitions must not be fired.

The ASK-CTL formulas used and implementation results are shown in Fig. 36.4.

According to the LDP protocol specification, regardless of the routing table’s

changes, the LDP in a particular mode selected can successfully create a label-

Table 36.1 The LDP protocol CPN model initial marking 1

Place Marking

LSPa {Up¼“ ”,Down¼“c”,RQId¼0,fc¼“X”,Itag¼0,Otag¼0,st¼UNESTAB,RQ2¼1}
inc {SLsr¼“a”,RLsr¼“c”,tp¼RQ,id¼1,fc¼“X”,tg¼0,Rid¼0}
LSPc {Up¼“a”,Down¼“e”,RQId¼0,fc¼“X”,st¼UNESTAB,Itag¼0,Otag¼0,RQ2¼1}
ine {SLsr¼“c”,RLsr¼“e”,tp¼RQ,id¼1,fc¼“X”,tg¼0,Rid¼0}
LSPe {Up¼“c”,Down¼“R”,RQId¼0,fc¼“X”,st¼UNESTAB,Itag¼0,Otag¼0,RQ2¼0}

Table 36.2 The LDP protocol CPN model initial marking 2

Place Marking

LSPa {Up¼“ ”,Down¼“d”,RQId¼0,fc¼“X”,Itag¼0,Otag¼0,st¼UNESTAB,RQ2¼x}
Lspd {Up¼“a”,Down¼“e”,RQId¼0,fc¼“X”,st¼UNESTAB,Itag¼0,Otag¼0,RQ2¼0}
LSPe {Up¼“d”,Down¼“R”,RQId¼0,fc¼“X”,st¼UNESTAB,Itag¼0,Otag¼0,RQ2¼0}
ind {SLsr¼“a”,RLsr¼“d”,tp¼RQ,id¼x,fc¼“X”,tg¼0,Rid¼0}
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switched path. In the model, this liveness property is reflected by two terminal state

nodes of 1277 and 1602. The 1277 state node means that the label forwarding table

has finished in a final state after the convergency of the routing table and then all of

the routing tables have maintained its original state, generating no change; the 1602

state node means that the label forwarding table has finished in a final state after the

convergency of the routing table and then some of the routing tables have changed

to cause forwarding new messages to reestablish a new LSP and then at last

Fig. 36.3 The ASK-CTL formulas used under the initial marking in Table 36.1

Fig. 36.4 The ASK-CTL formulas used under the initial marking in Table 36.2
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terminate in the state of 1602. The tokens in all places of the states of 1277 and 1602

can be viewed using the state space tool. The tokens of all places at the 1277 node

are shown in Fig. 36.5 (all places’ tokens can be viewed by scrolling), and the

tokens’ information required to protocol verification are specially marked with red

√ symbols; the “st” field values of places “LSPa,” “LSPc,” and “LSPe” in model are

“ESTAB” which means the label-switched path has been established and it is

composed of routers “a,” “c,” and “e”; then the model automatically executing is

finished in the state 1277. 1277 is the normal protocol terminated state. The same

can also be analyzed in the 1602 state, but the established label-switched path is

composed of routers “a,” “d,” and “e”; 1602 is also the normal protocol terminated

state. In terminating states, there cannot be transitions to be fired, and this is verified

by the ASK-CTL formulas shown in Fig. 36.6.

36.4 Verification Process Summary in CPN Tools 2.2.0
Environment

First, you should have entered the state space tool. And you have generated the LDP

protocol model full state space and strongly connected component graph (SCC

graph). To generate the full state space and SCC graph, you should use the state

space tool of CPN Tools 2.2.0. It can be found under the Toolbox menu in CPN

Tools 2.2.0. Then you will find the Calculate State Space tool button and the

Fig. 36.5 The tokens in places in state node 1277
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Calculate SCC graph tool button in the state space tool palettes. Next, you need to

load ASK-CTL logic library:

1. Create an auxiliary box (invoke box from the Aux menu in CPN Tools 2.2.0).

2. In the box type, use (ogpath^“ASKCTLloader.sml”).

Now you are ready to write ASK-CTL formulas and do model checking. The

ASK-CTL formulas also can be written in auxiliary boxes. In Sect. 36.3 the

ASK-CTL formulas used to express the safety and liveness properties have been

given. Finally, process the ASK-CTL formulas of protocol properties’ description

to judge whether the current state space will meet the protocol properties, namely,

return “true” or “false” by using the simulator of CPN Tools 2.2.0.

Conclusion

A function verification model has been constructed for the LDP integrated

analysis in the aspects of safety property and liveness property based on the

Colored Petri Nets. Then the CPN model is executed automatically and the

protocol analysis and simulation is completed. At the same time, it has

confirmed correctness and robustness of the LDP protocol label distribution

function. And this CPN-based modeling and simulation method, which inte-

grates protocol property verification and function analysis, contributes a

significant methodology helping to improve the function of a network

protocol.
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Fig. 36.6 The ASK-CTL formulas used for terminated states’ verification
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Chapter 37

Self-Adaptive Anomaly Detection Method
for Hydropower Unit Vibration Based
on Radial Basis Function (RBF) Neural
Network

Xueli An

Abstract In order to improve the adaptability and effectiveness of anomaly con-

dition recognition for hydropower unit, an adaptive anomaly detection method of

hydropower unit vibration is presented based on radial basis function (RBF) neural

network. The optimal value of vibration parameters in real-time condition is

dynamically computed by using RBF neural network in this method. The relative

distance between vibration real data and optimal value is calculated as the anomaly.

This index can describe the changes of vibration parameters and identify anomalies

of hydropower unit condition. The obtained results of abnormal alarm can meet the

actual demands by using the proposed method in vibration monitoring of hydro-

power unit. This method can well describe the slow process of deterioration for

vibration parameters and identify abnormal vibration in a sensitive manner. This

method will be practical as to the operation guarantee of hydropower unit.

Keywords RBF neural network • Hydropower unit • Vibration parameter • Self-

adaptive anomaly detection

37.1 Introduction

At present, the single alarm line for the abnormal vibration of hydropower units is

most commonly used based on relevant national and international standards [1–

3]. These alarm criteria are built on the basis of the fixed threshold of test statistics.

As it hasn’t fully considered the actual operating conditions and field conditions,

there will be frequent false alarms and leakage alarms in the field application;

therefore, it is needed to build adaptive vibration anomaly detection model which

can be adaptable to the changes of hydropower units’ conditions so as to meet the

needs of the field [1, 2].
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Radial basis function (RBF) neural network [4–7] is a feedforward neural

network model, which has a simple structure and good nonlinear predictive capa-

bility. In theory, it is able to prove that RBF neural network is approximate to any

function with any accuracy. It has strong mapping ability of input and output while

maintaining high precision characteristics of the nonlinear algorithm. It has been

successfully used to handle nonlinear function approximation and data classifica-

tion problems, mainly used in signal processing, system modeling, control, fault

diagnosis, pattern recognition, engineering optimization design, and other fields.

The system condition can be described by using a certain number of perfor-

mance parameters. In the analysis model, the threshold values of these parameters

are usually determined at first. Then the system’s condition parameters are detected.

When they reach a threshold, it is considered that the system is about to fail. In this

chapter, an online algorithm based on RBF neural network is designed. This

algorithm is used to dynamically estimate the optimal values of vibration condition

monitoring parameters of the unit. The relative distance between the optimal values

and the real data is defined as an anomaly index. This can achieve adaptive anomaly

detection of vibration parameters for hydropower units.

37.2 RBF Neural Network

RBF neural network [4–7], by using bionics principle, simulates the human brain’s

neural network structure of local coordination and mutual reception receiving

range, its schematic diagram shown Fig. 37.1. The local characteristics of its hidden

nodes mainly imitate the function of on-center and off-surround of certain biolog-

ical neurons. RBF neural network is a feedforward network. The input vectors to the

hidden layer are mapped by the radial basis function. A simple linear weighting is

available from the hidden layer to the output layer. In theory, RBF neural network

can be unlimited approximate to any nonlinear model.

Fig. 37.1 Structure of RBF

neural network
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The mapping relationship of RBF neural network between input and output is

shown below:

yi ¼ f i xð Þ ¼
XM
k¼1

wikφk x; ckð Þ ¼
XM
k¼1

wikexp
x� ckð ÞT x� ckð Þ

2σ2k

" #
ð37:1Þ

where x is the input vector, w is the weight coefficient, φ is the basis function, ck
is the center of the kth node, and σk is the based width parameter of the kth node.

Here the basis function is Gauss-type basis function.

37.3 Self-Adaptive Anomaly Detection Method
for Hydropower Unit Vibration

The establishment of a healthy model is pivotal to achieve hydropower units’

anomaly detection. According to the complexity of hydropower unit vibrations,

RBF neural network is used to establish the health model for vibration parameters.

Based on the existing monitoring data, the model is trained. The real-time online

monitoring data are substituted into the trained model to analyze the variation

trends of vibration parameters in a real-time manner and determine the possibility

of abnormalities in various operating conditions. This can achieve the purpose of

the early warning of unit abnormalities.

The vibration anomaly detection method of hydropower unit is proposed on the

basis of RBF neural network with the specific steps shown as below:

Step 1: Collect the online monitoring data of hydropower unit and determine the

health condition of the unit.

Step 2: Analyze the main working parameters which affect the vibration condition

of the unit.

A large number of field data analysis shows that active power and working head

are main factors affecting the hydropower units’ vibration conditions.

Step 3: Train RBF model to obtain the mapping relation between vibration and unit

condition parameters.

Based on the RBF neural network, while taking comprehensive consideration of

the effect of active power and working head on hydropower unit vibration, the

vibration health model y¼ f(P,H ) is built, where P is the unit active power,H is the

working head, and y is the vibration parameter.

As to the proposed method, the number of neurons in the input layer is two (P,
H ) and the number of neurons in the output layer is one (y). In this chapter, the

approximate function newrb is used to add neurons to the hidden layer of a radial

basis network until it meets the specified mean squared error goal.
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Step 4: Input real-time data of condition parameters to RBF model and calculate the

health standard value of unit vibration parameter in current condition.

Step 5: Calculate the difference between the real values of vibration parameter and

its health standard values. If the difference is greater than the alarm threshold,

this alarm will be generated.

37.4 Applications Example

In this chapter, the condition monitoring data of a pumped storage unit (rated

power: 250 MW, rated speed: 333 rpm) in July 2008–December 2011 are used to

verify the proposed method.

The unit’s monitoring data (in December 1, 2011–December 15, 2011) of upper

bracket horizontal vibration (peak-peak value) in direction X are shown in

Fig. 37.2. In this figure, as a result of the variation of working head and frequent

conversion of pumping-powering conditions, the changes of vibration parameter

are extremely complex. The valid information which can reflect the unit’s real

condition can’t be obtained from the figure; therefore, it is necessary to build a

vibration anomaly detection model adaptable to the changes of hydropower unit

conditions.

The online monitoring data (in September 22, 2008–September 18, 2009) of unit

which has good running condition are selected as health standard data (900 sets

data) to establish health model of unit vibration parameters. The active power P and

working head H of the data are considered as inputs of the model, while the

vibration parameters of the data are considered as the model’s outputs. The training

samples are input to RBF neural network for training to get the precise mapping

relation between input parameters (P, H ) and output parameters (c) for unit in

sound operating conditions.

Fig. 37.2 Real condition monitoring data of pumped storage power station unit
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As to the 900 sets of health standard data, 700 sets data (as shown in Fig. 37.3)

are used to train the model with the remaining 200 sets data considered as the

testing samples to verify the model. In order to make the model a good warning

property, the selected health standards data should cover the change intervals of

working head and active power. The results show that the model calculated values

are generally conforming to the real values. The model’s average relative error is

3.13 %, which is of high accuracy.

The unit’s online monitoring data from December 1, 2011 to December 15, 2011

are analyzed to adaptively detect the anomaly of vibration parameters. The power

and working head of 100 sets monitoring data are substituted into the trained

LS-SVM model to calculate the health standard value c(t) of condition parameter

under the current operating conditions. The c(t) is compared with the real value r(t)
with the results shown in Fig. 37.4. The differences r(t)� c(t) between the health
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Fig. 37.3 The condition

monitoring data of pumped

storage unit

Fig. 37.4 Comparisons between the real valves and the computed values of pumped storage unit
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standard value and the real value are displayed in Fig. 37.5. From Figs. 37.4 and

37.5, the deterioration of unit’s component occurs, and the unit is gradually

deviated from the healthy and normal operation after 3 years of unit operation.

Although the vibration has started the deviation from the health condition, in most

running time, the differences are relatively small and the unit can continue to run.

To sum up, the changing process of unit vibration condition can be dynamically

traced by the proposed self-adaptive detection method. It can early detect the

continuous change of unit’s abnormality or failure; thus, the site operator can

deeply check the equipment under abnormal condition, which can effectively

avoid the possibility of forced shutdown of the unit.

Conclusion

In order to achieve effective identification of hydropower units’ abnormal

condition, this chapter presents an adaptive anomaly detection method of

vibration parameters for hydropower units based on RBF neural network. The

proposed method uses RBF neural network to online continuously calculate

the optimal value of vibration parameters in the real-time operating condi-

tions. The relative distances between the real values of vibration data and

their optimal values are computed to identify the unit’s abnormal conditions

and achieve the alarm function of the condition monitoring. The analysis of

actual examples shows that this method can adaptively compute the optimal

value of vibration parameter in the changing working conditions. It can

identify unit’s abnormal vibration in a timely and effectively manner, better

display the slow deterioration process of unit’s vibration performance, and

meet the real-time monitoring demand of hydropower units.

Fig. 37.5 Difference between the real valves and the computed values
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Chapter 38

A Fast Distribution-Based Clustering
Algorithm for Massive Data

Xin Xu, Guilin Zhang, and Wei Wu

Abstract With the rapid development of data collection and storage technologies,

the volume of data is getting so enormous for collection and analysis in a reasonable

amount of time. Only a small fraction of the original data could be contained in the

databases or data warehouses. Traditional clustering approaches are recognized as

an indispensable solution to extract useful knowledge from data. However, existing

conventional clustering methods all lack of robustness and computation efficiency

when applied on massive data. In this work, we have made several efforts to better

address the above problems with novel techniques of automatic window initializa-

tion, distribution density threshold, and window traversal based on distribution

density.

Keywords Distribution-based clustering • Massive data • Data mining

38.1 Introduction

With the rapid development of data collection and storage technologies, it is not

uncommon to have massive data in Gs or even Ps, either enterprise specific or

private. In the past few years, there has been an exponential growth in the volumes

of massive data. Since the data volume is so huge, the databases may contain just a

fraction of the original data. For example, in sensor network, due to the transmis-

sion failures and variation in the information processing abilities of sensors, the

data received at the server node may be incomplete. With no doubt, it is a big

challenge to scramble and derive insights from the deluge of data.

It has been recognized that efficient clustering provides an indispensable solu-

tion to extract knowledge from such massive data. For this reason, it has already

attracted considerable attention of researchers. Even though quite a large number of

conventional clustering methods have been proposed, such as k-means [1, 2],
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k-window [3], mixture models [4], OPTICS [5], GDBSCAN [6], and hierarchical

clustering [7], the traditional clustering methods all lack of either robustness or

computation efficiency, thus difficult to be applied on massive data. Specifically,

the conventional clustering algorithms usually fail to meet the following three

requirements simultaneously: no prior knowledge of cluster number, ability to

discover clusters of arbitrary shapes, computational efficiency, and ease of

parallelization.

In this chapter, we have made the following major efforts to better address the

above problems. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We briefly review

related work in data clustering in Sect. 38.2. Our fast distribution-based clustering

algorithm for massive data is formally proposed in Sect. 38.3. In Sect. 38.4, we

present the experimental results. And we conclude in section Conclusion.

38.2 Related Work

We partition existing clustering methods related to our distribution-based clustering

algorithm into three categories, k-mode clustering, variants of k-mode clustering,

and the density-based clustering.

The main characteristic of the k-mode clustering methods is the demand of prior

knowledge of cluster number. The representative k-mode clustering algorithms

include k-means [1, 2] and general mixture model [4]. Another shortcoming of

the class of k-mode clustering algorithms is that the shapes of discovered clusters

are all convex, rendering it very difficult to capture clusters of arbitrary shapes. As a

result, the limitation in flexibility and adaptability of k-mode clustering algorithms

has impeded their application in wider domains.

Variants of the k-mode clustering methods have been proposed to address the

problem of cluster number specification, such as k-windows [3] and robust multi-

view k-means clustering algorithm [2]. These variants of the k-mode clustering

algorithms manage to achieve a less time complexity and a better clustering result.

Tasoulis proposed a generalization framework of k-windows clustering which

explored the roles of different distance functions over the data sets of various

structures [3]. In this way, the k-windows clustering algorithm would be scalable

for data sets of unstructured nature, i.e., multimedia, time series, or genome

sequence.

The final category refers to the density-based clustering, i.e., OPTICS [5] and

GDBSCAN [6]. The density-based clustering method has been considered as the

most robust one in terms of capturing clusters of arbitrary shapes. We ascribe the

hierarchical clustering algorithms [7], as the class of density-based clustering as

well. Single link, as one representative density-based clustering algorithm, itera-

tively merges the closest data pairs according to a certain distance function.
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38.3 Method

Suppose there are n number of samples from a $m$-dimensional data set and the

maximum and minimum data values of samples in each dimension are mini and

maxi, 1� i�m respectively. Our fast distribution-based clustering algorithm pro-

ceeds in three major steps to identify the clusters of the original massive data,

distribution density threshold specification, random window initialization, and

distribution-based window traversal. A coverage threshold k is applied to ensure

each sample is covered by at least k random windows. And, a granularity threshold

g is specified in order to control the sizes of random windows. The windows

iteratively merge into clusters until a distribution density threshold δ is reached.

The final clusters would then be identified and output.

38.3.1 Distribution Density Threshold Specification

The traditional density-based clustering algorithms adopt a spatial density threshold

calculated as the number of samples in one area unit. However, the traditional

density-based clustering algorithms take in no account of the variation in the

sample size. In a case that the underlying unknown data distribution of the original

massive data is fixed, while the number of samples from the original data set varies

significantly, i.e., from hundreds to millions, it is almost impossible to predetermine

a single one density threshold to accommodate the different sample sizes. As can be

seen, the density threshold for the sample set with millions of samples probably

could have been 10,000 times as much as that for the sample set with hundreds of

samples.

For this reason, a distribution density threshold δ is adopted instead of the

traditional spatial density threshold as a more robust correlation measurement for

data sets with unknown distributions. Mathematically, the distribution density

threshold δ is computed as the proportion of samples covered by the existing

random windows. In other words, the distribution density threshold δ is calculated
as the proportion of samples that belong to the traversed random windows in our

fast distribution-based clustering algorithm.

δ ¼ num:of samples in randomwindows

sample size
ð38:1Þ

In this way, the underlying distribution of original data could be identified with a

single 1 threshold even when the sample size varies. As for the above example, a

distribution density threshold δ of 80 % could produce similar clustering results for

sample sets whose sizes vary from hundreds to millions.
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38.3.2 Random Window Initialization

At the second step, a large number of m-dimensional windows are generated

randomly, each with width wi for each dimension i, as calculated below:

wi ¼ maxi �minið Þ � g ð38:2Þ

A sample s is assumed to be covered by window c if and only if the distance

between sample s and the center of window c is within wi/2 in each dimension i.

Relation s; cð Þ ¼ covered, if 8i si � cij j � wi=2
uncovered, otherwise

�
ð38:3Þ

Random windows would be generated continuously until each sample has been

covered k times. During this procedure, we would record and update the coverage

count of each sample correspondingly. The generated random windows can be

either disjointed or overlapping with each other.

The experimental results indicate that the choice of the coverage threshold

k would not influence the final clustering result that much. Usually, a coverage

threshold k of 2 or 3 is applied in our fast distribution-based clustering algorithm.

38.3.3 Distribution-Based Window Traversal

The third step is distribution-based window traversal. The criterion is quite straight-

forward. The windows that cover more samples are considered more important and

thus would be traversed before the ones covering fewer samples. In the window

traversal order, the adjacent traversed windows sharing any sample would merge

with each other into a cluster. The proportion of covered samples of each cluster

would be updated continuously. The window traversal procedure proceeds itera-

tively until the proportion of the sum of covered samples in all the traversed

windows has reached a predefined distribution threshold δ. The remaining clusters

would be output as the final ones.

Figure 38.1 illustrates the outline of our fast distribution-based clustering algo-

rithm for massive data.

As can be seen, our fast distribution-based clustering algorithm scales much

better on massive data than the previous k-mode clustering algorithms, the variants,

and the density-based clustering algorithms.
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38.4 Results

In experiments, we evaluate our distribution-based clustering algorithm for massive

data on multivariate normal distributed simulation data. Experimental results sug-

gest that our distribution-based clustering algorithm is both effective and scalable

for massive data.

38.4.1 Evaluation of Arbitrary-Shaped Cluster Identification

We compared k-means, k-windows, OPTICS, GDBSCAN, and single linkage

algorithms against our method with a simulated data set in Fig. 38.2. The 2D data

set is composed of a circle-shaped cluster and two bar-shaped clusters.

As can be seen, k-means and k-windows rely heavily on the prespecified cluster

number k which is actually unlikely to be known in advance. Furthermore, these

two algorithms recognize convex clusters only and may probably fail to detect

clusters of arbitrary shapes. The density-based algorithms OPTICS, GDBSCAN,

and hierarchical clustering are much more robust in dealing with arbitrary clusters.

However, their computation cost is significantly higher than our algorithm.

Fig. 38.1 A fast

distribution-based

clustering algorithm for

massive data
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38.4.2 Evaluation of Robustness

The experimental results indicate that the clustering results would not be affected

much when the input parameters vary significantly. For instance, similar clustering

results could be obtained when the distribution threshold δ varies between 70 and

95 %, the granularity threshold g fluctuates within range [1/8, 1/30], and the

coverage threshold k changes between 1 and 4. It turns out that our distribution-

based clustering algorithm is more robust for clustering massive data than the

k-mode and its variants. When the initial cluster seeds or k-windows are not

selected reasonably across the whole data space, the clustering results of the

k-mode and its variants may have been degraded.

In addition, when the sample size varies between 2,000 and 10,000, the final

clustering results remain similar under the same parameter setting. On the contrary,

the final clustering results of the k-mode clustering, its variants, and the density-

based clustering algorithms would be quite different.

38.4.3 Evaluation of Computational Efficiency

We compared the efficiency of our distribution-based clustering algorithm against

hierarchical clustering and density-based clustering algorithms with varying sample

sizes. Since the runtime of hierarchical clustering and density-based clustering are

similar, we only report the comparison with hierarchical clustering here. We used

the above initial parameter setting for our distribution-based clustering algorithm

and vary the data set sizes between 200,000 and 600,000. Experiments on simula-

tion data sets of various sizes show that our method is significantly more efficient

than the hierarchical clustering algorithm. As can be seen from Fig. 38.3, our

distribution-based clustering is orders of magnitude faster than the hierarchical

k–windows (k=2)

a b

dc

k–means (k=2)

GDBSCAN
OPTICS

Single Linkage

k–windows
(k=2)

k–means
(k=2)

Example Data Set

Density-based Algorithms

Fig. 38.2 Comparison

against existing methods
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clustering algorithm. In addition, our distribution-based clustering algorithm is easy

to parallelize for distributed data and scale well on massive data of enormous size.

Conclusion

In this work, we have proposed a novel distribution-based clustering method

for massive data. With this method, we no longer need to specify the number

of clusters, as required by the k-mode clustering algorithms. Instead, with our

proposed coverage constraint, sufficient number of random windows will be

generated automatically. And, by adopting a distribution threshold, we are

able to avoid specifying different spatial density threshold due to the variation

in sample sizes. Experimental results also indicate that our algorithm is both

robust and efficient compared with the k-mode and density-based clustering

algorithms.
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Chapter 39

Design and Implementation of Virtual
Experiment System Based on Universal
Design

Yun Liu, Guoan Zhao, Dayong Gao, and Zengxia Ren

Abstract This paper explores a kind of virtual-experiment system based on a

universal design concept aimed at achieving the fast development of virtual exper-

iments. This system provides a reference base for the design and development of the

Internet and information products and services, which deserves further research and

application.

Keywords Universal design • Virtual-experiment system • User

39.1 Introduction

Since William Wolf proposed virtual experiments, virtual experimental systems

have developed rapidly [1]. The author searches for “virtual-experiment system” in

the China National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI project is to achieve full social

knowledge sharing and dissemination of value-added utilization of resources for the

goal of information, which is launched by Tsinghua University and Tsinghua

Tongfang in June 1999.) and then finds that most virtual experimental systems

are based on VRML, Flash, Active, Java, QuickTime VR, and others. These

systems have the following issues: they are for specific users; they offer low

simulation of real tests; their method of application is complex; they are difficult

to modify.

Faced with these problems, this paper describes a virtual-experiment system

based on universal design that is intended for distance learning by a network

education institute, Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications. How

does one create an operation that is easy, flexible, and realistic and provides an

adjustable environment that can be changed and extended to meet the varied needs

of different users? Universal principles are needed to solve these problems.
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39.2 Universal Design

In 1987, the US designer Ronald Mace defined universal design as follows: The

design of products and environments to be usable by all people, to the greatest

extent possible, without the need for adaptation or specialized design. [2].

Later, a group of architects, product designers, engineers, and researchers of

environmental design led by Ronald Mace formulated the following seven princi-

ples for universal design: equitable use, flexibility in use, simple and intuitive use,

perceptible information, tolerance for error, low physical effort, sufficient size and

space for approach and use [3]. These principles are applied to the design and

development of virtual-experiment systems, which address the aforementioned

problems.

39.3 Design of Virtual-Experiment System

A virtual-experiment system is designed for three types of users: a teacher creating

experimental courses, a programmer converting experimental courses and data

recorded that created by teachers into code to realize courses virtualization.

Figure 39.1 shows the process of the virtual-experiment system.

39.3.1 Selection of Experimental Courses

The virtual-experiment system chooses hardware operation and software operation

on communications industry to learn, and the universal design idea emphasizes

that more people use the virtual-experiment system, so fundamental communica-

tion courses are selected by teachers. For example, a system might select Router

Configuration, CMCC Connection, or some other basic experiment.

Creation of Experimental Courses Code implementation

1 Course selection

2 Material acquisition

3 Logic production

Read and compile logic data

Implementation of operation interface

Feedback
Transfer

Fig. 39.1 Process of virtual-experiment system. Experimental courses logic compilation
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39.3.2 Acquisition of Experimental Materials

To ensure the realness of size and space in virtual experiments and reduce devel-

opment costs, the system uses the idea of a finite-state machine.

Finite-state automaton (FSA) describes state contents and transitions that are

widely applied to computer programming [4] and is in the form of a model with a

finite number of discrete dynamical systems [5]. Therefore, an event can be broken

down into states, input conditions, and transition relationships. Thus, this system

regards scenes that are not performed during experiments and scenes after the oper-

ation as states, each action as input, and then records the individual state information

and transition relations in a database. These records were taken out of the database,

and processed through Java handler,and then showed through the front display on a

computer and on a network with an operable form. Therefore, teachers acquire as

materials photographs and computer screen shots about real-world experimental

scenes. At this point, what teachers do ensures the authenticity and fast development

of experiments, reflects the importance of universal design on the product to obtain

economic benefits, and indicates the development direction that enterprises invest in

for useful product development [6].

39.3.3 Production of Experimental Curriculum Logic

This module provides a clear and concise basis of communication between teachers

and technical personnel. With this module, developers can obtain experimental

course material, status, and logical relationships and then convert them into exper-

iments that can be conducted on the Internet; teachers can produce the experimental

course logic and modify experimental course materials and the design based on

developer feedback.

If teachers manually fill out MS Excel templates, it would be a time-consuming

effort. Templates include state templates and state transition templates. Table 39.1

is a state template, whereas Table 39.2 is a state transition template.

1. State template: a state table comprises a state ID, all hardware operations, all

software operations, and prompt areas.

(a) Hardware and software views

• Picture ID: number of images required sequentially.

• Picture name: consistent with the name of the images in the folder.

• Picture thumbnail: requires a preview of the picture of the state.

• Picture processing instructions: include the following seven parts.

– Operating area: Region that need to be operated on the image.

– Action required: refer to operating area, for example, insert network

cable into router cable interfaces.

– When to send an action: complete the operation on the image.
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– When to send the action number: number of actions sent.

– Data needs to be input: input data are necessary to complete state

transformation.

– Each shift direction: when performing different operations, one state

will jump toward different states that need to be numbered, which is

easy to find and modify later.

(b) Prompt area

• Prompt ID: number of prompts on the state.

• Prompt type: the types of prompt content, such as guided type, encourage

type, etc.

2. State transition table

• State ID: number the state under the experimental operation required, or

respond with the state ID of the state table.

• Transition conditions: correspond to when to send the action of the state table.

• Transition condition number: corresponds to when to send the action number

of the state table.

• End state ID: the next state number of each shift direction of the state table.

We know that teachers will do a considerable amount of work using the

aforementioned templates. First, teachers need to learn how to use these templates;

second, a lot of data that filled out MS Excel templates are repetitive; again, the

completion process is complex and transition relations are easily confused. These

all lead to longer development cycles, which does not fit the idea of system

development and universal design. A graphical mode of operation was proposed

for users to compile experimental course logic.

39.3.4 Fast Development Tool

Visio officially supports the secondary development of software, whose way of

drawing and environment are wide, which complies with the seven principles of

universal design. Figure 39.2 shows the design of the logic tool.

The tool includes a menu bar (file and database (DB) connection), tool library,

and drawing area.

• File: file comprises new, insert, open, save, and exit.

• New: create a new Visio file.

• Insert: insert a picture in the drawing area.

Table 39.2 State transition template

State ID Transition condition Transition condition number End state ID
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• Open: open an existing file. Teachers can create a new drawing area to produce

the course logic, or open a Visio file produced using Visio software. This way

reflects the flexibility of universal design.

• Save: save as Visio files or images. Teachers save the drawing content as these

two types according to what they need.

• DB connection: the logic data are stored in a DB. Teachers can click a button to

complete the function that stores the logic data in a DB.

1. Completing state transitions

The state transition table contains the transformed state, transfer tool, and

drawing area. The tool comprises a hotspot and arrows. The hotspot represents

the present state and the end state. The arrows represent the state transition

relation. These tools are dragged over drawing area. The state ID is numbered

automatically by the Value of Action in the Shape Sheet, which will not be filled

out by teachers, and the next state ID is not considered because the transition

relationship between states is automatically determined by codes. Thus, teachers

only express the relationship using dragging tools.

2. Completion of states

Teachers right-click on the hotspot after they drag a hotspot to the drawing areas,

then choose “State Edit” in the context menu and click it to produce states on a

new drawing page. Operations should be carried out according to Fig. 39.3.

The size–location floating window and the shape–data floating window are

provided by the Visio system. Now teachers only need to write two pieces: when

to send an action and prompt content because all IDs are numbered automatically,

and this image belongs to the state through right-click entry.

Tool

File
New
Insert
Open
Save
exit

State transfer
Hardware
Software

Connect DB

Drawing area Drawing area

State 
transfer

State transition page State page

menu
Context 

Fig. 39.2 Design of logic tool

Insert an
image

Write width
and height on
size-location
floating
window 

Select and 
drag hardware 
tool or 
software tool 
on the image

Write tool’s 
data on 
Shape Data 
floating 
window

Click 
“Connect 
DB” button

Right-click
and choose
“back state
transfer”   

Fig. 39.3 Graphical operation process of states
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By contrast, the fast development tool greatly reduces the workload of teachers;

they do not need to fill in a lot of data. In addition, the tool is clear and easy to

understand. Figure 39.4 illustrates the fast development tool interface.

39.4 Implementation

The system uses a hierarchical structure, which enables different users to find and

modify their own modules. Figure 39.5 shows the hierarchical relationship of the

system.

The database records all data from the logic layer, which is the logic data

produced by teachers using the fast development tool. Now the state table and the

state transition table are created in the database layer.

The data processing layer completes the data transmission and processing

between the user interface layer and the database layer.

The data processing layer receives user actions and then inquires about the next

state ID on the database according to the action number and initial state ID and

sends the user interface layer the next state ID. Therefore, the data processing layer

completes the data transmission in two directions: one is the user interface layer and

the data processing layer, the other is the data processing layer and the database

layer.

The user interface layer is the presentation layer. The operation interface that

showed to users works using Web pages. The design and implementation of the

operation interface require the guidance of universal design theory.

The operation interface is divided into three parts—hardware view, software

view, and interactive view—for the following reasons: first, the course content is on

Fig. 39.4 Fast development tool interface
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communication industry including hardware and software operation; second, the

learning time of hardware operation is generally less than that of software

operation, so the operation area of hardware operation is not equal to that of

software operation; third, the operation view can be zoomed to the size of the

screen without distortion; in addition, there are error statistics and time statistics

functions. Figure 39.6 shows the UI design.

Figure 39.6 uses a flex performance user interface design because the Canvas

container of Adobe Flex can achieve view encapsulation. Therefore, the hardware

view, software view, and prompt view are encapsulated into three canvas containers

using an encapsulation method that is unitary and easily coded and modified. The

hardware view canvas is coded as follows:

<mx: CanvActionscriopt>
<mx: Image source¼"*.jpg" height¼"400" width¼"600">
<mx: button x¼"200" y¼"200">
</mx: CanvActionscriopt>

User interface layer

Data processing layer

Database layer

Logic layerFig. 39.5 Structure of

virtual-experiment system

Fig. 39.6 UI design
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Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a virtual-experiment system guided by the principle

of universal design, which is implemented for three users. The principle of

universal design can provide an adjustable environment that can be changed

and extended to meet the varied needs of different users. The system provides

a reference base for the design and development of the Internet and informa-

tion products and services, which deserves future research and applications.
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Chapter 40

Effects of Information Services on Economic
Growth in Jilin Province

Fang Xia, Bingbing Zhao, and Xiaochun Du

Abstract Information services constitutes an important part of the modern service

industry. In consideration of the value-added accounting of information services in

Jilin province in this article, the contribution rate and the pull rate of information

services to GDP growth are calculated for the period 1993–2012; then the

cointegration theory is adopted to carry out a cointegration test and Granger

causality test to determine the relationship between the information services indus-

try and the economy in the province, thereby establishing the corresponding error

correction model. The research results show that the information services industry

in Jilin Province is on a smaller scale with a limited pulling function in economic

growth; in addition, a long-run equilibrium relationship with economic growth is

available, although its correction capability during periods imbalance is weak. The

progress of the information services industry constitutes the Granger cause of

economic growth, while economic growth does not constitute the Granger cause

of the information industry development.

Keywords Information services • Economic growth • Cointegration test • Granger

causality test • Error correction

40.1 Introduction

Information services (INS), as a synthesis of specialized industries, utilizes modern

science and technologies, such as computers and network communication, to

produce, collect, handle, process, store, transfer, retrieve, and exploit information

and provides services for society via information products [1]. With the integration

of the global economy and the further advancement of the information process, INS

has come to be regarded as the commanding height of participation in global

economic competition. In China, nevertheless, the rapid development of modern
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information technology has gradually become a new growth point and powerful

engine of China’s economic development, and its development is of great signif-

icance to the economy and society. Therefore, this paper will focus on the growth of

the INS industry in Jilin province for nearly 20 years to carry out quantitative

analysis and study the effects of INS on economic growth.

The concept of INS was first put forward by American scholar Porat [2]. Later,

American and other scholars studied the modern INS industry from various per-

spectives. Braunstein used translog and ECS functions instead of the c-d function to

extend the conclusions of Hayes and Erickson to further confirm Hayes and

Erickson’s analysis [3]. Engelbrecht focused on the emerging industrialized coun-

tries and regions as well as the fledgling developing countries only to find that the

process of economic transition from a national economy to an information economy

greatly depends on the growth of the information sector [4].

Two Chinese economic scholars, Wu and Xie, concluded, from analyzing the

effects of information technology on industrial restructuring and research on how

information promotes the development of technology, that information technology

had promoted industrial restructuring and economic growth [5]. Li and Zhu ana-

lyzed the effects of the information industry on economic growth in Hubei province

using the two-sector model of economic growth of Frederick. They believed that

the information industry should receive support at all levels of government [6].

40.2 Contribution of INS to Economic Growth
in Jilin Province

For the purpose of studying how the INS industry promotes economic growth in

Jilin province, this paper first explains the added value of Jilin INS from 1993 to

2012 and then analyzes the contribution of the INS industry to economic growth in

Jilin province.

40.2.1 Accounting for Added Value of INS Industry in Jilin
Province

Given the availability of data and the necessity of empirical research, the sample

data used in this article are related to Jilin INS and gross national product (GDP)

from 1993 to 2012. The basic data used mainly originate from the Jilin statistical

yearbook (1994–2013) with the data selection and processing shown as follows

[7]. To avoid heteroscedasticity in time series data, we perform log processing on

the sequence.
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40.2.2 Direct Contribution of INS to Economic Growth

According to the statistical definition, the direct contribution of INS to economic

growth can be expressed as the percentage of the added value of the INS industry to

that of GDP. The formula is

ωi ¼ INSi � INSi�1
GDPi � GDPi�1

; ð40:1Þ

where INSi is the added value of INS in year 1, and GDPi is the GDP of year 1. The

contribution rate is shown in Table 40.1.

We can see that as an independent industry classification, INS makes statistically

significant differences and leads to a brief fluctuation in the growth of information

services. Taking on the other hand, the contribution rate of Jilin INS industry to

GDP growth has always been maintained around 2 %, compared with the Chinese

average rate (7–10 %) for the same period, there is still a large difference. After

2000, digital quantity is relatively lower, slightly less than 2 %.

Table 40.1 Added value of information services industry and its contribution to GDP

Year

Growth of INS

(billion)

Growth rate of

INS (%)

Contribution rate to

GDP (%)

Pulling function to

GDP (%)

1993 13.44 – –

1994 18.94 40.92 2.02 0.62

1995 25.16 32.84 2.21 0.47

1996 31.97 27.07 2.37 0.44

1997 42.2 32 2.88 0.25

1998 43.19 2.35 2.74 0.21

1999 44.38 2.76 2.64 0.18

2000 38.87 �12.42 1.99 0.32

2001 42.13 8.39 1.99 0.17

2002 45.34 7.62 1.93 0.21

2003 58.43 28.87 2.19 0.29

2004 71.52 22.4 2.29 0.4

2005 84.84 18.62 2.34 0.37

2006 108.45 27.83 2.54 0.46

2007 130.29 20.14 2.47 0.58

2008 136.62 4.86 2.13 0.46

2009 172.88 26.54 2.38 0.32

2010 193.58 11.97 2.23 0.43

2011 235.16 21.48 2.23 0.49

2012 250.25 6.42 2.1 0.27
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40.2.3 Pull Rate Analysis of Effect of INS Industry
on Economic Growth

The contribution rate may reflect the functional degree of INS factors in economic

growth; in addition, there is another dynamic index that can reflect the pulling effect

on GDP growth, that is, the pull of the INS industry to GDP growth. The calculation

method is as follows: θi¼ωi * ηi θi is the pull rate of the information service

industry to GDP growth, and ηi is the growth rate of GDP. From Table 40.1 we

know that, since 1996, the pull function has shown a slow upward trend in volatility,

up to a maximum of 0.58 % by 1997. After this year, it shows volatility in the

process of slowing down, with an average pull rate of INS to GDP growth of

0.37 %. The change illustrates that the Jilin province INS experienced a period of

short transition to maturity.

40.3 Empirical Analysis of INS Industry and Economic
Growth in Jilin Province

40.3.1 Variable Selection and Sample Data Determination

To avoid heteroscedasticity in time series data, we carry out log processing on the

sequence of data from 1993 to 2012. We use LnGDP and LnINS to represent the

natural log values of GDP and INS, respectively.

Twenty samples of processed data are drawn into the time series of the scatter

charts (Fig. 40.1). It can be seen that each variable has a growing tendency and there

is a strong correlation between the two series, with a correlation coefficient of

0.9805.
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40.3.2 Unit Root Test of Time Series Variables

Before we perform a cointegration analysis of the data, we must carry out stationary

tests on the variables; otherwise, spurious regression problems may occur. We used

the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test law on variable LNGDP and LNINS for

unit root tests in this paper; After test, the first-level difference of LnGDP and

LnINS are nonstationary time series, because the two series are refused zero

assumed under the validation 5% of significantly refused level; the results also

show that LNGDP, LNINS, and their first-level difference are a nonstationary time

sequence; from Table 40.2 we conclude that as a result of the second-level differ-

ence of LNGDP and LNINS unit root tests, the null hypothesis is rejected. Then we

refuse to unit root hypothesis; so the second-level difference of the LnGDP and

LnINS are the stationary sequences [8].

40.3.3 Cointegration Tests on Time Series

The objective of the cointegration test is to determine weather there is a stable

equilibrium between the set of linear combination of nonstationary sequences

precisely because cointegration establishes a long-run equilibrium relationship. If

we can find a dependable link between several variables that seems to have a

separate random trend, then by adjusting the model we can exclude the unit root

that leads to randomness of trends brought about by the unit root, the so-called

error-correction model. Using the E-G two-step testing method, the cointegrated

regression model for INS industry development and economic growth in Jilin

province are as follows (Table 40.3):

LNGDP ¼ 3:9002þ 0:9734LNINS R2 ¼ 0:98 DW ¼ 0:773 SSE ¼ 0:118:

Then we should do the unit root test to the residuals by Eviews 6.0 with the

results shown in Table 40.4

Table 40.2 Augmented Dickey–Fuller unit root test of LnGDP and LnINS in Jilin province

Null Hypothesis

D(LnGDP-2) has a unit
root

D(LnINS-2) has a unit
root

t-Statistic Probability* t-Statistic Probability*

Augmented Dickey–Fuller test

statistic

�3.1073 0.0463 �5.8781 0.0002

Test critical values 1 % level �3.9203 �3.8867
5 % level �3.0655 �3.0521
10 % level �2.6734 �2.6665
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The test results in Table 40.4 shows that under the significant level of 10 %, the

ADF value is less than the threshold of 10 %; series residuals are smooth sequences

of residuals. This means that a cointegration relationship existed between LNINS

and LNGDP. From this we can see that the INS industry has a long-run positive

equilibrium relationship with GNP in Jilin province. If the INS industry increases

by 1 unit, the economy will increase by 0.9734 units, which indicates that progress

in the INS industry plays a positive a role in boosting economic growth.

40.3.4 Granger Causality Test

The cointegration test results show that the long-run equilibrium relationship between

LNINS and LNGDP has been established; but whether the relationship can be identi-

fied as a causal link must be tested further using credible Granger-causality analysis.

From Table 40.5 it can be concluded that the development of the INS industry

has always been the Granger cause of economic growth, but economic growth is not

the Granger cause of services [9]. In addition, economic growth lacks internal

demand for INS in Jilin province; economic growth mainly relies on factors, such

as the substantial input of resources, other than the development of information

technology or related science and technology.

Table 40.3 Cointegrated regression model of LNGDP and LNINS

Variable Coefficient Standard error t-Statistic Probability

C 3.90027 0.13757 28.3508 0.0000

LNINS 0.97335 0.03236 30.0704 0.0000

Table 40.4 ADF test series residuals

Augmented Dickey–Fuller test statistic

t-Statistic Probability*

�7.411652 0.0000

Test critical values 1 % level �3.886751
5 % level �3.052169
10 % level �2.666593

Table 40.5 Granger causality test result

Null hypothesis: Lags: 1 Null hypothesis: Lags: 2

F-Statistic Probability F-Statistic Probability

LNINS does not Granger-cause LNGDP 7.44832 0.0149 5.82712 0.0156

LNINS does not Granger-cause LNGDP 1.53316 0.2335 1.12692 0.3537
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40.3.5 Error-Correction Model

By cointegration analysis, we have discovered a long-run equilibrium relationship

between GDP and INS industry, but short-run deviation from the state cannot be

learned from cointegration analysis, and the error-correction model is needed to

effectively address this problem [10]. By Eviews 6.0, error correction is treated

as an explanatory variable model to study models of short-run dynamics and

long-run adjustment. The model reflects the short-run dynamic balance of the

relationship between the LNINS and LNGDP error-correction model with the

following outcomes:

D LNGDPð Þ ¼ 0:067þ 0:244D LNINSð Þ þ 0:101D LNINS �1ð Þð Þ
þ 0:139D LNGDP �1ð Þð Þ � 0:197ECM �1ð Þ

R2 ¼ 0:646, DW ¼ 1:685, SSE ¼ 0:016:

Based on these equations, economic growth in short-run movements can be

broken down into two parts: the impact of short-run fluctuations in the INS industry

and the effect of a partial deviation from the long-run equilibrium on GNP. Short-

run fluctuations in INS will give rise to increases in economic growth and trans-

formation. Changing one unit of the INS industry in the short term will cause GDP

growth to change by 0.224 units. The error-correction coefficient indicates that

changes to the long-run equilibrium of the GDP adjustment speed is 19.68 %, which

means that the long-run imbalance has little impact on GDP.

40.3.6 Result

The results indicate that there is a long-run stable relationship between INS

development and economic growth in Jilin province. In the short-run, the effect

of INS on economic growth is significant; the long-run balanced relationship

between INS and economic growth has a weak self-correcting effect on

nonbalanced error adjustment in this period.

Conclusion

Using an analysis of the contribution of the Jilin province’s INS industry to

the region’s economic growth, a common conclusion has been reached in this

paper: in Jilin province, the INS sector does not play a positive role in

promoting economic growth; the emergence of a mutually reinforcing virtu-

ous development model between informatization and economic growth also

needs time and support of government. In the era of big data, efforts should be

(continued)
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(continued)

made to focus on economic growth and cointegration between progress in the

INS industry and progress in the INS industry in development policy; timely

raise the informatization level of economic growth in Jilin province; promote

the overall development of the INS industry; and ultimately promote the INS

industry and economy interaction in Jilin province.
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Chapter 41

Day-Ahead Electricity Demand Forecasting
Using a Hybrid Method

Zirong Li, Xiaohe Zhang, Yan Li, and Chun Liu

Abstract Nowadays, artificial intelligence is commonly used in many fields

including medicine, chemistry, and forecasting. In this paper, artificial intelligence

is applied to electricity demand forecasting due to the demand for this from both

providers and consumers at this time. In order to seek accurate demand forecasting

methods, this article proposes a new combined electric load forecasting method

(SPLSSVM), which is based on seasonal adjustment (SA) and least square support

vector machine (LSSVM) optimized by the particle swarm optimization (PSO)

algorithm, to forecast electricity demand. The effectiveness of SPLSSVM is tested

with a dataset from New South Wales (NSW) in Australia. Experimental results

demonstrate that the SPLSSVM model can offer more precise results than other

methods mentioned in the literature.

Keywords Electricity demand forecasting • Particle swarm optimization • Least

square support vector machine

41.1 Introduction

Data mining technology is usually divided into two categories. The first category is

represented by the statistical models, the most commonly used being probability

analysis, relevance, clustering analysis, and discriminant analysis; the other cate-

gory is machine learning in artificial intelligence. In this paper, we use an artificial

intelligence model to forecast electricity demand. The purpose of short-term power

load forecasting is to obtain accurate load forecasting results, because under the

premise of meeting power supply quality requirements such data guarantees that
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power providers achieve optimal use of power supply system construction funds, so

as to achieve maximum social and economic benefits.

Recently, researchers have put forward a range of models for electricity demand

forecasting based on time series technologies, such as artificial neural network

models [1, 2], and fuzzy logic grey-based approaches [3, 4]. However, none of these

models can obtain the expected forecasting accuracy for all electricity demand

forecasting issues [5]. There is no single best method that under every condition can

achieve the best forecasting results. Of course, the hybrid or combining model

appeared to solve this problem.

The combining model combines the advantages of one, two, or more models.

Bates and Granger [6] proposed the hybrid model. Later, Dickinson [7] testified that

the hybrid model can obtain higher accuracy than that of an individual model. So, in

this article, we propose a new combined model named SPLSSVM that combines

seasonal adjustment, particle swarm optimization (PSO), and the least square

support vector machine (LSSVM). Firstly, SPLSSVM applied seasonal adjustment

(SA) to eliminate the seasonal component. Then, SPLSSVM used the LSSVM for

model training and fitting, and for this, LSSVM parameters were optimized by the

PSO algorithm. Through comparison of the proposed model with other models, we

show that the SPLSSVM model indeed improves accuracy.

The layout of this paper is as follows. We demonstrate the theory of SA, PSO,

and the LSSVM model in Sect. 2, and a case study of forecasting electric load is

presented in Sect. 3. We conclude this paper in the last section.

41.2 The Hybrid Model

41.2.1 A Review of Seasonal Adjustment

The data series x1, x2, . . ., xT (T¼ml) is entered as x11, x12, . . ., x1l; x21, x22, . . ., x2l;
. . .; xm1, xm2, . . ., xml in turn, then we calculate the average value of the time series

according to xk ¼ xk1 þ xk2 þ � � � þ xklð Þ=l (k¼ 1, 2, . . .,m).
Then we get the following result:

Iks ¼ xks
xk

k ¼ 1, 2, . . . ,m; s ¼ 1, 2, . . . , lð Þ: ð41:1Þ

The average value of Iks at the same time in every period is seen as the seasonal

index number

Ij ¼ I1j þ I2j þ � � � þ Imj
m

j ¼ 1, 2, . . . , lð Þ: ð41:2Þ

Then the sequence without the seasonal effects is obtained:
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yks ¼
xks
Is

k ¼ 1, 2, . . . ,m; s ¼ 1, 2, . . . , lð Þ: ð41:3Þ

41.2.2 A Review of Particle Swarm Optimization

In an m-dimensional search space, we define each particle as a possible potential

solution to a problem. Here Xi¼ (xi1, xi2, . . ., xim) is considered as the current

position of particle i, Vi¼ (vi1, vi2, . . ., vim) is considered as the current velocity,

Pi¼ ( pi1, pi2, . . ., pim) is considered as the previous position, and Pg¼ ( pg1, pg2, . . .,
pgm) is the optimal position in all particles. Then the optimal position of particle

i can be calculated according to Eqs. (41.4) and (41.5) [8].

vkþ1i ¼ w � vki þ c1 � r1 � pk
i � xki

� �þ c2 � r2 � pk
g � xki

� �
; ð41:4Þ

xkþ1i ¼ xki þ α � vki ; ð41:5Þ

where vki and x
k
i respectively represent the current velocity and position of particle i,

c1 and c2 are two constants greater than zero, r1 and r2 are two independently

distributed random variables between [0, 1], and w is the inertia weight.

41.2.3 Least Square Support Vector Machine Model

The LSSVMmodel was proposed by Suykens and Vandewalle [9]. Given a training

dataset of N points {xi, yi}
N
i¼ 1 with input data xi2Rn and output data yi2R, then we

define the decision function [10]:

y xð Þ ¼ wTφ xð Þ þ b: ð41:6Þ

To solve the function estimation problem, this paper introduces structural risk

minimization to realize function optimization:

Minimize :
1

2
wk k2 þ 1

2
c
Xn
i¼1

ε2i : ð41:7Þ

Subject to: yi¼wTφ(xi) + b+ εi, i¼ 1, . . .,N.
To derive the solutions w and ε, the Lagrange multipliers are introduced as

follows:
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L w; b; ε; að Þ ¼ 1

2
wk k2 þ 1

2
c
Xn
i¼1

ε2i �
Xn
i¼1

ai w
Tφ xið Þ þ bþ εi � yi

� 
: ð41:8Þ

According to the Karush–Khun–Tucker conditions, the finally result into the

LSSVM model for function estimation can be described as:

f xð Þ ¼
Xn
i¼1

aiK x; xið Þ þ b; ð41:9Þ

where the dot product K(x, xi) is the kernel function; the radial basis function is

applied in this paper; and we defined radial basis function (RBF) with a width of σ
as follows:

K x; xið Þ ¼ exp �0:5 x� xik k2=σ2
� �

: ð41:10Þ

41.3 Simulation Results

For this paper, an electric load dataset from New South Wales in Australia was

used; data was collected 48 times per day. The original data series we used for

training and fitting the model represents electricity demand data for 35 days, with

1,680 values as shown in Fig. 41.1. Using the original 1440 values, we forecast the

following 240 values.

Figure 41.1 shows that the shape of data series in the same day of different weeks

is more similar compared with the shape of data series in different days of one

week. Considering this cyclic behavior, this study divides the original data series

into five groups based on the day of the week, i.e. Monday group, Tuesday group,

and so on. This study then analyzes each of these day groups, and forecasts the

corresponding day of the week, i.e. using Monday group to forecast following

Monday.

From Fig. 41.1, it can be seen that these five data series show strong seasonality.

There is no doubt that the forecasting accuracy could be improved if we eliminate

the seasonal component before electricity demand forecasting. The Monday group

0
0.6

0.8

1.2

1.4

1

x 104

288 576 864 1152 1440

Fig. 41.1 The electricity demand data for model fitting and training
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data after elimination of the seasonal component is shown in Fig. 41.2. Figure 41.2a

shows the original Monday group electricity demand, while Fig. 41.2b shows the

seasonally adjusted Monday group electricity demand.

After eliminating the seasonal component, we used the resultant five group

datasets to forecast the next five days electricity demand. Here, the LSSVM

model was applied to model training and fitting, and the LSSVM parameters

were optimized by PSO. In order to verify that the proposed model (SPLSSVM)

indeed improved forecasting accuracy, we carried out a comparison between it and

the other two models, i.e., LSSVM and LSSVM which has been optimized by PSO

(named PLSSVM). The forecasting results for all three models (LSSVM, PLSSVM,

and SPLSSVM) for each day are shown in Fig. 41.3.

Table 41.1 lists three performance measures of the three forecasting models, and

it reveals many details that are discussed below.
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Fig. 41.2 The Monday group electricity demand before and after seasonal adjustment
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Fig. 41.3 Forecasting results of the three models
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On comparing PLSSVM and LSSVM, we obtained the following result. Con-

sidering the three parameters mentioned in Table 41.1, PLSSVM shows the

expected lower values compared to LSSVM for three days: Tuesday, Wednesday,

and Friday. In terms of average values for the entire week, the root mean square

error (RMSE) of PLSSVM shows a slightly larger value than that of LSSVM.

However, the mean absolute error (MAE) and mean absolute percentage error

(MAPE) of PLSSVM have decreased by 4.3 % and 5.4 %, respectively. For

Monday and Thursday: on the basis of the three parameters, PLSSVM shows

slightly higher values compared to LSSVM. However, generally speaking,

PLSSVM performs better than LSSVM.

When we compare SPLSSVM and PLSSVM, we obtained the following result.

In terms of the three significant parameters RMSE, MAE, and MAPE, PLSSVM

has, as desired, lower values than LSSVM for every day of the week. Considering

the average values for the whole week, PLSSVM has reduced RMSE, MAE, and

MAPE by 44.1 %, 41.1 %, and 38.3 %, respectively.

To sum up, among the three models (LSSVM, PLSSVM, and SPLSSVM),

SPLSSVM has the best performance for every day of the week. In terms of average

values for the whole week, the RMSE of SPLSSVM is decreased by 44.1 and

43.4 %, MAE is decreased by 41.1 and 43.7 %, and MAPE is decreased by 38.3 and

41.7 % when compared to PLSSVM and LSSVM.

Conclusion

A new electricity demand forecasting model named SPLSSVM is proposed in

this paper. SPLSSVM first uses seasonal adjustment to remove seasonal

factors from the original data series. Next, SPLSSVM employs LSSVM to

model the intermediate series, and PSO is used to optimize the parameters of

LSSVM. From the perspective of different evaluation criteria that included

RMSE, MAE, and MAPE, we can see that SPLSSVM increases the precision

of electricity demand forecasting, and the proposed model could help power

utilities in the control and dispatch of electricity.
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Chapter 42

Membrane System for Decision-Making
Problems

Lisha Han, Laisheng Xiang, and Xiyu Liu

Abstract A membrane system for decision-making problems is proposed in this

paper to provide new ideas for parallel solutions in today’s big data environment.

Because a membrane system has great parallelism, it could reduce the calculation

time complexity and is suitable for solving some complex problems such as

decision-making problems. First, the possibility of such a problem’s parallelism

is analyzed, and then the membrane system is established with all its rules to solve

the problem. Finally, an example is given to prove its feasibility. This represents

another attempt in the application of a membrane system.

Keywords Membrane system • Membrane computing • P system • Risk-based

decision making • Parallel computing

42.1 Introduction

Decision making is a process of choosing the best solution for current or future

problems using such techniques as expectations or the decision tree method

[1]. Faced with the massive data in today’s big data environment, the manner of

decision making that we choose greatly affects decision-making efficiency.

Membrane computing is a new computing model initially proposed by Roma-

nian scientist Gheorghe Păun, hence the name P system. It has been applied in many

fields such as biological modeling, NPC problems and combinatorial problems

because of its vast parallelism [2, 4].

This paper solves the decision-making problem based on the P system’s great

parallelism. First, the possibility is analyzed, then a P system with all its rules is

established, and finally the paper demonstrates its feasibility on a simple test.
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42.2 Preliminary

42.2.1 P System

The P system is a distributed and parallel computing model. It abstracts computing

models from the function and structure of living cells [3, 4]. In a cell-like P system,

there is a layered structure with basic elements including the membrane structure,

objects, and rules. The membranes divide the entire system into different regions.

The outermost layer of the membrane structure is called the skin membrane. If there

are no other membranes in the interior of a membrane, we call it a basic membrane

[5, 6] (Fig. 42.1).

Generally, a P system of degree m(m� 1) is constructed asY
¼ V; T;C;H; μ;w1;w2; . . . ;wm;R1;R2; . . . ;Rm; ρi; i0ð Þ:

The basic evolution rule is a pair (u, v) in the form (u! v). Here, u is a string

over V and v¼ v’ or v¼ v’δ, where v’ is a string over

ahere, aout, ainj
		a 2 V, 1 � j � m

� �
and δ is a special symbol not in v. When a rule

contains δ, the membrane will be dissolved after performing the rule [6].

The rules perform in a manner of uncertainty and maximal parallelism to guide

the transformation and formation of strings [6, 7]. After a number of steps, the P

system halts if no rules can be performed or the state of the P system is stable, and

the objects in the output membrane are the final result [6].

42.2.2 Decision-Making Problem

Decision making is a core activity. In this paper, the risk type [1] is the focus:

policymakers must know not only the corresponding gain values of actions under

different states but also the probability distribution of these states.

Fig. 42.1 Basic membrane

structure
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By expectation criteria, the gain values in states are seen as discrete random

variables. We select the maximum one for the optimal action from mathematical

expectations. The computation process is shown in Table 42.1.

In this table, Si is the action program, Nj the natural state, Qj the weight of the

natural state, aij the gain value, and E(Si) the gain expectation of each action, where
the gain matrix is denoted by Dij:

Dij ¼
a11 a12 . . . a1m
a21 a22 . . . a2m
. . . . . . . . . . . .
an1 an2 . . . anm

2664
3775: ð42:1Þ

42.3 Risk-Based Decision Making by a P System

We must now state two assumptions due to some restrictions: the objects in this

paper are nonnegative integer variables because the resources required in a P

system are polynomial. In addition, the objects to be processed have been

transported to membrane 0.

42.3.1 Design of a P System

In this section, a P system for decision making is proposed. In this P system, the

structural relationship of membranes is hierarchical; the objects to be processed

have been transported to membrane 0, and they are polynomial in the number of

individuals. Now we consider the P system as follows:Q ¼ V;C; μ; S0; SVj
; STi

; Si0 ;R0;RVj
;RTi

; ρ
� �

;

V¼ {η, ζ, δ, aij,Qj} is the collection of objects in the P system;

C¼ {η, ζ, δ} is the collection of catalysts in the P system;

Table 42.1 Computation process of problem under expectation criteria
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μ ¼ 0 V1
½ 
V1

V2
½ 
V2

. . . Vm
½ 
Vm

T1
½ 
T1

T2
½ 
T2

. . . Tn
½ 
Tn

i0½ 
i0
h i

0
specifies the membrane struc-

ture; S0, SVj
, STi

, Si0 indicate the initial states of the membranes;

ρ¼ {r1> r2> r3> r4} is the priority of the rules.

Rules in membrane 0:

r1 ¼ ηQjaij ! c
Qj

ij

� �
inVj

		1 � i � n; 1 � j � m

� �
: ð42:2Þ

r4 ¼ BE1BE2 . . .BEn ! BE1BE2 . . .BEnBE1�1BE2�1 . . .BEn�1� �
[ BE

0
1BE

0
2 . . .BE

0
n ! MSi, ini0

		1 � i � n
n o

ØE0i¼0
: ð42:3Þ

Rules in membrane Vj:

r2 ¼ ζcij ! b
aij
ij

� �
inTi

		1 � i � n; 1 � j � m

� �
: ð42:4Þ

Rules in membrane Ti:

r3 ¼ δbij ! Bi; outð Þ		1 � i � n; 1 � j � m
� �

: ð42:5Þ

To visualize this specific P system for the problem, Fig. 42.2 shows its

architecture.

42.3.2 Calculation Instructions

We now focus on how the rules as designed earlier guide the process of computing

in this P system.

Rule r1 is executed first. Under the catalyst of object η, the objects cij are
generated and successively sent to membrane Vj for the action of rule r2. Activated

z z z

d d d

h
Fig. 42.2 Specific P system

for the problem
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by catalyst ζ, it generates aij�Qj number of objects bij, and the objects in the same

row are transported to membrane Ti for the next evolution. It should be noted that

aij�Qj number of objects bij are generated because each object cij can produce aij
number of objects bij, and there are Qj number of objects cij. Then through rule r3,
the objects bij in membrane Ti are summed and sent out to generate

Ei¼ (ai1�Q1 + ai2�Q2 + � � �+ aim�Qm ) number of objects Bi. Finally, when

E
0
i¼ 0 appears by subtracting each object Ei simultaneously, rule r4 calculates the

maximum expectationMSi and sends it to the output membrane i0. By now, the best
decision has been found, and the whole computation is over.

42.4 Test and Analysis

To illustrate how the designed P system runs specifically, a simple example is

considered. Suppose a company is required to make a decision on a new production

batch. Three alternatives and two states may occur. The company must make a

reasonable decision based on the expectation criteria (Table 42.2).

42.4.1 Computing Stages in P System

Here, we analyze the executive rules. The initial state is shown in Fig. 42.3.

In the first step, calculate the gain values under different weights: rules r1 and r2
produce the gain values of these three actions to be adopted under scenarios of high

demand and low demand, respectively. The state following the calculation in the

first step is shown in Fig. 42.4.

In the second step, obtain the expectations of actions: under the catalyst δ, rule r3
calculates the expectations and sends them out. The state is shown in Fig. 42.5.

In the last step, determine the maximum expectation: rule r4 determines the

maximum expectation. The state following calculation, also the final state, is shown

in Fig. 42.6.

Table 42.2 Gain value table in given test
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T1 T2 T3
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V1
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b12(num:a12´Q2)
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l
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Fig. 42.4 State following

calculation in first step
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Fig. 42.3 Initial state for

problem in test
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Fig. 42.6 State following

calculation in last step
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42.4.2 Simple Comparative Analysis

Theoretically, the time complexity is relatively high in accordance with the serial

computing. And there are nine times of calculation just to obtain all the gain

expectations (Table 42.3).

However, in this designed P system, only three times of parallel computing are

required for the whole process. And the P system designed for the problem not only

can reduce the time complexity but also has fairly good scalability: the calculation

time in the P system designed for this problem will not become longer with an

increasing number of actions or states because of the maximal parallelism and

distributed nature of the system.

Conclusion

In this paper, we designed a specific P system for a risk-based decision-

making problem with expectation criteria. Using a simple test, the proposed P

system successfully performed calculations with less computation time

because of its maximal parallelism and distributed nature; nevertheless,

future work will mainly focus on the following points:

1. The computation time in the proposed P system will be greatly reduced

theoretically, and the computational complexity in the P system will be

linear, which we will be glad to see.

2. Efforts will be made to apply P systems to more complex calculation

problems because of its great parallelism and very good scalability.
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Chapter 43

Operational Model Management C/S System
Based on RUP

Rui Guo

Abstract Rational uniform process (RUP) is a quite popular software development

method that has applications in various fields. A client/server (C/S) system is a

software model that is widely used in many projects, such as simulation model

management systems. To research the use of RUP in controlling the whole frame-

work and process of a system, an operational model management C/S system is

used as an example, and the method of applying RUP in C/S systems is discussed in

depth.

Keywords RUP • C/S • Operational model management system

43.1 Introduction

Published in 1998 [1], rational uniform process (RUP) is a method that is used to

direct software development. It was created by several US technicians, including

Jacobson, Booch, and Rumbaugh, and others. Most importantly, RUP is a software

development process, meaning a series of actions taken during a period when

software is being developed in response to user requirements. However, RUP is

not just process; it is a universal process framework that can be used to deal with

many kinds of software systems in diverse application fields, organization types,

function levels, and project scales.

Uniform modeling language (UML) [2] is always used in RUP in preparation for

designing the software blueprints. In fact, UML is an organic part of RUP and was

developed synchronously with it. There are three distinctive aspects of RUP: Use

Case-driven development; central focus on fundamental frameworks; iteration-

guided software development.

Nowadays, client/server (C/S) systems are primary systems with a new structure

used to process signals [3] whose evolution is combined deeply with progress in

advanced desktop calculation, new store technology, improved network communi-

cation, and enhanced database technology. Although a C/S system can be analyzed,

designed, structured, and tested using the traditional method, it seems better to use a
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software engineering method developed on the basis of an event-motivated or

object-oriented approach [4].

C/S systems are one of the focuses of software development at present; Browser/

server (B/S) systems represent another international mature design method. Both

types of system have their pros and cons [5]. In general, C/S systems are suitable for

relatively fixed user groups that are capable of controlling information security and

are more suitable for information security [6]. In addition, C/S systems are more

concerned with processes and checking permissions hierarchies and less concerned

with operating speed. Based on the preceding two considerations, we selected a C/S

system.

One particular C/S system, i.e., an operational model management system within

some simulation software systems, is taken as an example to explore how RUP is

used to develop software and how it is applied in C/S systems. This paper is

organized as follows. An operational model management C/S system is first briefly

introduced. Then some basic ideas and methods are analyzed, and the actual process

of developing an operational model management C/S system with RUP is given at

the end.

43.2 Operational Model Management C/S Systems

Along with the development of high technology, the number and types of weapons

in modern warfare are gradually increasing, and the relations between different

weapons are becoming more complex. It is difficult for military commanders or

technologists to analyze the operational process and weapons’ effect using tradi-

tional methods such as sand tables, map maneuvers, and military exercises. A new

method based on operational simulation is considered an effective means of

qualitative study on war. An operational simulation system can be used to simulate

operation plans, test operational tactics, forecast operational effects, and evaluate

new operational ides. Clearly, operational simulation systems will take on increas-

ing importance in the future.

Operational models are a central part of operational simulation systems, and

there are many different types operational models. Advanced information systems

are required for effective administration of operational models. As a whole, the

construction of operational model systems should be directed within an

informatization framework, followed by a general program such as model descrip-

tion, VV&A process verification, model architecture design, normalization of

model resources, and creating a model with high performance.

The aforementioned features of an operational model system make the C/S

structure the preferred design. On the other hand, the operational model system

design and management method is consistent with RUP development method.

Therefore, it is effective to incorporate RUP into the design of C/S operational

model management systems.
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The primary aims of operational model management C/S systems include

(1) building a uniform operational model network distributed all over the country,

providing services of model management and transfer between different places;

(2) helping administrative departments to understand models’ application condi-

tions; and (3) searching for, inquiring about, and applying operational models

between different locations using information management. The system structure

is shown in Fig. 43.1.

As shown in Fig. 43.1, operational model systems have the primary functions of

a C/S system, such as clients requesting services and servers offering services.

Several questions must be addressed before developing a system.

1. Unifying the data structure, which is the chief part of the design process;

2. Unifying the formal/informal description of the operational model at different

institutions;

3. Establishing the priority of different level clients;

4. Designing the graphical user interface (GUI), which should have all the func-

tions of a C/S server.

43.3 Using RUP

RUP can be described by a planar process. The time axis has four development

stages, including initialization, detailing, construction, and transfer. The vertical

axis has five workflows at every stage, including requirements, analysis, design,

Network
Server

Place A
LAN 

Server

Internetwork
Browser

Data Input 
Terminal

TouchScreen 
Terminal

Data 
Browser

Place B
LAN 

Server

DataInput 
Terminal

Touch Screen 
Terminal

Data 
Browser

Fig. 43.1 Structure and function of operational model systems
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realization, and testing. In RUP, developers should focus most on giving clients

what they value most. The first step is to establish use case models and verify client

requirements. The second step is to build frameworks that ensure that systems are

continually evolving. The last step is to reuse software as much as possible; the final

system can be obtained after integrating reusable resources.

1. Driving the development process by use case

The purpose of developing software systems is to provide services to users. The

term user refers to someone or something that interacts with the system devel-

oped by RUP, and the interaction is called a use case. Integration of all use cases
forms use-case models, which describes all functions of the entire system.

Meanwhile, a use case is not only a tool that is used to define system require-

ment; it also drives many system development processes, including design,

realization, and testing. In other words, the whole development process is driven

by use cases.

2. Focus on fundamental frameworks

The architecture of a system describes the current system from different per-

spectives, including the most important static and dynamic characteristics in the

system. The architecture describes the overall design of the system. It removes

the details and highlights the important features of the system. Because “what is

important” partly depends on human, the value of the architecture is dependent

on the quality of the people performing the tasks.

3. Iteration-guided software development

Iterative refers to workflow steps, but the increment represents an increase in

some products. A software product that is decomposed into parts or a number of

smaller mini projects is practical. Each mini project is an iterative process for

producing a development increment. To obtain the best effect, the iterative

process must be controlled, that is to say, it must be in accordance with the

planned steps to be performed selectively.

The preceding three concepts are equally important. The framework provides

a structure to guide the iterative process of the work and use cases, set goals, and

drive the work per iteration. Removing any of the three concepts would seriously

compromise the value of the uniform process.

43.4 Development of Operational Model C/S Systems

The reason RUP is chosen to guide system development is not only that RUP is

object-oriented. RUP can also help one to create an explicit system framework

under which many tasks at different stages are shown clearly, such as how to do

something, what to do, and the consequences.

RUP can be described as a two-dimensional process: the time axis includes four

development stages, and the vertical axis includes five workflow tasks occurring at

all stages. Because of the use-case-driven process, the analysis of requirements

plays a key function in the software development process because it identifies
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whether the direction in which a project is moving is the right one. If the require-

ment analysis fails, the software is very likely to become one that “correctly realizes

the error function.” What follows is an analysis of the requirement workflow

occurring at all stages (Table 43.1).

Each workflow must pass through four stages, such as initialization, detailing,

construction, and transfer, and gradually improve in several iterations. There is no

exception for “requirement” workflow, and the “retrieving” and “transferring” use

cases are confirmed in the initial stage. In the detailing stage, the “retrieving via

internetwork” use case in the “retrieving” workflow can be analyzed using tables. In

the construction stage, the design of a concrete operation should be considered as

the realization of the use case.

For example, A GUI textbox with the database query is used to realize “search

by choosing models’ types” use case, and the data display may take the table

format, text, graphics, and or something else. Graphics can be further subdivided

into, for example, a graph, pie chart, or ladder diagram. These are the workflow

tasks of analysis, design, and realization.

It is thus obvious that the requirement workflow will improve in a process of

iteration and increment, and its functions will gradually be refined until each user’s

Table 43.1 RUP development stages

Central

workflow

Stage

Initialization Detailing Construction Transfer

Requirement (1) Users retrieve

models·via

internetwork·via

LAN

(2) Users transfer

models·via

internetwork·via

LAN

“Retrieving via

internetwork”:

(1) Users log in on

web site

(2) Choose type of

operational models

to retrieve

(3) Choose names

of operational

models

(4) System provides

basic condition of

model

“Choose the

query model” use

case:

(1) Search by

choosing model

types

(2) Search by

model functions

(3) Search by

model input/out-

put parameters

Use-case

models

Analysis Target analysis Index analysis Hierarchy process

analysis map

Analysis

models

Design Preliminary design Detailed design Mathematical

models

Design

models

implement

models

Realization Basic functions Improvement based

on feedback

information

Reuse Realization

models

Test System wide test All subsystem tests Test cases Test models

First iteration Second iteration n� 1 time

iteration

N time

iteration
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requirement is met. The analysis, design, realization, and testing workflow will take

the same method of iteration and increment and be refined and constructed step by

step. Finally, all the workflows will form a complete operational model manage-

ment system.

We began a research project in 2010 whose goal was to effectively manage the

operational model between the cities of Dalian in LiaoNing Province and Qingdao

in ShanDong Province to carry out a joint operation simulation. We adopted the

design method described earlier and developed a corresponding C/S system. In the

last 2 years, the system has been shown to be reasonable and effective.

Conclusion

C/S systems are presently one of the focuses of the software development

industry, and B/S systems represent another international mature design

method. Both of them have their pros and cons. In general, C/S systems are

favored relatively fixed user groups that are capable of controlling informa-

tion security and are more suitable for information security. In addition, C/S

systems focus more on processes and verify permissions hierarchies and less

on operating speed. Based on the preceding two considerations, we selected a

C/S system.

Under the guidance of RUP ideas, the development process of an opera-

tional model management C/S system is designed in four stages, including

initialization, detailing, construction, and transfer. Then, further refinements

are made in each stage’s workflow. The operational model management

system developed by using RUP ideas proved to be robust and reliable in

practice. Therefore, RUP ideas and C/S architectures can be applied to other

similar information management systems.
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Chapter 44

Decision Analysis Method Based
on Improved Bayesian Rough Set
and Evidence Theory Under Incomplete
Decision System

Zhihai Yang, Weihong Yu, Yan Chen, and Taoying Li

Abstract According to the theory of Bayesian rough set and evidence theory, a

method of decision information fusion under incomplete decision information

system is proposed. Under incomplete decision information system, the evidences

are obtained based on the limited tolerance relation and the support degree. Firstly,

by using the method of limited tolerance relation and Bayesian rough set, the lower

distribution sets of the decision classes are obtained, the classified quality is

calculated, and the support degrees of condition attributes to decision classes are

obtained on the basis of the above. Finally, the evidences are fused by the improved

combination rule, and the new object is classified based on the fusion result. The

proposed method is applied to the diagnosis of problems of the equipment fault in

order to ultimately prove the effectiveness of this method.

Keywords Bayesian rough set • Evidence theory • Incomplete decision informa-

tion system

44.1 Introduction

It is a very important issue to classify and make decision on the decision-making

properties of the unknown new object with the existing knowledge of information

system. Most existing researches are focusing on the decision rules of complete and

incomplete information system and use the rules to classify new objects; but the
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rules are not comprehensive when the information system knowledge is small.

Thus, we can not to make decisions in all kinds of situations; on the contrary, we

will get a lot of decision rules when the knowledge is big.

Zara [1] used a rough set approach to analyze the subset of preference relations.

Liu [2] put forward many new concepts, such as rough space, rough variables,

rough operation, reliability measure, and expectations operator concept;

constructed the expected value model, the chance-constrained model, and the

opportunity-related planning model; and then set up reliability theory [3] with

methods in researches on rough problem provided. Wei [4] presented a new

approach to selection of attributes for construction of decision tree based on

rough set theory and gave an algorithm in a recursive form for construction of

decision tree. Jia [5] provided a new definition of attribute reduce for decision-

theoretic rough set models. Katz [6] presented a generalization called the variable

precision rough sets model with asymmetric bounds to model the decision situa-

tions characterized by uncertain information expressed in terms of probability

distributions estimated form the frequency distributions in empirical data.

In this chapter, improvements in terms of some relative theorems regarding

Bayesian rough set and evidence theory have been made based on the previous

literature. The traditional Bayesian rough set theory is improved and extended to

multiple decision classes. The attribute reduction method is provided by using the

lower distribution reduction. In the incomplete decision information system, evi-

dences are obtained based on the limited tolerance relation and the support degree.

The classified quality is calculated and the support degrees of condition attributes to

decision classes are obtained on the basis of the above. Then, the basic probability

assignment is obtained after normalization. Finally, the evidences are fused by the

improved combination rule, and the new object is classified based on the fusion

result.

44.2 Improved Bayesian Rough Set and Evidence Theory

Bayesian rough set is a modified variable precision rough set model [7]. Its basic

idea is using the priori probability of the event before it replaces the variable

precision rough set of precision parameters. By comparing the conditional proba-

bility after adding conditional probability of occurrence with the relationship before

adding that stuff, we can analyze the influence of decision-making.

Definition 1 gives an information system S¼ (U,C[D,V, f ), in which C is a

finite nonempty set of condition attributes and D is a finite nonempty set of decision

attributes. With equivalence relation C, universe U can be partitioned into a

collection of equivalence classes E¼U/RC¼ {Ei|i¼ 1, 2, . . ., n}; similarly, uni-

verse U can be partitioned into another collection of equivalence classes U/
RD¼ {dj|j¼ 1, 2, . . .,m} with equivalence relation D. Based on belief gain function

Bayesian rough set, the positive region POSMC (d ) of the decision classes d2U/RD is
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POSM
C dð Þ ¼ [�Ei

		g d
		Ei

� � ¼ max
�
g d1

		Ei

� �
, . . . , g dm

		Ei

� �� �
> 0,Ei 2 E

� ð44:1Þ

NEGM
C dð Þ ¼ [�Ei

		g d
		Ei

� � ¼ min
�
g d1

		Ei

� �
, . . . , g dm

		Ei

� �� �
< 0,Ei 2 E

� ð44:2Þ

BNDM
C dð Þ ¼ [ Ei

		g d
		Ei

� � ¼ 0,Ei 2 E
� �

: ð44:3Þ

The improved Bayesian rough set can be well applied to multi-value decisions.

Positive region POSMA (d ) can be regarded as the Bayesian approximation of d on A.
Relative to the priori probabilities P(d ) of event d, positive region elements set can

represent the largest collection of the probability of d occur. Negative region NEGM
A

(d) represents the largest set of the reduction of d occur. Border region BNDM
A (d)

represents event d, and E is independent with each other.

Definition 2 A basic probability assignment is a function m : 2Θ! [0, 1] which

satisfies the following conditions: m(∅)¼ 0
X
θ�Θ

m θð Þ ¼ 1, in which m(θ) repre-

sents the proportion of all relevant and available evidence that supports the claim; a

particular element of Θ belongs to the set A. In engine diagnostics, m(θ) can be

considered as a degree of belief held by an observer regarding a certain fault.

44.3 Decision-Making Based on Improved Bayesian Rough
Set and Evidence Theory Under Incomplete
Information System

44.3.1 Obtain Evidence

Definition 3 gives an information system S¼ (U,A,V, f ), in which U¼ {x1, x2, . . .,
xm}, C¼ {c1, c2, . . ., cn}, the decision attribute D is a single property, namely, card

(D)¼ 1, and the range of D is limited, VD¼ {d1, d2, . . ., dk}; thus, the support ξ
dl
ci
of

d¼U/(D¼ dl) (l¼ 1, 2, . . ., k) under ci(i¼ 1, 2, . . ., n) is

ξdlci ¼
POSM

ci
\ d

		 		
dj j ð44:4Þ

1. Evidence Acquisition Based on Support Degree

Give an information table S¼ (U,C[D,V, f ). If the condition attribute values of
new object xm+ 1 are Cm+ 1¼ {x1mþ 1, x

2
mþ 1, . . ., x

n
mþ 1} and the decision attribute
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values are unknown, the method of obtaining basic probability assignment of the

new object xm+ 1 is as follows:

Assume the decision attribute value of xm + 1 is dm+ 1¼ d1 and the expansion of
the universe U0. Firstly, we calculate Bayesian positive region of U0/(D¼ d1)

under the guidelines for each conditions and get the support degree ξd1ci when the

conditional attributes dm + 1¼ d1 are true. Similarly, we can get the support ξdlci of

the condition attributes ci to dm + 1¼ dl(l¼ 2, . . ., k). In order to obtain the basic

probability assignment, we need to normalize the approximate classification

quality under each condition. We give the normalized method here.

mi dlð Þ ¼
ξdlci

2
Xk
l¼1

ξdlci � 1

, mi Θð Þ ¼

Xk
l¼1

ξdlci � 1

2
Xk
l¼1

ξdlci � 1

, l ¼ 1, 2, . . . , k ð44:5Þ

Thus, we can get the basic probability assignment based on support degree as

m(1).

2. Evidence Acquisition Based on the Greatest Certainty Gain Function

Assume the condition attribute value of xm + 1 is dm + 1¼ dl(l¼ 2, . . ., k) and the

expansion of the universe U0. If the greatest certainty gain function of condition

attribute ci to U0/dl is

maxgci dlð Þ ¼ g x
		E	� � ð44:6Þ

we can get the greatest certainty gain function maxgci dlð Þ of each condition

guideline value of each attribute. Because
X k

l¼1 maxgci dlð Þ � 1 orX k

l¼1 maxgci dlð Þ � 1, when
X k

l¼1 maxgci dlð Þ � 1, we use the following

method:

mi dlð Þ ¼ maxgci dlð Þ, mi Θð Þ ¼ 1�
Xk
l¼1

maxgci dlð Þ l ¼ 1, 2, . . . , k ð44:7Þ

Thus, we can get the basic probability assignment based on certainty gain

function, as m(2). In order to obtain the final evidence probability assignment, we

fuse the evidences by using m(1) and m(2), and we use the arithmetic average

method to make and have the same weight; thus, the evidence basic probability

assignment is
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m ¼ m 1ð Þ þ m 2ð Þ

2
: ð44:8Þ

44.3.2 Acquisition Method Based on Limited Tolerance
Relation and Support Evidence

In order to process incomplete information systems, the classical rough set theory

needs to be extended.

Definition 4 gives an incomplete information system S¼ (U,A,V, f ), in which a

limited tolerance relation L is defined in the universe U and 8 x, y2U, B�A, (x,
y)2 LB, only PB(x)¼ {a2A|a(x) 6¼∗}

LB x; yð Þ ¼ � x; yð Þ 2 U � U
		8a 2 B a xð Þ ¼ a yð Þ ¼ ∗ð ÞW� PB xð Þ \ PB yð Þ 6¼ ∅ð Þ^

8a 2 A a xð Þ 6¼ ∗ð Þ ^ a yð Þ 6¼ ∗ð Þ ! a xð Þ ¼ a yð Þ��
ð44:9Þ

The lower approximation (XB
L) and upper approximation (XL

B) of an object set

X with reference to an attribute set B�A in an incomplete information system can

be defined as

XL
B ¼ x

		x 2 U ^ LB xð Þ � X
� �

; XB
L ¼ x

		x 2 U ^ LB xð Þ \ X 6¼∅
� � ð44:10Þ

Definition 5 gives an information system S¼ (U,C[D,V, f ), in which C is a

finite nonempty set of condition attributes, D is a finite nonempty set of decision

attributes, and E¼U/RC¼ {Ei|i¼ 1, 2, . . ., n}, and universe U can be partitioned

into another collection of equivalence classes U/RD¼ {dj|j¼ 1, 2, . . .,m} with

equivalence relation D. Based on improved Bayesian rough set, the positive region

POSLC(X) of the decision classes X,X2U/RD is

POSL
C Xð Þ ¼ [�LC Eið Þ

		g X
		LC Eið Þ

� �
¼ max

�
g X1

		LC Eið Þ
� �

, . . . , g Xm

		LC Eið Þ
� �� �

> 0,Ei 2 E
� ð44:11Þ

The negative region NEGL
C(X) and the boundary region BNDL

C(X) are

NEGL
C Xð Þ ¼ [ �LC Eið Þ

		g�X		LC Eið Þ ¼ min
��
g X1

		LC Eið Þ, � � �, g Xm

		Ei

� �� �
< 0,Ei 2 E

�
ð44:12Þ

BNDL
C Xð Þ ¼ [ LC Eið Þ

		g X
		LC Eið Þ

� � ¼ 0,Ei 2 E
� � ð44:13Þ

Theorem 1 gives an information system, X2U/RD, B�A, Eu,Ev2U/RB (u 6¼ v),
F2U/RB, and F¼Eu[Ev, then
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1. If Eu� POSLB(X) and Ev� POSLB(X), then F� POSLB(X).

2. If Eu�NEGL
B(X) and Ev�NEGL

B(X), then F�NEGL
B(X).

3. If Eu�BNDL
B(X) and Ev�BNDL

B(X), then F�BNDL
B(X).

The approximate classification quality γd1ci represents the percentage that reflects

the true level of the support of d1 which is divided under equivalence relation ci.

γd1C�ci represents the percentage that reflects the true level of the support of d1 which
is divided under equivalence relation C after deleting the attribute ci. By the sorting
quality of after deleting other attributes, we can measure the supporting degree of

the division d1 on the attribute ci, which means expressing that by γd1C�cj j 6¼ ið Þ.
Definition 6 gives an incomplete information system S¼ (U,C[D,V, f ) and

U¼ {x1, x2, . . ., xm}, C¼ {c1, c2, . . ., cn}, in which the decision attribute D is a

single property, namely, card(D)¼ 1, and the range of D is limited, VD¼ {d1,

d2, . . ., dk}; then, the support degree ζdlci of the division dl(l¼ 1, 2, . . ., k) under the

attribute ci(i¼ 1, 2, . . ., n) is

ζdlci ¼

X
j 6¼i

ξd1C�cj

n� 1
ð44:14Þ

If the condition attribute values of the new object xm + 1 is Cm + 1¼ {x1mþ 1,

x2mþ 1, . . ., x
n
mþ 1} and the decision attribute dm + 12VD is unknown, suppose the

decision attribute values of xm+ 1 is dm + 1¼ d1 and obtain the expanded universe U
0.

Firstly, calculate the support degree ζd1ci of U
0/(D¼ d1) under each criteria condition

and obtain the support degree of the attribute condition ci to dm + 1¼ d1.

The trust function on the Θ : Bel Að Þ ¼
X
B�A

m Bð Þ, 8A � Θð Þ. In the D-S

evidence combination theory, there is n probability distribution function called

m1,m2, . . .,mn. Its orthogonal sum is called m. m¼m1�m2� � � � �mn, which is

also called total probability distribution function of completed integration. And

m Að Þ ¼ 1

1� K

X
A1\A2���\An¼A

m1 A1ð Þm2 A2ð Þ� � �mn Anð Þ ð44:15Þ

K ¼
X

A1\A2���\An¼∅
m1 A1ð Þm2 A2ð Þ� � �mn Anð Þ ð44:16Þ

44.3.3 Algorithm Analysis

The fault information of system is shown in the following incomplete information

table. The fault of the system is fed back by four sensors, namely, c1,c2,c3,c4.c1
feedback four kinds of signals, as the distribution of c1 is Vc1 ¼ 1; 2; 3f g, the
distribution of c2 is Vc2 ¼ 1; 2f g, the distribution of c3 is Vc3 ¼ 1; 2; 3f g, and the

distribution of c4 is Vc4 ¼ 1; 2; 3f g. The fault D of the control system has three
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states, namely, VD¼ {1, 2, 3}. The known history of decision table is shown in

Table 44.1 which gives the new fault information x¼ {2, 2,∗, 2} based on the

decision table to determine the fault status.

Step 1: as to the incomplete information decision-making system, we get the limited

tolerance class of each object after removed the different condition attributes in

the condition attribute sets.

LC�c1 x1ð Þ ¼ x10f g, LC�c1 x2ð Þ ¼ xf g,LC�c1 x3ð Þ ¼ x4; x8f g, LC�c1 x4ð Þ
¼ x3f g,LC�c1 x5ð Þ ¼ x7; x10f g,

LC�c1 x6ð Þ ¼ x9f g,LC�c1 x7ð Þ ¼ x5; x10f g,LC�c1 x8ð Þ ¼ x3; x4f g,LC�c1 x9ð Þ
¼ x3; xf g, LC�c1 x10ð Þ ¼ x1; x5; x7f g,

LC�c1 xð Þ ¼ x2f g LC�c2 x1ð Þ ¼ x10; xf g,LC�c2 x2ð Þ ¼ ∅f g,LC�c2 x3ð Þ
¼ x8; x10f g,LC�c2 x4ð Þ ¼ x8f g,LC�c2 x5ð Þ ¼ x7f g,

LC�c2 x6ð Þ ¼ ∅f g, LC�c2 x7ð Þ ¼ x5; x10f g, LC�c2 x8ð Þ ¼ x3; x4f g,LC�c2 x9ð Þ
¼ x3; xf g,LC�c2 x10ð Þ ¼ x1; x3; x7; xf g,

LC�c2 xð Þ ¼ x1; x9; x10f g LC�c3 x1ð Þ ¼ x9; x10f g,LC�c3 x2ð Þ ¼ ∅f g,LC�c3 x3ð Þ
¼ x8; x9; x10f g,LC�c3 x4ð Þ ¼ ∅f g,

LC�c3 x5ð Þ ¼ x7; x10f g,LC�c3 x6ð Þ ¼ ∅f g, LC�c3 x7ð Þ ¼ x5; x9; x10f g,LC�c3 x8ð Þ
¼ x3f g, LC�c3 x9ð Þ ¼ x7f g,

LC�c2 x10ð Þ ¼ x1; x3; x5; x7; x9f g,LC�c3 xð Þ ¼ x9f g LC�c4 x1ð Þ
¼ x3; x5; x7; x10f g,LC�c4 x2ð Þ ¼ x4f g,

LC�c4 x3ð Þ ¼ x4; x9f g,LC�c4 x4ð Þ ¼ x1; x7; x9; x10; xf g, LC�c4 x5ð Þ
¼ x1; x7; x10f g,LC�c4 x6ð Þ ¼ ∅f g,

LC�c4 x7ð Þ ¼ x1; x3; x5; x10f g,LC�c4 x8ð Þ ¼ ∅f g, LC�c3 x9ð Þ
¼ x3; xf g,LC�c4 x10ð Þ ¼ x1, x3x5, x7f g,LC�c4 xð Þ ¼ x3; x9f g

ð44:17Þ

Step 2: we get the expansion decision information table by incorporating the new

object, and suppose the value of decision attribute of the new object x is Dx¼ 1

and the expanded universe is U0, U0/D¼ {d1, d2, d3}, then

Table 44.1 Incomplete

information of the equipment

fault

U C1 C2 C3 C4 D

x1 2 3 1 2 1

x2 3 2 2 2 3

x3 2 * * 1 1

x4 3 2 2 1 2

x5 * 3 * 3 3

x6 1 * 3 * 2

x7 2 3 1 3 2

x8 * 1 * 1 1

x9 2 * 3 * 2

x10 2 3 1 * 1
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d1 ¼ x1; x3; x8; x10; xf g, d2 ¼ x4; x6; x7; x9f g, d3 ¼ x2; x5f g
POSC�c1 d1ð Þ ¼ x3; x10; xf g, ξd1

C�c1
¼ 3

5
, POSC�c2 d1ð Þ

¼ x3; x8; x10; xf g, ξd1
C�c2
¼ 4

5

ð44:18Þ

POSC�c3 d1ð Þ ¼ x3f g, ξd1C�c3 ¼
1

5
, POSC�c4 d1ð Þ ¼ x3; xf g, ξd1

C�c4
¼ 2

5
ð44:19Þ

Suppose the value of decision attribute of the new object x is Dx¼ 2 and the

expanded universe is U0, and U0/D¼ {d1, d2, d3} among d1¼ {x1, x3, x8, x10},
d2¼ {x4, x6, x7, x9, x}, d3¼ {x2, x5}, then

POSC�c1 d2ð Þ ¼ x6; x9f g, ξd2
C�c1
¼ 2

5
, POSC�c2 d2ð Þ ¼ x7f g, ξd2C�c2 ¼

1

5

POSC�c3 d2ð Þ ¼ x9f g, ξd2C�c3 ¼
1

5
, POSC�c4 d2ð Þ ¼ x4f g, ξd2C�c4 ¼

1

5
:

Suppose the value of decision attribute of the new object x is Dx¼ 3 and the

expanded universe is U0. U0/D¼ {d1, d2, d3}, then

POSC�c1 d3ð Þ ¼ x2; xf g, ξd3
C�c1
¼ 2

3
, POSC�c2 d3ð Þ ¼ x1; x3; x5; x10; xf g, ξd3

C�c2
¼ 2

3

POSC�c3 d3ð Þ ¼ x5; x9; x10f g, ξd3
C�c3
¼ 1

3
, POSC�c4 d3ð Þ ¼ x2f g, ξd3C�c4 ¼

1

3
:

And the support degrees of condition attributing to decision classes are obtained

based on Eq. (44.14), ζd1c1 ¼ 1
3

4
5
þ 1

5
þ 2

5

� � ¼ 7
15
, ζd1c2 ¼ 1

3
3
5
þ 1

5
þ 2

5

� � ¼ 6
15
;

ζd1c3 ¼ 1
3

3
5
þ 4

5
þ 2

5

� � ¼ 9
15
, ζd1c4 ¼ 1

3
3
5
þ 4

5
þ 1

5

� � ¼ 8
15
:

Similarly, ζd2c1 ¼ 3
15
, ζd2c2 ¼ 4

15
, ζd2c3 ¼ 4

15
, ζd2c4 ¼ 4

15
, ζd3c1 ¼ 4

9
, ζd3c2 ¼ 4

9
, ζd3c3 ¼ 5

9
, ζd3c4 ¼ 5

9
.

Step 3: the basic probability assignment is obtained upon normalization based on

Eqs. (44.5) and (44.7):

m1 d1ð Þ ¼ 0:3818,m1 d2ð Þ ¼ 0:1636,m1 d3ð Þ ¼ 0:3636,m1 Θð Þ ¼ 0:0909
m2 d1ð Þ ¼ 0:3273,m2 d2ð Þ ¼ 0:2182,m2 d3ð Þ ¼ 0:3636,m2 Θð Þ ¼ 0:0909
m3 d1ð Þ ¼ 0:3253,m3 d2ð Þ ¼ 0:1446,m3 d3ð Þ ¼ 0:3012,m3 Θð Þ ¼ 0:2289
m4 d1ð Þ ¼ 0:3117,m4 d2ð Þ ¼ 0:1558,m4 d3ð Þ ¼ 0:3247,m4 Θð Þ ¼ 0:2078:

Step 4: the evidences are fused by Formula (44.15) with the result of m(d1)¼
0.4517,m(d2)¼ 0.0823,m(d3)¼ 0.4629,m(Θ)¼ 0.0031.

Step 5: according to the credibility of degree maximum principle, we can get the

decision is d3, namely, the fault status of x is 3.
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Conclusion

Under the condition of incomplete decision information system, the evi-

dences are obtained based on the limited tolerance relation and the support

degree and then the evidences are fused by using the improved combination

rule with the decision to be made by the fusion result. By means of the limited

tolerance relation and the Bayesian rough set, the lower distribution sets of

the decision classes can be obtained when each of the condition attributes is

deleted. When the classified quality is calculated, the support degrees of

condition attributes to decision classes are obtained on the basis of the

above. Then, the basic probability assignment is obtained upon normaliza-

tion. Finally, the evidences are fused by the improved combination rule, and

the new object is classified based on the fusion result. The outcome of the

example demonstrates that method mentioned above is more suitable to the

decision under the condition of incomplete decision information system.
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Chapter 45

An Enhanced Entropy-K-Nearest Neighbor
Algorithm Based on Attribute Reduction

Lingyun Wei, Xiaoli Zhao, and Xiaoguang Zhou

Abstract Dimension disaster will directly impact on the efficiency and accuracy of

K-nearest neighbor (KNN) classification algorithm. In order to reduce the effect,

this chapter proposes an improved Entropy-KNN algorithm based on attribute

reduction. It combines KNN algorithm with information entropy theory to reduce

the attribute, and the test sample is classified by the average distance and the

numbers on the respective class. The experimental results show that compared

with traditional KNN algorithm, the proposed algorithm enormously raises the

classification accuracy rate; meanwhile it also maintains the efficiency of category.

Keywords KNN • Information entropy • Correlation degree • Attribute reduction

45.1 Introduction

The classic data mining classification algorithm (KNN) [1], proposed by Cover and

Hart, has been widely used in many fields with its simplicity and higher classifica-

tion accuracy. KNN algorithm calculates the distance of all condition attributes on

samples; however, the influence of different attributes on classification is actually

not the same: some attributes are strongly correlated with classification, while some

are weakly correlated, and even a few are irrelevant. Thus, the distance between

neighbors will be dominated by a large number of irrelevant condition attributes,

which is called the dimension disaster [2]. Dimension disaster will directly impact

on the efficiency and the rate of accuracy of KNN. When the number of training

samples is fixed, classification accuracy will decrease with the increase of dimen-

sion, which is called the Hughes phenomenon [3]. Information entropy is used to

measure the importance of attributes for category. The smaller the entropy is, the

more important the attribute is [4]. Attribute reduction based on the entropy does

well in extracting important attributes and removing irrelevant ones, thus greatly

reducing the computation of KNN algorithm to improve the classification rate.

When the data retains a small amount of attributes only, the combination of
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important attribute values are extracted as well as the important single-valued ones,

which will guarantee the correctness of the classification results. So, this chapter

proposes an improved Entropy-KNN algorithm based on attribute reduction in

order to reduce the computation of KNN, meanwhile maintaining better classifica-

tion accuracy.

For traditional KNN, a category is judged by the number of neighbors on the

respective category. Failure will easily occur when neighbors of different catego-

ries get an equal number [5]. When Entropy-KNN method is used, a category is

classified by both the average distance and the number of neighbors on the

respective class, thus further improving the classification accuracy [6–8]. Finally,

with large numbers of experiments on data sets, the experimental results indicate

that compared with traditional KNN algorithm and Entropy-KNN algorithm, the

proposed algorithm can ensure the validity of classification and effectively improve

the classification efficiency and accuracy at the same time.

45.2 Attribute Reduction

In this chapter, we use attribute reduction to deal with training sets, maintain

important attributes, and remove irrelevant attributes. In this way, we greatly

reduce computational overhead and improve the classification efficiency.

45.2.1 Definitions

Information entropy and correlation degree are defined as follows.

Definition 1 Given a set of labeled data sample S, let |s| be the number of samples

and C1,C2, . . .,Cn be the class labels. V¼ {v1, v2, . . ., vi} is the domain of attribute

values, and let |vi| be the number of vi shown in S and |vij| be the number of vi that
belongs to Cj; the entropy of vi is defined as

I við Þ ¼ �
Xn
j¼1

pijln pij
� � ð45:1Þ

where pij ¼
vijj j
vij j is the probability that attribute with value vi belongs to Cj in V.

The entropy of attribute V is defined as
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E Vð Þ ¼
Xn
i¼1

vij j
s
I við Þ: ð45:2Þ

Definition 2 Attribute set V is divided into decision attribute set D and condition

attribute set A; the correlation degree between D and A is defined as

Corr Að Þ ¼ I Dð Þ � E Að Þ: ð45:3Þ

The correlation degree of condition attributes can be divided into three catego-

ries, namely, strong-related attributes, weak-related attributes, and irrelevant attri-

butes, where Corr(A)¼ 0 is expressed as irrelevant attributes [9]. Strong-related

attributes are to be selected; otherwise they will seriously affect the classification

performance; weak-related attributes are selected depending on the situation; and

irrelevant attributes are completely unnecessarily reserved.

45.2.2 Attribute Reduction Based on Correlation Degree

The main steps of attribute reduction based on correlation degree are as follows:

1. Calculate the correlation degree of condition attributes respectively via

Eq. (45.3).

2. Determine the threshold of correlation degree. In this test, the threshold with the

highest classification accuracy is considered as the correlation threshold value.

3. Attribute reduction. Select the condition attribute with a correlation degree

greater than or equal to the threshold and delete the others.

Attribute reduction can be done according to the above three steps [10].

45.3 The Enhanced Entropy-KNN Algorithm Based
on Attribute Reduction

After attribute reduction, the selected attributes still have different impacts on

classification. The proposed algorithm in this chapter applies information entropy

to determine the importance of attribute values. The average entropy between two

samples of the same attribute value is defined as distance, thus the neighbor samples

are more effectively found. Meanwhile, we use class reliability to comprehensively

consider the number of neighbors on respective class and the average distance.

Even if the credibility of test sets on respective class is very close, we can get the

correct category.

The description of the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 45.1.
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45.3.1 Definitions

Definition 3 Given any two samples X and Y, let v1, v2, . . ., vn be the same attribute

values between X and Y, and then the distance between X and Y is defined as

d Y;Xð Þ ¼ 1

n

Xn
i¼1

I við Þ: ð45:4Þ

Definition 4 Let Ci be the category and Y be the test sample. N is the total number

of nearest neighbor samples, Xi is the nearest neighbor sample that belongs to Ci,

and Ni is the number of Xi. T(Ci, Y) is called the reliability with the equation as

follows:

T Ci; Yð Þ ¼ N � Ni

N
� 1

Ni

XNi

i¼1
d Y;Xið Þ ð45:5Þ

where 1
Ni

XNi

i¼1
d Y;Xið Þ is the average distance of Y of class Ci. The reliability

increases with the decrease of T(Ci,Y ). Equation (45.5) on the judgment of Y is

based on the number of nearest neighbors belonging to Ci and the average distance.

Calculate the 
correlation degree

Determine the 
threshold δ 

Attribute reduction

Choose K nearest
neighbors

Calculate the average 
distance and the 

reliability

Judge category

Classification 
result

Accuracy
assessment

Training 
set

Test set

Fig. 45.1 The description

of the proposed algorithm
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45.3.2 Example Analysis

The following example illustrates the realization of the proposed algorithm. And in

this example, we set the K value to 5.

Table 45.1 is a part of data set mushroom. There are 15 samples with 9 numeric

condition attributes A1, A2,. . ., A9 and a decision attribute D with values 1 and

2, where training sets are from X1 to X13 and test set is X14.

1. Attribute reduction. Equation (45.3) is used to calculate the correlation degree of
condition attributes from A1 to A9: 0.077, 0.003, 0.370, 0.543, 0.176, 0.335,
0.543, 0.178, and 0.223. Let the threshold be 0.35, namely, δ¼ 0.35. Select the

condition attribute with a correlation degree greater than or equal to 0.35 and

then delete the others. The selected attributes are A3, A4, and A7.
2. Classification. The same attribute values between X14 and X1–X13 should be

(no) (11, 32, 76) (no) (32, 76) (11) (no) (11) (no) (11) (no) (no) (no) (76). Equa-

tion (45.4) is used to calculate the distance between X14 and training sets

respectively: 1, 0, 1, 0.3189, 0.5623, 1, 0.5623, 1, 0.5623, 1, 1, 1, and 0.63651.

Choose five nearest neighbors X2, X4, X5, X7, and X9, where the class labels of
X5, X7, X9, are 1, and the others are 2.

We get N¼ 5, N1¼ 3, N2¼ 2 above. Definition 4 is used to calculate the

reliability of X14 and judge the category.

Table 45.1 Raw data A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 D

X1 1 9 19 30 55 60 72 79 82 1

X2 5 9 11 32 55 59 76 80 88 2

X3 3 7 14 35 53 60 73 81 88 1

X4 3 10 17 32 55 59 76 80 83 2

X5 3 9 11 35 55 58 72 81 88 1

X6 3 9 14 33 52 57 75 80 85 2

X7 4 9 11 36 54 59 73 80 88 1

X8 4 9 19 33 52 56 75 80 85 2

X9 3 9 11 37 54 60 73 81 88 1

X10 3 10 14 33 55 60 75 79 82 2

X11 1 10 18 34 55 60 72 79 82 1

X12 3 7 19 34 54 57 75 81 88 2

X13 3 10 18 34 55 60 76 77 82 1

X14 4 10 11 32 54 59 76 80 85 2
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T 1,X14ð Þ ¼ 5� 3ð Þ
5
� 1

3
0:5623þ 0:5623þ 0:5623ð Þ ¼ 0:2249T 2,X14ð Þ

¼ 5� 2ð Þ
5
� 1

2
0þ 0:3183ð Þ ¼ 0:0995

T(1,X14)> T(2,X14), therefore, X14 is judged to be class 2 correctly.

In step (1), we get that the nearest neighbors of class 1 are X5, X7, X9, and class

2 are X2 and X4. Then X14 is judged to be the wrong class 1 due to the greater

number of neighbors via traditional KNN algorithm.

45.4 Experimental Analysis

In this chapter, in order to verify the effectiveness and correctness of the proposed

algorithm, we download three data sets from UCI repository of machine learning

databases. The data sets are described in Table 45.2.

The proposed method is used in mushroom data sets on the experiment, and the

samples are divided into training sets and test sets. The experimental data in

Table 45.3 show the tendency of classification accuracy with the variation on

K and the threshold value δ. N is the number of selected attributes after reduction.

From Table 45.3, we can find when the threshold value is between 0.175 and

0.205, the classification accuracy is higher. The main reason is that when the

threshold value is less than 0.175, the proposed method is unable to effectively

reduce the impact of dimension disaster. And when the threshold value is greater

than 0.205, it increases the chances of overfitting. In order to make the experiment

possible, we took 0.190 as the average threshold of 0.175–0.205 to analyze the

effect of selected attributes to the performance of classification. Experimental

results are shown in Fig. 45.2.

From Fig. 45.1, we can find the accuracy of the proposed algorithm consistently

higher than traditional KNN algorithm and Entropy-KNN algorithm as well, even if

values of K are different. The accuracy gap increases with the increase of K values,

and the larger the data is, the more obvious the effect is. Experimental analysis

shows that attribute reduction can select a small amount of features and keep or

even improve the classification accuracy, which verifies the effectiveness of the

proposed algorithm.

Table 45.2 Data description Data set Samples Features Classes

1 Zoo 101 17 7

2 Mushroom 8,124 12 2

3 Adult 32,561 15 2
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Table 45.3 Accuracies of selected attributes varying with the number of neighbors K and the

threshold δ

δ

K

Average N4 7 10 13 16 19

0.145 0.9712 0.9716 0.9730 0.9734 0.9775 0.9730 0.9733 12

0.150 0.9716 0.9745 0.9782 0.9778 0.9790 0.9775 0.9764 10

0.155 0.9715 0.9796 0.9790 0.9797 0.9800 0.9808 0.9784 10

0.160 0.9723 0.9804 0.9797 0.9806 0.9808 0.9812 0.9792 10

0.165 0.9730 0.9808 0.9808 0.9810 0.9814 0.9819 0.9798 9

0.170 0.9726 0.9804 0.9812 0.9815 0.9819 0.9819 0.9799 8

0.175 0.9834 0.9826 0.9863 0.9865 0.9874 0.9878 0.9857 7

0.180 0.9867 0.9882 0.9886 0.9882 0.9886 0.9878 0.9880 6

0.185 0.9886 0.9889 0.9893 0.9911 0.9922 0.9952 0.9909 5

0.190 0.9911 0.9926 0.9937 0.9952 0.9978 0.9985 0.9948 5

0.195 0.9882 0.9886 0.9904 0.9886 0.9889 0.9908 0.9892 5

0.200 0.9889 0.9893 0.9893 0.9922 0.9870 0.9886 0.9892 4

0.205 0.9819 0.9882 0.9867 0.9874 0.9845 0.9845 0.9855 4

0.210 0.9749 0.9771 0.9730 0.9730 0.9734 0.9753 0.9744 3

0.215 0.9476 0.9564 0.9598 0.9583 0.9597 0.9612 0.9572 3

0.220 0.9095 0.9135 0.9165 0.9343 0.9231 0.9435 0.9234 2
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Fig. 45.2 Trends of accuracies with traditional KNN, Entropy-KNN, and proposed algorithm
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Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed an improved algorithm to overcome the dimen-

sion disaster impact on classification. Attribute reduction is carried out on

training sets before test sets are classified, and we remove redundant attri-

butes that have less or no impact on classifier performance. What’s more, the

reliability is used to balance the number of neighbors on respective class and

average distance. Thus, it makes classification results more accurately.

Results indicate that the improved algorithm maintains the integrity of the

original data information at the same time effectively decreases the dimen-

sion disaster effect on the classification performance.
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Chapter 46

Synthetic Safety Analysis: A Systematic
Approach in Combination of Fault Tree
Analysis and Fuzzy Failure Modes
and Effect Analysis

Guannan Su, Linpeng Huang, and Xiaoyu Fu

Abstract Two classical methods in safety analysis, FTA and FMEA, are generally

used separately in operating analysis orientations. But this one-direction systematic

technique becomes more difficult in facing today’s software architecture with

increasingly higher complexity; moreover, the simple risk priority number (RPN)

in original FMEA can no longer meet the urgent request of higher accuracy in the

development of efficient safety analysis. Thus, a new synthetic approach is put

forward with the combination of FTA and FMEA. In addition, a system-level

fuzzy-RPN and top-fRPN are provided to show the effect of events on their systems

to help people make decisions based on a three-dimensional risk ranking instead of

failure probability. The case study has demonstrated the methodology thus devel-

oped. Our method tends to improve the range of technical adaptability of safety

analysis.

Keywords Safety analysis • FTA • Fuzzy FMEA • AHP

46.1 Introduction

Safety can be described as a characteristic of the system of not endangering or

causing harm to human lives or the environment in which the equipment or plant

operates [1]. The two fault modeling techniques commonly adopted refer to Failure

Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) and fault tree analysis (FTA).

The quantitative safety analysis process often has much trouble in getting the

exact failure rate/probability of components and specific data value in reliability

and safety analysis areas. With more complexity of software systems, the single

way of analysis can no longer meet the requirements. In order to solve the
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uncertainty, the fuzzy theory and technical principles of probabilistic method can

effectively compensate for the lack of reliability of complex systems analysis and

assessment.

Furthermore, in diverse systems, it seems too absolute to make decisions of

events or components only based on the occurrence of failures. In many situations,

the effect is more significant than the probability of the failures probability. Thus,

with the ideas of FMEA, we try to calculate a new risk priority number of top events

and top-fRPN to deal with those failures based on the effect ranking.

Our synthetic safety analysis method can be described in Fig. 46.1.

The main contributions of this chapter include:

• A synthetic method combining FTA and FMEA to analyze the system-level

safety in a two-direction way: top-down and bottom-up.

• The top-risk priority number (top-fRPN) is calculated instead of the failure rate/

probability, which is the system-level effect of both the basic event (basic failure

mode) and either layer of events so as to help people decide the most influential

event for treatment.

• Combine the fuzzy method with analytic hierarchy process (AHP). In this way,

we can make the calculation suitable to both the increasingly complicated

systems and the extended multi-attribute computing dimensions.

As to the remaining part of this chapter, Sect. 46.2 summarizes related works,

and Sect. 46.3 provides our synthetic safety analysis approach. A case study in

Sect. 46.4 demonstrates the benefits of our method. Finally, Sect. 46.5 gives an

outlook on future work and concludes this chapter.

fuzzy-RPN based on
three dimensions: O, S, D

fRPN fRPN fRPN fRPN fRPN

fRPN
fRPN

fRPN

fRPN fRPN

RPNtop-f

Make improvements based
on the effects of the event

FTAFMEA

Failure
mode

Failure
mode

Failure
mode

Failure
mode

Failure
mode

Event of
subsystem level

Event of
subsystem level

Basic event
of bottom
level

Basic event
of bottom
level

Basic event
of bottom
level

Top event of
system level

Fig. 46.1 Structure diagram of our synthetic safety analysis approach
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46.2 Related Work

FTA, a systematic and stylized process, is a deductive and top-down method of

analyzing the system’s design and performance qualitatively and quantitatively.

The quantitative FTA often has much trouble in getting the exact failure rate/

probability of components and specific data value [2]. Moreover, complex systems

analysis may produce thousands of combinations of events (cut-sets) which may

cause system failure. The determination of the exact top event probability requires

lengthy calculations if the fault tree has a great number of cut-sets.

FMEA, however, is an inductive and bottom-up qualitative analysis method. The

criticality assessment module of failure modes uses the following two methods: the

fuzzy inference method [3] and the conventional method of risk priority number

(RPN) which was initially developed by Bowles et al. [4]. FMEA uses rules based

on the expert’s knowledge to give the relationship among the O, S, D and risk on a

numeric scale from 1 to 10. The well-known “conversion” tables and traditional

FMEA evaluation criteria [5] report the typical basis for the linguistic judgment

scales to estimate the three quantities for calculating the RPN value in the following

equation RPN¼O� S�D. However, the FMEA have been extensively criticized

for various reasons [6], one of which is about the limitation of only utilizing three

factors in terms of safety with other important factors such as economic aspects

being ignored. Besides, the three factors are difficult to determine precisely.

The traditional FTA and FMEA synthetic analysis methods use the FMEA

technology to analyze and identify those critical basic events in FTA diagrams in

order to show the priority which helps professionals deal with the problem. Another

comprehensive application of FTA and FMEA is in the avionic system [7], which

focuses more on the hardware level.

In order to formulate an efficient and effective priority ranking of the possible

causes of failure, researchers adopt the analytic hierarchy process (AHP), with

which the factors and alternative causes of failure are arranged in a hierarchic

structure and evaluated by means of a series of pairwise judgments [8].

46.3 Synthetic Safety Analysis

Considering the current situations and difficulties as discussed above, we put

forward our synthetic safety analysis approach. Firstly, we use the FTA to analyze

the top event; secondly, based on the fault tree as developed, all the basic events are

put in FMEA method to give out the final new RPN in basic level. Besides, we

adopt the AHP to calculate the importance of each attribute. Thirdly, we use the

classical method and transfer the fault tree into one equation, which shows the

relation only between the top event and the basic events. With the same principle of

fuzzy FMEA with AHP and based on the equation from FTA, the RPN of top event

can be computed to show the effect of this top event on its system. Finally, the final
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result, top-fRPN, will help us decide whether the influence of the top event is big

enough for treatment.

To generalize our approach, we describe our method in a common mathematical

example to focus on the analysis process.

46.3.1 Fault Tree Analysis

Firstly, we use the classic safety analysis method FTA to produce the fault tree of a

top event “Top,” which is shown in Fig. 46.2 in the case study. This fault tree has

two multiple occurring events, B and C, which occur more than one place in the

FTA.

Before beginning the analysis process, the first thing is to identify the root (“top

event”) of the tree of logic, which, however, can be diverse. Here we choose the

Functional Hazard Analysis (FHA) based on Aerospace Recommended Practice.

We leave out this part because it is not the main part of this chapter.

TOP

C

G1

G4

G2

G3

G5A B

A

E

B D

Fig. 46.2 A model of

traditional FTA
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The general fault tree’s construction process can be divided into two categories:

the deductive method and the computer-aided synthesis or achievements of the

decision table method. As to the deductive method, transfer both the top events

which are already identified and their direct causes into the appropriate event

symbols of the second row. Then based on the logic relations of actual systems,

bind the top event and the direct causes with logic gates and symbols. Thirdly,

follow the rules of construction in a step-by-step manner to develop the tree down to

the basic-level events until all the “leaves” of the tree are the cause events.

46.3.2 Fuzzy FMEA with AHP

The analytic hierarchy process is a structured technique for organizing and analyz-

ing complex decisions on the basis of mathematics and psychology. It is a combi-

nation of qualitative and quantitative, systematic, hierarchical analysis.

Our hierarchic fuzzy FMEA process is shown as below:

46.3.2.1 Definition of Attribute Sets

Define the attribute sets of elements and factors. Clearly, there are always three

layers in our extended fuzzy FMEA: the first layer of top event, the second layer of

basic events, and the third layer of three-dimensional factors. We still use the

example that we discussed above. There are m(m¼ 5) basic events in a fault tree.

We define them as:

Top event : U ¼ U1;U2; . . . ;Uif g
Basic event : Ui ¼ O; S;Df g, i ¼ 1, 2, . . . ,m

ð46:1Þ

46.3.2.2 Definition of Attribute Sets

Directly adopt the evaluation criteria already established above, in which we define

the standard evaluation set as V¼ {v1, v2,. . .,vn}, where n is the number of evalu-

ation dimension of each basic element in FMEA, here n¼ 3 based on the three basic

dimensions O, S, and D.

46.3.2.3 Determine the Evaluation Index Weight

Use analytic hierarchy process (AHP) to determine the weight of each index.

Firstly, construct judgment matrix. The judgment matrix element values for each

index reflect a risk assessment of the importance of people’s understanding of the

safety system. Secondly, let experts make pairwise comparison in terms of the

importance of each indicator and then determine ratings layer by layer. Thirdly,
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calculate the feature vector of the judgment matrix to determine the contribution of

the lower layer to the upper index indicator to achieve the ranking results of the

importance of each variable indicator on the target layer ones. Later when the

judgment matrix is put into the AHP calculation software, we can get the weight ui
of the superior indicators.

46.3.2.4 Determination the Degree of Indicators’ Membership

Use the fuzzy theory and technique to identify the degree of each attribute’s

membership. We calculate the frequency nijq of how many times each attribute

belongs to our evaluation sets. Then the degree of membership is

uq
ij ¼

nijq
n

ð46:2Þ

The positive index membership is

uq
ij ¼

0 uij < vq
uij � vq
uqþ1 � vq

vqþ1 > uij � vq

1 uij � vqþ1

8><>: ð46:3Þ

The moderate index membership is

uq
ij ¼

0 uij > vqþ1, uij > vq
2 uij � vq
� �
uqþ1 � vq

vq þ vqþ1 � vq
� �

=2 > uij � vq

2 uqþ1 � uij
� �
uqþ1 � vq

vqþ1 � uij � vq þ vqþ1 � vq
� �

=2

8>>>>><>>>>>:
ð46:4Þ

The negative index membership is

uq
ij ¼ 1 uij � vq vqþ1 � uij

� �
= vqþ1 � vq
� �

0 uij > vqþ1

�
ð46:5Þ

46.3.2.5 Fuzzy Synthetic Assessment

Based on our experience and experts’ identification, combine the equations from

(46.2) to (46.5) so that the fuzzy evaluation matrix Ri can be gotten as
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Ri ¼
r11 r12 . . . r15
r21 r22 . . . r25

. . .
rm1 rm2 . . . rm5

8>><>>: ð46:6Þ

Then we get the first-layer synthetic evaluation model Y as

Y ¼ uiRi ð46:7Þ

46.3.3 Top-fRPN

From FTA diagram shown in Fig. 46.2, the probability of the top event, Q, can be

obtained as below:

Q ¼ qCqA þ qC 1� qAð ÞqBqEqD ð46:8Þ

In our approach, when the judgments on the second layer attributes of the top level

(top event) is made, we get the synthetic fuzzy assessment equation as

Z ¼ uY ¼ b1; b2; . . . ; bm½ 
 ð46:9Þ

Final top-fRPN can be obtained in Eq. (46.9) with the results of Eq. (46.9).

46.4 Case Study

In order to illustrate the validity of our synthetic method, we introduce a general

case which consists of the normal elements in safety analysis. This example shows

the main purpose of our method, i.e., the effect of a basic event on a system is not

necessarily relevant to its failure probability, and it is better to make the meaningful

improvement based on the failure effect and not simply on the failure rate. In the

end of this section, the significance can be reflected through a comparison between

our method and the traditional one with only the failure rate computed. In this case,

we assume the FTA has been done with a fault tree shown in Fig. 46.2. Since the

number of the events and experts is not the determinant of our methodology, we

assume they are both five to make the calculation easier.

The index weights of different layers are
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u ¼ 0:44; 0:25; 0:09; 0:17; 0:05ð Þ
u1 ¼ 0:32; 0:46; 0:22ð Þ
u2 ¼ 0:32; 0:41; 0:27ð Þ
u3 ¼ 0:50; 0:29; 0:21ð Þ
u4 ¼ 0:27; 0:24; 0:49ð Þ
u5 ¼ 0:14; 0:34; 0:52ð Þ

The fuzzy evaluation matrix Ri of the five basic events are

R1 ¼
0:18 0:58 0:12 0:12 0:00
0:19 0:37 0:26 0:11 0:07
0:17 0:25 0:27 0:11 0:20

24 35
R2 ¼

0:21 0:34 0:12 0:22 0:11
0:23 0:37 0:13 0:07 0:20
0:14 0:27 0:31 0:28 0:00

24 35
R3 ¼

0:13 0:37 0:13 0:17 0:20
0:23 0:64 0:13 0:00 0:07
0:07 0:39 0:22 0:17 0:15

24 35
R4 ¼

0:12 0:28 0:35 0:16 0:09
0:16 0:38 0:13 0:16 0:17
0:19 0:35 0:18 0:15 0:13

24 35
R5 ¼

0:13 0:29 0:32 0:15 0:11
0:09 0:30 0:38 0:16 0:07
0:23 0:36 0:13 0:24 0:04

24 35
The first-layer synthetic evaluation model Y to second layer basic events:

Y1 ¼ u1R1 ¼ 0:1824 0:4108 0:2174 0:1132 0:0762ð Þ
Y2 ¼ u2R2 ¼ 0:1993 0:3334 0:1754 0:1747 0:1172ð Þ
Y3 ¼ u3R3 ¼ 0:1464 0:4525 0:1489 0:1207 0:1518ð Þ
Y4 ¼ u4R4 ¼ 0:1639 0:3383 0:2139 0:1551 0:1288ð Þ
Y5 ¼ u5R5 ¼ 0:1684 0:3298 0:2416 0:2002 0:0600ð Þ

Finally, we get the synthetic fuzzy assessment results:

Z ¼ uY ¼ 0:1795 0:3788 0:2014 0:1407 0:1014ð Þ

Upon comparison, we also give out the outcome O of single failure probability

which is the dimension of occurrence here. The comparison diagram is shown in

Fig. 46.3:
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O ¼ ui
X5

1
Ri1

� �		5
1
¼ 0:2404 0:5956 0:2811 0:2580 0:1749ð Þ

The top-fRPN of this simple case is top-fPRN¼ 0.0370.

Based on the result, we can see the basic event B plays a key role on the system;

besides, more attentions should be put on event D rather than A because of D’s

higher influence but not A’s big occurrence.

Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter, we put forward our approach by means of both classic safety

analysis approach, FTA and FMEA, in a two-direction way. In addition, a

system-level fuzzy-RPN, top-fRPN, is provided instead of traditional failure

probability to show the effect of events on their systems to help people make

decisions based on a three-dimensional risk ranking instead of failure prob-

ability. The case study shows the main purpose of our method, i.e., the effect

of a basic event on a system is not necessarily relevant to its failure proba-

bility, and it is better to make the meaningful improvement based on the

failure effect and not simply on the failure rate. Our method has improved the

range of technical adaptability of safety analysis. In the future, we will focus

more on effects of social aspects on the systematic safety analysis.
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Chapter 47

Evaluation Model of Internet Service
Provider Attraction Based on Gravity Model

Lihua Heng, Gang Chen, and Zongmin Wang

Abstract Internet service providers (ISPs) have committed to coming up with

different strategies to improve their competitiveness. This paper uses the gravity

model and finally presents a precise evaluation model of ISPs’ appeal. By analyzing

various aspects of ISPs and using a multiple linear regression model to analyze the

collected data, the model accurately determines the impact of ISP attraction factors

from specific parameter values. At the same time, it also collects data of other ISPs

to verify the model only to find that this model demonstrates a reliable ability to

evaluate ISPs’ attraction.

Keywords ISP evaluation • Gravity model • Factors • Multiple linear regression

model

47.1 Introduction

Today, thousands of ISPs around the world provide services such as access to the

Internet and network distribution. To enhance their own competitiveness and attract

more users, ISPs such as China Telecom have been working to establish a better and

faster network environment. They consider various factors that affect themselves

comprehensively, and they propose different strategies, for example, increasing the

bandwidth, interconnecting with other ISPs [1], and so on.

Current researches on ISP focus on the evaluation of ISP architecture [2] and

network performance, but few studies involve ISPs’ appeal. As the appeal of an ISP

is an important basis for attracting more users and increasing business traffic, this

paper aims to use an economic gravity model to model ISPs’ attraction. This paper

represents the first time a gravity model is being used to assess ISPs’ attraction on
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the basis of analyzing various factors of ISP and using a multiple linear regression

model to achieve a correct evaluation model of ISPs’ attraction.

47.2 Related Research

47.2.1 Study on Evaluation of ISPs

Today, work on the evaluation of ISPs can be divided into three aspects: ISP

selection and evaluation, evaluation of ISP architecture, and analysis of ISP

performance.

ISP selection and evaluation is about considering every factor before choosing

the most desirable one upon comprehensive evaluation. There are many methods of

evaluating an ISP, such as a sampling survey method, fuzzy set theory [3], and

expert systems [4].

The evaluation of ISP architecture has as it goal mainly to evaluate the Internet

architecture. The present author has summarized the evaluation mechanism,

models, and methods of the current Internet architecture, including, for example,

theoretical, game theory, and biological analysis methods [5]. Zhu et al. analyzed

and modeled the architecture on the basis of three aspects to examine different

application ratios and the effect of economic factors on the sustainable development

of the architecture and various schemes [6].

The analysis of ISP performance entails measuring an index, including, for

example, throughput and bandwidth. This paper comprehensively obtains the

network performances of ISPs by analyzing the performance matrix based on an

Autonomous System [7]. Researchers studied the quality of service and

implemented a system of network performance based on the experience of

users [8].

These studies mostly analyzed the problems of ISPs encountered in networks

rather than analyze the factors affecting ISPs. As ISPs improve their competitive-

ness for attracting more users, ISPs, trading areas [9], and tourist attractions are

mostly similar. In this sense, this study analyzes the related influential factors of

ISPs based on general research on the gravity model to present an evaluation model

of ISP attraction.

47.2.2 Research on Gravity Model and Its Common
Applications

The gravity model is based on Newton’s law of universal gravitation. Researchers

extended it to the field of economics and put forward a relatively complete and
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simple economics model, that is, the gravity model of trade. It was mainly used to

predict the interaction between two space and expanded and applied to the other

fields, such as tourism and migration. Although it has been applied to various fields,

its basic form remains the same. Usually, the simple gravity model is

Mij ¼ K � YiYj=Dij: ð47:1Þ

Table 47.1 summarizes common applications of the gravity model [10].

47.3 Analysis of Main Factors of ISPs’ Attraction

Various factors influence ISPs’ attraction, such as user incomes and communication

quality. Researchers believe that the selection index of ISPs includes, for example,

system security, customer demand, network services, professional services, and

technical support [11]. Based on the selection indexes of ISPs and the application

characteristics of the gravity model, this paper defines ISP attraction factors as ISP

quality, regional quality, and the distance between ISPs and the areas they serve.

ISP quality can be represented by the number of its users and resource scale. The

number of users can represent user preferences; resource scale indicates the support

of capital of an ISP. This paper defines MISP, NISP, and SISP as ISP quality, number

of ISP users, and ISP resource scale. Thus the quality of an ISP can be expressed as

MISP ¼ NISP
α1 � SISPα2 : ð47:2Þ

Similarly, regional quality can be represented by the regional population and the

level of economic development of the area. A regional population can indicate the

Table 47.1 Common application of gravity model

Model Researchers Formula Parametric representation

Tourism attrac-

tion model

Jigang Bao
Tij ¼

gPθ
i P

ϕ
j

d δ
ij

Tij: number of tourists from i to j in a

certain period of time

Pi, Pj: population in area of i and j
dij: range from i to j
g: gravitational coefficients

Harvard busi-

ness model

DL Huff
Pij¼

Sμ
j

T λ
ijXn

j¼1

Sμ
j

T λ
ij

Pij: probability that consumers shop

from area i to market j
Sj: attraction of market j
Tij: resistance caused by distance

n: number of competitors

City gravitation

model

PD

Converse
Iij ¼ K

wiPi � wjPj

dij

Iij: mutual attraction between two cities

Pi, Pj: population of cities i and j
Wi, Wj: value of Pi and Pj

dij: distance between cities i and j
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number of potential users in the area, and the level of economic development can

directly determine whether or not people use an ISP. Thus, regional quality,

regional population, and regional per-capita income are defined as MA, PA, and IA:

MA ¼ P
β1
A � Pβ2

A : ð47:3Þ

In the traditional gravity model, the distance between two objects represents the

interaction force. For example, in the Harvard business model, the distance between

users and a market is represented by the time it takes users to get to the market; in

the tourism attraction model, distance is represented by the specific physical

distance; therefore, we define the distance of this model as cost to users to access

the Internet and the average response time it takes users to access the cyber source.

In this paper, CISP is the price that users pay to access the Internet, and IISP is the
average response time. The distance between an ISP and the area it serves can be

expressed as

D ¼ CISP
γ1 � TISP

γ2 : ð47:4Þ

According to the gravity model and regarding ISP quality, regional quality, and

distance, this paper takes G as the correction index; thus, an ISP’s attraction can be

defined as

FISP ¼ G �MISP �MA

D
¼ G

NISP
α1 � SISPα2ð Þ � P

β1
A � Pβ2

A

� �
CISP

γ1 � TISP
γ2

; ð47:5Þ

where FISP is the value of the ISP’s attraction, NISP is the number of users, SISP is the
ISP’s resource scale, PA is the regional population, IA is the per-capita income of the

area, CISP is the price that users pay to access the network through the ISP, TISP is
the average response time that users take to access the network through the ISP, and

G is the correction index.

47.4 Study and Verification

47.4.1 Collection of Average ISP Response Time

Based on the previous section, we must collect the average response time of ISPs,

which can be represented by the average response time of Web sites. Since the

number of Web sites is too large, we just choose those that have lots of traffic. Thus,

our work includes three steps: choose the Web sites, design and implement a simple

performance test system, and test the average response time.
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The data are Domain Name Systems from the related ISPs. After dealing with

domain names with large amounts of data, we select the top 30 according to average

daily traffic, with the visits to thoseWeb sites accounting for 60 % of the total visits.

Next is the design of the simple performance test system which is based on Pylot.

The basic framework is as follows:

The system can run using the command line or GUI. After accessing the Web

sites in testcases and setting up the related parameters, we can run the system for the

average response time. The results are given in Table 47.2, which is not reproduced

here.

47.4.2 Purpose and Method of Experiment

One goal of our experiment is to establish the values of the relevant parameters.

This paper regards the relevant data of China Unicom in every city of Henan

province as the training set. Another goal is to verify the model by collecting data

of China Telecom from cities in Henan. This paper inserts the data into a formula

and compares the predicted with the actual results.

Table 47.2 Data of China unicom in Henan province

City

Number

of users

Resource

scale

(billion ¥)

Population

(million)

Per capita

income (¥)

Access

price

(¥)

Average

response

time (s)

Zhengzhou 783,200 6.93 8.857 62,628.43 778 0.996

Luoyang 507,600 4.02 6.5671 45,699.01 720 1.081

Nanyang 519,880 4.5 10.263 23,064.38 600 1.327

Xuchang 338,400 1.8 4.296 40,479.52 550 1.168

Xinxiang 416,300 3.54 5.6594 28,605.51 600 1.296

Anyang 319,050 2.5 5.083 31,337.79 658 1.324

Zhoukou 492,160 4.0 8.952 17,788.2 600 1.567

Jiaozuo 236,510 1.643 3.527 44,692.37 600 1.532

Pingdingshan 375,200 3.0 4.904 30,628.06 660 1.609

Shangqiu 40.321 3.2 7.364 19,259.91 600 1.341

Xinyang 33.656 2.5 6.1077 23,064.33 600 1.258

Zhumadian 419,400 3.2 7.0848 19,576.56 600 1.489

Kaifeng 348,790 2.6 4.676 25,921.73 688 1.124

Sanmenxia 214,780 1.402 2.241 51,262.83 680 1.356

Puyang 255,400 2.3 356 27,935.39 538 1.654

Luohe 174,280 1.5 255 31,858.82 570 1.735

Hebi 141,650 1.095 1.5799 35,027.53 480 1.694

Jiyuan 78,930 0.8 0.6789 64,810.72 608 1.324
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To obtain the parameter values, we use multivariate regression mathematical

methods and make the ISPs’ attraction value correspond to the number of ISP users

in the area:

FISP ¼ G � YISP: ð47:6Þ

To make the model application in mathematics, we integrate Formulas (47.5)

and (47.6), then take the log on both sides of the formula to obtain Formula (47.7):

lgYISP ¼ Cþ α1lgNISP þ α2lgSISP þ β1lgPA þ β2lgIA � γ1lgCISP

� γ2lgTISP: ð47:7Þ

Based on a regression analysis of data in Table 47.2, the result shows that the

degree of fit is 99.229 %, and we obtain relative parameters such as C¼�1.92277,
α1¼ 0, α2¼ 0.337816, β1¼ 0.568722, β2¼ 0.193897, γ1¼ 0.16743, γ2¼ 0.26544.

To make the value of FISP close to a commonly used numerical value that we can

understand, we define the comprehensive correction constant G as G¼ 10�7.82277.
Thus, we can finally express the model of ISP attraction as follows:

FISP ¼ 10�7:82277
SISP

0:337816
� � � IA

0:193897
� �

CISP
0:16743 � TISP

0:26544
: ð47:8Þ

From the preceding equation, it can be seen that the model of ISP attraction

correlates well with factors including resource scale, population, per-capita income,

price, and average response time.

47.4.3 Verification of Model

To verify the validity and accuracy of the ISP attraction model, this paper collects

data of China Telecom in cities in Henan Province from Henan Communications

Administration and inputs the data into the model to obtain the value of FISP. In

Fig. 47.1, the horizontal axis represents the cities and the vertical axis represents the

number of users.

According to Fig. 47.2, compared with the actual results, the predicted number

from ISP attraction model is consistent and deviates only slightly from the actual

results, which indicates the validity and accuracy of this model.
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Conclusion

This paper describes an effective method for evaluating ISP attraction. On the

basis of a study of the gravity model in economics, we improve it and apply it

to ISP attraction. Based on the analysis of aspects of an ISPs, the paper

establishes a model for ISP attraction. Using relevant collected data and a

multiple linear regression model, we obtain the parameters of correlation

factors. Then we collect data from other ISPs to verify the model with the

results showing that the proposed model features high accuracy and

effectiveness.

This model can be used to assess ISPs’ attraction; therefore, according to

the parameters of the model, ISPs can increase their investment, optimize the

average response time, or combine different methods to pull in more traffic.

This is the first time the gravity model has been used to predict and

evaluate ISPs’ attraction, and so the accuracy of the model can still be

improved using more factors and data.
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Chapter 48

An Application of Ecological Adaptation
Evaluation of Orthoptera in Daqinggou
Nature Reserve Using SPSS

Chunming Liu, Tao Meng, and Bingzhong Ren

Abstract SPSS is used for the comprehensive ecological adaptation evaluation of

orthoptera in Daqinggou Nature Reserve. In this chapter, different habitats are

subjected to PCA analysis on the basis of the species and quantity distribution of

orthoptera in Daqinggou, and hierarchical clustering analysis is made upon the

species distribution of orthoptera. The findings of both analysis methods are quite

similar, and they divide the seven different habitats in Daqinggou into three types,

which, according to the analysis results and in combination with actual findings, are

represented by hygrophyte community at the bottom of the ravine, arid plant

community on top of the ravine and unitary plant community. The three types of

insects perch respectively at the three different habitats analyzed above, which

reflect insects’ selection for habitats. The results indicate that SPSS is reasonable

and feasible and also SPSS has high accuracy.

Keywords SPSS software • Principal component analysis • Cluster analysis • Eco-

logical adaptation

48.1 Introduction

Daqinggou Nature Reserve in Inner Mongolia is situated in the Horqin Sandy Land

known as “800 miles big desert.” Previous studies in this area mainly focused on

forest community stability, forest community succession, the prediction of species

diversity of plant communities in forests, the origin of plant communities,
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landscape diversity, as well as vegetation degradation and recovery in the surround-

ing areas [1], while studies on the distribution differences in insect species and

quantity in different environments in this area have not been reported yet. For the

time being, the ecological adaptation of insects is usually analyzed by principal

component analysis (PCA), fuzzy clustering analysis, hierarchical weight grade

method, the common probabilistic method, etc. [2,3] in SPSS.

Principal component analysis, or PCA, is a multivariate statistical method

changing multiple indicators into several aggregative indicators with dimensional-

ity reduction method under the premise of very little information loss [4]. In this

chapter, the distribution differences in insect species and diversity in different

environments are examined by principal component analysis, and the ecological

adaptations of insects are evaluated to probe into the diversity of insect community

of different groups in Daqinggou Nature Reserve.

48.2 Natural Survey

Daqinggou Nature Reserve is located at Horqin Left Back Banner, Tongliao City,

Inner Mongolia. The geographic location of Daqinggou Nature Reserve is longitude

122�130–122�150, latitude 42�450–42�480, 168–285 m above sea level and covering

an area around 8,183 km2. In it, mingled forest of the nature of virgin forest is

developed and abundant plant resources are held in store. Therefore, under the

effects of composite factors such as terrain, landform, and soil, zonality is signif-

icant in plant distribution, and different natural landscapes such as sandy grass-

lands, open forest, and grassland, and precious mingled forest of broad-leaved

species are developed.

48.3 Research Method

According to the different plant communities, the environment in Daqinggou

Nature Reserve was divided into seven habitats, respectively, namely, the Fraxinus
mandshurica plant community (A), Mongolian oak plant community (B), bigfruit

elm plant community (C), coniferous forest plant community (D), lakeside plant

community (E), paddy field plant community (F), and sandy grassland plant

community (G). The orthoptera community in Daqinggou has been investigated

for 5 times from July to August 2010 and from June to August 2011, respectively.

See the specific documentation [5].
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48.3.1 Similarity Analysis of Different Habitats

The seven different habitats in Daqinggou Nature Reserve were sequenced through

principal component analysis. The raw data matrix taking the species and quantity

of orthoptera as the line and taking the seven different habitats as the row was

subject to standardized processing; its inner product matrix was computed; the

eigenvalue, eigenvector, loading capacity, and accumulative contribution rate of

each principal component were determined; and the sequence coordinate graph of

habitats was worked out. Then, hierarchical clustering analysis was made to verify

the said PCA sequence [6].

48.3.2 Habitat Clustering Analysis Based on Orthoptera
Distribution

Orthoptera data was translated into binary data based on the presence or absence of

orthoptera in different habitats. Presence was represented by 1 and absence by 0.

Thus, the 48� 7 matrix of binary data was obtained. Then, Q-mode analysis was

made with this matrix. That is, hierarchical clustering of the seven different habitats

was performed by taking the presence or absence of orthoptera in different

habitats as properties. The binary orthoptera data was used to calculate Jaccard

coefficient, which was in turn used to compare the similarities among

different habitats [7].

Calculate formula of Jaccard coefficient, CJ¼ j/, (a+ b� j) where j is the com-

mon insect species number of habitats A and B, a is the insect species number of

habitat A, and b is the insect species number of habitat B.

48.4 Experimental Results

48.4.1 PCA Gradient Analysis of the Seven Habitat Types
Based on the Species and Quantity Distribution
of Orthoptera

PCA analysis of the seven habitats was made on the basis of the species and

quantity distribution of orthoptera in Daqinggou Nature Reserve, and the results

are shown as follows (Tables 48.1 and 48.2):

According to the results of principal component analysis, the accumulative

contribution rate of the first three principal components lived up to more than

80 %. Namely, the first three principal components accounted for 80 % of the

original data information and perfectly reflected the profile of original data.
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The accumulative contribution rate of the first two principal components also

reached 67.9 % and basically maintained the original data information.

The contribution rate of the first principal component was as high as 44 %, and

the greatest contributors included Mongolian oak community, bigfruit elm com-

munity, and coniferous forest community, indicating that the distributions of insects

in the three habitats have much in common. The contribution rate of the second

principal component was 23 %, also at a relatively high level, and the major

contributors included lakeside, paddy field, and Fraxinus mandshurica communi-

ties, indicating that insects in the three habitats are species preferring to live in

humid environment. Instead, the contribution rate of the third principal component

was merely 12 %, which must be a less important analysis target. Nevertheless, the

factor loading value of desert grassland was greater than any other habitat. It may

suggest that the third principal component also reflects a distribution direction of

insects, i.e., the species tending to live in arid environment, namely, the deserts.

48.4.2 Habitat Clustering Analysis Based on Orthoptera
Distributions

The binary orthoptera data was used to calculate Jaccard coefficient, which was in

turn used to compare the similarities among different habitats. The similarity

coefficient table (Table 48.3) was obtained via calculation.

The table shows that the similarity coefficient between Mongolian oak and

coniferous forest plant communities is the greatest, i.e., 0.706, at the moderately

Table 48.1 Eigenvalues and information amount proportion of seven principal components

Principal component 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Eigenvalue 3.088 1.665 0.850 0.640 0.376 0.238 0.144

Percentage of infor-

mation amount (%)

44.117 23.786 12.139 9.139 5.370 3.397 2.052

Accumulative infor-

mation amount (%)

44.117 67.903 80.042 89.181 94.551 97.948 100.00

Table 48.2 Factor loading

matrix of the first three

principal components

Principal component

1 2 3

A 0.554 0.628 �0.360
B 0.865 �0.092 �0.294
C 0.818 �0.382 0.190

D 0.899 �0.013 �0.202
E 0.361 0.667 0.237

F 0.084 0.726 0.443

G 0.646 �0.381 0.552
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similar level, indicating that the orthoptera species of the two are very similar and

they have more species in common. Thus, we can draw the conclusion that the

environmental conditions of the two are rather similar, leading to the relatively

similar insect distributions. Besides, the similarity coefficient between lakeside and

paddy field plant communities and that between coniferous forest and bigfruit elm

plant community also live up to moderately similar level, supported by the figures

of 0.667 and 0.519, respectively. The smallest similarity coefficient 0.158 was

generated between sandy grassland and lakeside plant communities, drawing the

ready conclusion that the similarity in insect species of the two habitats results from

the extremely different environmental conditions of the two.

The similarities among different taxonomic units were measured, and hierarchi-

cal clustering of different habitats was performed by between-group method and

with Jaccard coefficient, and the tree diagram (Fig. 48.1) was worked out. The

similarities among different habitats reflected in the diagram was identical to those

reflected by similarity coefficients.

According to the differences in the intrinsic environmental conditions of the

seven habitats, the different habitats allow reasonable explanation of ecological

significance regarding the clustering analysis results. Thus, the seven habitats in

Daqinggou Nature Reserve can be divided into three major types in general:

The first type involves bigfruit elm community, Mongolian oak community, and

artificial coniferous forest community located at the upper stream of the ravine. All

of them are communities with poor forest coverage and similar habitat conditions.

Table 48.3 Species

similarity index of orthoptera

in different habitats (Jaccard

index)

A B C D E F G

A 1.000 0.250 0.270 0.286 0.455 0.517 0.226

B 1.000 0.481 0.706 0.323 0.233 0.292

C 1.000 0.519 0.359 0.289 0.344

D 1.000 0.273 0.267 0.391

E 1.000 0.667 0.158

F 1.000 0.212

G 1.000

Habitat 0     5     10    15      
Type

B
D

C

G

E

F

Fig. 48.1 Daqinggou seven

different habitats of

clustering analysis
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The second type involves lakeside, paddy field environment, and Fraxinus
mandshurica communities at the bottom of the ravine, serving as a common point

of the three. Besides, the ambient humidity is commonly higher than that in other

environments, especially that in lakeside and paddy field environments. As

Fraxinus mandshurica community is located at the bottom of the ravine with

brook passing through and high forest coverage, the humidity is higher.

The third type involves sandy grassland community. It is quite special and

independent of other habitats to be a separate one in the clustering tree diagram.

Nevertheless, it is comprehensible, as the most special factor of desert grassland

environment is the drought. Besides, the poor vegetation condition is another major

cause for its difference with other habitats.

48.5 Discussion

All living beings live in a certain ecological environment, and the biological

characteristics they manifest are closely bound up with the surrounding living

environment. Different insect compositions are distributed in different environ-

ments, and such differences in species distributions are insects’ adaptation to

different environments and the latter’s accommodation of insects [8]. According

to the analysis results of the two types of data above and in combination with the

environmental conditions and insect species distributions in various habitats found

out in actual investigation, the seven habitat types in Daqinggou were divided into

three types:

Type I: hygrophyte community at the bottom of the ravine, including Fraxinus
mandshurica plant community, lakeside wetland plant community, and paddy

field plant community. This habitat type is the representative of the one with

higher humidity and vegetation coverage among various habitats in Daqinggou

and is conducive to insect survival compared with other habitats. As a result, a

large number of insect species are found thereof [9, 10].

Type II: arid plant community on top of the ravine, including sandy grassland and

bigfruit elm plant communities. This type of habitat is the representative of arid

environment with poor vegetation coverage. Arid as it might be, it also features

typical grassland and complex plant composition. Thus, insects thereof are

diversified as well.

Type III: unitary plant community, including artificial coniferous forest plant com-

munity andMongolian oak plant community. The common point of the two is that

the vegetation composition features low heterogeneity and almost unitary species

composition. Thus, the insect communities thereof are less diversified.

In brief, different insects develop or distribute in different environments,

develop their own adaptation to a given living environment [11]. Such adaptation

is reflected by insect distributions and dependent on both the impact of vegetation

composition on insects in the environment and insects’ selection of habitats.
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Conclusion

Daqinggou Nature Reserve is a national-level nature reserve and the fact that

the special plant communities make various studies on it is quite important.

According to the studies on orthoptera community in Daqinggou area, hidden

trouble exists as well. Artificial coniferous forest habitat features few species

number and low homogeneity, and the habitat condition available for insects

under unitary vegetation condition is unitary. As a result, only a few species

adapt to such environment and keep on top in the struggles for existence.

Subsequently, dominant groups will be developed and population outbreaks

will be triggered, which may seriously impair vegetations and cause disasters.

It follows that working well on the scientific investigation and monitoring of

insects, especially the common pest species, i.e., locusts in Daqinggou area, is

very important for the construction of Daqinggou Nature Reserve.
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Chapter 49

Intelligent Diagnostics Applied Technology
of Specialized Vehicle Based on Knowledge
Reasoning

Licai Bi, Yujie Cheng, Dong Hu, and Weimin Lv

Abstract According to the rules on knowledge base, maintenance personnel can

use a variety of diagnostics information when one failure occurs in complex system,

in order to determine the failure mode of the system by reasoning and implement

the fault location and troubleshooting quickly and accurately. Firstly, the frame-

work of intelligent diagnostics based on knowledge reasoning is built, then crea-

tion, structure, and updating of knowledge base are analyzed, and then the

diagnostics model and reasoning mechanisms are analyzed, and the diagnostics

reasoning process is given. Finally, the demonstration of intelligent diagnostics is

carried out by one typical failure case in specialized vehicle.

Keywords Intelligent diagnostics • Specialized vehicle • Reasoning • Knowledge

base

49.1 Introduction

With the development and application of artificial intelligence technology, intelli-

gent fault diagnostics of vehicle has been kept the focus on in research of the

embedded diagnostics, prognostics, and health management. It is possible to sim-

ulate human experts effectively for diagnosing complex system through the course

of acquisition, transmission, processing, regeneration, and utilization of diagnostics

information. Human experts, meanwhile, will play an important role on diagnostics

and allow computers and networks to exchange, collect, copy, convey, and preserve
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their knowledge and experience in long term. Xiao Bao analyzed the structure of

intelligent diagnostics system based on neural networks [1]. Tianhong Luo

et al. constructed the expert system by integrating fault tree with fuzzy neural

network, and the construction of knowledge base and the realization of reasoning

engine with expert rule representation and fuzzy representation were completed by

taking the example of a common fault of the automobile crane [2]. Yun Shi

presented a fuzzy tree for qualitative and quantitative analyses of the common

fault of automobile engine by the smallest cut set and the structure function of the

fault tree [3]. According to the characteristics of the failures of specialized vehicles,

the module of intelligent diagnostics based on knowledge reasoning in vehicle

health management system is built, and the applied case of engine in the specialized

vehicle is demonstrated.

49.2 Technical Framework

The intelligent diagnostics based on knowledge reasoning is composed by the

knowledge base, inference machine, integrated database, and human–computer

interface. Its main function is that when one failure occurs, maintenance personnel

can use a variety of diagnostics information in the knowledge base to determine the

failure mode of the system by reasoning and implement the fault location and

troubleshooting quickly and accurately. The framework is shown in Fig. 49.1.

The function of each component is introduced as follows:

Diagnostics knowledge base stores knowledge in format of fault tree, fault

reason, and fault elimination solution that come from experts and experienced

maintenance personnel.

Integrated database stores information about users’ input, the original facts, and

diagnostics process.

Inference machine conducts the control of solving process for problem and to

implement appropriate control strategies to acquire the conclusion.

Human–computer interface is that to make communication friendly.

49.3 Diagnostics Knowledge Base

Knowledge base is one core component of intelligent decision support system. It

makes possible for a well-architected structure of knowledge base to reduce the

complexity of reasoning effectively and improve efficiency of reasoning. The

knowledge base is utilized to store the diagnostics knowledge in the fault tree and

provide the basic knowledge to inference machine.
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49.3.1 Knowledge Base Creation

The creation of knowledge base includes: knowledge acquisition, fault tree forma-

tion, and knowledge representation.

49.3.1.1 Knowledge Acquisition

Knowledge is acquired from original resources, which consist of expert knowledge,

technical documents, databases, and other human experience. And then knowledge

is converted into data in order to enter knowledge base through identification,

classification, screening, and induction. The way to acquire knowledge is combin-

ing with methods, nonautomatic, and semiautomatic. The method of nonautomatic

is completely done by hand, as shown in Fig. 49.2. The method of semiautomatic is

completed primarily by knowledge engineer and the acquisition agency of expert

system. Knowledge engineers acquire knowledge from the experts in the field and

The expert

Human-computer interface.

Inference machine

Diagnostics knowledge base

Integrated 
database

Knowledge 
updating

Fault tree 
table

User

Rule table
Reasoning 

strategy table

Knowledge 
representation

Fault tree formation

Knowledge 
acquisition

Knowledge 
base 

creation

Diagnostics
and

reasoning

Fig. 49.1 Framework of

intelligent diagnostics
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then represent them by appropriate models. And the acquisition agency transforms

them into accepted forms for storage in the computer and then stores them in the

knowledge base, as shown in Fig. 49.3 [4, 5].

49.3.1.2 Fault Tree Formation

Fault tree is logic diagram which is used to describe the symptoms or results of

failure. It can clearly reflect logical relationship of failure, give directed logical

analysis process, and reasonably describe the level and causation of fault knowl-

edge [6]. The accuracy of qualitative and quantitative analyses lies directly to the

perfection of fault tree formation.

49.3.1.3 Knowledge Representation

Knowledge representation, named as knowledge representation model, is such an

acceptable description mode in computer that the concise representation of knowl-

edge can improve the accuracy, efficiency, and success of diagnostics [7]. Both of

the production rule and frame representation are used for knowledge description.

Production Rule Production, known as rule or production rule, generally is made

to represent the knowledge of causation. Its basic form is that: IF condition THEN

conclusion. Condition, known as the premise or antecedent, means the condition

whether or not is available for production rule. Conclusion, called consequent or

action, refers to the conclusion or conduction when conditions are met. The

conclusion of one production rule can also supply another production rules as one

antecedent. The production rule of knowledge representation is shown as follows:

[Rule]

Antecedent ¼ “Parent node Rule NO.”

Consequent ¼ . . . # Measuring point

Failure solution ¼ . . .
Number of child nodes ¼ Number of conditions

Child node 1 ¼ Rule NO. # Prerequisite

Child node 2 ¼ Rule NO. # Prerequisite

. . .

Knowledge
engineer

Knowledge
base

Knowledge
compilerResources

Fig. 49.2 Nonautomatic

Knowledge
engineer

Knowledge
base

Structured
knowledge
compiler

Structured
knowledgeResources

Fig. 49.3 Semiautomatic
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Among them, Rule NO.: “Rule” Rule serial number, rule serial number is the

corresponding Rule NO. of each child node in fault tree. Antecedent: the former

rule serial number to one rule. Consequent: the questions and its corresponding

measuring point which are separated by the “#”. Measuring point: described by the

predefined string. If the answer of question for one rule is default without detection

data, the measuring point is indicated by character “0”. Failure solution is trouble-

shooting method. Number of child nodes is the number of follow rules. Child node

contents are including rule number and prerequisite. Prerequisite is a special

character logo, including “Y”—which means the current rule is established—or

“N” which means not.

Frame Representation Frame representation is a structured representation based

on frame theory. In frame theory, the understanding of things is stored in people’s

memory in the frame form. The frame is composed of slots which are used to

describe every aspect and its concept. The level of each slot is defined as side, and

each side includes a number of individual values. The form of frame representation

is shown in Table 49.1.

49.3.2 Knowledge Base Structure

Three associated data tables which include fault tree table, rule table, and reasoning

strategy table are designed as back-end database resources for knowledge manage-

ment. The structure and relationship of three tables are shown in Fig. 49.4.

Fault tree table is the basic table, which is achieved by establishment of the fault

tree. Diagnostics rule comes from the conversion based on the fault tree, resulting in

the rule table. Reasoning strategy table is the combination of two tables mentioned

above. Among the three tables, the fault tree is an associated entrance, the symptom

is keyword to knowledge query, and the appropriate troubleshooting method is

determined by rules.

Table 49.1 Form of frame

representation
Frame name

Slot name 1: Side name 1 Value 1, . . .,value k

. . .. . .

Side name n Value 1, . . .,value k

Slot name 2: Side name 1 Value 1, . . ., value k

. . .. . . . . .. . .

Side name n Value 1, . . .,value k

Rule: Rule 1

. . .. . .

Rule m
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49.3.3 Knowledge Base Updating

Knowledge base updating is that to meet users’ acquirements, the experts in the

light of field maintenance experience of specialized vehicle keep revising,

expanding, and improving knowledge base, making diagnostics results more prac-

tical and more perfect. Knowledge base updating includes addition, modification,

and removal of knowledge. Here explained in this chapter is only the process of

addition, which is related to the fault phenomenon, fault reason, and fault rule [8].

Firstly, it is necessary to decide whether the event is on top and intermediate or

bottom of fault tree that is relevant to the phenomenon, reason, or rule. Secondly,

the uniqueness of the event needs to be identified. Thirdly, if the event is unique, do

add the phenomenon, reason or rule, and vice versa. For example, the fault rule

addition is shown in Fig. 49.5.

Node ID: node identification code, text
Parent node: original description of fact, text
Child node: failure mode in subsystem, text
Rule NO: associated entrance, text

Rule NO.: specific  ID, text
Antecedent: prerequisite, text.
Consequent: the specific description to question, text 
Confidence level: reliability,  digital
Measurement point: test content to question, text
Child node: Rule NO. and prerequisite, text

Rule NO.: specific ID, text 
Checking tip: checking method, text
Failure solution: maintenance 
recommendation, text

Rule table

Fault tree table Reasoning strategy table

Fig. 49.4 Structure and relationship of three tables

 Fault rule 
addition

Select phenomenon 
as  antecedent 

Select reason as 
consequent  

Uniqueness 
identification  

New fault rule

 Exist or 
not Add 

Cancel

No

Yes

Fig. 49.5 Fault rule

addition
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49.4 Diagnostics Reasoning

Inference machine, another core of intelligent fault diagnostics system, accom-

plishes knowledge reasoning in computers, including reasoning and control, which

is an indispensable component in expert systems [9]. The perfection of this system

is largely determined by the efficiency and level of the intelligence of diagnostics

reasoning.

49.4.1 Fault Tree Model

Fault tree model can be used for not only presentation of knowledge but also

implementation of diagnostics, which is a causal model to describe the structure,

function, and relationship of objects and to reflect the hierarchy of fault propagation

and causation between parent node and child node. With diagnostics knowledge

base built by frame representation, taking into account the factors such as

processing ability of inference machine usability of system, promotion of mainte-

nance efficiency, and reduction of support costs, fault tree model is an option for

construction of inference machine here.

49.4.2 Reasoning Mechanism

It is important to take into consideration the methods and direction of reasoning.

According to the certainty of knowledge, the methods of reasoning are divided into

two parts, certain reasoning and uncertain reasoning. The direction of reasoning

includes forward, backward, and hybrid [10].

Considering the simple causation of specialized vehicle faults and both with

certainty and uncertainty factors, the combination of certain and uncertain reason-

ing and forward direction is chosen to reason, so the requirements to information

exchanging rapidly and the speed and accuracy of intelligent diagnostics may

be met.

49.4.3 Control Strategy

Control strategies mainly refer to search strategy and conflict resolution strategy

[11]. The causation of specialized vehicle faults does not have many levels, but it is

very wide. It is suitable to use first-depth search strategy, which can quickly search
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into deep level, and avoid unnecessary lateral search and prevent inconvenience

due to long search time. Block ordering is applied in conflict resolution strategy,

owing to frame representation [12]. The sequencing of confidence level is used in

each frame, and high confidence level is corresponding to front row. The rule in the

top of fault tree is searched and matched at first and so on, until the result is inferred.

49.5 Application

Take the abnormal phenomenon of engine, for example, which is the most common

and typical failure or condition warning in process of specialized vehicle

diagnostics.

When one anomaly of engine oil pressure is monitored, intelligent diagnostics is

triggered, as shown in Fig. 49.6. And we click into the intelligent diagnostics

interface and then acquire four possible options for the anomaly through screening

and matching, as shown in Fig. 49.7. Check by tips until the final diagnostics

result is received. The result report is sent and saved, as shown in Fig. 49.8.

Moreover, the mission planning function in the vehicle health management

system is put forward to notice maintenance task related to the result, as shown

in Fig. 49.9.

Fig. 49.6 Status

monitoring
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Fig. 49.7 Diagnostics

Fig. 49.8 Result report

Fig. 49.9 Mission planning
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Conclusion

On the basis of the characteristics of faults in specialized vehicle, the estab-

lishment of intelligent diagnostics module in vehicle health management

system based on knowledge base and inference machine can contribute to

assist maintenance personnel to determine the fault location quickly and

accurately, infer the fault reason, and produce troubleshooting strategies

and maintenance recommendations. Furthermore, prognostics module will

be developed by our team, in which trend analysis about abnormal phenom-

enon, thus anomaly, may be provided, and the predictive maintenance

(or condition-based maintenance) can be achieved step by step.
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Chapter 50

On the Evaluation of Influence of Golf
Websites in China

Fangzhi Liu

Abstract The evaluation index system of influence of Chinese golf websites

includes website scale, inbound link, website traffic, website utilization rate, etc.

Choosing 17 Chinese golf websites as the object of the research, this chapter

evaluates their influence on the basis of grey relational analysis and finds that the

influence of golf vertical portals is comparatively high, but the impact of most of the

Chinese golf websites is low, which are badly in need of reinforcement and

promotion.

Keywords China • Golf websites • Influence • Grey relational analysis

50.1 Introduction

With its immediate, massive, global, interactive, and multimedia features, Internet,

as the “fourth largest” media, has grown rapidly in China, and the number of

Chinese citizens is also making a spurt of progress. According to the thirty-second

Chinese Internet development statistics report released by China Internet Network

Information Center (CNNIC) in July 17, 2013, Chinese users amounted to

591,000,000 at the end of June in 2013, an increase of 26,560,000 compared to

the end of 2012; the Internet penetration rate was 44.1 %, increased by 2 %

compared to the end of 2012; at the same time, the number of Chinese mobile

phone users was up to 464,000,000, increased by 43,790,000 users compared to the

end of 2012. The popularization of 3G, development of wireless network, and

innovation of mobile phone applications contribute to the rapid increase of mobile

phone users. Thus, the Internet has become an essential communicative tool for

42.2 % of the Chinese people. It has such a great effect on modern citizens that they

cannot do without the Internet.
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As a foreign sports, golf has witnessed a history of nearly 30 years in China

marked by the establishment of the Guangdong Zhongshan Golf Club in 1984. The

history of the development of golf in China was full of twists and turns, but it is also

a process to understand golf for the Chinese people. At the beginning of its

introduction, golf was regarded as “the Western game,” “official corruptive

game,” “a sport for the noble,” “a rich man’s game,” “green opium,” “desert in

city,” and so on. However, with the enlargement of China’s reform and opening

policy, some people altered their views on golf and regarded golf as a “gentleman’s

game,” “an ideal way of leisure,” with an increasing number of people enjoying the

game. According to the Forward White Paper in 2012, golf facilities in China were

477 in 2012, a total of 10,570 holes, equivalent to about 581 eighteen-hole golf

courses; the national golf facilities produced about 11,500,000 rounds of golf balls;

the golf core population was up to 386,000 [1]. This also shows the development of

China’s golf industry for 30 years, which is closely linked with the propaganda of

the media. Admittedly, the Internet plays an irreplaceable role in golf’s develop-

ment in China and the Chinese attitudes to golf. How are Chinese golf website

influences evaluated? Which are more influential? Thus, it is really significant to

solve these problems and is also of important realistic significance for the optimi-

zation of golf website resources to attract more readers.

50.2 Designing of Evaluation Scheme

50.2.1 Evaluation Methods of Influence of Website

At present, researches on website influence are fruitful. After a thorough study on

such concepts as the Internet public opinion, web information source, and impact of

information source, Y Guo, CY Liu, and ZH Yu et al. established an evaluation

index system for the study of impact of web information source on public opinion

[2]. WY Liu and TB Zhou constructed an evaluation index system on the basis of

library web impact such as the website scale, website traffic, inbound link, network

user attention meter, and website utilization rate [3]. Taking the number of inlinks

and web impact factors (Web-IF) as the indexes to evaluate the influence of the

website, YF Duan makes a comparative study of the influence of the websites of

Sino-American business schools [4]. YZ Sha and X Oukyang evaluate the influence

of the Chinese provincial government websites by link analysis method and the

measure of web impact factor of evaluation [5].

From the above research results, scholars have focused on the evaluation of

influence of library websites, network public opinions, and government websites.

But there is little evaluation on golf websites. This chapter will present the index

system of evaluation based on previous researches by investigation and verification

and evaluate the influence of golf websites in China.
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50.2.2 Construction of the Index System of Evaluation

Drawing lessons from the research results above, combining the expert argument

and link analysis theory, this chapter fosters the evaluation index system of the

influence of golf websites, including website scale, website traffic, inbound link,

and website utilization rate as shown in Table 50.1.

50.2.3 Data Acquisition Modes

Website scale: Comparing Baidu, Google, Yahoo, and other search engines, this

article selects the Baidu search engine (the fastest search engine in China) [6].

The data of website scale is acquired by inputting “site: website domain name”

command on the Baidu page.

Inbound link: The data of inbound link is acquired by inputting “linkdomain:

website domain name” command on the Baidu page.

Website traffic: The data of website traffic is acquired by inputting the name of

the golf website on the “tool.chinaz.com” page.

Website utilization rate: The data of website utilization rate is acquired by

inquiring the CNZZ “whois query.” CNZZ is the most influential free service

provider of Internet traffic statistical techniques in China, specializing in Internet

data monitoring, statistical analysis technology research, and product development

and application.

Table 50.1 Evaluation index system of the influence of golf websites

Index name Index connotation

Website scale This is the number of webpages being collected by a search engine. The

higher the utilization of websites used by the public is, the more influ-

ential they are

Inbound link This is the number of webpages of the inbound link from other sites.

Generally speaking, the inbound link is larger, and the influence is greater

Website traffic The number of website visits can directly reflect the influence of the

websites

Website utilization

rate

Website utilization rate¼ total links/total time of website launch. This

index can reflect the utilization efficiency of websites and make up for the

defects caused by simply relying on the link statistics. To some extent, it

can reflect the influence of the websites
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50.3 An Empirical Evaluation of Golf Website Influence

50.3.1 Sample Choice

This article chooses professional golf websites as the objects of study, not including

the branch golf website from Sina, 163, Sohu et al. comprehensive website, and golf

club website. Because golf sports in China has a short development time and it

requires a strong profession, plus the number of golf websites in China is relatively

small, this article chooses only 17 relatively larger websites as the objects of study.

50.3.2 Website Influence Index Data Analysis

The collected data of Chinese golf site influence the evaluation index presented in

Table 50.2. The data of index website scale, inbound link quantity, and website

utilization rate is counted on December 29, 2013, and website traffic on December

30, 2013.

Table 50.2 Influence index data of Chinese golf websites

Website

Website

scale (pages)

Inbound

links (pages)

Website

traffic

(visits/day)

Website

utilization rate

(pages/month)

1 http://www.funfungolf.

com

42,800 36,500 20,425.0 474.0

2 http://www.21golf.com 1,460 38,700 190.0 276.4

3 http://www.igolfyou.cn 6,040 16,100 33.0 263.9

4 http://www.ugolf.com.cn 29,900 9,980 47.0 76.2

5 http://www.golf998.com 50,600 14,600 80.0 132.7

6 http://www.golftour.cn 67 10,100 33.0 112.2

7 http://www.forwardgolf.

com.cn

1,090 10,600 142.0 79.1

8 http://www.golftong.com 5,860 3,990 42.0 117.4

9 http://www.golf.org.cn 3,170 16,200 52.0 137.3

10 http://www.5ugolf.com 2,030 12,600 42.0 206.6

11 http://www.jrgolf.cn 2,230 2,850 4.0 24.4

12 http://www.golf72.cn 535 5,460 1,045.0 60.7

13 http://www.golfonlife.com 12,200 1,080 142.0 10.3

14 http://www.huagolf.com 11,100 9,530 522.0 148.9

15 http://www.golfpunk.

com.cn

6,320 1,670 237.0 92.8

16 http://www.92golf.com 6,030 11,300 142.0 152.7

17 http://www.golfme.cn 16,300 16,600 9.0 286.2
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50.3.2.1 Website Scale

Through the statistics of 17 golf sites, we got the website scale distribution as

presented in Table 50.2. From Table 50.2 we can see there are three website pages

exceeding 16,000; they are golf998, funfungolf, and ugolf. There are 11 website

pages lower than 8,000; so it reveals that the development of Chinese golf websites

is unbalanced, wherein the overwhelming majority are small and only a few are

large. Two of the seventeen websites are the smallest, and they are golf72 and

golftour.

50.3.2.2 Inbound Link Quantity

The inbound link quantity of 17 golf websites is presented in Table 50.2. From

Table 50.2 we can see obviously that 21golf and funfungolf are far ahead.

The author thinks that the reason for the high links of 21golf is that it provides

distinctive service, opens golf course Teentime searching information, and issues

favorable price information of every golf course and golf practice field, and there is

a rich golf training knowledge for each stage. Funfungolf, as a golf vertical portal,

issues information concerning nearly every aspect of golf sports and provides a

one-stop service for golfers, and as it links with many large portal websites, its

inbound link quantity is greatly increased.

50.3.2.3 Website Traffic

Website traffic is the visitor volume by the network users, often used as the index of

website influence evaluation. Table 50.2 suggests that FunFunFolf is at the top of

the list with visits of 20,425 times every day, standing in marked contrast to other

websites hundreds of times. The main reason is it provides abundant golf-related

information, so it attracts a lot of attention from golfers, golf pros, media, enter-

prises, etc. This suggests the distinctive advantage of vertical portal.

50.3.3 Correlation Degree Sorting

From Table 50.2 we can see that, according to different indexes, the sorting of

Chinese golf websites has a relatively big difference. It is difficult to say which one

is more reasonable, so this article chooses the grey relationship analysis (GRA)

method to comprehensively evaluate the influence of Chinese golf websites.

The GRA method is a multivariate statistical analysis method, describing the

strength, size, and sequence of the relationship among different factors based on

the sample data of factors. This article chooses a specific time period, according to
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the development of a situation of similar degree of each evaluation index data of

influence of the golf site to measure the complexity of the spatial correlation among

the factors, which demonstrates the characteristics of dynamic association among

the various indexes and degree of correlation. Then, the results have been sorted

according to the correlation degree.

Because of the big difference in the data of different indexes, the article uses the

range transformation method to standardize the data of every index in the first

place. The standardized data of every index all meet 0� yij� 1; the optimum is

1 and the worst is 0. Putting the data of 4 indexes in Table 50.2 into the standardized

formula (1) and normalizing them, we get the resulting data presented in Table 50.3.

The standardized formula is

yij ¼
xij �min

j
xij

max
j

xij �min
j

xij
1 � i � 29, 1 � j � 5ð Þ ð50:1Þ

The GRA method formula is:

(1) The calculation formula for the aggregation coefficient of correlation V(X0(k),

Xi(k)) at k¼ 1, 2, � � � � � �, n is

Table 50.3 Influence sorting of Chinese golf websites

Website Scale

Inbound

link

Website

traffic

Utilization

rate

Correlation

degree

0 Standard 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

1 www.funfungolf.com 0.7641 0.8953 1.0000 1.0000 0.9148

2 www.21golf.com 0.3396 1.0000 0.3354 0.5399 0.5537

3 www.golf998.com 1.0000 0.4384 0.3342 0.4045 0.5443

4 www.golfme.cn 0.4242 0.4598 0.3334 0.5525 0.4425

5 www.igolfyou.cn 0.3618 0.4542 0.3336 0.5246 0.4186

6 www.ugolf.com.cn 0.5497 0.3958 0.3338 0.3682 0.4119

7 www.5ugolf.com 0.3422 0.4188 0.3337 0.4644 0.3898

8 www.golf.org.cn 0.3476 0.4553 0.3339 0.4078 0.3861

9 www.huagolf.com 0.3901 0.3920 0.3391 0.4163 0.3844

10 www.92golf.com 0.3618 0.4071 0.3348 0.4191 0.3807

11 www.golftour.cn 0.3333 0.3968 0.3336 0.3906 0.3636

12 www.forwardgolf.

com.cn

0.3379 0.4010 0.3348 0.3699 0.3609

13 www.golftong.com 0.3609 0.3515 0.3337 0.3940 0.3600

14 www.golfpunk.com.cn 0.3633 0.3369 0.3359 0.3782 0.3536

15 www.golf72.cn 0.3354 0.3614 0.3451 0.3594 0.3503

16 www.golfonlife.com 0.3969 0.3333 0.3348 0.3333 0.3496

17 www.jrgolf.cn 0.3431 0.3441 0.3333 0.3402 0.3402
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V X0 kð Þ,Xi kð Þð Þ ¼
min
i

min
k

X0 kð Þ � Xi kð Þj j þ ρmax
i

max
k

X0 kð Þ � Xi kð Þj j
X0 kð Þ � Xi kð Þj j þ ρmax

i
max
k

X0 kð Þ � Xi kð Þj j

¼ 0:5

X0 kð Þ � Xi kð Þj j þ 0:5

ð50:2Þ

In the equation above, min
i

min
k

X0 kð Þ-Xi kð Þj j is the minimum difference

value, and max
i

max
k

X0 kð Þ � Xi kð Þj j is maximum difference value. ρ2 [0, 1]
is the resolution ratio. Generally speaking, the bigger the ρ, the higher the

resolution is. Normally, we set ρ¼ 0.5 according to the minimum information

principle.

(2) The calculation formula for correlation degree is

V0i ¼ V X0;Xið Þ ¼ 1

n

Xn
i¼1

V X0 kð Þ,Xi kð Þð Þ ð50:3Þ

(3) Putting the standardized data into the GRA method formula (2) and (3), we get

the correlation degree of 17 golf websites. Through sorting the correlation

degree, we get the outcome presented in Table 50.3.

Through Table 50.3, we can see that the three most influential golf websites,

which have the biggest correlation degrees, are FunFunGolf, 21golf, and golf998;

the three least influential golf websites are golf72, golfonline, and jrgolf, with jrgolf

being the last one.

Conclusion

Golf Vertical Portals Have Unique Advantages

As a golf vertical portal, FunFunGolf is on the top of the list in website traffic

and inbound link quantity.

Golf Websites Should Strengthen Publicity and Promotion
We can see that 14 golf websites’ correlation degrees are less than 0.5 in

Table 50.3. This suggests that the development of Chinese golf websites is

imbalanced and their overall influence is low.

Influence Evaluations of Golf Websites Need Further Study

and Investigation

The data acquisition modes of this article need further improvement, so we

need further studies and investigations in tools and methods to obtain data of

golf websites.
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Chapter 51

An Ensemble Learning Approach
for Improving Drug–Target Interactions
Prediction

Ru Zhang

Abstract Prediction of drug–target interactions (DTIs) plays an important role in

the drug discovery process. Unfortunately, experimental determination of interac-

tions between drug compounds and target proteins remains a challenging task.

Current available heterogeneous data motivate us to develop an effective data

integration approach to exploit intrinsic correlations of known interactions between

drugs and targets and to predict new interactions. We propose an ensemble learning

approach to integrate previously developed methods and to improve the prediction

performance. In particular, our algorithm employs a stacking framework, which

uses a support vector machine (SVM) classifier as the meta learner to achieve better

prediction results.

Keywords Machine learning • Ensemble learning • Interaction prediction

51.1 Introduction

Prediction of drug–target interactions (DTIs) plays an important role in drug

discovery and repositioning (i.e., finding new uses of old and abandoned drugs).

Currently experimental determination of interactions between small-molecule com-

pounds and proteins remains a laborious, time-consuming, and expensive process

[1]. In silico prediction provides a practically useful tool to alleviate this problem,

as it can significantly save both experimental time and cost for identifying a new

DTI. Computational techniques for predicting unknown DTIs can be basically

classified into three categories, including molecular docking [2, 3], ligand-based

[4, 5], and network-based approaches [6–9].
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In this chapter, we propose a novel machine learning approach, called ensemble
learning [10], which integrates all the three categories of previously developed

methods and significantly improves the prediction results.

Our ensemble learning approach employs a stacking framework, with a

two-level learning process. The first level of learning incorporates the previous

DTI prediction algorithms, while the second level applies a meta learner to integrate

the prediction results of the previous methods and performs the final prediction.

Note that similar ensemble learning frameworks have also been developed to

address other problems in the field of computational biology, such as disordered

protein region prediction [11] and protein tertiary structure prediction [12, 13].

We have tested our ensemble learning approach on four benchmark datasets

involving different classes of targets, including enzymes, ion channels, G-protein-

coupled receptors (GPCRs), and nuclear receptors. Our cross-validation tests show

that our stacking-based framework can significantly improve the prediction perfor-

mance, in terms of both AUC (area under the ROC curve) and AUPR (area under

the precision-recall curve) measures.

51.2 Methods

51.2.1 Overview

We present an ensemble learning approach to boost prediction performance of the

previous methods. In machine learning, ensemble methods, such as stacking [14],

boosting [15], and random forest [16], incorporate multiple learning models to

achieve higher prediction accuracy than the original prediction methods [10]. These

original learning models incorporated in an ensemble learning framework are also

called the base learners. In our DTI prediction problem, we apply the stacking
technique [14] to combine the previous learning models and achieve better predic-

tive performance. This stacking method trains a second-level learning algorithm to

combine the DTI prediction results of the previous learning models (i.e., base

learners). This second-level learning algorithm is often called the meta learner or
combiner. Our stacking-based ensemble learning approach consists of two steps: In

the first step, we run multiple base learners on the same input DTI data, including

the weighted profile method [6], the Gaussian kernel method [9], the Laplacian

regularized least squares (LapRLS) method [17], and the network-based inference

method [7]. In the second step, we use the support vector machine (SVM) classifier

[18] as the meta learner to combine the prediction results produced by the afore-

mentioned base learners. The flow chart of our ensemble learning approach is

shown in Fig. 51.1.
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51.2.2 Base Learners

We firstly introduce some notations. Letmand n be the numbers of drugs and targets

(proteins) in a given benchmark dataset, respectively. Let D¼ {d1, d2, . . ., dm} be

the set of all drugs, and let T¼ {t1, t2, . . ., tn} be the set of all targets in the

benchmark dataset. We use an m� n matrix Sd to represent the drug similarity
matrix, in which each element Sd(i, j) stands for the similarity score between drugs

di and dj. Similarly, we define the target similarity matrix St as an n� n matrix, in

which each element St(i, j) represents the similarity score between targets ti and tj.
We use an m� n binary matrix Y to represent the drug–target interaction matrix,
where each element Yij¼ 1 if there is a known interaction between drug di and
target tj and Yij¼ 0 otherwise.

We use four previous DTI prediction algorithms [6, 7, 9, 17] as the base learners in

our ensemble learning framework. All these base learners take the same input data,

including the drug–target interaction matrix Y, the drug similarity matrix Sd and the

target similarity matrix St. We use an m� n matrix F, which is called the prediction
matrix, to store the prediction scores of missing drug–target interactions, where each

element 0�Fij� 1 represents the prediction score between drug di and target di. A
higher prediction score for a drug–target pairmeans that they aremore likely to interact

with each other. In the following subsections, we will briefly describe individual

prediction algorithms which are used as the base learners in our stacking model.

51.2.2.1 The Weighted Profile Method

Theweighted profilemethod exploits the drug–target interaction profiles and uses the

drug or target pairwise similarity scores to weigh these interaction profiles [6]. In

particular, the target interaction profile of drug di is defined as a binary vector derived
from the ith row of the drug–target interactionmatrixY. Then, the profile of drug di is

Fig. 51.1 Flow chart of our stacking-based ensemble learning approach
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reconstructed by taking the weighted average of all drugs using the drug similarity

scores. Likewise, the profile of a target is reconstructed using theweighted average of

the target similarity scores. The final prediction matrix F is then computed based on

these reconstructed interaction profiles of individual drugs and targets:

Fij ¼ 1

2

Xm

k¼1 Sd i; kð Þ � YkjXm

k¼1 Sd i; kð Þ
þ
Xn

k¼1 St j; kð Þ � YikXn

k¼1 St j; kð Þ

 !
ð51:1Þ

51.2.2.2 The Gaussian Kernel Method

In Gaussian kernel method for predicting DTIs, the known drug–target interaction

profiles together with chemical and genomic information are first encoded in a

kernel, called the Gaussian interaction profile (GIP) kernel. Then, a regularized
least squares (RLS) approach is applied to perform the kernel-based classification

and predict unknown DTIs [9]. More specifically, for a pair of drugs di and dj, the
following Gaussian kernel is used to encode their interaction profiles,

KGIP,d di; dj
� � ¼ e

�γd ydi�ydj
��� ���2

; ð51:2Þ

where ydi is the interaction profile of drug di; and γd ¼ mXm

i¼1 ydi
		 		2; in which m

is the total number of drugs.

Hence, KGIP,d is an m�m matrix representing the similarities of the interaction

profiles for all drug pairs. Likewise, a similar kernel KGIP,t of size n� n can be

constructed to represent the similarities of the interaction profiles for all target pairs.

After combining the interaction profiles with chemical and genomic information,

we have the following weighted averages:

Kd ¼ 1

2
Kchemical,d þ 1

2
KGIP,d, Kt ¼ 1

2
Kchemical, t þ 1

2
KGIP, t; ð51:3Þ

where Kchemical,d is the kernel representing the drug pairwise similarity scores

and constructed from chemical information, and Kchemical,t is the kernel

representing the target pairwise similarity scores and constructed from genomic

information.

Using the RLS classifier, the final prediction matrix F can be computed in

closed form:

F ¼ 1

2
Kd Kd þ Ið Þ�1Y
h i

þ 1

2
Kt Kt þ Ið Þ�1YT
h iT

: ð51:4Þ
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51.2.2.3 The Laplacian Regularized Least Squares Method

The Laplacian regularized least squares (LapRLS) method for drug–target inter-

action computes an analytical solution of the prediction matrix F in closed form by

minimizing the squared loss function with a regularized term between the drug–

target interaction matrix Y and the drug similarity matrix Sd (or the target similarity

matrix St) [17]. More specifically, let Kd be an m�m matrix representing the

similarity scores of the interaction profiles for all drug pairs, where each element

Kd(i, j) represents the number of shared target proteins for a pair of drugs di and dj.
Likewise, an n� n matrix Kt is defined to represent the similarity scores of the

interaction profiles for all target pairs. After that, two weighted similarity matrices

Wd and Wt are defined as follows:

Wd ¼ γd1sd þ γd2Kd

γd1 þ γd2
, Wt ¼ γd1st þ γd2Kt

γt1 þ γt2
; ð51:5Þ

where γd1, γd2, γt1; and γt2 are the weighting parameters.

In addition, we define the following new diagonal matrices Dd and Dt by

Dd k; kð Þ ¼
Xm

i¼1 Wd k; ið Þ, Dt k; kð Þ ¼
Xn

i¼1 Wt k; ið Þ: ð51:6Þ

After solving the regularized regression problem, we can derive the following

prediction matrices Fd and Ft for the drug and target domains, respectively:

Fd ¼Wd Wd þ βd I� D
�1

2

d WdD
�1

2

d

� �h i�1
Y; ð51:7Þ

Ft ¼Wt Wt þ βt I� D
�1

2

t WtD
�1

2

t

� �h i�1
YT; ð51:8Þ

where βd and βt are the weighting parameters. Then, the final prediction matrix is

defined by F ¼ FdþF T
t

2
.

51.2.2.4 The Network-Based Inference Method

The network-based inference (NBI) method employs a two-step diffusion process

to infer unknown drug–target interactions in a bipartite drug–target interaction

network [7]. In particular, the prediction matrix is defined as follows:

Fij ¼
Xn
p¼1

Yip

k tp
� �Xm

q¼1

YqpYqj

k dq
� � ; ð51:9Þ

where k dq
� � ¼ Pn

s¼1
Yqs and k tp

� � ¼ Pm
s¼1

Ysp.
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51.2.3 Meta Learners

In the second-level learning process of our stacking framework, we employ a

support vector machine (SVM) method [18] as the meta learner to integrate the

prediction results of individual base learners and make the final prediction. For a

query DTI, input data to the meta learner is a vector storing the prediction scores of

this DTI computed by all base learners. Thus, the dimension of the input vector to

the meta learner is equal to the total number of the base learners incorporated in our

stacking model. Given a query DTI, we use the distance between the input vector to

the meta learner and the separating hyperplane to measure the likelihood of this

query DTI. For all unknown DTIs, their distances resulting from the SVM are

normalized and rescaled from 0 to 1. The normalized values are then outputted as

the final prediction scores.

In principle, for the meta learner, we could also apply other learning algorithms,

such as voting or averaging the prediction results of the base learners. However, as

different prediction algorithms employed in our framework choose distinct scaling

schemes to report the final prediction decisions, the simple voting or averaging

strategy is not suitable for solving this prediction problem. A similar issue has also

appeared in other computational biology problems [11–13].

51.2.4 Implementation

Our stacking-based ensemble learning framework, including both base learners (i.e.,

the previously described DTI prediction algorithms) and meta learner (i.e., SVM),

has been implemented in Java. For each base learner, we choose the default

parameters reported in the original paper. We use the LibSVM library [19] to

perform the SVM classification task in our ensemble learning framework. We also

choose the default parameters and kernel setting for LibSVM in our experiment.

51.3 Results

51.3.1 Datasets

We tested our ensemble learning approach on four benchmark datasets involving

four different target classes, including enzymes, ion channels, G-protein-coupled

receptors (GPCRs), and nuclear receptors. These four benchmark datasets have

been already analyzed1 [6]. Statistics about these datasets is given in Table 51.1.

In these benchmark datasets, DTI information was obtained from KEGG

BRITE [20], BRENDA [21], Super Target [22], and DrugBank [23]. Chemical

structure information was derived from KEGG LIGAND [20], and the chemical
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structure similarity scores between drugs were computed using SIMCOMP [24].

Genomic information of target proteins was obtained from KEGG GENES [14],

and the sequence similarity scores between targets were computed using a normal-

ized version of the Smith-Waterman algorithm [25].

51.3.2 Performance Evaluation

To examine whether our ensemble learning approach can improve the previous DTI

prediction methods, we performed 100 trials of 10-fold cross-validation on each

benchmark dataset for all methods, including our ensemble learning approach, and

compared their prediction results. The average scores of AUC (area under the ROC

curve) and AUPR (area under the precision-recall curve) were reported and used as

evaluation measures. For drug–target interaction data which are highly unbalanced,

AUPR provides a better measure to evaluate different prediction algorithms,

although it is often positively correlated to AUC [8, 9]. Thus, our performance

evaluation mainly focused on AUPR, though we also reported AUC in our tests.

During cross-validation tests, a predicted DTI is said to be true positive if it is

present in the benchmark test data and is said to be false positive otherwise. The

terms true negative and false negative are defined similarly.

Table 51.2 summarizes the comparison results between our ensemble learning

approach (EL) and the previous prediction algorithms which were used as the base

learners in our stacking framework, including the weighted profile method (WP),

the Gaussian kernel method (GK), the network-based inference (NBI) method, and

the Laplacian regularized least squares (LapRLS) method. The corresponding

AUPR curves are shown in Fig. 51.2, where, for each dataset, the solid line

represents the PR curve of our ensemble learning approach, while the dashed

lines represent the PR curves for other four methods. Most of the AUC and

AUPR scores reported here for the previous prediction approaches agreed with

those reported in the original papers [6, 7, 9, 17] or recent review paper [1].

As shown in Table 51.2 and Fig. 51.2, for all four benchmark datasets, our

ensemble learning approach outperformed four previous prediction approaches. In

particular, our approach improved the AUPR score of the Gaussian kernel method,

which achieved the best performance among all four previous methods, by more

than 8.5, 5.5, 0.9, and 11.7 for enzymes, ion channels, GPCRs, and nuclear

receptors, respectively. For the nuclear receptor targets, the NBI method achieved

relatively low prediction accuracy. Probably this was not only due to the small scale

Table 51.1 Statistics of the four benchmark datasets

Statistics Enzyme Ion channel GPCR Nuclear receptor

Drugs 445 210 223 54

Targets 664 204 95 26

Interaction 2,926 1,476 635 90
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Table 51.2 Comparison results between our approach and previous ones

Dataset Method

AUC AUPR

Mean 95 % CI Mean 95 % CI

Enzyme WP 95.032 [95.015, 95.048] 72.485 [72.452, 72.518]

GK 97.333* [97.313, 97.353] 88.060* [88.015, 88.105]

NBI 89.320 [89.283, 89.358] 77.159 [77.095, 77.222]

LapRLS 96.414 [96.394, 96.435] 87.027 [86.990, 87.064]

EL 99.012* [98.927, 99.095] 93.507* [91.391, 95.623]

Ion channel WP 96.055 [96.033, 96.078] 74.979 [74.900, 75.059]

GK 97.728* [97.686, 97.770] 90.991* [90.920, 91.062]

NBI 92.725 [92.665, 92.786] 82.763 [82.681, 82.845]

LapRLS 97.645 [97.620, 97.670] 89.458 [89.398, 89.518]

EL 99.47* [99.454, 99.490] 96.513* [96.475, 96.551]

GPCR WP 88.656 [88.604, 88.708] 42.480 [42.375, 42.585]

GK 94.142 [94.088, 94.195] 72.755* [72.606, 72.904]

NBI 83.355 [83.265, 83.444] 61.036 [60.862, 61.209]

LapRLS 94.231* [94.166, 94.296] 68.199 [68.051, 68.346]

EL 96.891* [96.660, 97.122] 75.892* [73.101, 78.684]

Nuclear receptor WP 80.932 [80.812, 81.053] 38.352 [37.887, 38.817]

GK 89.947* [89.712, 90.181] 61.722* [61.275, 62.169]

NBI 67.596 [67.316, 67.875] 39.047 [38.560, 39.534]

LapRLS 85.493 [85.287, 85.699] 51.501 [51.069, 51.932]

EL 93.206* [92.825, 93.586] 72.116* [69.201, 75.030]
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Fig. 51.2 Precision-recall (PR) curves of different approaches for four benchmark datasets
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of training data (Table 51.1) but also caused by the fact that NBI used only DTI data

and did not consider the drug or protein similarity scores into prediction. These

comparison results indicate that our ensemble learning approach can achieve better

predictive performance by effectively integrating multiple prediction models into a

unified framework.

Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented a stacking-based ensemble learning approach to

boost performance of previous DTI prediction methods. Our approach

employs an SVM method as the meta learner to integrate the prediction

results of previous methods. Tests on four benchmark datasets involving

different types of target proteins show that our ensemble learning approach

can achieve high prediction accuracy and thus have practical applications in

the fields of drug discovery and repositioning.

In our current prediction problem, we only predict interactions between

drugs and individual targets. It would be more useful to extend our approach

to identify a drug that can simultaneously act on a set of targets which play

essential roles in a specific disease. In addition, it would be interesting to

extend our algorithm to address other related problems, such as prediction of

drug side effects, which can be essentially formulated into a similar network

link prediction problem.
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Chapter 52

A Complementary Predictor
for Collaborative Filtering

Min Chen, Wenxin Hu, and Jun Zheng

Abstract Recommender systems provide users with personalized suggestions for

products or services. Collaborative Filtering (CF) is a method commonly used in

recommender systems to establish a connection between users and products by

analyzing past transactions. There are two successful approaches to CF, one is the

Slope One scheme, which is efficient to query and easy to implement, and the other

is the latent factor models, which directly profile both users and products. In order

to obtain better accuracy and efficiency, a new combined approach is proposed by

taking advantages of both Slope One and SVD models. The method is tested on the

MovieLens dataset with the experimental results showing that the proposed final

solution may achieve great improvement in prediction accuracy when compared to

using the Slope One or SVD models alone.

Keywords Collaborative filtering • Slope One • SVD

52.1 Introduction

The development of information technology allows people to enjoy the conve-

nience of the Internet but they also encounter problems because electronic retailers

offer such a huge selection of products and modern consumers are inundated with

choices. Recommender systems [1, 2] are widely used with great success because

they can recommend personalized items to users on the basis of their preferences.

Many technologies are found in recommender systems, such as content-based

recommendation [3], collaborative filtering [4], and the ensemble methods [5]. In

past Netflix prize [6] and KDD-Cup [7] competitions, many teams have used the

ensemble methods and achieved good results.

Collaborative filtering is the most famous algorithm in recommender systems.

Slope One [8] can simply and easily implement the collaborative filtering algorithm

based on memory and it is efficient, updatable, and quick. However, the Slope One

algorithm also has its drawbacks because the accuracy is not good and for reasons

of recommendation, especially in the case of sparse data. Sparse data can generally
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be processed using the matrix dimension reduction method SVD (singular value

decomposition) [9], which belongs to the latent factor model and is commonly used.

In this paper, a new idea is proposed: the SVD technique is used to reduce the

dimension of data, and then the similarity between items is calculated based on the

thus-processed data. Finally, as Slope One is based on item similarity, the recom-

mendation will be based to a greater extent on local data, while the SVD scheme

considers global characteristics to a greater extent. The movie rating prediction

system has a high real-time demand, and as the SVD model is constructed using all

data if the amount of user and movie data is large, the construction needs more time.

As Slope One is simple, fast, and efficient, it is more suitable to such real-time

prediction. The final proposed method combines both SVD and Slope One based on

item similarity to be applicable in a real-time system.

Section 2 describes the preliminaries, while Sect. 3 discusses the proposed

algorithm. Section 4 presents the experiments, including details of our dataset,

evaluation metrics, and experimental procedure as well as discussing the various

experimental results. A conclusion is presented in the last section.

52.2 Preliminary

52.2.1 Notations

In our notation, users u, v, and items i, j are the special indexing letters reserved for
users and items. The rating from user u for item i is represented as rui, and the

predicted rating is denoted as r̂ ui. The subset of items which are rated in u is S(u),
the average ratings for user u is denoted u, the (u, i) pairs for which rui is known are
stored in the training set τ¼ {(u, i)|rui is known}, and τ0 is the testing set. The set

Si(τ) is the set of all evaluations u2 τ such that they contain item i(i2 S(τ)).

52.2.2 Slope One Algorithm

52.2.2.1 The Slope One Scheme

The principle of Slope One is to apply a simple linear regression f(x)¼ x + b to

generate a prediction f(x), where x denotes another known item’s rating, and b is the
average deviation between two item’s ratings. Given a training set τ, and any two

items i and jwith ratings rui and rui respectively in some user evaluation u (annotated
as u2 Si,j(τ)), we consider the average deviation of item i with respect to item j as:

devi, j ¼
X

u2Si, j τð Þ

ui � uj

Si, j τð Þ
		 		: ð52:1Þ
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Given the known rating ruj, devi,j + ruj is a prediction for rui, and a reasonable
predictor might be the average of all such predictions:

r̂ so
ui ¼

X
j2Ri

devi, j þ ruj

Rij j ; ð52:2Þ

where Ri¼ {j|j2 S(u), j 6¼ i}. is the set of all relevant items.

52.2.2.2 The Weighted Slope One Scheme

One of the drawbacks of Slope One is that the number of ratings is not taken into

consideration. For a given user u and known ratings ruj and ruk, If the size of Si,j(τ) is
greater than the size of Si,k(τ), r̂ ui is likely to get more contributions from ruj. Thus,
we define the weighted Slope One prediction (WSO) as follows:

r̂ wso
ui ¼

X
j2Ri

devi, j þ ruj
� � � 		Si, j τð ÞX

j2Ri
Si, j τð Þ
		 		 : ð52:3Þ

52.2.3 SVD Model

SVD assumes that a known rating rui can be calculated from the user’s feature

vector pu and the item’s feature vector qi; the vector pu and qi should be learned

automatically by minimizing the following cost function:

C τð Þ ¼
X
u;ið Þ2τ

rui � pT
u qi

� �2 þ λ
				pu				2 þ 				qi				2� �

: ð52:4Þ

Here, τ is the training set, (rui� pTuqi)
2, which represents the regularized squared

error between the predicted rating and actual rating, λ(||pu||
2 + ||qi||

2), used to avoid

the over-fitting problem. This equation can be optimized by simple gradient

descent. Firstly, we derivative pu and qi as follows:

∂C
∂pu
¼ �2 � qieui þ 2λpu

∂C
∂qi
¼ �2 � pueui þ 2λqi : ð52:5Þ

Here, eui¼ rui� pTuqi, and all known ratings should be looped in training set τ;
for a given rating rui, pu and qi are updated in each iteration of the simple gradient

descent:

pu  pu þ α euiqi � λ � puð Þ qi  qi þ α euipu � λ � qið Þ : ð52:6Þ
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The parameters α (step size) and λ (regularization factor) are determined by

cross-validation. Finally, the predictive expression of SVD is:

r̂ ui
svd ¼ pT

u � qi: ð52:7Þ

52.3 Complementary Predictor

52.3.1 Weighted Slope One Based on Cosine Similarity

The weighted Slope One scheme uses the number of user both rate item i and j as
the relationship between item i and j. Actually, we can calculate the similarity more

accurately by use the rating data. For each item, each user’s ratings for an item can

be seen as a vector; so the similarity can be calculated with the following

expression:

Sim cs
i, j ¼ cos r

!
i; r
!
j

� �
¼ r

!
i � r!j

r
!

i

		 � 		 r!j

			 			 : ð52:8Þ

r
!

i is a vector that contains all user ratings for item i, and the weighted Slope One
based on cosine similarity (WSOCS) is defined as:

r̂ wsocs
ui ¼

X
j2Ri

devi, j þ ruj
� � � 		Sim cs

i, j

		X
j2Ri

Sim cs
i, j

			 			 : ð52:9Þ

52.3.2 Weighted Slope One Based on SVD Cosine Similarity

We can see above that the obvious disadvantage in calculating the similarity in this

way is that the dimension of ratings data is relatively large, requiring high compu-

tational cost. Therefore, we explore use of the feature vector produced by the SVD

scheme, while at the same time some of the noise data can be effectively removed

by dimensionality reduction. The similarity between items i and j is described by:

Sim scs
i, j ¼ cos q

!
i; q
!
j

� �
¼ q

!
i � q
!
j

q
!
i

		 � 		q!j

			 			 : ð52:10Þ

q
!
i is the feature vector produced by the SVD scheme, and the final weighted

Slope One based on the SVD cosine similarity (WSOSCS) predictor is given by:

r̂ wsoscs
ui ¼

X
j2Ri

devi, j þ ruj
� � � 		Sim scs

i, j

		X
j2Ri

Sim scs
i, j

			 			 : ð52:11Þ
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52.3.3 SVD Combined With Weighted Slope One Based
on SVD Cosine Similarity

Slope One based on the item similarity recommendation takes into account local

data more than the SVD scheme which considers global characteristics to a greater

extent. At the same time, the SVD scheme is generally calculated off-line while

Slope One is suitable for online computation because it is simple, fast, and efficient.

Therefore, we try to utilize the SVD predictor: r̂ svd
ui ¼ pT

u � qi. Making full use of the

advantages of both algorithms, the complementary predictor combining SVD and

the weighted Slope One based on SVD cosine similarity (SVDWSO) is as follows:

r̂ svdwso
ui ¼ ε 	 r̂ svd

ui þ 1� εð Þ 	 r̂ wsoscs
ui : ð52:12Þ

ε is the parameter which controls the weight of the two predictors.

52.4 Experimental Analysis

52.4.1 Evaluation Metrics

These experiments are based on the MovieLens 1 M dataset. The dataset consists of

1000209 ratings from 6,040 users for 3,952 movies, the values of which range from

1 to 5.

The effectiveness of a given recommend algorithm can be measured precisely.

In order to do so, the root mean squared error (RMSE) metric is employed to

measure prediction accuracy. RMSE is defined as:

RMSE ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX
u;ið Þ2τ0 rui � r̂ uið Þ2

τ0j j

vuut
: ð52:13Þ

Here, the lower the value of RMSE the better, and τ0 refers to the testing set.

52.4.2 Experimental Procedure

In the experiments, the dataset was randomly divided into a training set τ (80 % of

total data) and a testing set τ0 (additional data). In order to reduce the over-fitting

problem, fivefold cross validation technology was used in each experiment.

For comparison of the proposed algorithm in terms of accuracy and efficiency,

the Slope One and SVD schemes are employed as the benchmark algorithms.

Figure 52.1 shows the experimental results, with the y-axis showing RMSE
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which is defined in Eq. (52.13), while the x-axis shows the number of iterations in

the SVD model. The three curves correspond to the following three experiments:

SVD-Factor¼ 50 and SVD-Factor¼ 100 represent the factor numbers 50 and

100 in the SVD Model, while WSO shows the weighted Slope One scheme

discussed in Sect. 2.2.

Figure 52.2 shows the experimental results that calculate item similarity to

improve Slope One. WSOCS is the weighted Slope One based on cosine similarity

method that uses the user’s rating data to calculate item similarity and improve

Slope One. WSOSCS uses the item’s feature vector to calculate item similarity to

improve Slope One with the operating time marked near each data point in the

experiment. It can be seen that WSOCS has the greatest effect, but it requires great

cost in terms of time. In comparison with the WSO algorithm, the WSOSCS

algorithm (factor¼ 50) increases the iteration number, but it can improve accuracy

to a certain extent while not increasing the time cost too much.

SVD considers global features to a greater extent than the Slope One

scheme based on item similarity which predominantly uses local characteristics.

Fig. 52.1 The SVD

predictor with different

loops and the Slope One

predictor

Fig. 52.2 Adoption of item

similarity to improve the

Slope One scheme
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Therefore, herein, SVD combined with weighted Slope One based on SVD cosine

similarity (SVDWSO) is proposed with the experiment result shown in Fig. 52.3.

52.4.3 Experimental Results

Table 52.1 presents the experimental results when using the algorithm mentioned

above. Firstly, SVD and the weighted Slope One (WSO) schemes are the bench-

mark algorithms. The RMSE value is 0.89 in the SVD model, almost the same as

determined in two excellent papers [9, 10]. WSO has an accuracy that is relatively

speaking somewhat lower when compared to the SVD model, but the operation

time is much shorter. Compared with the WSO algorithm, the weighted Slope One

based on cosine similarity (WSOCS) algorithm improves RMSE by about 0.93 %,

but the time cost is increased ca. 8 times. The weighted Slope One based on SVD

cosine similarity (WSOSCS) algorithm can improve RMSE slightly (by about

0.51 %) without too much of a time cost increase. In addition, the table shows

that the performance of Slope One can be improved by considering the similarity

between items which is calculated by the SVD feature vector, but using the

similarity one cannot reach the performance obtained when calculating using the

ratings data, although the computing time is much shorter. SVD uses global data in

each iteration of the process. Slope One uses the local ratings data to make

Fig. 52.3 SVD combined

with the weighted Slope

One based on SVD cosine

similarity

Table 52.1 Comparison of

all algorithms based on

RMSE and time

Algorithms RMSE Time (s)

SVD 0.8940 53

WSO 0.9021 35

WSOSCS 0.8975 60

WSOCS 0.8937 271

SVDWSO 0.8750 64
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predictions, especially item similarity. Finally, the experimental results for SVD

combined with weighted Slope One based on SVD cosine similarity (SVDWSO)

show that the complementary predictor can improve accuracy (by about 2.1 %) and

the time cost is acceptable.

Conclusion

In this paper, the weighted Slope One scheme based on item similarity is

analyzed and we found that the item similarity calculation can be optimized

using the result of SVD. The advantages of SVD and Slope One based on item

similarity are made full use of in our proposal of a complementary predictor

for collaborative filtering that combines both global and local characteristics.

Compared with the benchmark algorithms, it can improve prediction accu-

racy by ca. 2.1 %.
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Chapter 53

Knowledge Discovery from Knowledge Bases
with Higher-Order Logic

Guangyuan Li

Abstract Knowledge discovery from knowledge bases is an important problem in

the field of data mining because it can solve the problem of a lack of knowledge,

which is a bottleneck in intelligent systems based on knowledge bases. With the

expansion of knowledge bases and structured data becoming more complex, first-

order logic is no longer capable of knowledge representation and induction, so

higher-order logic is naturally used in this case. In this paper, the process by which

knowledge representation is adopted from first-order logic to higher-order logic is

discussed, and a decision-tree algorithm learned with higher-order logic is also

presented. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm is efficient.

Keywords Knowledge discovery • Higher-order logic • Knowledge base

53.1 Introduction

In the past two decades, more and more good results have been obtained in studies

of knowledge discovery in databases (KDD). KDD mainly focuses on mining

structured data. Compared with invariable data, knowledge is stable and reflects

the high level of data is a representation of data abstraction, so studying the

relationship between knowledge and knowledge is an important target in data

mining, but very little attention has been paid to how to discover more and higher

levels of knowledge from large knowledge bases. Finding rules in knowledge bases

in the areas of knowledge engineering and machine learning is a very important

problem because successful results can be applied to knowledge acquisition and the

construction of large knowledge bases. Techniques of knowledge discovery in

knowledge bases (KDK) are presented to discuss such problems [1].
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53.2 Related Work

Although the techniques on data mining in databases have been investigated for a

long time and successful results have been obtained, very little attention has been

paid to the research of knowledge discovery in knowledge bases. In [2], the author

outline a framework for inductive learning with knowledge and address the prob-

lem of discovering regularities in large knowledge bases that contain many asser-

tions in different domains. Experimental results show that such an approach can

reveal useful regularities and is a helpful tool for expanding knowledge bases

[2]. The authors present some of the directions of KDK and proposes using machine

learning and induction techniques to mine regularities and high-level knowledge in

knowledge bases [3–5]. A novel approach is presented for the discovery of two

kinds of implicit knowledge based on machine learning techniques: one is a general

and pertinent rule and the other comprises taxonomies of domain concepts [6]. The

author introduces the possible benefits of mining knowledge and describes a

technique for reorganizing knowledge and discovering higher-level concepts in a

knowledge base. The rules input may have been acquired manually or automati-

cally using an existing data mining technique. In either case, once the knowledge

exists in propositional form, a formal concept analysis is applied to the rules to

develop an abstraction hierarchy from which multilevel rules can be extracted. The

user is able to explore the knowledge at and across any of the levels of abstraction to

provide a much richer picture of the knowledge and understanding of the domain

[7]. The authors describe techniques for combining two types of knowledge sys-

tems: expert and machine learning. Both the expert system and the machine

learning system represent information by logical decision rules or trees. Unlike

the classical views of knowledge-base evaluation or refinement, the author’s view

accepts the contents of the knowledge base as completely correct. The knowledge

base and the results of its stored cases will provide direction for the discovery of

new relationships in the form of newly induced decision rules [8].

53.3 KDK with Higher-Order Logic

Logic is called higher order if it allows for quantification over higher-order objects,

such as, for example, functions of individuals, relations between individuals,

functions of functions, and relations between functions. Higher-order logic was

also called type theory in the previous century, while classical type theory has long

since been overshadowed by set theory as a foundation of mathematics, and recent

decades have shown a remarkable comeback in the fields of mechanized reasoning.

In computer science, higher-order logic is used in, for example, program correct-

ness and hardware verification.
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53.3.1 Knowledge Representation with Higher-Order Logic

To discover knowledge from a knowledge base using higher-order logic, first of all,

the representation of knowledge from first-order logic to higher-order logic is

extended, and then we apply some techniques of higher-order logic to investigate

the process of KDK.

Traditional machine learning systems adopt attribute values as the method of

knowledge representation, and every example is described by a constant tuple. Each

dimension of the tuple is a certain feature value. It is easy to understand knowledge

that is represented by an attribute value, and representing knowledge in this way has

the advantage that, using such a representation, the algorithm is more efficient, but

using an attribute value to describe a complex knowledge structure has some

drawbacks, as follows.

First, when describing knowledge using a complex structure, the attribute value

will become too long. Second, because knowledge usually has many features, it is

very difficult to select the best features and to determine the criteria for selecting the

features that are suitable for all fields. Third, attribute-value representation captures

no information about the structure of knowledge. Finally, it is limited when using

the background to reasoning. Given such a background, some researchers propose

that knowledge representation should be described using first-order logic, which

promotes the development of the induction logic, and it is successfully applied to

many practical systems, such as, for example, FOIL and LINUS. These systems

adopt the first-order logic language Prolog for knowledge representation and

reasoning, and it can solve some of the problems mentioned earlier to a certain

degree, but there still exist two problems: one problem is that it loses the type

concept, which is the key component of the attribute-value language, while the

other problem is that it cannot provide higher-order constructions as well as flexible

meta-programming description.

Studies show that under certain conditions, it is necessary to use new predicates

for successful inductive learning, but the predicates of design and usage are

problems in Prolog because it is a concept belonging to higher-order content, so

it is only under the higher-order condition that the problem can be solved fully.

Giraud-Carrier and Lloyd present knowledge representation based on the higher-

order logic language Escher.

Escher is a general-purpose, declarative programming language that integrates

the best features of both functional and logic programming languages. It has types

and modules, higher-order and metaprogramming facilities, concurrency, and

declarative input/output.

Compared with traditional propositional logic and first-order logic, Escher has

some of the following features; using them we can design learning algorithms to

deal with complex structured data. Escher supports all kinds of data types, such as

set, multiset, graphs, and other complex data types, and it can describe examples

with complex structured data. In addition, knowledge obtained can be expressed in

a unified way, so it is easy to understand the natural features of data. Each example
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in a set is described by a close item, which puts all the information of the example in

a place that makes it convenient to use the information in the learning process.

53.3.2 Decision-Tree Learning with Higher-Order Logic

Decision-tree learning is a common machine learning method that is widely used in

many applications. A decision tree is a flowchartlike tree structure where each

internal node denotes a test on an attribute. Each branch represents an outcome of

the test, and each leaf node holds a class label; thus, the choice of which node to

split is very important because it affects the performance of the learning algorithm.

Usually, the problem faced is one of attribute selection, and an attribute selection

measure is a heuristic for selecting the splitting criterion that “best” separates a

given data partition. Attribute selection measures are also known as splitting rules
because they determine how the tuples at a given node are to be split. The appeal of

decision trees lies in their relative power, ease of use, robustness with a variety of

data and levels of measurement, and ease of interpretability. In KDK, the mining of

complex structured data requires efficient tools, and higher-order logic is suitable

for complex data mining compared to traditional decision-tree learning with higher-

order logic, such as Escher. The nodes can be split using a predicate pruning

mechanism. Figure 53.1 is a model of a decision tree with higher-order logic.

In Fig. 53.1, p, q, and r are predicates. A learning algorithm based on the model

of the decision tree in Fig. 53.1 takes three inputs: a set of training examples, some

background knowledge, and a collection of predicates. The algorithm functions in a

top-down manner that makes binary splits at each node in the tree; if ε is the set of
examples at the current node, then a predicate p induces a partition P¼ (ε1, ε2),
where ε¼ ε1[ ε2, ε1� ε is the set of examples that satisfies p, and ε2� ε is the set of
examples that do not satisfy p. The quality of the partition P is determined by a real-

valued predicate selection function f(P). Given a set of examples, we seek a

predicate p such that f(P *), where P * is the partition of ε induced by p, is
optimized.

Now, suppose there are c classes in all. Let ε be a set of examples, N the number

of examples in ε, ni the number of examples in ε in the ithclass, and pi¼ ni/N. First,
some definitions are given in what follows [9].

Definition 1 The majority class of ε is defined as the class to which the greatest

number of examples in ε belongs.

p pØ

q qØ r rØ

Fig. 53.1 Decision tree

with predicate pruning

mechanism
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Definition 2 The accuracy, Aε, of a set ε of examples is defined by Aε¼PM, where

M is the index of the majority class of ε.

Definition 3 Let P¼ {ε1, ε2, . . ., εn} be a partition of a set ε of examples, where the

number of examples in εi is Ni, the total number of examples in P is N, and we

define the accuracy, AP, of the partition P by

AP ¼
Xn
i¼1

Ni

N
Aεi : ð53:1Þ

Definition 4 Let ε be a set of examples and (ε1, ε2) a partition of ε. We say a

partition (ε
0
1, ε

0
2) of ε is a refinement of (ε1, ε2) if ε

0
1� ε1.

Definition 5 Let P¼ (ε1, ε2) be a partition of a set ε of N examples, where ni is the
number of examples in ε in the ith class and nj,i is the number of examples in εj in
the ith class, for j¼ 1, 2 and i¼ 1, . . ., c. We define the classification refinement

bound, BP, of the partition P by

BP ¼ 1

N
max ni þmaxn1,k

k 6¼i

( ) !
: ð53:2Þ

Proposition 1 Let ε be a set of examples and P a partition of ε. If P’ is a refinement
of P, then AP

0 � BP, in particular, AP�BP.

Proposition 1 can be used to prune the search space when searching for a

predicate to split a node. During this search, we record the best partition P found

so far and its associated accuracy AP. When investigating a new partition S, the
quantity BS is calculated. According to the proposition, if BS<AP, then the partition

S and all its refinements can be safely pruned.

Now, an algorithm of decision-tree learning based on higher-order logic is

presented as follows.

Input: ε//set of examples,

S// bound of nodes in decision tree

Output: decision tree

1. Tree has only one node initialized;

2. finished :¼ false;
3. whilenotfinisheddo
4. n :¼ node;
5. F :¼ ε// ε is the set of examples related to n
6. Search the predicate p that can partition the n with the highest accuracy

7. P is the result with the predicate p to partition F
8. if(AP>AF)

9. Then the node n is split into two branches, one branch satisfies p, denoted by n1,
the other does not;
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10. S :¼ S� 1;

11. if(S¼ 0)

12. finished :¼ false;
13. node :¼ n1;
14. else
15. finished :¼ true;
16. endwhile;
17. Output tree;

53.4 Experimental Study

To evaluate the performance of the proposed decision-tree learning algorithm with

higher-order logic, we adopt the same data sets and the same experiment as in [9] to

test the efficiency of the algorithm. Five data sets are used to test the effectiveness

of the pruning mechanism in the decision tree, and for each data set, we give (1) the

size of the predicate search space |S| and (2) the number of predicates actually

tested in a complete search of the predicate space aided by pruning. The results are

shown in Table 53.1.

From the experimental results we can see that a significant reduction in search

can be achieved. It has been shown that the effectiveness of the pruning mechanism

is not a function of the size of the search space but a function of the structure of the

search space and the way the training examples are actually labeled [9].

Conclusion

In this paper, we present some issues related to KDK with higher-order logic,

including knowledge representation with higher-order logic and an algorithm

of decision-tree learning with a predicate. Knowledge discovery with higher-

order logic can overcome some drawbacks of traditional KDD, and it can be

expected to spur developments in knowledge discovery. In the future, we plan

to investigate the theory of KDD and efficient algorithms for KDD.

Acknowledgements In this paper, the research was sponsored by open fund of Guangxi Key

laboratory of hybrid computation and IC design analysis and the fund of the Department of

Education of Guangxi Province in China.

Table 53.1 Efficiency of

predicate pruning mechanism
Data set |s| Searched

Int Trees 396 98

Mutagenesis 535 82

East West 2,073 625

Headline 2,850 786

Protein 9,262 3,210
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Chapter 54

Numerical Analysis on High-Altitude
Airdrop Impact Processing of Water Bag

Hong Wang, Tao Xu, and Yahong Zhou

Abstract The impact process of water bag that was air-dropped from 200 m high

altitude is discussed by using the method of numerical simulation; microscopic

changes of the main mechanical parameters are obtained in the process of water bag

airdropping. Judging from the changing process of parameters such as the changing

form, the nodal displacement, the nodal speed, and so on, the main reason which

leads to the destruction of water bag is that the liquid spreads rapidly and sharply at

the landing moment; moreover, the side face of the water bag may be the most

easily damaged part.

Keywords Free drop • Airdrop water bag • Dropping impact • Numerical

simulation

54.1 Introduction

Following the rapid development of hardware and numerical simulation theory and

the software platform becoming mature, numerical simulation has been a dispens-

able method of studying and analyzing in many fields, which not only the circle of

development is shortened but also massive developing funds are saved. ANSYS/

LS-DYNA is a kind of numerical simulation software platform being widely used

[1], the kind of explicit nonlinear dynamic analysis of general finite element

program, which can solve various 2D and 3D nonlinear structures of large defor-

mation dynamic responses such as high-speed collision, explosion and mould

pressing, and so on. Lagrangian is used as the main arithmetic to describe the

incremental method, and control equations are also used such as conservation of

momentum, conservation of energy, conservation of quality and boundary condi-

tions, and so on. Nearly a hundred material models of metal and nonmetal are

provided for selection, and properties are considered such as material failure,

damage, anisotropy, stickiness, creep, strain rate, correlation temperature and

correlation strain rate, and so on. The ANSYS/LS-DYNA program has a powerful
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functional pre- and post-processing program [2], by which the grid division and

results calculation can be very conveniently processed and 3D motion picture of the

calculation results is also showed.

The study object in this chapter is the free drop of liquid materials; double

hyperelastic materials are used as packaging solution to liquid materials, and based

on ANSYS/LS-DYNA numerical simulation and analysis system, by theoretical

calculation analysis and computer simulation, numerical simulation analysis is

done on its high-altitude airdrop impact process [3]. Dynamic simulations of the

landing impact and landing process are made; in the study, changes on the volume

and form of the package when landing and impacting, production of impact force,

changes of nodal speed, ways of damage to the package, etc. [4] are all focused on,

which can provide a basis to the free drop cushioning packaging design of liquid

materials.

54.2 Example and Simulation Condition

Landing of airdropped materials is a process with multiple condition limitations and

multiple outputs in addition to the limitation of airdrop altitude, which makes the

experiment very difficult, and there are no experimental indoor conditions nowa-

days. Therefore, by numerical simulation method to simulate and analyze the whole

process of airdrop landing and to predict the general range of a few key cushioning

performance parameters [5], which is very helpful to the decision of choosing

cushioning packaging materials and the design of packaging way.

54.2.1 Simulation Object

According to the study object of free drop of liquid materials, 5 kg of drinking water

is chosen as the airdrop material; double-layer hyperelastic materials are used as the

simulation water bag with structure size of 400� 350 mm to simulate the landing

impacting process of free drop from an altitude of 200 m above the ground with

water in it. By simulation calculation, deformation mode of the water bag in the

impacting process is found; change rules of a series of parameters are got by

calculating the material pressure, speed, deflection, and the received impact load.

According to certain packaging solution when using hyperelastic materials,

plastics similar to nitrile rubber are used as simulation packaging material, the

intensity limit and modulus is 25 MPa, the density is 1,500 kg/m3, and the elasticity

modulus is 0.04 MPa. In the process of numerical simulation analysis, hyperelastic

material model is used as the packaging material; hydro-model is used as water and

air; Gruneisen equation is used as the state equation; concrete dynamic elastic-

plastic material is used as the ground material.
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54.2.2 Boundary Condition and Solving Control Condition

Before calculating, the boundary condition and solving control condition on the

model are as follows:

1. Boundary constraint condition: the ground is rigid; all degrees of freedom are

bounded.

2. Impact velocity is 50 m/s.

3. Impact simulation time is 1,800 μs.
4. Newton, centimeter, microseconds, and gram are used as calculate units.

5. Calculating method: ALE.

54.2.3 Structure Model

According to the structure of the water bag with water in it, calculating the model of

airdrop landing impact of double-layer water bag is determined as Fig. 54.1 shows.

And on this basis, finite element grid division is done as Fig. 54.2 shows.

54.3 Results and Analysis

54.3.1 Deformations of Water Bag in the Landing Impact
Process

At the landing moment, air between the inner bag and the outer one is squeezed,

expansion occurred, and expansion and deformation occurred in the outer bag;

being under the combined action of the air pressure in the middle and the inner

water pressure, there is a basic balance state between the two, and not much

deformation occurred in the inner bag, as shown in Fig. 54.3.

Fig. 54.1 Calculating

structure model of airdrop

landing impact of double-

layer water bag

Fig. 54.2 Calculating finite

element grid division of

airdrop landing impact of

double-layer water bag
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After landing at 3 μs, the two-layer water bag is fit at the landing place, the air

between the two layers of water bag is flown up and around, and comparatively

large expansion and deformation occurred in the outer bag, while not much

deformation occurred in the inner one.

After landing at 10 μs, the two-layer water bag is fit at the landing place, the

down movement of the water in the water bag is interrupted and it flows around, the

water bag is impacted by the flowing water to expand around, at the same time

bounce occurred in the middle part of it, and depressed deformation also occurred

on the ground surface.

As time passes by, continuous impact is made by the flowing water, and the

deformation around is on the rise.

From 47 μs after landing, damage is produced around the water bag till it is

completely broken, as shown in Fig. 54.4.

54.3.2 Changes of Mechanical Parameters Around
the Water Bag

1. Changes of mechanical parameters of the side node of the water bag

The side unit nodes of the inner and outer water bags are chosen to analyze.

From the displacement curves showed in Fig. 54.5, slowly changes begin in

the displacement of unit node; when at 53 μs, the side of the water bag is strongly
impacted by the liquid, the displacement suddenly increases, and the water bag

breaks soon.

Figure 54.6 is the speed curves of the side unit node of the water bag moving

out horizontally; within 50 μs at the beginning of landing, the node is doing fore
and aft motion; at 52 μs when being impacted strongly by water, the node moves

out rapidly; the peak value of speed amounts to 5,500 m/s.

Fig. 54.3 State of the

landing moment

Fig. 54.4 State of 47.2 μs
after landing
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2. Changes of mechanical parameters of the intermediate node of the under part of

the water bag

The intermediate unit node of the under part of the inner water bag and the outer

one is chosen to analyze.

Figure 54.7 is the speed change curves of the node. At the landing moment,

the node bounces upward rapidly; the node moves downward at first and then

changes to upward, and its speed peak value of moving upward is above 100 m/s

and then falls slowly.

3. Changes of mechanical parameters of the intermediate node of the upper part of

the water bag

The intermediate unit nodes of the upper part of the inner water bag and the outer

one are chosen to analyze.

Figure 54.8 is the speed change curves of the node. At the landing moment,

the node of the outer water bag bounces upward rapidly at first; the node moves

Fig. 54.5 Horizontal displacement curves of nodes (A is the outer bag, B is the inner one)

Fig. 54.6 Speed curves of node X (horizontal direction). (A is the outer bag, B is the inner one)
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downward and then changes to upward, and its speed peak value of moving

upward is above 330 m/s and then falls rapidly.

Conclusion
Shown from the results of numerical analysis, the packaging method of using

double-layer hyperelastic materials cannot meet the packaging needs of that

liquid material free dropping from 200 m high altitude; the inner and outer

water bag are all broken. On the other hand, judging from the results of

numerical simulation, the damage to the airdropped water bag is mainly

because the water spreads around rapidly at the landing moment. Firstly,

seen from the deformation process and node displacement of the water bag,

maximum deformation is found in the surrounding edge of the water bag;

sudden change of displacement occurred at one moment, which is the most

easily damaged part. Seen from the simulation results of speed, great changes

(continued)

Fig. 54.7 Speed curves of node Y (vertical direction). (A is the inner bag, B is the outer one)

Fig. 54.8 Speed curves of node Y (vertical direction). (A is the inner bag, B is the outer one)
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(continued)

occurred in the speed of the side node at one moment (within 2 μs). All this
amounts to explain why the water bag is damaged, the main reason is that

liquid spreads around rapidly after landing, and the most easily damaged part

is the side part, which are all key issues that should be considered in

packaging scheme.

Aiming at problem of airdropping drinking water, hard materials are

usually used in packaging at before with high costs and often takes space.

In this chapter, double-layer hyperelastic materials are used as soft packaging

solution for the first time. By numerical simulation analysis of its impact

process of airdropping from high attitude, the water bag’s changing process of

mechanical parameter and damage mechanism are gotten, which provides

technical references to the airdrop of soft water bag. The soft materials of the

airdropped water bag may be used in many succor actions to airdrop directly

below 200 m altitude.
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Chapter 55

Heterogeneous Data Sources
Synchronization Based
on Man-in-the-Middle Attack

Yunze Wang and Yinying Li

Abstract With the help of the idea of Man-in-the-Middle Attack and the intro-

duction of synchronization agent having a Man-in-the-Middle role, this chapter

comes up with synchronization system architecture of heterogeneous data sources

on the top of SyncML (Synchronization Markup Language) protocol. The synchro-

nization process achieves the two prototypes of client in the synchronization agent

completing respectively the data synchronization with the corresponding SyncML

server. The data synchronization system of this chapter could better solve synchro-

nization problems of heterogeneous data sources in the distributed computing

environment.

Keywords SyncML • Heterogeneous data sources • Data synchronization • Sync

agent

55.1 Introduction

As there is a wide demand of database application for geographically dispersed

companies, groups, and organizations and a rapid development of computer net-

work communication technology, the distributed database system on the basis of a

centralized database system could appear and develop. However, in the process of

building a distributed database system, due to some objective reasons, it forms a

distributed heterogeneous database system with a centralized database using a

different data model or a different database product [1]. In order to maintain their

data consistency, some technology of data synchronization may be inevitable.
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55.2 The Shortcomings of Existing Technology
for Synchronization

55.2.1 The Data Synchronization Between db4o
and Relation Database

The dRS (db4o (Open Source Object-Oriented Database) Replication System) can

achieve the two-way synchronization (replication) between db4o and a variety of

relational databases to ensure data consistency [2]. However, the dRS system has

some limitations: it only executes the two-way synchronization between relational

database and object-oriented database, lacking a general model.

55.2.2 The Data Synchronization for SyncML

The solution strategy of heterogeneous database replication based on SyncML is

also put forward, in which JDBC (Java Data Base Connectivity) and SyncML are

adopted to complete a common data replication [3], implementing two-way data

record replication between two heterogeneous databases. The architecture of the

solution strategy is shown in Fig. 55.1.

Furthermore, the solution strategy has also some disadvantages: it is still based

on standard data synchronization prototype system for SyncML, while SyncML

server is the center and different SyncML clients carry on synchronization

operations with SyncML server. SyncML server as the master node may become

a bottleneck for system performance, while SyncML clients need asymmetric data

replication to work with it. So this solution may popularize difficultly in distributed

applications.

JDBC

SyncMLClient

SYNCML over HTTP

Sync4J on Tomcat

JDBC Derby

HSQLDB

Fig. 55.1 Implementation of data synchronization based on SyncML
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55.3 Design of Synchronous Prototype System

In view of the limitations and shortcomings of data synchronization solution

strategy of heterogeneous data sources for db4o and SyncML protocol, the chapter

builds synchronization agent as an intermediary role to data synchronization

between the SyncML server by means of Man-in-the-Middle Attack and SyncML

client, which can guarantee the data consistency of two peer entities (SyncML

server). The designed synchronization prototype system is shown in Fig. 55.2.

In the prototype system, data synchronization is carried out between the

SyncML Server1 and SyncML Server2 through synchronization agent. However,

for the two SyncML servers, the other server is transparent, because the two

SyncML servers do not interact directly and synchronization agent takes charge

of receiving, processing, and forwarding message in the synchronization process

between the two SyncML servers.

55.3.1 The Idea of Man-in-the-Middle Attack

The so-called Man-in-the-Middle Attack (abbreviated MITM attack) is an indirect

intrusion. It means the attacker will insert their host into the gap between two target

nodes of communication path, allowing it to become a trunking so as to monitor the

communication between the target hosts [4].

Data

e1

Data

Data
Data

Synchronization Agency

Sync

Source

SyncML

Server1
SyncML 

Server2

Data 

Sync

Source

Data 

Sync

Engine

Fig. 55.2 Synchronization prototype system
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55.3.2 Synchronization Agent Design

Based on the Sync4j (SyncML for Java) client architecture, synchronization proto-

type system, as well as synchronization agent structures, this chapter gives the

ultimate level of division and module design shown in Fig. 55.3 [5].

There are two Sync Source interfaces corresponding with Sync Source1 and

Sync Source2 in Fig. 55.3. They need to be implemented in order to execute the

synchronization process with the two SyncML servers. These two Sync Sources

carry on synchronization session in charge of sending and receiving SyncML

messages with corresponding SyncML server. Therefore, during the course of

two SyncML servers synchronization, two relatively independent and linked syn-

chronization sessions exist simultaneously.

In addition, in the light of synchronization agent prototype of SyncML client,

two Sync Managers (Sync Manager1 and Sync Manager2) and Device Managers

(Device Manager1 and Device Manager2) need to be created, which complete their

respective functions and tasks in the synchronization process.

55.4 The Definition and Design of the Synchronization
Process

55.4.1 The Data Synchronization Process of SyncML

The synchronization process for SyncML can be divided into three stages: the

synchronization initialization [6], data updates, and data ID mapping as shown

in Fig. 55.4.

55.4.2 The Design of the Synchronization Process

In view of the preamble design of the synchronization prototype system and the

data synchronization process of SyncML, the synchronization process in this

chapter is divided into five stages shown in Fig. 55.5.

Device Manager 1 Device Manager 2

Sync Manager 1 Sync Manager 2

Sync Source1 Sync Source2
Sync Engine

Fig. 55.3 The structure of

synchronization agent
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1. Obtain data updates of Sync Server1.

This is the initial stage of the synchronization process, and the Sync Engine in

synchronization agent initializes synchronization. At this stage, the synchroni-

zation process is completed by Sync Source1 and corresponding Sync Server1

and then eventually gets data updates of Sync Server1. This stage can be divided

into two steps again: First, SyncML is initialized with synchronization initiali-

zation interaction between Sync Source1 and Sync Server1; second, data update

interaction for SyncML is carried out.

2. Obtain data updates of Sync Server2.

The synchronization session is initiated by the Sync Engine in this phase and

gets data updates for Sync Server2. The synchronization process of this phase

may be performed simultaneously with data updates of the Sync Server1 that the

synchronization is concurrent at this stage. Synchronous interaction based on

SyncML could take place between synchronization agent in Sync Source2 and

corresponding Sync Server2 and ultimately obtain data updates of Sync Server2.

As the same as the above phase, this phase can be divided into two steps: first,

the SyncML synchronization initialization is completed; second, the two sides

exchange data updates.

3. Data conflict resolution and data mapping.

Learning from the first two stages, the synchronization agent could interact with

sync server concurrently to get access to both data updates. In this stage, the

Sync Engine may resolve data conflict and map data between the sync servers,

which create conditions for the following two-stage data update execution.

4. Execute data updates for Sync Server2.

The Sync Engine in synchronization agent could implement data analysis and

conflict resolution according to the data update of each Sync server. After the

completion of the previous phase, in this phase, the synchronization agent is

responsible for transferring data updates from Sync Server2 to Sync Server1

finishing appropriate data updates. In this stage, synchronous interaction is also

based on the SyncML protocol, namely, at first, the second synchronization

initialization happens between Sync Source1 and Sync Server1 and then data

update interaction is achieved.

SyncML  Client SyncML Server

Synchronization initialization 

Data updates

Data ID mapping

Fig. 55.4 The synchronization process of SyncML
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Send null data update 

Send data

update of server 2

Send sync initialization 

to server2

Send data update 

to Source 2

Send null

update to Server 2

Send null data update 
to Source 2

Send data 

update of Server 1

Send sync initialization 

to Source 2

Send sync initialization 
to Server 2

Send sync initialization 

to source2

Send sync initialization 

Send sync initialization 

to Server 1

Session finish

Start sync session
Session finish

Start sync session

Start sync session

Session finish

Session finish

Start sync session

Server1 Source1 Engine Source2 Server2

Phase 

Phase 

Phase 3

Phase 4

Phase

Send sync initialization 

to soure1
Send null data 

update to Server 1
Send data update 

Send sync initialization 

to server1

Resolve data conflict

Data map

Fig. 55.5 Five-phase synchronous process definition
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5. Execute data updates for Sync Server1.

It is quite different between the abovementioned five stages of the synchroniza-

tion process and the SyncML synchronization protocol definition, but each stage

is completed on the basis of the provisions of the agreement, according to the

synchronization initialization sequence data updates and data mapping for

synchronous interaction. The data mapping phase gives the necessary adjust-

ments and modifications, due to the special design of the prototype system.

55.5 Implementation of Synchronization Process

With the idea of data synchronization in the third segment, this chapter takes shape

in the implementation of data synchronization design. The two-stage data synchro-

nization process implementation is shown in Fig. 55.6.

1. Synchronization initialization

Firstly, Sync Engine calls sync () function of Sync Manager to start the syn-

chronization process. After that, Sync Manger will send SyncML message

containing the information of synchronization initialization and synchronization

Sync Engine Sync Manager Sync Source Sync Server

sync()
SyncML initialization

beginSync()

get[All/New/Dele/Updata]SyncItem()

SyncItem()

SyncML modifications

[remove/set]SyncItem()

commitSync()

Fig. 55.6 The first two phases of the synchronization flow chart
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request to the sync server. Then the sync server should deal with messages and

reply to them containing the state to accept or reject messages to the Sync

Manger.

2. Access to data updates of synchronization server

In this stage, Sync Manager calls the function of Sync Source getting informa-

tion of local and server data source from the Device Manager. Then, Sync

Manger calls beginsync() function in Sync Source to complete local data detec-

tion. Soon afterwards, Sync Manger will send SyncML message of no data

update to Sync server. After receiving the data update message, synchronization

agent handles updated data items one by one. If it needs adding or modifying, the

synchronization agent will call setSyncItem() function of Sync Source; if it

needs deleting, it may call removeSyncItem() function. The process is transpar-

ent for the Sync Engine.

55.6 Experiment Results

When SyncML client asks for data synchronization, synchronization system may

complete data synchronization for two heterogeneous databases of object database

and relationship database with the purpose of keeping the data consistency. The

result of the experiment is shown in Fig. 55.7 which displays status after synchro-

nization for db4o and Access.

Compared with the standard synchronization system for SyncML, the synchro-

nization system prototype in this chapter utilizes synchronization agent to achieve

synchronization process instead of the server, which could reduce the workload of

the server and overcome system bottleneck. In addition, compared to non-peer data

synchronization prototype system of SyncML, the system can implement synchro-

nization of two heterogeneous data sources for SyncML server, namely, synchro-

nization of two peer entities.

Fig. 55.7 The experiment result of data synchronization
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By means of experiments of process and result, the scheme to resolve data

conflict is extremely novel in this chapter. Generally speaking, the SyncML proto-

col rules of Sync Engine in SyncML server may resolve data conflict, but it is

possible that SyncML client has possessed the function of Sync Engine. If data

conflict is resolved by Sync Engine in one of the Sync servers, it is improper

because of destroying parity between two Sync servers to some extent. In order

to resolve data conflict between two real Sync servers, the synchronization system

prototype puts Sync Engine in synchronization agent as a middleman role and gives

a necessary strategy to resolve data conflict.

Conclusion

Analyzing advantages and disadvantages of synchronization solution of the

existing heterogeneous data source and considering the various synchroniza-

tion schemes, this chapter comes up with synchronize data from heteroge-

neous data sources between two peer entities based on SyncML protocol

standard as well as by means of the idea of MITM attack. This chapter gives

these achievements as follows:

1. This chapter chooses SyncML protocol as synchronization standard,

which not only can play its advantages in the field of data synchronization

of the mobile terminal but also lead into creatively non-mobile terminal

data synchronization stage, which may embody its superiority better.

2. This chapter pulls into creative synchronization agent playing a middle-

man role, which may open the way of achieving data synchronization

problems between peer entities.

3. This chapter proposes the main component—synchronization agent in data

synchronization prototype system. This synchronization agent is designed

based on SyncML client, but its position is different from SyncML client

in data synchronization prototype system. It is a middleman role instead of

an independent entity in data synchronization as well as an important

communication bridge of two peer-to-peer entities in the process of het-

erogeneous data sources synchronization. It could receive, handle, and

send SyncML messages which ultimately ensure consistency on a variety

of data of both SyncML servers.
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Chapter 56

Direct Forecast Method Based on ANN
in Network Traffic Prediction

Congcong Wang, Gaozu Wang, Xiaoxiao Zhang, and Shuai Zhang

Abstract In this chapter, ARIMA (autoregressive integrated moving average)

model and direct and iterative forecast methods based on ANN (artificial neural

network) are adopted to fit and forecast the network traffic sequences. Different

methods for predictive modeling are adopted to deal with the actual network traffic

flow at different time intervals. With the GRA (gray relational analysis) method, the

comparison and analysis of performance of the model show that the prediction error

will be less if we use direct method for predictive modeling.

Keywords Traffic prediction • ANN • Direct forecast method • GRA

56.1 Introduction

The network traffic prediction plays an important role in traffic management, risk

warning, network planning, and performance analysis. Rational allocation of net-

work resources based on traffic prediction value can effectively improve the

network performance. Essentially, the network traffic is a kind of time series. We

can use the time series forecasting model for network traffic prediction.

Models commonly used in time series forecasting include the AR

(autoregressive), ARMA (autoregressive moving average), ARIMA, and ANN. In

addition, the FARIMA (fractional autoregressive integrated moving average) and

the WT (wavelet transform) are also applied to the network traffic prediction [1, 2].

All kinds of methods have their own characteristics. AR and ARMA model is

suitable to the network traffic characterized by short-related characteristics of and

high accuracy in short-term prediction. The ARIMA and FARIMA improved from

ARMA model can capture both of the long- and short-relevant characteristics of

network traffic [3]. Several kinds of prediction models described earlier can be used

for the smooth processing of network traffic. The WT and ANN can handle

nonstationary network traffic. Especially, the ANN attracts attentions of the
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researchers because it is suitable to describe the instability of flow rate with high

precision and high flexibility.

Time series analysis can be adopted in forecasting both single and multiple

periods. The direct and iterative forecasting methods can also be adopted to predict

multiple periods. Weigend, Huberman, and Rumelhart showed that the iterative

method was superior to the direct method in their sunspot data analysis [4]. Kline

got the opposite conclusion by using three methods (iterative, direct, and joint law)

for multistep forecasting. The results showed that the direct method was superior to

the iterative method, but the training sample size and baseline forecast would affect

the outcome [5].

The above studies show that there is no optimal solution presently. It is thought

that the direct method is superior to the iterative method generally. In this chapter,

we compare the application performances of ARIMA and direct and iterative

methods based on ANN, which are used in nonstationary network traffic prediction.

We also analyze the relationship between the latter two methods and ANN.

Section 56.2 describes the ARIMA model; Sect. 56.3 presents the important

parameters of ANN; and Sect. 56.4 discusses an example application with the

GRA to evaluate and compare the application performance. Finally, the main

conclusions are made.

56.2 ARIMA Model

The ARIMA model, as a kind of Box-Jenkins approach, is used to predict network

traffic. After the dth (d¼ 0, 1, 2) difference disposal is applied to previous sequence

Yt, we can get new stationary series Xt. Then Xt fits ARMA ( p, q) models.

Furthermore, we get the forecast data of Yt by restoring the original differential

d times. The general ARMA ( p, q) model can be expressed as

xt ¼ ϕ1xt�1 þ ϕ2xt�2 þ � � � þ ϕpxt�p þ ut þ θ1ut�1 þ θ2ut�2 þ � � �
þ θqut�q ð56:1Þ

where the first half of Formula (56.1) is the autoregressive part, nonnegative

integer p denotes the orders of the AR model, and ϕ1, . . ., ϕp denotes the regression

coefficients. The latter part is the MA part. Nonnegative integer q denotes the

orders of the MA model, and θ1, . . ., θq denotes the moving average coefficients. Xt

is the related sequence for network traffic. ut is the white noise and its variance

is equal to σ2.
When q¼ 0, the model becomes AR ( p) model: xt¼ϕ1xt� 1 +ϕ2xt� 2 + � � �

+ϕpxt� p+ ut.
When p¼ 0, the model becomes MR (q) model: xt¼ θ1ut� 1 + θ2ut� 2 + � � �

+ θqut� q.
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The ARIMA ( p, d, q) model of collective modeling process can be divided into

the following six steps:

Step 1: test the stationary of data.

Step 2: carry out stationary disposal for the nonstationary signals.

Step 3: determine the order of ARMA ( p, q) model after the difference disposal is

applied to the nonstationary signals.

Step 4: estimate the parameters of the model.

Step 5: test the validity of the model and select the optimization model.

Step 6: when the model passes the white noise test, it can be used for prediction and

simulation.

We adopt the ARIMA model as established in the literature written by Xue, K.,

Li, Z.Z., and Li, L. [6].

56.3 Artificial Neural Network

ANN was presented as a kind of mathematical model in the 1940s. It was designed

to mimic the structure and function of information processing system of the human

brain [7]. A typical ANN is usually comprised by three layers of units, namely, the

input layer, hidden layer, and output layer.

The parameters of the hidden layer will affect the efficiency of ANN. Research

shows that neural networks with one hidden layer are approximate to any nonlinear

function by an arbitrary accuracy [8]. Kaastra and Boyd (1996) suggested that all

MLPs should firstly run with two-hidden-layer structure at most [9]. The number of

neurons in the hidden layer is also important. If you consider the generalization, you

should use less number of neurons in one MLP. The more the number of hidden-

layer neurons, the more accurate the result will be; moreover, it will increase the

training time and cause a decline in the network fault tolerance. In order to solve the

problem, we determine the number by trial and error [9]. Studies have shown that

limiting the number of hidden-layer neurons may get better results. The number of

neurons in the output layer is another factor that may affect the performance of the

MLP. In the timing analysis, the number of neurons in the output layer is deter-

mined by the cycle length. If the analysis is only a baseline period, the number is 1.

If it is a multi-cycle, the number of output neurons is determined by the preselection

methods. If an iterative method is adopted, the number of output neurons is 1. If the

direct method is used, the total number of forecast periods can be used as the

number of output neurons. The iterative method is mainly used for single-cycle

timing analysis. The predicted value is regarded as an input to forecast the value of

the next period. When the number of forecasting periods is large enough, it will

decrease the forecast accuracy. The direct method only utilizes the previous data to

forecast trends.
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56.4 Application Methods

In this study, we work on two different series (A and B) and predict them by using

ARIMA and direct and iterative methods based on ANN. Samples are obtained by

the monitoring center of campus network router port export flow. The sequence for

A is a set of real network traffic data with a time span of 2 days with a sampling

interval of 5 min (total of 576 sample values). The other is a set of real network

traffic data with a time span of 1 h with a sampling interval of 1 min (total of

60 sample values). These data are divided into two parts, respectively: the first part

as the known historical data prior to the start of the algorithm, used to build the

algorithm model, and the second part as the test data to be compared with the

predicted values of the algorithm, test error, and analysis algorithm performance,

which is shown in Fig. 56.1.

Take the L-M (Levenberg-Marquardt) method as the learning algorithm in this

ANN, and train it for 1,000 times. As listed in Table 56.1, a sequence of A and B of

the MLP model is built. We use direct method to predict the test set of all values at

the same time. Figures 56.2 and 56.3 indicate the possible network structure used

for iteration and direct methods.

Mathematical output expressions of the MLPs shown in Figs. 56.2 and 56.3 are

given below:

Ftþl ¼ αl þ
Xm
j¼1

vjlf
Xk
i¼1

wijYt�i þ θj

 !
ð56:2Þ

Fig. 56.1 Comparison of actual and forecasting data utilized by server network traffic

Table 56.1 MLP model set up to forecast with direct approach

Series

# of neurons Activation function

Input Hidden Output Hidden layer Output layer

A 11 2 10 tanh Linear

B 10 2 10 tanh Linear
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Here, Yt�i (i¼ 1, 2, . . ., k) is the value of past k periods. Ft+l (l¼ 0, 1, 2, . . ., n) is
used for forecasting this period and future n periods.Wij (i¼ 1, 2, . . ., k; j¼ 1, 2, . . .,
m) are weights that connect the input-layer and hidden-layer neurons. αl (l¼ 0, 1, 2,

. . ., n) and θj ( j¼ 1, 2, . . ., m) are the bias connection weights. vj ( j¼ 1, 2, . . ., m;
l¼ 0, 1, 2, . . ., n) are weights between the hidden-layer neurons and output-layer

neurons. f is the activation function.

Forecasting with the direct approach, MLPs of each series should run and record

the corresponding results. Choose it as the best MLP, which can get the best results

for the corresponding series. Tables 56.1 and 56.2 present the best MLP structure

corresponding to the test set and the best results, respectively.

The direct method is adopted to predict the results, which are shown in

Table 56.2. Tables 56.3 and 56.4 show the comparison of the results for the test

set generated by the direct method, iterative method, and ARIMA.

Values of the performance standards SSE and SAE are shown in Tables 56.3

and 56.4. In this stage, the GRA was used in the performance evaluation of all

1tY -

t kY -

3tY -

2tY -

tF

Input OutputFig. 56.2 Iterative forecast

1tY -

2tY -

HiddenInput Output

t kY -

tF

t nF +

2tF +

1tF +

3tY -

Fig. 56.3 Direct forecast
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methods mentioned while taking both of the two standards into account. The GRA

is a statistical analysis method provided in the GT (gray theory) [10, 11].

All sources of randomness are regarded as the source of the gray in GT so that

GT can be used for those situations if statistical assumptions are unsatisfactory [12].

This is the reason why the GRA performed well in Tables 56.3 and 56.4.

The GRA is used to describe the degree of influence between the given com-

parison sequence and the reference sequences in the measuring system. The degree

of influence is defined as GRD (gray related degree). The GRA model is shown

below [13]:

Step 1: let the reference sequence be x0¼ (x0(1), x0(2), x0(3), . . ., x0(n)). The results
of comparisons for m sequences and x0 sequences are defined as xi¼ (xi(1), xi(2),
xi(3), . . ., xi(n)), i¼ 1, 2, . . ., m.

Step 2: sequence must be normalized if the units of measurement are different. Data

can be trained by one of the following three normalized methods:

Larger is the better Smaller is the better Ideal is the better

xi kð Þ ¼ x0i kð Þ �minx0i kð Þ
maxx0i kð Þ �minx0i kð Þ xi kð Þ ¼ maxx0i kð Þ � x0i kð Þ

maxx0i kð Þ �minx0i kð Þ xi kð Þ ¼ 1� x0i kð Þ � x0
		 		

maxx0i kð Þ � x0

x0i (k) are the original value in kth of i sequence. xi(k) are values that have been

normalized. min x0i (k) is the minimum of i sequence. max x0i (k) is the maximum.

x0 represent the expected values.

Step 3: gray relational coefficient is taken as ε(x0(k), xi(k)), and its calculation

formula is shown below:

Table 56.2 Performance criteria regarding the results obtained by direct forecast

Series

SAE

training

SAE

validation

SAE

test

SAE

training

SAE

validation

SAE

test

A 326.761 1.672 2.4136 129.152 0.576 1.029

B 382.608 1.781 3.4976 188.088 0.484 2.101

Table 56.3 Comparison of

sum of squared errors
Series A Series B

Direct 1.022 2.1022

Iterative 1.683 5.1304

ARIMA 1.964 13.501

Table 56.4 Comparison of

sum of absolute errors
Series A Series B

Direct 2.413 3.497

Iterative 2.964 5.347

ARIMA 3.204 8.997
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ε x0 pð Þ, xi pð Þð Þ ¼
min
8j

min
8k

x0 kð Þ � xj kð Þ
		 		þ ζmax

8j
max
8k

x0 kð Þ � xj kð Þ
		 		

x0 pð Þ � xj pð Þ
		 		þ ζmax

8j
max
8k

x0 kð Þ � xj kð Þ
		 		 ð56:3Þ

Here, ζ2 (0,1) (usually ζ¼ 0.5) are the distinguishing coefficient. i¼ j¼ 1,

2, . . ., m and k¼ p¼ 1, 2, . . ., n.

Step 4: finally, GRD, γ(x0, xi), approximates Function (56.4):

γ x0; xið Þ ¼ 1

n

Xn
k¼1

ε x0; xið Þ ð56:4Þ

Here, γ(x0, xi) is a kind of geometric similarity measure between x0 and xi
sequences in gray system. The degree of the GRD can prove the strong interac-

tion between x0 and xi.

Based on the above four steps and Tables 56.3 and 56.4, the values of the SSE

and SAE are combined into a single response value, which is named as GRD. For

example, the results of series A have been shown in Table 56.5. Then the minimum

value of SSE and SAE is selected to generate the reference sequence (1.022, 2.413).

n is taken as 0.5 by using the “smaller is better” normalized method. The greater the

value of GRD is, the more approximate the comparison sequence is to the reference

sequence. Deal with the remaining series in the same way.

Table 56.6 shows the GRDs of both series. Here, the data range from 0 to

1 without normalization. ζ is taken as 0.5. GRDs correspond to the three methods

that are listed in Table 56.7.

In Table 56.7, we have direct< iteration<ARIMA in descending order based

on GRDs. As it also can be seen that the direct method is the best, the ARIMA is the

worst. The direct method has obvious advantages than other methods.

Table 56.5 GRD for series A Series A

SSE SAE GRD

Reference 1.022 2.413 1

Direct 1.022 2.413 1

Iterative 1.683 2.964 0.336

ARIMA 1.964 3.204 0.268

Table 56.6 GRDs of the

three methods
Series A Series B

Reference 1 1

Direct 1 1

Iterative 0.336 0.484

ARIMA 0.268 0.266
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Conclusion

We study on the application of ARIMA and direct and iterative methods based

on ANN in terms of the nonstationary network traffic prediction. The GRA is

adopted to compare the performance of different time sequences. Meanwhile,

point out that the direct method is in the superiority of iterative method. In

addition, the comparison shows that the forecast effect with ANN is better.

This study supports the superiority of research before the declaration of the

direct method. In order to promote the conclusions presented in this study, it

is necessary to use a more stable and nonstationary network traffic sequence

to carry out further study.
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Chapter 57

Visual Simulation of Three-Point Method
Guidance Trajectory for Antitank Missile

Mengchun Zhong, Cheng Li, and Hua Li

Abstract To solve problems of trajectory simulation in the training system for

antitank missile of infantry fighting vehicle, three-point method guidance trajectory

equations have been developed, and numerical simulation is performed in

MATLAB software. It is difficult to keep balance between the fidelity and real-

time simulation in large scale of terrain, but we managed to solve this problem by

applying MultiGen Creator to construct the infantry fighting vehicles, antitank

missiles and 3D entity model, and multi-resolution LOD terrain segmentation

algorithm to optimize the battlefield environment. The virtual reality software

Vega was used as the core graphics engine to realize the visual simulation of

antitank missile, while the corresponding specific settings joined in the system,

such as missile tail flame and explosion, so that training personnel can directly

observe the missile flight state and damage effect. This study might provide a

feasible method to improve the fidelity of the training system and the quality of

training effect as well.

Keywords Antitank missile • Three-point method • Visual simulation

57.1 Introduction

With the development of science and technology in weapon system, the process of

operating equipment has become increasingly complicated, which puts up higher

requirements for the person who operates the new equipment. Countries around the

world have taken measures in order to improve the training approaches and the

environment for training activities so as to strengthen the operators’ skills and their

operations. At present, the army of China mainly uses AFT07 all-digital simulation

of infantry antitank missile training simulator to carry out simulation training, but

the system focuses on the operation method and operation steps. In trajectory

simulation, it uses the projectile points (red light) to replace the missile, so the
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simulation result is not realistic, and the trajectory simulation fidelity is directly

related to the Sagittarius whether he can learn the characteristic of flight control live

from training or not. Therefore, study on the antitank missile attacking process

visual simulation technology is essential to improve the training effect of the

system.

This chapter developed the three-point method of antitank missile guidance

trajectory equation and the infantry antitank missile trajectory visual simulation

calculated by software MATLAB and the virtual reality software Vega, so the

weapon system can adopt professional analysis methods and perception means to

get the simulation data of 3D scene graphs, and other forms of output, which is quite

efficient.

57.2 Development of Three-Point Method Guidance
Trajectory Equations

57.2.1 Reference Coordinate System

Coordinate system is selected as reference and describes the missile position and

movement. Coordinate system can be determined based on the habit and the

convenience of studying the problem [1]. Research on the guidance law of the

three-point method is generally used in radar coordinate system OXRYRZR, as is

shown in Fig. 57.1: the origin O is the guidance station location, usually installed in

infantry chariots; OXR connects shaft in the infantry and target. The OYR axis in the

vertical plane is perpendicular to the OXR axis.OZR shaft,OXR shaft, andOYR shaft
united a right-handed Cartesian coordinate.

Angle ε is the elevation angle between the OXR axis and the horizontal plane.

Angle β is the azimuth angle—the angle of OXR axis in the horizontal plane

projection and the ground coordinate axis.

Fig. 57.1 Schematic

diagram of the radar

coordinate system and

ground coordinate system
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In order to determine the relative movement between the missile and target, it

still needs to refer to the relative coordinates [2], as is shown in Fig. 57.2:

The missile position isM, the target position is T, andMT, called the line of sight
angle, is the line between the missile and target. ηT is the lead angle of the target

between the velocity vector andMT. In the same way, ηm is the lead angle of target,

and θm is the angle between the missile velocity vector and the ground coordinates

OX called the trajectory inclination of the missile. In the same way, θT is the

trajectory inclination of the target. By combining with the radar coordinate system,

missile elevation angle εm is the sum of the lead angle ηm and the trajectory

inclination angle θm. That is,

εm ¼ ηm þ θm ð57:1Þ

In the same way, target elevation angle εT is the sum of the lead angle ηT and the
trajectory inclination angle θT:

εT ¼ ηT þ θT ð57:2Þ

57.2.2 Establishment of Motion Equations

The three-point guidance law refers to the process in the target missile, missile

guidance station, and always in a straight line [3]; the missile and guidance station

line azimuth angle εm and the objectives and guiding station line azimuth angle εT
must be equal.

That is,

εm ¼ εT ð57:3Þ

Fig. 57.2 Diagram of the

relative movement
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Therefore, guiding relations between the three-pointmethod are shown inFig. 57.3:

The distance of the missileM to the origin O is called Rm, and RT is the distance

from the target T to the origin O. Using the reference coordinate system and the

three-point method guidance law geometry, we can obtain relative motion equa-

tions of the three-point method for guidance:

dRm

dt
¼ Vm cos ηm

Rm

dεm
dt
¼ �Vm sin ηm

dRT

dt
¼ VT cos ηT

RT

dεT
dt
¼ �VT sin ηT

εm ¼ θm þ ηm
εT ¼ θT þ ηT
εm ¼ εT

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

ð57:4Þ

From Type (4), we can see that it is difficult to solve the trajectory equation

directly. But when we get the initial condition RT0, Rm0, ηT0, εT0, εm0, we can solve

the equation by numerical solution.

57.3 Calculation of Ballistic Numerical Simulation

For discussion, we assume that the target does the rectilinear motion at a uniform

velocity on the horizontal plane VT¼ 10 m/s, infantry fighting vehicle is in static

state, and the antitank missile intercepts the target by the three-point method and at

a constant velocity, Vm¼ 120 m/s.

The initial condition of the guide to the missile is RT0¼ 500 m, Rm0¼ 10 m,

ηT0¼ εT0¼ εm0¼ 60�, ηm0¼ 30�. Applying the four-order Runge-Kutta method in

Fig. 57.3 Diagram of the

three-point guidance
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MATLAB software to numerical solution Type (4), the missile trajectory is shown

in Figs. 57.4 and 57.5.

In Fig. 57.4, the black curve stands for the trajectory of the target, and the red

curve stands for the trajectory of the missile. The result shows that the meeting

point of the missile and target is (290,433). Figure 57.5 is the curve that the lead

angle of missile changes over time in the course of flying. According to the meeting

point, Rm¼RT, so it can be obtained after 4.28 s the missile hit the target.

57.4 Antitank Missile Trajectory Visual Simulation

Visual simulation is an important form of virtual reality technology, which is based

on information technology, multimedia technology, virtual reality technology, and

its application in the field of related technology, a comprehensive technology study

of the system by using the system model of the actual or assumed [4]. Traditional
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simulations are usually based on Vega, while this study introduces the virtual

reality software trajectory data to realize the visual simulation of the antitank

missile attack process, by which a more intuitive result can be generated.

57.4.1 Construction of 3D Virtual Battlefield

The construction of 3D virtual battlefield includes 3D solid modeling and 3D terrain

modeling. This article uses the current mainstream modeling tool MultiGen Creator

to build infantry fighting vehicles, antitank missile, target tank 3D solid model, and

the 3D terrain battlefield based on digital elevation model DEM terrain reconstruc-

tion methods [5, 6].

Level of detail (LOD) node technology is a fast rendering technology in the

premise without affecting the visual effect to simplify the complex scene. In the past,

LOD was simplified on grid entities in frame structure and did not pay attention to

the terrain texture simplification of the corresponding. With the development of

scene simulation, the fidelity of the scene puts up higher requirements, usually using

high-resolution satellite images to construct terrain texture. Due to the large amount

of image data, in order to improve the fidelity and the speed of simulation program,

this chapter adopts four binary tree LOD terrain texture segmentation algorithms

based on terrain rendering. According to the distance between view point and the

ground, LOD, the terrain is divided into three levels (3LOD)—low, medium, and

high resolution—as is shown in Table 57.1:

In medium resolution, each “tile” corresponds to a 1,024� 1,024 RGB format

texture map, while in high resolution, it needs four 256� 256 RGB format texture

maps combined into the 1,024� 1,024 texture map. So we can make the terrain

changes effect at different distances in a certain view range and reduce the render-

ing load so as to improve the real-time performance of the system. In the method,

the virtual battlefield construction of Creator is shown in Fig. 57.6:

57.4.2 Visual Simulation of Missile Attack Process

The Creator software is adopted to build the three-dimensional model. In order to

realize the model object driven in a 3D scene, it still needs to import the model of

virtual reality software Vega for the corresponding initialization. Any visualization

system will require much parameter setting in order to run; in Vega, such

Table 57.1 Details of

hierarchy level
LOD level Block Tiles Block status

High 1, 024 m 16 4� 4

Medium 2,048 m 4 2� 2

Low 4,096 m 1 1� 1
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parameters are saved in the ADF file. In order to make the simulation looks more

real, the corresponding specific settings are in the scene. The particle system

generation is applied to make missile tail flame, target debris, and smoke effects.

The flight process of the missile and the effects of the explosion are shown in

Figs. 57.7 and 57.8.

Fig. 57.6 Battlefield

simulation effect diagram

Fig. 57.7 Antitank missile

and its plume effects

Fig. 57.8 Effects of the

explosion
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Conclusion

This chapter studied the antitank missile motion by adopting the three-point

method, where it is applied to MATLAB to solve the trajectory equations of

the missile. The battlefield environment was optimized based on LOD terrain

segmentation algorithm. It certainly solved the problem of balance between

the fidelity and real-time simulation in large scale of terrain. By achieving the

visual simulation of the missile attack process, this study provided a feasible

method to improve the fidelity of the training system, and it might be of great

significance to improve the effect of training simulator.
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Chapter 58

A Fast and Accurate Pupil Localization
Method Using Gray Gradient Differential
and Curve Fitting

Yuhui Lin, Zhiyi Qu, Yu Zhang, and Huiyi Han

Abstract Pupil localization plays a key role in recognizing the biological charac-

teristics of iris that is self-evident. In recent years, the most common procedures to

localize the pupil have been based on the edge detector and circle finder, such as

integro-differential operator and Hough transform. However, the circle finder over-

emphasizes geometric characteristics, which reduces the accuracy and real-time

performance under complex conditions. In this chapter, a new threshold method

using discrete gray gradient differentials based on the unique features of gaps in the

gray gradients of pupil boundaries is proposed to binarization first. We then

highlight the geometric characteristics of the pupil by adopting the strategy of

combining outline filling with curve fitting to locate pupil boundaries. Compared

to the Wildes system, the proposed method is feasible, fast, accurate, and stable.

Keywords Pupil localization • Biometrics • Curve fitting • Hough transform • Gray

gradient

58.1 Introduction

In the modern complex social environment, public safety is gaining significant

attention from both governments and citizens. Traditional security systems for

public safety mainly rely on simple identification technologies such as passwords,

IC, and ID cards, which can be easily copied and stolen. For instance, a pair of twins

could use the other’s identity card to board an airplane, which may be hardly

detected by current airport security systems; a hacker can take money using a

copy of the credit card after stealing the passwords. Hence, the biometric technol-

ogy, which relies on physiological and physical characteristics (e.g., fingerprints,

palm prints, voice recognition, iris patterns, and DNA) which are hardly stolen and

duplicated, has been used to verify and identify individuals [1]. As an iris pattern is
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easily detected in public places and difficult to counterfeit [2], the iris recognition

has recently gained attention in research communities.

A typical iris recognition system comprises four basic procedures: near-eye

infrared image acquisition, iris localization and segmentation, feature extraction,

and matching and recognition [3]. Iris segmentation plays key roles in the entire

system. Generally, an eye model is described by four functions (shown in Fig. 58.1)

consisting of the upper and lower eyelid parabolas, the boundary curvatures of the

iris and the whites of the eyes, and the boundary curvatures of the pupil and iris;

these functions are widely used in iris segmentation [4, 5]. The large gap between

the pupil and iris boundary curvatures was used in the new image thresholding

method. Pupil boundary extraction and center localization represent the first step in

iris segmentation. Previous work [6] has revealed that a fast and accurate pupil

localization method will make the iris segmentation procedure simpler and faster.

A pupil localization method includes image de-noising, thresholding, pupil

boundary detection, and pupil center localization. Image de-noising is primarily

used to dilute noise and blocks of hair in image acquisition. The general

thresholding procedure typically uses a fixed threshold, and when an image of an

eye is subjected to thresholding, the appropriate threshold plays a decisive role in

the detection and localization of its boundaries. However, fixed thresholds are not

typically used for various images. There are some common procedures, such as the

bimodal method [7] or Otsu method [8], that are mainly based on the properties of

the entire image instead of the low gray value area containing the pupil. Traditional

methods for pupil boundary detection and pupil center localization are mainly

based on the Canny operator and Hough transform [9]. The purpose of the Hough

transform is to find imperfect instances of objects within a certain class of shapes by

a voting procedure, and it is only efficient if a high number of votes fall to the

correct object [3]. If the object is too small or the edges are too complex, some votes

will fall to a neighboring object, which reduces the visibility of the main object.

Therefore, the Hough transform overemphasizes the boundary geometric

Fig. 58.1 Four-function

eye model
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characteristics of the image and ignores the properties of the external outline, which

reduces the localization accuracy of the method under complex conditions.

58.1.1 The Related Works

Researchers have used diverse methods to detect the pupil boundary and localize

the pupil center. Daugman used an integro-differential operator to localize the pupil

[5], but this technique could fail for images containing objects with low brightness

or specular reflection pollution. Wildes designed a classical method to detect the

pupil boundary using the Hough transform and Canny operator [8]. Similarly, the

Wildes system may not perform efficiently and may fail to obtain an appropriate

threshold under high pollution caused by low-intensity regions, because other

binary objects (e.g., eyebrows, lashes, hairs, and the black frames of glasses)

contain areas with similar gray scale, and will strongly mislead the detection

algorithm. Recently, Farmanullah designed a bi-valued adaptive threshold and

two-dimensional (2D) properties to localize the pupil boundary [10]. He ignored

the upper gray level range and focused only on the low gray value region, specif-

ically the bottom 1% of all gray values. However, this method will fail for an image

in which the region with the lowest gray value does not exist in the pupil. Likewise,

the use of the Hough transform increases time complexity, and he did not propose a

method to handle specular reflection within the pupil boundary.

The major problems that exist in traditional and recently improved detection and

localization methods include difficulty in obtaining an appropriate threshold for

image thresholding, the handling of specular reflections within the pupil boundary,

and reducing complexity. In this study, to localize the pupil quickly and accurately,

eye images are processed using de-noising technology, which reduces the disrup-

tive factors of an image significantly. Then, a novel threshold method using discrete

gray gradient differentials is proposed to separate key pixels used for pupil local-

ization. Finally, traditional pupil localization methods are analyzed based on the

Canny operator and Hough transform, and we adopt a method of combining outline

filling with curve fitting which is proposed to localize the pupil.

58.2 The Principle of Proposed Method

In the following subsections, image de-noising is introduced briefly. Then, a

proposed discrete gray gradient differential method is applied to the processing of

image thresholding. Finally, the relevant localization principle is introduced in

detail, and the traditional localization method is compared with the new method.
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58.2.1 Image De-noising

Image de-noising is primarily used to dilute noise and blocks of hair in image

acquisition. During the exposure period, the distribution of bad light particles in

camera sensors is random.We consider noise to be described as a chance variable in

a probability density function [11]. Therefore, noise is a sample of the Gaussian

random field and can be modeled using a Gaussian distribution function. Human

hairs and wrinkles have tiny-pixel characteristics, and these pixels may be

completely covered using Gaussian template in the convolution operation. To

reduce Gaussian noise and fine lines within the image, the Gaussian blur method,

which utilizes a two-dimensional Gaussian function to generate the Gaussian blur

template, is used [12]. Using the characteristics of the Gaussian blur, this method

can play a certain role in diluting hairs, wrinkles, and light points.

58.2.2 Discrete Gray Gradient Differential Thresholding
Method

During thresholding, individual pixels in an image are marked as “object” pixels if

their value is greater than a threshold value and as “background” pixels otherwise

[13]. Therefore, an appropriate threshold plays a key role and is still an issue in

scientific research [7]. Several traditional methods have been proposed that are

mainly based on the properties of an entire image instead of the low gray value area

containing the pupil, such as the bimodal method and the Otsu method.

A discrete gray gradient differential thresholding method is established in this

chapter. The method is a non-universal algorithm that is used to calculate an image

threshold based on the specific characteristics of a gray histogram that is statisti-

cally generated at a close distance. The principle of the algorithm is that in an eye

image, there is a large gap in the gray values between the pupil and the other parts of

the image (shown in Fig. 58.2). This feature is characterized by a large gap in the

gray histogram. Therefore, we generate a discrete differential of the gray histogram

and analyze the gap degree of the gray gradient to obtain an appropriate image

threshold. To illustrate the process in more detail, each step of the algorithm is

explained below.

Step 1: Go through all points of pixel set C in eye image P1. Analyze the gray

distribution to obtain a mapping set A{(z,p(z))} and average the gray value

avg(z), where z is the gray value and p(z) is the number of points in this

gray value.

Step 2: Go through mapping set A and perform a calculation to obtain a differential

mapping set B{(z,w(z))}, where “step” is the differential length and w(z)¼
( p(z+ step)� p(z))/step.
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Step 3: Go through mapping set B to determine the position (z0, w (z0)) that has the
minimum value of w(z), where 0< z< avg(z).

Step 4: Calculate α0 ¼ z0 � p(z0)/w(z0) based on the previously described results.

Step 5: Round up α0 to obtain the appropriate threshold α.

58.2.3 Outline Filling and Curve Fitting Localization

The Canny operator was proposed by John F. Canny in 1986 for multilevel

boundary detection in images [14]. The main idea behind the Canny operator is

to use a lagging threshold to limit the intensity gradient boundaries and use the

finite difference of the first partial derivative to calculate the amplitude and

orientation of the gradient in the image. Wildes proposed a method using Canny

detection and the Hough transform to localize the pupil in 1997. This method first

detects the boundaries within the image and processes them using the Hough

transform to find the circle with the longest radius, setting its boundary as the

pupil boundary and its center as the pupil center [8]. However, when light reflective

interference of its boundaries exists within the image, the Hough transform over-

emphasizes the boundary geometric characteristics and ignores the properties of the

external outline, which ultimately leads to error.

To circumvent the errors produced by the Wildes system as a result of light

reflection and the Hough transform, this work proposes an alternative method of

active circle fitting to determine the actual position and diameter of circles within

the image. In addition, the proposed system uses an outline filling method to

eliminate light reflective errors and curve fitting to detect circles in the image, in

contrast to the Hough transform. The specific method is as follows:

Step 1: Detect boundaries by using the Canny operator in the threshold image P1.

Connect the detected boundaries to obtain an outline set C.

Fig. 58.2 Gray gradient statistics in an eye image. (a) Gray value gap in an eye image, (b)
Histogram statistics of the gray gradient
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Step 2: Go through outline set C to determine the outline X with the largest

connected area.

Step 3: Fill the outline X with white and the inside and outside areas with black to

create image P2.

Step 4: Apply the ellipse curve fitting method to outline X in image P2 to obtain an

ellipse O.

Step 5: Calculate the eccentricity e of ellipse O. Set c as the determination thresh-

old of accuracy. If 1� c< e< 1 + c, set the ellipse O’s boundary as the

pupil boundary and the geometric center as the pupil center; otherwise, the

threshold image P1 is not within the limits.

58.3 Experiment Result

Programs in this experiment were written in Visual C 2010 and OpenCV2.3 and run

on a Windows 7 64-bit platform. The hardware environment was a 2.27 GHz i3

350 processor, and the memory consisted of 4 GB DDR3. The internationally

popular iris database CASIA Ver4.0 was employed in the experiments. Three

hundred eye images were randomly chosen and tested with the Wildes system

and the proposed method. The original image is shown in Fig. 58.3a, and the

processed image using the traditional fixed threshold method is shown in

Fig. 58.3b. The fixed threshold is not common for various images, and large areas

of noise appear in the resulting image.

Next, a threshold method using the discrete gray gradient differential method

was used. The differential step is set based on the accuracy of the iris and pupil’s

gray values in the eye image. Given the major gray gradient between the pupil and

iris and the minor difference in the adjacent pixels in the experiments, we set the

length of the differential step to 2. The calculated results were z0 ¼ 19, p(z0)¼ 2,959,

and w(z0)¼�1,052, and the appropriate image threshold was α¼ 22. The results

processed by the proposed threshold method are shown in Fig. 58.3b. By using the

appropriate threshold as calculated by the proposed method, we were able to extract

the low gray value pupil area accurately and eliminate related noise in the eye

image.

Next, the Canny operator was used to detect the boundaries in Fig. 58.3b and to

obtain Fig. 58.4a. Outline filling produces Fig. 58.4b.

Finally, the Wildes system based on the Hough transform was compared to the

proposed method for pupil localization. The result is shown in Fig. 58.5 and

indicates that the new proposed method can localize the pupil more accurately

than the Wildes system.

A comparison of the Wildes system and the proposed method is shown in

Table 58.1. The analysis indicated that the average running speed and accuracy

of the new method represent a 28.70 % and 90.90 % improvement over the Wildes

system, respectively.
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The accuracy of the traditional method is relatively poor (47.67 %, see

Table 58.1), and under complex conditions, the pupil cannot be localized. The

new method can localize the pupil more accurately under complex conditions using

the improved threshold extraction technology, which combines outline filling and

curve fitting. Examples of accurate pupil localization are shown in Fig. 58.6.

Fig. 58.3 Results using different thresholding methods. (a) Image processed using the traditional

fixed threshold method. (b) Processing result by the proposed method with threshold α¼ 22. (c)
Compared processing result with threshold α¼ 20

Fig. 58.4 Results before

and after outline filling. (a)
Detected result using the

Canny operator. (b) Outline
filling result

Fig. 58.5 Pupil

localization results using

the Wildes system (left) and
the proposed method (right)

Table 58.1 Efficiency and accuracy analysis

Method Average running time (ms) Accuracy (%)

Wildes system 56.72 47.67

New method 40.44 91
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Discussion and Conclusion

In this study, a novel method for quick and accurate pupil localization was

proposed. In the proposed method, localization is performed by diluting noise

and blocks of hair during the image preprocessing stage using the Gaussian

blur method. A threshold image is then obtained using the proposed discrete

gray gradient differential thresholding method. Finally, the pupil is localized

using the curve fitting and outline filling method.

The experimental results demonstrated that the new proposed method is

more accurate, more robust, and quicker than the traditional Wildes method,

particularly under complex conditions. The results demonstrated that during

performance, good verification of the iris database CASIA Ver4.0 can be

obtained. After analysis, the average running speed of the new method

decreased to 40 ms, while the accuracy improved by over 90 % compared

to the traditional method.

Using this method, we were able to quantitatively obtain the pupil size and

center based on the localized boundary between the pupil and iris. Based on

its high accuracy and speed, this method can be used in many fields to

develop automatic recognition and quantification tools. In medicine, the

proposed method is viable for measuring pupil size to diagnose mental

illness. For example, changes in pupil size resulting from different physical

conditions and outside stimuli can be detected. For safe driving applications,

pupil observation, and blink detection in particular, can be applied as part of a

safety monitoring system to reduce the risks from driving under fatigued

conditions. In addition, the proposed method can be used for iris recognition

in biological feature identification applications.

(continued)

Fig. 58.6 Accurate pupil localization results on challenging eye images. Eye images with (a, b)
specular reflections, (c, d) eyebrows and eyelids, (e, f) speckles and shadows, (g, h) glasses and
occlusion
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(continued)

The proposed method achieved excellent results when applied for the

localization of fully exposed pupils. However, there are also limitations to

the proposed method. When the pupil is fully or partly blocked in the original

image, it may result in major errors. Additionally, this method cannot localize

the pupil accurately when the original image is captured from a long distance

or if the image has low sharpness. Furthermore, it is not reasonable to discard

the detected ellipse when its eccentricity does not meet the determination

threshold for accuracy.

Our future work will focus on the following issues. First, we are working

to extract the key pixel area from images captured at long distances and then

apply the proposed method to the key pixel area. Second, we would like to

improve the process of finding a reasonable approach to process the discarded

ellipse. Finally, we are working on localizing the pupil more accurately at the

pixel level, marking different pixels within the pupil, and detecting eye

movements.
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Chapter 59

A Method for the Chinese-Tibetan Machine
Translation System’s Syntactic Analysis

Zangtai Cai

Abstract Machine translation system (MTS) is a typical nature language

processing system with the language technique as the main technique. The applied

MTS commonly adopts the translation with restrained languages on the basis of

certain rules as the main measure. In combination of the research practice based on

the 973 project—Research of Chinese—Tibetan machine translation key technol-

ogy, this chapter discusses the principle which combines both the word information

and the syntax rules. It also advances the dichotomy of syntax analysis that focuses

on verbs. Accordingly, as to the range of restrained languages, this chapter affords a

useful method to create a machine translation rule highlighting high adaptability so

as to effectively advance the efficiency of MTS’ syntax analysis.

Keywords Machine translation • Dichotomy • Sentence structure • Syntax analysis

59.1 Introduction

With the growing popularity of computer technology, how to translate a large

number of Chinese and English technology information, textbooks, references,

and popular science readings into Tibetan in time has led the services of science

and technology, education, and culture to constrain the socioeconomic develop-

ment in most Tibetan areas. In face of dire shortage of Chinese-Tibetan translators

in these days, the development and promotion of the application of Chinese-Tibetan

machine translation system will definitely contribute to the resolution of such

problem. Language technology is the key skill in the machine translation system.

The discussion of syntax analysis of machine translation system is thus an impor-

tant issue [1]. Machine translation has many methods based on the statistical

machine translation, the example-based machine translation, and the rule-based

machine translation. The rule-based machine translation is a system we adopt for

our 973 project, Chinese-Tibetan Machine Translation System. What the machine

translation does is the conversion between two languages of an infinite set of

sentences. At the existing scientific level, computer science cannot theoretically
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prove the possibility of conversion between the source language and the target

language of an infinite set of sentences by a limited rule-based machine translation

system; therefore, what is more applicable in practice is to apply restricted natural

languages. The Chinese-Tibetan translation machine system on which we conduct

our research is exactly the kind of restricted language machine translation system.

59.2 Combination of Lexical Items and Grammatical Rules

As stated in the introduction, the language technology is the key technology in the

machine translation system. The following is the discussion of some problems of

syntax analysis of Chinese-Tibetan machine translation system.

With the development of technology, the position of dictionary has become

more and more important in the natural language processing system and the

electronic dictionary has already become the basis of development of natural

language processing application system [2]. As far as the dictionary is concerned,

as an integral part of translation system, the adjunctive information of every lexical

item in the dictionary need to integrate grammatical rules in the system application

so that the driving rules of lexical items could be achieved. It is because one of the

core technologies of machine translation is the completion of internal structural

conversion between two different languages. In order to achieve the goal, it is

necessary to understand the characteristics of the sentence structures of the two

languages. At the macro-level, the sentence structures between contemporary

Chinese and Tibetan are distinct primarily from the following three aspects.

59.2.1 Different Word Order

Chinese order is usually SVO (S is subject, V is predicate, and O is object). Tibetan

is SOV. For example:

Table 59.1 Different word order

Meaning of Tibetan or Chinese sentences in English in Table 59.1:① I am a teacher.② I read the

book. ③ Students in the classroom
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Another expression of different word orders is that adjectives, numerals, and

pronouns used as attributes precede the central words in Chinese language, but they

come after the central words in Tibetan language. For example:

59.2.2 Different Morphological Changes

Chinese language lacks morphological change whereas Tibetan language has

morphological changes. The form of verb tense is an obvious difference [3]. Tibetan

verbs have tense forms. For example, the Tibetan word “eat” has three tense forms,

(continuous), ((past), and (future), but Chinese verbs do not

have tense forms. For example, “吃” is the only form. Tense is expressed by such

particular words as “了” for the past and “将” for the future.

59.2.3 Different Ways of Expression

The expression of Chinese sentences mainly depends on word order while Tibetan

sentences rely on auxiliaries. Addition and connection of auxiliaries in Tibetan

sentences have direct impact on the accuracy of Tibetan expressions. The following

is a further comparison between Chinese verbs and Tibetan verbs.

Both Chinese and Tibetan have transitive and intransitive verbs, but there is an

obvious difference. In Chinese, there is only one form of relationship between a

transitive verb, subject, and object, which is SVO. In Tibetan, there are many types

of relationships between a transitive verb, subject, and object requiring the addition

of auxiliaries [4]. In addition, Chinese transitive verbs don’t have dependent and

independent verbs while Tibetan transitive verbs do (the action of independent

verbs can be decided subjectively whereas the action of dependent verbs cannot)

and the collocation of dependent transitive verbs and intransitive verbs with subject

and object has different structures. Thus, the adjunctive information of verbs in

dictionary needs to reflect the characteristics of Tibetan verbs enabling combina-

tions to abide by the grammatical rules. For example, T and I, respectively,

represents transitive and intransitive with z, t, and 1 represents Tibetan independent

transitive verbs, intransitive verbs and possessive relationship, x, 1 and k represent

Table 59.2 Different word order (Another)

Meaning of Tibetan or Chinese sentences in English in Table 59.2: ① New soldiers. ② Three

countries. ③ That person
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the relationship of three forms of Tibetan transitive verbs, subject and object. X

represents agents, L represents predicate, and object in Tibetan represents the target

of the verb, the place of the action, the result of the action, and the tools of the action

as well. L also represents the auxiliaries of possessor-subject. The information of

lexical items of part-of-speech tagging of verbs could be related to the information

of Tibetan grammatical structure as shown in the following example.

As shown by the above-said example, the combination of the information of

lexical items and grammatical rules allows a rule-based system of a larger adaptive

machine translation within a range of restricted language.

59.3 Syntactic Analysis Dichotomy

Any machine translation system is only possible upon testing and improvement for

a long time because an addition of a commonly used word is likely to add new rules

or modify the original rules. Consequently, new rules often lead to recombination

and readjustment of rules of the whole system; therefore, minimizing the adjust-

ment workload or shortening the adjustment time is important to the development

of machine translation system [5]. The combination of BZD Chinese-Tibetan

document machine translation system introduces a form of generating method of

sentence analysis. It can effectively reduce the number of rules so that the time of

reorganization of rules and adjustment could be reduced.

The existing machine translation systems consider a sentence as a unit to do the

translation and the grammatical analysis algorithm is also a result of the analysis of

sentences. As both Chinese and Tibetan have subject, predicate, and object, the

trichotomy is applied and the sentences are combined and converted according to

subject, predicate, and object [6]. We apply syntax analysis dichotomy during the

Table 59.3 Different ways of expression

Meaning of Tibetan or Chinese sentences in English in Table 59.3: ① I came to Beijing. ② We

keep in touch. ③ I have studied the problem. ④ I have a book. ⑤ I come from Qinghai. ⑥ I

concluded. ⑦ Teaching
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development of BZD Chinese-Tibetan machine translation system and it is as

effective as trichotomy. But the number of grammar rules is greatly reduced,

which can be explained from the following two aspects.

59.3.1 Basic Way of Syntax Analysis Dichotomy

As we can see from the discussion of combination between the information of

lexical items and grammatical rules, the basic structure of Chinese sentences is

SVO and it is basically a structure of word order; nevertheless, Tibetan is different.

Although the basic structure is SOV, the structure has many forms, for example,

SOLV, SXOV, SXOLV, SOV, SLOV. The generations of predicate-object and

subject-predicate phrases facilitate the general collocation of subject, predicate, and

object in Tibetan language. It is also applicable to Chinese language even if the

synthesis of SVO is completed through synthesis of predicate-object and subject-

predicate phrases. Two points are highlighted upon synthesis: firstly, the verb is

based on the understanding of the pivot and the axis of sentence structure which sets

the integrated word of verb-object and subject-predicate phrases as verb [7]. Sec-

ondly, the generation of verb-object phrases should be prioritized over that of

subject-predicate phrases. By so doing, SVO in a sentence can be presented by a

subject-predicate phrase. This is because a complete sentence with only one subject

and one predicate is enough. For example, the Chinese structure of “我是学生

(I am a student)” is SVO. No matter it is SVO!S+VO, or V+O!V, SV includes

SVO. In the case of Tibetan, the sentence structure is SOV. No matter it is

SOV!S+OV, or O+V!V, SV includes SOV as well. The Chinese structure of

“我有书 (I have a book)” is SVO which can be presented by verb-object phrase

V+O!V and subject-predicate phrase S+V. In the case of Tibetan, the structure of

the sentence is SLOV which can be presented by verb-object phrase O+V!V and

subject-predicate phrase SLV: SLOV-S+L+V-S+L+O+V.

59.3.2 Advantages of Applying Syntax Analysis Dichotomy

As stated above, the addition of new rules often leads to recombination and

readjustment of the rules of the whole system; therefore, the reduction of number

of new rules is in favor of the adjustment of machine translation system while using

syntax analysis dichotomy with the verb as the center also contributes to the general

reduction of the rules. As shown by the following example, the trichotomy uses one

grammatical rule for “我学习物理学 (I studied physics)” whereas the dichotomy

uses two grammatical rules; but the rules that dichotomy needs for the rest of

sentences are greatly reduced. The lexical item information for the word “学习
(Learning)” is vvttk; therefore, the structure of S+X+O+L+V is applied into

Tibetan SOV relationship.
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The sentences in Table 59.4 usually need ten grammatical rules. With the

application of the syntax analysis dichotomy, V+O, U+V, D+V, and S+V rules

alone can achieve the function of ten generating and converting rules.

We know that scientific language is more standard and the grammatical phe-

nomenon for document corpus is more sophisticated. Chinese-Tibetan machine

translation system applies trichotomy, and document translation system uses

dichotomy. The testing results show that the sustainability of scientific translation

system and that of document translation system are almost the same for a

non-enclosed corpus, but the document translation system has relatively less gram-

matical rules than scientific translation system which shows the advantage of

dichotomy.

Conclusion

The application of machine translation is not only very promising in the field

of language information processing, but a challenging research topic as well.

This article introduces the structure of Chinese-Tibetan machine translation

system. After being tested and tried by some experts and users, it has been

shown that the system has already reached the level of practicality. The

analysis of verbs is the key to sentence structure in Chinese-Tibetan machine

translation system. With verb-predicate as the axis, the integration of gram-

matical analysis and semantic analysis can be achieved by means of combi-

nation of the lexical item information with the grammatical rules and

integration of the grammatical analysis and the semantic analysis; besides,

the application of syntax analysis dichotomy can greatly improve the effi-

ciency of grammatical analysis by machine translation.

Table 59.4 Examples of dichotomy

Meaning of Tibetan or Chinese sentences in English in Table 59.4: ① I studied physics. ② I am

learning. ③ Learning physics. ④ To learn physics.⑤ Be sure to learn physics.⑥ I want to learn

physics. ⑦ I have to learn physics. ⑧ To learn. ⑨ I want to learn. ⑩ I must learn
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Chapter 60

Analysis of Micro-Doppler Features
of an Armored Vehicle Based on EMD

Wanjun Zhang, Minjie Niu, and Xiaoying Wu

Abstract The micro-Doppler (m-D) caused by micromotions of an armored

vehicle including both movement and geometry information is an important feature

for target identification and classification. A mathematical model for the m-D echo

signal of both wheel and track is established in this paper. The signal analysis of the

line target is derived, and for the nonstationary and nonlinear echo signal, the m-D

instantaneous frequency could be extracted by empirical mode decomposition

(EMD). Simulation results show that instantaneous frequency (IF) imagery has

higher time-frequency resolution compared to traditional analysis; wheeled and

tracked vehicles can be classified and motion features can be identified with this

method.

Keywords Empirical mode decomposition • Line target • Micro-Doppler •

Armored vehicle

60.1 Introduction

The widespread use of camouflage and stealth technology makes target recognition

more difficult on the modern battlefield. V.C. Chen, professor at the U.S. Naval

Research Laboratory, once suggested use of the micro-Doppler effect to resolve the

characteristics of the micromotion echo signal [1], including vehicle vibration,

radar rotation, and body movements [2–4] to identify a target. Micro-Doppler can

be seen as extra modulation on the echo spectrum due to rotation or vibration of the

target or its components when the target has relative radar motion [5], for example,

the rotation of the wheels and tracks of armored vehicles is a typical micromotion.

High frequency radar can detect details of an armored vehicle; the key is how to

extract the useful component from the complex nonstationary and nonlinear echo

signal [6].

Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) has unique advantages in dealing with a

nonstationary and nonlinear signal because it has overcome the dependence on the
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Fourier transform (FT) of traditional time-frequency analysis [7]. In this paper, a

mathematical model for the echo signal of wheel and track micromotion is

established and the signal by line target integral method is simulated to calculate

the instantaneous m-D frequency by EMD; then efforts are made to analyze the

features of the micromotions.

60.2 Echo Signal Model

The frequency shift of an echo signal caused by the relative motion between radar

and a vehicle is the Doppler Effect [8]. The echo signal should contain the

translation component and the micromotion component with useful information

on micromotion extractable through analysis of the Doppler sideband. As to high

frequency radar, the incident wave can be approximately regarded as the plane

wave under the far field condition and the vehicle can be seen as an electrically

large target. As the line of sight (LOS) of radar is constant, in this sense, the radar

coordinate system of wheel and track echo signals is established as shown in

Fig. 60.1.

As shown in Fig. 60.1, the coordinate origin of the radar is Q(X,Y,Z ) and the

reference coordinate is O(x, y, z). On the centroid of the wheel, which is parallel to

the radar coordinate, the direction of axis Ox and axis QX are the same. R0 is the

initial distance from point O to point Q, V is the relative velocity between the

vehicle and radar. Supposing use of the continuous wave S(t) as the transmitted

radar signal, S(t)¼ exp( j2πf0), where f0 is the carrier frequency.
Figure 60.1a shows the scattering echo signal model of a wheel; here the LOS

direction vector is n¼ [cos β cos α, cos β sin α, sin β]T, l is the semidiameter of the

wheel, scatter point P is at the circumference, and the angle between the vehicle and

Ox is γ. At the moment t, the P coordinate in the reference coordinate is

(cos θt cos γ,� l cos θt sin γ, l sin θt), where θt¼ θ +ωt; here θ is the initial angle, ω
is the rotational speed, the distance between the reference coordinate and the

vehicle is Rt¼R0 + vt, the radial velocity relative to the radar is v¼ cos(α + γ)|V|,
and the distance between two wheels is c. Supposing there are six wheels, R1 and R2
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Fig. 60.1 Echo signal model for (a) Wheel and (b) Track
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are the initial distance of the other two wheels: R1¼ [R2
0 + c

2� 2R0c cos

(π� α� γ)]1/2, R2¼ [R2
0 + 4c

2� 4R0c cos(π� α� γ)]1/2. Thus, the immediate dis-

tance from P to the radar in time t is:

Rp tð Þ ¼ 				Rt þOP
				

¼ Rt cos β cos αþ l cos θt cos γð Þ2 þ Rt cos β sin α� l cos θt sin γð Þ2þ
�Rt sin β þ l sin θtð Þ2

� �1=2
ð60:1Þ

Then, the echo signal of the scattering point P is:

sp tð Þ ¼ ρ x; y; zð Þexp j2πf 0 tþ 2Rp tð Þ
c


 �� �
¼ ρ x; y; zð Þexp jφ tð Þ½ 
exp j2πf 0tð Þ ð60:2Þ

where c is the electromagnetic wave propagation velocity, c¼ 3� 108 (m/s), set the

scattering coefficient ρ(x, y, z)¼ 1,φ(t) of the instantaneous phase. Regard the

wheel echo signal is simulated by N scattering points integral along the circumfer-

ential direction, thus, the line target echo signal is:

sl1 tð Þ ¼ exp j2πf 0tð Þ
Z 2π

0

exp jφ tð Þ½ 
dθ ¼
XN
n¼0

exp jφn tð Þ½ 
exp j2πf 0tð Þ ð60:3Þ

Supposing there are six wheels, the echo signal of the other two wheels sl2(t),
sl3(t) can be calculated in the same way, and then the total signal is Sl¼ sl1 + sl2 + sl3.

The scattering echo signal model of a track is shown in Fig. 60.1b; here the angle

between the vehicle and Ox is δ, the track is composed of two planes whose length

is d and two semicirculars whose radius is r0, and the LOS vector is n¼ [cos ε cos η,
cos ε sin η, sin η]. Take four characteristic points p0, p1, p2, and p3 on the track.

There is no micromotion echo signal for P0 because it has no relative velocity. At

the moment t, the initial angle of p0, p3 is φ and the initial position of p2 is y0, so the
immediate distance from each point to the radar is:

Rp0 tð Þ ¼ Rt cos η cos εþ r0 cos εt cos δð Þ2 þ Rt cos η sin ε� r0 cos εt sin δð Þ2þ
�Rt sin ηþ r0 sin εtð Þ2

� �1=2
ð60:4Þ

Rp2 tð Þ ¼ Rt cos η cos εþ y0 þ vtð Þ cos δð Þ2 þ Rt cos η sin ε� y0 þ vtð Þ sin δð Þ2þ
�Rt sin ηþ r0ð Þ2

� �1=2
ð60:5Þ
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Rp3 tð Þ ¼ Rt cos η cos εþ r0 cos εt cos δþ b cos δð Þ2þ
Rt cos η sin ε� r0 cos εt sin δ� b sin δð Þ2 þ �Rt sin ηþ r0 sin εtð Þ2

� �1=2
ð60:6Þ

Then, the echo signal of the scattering points is:

spk tð Þ ¼ ρ x; y; zð Þexp j2πf 0 tþ 2Rpk tð Þ
c


 �� �
k ¼ 0, 2, 3 ð60:7Þ

Integral along the track, then the total echo signal of the track is:

Sb tð Þ ¼
Z 3π=2

π=2
sp0 tð Þdεþ

Z d

0

sp2 tð Þdy0 þ
Z π=2

�π=2
sp3 tð Þdε ð60:8Þ

Obviously, the echo signal of both the wheel and the track is a nonlinear and

nonstationary type, the Fourier transform is the core of traditional time-frequency

joint analysis but constrained by the Uncertainty Principle.

60.3 Analysis of m-D

60.3.1 EMD

EMD was put forward by Huang NE [7]. A complex signal can be decomposed into

a set of intrinsic mode functions (imf) by this method. The micromotion echo signal

s(t) can be adaptively decomposed into a set of narrow-band signal components.

s tð Þ ¼
X
k

imfk tð Þ þ r tð Þ ð60:9Þ

where imfk(t) represents the kth intrinsic mode function, while r(t) is the residue

component that signifies the average trend of a signal. Essentially, the imf calcu-

lation process is a screening process of the frequency band. Different micromotion

parts are not consistent with frequency, which makes it possible to calculate the

instantaneous frequency (IF) characteristic of the micromotion. Then, the imagi-

nary component H[imfk(t)] can be obtained through a one-dimensional Hilbert

transform about imfs. The analytic signal of the echo signal is

D tð Þ ¼ imfk tð Þ þ iH imfk tð Þ½ 
 ð60:10Þ

Equation (60.10) ignores the residue component; the instantaneous frequency

ϑk(t) can be obtained from the analytic signal:
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ϑK tð Þ ¼ d

dt
arctan

H imfk tð Þ½ 

imfk tð Þ


 �
ð60:11Þ

60.3.2 Simulation

The echo signal of a wheel and track is simulated here. We adopt the following

parameters: the carrier frequency of CW f0¼ 2 GHz, initial distance R0¼ 2 km, |

V|¼ 15 + 0.2t, l¼ 1 m, r0¼ 0.5 m, d¼ 6 m, α¼ π/4, β¼ π/4, with a sampling

frequency of 100 Hz while the simulation results use the normalized frequency. As

shown in Fig. 60.2, by using EMD, the echo signal of a wheel is decomposed into

five imfs and one residual while the track is decomposed into six imfs and one

residual. The component frequency decreases as the mode increases. A three-

dimensional time-frequency image of the instantaneous frequency of imfs is

shown in Fig. 60.3.

The features of the translational component and the m-D component are not

obvious in Fig. 60.3; the translational component disturbs the image, which makes

it hard to extract m-D. Sum the prime four imfs whose wave seems more obvious,

namely, imff(t)¼ imf1(t) + imf2(t) + imf3(t) + imf4(t), then, according to Eq. (60.11),
we get the time-frequency imagery of the instantaneous frequency, as shown in

Fig. 60.4.

Contrasting the instantaneous m-D frequency of the echo signal for the wheel

and track in Fig. 60.4, you see the m-D component move up and down around the

translational component, and the frequency gradually increasing with time. In

addition, the time-frequency imagery of the wheel has significant periodicity

whereas the track doesn’t, which can be used to detect the difference between a

tracked and wheeled vehicle. The Smoothed Pseudo-Wigner Distribution (SPWV)

Fig. 60.2 imfs of the echo signal of a wheel (a) and track (b)
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and Fourier Transform (FT) of the track echo signal are illustrated in Fig. 60.5.

SPWV can respond to the main trend of the signal frequency, but the m-D is

obscure because it is limited by a window function and the uncertainty principle

[9]; FT only represents the distribution state in each frequency.

Fig. 60.4 Time-Frequency imagery of the echo signal (a) Wheel (b) Track

Fig. 60.3 Instantaneous frequency of imfs of the (a) wheel and (b) track

Fig. 60.5 Time-Frequency imagery of the track echo signal (a) SPWV (b) FT
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60.3.3 Analysis of m-D

The instantaneous frequency of the echo signal contains the Doppler component

and the m-D component, among which, the Doppler component is produced by the

translation of the armored vehicle and the m-D component is produced by the track,

wheel, etc. Take the Doppler features of track as an example, in order to simplify

the calculation, set δ¼ 0, the translational Doppler frequency of scattering point is

fd¼ 2f0/c[v cos η cos ε]. Figure 60.6a shows the SPWV peak value test. As transla-

tion is a predominant component, the peak test results show that the translational

Doppler is a linear function, inconsistent with the calculation results. Figure 60.6b

shows a binomial linear fitting of the m-D sideband peaks, and the fitting results and

peak test results are basically consistent, namely, it is desirable to obtain the

translation trend from the m-D sideband.

Take the echo signal of the wheel for example by changing the speed parameter

to V/2. The instantaneous frequency imagery is shown in Fig. 60.7. Because EMD

endpoint leak may cause serious signal distortion [10], we take the peak point

coordinates of the m-D sideband over the time series 300–700 as presented in

Table 60.1. Within this interval, the average peak frequency at speed V is 0.13, and

it is 0.06 at V/2. The simulation results show that the faster the speed is, the greater

the m-D and it maintains this linear relationship.

Fig. 60.6 Peak test of SPWV and binomial linear fitting of m-D sideband peaks. (a) Estimated

translational Doppler with peak test. (b) Binomial linear fitting of m-D sideband peak

Fig. 60.7 IF imagery at a

speed of V/2
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Conclusion

For a complex target such as an armored vehicle, the phase modulation of the

radar echo signal contains abundant information; the m-D features not only

respond to movement information, but also contain geometry information.

This paper, by taking advantage of the m-D of micromotions of a wheel and a

track, proposes a new method based on EMD to analyze the echo signal with

the instantaneous m-D frequency of the vehicle model extracted. It reflects

micromotion features and can be used to distinguish the echo signal of a

wheel and a track. When compared to SPWV and FT, it has a better time-

frequency concentration. We went on to discuss the impact of translational

velocity on m-D. The simulation results validate the theoretical analysis and

propose a foundation for further study to identify a target using m-D.
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Chapter 61

Kinect-Based 3D Color Reconstruction

Li Yao, Guosheng Dong, and Guilan Hu

Abstract As the artificial burn area assessment causes high error and traditional

three-dimensional scanning system is of high cost, and the operation is complex,

this chapter presents a three-dimensional color reconstruction of human body

scanning from a Kinect. The system combines open-source OpenNI to firstly obtain

color information, color calibration information, and the depth. Then

two-dimensional color space information overlay technology is adopted to get 3D

point cloud data with color information. With KinectFusion registration algorithm,

the surface can be reconstructed from the point cloud data as obtained. The Poisson

optimization algorithm is introduced to patch voids so as to make the model smooth

and fine. Experiments in this chapter show that the proposed method can be used to

reconstruct 3D color body model with the Kinect in a fast and accurate manner, and

this will be of great value in the clinical evaluation.

Keywords Color reconstruction • KinectFusion registration • Poisson optimization

• Voids patching

61.1 Introduction

Accurate estimation of the burned area plays a crucial role in the clinical diagnosis

and treatment. In the twentieth century, Rule of Nines [1] and the Rule of Palms [2],

as the main burn area assessment methods, were applied worldwide. However,

these methods are rough 2D estimation methods and suffered from subjective

factors. In the last decade, scholars have developed a series of computer-aided 3D

body surface area estimation methods. Taiwan National Tsinghua University has

developed a 3D body scanning system [3], but it is not suitable for extensive burns

or some special parts or burns because of the fixed-site and high-cost facilities and

large deviation results caused by the body moving. The two systems, Burncase 3D
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[4] developed in Austria and EPRI 3D Burn Vision [5] developed in the United

States, both estimate the burn area by the system where the human models are

pre-stored. Their main drawback is ignoring some factors such as the obese

physique and the physical deformities. And BAI system [6] was developed by

scholars at the University of Seville in Spain to solve the problem above. However,

all of these systems only use the limited 3D models with different features and

sizes. Although it restricts the fixed storage space, there are still many limitations,

the lack of specific feature model and actual accurate 3D model, for example.

With the emergence of Kinect [7], 3D scanning technology gets a further

development. In recent years, researches are mainly based on the following two

methods: one is the reconstruction by fixed multiple Kinects [8, 9]; another one is a

no-color reconstruction by one Kinect [10]. In this chapter, a novel 3D scanning

system is proposed. By using one 3D camera Kinect, the system uses data of 3D

color point cloud that is converted from the depth information and RGB informa-

tion, which is the input of reconstruction. The 3D color model of a real person can

be obtained by our method as described below. The effectiveness of the method has

been tested.

61.2 Overview of 3D Color Body Reconstruction System

The 3D color body reconstruction system proposed gets the model in real time by

the two scanning manners. One is by fixing the body posture while moving Kinect

around the object to be tested. Another one is by fixing Kinect while the test person

rotates for one circle. In this chapter, the latter is applied because the former is not

much sensitive to the noise.

The presented system contains three main steps: obtaining the point cloud in the

color space, reconstructing, and refining model, as shown in Fig. 61.1.

61.3 Color Reconstruction

In order to reconstruct a model with the color information, firstly, 3D point clouds

data with color information must be obtained, and then the reconstruction algorithm

as we propose is used to reconstruct the 3D model.

Fig. 61.1 Flowchart of the 3D color body reconstruction system
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61.3.1 3D Color Point Cloud

The Kinect has three cameras: one is the color camera with 2D RGB images and the

other two are depth cameras (IR Cameras) by which the depth images can be

obtained. Because of different locations of the depth cameras and the RGB camera,

different parameters of different lens, the RGB image obtained from one frame is

not correspondent to the depth image from the frame. OpenNI [11] has the alter-

native view function, which can quickly amend the differences of the perspectives.

The 3D point clouds with color information are obtained by superimposing the

depth information and the color information. The detailed process is shown in

Fig. 61.2.

61.3.2 KinectFusion-Based Reconstruction

The KinectFusion algorithm is to reconstruct a single frame of the smooth surface

of the object by fusing the depth image data obtained from the continuous views

[10]. The concrete process is shown in Fig. 61.3.

Firstly, transform the original depth image. The job is to convert the original

depth frame captured from Kinect to the floating data in meters.

Then, track the camera to compute the global position and posture of the camera.

When Kinect is moving, its camera’s posture information is recorded in time by

iterative registration algorithm. It ensures the system to know well the current

camera posture relative to that of the initial frame.

Fig. 61.2 Flowchart of obtaining 3D color point cloud

Fig. 61.3 Reconstruction

based on KinectFusion
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After that, the processed depth data will be integrated into the cubic space

which is the scene around the camera. And the object surface will be

reconstructed by processes of smoothing and denoising in real time; at the same

time, the surface is continuously optimized to patch voids where some feature

points are missing.

Finally, conduct ray casting from a global space of the scene where the current

camera orients. And then the reconstructed model will be rendered.

61.4 Patching Voids

The measurement principle and human factors, for example, the low reflection

coefficient of the device, improper scanning way, or much complex conformation,

lead to the presence of voids [12] on the surface of 3D model. These voids will

affect the result model of one reconstruction. The voids of a body model without

color are shown in Fig. 61.4.

61.4.1 The Voids

A triangular mesh is defined by a set of vertices and triangles connecting these

vertices. If there are two triangles sharing the same edge, the two triangles are

called adjacent triangles, and one edge can be shared by at most two triangles. The

edge is called critical edge when it is owned by only one triangle, and the vertices

on the critical edge are called critical points; in this sense, a critical triangle is

defined by a triangle that contains the critical edges and the critical points. Thus, a

void in the triangular meshes is defined by a closed loop composed of critical edges,

as shown in Fig. 61.5.

Fig. 61.4 Voids of a body model: (a) point cloud data of the body model, (b) meshed data of the

body model, and (c) surface model of the body model
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61.4.2 Poisson Optimization

Using Poisson optimization [13] method by which the indicator function is esti-

mated and the iso-surface of the model is extracted, the void can be patched by

reconstructing an approximation surface with new triangles. The Poisson optimi-

zation procedure is shown in Fig. 61.6.

An octree [14] is firstly established with the point cloud data optimized. And the

point cloud data with voids are added to the octree. Each node on the tree is defined

by a function, with the center node p, as shown in Eq. (61.1):

Fp ¼ F
p� pc
pw


 �
1

pw
3
, pc ¼

1

k

Xk
j¼1

pj ð61:1Þ

Here, pc denotes the center node p, pj denotes the jth node, and pw denotes the

width of the node. We transform the reconstruction of directed vertices set into the

spatial Poisson problem, defining a function space that can be translated and scaled

in the space. The function space has a higher resolution at a closer distance from the

surface of the model. Here, we mark F as the primary function of the function space

and use the n-order convolution box-filter. Thus the primary function is defined by

Eq. (61.2), where B(t) denotes the filter function and n denotes the order of the filter.
We can find that the function F that more approaches to the Gaussian filter and its

support scope becomes larger when n is increasing. And we use piecewise quadratic
approximation making n¼ 3:

void

Critical triangle

Critical points
Critical edgeFig. 61.5 Void of the

meshed model

the 
vector field

Stitch 
patches

extract the 
iso-surface

Fig. 61.6 Procedure of Poisson optimization
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F x; y; zð Þ ¼ B xð ÞB yð ÞB zð Þð Þ	n, B tð Þ ¼ 1
		t		 < 0:5

0 other

�
ð61:2Þ

Under the well-distributed sampling, the model surface can be evaluated by

approximating the gradient of the indicator function in the vector field. In order to

avoid sample point position fixed to the center of the leaf node that contains the

sampling point, the sample points have to be allocated to the eight neighboring

nodes by using the three linear interpolation methods. According to the function Fp

of each node, the approximation of the gradient of the indicator function is below:

V pð Þ ¼
X

s2Sp2NbD Sð Þ

X
∂FpNp ð61:3Þ

wherein S is the point set of the point cloud data, s denotes the nearest neighbor
of the point p, NbD (S) denotes the eight nodes whose depth is D in the nearest-

neighbor region of the point p, ∂ is the linear coefficient, and Np is a normal vector

of the fixed point p.

After obtaining the vector field V, the Poisson equation Δex ¼ ∇ � V! can be

solved by Laplace matrix iterative method. In order to get the reconstructed surface,

an appropriate threshold is required. By using MC (moving cube) algorithm [15] to

extract the iso-surface and finally stitching the extracted triangle patches, the 3D

reconstructed surface model is obtained. The result of the hollow optimization for

the model without color is shown in Fig. 61.7 to demonstrate the effect of filling

voids.

61.5 Results

In this chapter, the experiment has been conducted. The results of color reconstruc-

tion are shown in Fig. 61.8. After the color reconstruction of the human upper body

model by using this system, the total number of points is 82,777, and the one of

patches is 165,554, taking time of 35 s, as shown in Fig. 61.9. It is clear to see that

Fig. 61.7 Results of hollow optimization of the model. Left: point cloud data; middle: the meshed

data; right: surface reconstruction data
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the 3D color model is more accurate to represent the characteristics of the object

than that with no color information. The system proposed can be used to create 3D

models of individual patients with color information, but also to describe and

compute the burn area and its percentage.

Fig. 61.8 Reconstruction renderings of the toy Winnie model (a) the meshed model with no color

information before optimization, (b) the meshed model with color information before optimiza-

tion, (c) the highlight meshed model with color information before optimization, (d) the

reconstructed model with color information before optimization, (e) the meshed model with no

color information after optimization, (f) the meshed model with color information after optimiza-

tion, (g) the highlight meshed model with color information after optimization, and (h) the

reconstructed model with color information after optimization
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Conclusion

This chapter describes a 3D color scanning system for burn area assessment.

With a portable device Kinect, the depth information of individual surface is

obtained fast. The color reconstruction method we proposed can rebuild a

complete model with patching voids on the initial model. Results have

represented a better performance in a real person.
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Chapter 62

Application of Image Retrieval Based
on the Improved Local Binary Pattern

Zhen Sun, Xichang Wang, and Jiang Liu

Abstract The local binary pattern (LBP) is a kind of effective texture description

operator of an image. As the traditional method is getting LBP operator in local

8-neighborhood, the traditional LBP operator is too simple to result in loss of

texture information. As the improved method of extracting the LBP operator, the

circular neighborhood is adopted. Nevertheless, each method is easily influenced by

the center pixel gray level. This chapter puts forward a new method of determining

the LBP operator according to the pixel 8-neighborhood average gray level and

variance so as to describe the local texture feature more effectively. The experi-

mental results show that while compared with other algorithms, the improved

algorithm can effectively extract the texture features of image and improve the

accuracy of image retrieval.

Keywords Image retrieval • Improved local binary pattern • Texture feature

62.1 Introduction

With the rapid development of computer technology and network technology, the

popularization and application of multimedia, there are thousands of images gen-

erated from the image library every day. How to find the image satisfying the user

quickly and accurately from such a mass of image database has become the urgent

problem to be solved [1]; therefore, people put forward the image retrieval tech-

nology based on the content. This technology includes visual features extraction of

images: color, texture, shape, position, and mutual relations to match the image in

the database and the sample image in the feature space and retrieve images from the

database similar to the sample [2].
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Texture characteristics may reflect the visual characteristics of homogeneous

phenomena in the image. The main texture feature extraction methods are gray

co-occurrence matrix [3] and Markov random field model [4] of Gabor filters group

[5]. In recent years, texture analysis methods based on the local binary pattern have

been widely studied. Gray level co-occurrence matrix is a matrix function of pixel

distance and angle, wide range of parameter selection, and large amount of calcu-

lation. In Markov random field model, it is difficult to estimate the model param-

eters with large amount of calculation as well. As Gabor filters have a lot of scale

parameters and orientation parameters, large amount of calculation will be carried

out. Compared with the three methods, the local binary pattern is relatively simpler

with smaller amount of calculation.

Local binary pattern is a kind of texture description operator which Ojala put

forward in 1996 [6]. In recent years, the LBP has been subject to constant devel-

opment and evolution and widely used in the field of image processing and pattern

recognition. Its basic principle is to define the LBP operator of center pixel by the

relationship between the center pixel gray value and local neighborhood; neverthe-

less it is too simple and easily leads to loss of neighborhood texture information [7].

With the extensive application and in-depth study, a variety of extended LBP

operators emerge to extract the local texture information. For example, multi-

resolution texture description with LBP [8]; rotation invariant texture description

with LBP variance [9]; Tan X puts forward LTP (local ternary patterns) [10] stating

that the LBP is extended to ternary; Mäenpää puts forward a uniform binary pattern

texture [11] to reduce the dimension of texture description. This chapter presents an

improved method. With the circular LBP and the local average gray level infor-

mation, the LBP operator is applied to larger areas while in full consideration of

local information. Tests have been carried out to compare the image database and

evaluation criteria, the improved algorithm shows better results than the traditional

in terms of the image retrieval.

62.2 The Principle of LBP

62.2.1 The Principle of Traditional LBP

The basic principle of LBP value compares the center pixel gray level with its

8-neighborhood pixel gray level in the image. If the neighborhood pixel gray level

is not less than the center pixel gray, the point value is set to 1; otherwise, the point

value is set to 0. Then the result and a weighted template correspond tomultiplication

summation. As shown in Fig. 62.1, the method can get LBP value of the center pixel.

LBP x; yð Þ ¼
X7
i¼0

S Gi � G0ð Þ � 2i ð62:1Þ
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S xð Þ 1, x � 0

0, other

�
ð62:2Þ

where G0 is the center pixel gray level and Gi is the 8-neighborhood pixel gray

level. LBP value of center pixel is thus obtained according to Eqs. (62.1) and (62.2):

H kð Þ ¼
XN
i¼0

XM
j¼0

f LBP x; yð Þ, kð Þ ð62:3Þ

f LBP x; yð Þ, kð Þ 1, LBP x; yð Þ ¼ k
0, other

�
ð62:4Þ

where M and N represent the image matrix and k represents the LBP value.

Through the histogram of LBP value, get the texture feature description according

to Eqs. (62.3) and (62.4). Figure 62.2 presents a picture of horse; its gray level

histogram and LBP value histogram are shown in the Fig. 62.3.

62.2.2 The Principle of Extended LBP

Because of the maximum LBP value of 8-neighborhood is 255, the scale of texture

features the description range of 1–255. In order to describe the texture feature in

Fig. 62.1 LBP value of the center pixel calculation method

Fig. 62.2 A picture of

horse
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different scales, Ojala puts forward the extended LBP to describe the image texture

features through the circular local binary pattern (LBPP, R) value.

As shown in Fig. 62.4, the neighborhood pixels have larger scale than the

8-neighborhood. The first circular neighborhoods have 8 pixels, the second have

12 pixels, and the third have 16 pixels.

Gi

xi ¼ x0 þ R cos
2πp

P


 �
yi ¼ y0 þ R sin

2πp

P


 �
8>><>>: ð62:5Þ

where P is the number of circular neighborhood pixels, R (R> 0) is the radius of

the circle, G0 is the center pixel gray level, and Gi is the neighborhood pixel gray

level in the circle. If the G0 coordinate is (x0, y0), get the Gi coordinate (xi, yi)
according to Eq. (62.5). Then estimate the gray level of Gi through bilinear

interpolation:

LBPP,R x; yð Þ ¼
XP�1
i¼0

s Gi � G0ð Þ � 2i ð62:6Þ

Fig. 62.3 The gray level histogram and LBP value histogram of the picture of horse

Fig. 62.4 The circular neighborhood of center pixel with different scales
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Then the LBPP,R value of the center pixel can be obtained according to

Eq. (62.6). In the actual calculation, the calculation result is [1, 2i� 1], and the

texture feature description scale is in the range from 1 to 2i� 1. Then the texture

feature description can be obtained according to Eqs. (62.3) and (62.4).

62.3 The Average Model LBP

Circular form of the LBP operator can be used to extract texture features of image,

but the algorithm is to find the pixel which gray level which is less than the center

pixel gray level in local neighborhood. When the value is set at 0 or at 1, it will lose

some useful information; in addition, when the gray level of neighborhood pixels is

compared with the center pixel only, the stability is bad. This chapter puts forward a

kind of improved LBP, called the average LBP.

Gμ ¼ 1

P

XP�1
i¼0

Gi ð62:7Þ

Gσ ¼ 1

P

XP�1
i¼0

Gi � Gμ

� �2 ð62:8Þ

where P is the number of circular neighborhood pixels, Gi is the neighborhood

pixel gray level, Gμ is the local average gray level, and Gσ is the local variance.

LBPP,R x; yð Þ ¼
XP�1
i¼0

S Gi � Gμ

� �� 2i ð62:9Þ

S xð Þ 1, x � 0 or Gi � Gμ � �Gσ

0, other

�
ð62:10Þ

Using the neighborhood pixel average gray level instead of the center pixel gray

level, the average-LBP value according to Eqs. (62.9) and (62.10) can be obtained.

62.4 Experimental Results and Analysis

The experimental environment is shown as below: CPU, 2.66G; memory, 4G;

system, Win7; software, Matlab7.0.

The test data from three image databases. Image database 1 is Corel Image

Gallery, which has 1,000 images and is divided into ten categories. Each category

contains 100 images. Image database 2 includes 109 categories of Brodatz texture

images with each category image (640� 640) divided into 16 nonoverlapping
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images (160� 160) which have 1,744 images. Image database 3 is the texture

feature database and divided into 25 categories with each category containing

40 images. The creation of this database is partially supported by the National

Science Foundation under grant IIS-0308087, the European project LAVA, the

UIUC-CNRS Research Collaboration Agreement, the UIUC Campus Research

Board, and the Beckman Institute.

In order to test the results, a few concepts are provided; precision (P) is the signal
to noise ratio of image retrieval, namely, the positive samples image retrieved and

all image retrieved percentage, which is expressed as below:

P ¼ Q

N
� 100% ð62:11Þ

where:

1. Q is the positive samples image retrieved number to meet the requirement,

2. N is the total number of the positive samples image retrieved.

In Fig. 62.5, “*” represents the precision ratio of texture description by tradi-

tional LBP operator; “△” represents the precision ratio of texture description by

extended LBP operator, where P is 8 and R is 1; and “○” represents the precision

ratio, where P is 8 and R is 1. The extended LBP can improve the precision ratio of

image retrieval, but when the circular local neighborhood is expanded, the precision

ratio decreases.

In Fig. 62.6, “*” represents the precision ratio of texture description by tradi-

tional LBP operator; “△” and “○” represent the precision ratio of texture descrip-

tion in this chapter. It shows that average-LBP can improve the precision ratio and

the radius of circle shall be controlled in a certain range. If the radius of circle is too

large, the precision ratio is reduced.

Fig. 62.5 The precision

ratio of image retrieval
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Supposing a retrieved image, the image is retrieved from the image database.

The calculation and results are sorted according to the similarity. Get the average

precision and average recall of each class. The results are shown in Table 62.1.

Conclusion

Based on the analysis of the texture description operator by the traditional

LBP and the extended LBP, this chapter describes a new texture description

operator which is more effective to extract image texture feature and can

effectively reduce the influence on LBP operator by the center gray level. The

experimental results show that the average-LBP can improve the precision

ratio of image retrieval and have certain application value.
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Chapter 63

Intelligent Detection of Complex Gaps in Live
Working Based on Video Analysis

Yu Fan, Kangxiong Yu, Xiaoqing Tang, Heping Zheng, Li Yu,

and Ge Zhang

Abstract To avoid safety accidents, live work operators must maintain a correct

posture to ensure their own complex gap within the limits of request body extension

size. The traditional measurement of complex gaps of live working operators in

training mainly depends on the subjective empirical judgment of the expert on the

spot, which features strong subjectivity and safety risks. As for existing problems,

this paper proposes a novel intelligent detection algorithm based on video analysis

technology that uses multi-Gaussian background modeling, blob detection, and the

foreground merged method. Taking a 500 KV tower as an example, the experi-

mental results indicate that the proposed method can measure the real-time complex

gap of an operator in a timely and accurate manner; moreover, the proposed method

can standardize operations and improve the safety level of live working effectively.

Keywords Live working • Complex gap • Video • Gaussian mixture mode • Blob

detection • Pattern recognition

63.1 Introduction

Guaranteeing the personal safety of operators during live work is a top priority;

thus, maintaining a safe distance is one of the most frequently encountered prob-

lems in live working. The minimum complex gap is an indicator of safe distance. It

refers to the sum of two distances: one is the distance between the human body and

the grounding body, and the other is the distance between the human body and a

charged body.

Currently, the focus of domestic studies on complex gaps involves aspects such

as studies on the minimum complex gap in the live working of transmission lines
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[1], the establishment of a modified Rizk model appropriate to the complex gap

discharge of live work on ultra-high-voltage transmission lines [2], and the analysis

of complex gap discharge developments in the course of equal potential working

and its influencing factors using the electric field calculation method [3]. However,

more attention is being paid to the intelligent detection of real-time complex gaps,

which is conducive to standardizing operations and reducing risk. To avoid acci-

dents, the complex gap is monitored to guarantee that the operator maintains a

correct posture from the ground potential to the equipotential or from the equal

potential back to the ground potential.

At present, the measurement of complex gaps of operators in traditional live

work training depends primarily on the observations of experts on the spot. Nev-

ertheless, the determination of the complex gap distance is prone to certain errors

due to fatigue and missing observations. In this sense, detecting complex gaps

intelligently becomes a key issue in the power industry. In response to this issue,

this paper presents an innovative approach to intelligent identification of complex

gaps in live work based on video image analysis technology, which combines the

Gaussian mixture model, blob detection, and the foreground merged method.

63.2 Complex Gap Algorithm Framework

With respect to outdoor light in objective environments, we combine a variety of

pattern recognition algorithms such as the Gaussian mixture model, blob detection,

the foreground merged method, and relevant knowledge on live work to detect the

real-time complex gap and safety information of the operator.

The algorithm flow chart is shown in Fig. 63.1:

Among them, the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is the core part of the

algorithm.

63.3 Complex Gap Algorithm

63.3.1 Determination of Monitoring Bounding Box

Since operators enter an electric field along an insulator string, the insulator string is

considered to be the main area of human activity; therefore, we define this area as a

major monitoring bounding box to calculate the real-time complex gap of

operators.

To extract a frame image from a camera, the monitoring bounding box is defined

according to the position of the insulator string with the image of the width Wimage

of the corresponding areas and the height HForeRegion of the foreground recorded as

shown in Fig. 63.2:
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The region surrounded by green lines in Fig. 63.2 is the monitoring

bounding box.

63.3.2 Gaussian Mixture Model

The GMM began in 1894 as a powerful clustering model. It has been widely used,

for example, in voice signal processing, image segmentation, video background

modeling, and moving object detection [4]. Most importantly, it is sensitive to

noise.

Stauffer proposed an adaptive GMM with each pixel, {X1, . . ., Xt}, originating

from a Gaussian mixture of K components. The probability of the pixel in the

background can be expressed as

P tð Þ ¼
Xk
i¼1

ωi, tN
�
t, μi, t,

X
i, t

�
; ð63:1Þ

where K (3–5) is the number of distributions, ωi is an estimate of the weight (what

portion of the data is accounted for by this Gaussian) of the ithGaussian in the

mixture at time t, μi,t is the ith Gaussian mean value in the mixture at time t, ∑ i,t is

the ith covariance matrix value, and η is a Gaussian probability density function [5]:

Read image

Merging
Blobs

Blob
detection

Build Gaussian
Mixture Model

Calculation the
real-time value
of complex gap

Determine the
monitoring bounding box

Display the real-time
security information

Fig. 63.1 Algorithm flow

chart

Fig. 63.2 Monitoring

of the bounding box
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η t; μk, t;Σ
� � ¼ 1

2πð Þπ2		Σ		12e�1
2 t�μtð ÞT

X�1
t�μtð Þ

: ð63:2Þ

The covariance matrix can be expressed asX
k, t
¼σ2I: ð63:3Þ

The parameters of the model are updated using the following formulas:

ωk, tþ1 ¼ 1� αð Þωk, t�1 þ αMk, t; ð63:4Þ
μt ¼ 1� ρð Þμt�1 þ ρt; ð63:5Þ

σ2t ¼ 1� ρð Þσ2t�1 þ ρ t � μtð ÞT t � μtð Þ; ð63:6Þ
ρ ¼ αη

�
t

		μk, σk�: ð63:7Þ

Finally, each Gaussian distribution is arranged in descending order according to ωk/

σk. A threshold T is applied to the cumulative sum of weights, the first B distribu-

tions are considered to be the background model, defined as [6]

B ¼ arg minb
Xb
k¼1

ωk > T

 !
: ð63:8Þ

Intuitively, Gaussians with the highest probability of occurrence, ωk, and the lowest

variability in the distribution, measured by σk, indicating a representative mode, are

the most likely to model the background accurately.

After the monitoring bounding box is determined in Fig. 63.2, we select four

samples using the GMM with the results of the foreground mask of the operator

based on GMM shown in Fig. 63.3.

63.3.3 Blob Detection

The foreground mask of the current frame is processed to calculate the rectangular

region that encloses each blob tightly of the new moving target in the monitoring

bounding box.

Blob detection algorithms include the following steps: foreground mask extrac-

tion, foreground mask correction, and blob segmentation by connecting the com-

ponent labeling with the region calculation.

First, basic operations of binary morphology, such as dilation, erosion, closing,

and opening, are used for the foreground mask correction. The holes are filled up in

the closing operation, while jutted pixels or small isolated pixel regions are

eliminated by the opening operation in blob detection [7].
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Second, the blobs need to be segmented into several blobs of interest, and then

the larger blobs (perhaps caused by sudden changes in the lighting) and the blobs

overlap with some and those blobs overlapped with blobs that have already been

tracked are filtered out. The remaining blobs are sorted in descending order, leaving

only a few relatively large blobs.

Finally, in accordance with specific rules, substandard blobs are filtered out, and

the new real blobs are saved in the list.

63.3.4 Merging Blobs

We assume that one blob represents one person; however, there are many distur-

bance factors whose parts are mistaken as multiple targets. One way to avoid this

problem is to merge these blobs by assuming that blobs in similar locations belong

to one object.

Let us consider two blobs, A and B. The distances between A and B in the

horizontal and vertical directions can be expressed as VAB and HAB.

The merger depends on the following criterion, v and h is a small fixed value.

Merge if VAB � νHAB � h: ð9Þ

After the merging process, a rectangular box can be used to tightly enclose each

blob of Fig. 63.3, and the width of the box can be calculated. The results are shown

in Fig. 63.4.

63.3.5 Calculate Real-time Value of Complex Gap

To avoid having a complex gap of an operator that is too small, it is recommended

that one enter the electric field of 500 KV transmission line towers from the side of

the tower that is parallel to the line. At the same time, only one operator should be

Fig. 63.3 Results of foreground mask based on GMM
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on the insulator string. The maximum width in the horizontal direction of the

operator is no more than the sum of the width of four insulators.

In this sense, the detection of the real-time value of a complex gap is replaced by

the detection of the width of the operator.

The visual distortion of the insulator string on the right-hand side is slightly

greater than that on the left. To reduce the error caused by visual distortion, this

paper uses an appropriate threshold of k¼ 0.098 based on the analysis of many

frames of video images. Χcore represents the centroid of the operator.

The minimum width threshold of the operator is as follows:

Dmini ¼ 0:098 	Wimage,

Dmini ¼ 0:098 	Wimage

� �þ 1,

�
0 < xcore < 0:6 	Wimage

0:6 	Wimage < xcore < Wimage
; ð63:10Þ

where Dcomgap is the real-time width of the operator in the foreground image.

Compare Dcomgap with Dmin i, which is the minimum width Dmin i of the

corresponding voltage level. If Dcomgap is greater than Dmin i, then the real-time

value of the operator’s complex gap is too small, and the operator is in danger.

63.4 Experimental Results

We test our algorithm on a video in which the operator enters the electric field along

the insulator string of 500 KV transmission line towers; in addition, sound and light

warnings are given in the case of illegal operations.

The size of the captured video image is 240� 320 with Visual Studio 2010 and

opencv2.3 used for programming and experimenting. Based on intensive experi-

mental analysis, the parameters as selected in this paper of the GMM that obtain the

best effect are K¼ 3,T¼ 0.8, α¼ 0.02, and ω0¼ 0.33. The execution time of the

proposed algorithm for every frame image is 12 ms.

According to Eq. (63.10), the minimum width threshold of the operator in this

experiment can be written as:

Fig. 63.4 Results of blobs after merging process
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Dmini ¼ 31,

Dmini ¼ 32,

�
0 < xcore < 0:6 	Wimage

0:6 	Wimage < xcore < Wimage
: ð63:11Þ

Figure 63.5 shows the classification of eight representative images using the

proposed algorithm. The blue numbers at the top represent the threshold of mini-

mum width, and the green numbers at the bottom represent the real-time width of

the operator. When the operator is safe, the bounding box is blue; by contrast, when

the operator is in danger, the bounding box is red. To demonstrate the validity of the

proposed method, the results using the complex gap algorithm are compared with

the results obtained using the traditional method (Table 63.1).

When the width of the operator’s body is less than the sum of the widths of four

insulators, the results obtained using our method are consistent with the results of

empirical judgment, such as Samples 2, 3, 7, 8, and 9. However, when the width of

the operator’s body is greater than the sum of the width of four insulators, our

method’s results are inconsistent with those obtained under the traditional method,

such as Samples 4 and 6. By checking the stored pictures, experts can see imme-

diately that their judgment is wrong.

Fig. 63.5 Classification results using proposed algorithm

Table 63.1 Classification results using different methods

Sample

number

Body

width

Safety information (our

method)

Safety information (empirical

judgments)

1 38 Dangerous Dangerous

2 26 Safe Safe

3 29 Safe Safe

4 32 Dangerous Safe

5 33 Dangerous Dangerous

6 33 Dangerous Safe

7 28 Safe Safe

8 29 Safe Safe

9 27 Safe Safe

10 33 Dangerous Dangerous
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The proposed algorithm has been tested many times in a live working training

center. Experiments have shown that no omission is existing with this algorithm,

though false alarms sometimes do occur. Analysis of the results show that the false

alarms were caused by shaking of the insulator string and the rope with which the

operator was equipped.

Conclusion

This paper focuses on an intelligent detection algorithm for complex gaps

based on video image analysis. At present, there is no research in which

complex gaps based on the video image analysis technology were detected.

Compared with traditional methods and the most advanced complex gap

detection algorithms, such as the analysis of complex gaps using the electric

filed calculation method [3], the proposed method measures the width of the

operator intelligently and produces results in real time and, thus, not only

overcomes the disadvantages of a strong electric field but can also be robustly

expanded. The experimental results have verified the algorithm’s validity.

Because it does have limitations, such as the need to install cameras or

distortions caused by the shaking of insulator strings or ropes, our method

will be affected by the accuracy of the results. In future work, we will seek to

improve the approach and make it more robust.
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Chapter 64

Face Detection Based on Landmark
Localization

Peng Liu, Songbin Li, Qiongxing Dai, and Haojiang Deng

Abstract This chapter proposes a face detection method based on the facial

landmark localization. Firstly, it uses AdaBoost-based frontal face detector to

yield coarse face detection results; then it uses the facial landmark detector to get

the localization result and the quality score. If the quality score is larger than the

preset threshold, the candidate image is considered to be a face; however, the

quality score may be affected by expression and other factors. When it is not larger

than the threshold, in order to prevent mistakes, the nose area is used for validation.

That is because the nose area appears least affected by interference factors. The

experimental results show that the proposed face detection method can achieve

good results, of which the average F1-score is 0.988.

Keywords Face detection • Landmark localization • Deformable part model

64.1 Introduction

Face detection is adopted to determine whether or not there are any faces in an

arbitrary image and, if present, return the image location and extent of each face [1].

It is an important research subject that is widely adopted in the security, entertain-

ment, financial payment, and other fields. As the key component of face analysis

and recognition systems, it is of great commercial value and academic value.

Almost all relevant applications of faces, such as the face recognition, the gender

recognition, the age estimation, and the video character indexing, are based on the

results produced by the face detection. The results of face detection are decisive for

the procedure followed.
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In recent years, the face detection has been widely studied because of its great

potential in various industries. The current face detection studies can obtain good

results under limited conditions; however, it’s still a challenge to detect face under

unlimited conditions. Because there are too many variables, such as expression,

illumination, posture change, shade, decoration, and racial difference, they may

have effects on the final results.

The face detection approaches differ in the cues and characteristics used to

model a face. The existing approaches can be classified into four categories [2]:

the feature-invariant approaches, the template matching methods, the knowledge-

based methods, and the appearance-based methods. Thanks to the rapid growing

computation ability and the data storage space, the appearance-based methods have

showed better performance than others; therefore, we take the appearance-based

method in this study.

At present, the face detection is dominated by scanning window classifiers [3–6].

They regard the face detection problem as a binary classification problem, namely,

to determine whether a correctly framed face instance is contained in the current

detector window. A variety of machine learning methods such as the classification

trees [7], the neural networks [8], and the convolution neural networks [9] have

been used as classifier for face detection; however, one method has received the

most ubiquitous attention: the boosting-based cascades [10]. Viola and Jones [10]

proposed a simple but effective face detector by using haar-like features to train

weak classifiers with AdaBoost algorithm. It could achieve high detection rates that

meet the real-time requirements; however, the detection accuracy declines obvi-

ously in case of detecting faces against complex background.

Recent studies on common object detection have shown that the incorporating

parts during detection help capturing object class spatial layout better, which will

effectively improve the detection accuracy [11, 12]. As motivated, this chapter

presents a landmark localization based on the face detection method.

64.2 Proposed Method

First of all, we use AdaBoost-based frontal face detector to yield coarse face

detection results, namely the candidate images; then we combine the facial land-

mark detection and the scoring together with the facial local area validation to

determine whether the candidate images are human face images. We use the facial

landmark detector to get the localization result l* and the quality score Smax. If Smax

is larger than the preset threshold Sδ, the candidate image is considered to be a face.

After a lot of experiments, we determine the value of threshold Sδ to be 115, which
leads to the best performance of face detection. Furthermore, we will combine the

local area validation of human face for secondary judgment as supplementary

detection, that is, when Smax� Sδ, we will choose the nose area of human face to
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conduct the validation. Our method is able of reducing the number of false

positives as well as the number of false negatives; therefore, it can improve the

final recall ratio and precision ratio. The proposed face detection method is shown

in Fig. 64.1.

64.2.1 Facial Landmark Detection and Scoring

Before face detection, the facial landmark detector should be trained firstly. The

deformable part model (DPM) is used for the modeling of facial landmark locali-

zation problem. Let I2RM�N denotes a candidate image with M�N pixels where

R denotes a set of pixel values. Face model can be denoted by a graph G¼ (V,E).
V¼ {v1, . . ., vn} denotes n parts of a face, and the edge (vi, vj)2E denotes the

connection between two parts. A landmark configuration can be expressed with

l¼ {l1, l2, . . ., ln}2 L, where li represents the location of part vi and L is the set of all

the configurations. As to the image I, pi(I, li) is used to measure the model matching

degree of part vi in li position, which can be called the local appearance model;

qi,j(li, lj) is used to measure the model deformation degree of part vi and vj in
position li and lj, which can be called the deformation cost model. The quality of

the landmark configuration can be measured by a scoring function:

f I; lð Þ ¼
Xn
i¼1

pi I; lið Þ þ
X
vi;vjð Þ2E

qi, j li; lj
� � ð64:1Þ

AdaBoost Face Detection

Facial Landmark Detection and Scoring

Facial Local Area Validation

N

Y

AdaBoost Nose Detection

Score>Threshold

Detected Faces

Fig. 64.1 Flowchart of the

proposed face detection

method
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When f(I, l ) takes the maximum value Smax, the landmark configuration has a

best quality; therefore, the best landmark configuration can be obtained by

l	 ¼ arg
L

max
Xn
i¼1

pi I; lið Þ þ
X
vi;vjð Þ2E

qi, j li; lj
� �0B@

1CA ð64:2Þ

Seven landmarks are trained with the Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) data-

base: the tip of the nose, the corners of the mouth, and the canthi of the left and the

right eye. The landmark detector can be achieved by the structured output support

vector machine (SVM) method [13].

The model is trained based on the vital organs of human face such as eyes,

nose, and mouth so as to comprehensively represent the appearances, the texture,

and the geometric features of human face. When the model is applied to detect

the candidate images, higher quality score indicates more information of

human face contained in the candidate image; thus the candidate image is more

likely to be human face. When the corresponding match score of the optimal match

result is higher than our preset threshold, we determine the candidate image as

human face.

64.2.2 Facial Local Area Validation

The core idea of object-detection studies is to reduce false positives and false

negatives as much as possible. As described above, the facial landmark detection

and scoring mainly aim at addressing false-positive situations. In this sense, the

preset threshold Sδ is somewhat large; nevertheless, some candidate image which

has a lower quality score than Sδ may still be human face image, which is the false-

negative situation. As a result, when Smax� Sδ, we will choose the nose area of

human face to conduct the validation so as to reduce the number of false negatives.

For the nose area is geometrically stable and least sensitive to the influences of the

illumination, noises, and expressions among all the organs of human face. We will

also use the results of the facial landmark detection and scoring in the secondary

judgment.

The coordinates localized by the facial landmark detector can be denoted as

(xeyeL - in, y
eye
L - in), (xeyeL - out, y

eye
L - out), (xeyeR - in, y

eye
R - in), (xeyeR - out, y

eye
R - out), (xmouth

L , ymouth
L ),

(xmouth
R , ymouth

R ), and (xnose, ynose). The upper left coordinate (xrect, yrect), the width

widthrect, and the height heightrect of nose area can be obtained by (64.3). Some

samples are shown in Fig. 64.2. The nose area is inside the red rectangle:
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xrect ¼ xnose � widthrect=2

yrect ¼ min y eyeL-out; y
eye
R-outð Þ � max ymouth

L ; ymouth
R

� �� ynose
� �

=2

widthrect ¼ x eyeR-in þ x eyeR-out
� �

=2� x eyeL-in þ x eyeL-out
� �

=2

heightrect ¼ max ymouth
L ; ymouth

R

� �� ynose
� �

=2� yrect

8>>>>><>>>>>:
ð64:3Þ

When the image of nose area is obtained, AdaBoost-based nose detector is used to

detect the nose. If a nose is detected, the candidate image is considered to be a face.

64.3 Experiments

Three datasets are adopted for the performance evaluation: the frontal subset of

CAS-PEAL-R1, the Self-Collected High Resolution Images (SCH) dataset, and the

Self-Collected Frontal-Face Images (SCF) dataset.

CAS-PEAL-R1 dataset is built by the Institute of Computing Technology,

Chinese Academy of Sciences. All images are collected in limited conditions. It

contains the head-shoulder images of 1,040 Chinese individuals, of which the

frontal subset contains exactly 360 * 480 resolution pictures of the 1,040 individual

frontal faces. In consideration of the actual work environment of the system being

non-limited, two self-collected datasets are created by gathering and sorting out

Web pictures to assess the performance more precisely. The Self-Collected High

Resolution Images dataset contains 207 pictures, of which the resolutions are

Fig. 64.2 Some examples

of nose areas obtained by

our approach
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between 300 and 2,400 million pixels, and it contains 247 human faces in total.

The Self-Collected Frontal-Face Images dataset contains 227 pictures and

223 human faces.

The proposed face detector in this chapter, classical Viola-Jones cascade detector

in OpenCV [10], and effective part model-based detector of Zhu and Ramanan [12]

are compared, and the results are shown in Table 64.1. The recall ratio σr and precision
ratio σp are used as the measure standard. Some samples are shown in Fig. 64.3.

Conclusion can be drawn from Table 64.1 that three methods can all acquire

ideal detection results on the frontal subset of CAS-PEAL-R1, of which the images

are collected in limited conditions. The recall ratios and precision ratios of these

three methods have slight differences on this dataset; however, three methods

perform distinctly differently on the two other non-limited datasets. On the SCH

dataset, the precision ratios of Viola and Jones method and Zhu and Ramanan

method both have remarkable declines while compared to the proposed method in

this chapter. It is because the backgrounds of the pictures in this dataset appear to be

more complex, the images vary a lot in quality, and there is a lot of noise. Besides,

when the size of the minimum scan window is fixed, the increase in resolution will

significantly raise the amount of the windows; thus it will more likely expose the

Table 64.1 Face detection result

Methods

CAS-PEAL-R1 SCH SCF

σr (%) σp (%) σr (%) σp (%) σr (%) σp (%)

Proposed method 100 99.9 97.6 96.4 99.1 100

Viola and Jones 100 96.4 98.4 33.1 100 70.3

Zhu and Ramanan 99.8 99.2 96.4 53.8 94.2 96.8

Fig. 64.3 Some examples of the output of the face detectors on images from the two self-collected

dataset. The results of the proposed method, the Viola and Jones method, and the Zhu and

Ramanan method are set in the first, second, and third line, respectively
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weakness of low precision ratio of one method. On the SCF dataset, a major drop of

precision ratio of the Viola and Jones method turns up. It is because the dataset

contains a lot of ties of complex texture, which will lead to many misjudgments.

Between the recall ratio and the precision ratio, there is a trade-off. When one

falls, the other rises. In order to measure the experimental result, the average

F1-scores of the three methods are calculated as the evaluation standard. The

mathematical formula of F1-score is

F1 ¼ 2 � σp � σr
σp þ σr

ð64:4Þ

The average F1-scores of the three methods is 0.988, 0.768, and 0.88, respec-

tively. It can be seen that the proposed method in this chapter has obvious advan-

tage in F1-score.

Conclusion

The face detection and the landmark localization have been traditionally

considered as two separable problems. Nevertheless, recent studies on com-

mon object detection has shown that incorporating parts during detection help

better capturing object class spatial layout, which will significantly improve

the detection accuracy. As inspired, we present an effective landmark

localization-based face detection method.

In this chapter, the frontal subset of CAS-PEAL-R1, the Self-Collected

High Resolution Images dataset, and the Self-Collected Frontal-Face Images

dataset are adopted for the performance evaluation. The proposed face detec-

tor, the classical Viola-Jones cascade detector in OpenCV, and the effective

part model-based detector of Zhu and Ramanan are compared. The average

F1-scores of the three methods are 0.988, 0.768, and 0.88, respectively.

Comparing with the Viola and Jones method and Zhu and Ramanan

method, the proposed method has obvious advantage in F1-score, which

can meet practical requirements on detection accuracy.
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Chapter 65

Image Enhancement Using a Fractional-
Order Differential

Guo Huang, Li Xu, Qingli Chen, and Tao Men

Abstract To improve the effect of image enhancement, a kind of filter based on the

noninteger step of a fractional-order differential was constructed. This paper

describes the mathematical principles of the filter. The core idea of the algorithm

is to appropriately adjust two freedom parameters, called step and order, to change
the parameters of the filter within a certain range. The experimental results show

that the proposed method, in contrast with the integer differential operator and the

traditional fractional-order differential operator in image enhancement, was better

in the noise-free case and had a certain amount of noise immunity in the noise case.

Keywords Fractional calculus • Noninteger step • Image enhancement

65.1 Introduction

Image enhancement is an area of fundamental research in image processing, and

many algorithms for image enhancement already exist [1–4]. The theory of frac-

tional calculus applications in image processing has become more and more widely

applied and led to many important research results [5–10]. The key in fractional-

order differential theory as applied to digital image processing is to increase a

freedom parameter called order on the basis of an integer differential and, follow-

ing an appropriate adjustment in the size of the order, use it to construct a

corresponding mask operator to obtain a better image enhancement effect. How-

ever, in the method of fractional-order differentials as applied to digital image

enhancement, the following issue arises: during digital image sampling, grids are

used to discretize the image to attain a series of small cells and each small grid

corresponds to the average brightness value of a simulation image, so the informa-

tion between neighboring pixels is completely ignored. Because the traditional

fractional-order differential method applied in image enhancement is usually
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based on the Grümwald–Letnikov theory in which the step between two variables is

unit one, and important information between adjacent pixels is ignored, which

results in a certain bias of the precision of the fractional-order differential numerical

calculation. There is significant autocorrelation of the gray scale of pixels in a

neighborhood, that is, adjacent pixels in an image have a high degree of correlation.

The closer a pixel is to the target pixel, the greater the similarity between the two

pixels, so a filter based on a noninteger step of a fractional-order differential is

constructed, which contradicts the idea that the step in numerical calculations based

on the Grümwald–Letnikov definition takes unit one, that is, the new method adds a

parameter called a step on the basis of the Grümwald–Letnikov theory.

65.2 Related Theories and Analyses

Different fractional calculus definitions could be obtained from different angles to

analyze problems. Among the many definitions of fractional calculus, there are four

classic definitions, including Grümwald–Letnikov (G–L), Cauchy, Riemann–

Liouville, and Capotu. This work mainly introduces the G–L definition; for the

other fractional calculus definitions, the interested reader is referred to the relevant

documents.

As we know, the n-order derivative of the function I(x) is as follows:

In xð Þ ¼ lim
h!0

1

hn
Xn
m¼0
�1ð Þm n

m


 �
I x� mhð Þ: ð65:1Þ

The order in Eq. (65.1) expands the differential order from integer n to decimal

v by a Gamma function, so it can produce Eq. (65.2):

G
aD

t
tI xð Þ¼Δ lim

h! 0

nh ¼ t� a

h�v �1ð Þm
Xn
r¼0

Γ vþ 1ð Þ
Γ mþ 1ð ÞΓ v� mþ 1ð ÞI x� mhð Þ: ð65:2Þ

The method of polynomial interpolation is divided into four types, including the

Lagrange interpolation method, the Newton forward (backward) interpolation

method, the low section interpolation method, and the spline interpolation method.

The present work makes use of the low section interpolation method to solve the

interpolation problem of a noninteger of a fractional-order differential. Therefore,

the following discussion briefly introduces the Lagrange interpolation formula as

shown in Eq. (65.3):
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Ln xð Þ ¼ y0l0 xð Þ þ y1l1 xð Þ þ � � � þ y2l2 xð Þ
¼
Xn
k¼0

yk
x� x0ð Þ . . . x� xk�1ð Þ x� xkþ1ð Þ . . . x� xnð Þ

xk � x0ð Þ . . . xk � xk�1ð Þ xk � xkþ1ð Þ . . . xk � xnð Þ:
ð65:3Þ

65.3 Mathematical Analysis of Filter Based on Noninteger
Step of Fractional-Order Differential

Suppose the unit step of the original discrete image is a large window, the unit step

is divided by n as a small window, and one large window is made up of n small

windows. Thus, we could define two key concepts, a large window offset a and a

small window offset b. The large window offset a ¼ k
n

� �
, which stands for the

integer distance deviating from the target pixel; if the value of parameter a is larger
than the value of the target pixel, then the number of adjacent pixels deviating from

the target pixel included in a numerical calculation of the G–L definition is greater;

otherwise, the opposite is true. The small window offset b¼ k� an, which refers to
the noninteger distance deviating from the target pixel; if the value of parameter b is
larger than the value of the target pixel, the partition value of the unit step is greater,

and the result is more accurate using the numerical calculation of the G–L defini-

tion; otherwise, the opposite is true. According to Eq. (65.2), to suppose the

parameters h¼ 1/n, k¼ an + b, a, b2 Z+ that could produce Eq. (65.4) as follows:

G
0D

v
x I xð Þ ¼ lim

h! 0

nh ¼ t� a

nv
XNn�1
k¼0

�v
k


 �
I x� k

n


 �

� nv
XNn�1
k¼0
�1ð Þk v

k


 �
I x� a� b

n


 �

¼ nv
XNn�1
k¼0
�1ð Þk v

k


 �
I x� a� b

n


 �

¼ nv
XNn�1
k¼0
�1ð Þk Γ vþ 1ð Þ

Γ k þ 1ð ÞΓ v� k þ 1ð ÞI x� a� b

n


 �
:

ð65:4Þ

In Eq. (65.4), because the corresponding grayscale value of the coordinate point

ε¼ x� a� b/n does not exist, it must make use of Eq. (65.3) to estimate the

grayscale value of the coordinate point ε¼ x� a� b/n. The coordinate point ε is

between x� a� 1 and x� a (x� a2 Z+), so the grayscale values of the shortest four
pixels deviating from the coordinate point ε¼ x� a� b/n:
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I x�a�b

n


 �
¼ 1

6

� b

n
�1


 �
b

n


 �
b

n
þ1


 �
I x�a�2ð Þ�3

b

n
�2


 �
b

n


 �
b

n
þ1


 �
I x�a�1ð Þþ . . .3

b

n
�2


 �
b

n
�1


 �
b

n
þ1


 �
I x�að Þ

� b

n
�2


 �
b

n
�1


 �
b

n


 �
I x�aþ1ð Þ:

ð65:5Þ

To a certain extent, we could eliminate some noise of an image by the weighting

function w(x), as in Eq. (65.6), during the course of the interpolation process. The

weighting function w(x) makes use of the features of a Gaussian function whereby

the closer the target pixel gray value is to the mean gray value of an image within a

certain range, the greater the weighting value of the corresponding target pixel is:

m ¼ 1

4

X1
i¼�2

I x� aþ ið Þ

w xð Þ ¼ e� f xð Þ�mð Þ2=2σ2

8><>: i ¼ �2, � 1, 0, 1: ð65:6Þ

Then by Eqs. (65.5) and (65.6), we could attain Eq. (65.7), which describes the

process for partially eliminating image noise as follows:

I x� a� b

n


 �
¼

b

n
� 1


 �
b

n


 �
b

n
þ 1


 �
6

I x� a� 2ð Þw x� a� 2ð Þ

�
b

n
� 2


 �
b

n


 �
b

n
þ 1


 �
2

I x� a� 1ð Þw x� a� 1ð Þ þ � � �
b

n
� 2


 �
b

n
� 1


 �
b

n
þ 1


 �
2

I x� að Þw x� að Þ

�
b

n
� 2


 �
b

n
� 1


 �
b

n


 �
6

I x� aþ 1ð Þw x� aþ 1ð Þ:
ð65:7Þ

Finally, by Eqs. (65.4) and (65.7), we could attain the numerical expression of a

noninteger step of a fractional-order differential of a one-dimensional signal as

shown in Eq. (65.8):
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x I xð Þ�nv

XNn�1
k¼0
�1ð Þk v

k


 �
I x�a�b

n


 �

¼nvΓ vþ1ð Þ
6

XNn�1
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�1ð Þk 1
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þ1


 �
I x�a�1ð Þ

w x�a�1ð Þþ3
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n
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 �
b

n
�1


 �
b

n
þ1


 �
I x�að Þ

w x�að Þ� b

n
�2


 �
b

n
�1


 �
b

n


 �
I x�aþ1ð Þw x�aþ1ð Þ:

ð65:8Þ

65.4 Numerical Implement on Two-Dimensional
Noninteger Step of Fractional-Order Differential
Filter

As is known from the properties of a high-dimensional fractional Fourier transform,

The theory of fractional-order differential application to two-dimensional image is

separable in certain conditions. And it could obtain the Eqs. (65.9) and (65.10):

∂v
I x;yð Þ
∂x

� nv
XNn�1
k¼0
�1ð Þk v

k

 !
I x� a� b

n
,y


 �

¼ nvΓ vþ 1ð Þ
6

XNn�1
k¼0

�1ð Þk 1

Γ kþ 1ð ÞΓ v� kþ 1ð Þ

"
b

n
� 1


 �
b

n


 �
b

n
þ 1


 �
I x� a� 2,yð Þ

w x� a� 2,yð Þ� 3
b

n
� 2


 �
b

n


 �
b

n
þ 1


 �
I x� a� 1,yð Þ

w x� a� 1,yð Þþ 3
b

n
� 2


 �
b

n
� 1


 �
b

n
þ 1


 �
I x� a,yð Þ

w x� a,yð Þ� b

n
� 2


 �
b

n
� 1


 �
b

n


 �

I x� aþ 1,yð Þw x� aþ 1,yð Þ
#
;

ð65:9Þ
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I x,y�a�1ð Þ
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I x,y�að Þ
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 �
I x,y�aþ1ð Þw x,y�aþ1ð Þ:

ð65:10Þ

Finally, it performs linear filtering operations with a size of M�N image I(x,y),
namely, implements the spatial convolution operation as the Eq. (65.11). Then, in

accordance with the ratio column of the results after implementation of the convo-

lution operation in eight directions, the final expression of the image enhancement

operator based on a noninteger step of the fractional-order differential is combined

using a linear weight, as shown in Eq. (65.12):

g x; yð Þþx ¼ I x; yð Þ 	 wþx
g x; yð Þ�x ¼ I x; yð Þ 	 w�x
g x; yð Þþy ¼ I x; yð Þ 	 wþy
g x; yð Þ�y ¼ I x; yð Þ 	 w�y
g x; yð Þ45x ¼ I x; yð Þ 	 w45

x

g x; yð Þ135x ¼ I x; yð Þ 	 w135
x

g x; yð Þ225 ¼ I x; yð Þ 	 w225
x

g x; yð Þ315x ¼ I x; yð Þ 	 w315
x

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

; ð65:11Þ

g x; yð Þ ¼ g x; yð Þþx
sum x; yð Þ g x; yð Þþx þ

g x; yð Þ�x
sum x; yð Þ g x; yð Þ�x þ

g x; yð Þþy
sum x; yð Þ g x; yð Þþy þ � � �

g x; yð Þ�y
sum x; yð Þ g x; yð Þ�y þ

g x; yð Þ45x
sum x; yð Þ g x; yð Þ45x þ

g x; yð Þ135x

sum x; yð Þ g x; yð Þ135x þ � � �
g x; yð Þ225x

sum x; yð Þ g x; yð Þ225x þ
g x; yð Þ315x

sum x; yð Þ g x; yð Þ315x :

ð65:12Þ
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65.5 Experiments and Theoretical Analysis

In general, neighboring pixels of a digital image have a high correlation, that is, the

closer a pixel is to the target pixel, the greater the similarity between the two, but the

distance between the two cannot exceed a certain range; otherwise, the results of the

image enhancement obtainedmay be abnormal. The large window offset a stands for
the distance deviating from the target pixel unit. In general, the set 1< a< 5, that is,

the center pixel associated with distance 1–5 unit step has a high Autocorrelation.

Thus, this work sets k¼ 11, n¼ 3, v¼ 0.5 to take into Eq. (65.10), and then we could

attain eight directions mask operators whose size is 5� 5.

In Fig. 65.1, panel is a lena picture that did not include noise, and panels b–e

respectively show the results from carrying out image enhancement using a Sobel

operator, Laplace operator, traditional fractional-order differential operator, and the

operator proposed in this work, and panel f presents the results of image e minus

image d. Images g–i respectively shows thes effect of image enhancement using a

Laplace operator, the traditional fractional-order differential operator, and the

noninteger step of a fractional-order differential. Therefore, a comparative analysis

can be made as follows. First, from images b and c, one can see that an integer-order

differential operator primarily enhances the image edge information. However, it

completely ignores regional image-smoothing information. Secondly, from images

d and e, one can see that the fractional-order differential operator, compared with

the integer-order differential, weakly strengthens the high-frequency information of

the image and keeps the image of low-frequency information as much as possible.

Finally, it will be seen that the operator proposed in this work compared with the

traditional fractional-order differential operator further enhances the edge informa-

tion of the image and retains the low-frequency regional information of the image.

Conclusion

Fractional calculus as the basis of fractal geometry and fractal dynamics has

been widely applied in many subject areas and achieved remarkable success.

However, many questions require in-depth study. A new method of image

enhancement based on a fractional differential is proposed in this paper. The

simulation experimental results show that the new image enhancement

method can be used to enhance the edge information of an image while at

the same time retaining the contour information of color images.
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Fig. 65.1 Image enhancement operator and contrast effects of image enhancement (a) Original
image (b) Sobel operator (c) Laplacian operator (d) Traditional fractional differential operator (e)
Proposed operator in this work (f) The image after image (e) minus image (d) operator (g) Effect
image by implementing Laplace operator (h) Effect image by implementing the traditional

fractional differential operator (i) Effect image by implementing the proposed operator in this

paper
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Chapter 66

An Improved Fractional Differential Method
for Image Enhancement

Qingli Chen and Guo Huang

Abstract In order to enhance texture details and edges information, an improved

fractional differential (IFD) method for image enhancement is proposed. Firstly, the

fractional directional derivative and its numerical method are deduced. In order to

efficiently utilize the autocorrelation in the neighborhood, then, the improved

fractional differential masks in eight directions are drawn. Experiments show that

the proposed method can not only greatly improve the edges and texture informa-

tion, but also can nonlinearly enhance the smooth area of digital images. And the

images enhanced by the proposed method have better quality than before; it is an

effectual method for rich textural images.

Keywords Image enhancement • Texture enhancement • Fractional differential

66.1 Introduction

Texture and edge contain important information about structure and content of

image. Hence, enhancing these useful information is a very important task in image

processing. Different types of algorithms can be employed for this purpose. Due to

its simplicity and applicability, histogram equalization (HE) is the most commonly

used method [1, 2], and it has been applied to many domains. Homomorphic

filtering is another kind of image enhancement method by combining frequency

filtering and gray transformation together. It represents an input image as the

product of the illumination and reflectance in frequency domain. It can compress

gray range and can improve the image contrast [3]. Main defects of homomorphic

filtering are that some detail in low-frequency part will be lost, the dynamic range

will be compressed, and holistic lightness will be reduced. The unsharp masking is

a simple sharpening operator; it achieves image enhancement purpose by

subtracting or smoothing original image [4, 5]. The Retinex is an image formation

model-based enhancement. In Retinex, one or both of the illumination and the

reflectance are first estimated, the estimated terms are next enhanced, and the output
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image is finally obtained by combining the enhanced terms [6]. However, the

Retinex is empirical and experimental.

In recent years, image enhancement methods based on fractional differential

have gotten much interest [7–9]. Many findings show that fractional differentiation

is a powerful approach for dealing with texture details [8, 9]. Fractional differential-

based methods can not only maintain the maximum low-frequency information, but

also nonlinearly enhance the high-frequency information [10].

The chapter attempts to apply an improved R–L fractional differential mask for

image texture enhancement. The chapter is organized as follows: the basic math-

ematical description of the method and its numerical implementation and the

fractional differential mask for image enhancement are presented in Sect. 66.2.

Experiments and result analysis are given in Sect. 66.3; the conclusion and further

work are summarized in Sect. 66.4.

66.2 The Fractional Differential Algorithm

In this section, the definition of fractional derivatives in the Riemann–Liouville

sense is briefly presented, and a fractional differential algorithm for texture

enhancement is constructed too.

66.2.1 Discrimination of Fractional Differential

Several types of fractional derivative and integral have been proposed [11]. And in

the Riemann–Liouville definition, the fractional derivative of a real function f(x)
with order v, denoted by aD

v
xf(x), is given by

aD
x
x f xð Þ ¼ 1

Γ �vð Þ
Z x

a

x� τð Þ
�v�1

f τð Þdτ, v < 0 ð66:1Þ

where n¼ [v] is the function that can give an integer n which is equal to or not

greater than v. The operator f(n)(x) n2N is the classical nth-order derivative of f(x),
and Γ(x) is the Euler’s gamma function. By choosing the integer n¼ 1, then, we

have

aD
x
x f xð Þ ¼

Xn�1
k¼0

x� að Þk�vf kð Þ að Þ
Γ k � vþ 1ð Þ þ

1

Γ n� vð Þ
Z x

a

f nð Þ τð Þ
x� τð Þv�nþ1dτ ð66:2Þ

Consider a grid of N points in the τ2 [0, x] interval with grid {xj¼ jh, h¼ x/N,
j¼ 0, 1, 2, . . .,N}; on the grid discretize the integral as
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aD
x
x f xð Þ ¼ 1

Γ 1� vð Þ
f 0ð Þ
xv
þ
XN�1
k¼0

Z kxþxð Þ=N

kx=N

d

dτ
f x� τð Þdτ

τv


 �" #
ð66:3Þ

Using a back-difference scheme to compute first-order differential of f(x)

f
0
xj
� � ¼ f j � f jþ1

x=N
þ o hð Þ ð66:4Þ

Taking Eq. (66.4) into Eq. (66.3), we have [10]

aD
x
x f xð Þ � 1

x=Nð ÞvΓ 2� vð Þ
1� vð Þf N

Nv þ
XN�1
j¼0

jþ 1ð Þ1�v � j1�v
h i

f j � f jþ1
h i( )

�
XN�1
j¼�1

wj vð Þf i

ð66:5Þ

Equation (66.6) is a discrete approximation of analytic solutions of

fractional differential, and it transforms the integral operation into simple multipli-

cation and addition. In general, the approximation is imperfect, the relative error

term generally depends on orders v and N, and it should tend to zero as

N approaches infinity.

66.2.2 The Improved Fractional Differential Mask

In general, image processing with a nonlinear filter is moving the filter mask from

point to point in an image. This linear filtering operation is given by Eq. (66.6) [12]:

g x; yð Þ ¼
Xa
s¼�a

Xb
t¼�b

w s; tð Þ f xþ s, yþ tð Þ ð66:6Þ

where f(x, y) is the image to be processed and w(s, t) is the template coefficient.

Equation (66.5) can be extended to 2-D; the approximation of fractional partial

differentiation on 0π/4 is expressed as [10]

∂v
f x; yð Þ
∂xv

ffi 1

Γ 2� vð Þ
f x; yð Þ þ

Xn�1
k¼1

k þ 1ð Þ1�v � 2k1�v
h i

f x� k, yð Þ

þ 1� vð Þn�v � n1�v þ n� 1ð Þ1�v
h i

f x� n, yð Þ

0BB@
1CCA
ð66:7Þ
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There is great autocorrelation among neighborhood pixels in 2-D image, and to

efficiently utilize the autocorrelation and make masks having anti-rotation, assume

n¼ 3, h0¼ 1/Γ(2� v), h1¼ (21� v� 2)/Γ(2� v), and h2¼ ((1� v)n� v� n1� v+

(n� 1)1� v)/Γ(2� v); improved 5� 5 R–L fractional differential masks on eight

directions are shown in Fig. 66.1.

It can be seen from Fig. 66.1, in general, that the sum of coefficients of each

mask is not equal to zero, which is a prominent difference between fractional and

integral differential. In order to avoid the pixel value being more than 255, it is

necessary to normalize the mask. Then, the final expression is

g x; yð Þ ¼
X7π=4
k¼0π

gk x; yð Þ= 8 	
X2
i¼0

hi

 !" #
ð66:8Þ

where g(x, y) is the enhanced image and gk(x, y) (k¼ 0, 1, . . ., 7) are the

enhanced images on eight directions.

Fig. 66.1 Improved fractional differential masks on eight directions (a) 0π/4, (b) 4π/4, (c) 6π/4,
(d) 2π/4, (e) π/4, (f) 5π/4, (g) 3π/4, (h) 7π/4
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66.3 Experiments and Result Analysis

To measure the performance of the improved fractional differential algorithm,

experiments are carried out in this section. All experimental images are real images.

The mask is 5� 5 in size.

Observing Fig. 66.2 carefully, Fig. 66.2a is a rich-texture image. IFD can

obviously enhance the high-frequency edge information. Due to the fact that the

fractional differential of constant is not equal to zero, IFD can nonlinearly enhance

texture details in those areas that pixel values little changes. Figure 66.2 shows that

IFD in 0< v< 1 is a multi-scale fractional operator; here v is the scale-controlling
parameter. After employing IFD with different fractional orders, the edges are

becoming more clear-cut, and the complex textural details are becoming clearer

than before. The contrast of the image is increasing with the fractional differential

order. We also see from Fig. 66.2 that there is slight texture and edge enhancement

Fig. 66.2 Image enhancement of Goldhill by IFD with different fractional differential orders

(a) v¼ 0.0, (b) v¼ 0.1, (c) v¼ 0.3, (d) v¼ 0.5, (e) v¼ 0.7, (f) v¼ 0.9
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when the order is in the range of 0–0.8, the texture of the image is increasing

evidently when the order is bigger than 0.8, and subjectively the visual effect is the

best when v¼ 0.92. Some other results are shown in Fig. 66.3.

In our next experiment, the IFD method compares with HE, the Retinex method

[6], G–L fractional differential, and R–L fractional differential [7, 10]. The results

of comparison are shown in Fig. 66.4. It can be seen from Fig. 66.4 that all

algorithms mentioned above get good enhancement performances. HE has the

better result, but the texture enhancement is finite, and has the minimum informa-

tion entropy. Retinex_mccann99 can greatly increase brightness and enhance the

dark area (hair), but ineffectively enhance texture details and edges. The fractional

differential methods could nonlinearly enhance the complex texture details, but also

can enhance the contrast. By comparing G–L and R–L methods, the IFD has the

best visual effect (see Fig. 66.4d–f).

Fig. 66.3 Image enhancement results by the proposed method: (a), (c), and (d) are original

images, and (b), (d), and (f) are enhanced images with order v¼ 0.93, 0.91, and 0.92, respectively
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Conclusion

Fractional differential is becoming an important mathematical tool for image

processing, and it has become a hotspot in image processing. In this chapter,

an improved method IFD for image texture details and edges enhancement is

presented, which has the advantage of enhancing edges, as well as keeping

texture details of image. The IFD method can control the degree of enhance-

ment effects by fractional differential order. Comparison with state-of-the-art

methods involving fractional differential shows better results in terms of

quality.
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Chapter 67

On Qualitative Analysis of High-Contrast
Patches in Range Images

Qingli Yin

Abstract In “On the Nonlinear Statistics of Range Image Patches,” H. Adams and

G. Carlsson use computational topology to the data set of 5� 5 and 7� 7 range

image patches and show that some density subsets have the topology of a circle. In

this chapter, we study the space of range images locally by expending them to 8� 8

and 9� 9 patches and experimentally prove that the subspaces of the space of all

high-contrast patches exist in both cases, topologically equivalent to a circle and the

Klein bottle, respectively, which have improved Adams and Carlsson’s results.

Keywords Range image • Persistent homology • Barcode • High-contrast patch

• Experiment

67.1 Introduction

A large number of results on statistics of images have been obtained by researchers

[1–3]. Most successful works on image statistics concentrate on local region

properties, modeled by spaces of n� n patches of pixels in images with small n,
while the whole statistics of pixel values in images has not yet been depicted. One

main advantage of analyzing a space of images locally is to reduce the dimensional

problem. Because when we believe an image as a vector, its dimension will be very

high. In 1992, J. H. van Hateren found that a local statistics may supply a lot of

information about the global statistical features of images [3]. In 2003, Lee,

Pedersen, and Mumford depicted distributions of 3� 3 patches from optical and

range images; they show that high-contrast 3� 3 range patches are densely gath-

ered around the binary patches [2]. In 2008, Carlsson et al. studied optical patches

with topological tools; they show a one high-density subset called the primary circle

and a two-dimensional subset having the topology of a Klein bottle [4]. In 2009,

Adams et al. discussed 5� 5 and 7� 7 range patches and proved that they’ve

possessed the primary circle behavior [5]. In this chapter, we will continue to

study spaces of n� n high-contrast range image patches with small n. We find
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that how many n is, spaces of n� n range image patches still have similar properties

as n¼ 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. With a large amount of calculation, we only take n¼ 8, 9 and

we get similar results for the spaces of n� n image patches as the cases n¼ 3, 4.

Our results will improve the techniques of image compression [6].

67.2 Persistent Homology

Persistent homology is an algebraic method for measuring the underlying space’s

topological features through only a finite sampling. In order to use the persistent

homology, firstly, we construct complexes for a given point set S sampled from an

underlying space X. Because both the Čech and VR complexes may produce much

higher dimensional simplices, we use lazy witness complexes in practice.

For a given point cloud S, a landmark subset L, let m( p) be the distance p2 S to

the closest landmark point. A lazy witness complex LW1(S,L, ε) is defined as

below: (1) the vertex set is L; (2) for vertices a and b, edge [ab] is in LW1(S, L, ε)
if there exists a witness point p 2 S so that

max d a, pð Þ, d b, pð Þf g � εþ m pð Þ

(3) A higher dimensional simplex is in LW1(S,L, ε) if all of its edges are in

LW1(S,L, ε). We give a simple example. Considering a 20-point set sampled from

points on a figure “8” (unknown to us), could we determine the underlying space?

We construct a sequence of lazy witness complexes. Here, we choose six landmark

points and ε¼ 0.05, 0.5, 0.65, and 0.8 as shown in Fig. 67.1a–d, respectively. From

Fig. 67.1, we observe that Fig. 67.1c gives the right answer.

Obviously the values of parameter of ε are very important, which we do not

know how to choose without priori information of the underlying space; however,

by the JAVAPLEX software package developed by Adams and Tausz [7], we can

calculate the Betti numbers over a range of ε values and illustrate the result by a

Betti barcode. The intuition explanation is that long intervals correspond to actual

topological characteristics of the underlying space while short ones are explained as

noise.

67.3 Range Data Sets

We draw two data sets of high-contrast 8� 8 and 9� 9 patches from the range

images in the Brown database by Huang et al. [8], a set of about 200 range images.

The Brown database can be downloaded from the website http://www.dam.brown.

edu/ptg/brid/range/index.html. Our main spaces X8 and X9 are sets of 8� 8 and

9 � 9 patches of high contrast built by seven steps, which are very similar to the

procedures used [4, 5]. Each of range data sets X8 and X9 contains 374,500 and
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294,605 high-contrast log range patch, respectively. For computational feasibility,

we randomly choose 50,000 patches from each X8 and X9, denoted by X8 and X9,

respectively.

67.4 Relation Between Klein Bottle and Space of Binary
Polynomials

As well known, the Klein bottle can be constructed by identifying opposite sides of

a square as shown in Fig. 67.2.

We consider all binary polynomials ℘ in the form of a2(a1x+ b1y)
2 + b2(a1x

+ b1y); here (a1, b1) and (a2, b2) are points on a planar unit circle S1. We define a

map g : S1� S1!℘ by (a1, b1, a2, b2)! a2(a1x + b1y)
2 + b2(a1x+ b1y) [4]. Note that

the points (a1, b1, a2, b2) and (�a1,� b1, a2,� b2) have the same polynomial as their
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Fig. 67.1 Lazy witness complexes for points sampled from figure “8”
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image; hence the relation (a1, b1, a2, b2) ~ (�a1,� b1, a2,� b2) is an equivalent

relation. Let us present the pairs (a1, b1) and (a2, b2) by α and β separately; both α
and β take value at the interval [0, 2π]; thus the equivalent relation can be denoted

by (α, β)� (π + α, 2π� β); therefore the space ℘¼ im(g) is homeomorphic to

S1� S1/(α, β)� (π + α, 2π� β.
A torus can be expressed by pasting a square with the opposite edges, similar to

the representation of the Klein bottle instead of pasting them with reversal orien-

tation. The result of the map g on the torus is demonstrated in Fig. 67.3. The right

half, indicated by R in Fig. 67.3, is identified by g with the left half indicated by

L while the identifications on the boundary are as shown. Each half is a standard

representation of the Klein bottle; thus the image of g is homeomorphic to the Klein

bottle and so is ℘ [4].

Define a map h8 :℘! S63 through a compound by evaluating the polynomial at

each point in the grid H8¼ {�3, � 2, � 1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4}� {�3, � 2, � 1, 0, 1,

2, 3, 4} subtracting the mean and normalizing. Similarly, we define a map h9:
℘! S80 on the grid H9¼ {�4, � 3, � 2, � 1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4} � {�4, �
3, � 2, � 1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. As shown by Carlsson et al. [4], the image im(hn)
(n¼ 8, 9) is homeomorphic to the Klein bottle.

Fig. 67.2 Representation

of Klein bottle as an

identification space

L R

α

β

2π

2π

Fig. 67.3 Klein bottle, the

image of the map g
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67.5 Experimental Results

In order to obtain our experimental results, firstly we insert the Klein bottle into unit

sphere S63 and S80, respectively. We uniformly choose n points from the unit circle

(indicated by {x1, . . ., xn} and {y1, . . ., yn} separately); all possible tuples (xi, yj)
form a point set of the torus S1� S1. Secondly, we transform each of the n2 points
into S63 and S80 by maps h8

�g, h9�g, and denote the images as K8(n) and K9(n),
respectively. Here we take n¼ 140; Figs. 67.4 and 67.5 display the PLEX results for

the spaces K8(140) and K9(140). Each of the figures indicates β0¼ 1, β1¼ 2,

β2¼ 1, which are the Betti numbers of the Klein bottle, that is, K8(140) (K9(140))

is a suitable approach of the Klein bottle in S63 (S80).
Given x 2 X and k> 0, set ρk(x)¼ | x� xk|, where xk is the kth nearest neighbor of

x. Larger k values give more global estimations, whereas small k values produce

local density estimates. As to a fixed k, we sort the points of X by descending the

density and pick the points denoted by X(k, p) whose densities are in the top

p percent. The core subset X(k, p) may supply important topological information,

which may be lost for all the points of X. The core subset, which depends on the

patch size n� n and the density parameters k and p, is denoted byXn k; pð Þ. Here we
consider core subsets with density parameter k¼ 300 and cut percentage p ¼ 30%.

We take the core subsetsX8 300; 30ð Þ andX9 300; 30ð Þ for 8� 8 and 9� 9 patches

and compute the barcode by JAVAPLEX software; sample Betti barcode plots for

the core subsets are shown in Figs. 67.6 and 67.7. Obviously, they give Betti

numbers β0¼ 1, β1¼ 1, and β2¼ 0, which means that they have the topology of a

circle, visible in Figs. 67.8 and 67.9. We run many trials on X8 300; 30ð Þ and X9

300; 30ð Þby choosing different landmark points. In each experiment, the PLEX plot
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gives β0¼ 1, β1¼ 1, and β2¼ 0 for nearly a whole range of ε values, and other Betti
plot intervals are very short. Hence the results are very robust.

As shown above, S63 and S80 have subspaces K8(140) and K9(140), respectively,

whose homology is that of a Klein bottle. Through K8(140) and K9(140), we

construct subspaces of X8 and X9 so that the subspaces have the topology of the
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Klein bottle proved by experimentation. We describe how to get subspaces of X8

and X9 as below.

For each point x2K8(140), we compute the Euclidean distance from x to every

point of X8, and then we take m closest points of X8 to the point. We collect all

m closest points to any x2K8(140) to obtain the subspace of X8 and denote it as

K8(140, m). Similarly, we can get the subspace K9(140, m) of X9.
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Figure 67.10 shows the PLEX result for the space K8(140, 9). We observe that

the β0 barcode clearly displays the single component nearly on the whole interval,

the β1 barcode gives two lines at an interval [0.11, 0.21] of parameter ε, and finally
the β2 barcode shows a single line on roughly the same interval. It indicates that

K8(140, 9) has the topology of the Klein bottle. Figure 67.11 shows that K9(140, 9)

have the topology of the Klein bottle. We do more than 100 experiments on
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K8(140, 9) and K9(140, 9) by selecting different landmark points 60–80; all PLEX

barcodes show that β0¼ 1, β1¼ 2, and β2¼ 1 at a proper interval of ε values; hence
the results are very stable.

Conclusion

In this chapter, we study qualitative topological analysis of spaces of 8� 8

and 9� 9 range patches with the persistent homology. As the main merit, it

allows us to detect nonlinear structures within the data which would be very

hard to find out by statistical techniques. We’ve proved that the spaces of

high-contrast 8 � 8 and 9 � 9 patches have core subsets modeled as a circle.

Through the relation between the spaces of range patches and the space of

binary polynomials, we experimentally find that there are subspaces in X8 and

X9, which have the homology of the Klein bottle, which generalize the results.

We check our discovery by adopting the same method to the distinct size

patches.
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Chapter 68

An Improved Method of Tracking
and Counting Moving Objects Using
Graph Cuts

Mingjie Zhang and Baosheng Kang

Abstract To improve the efficiency of tracking and counting moving objects

under occlusion conditions, an improved tracking and counting method is proposed.

First, a graph cut method is employed to segment an image from a static scene, and

foreground objects are identified by the sizes and positions of foreground areas

obtained. Second, to distinguish moving objects, object classification based on

shape is applied. In addition, in the object tracking phase, the proposed tracking

method is used to calculate the centroid distance of neighboring objects and

facilitate object tracking and people counting under occlusion conditions. In the

experiments of moving object tracking and people counting in two video clips,

compared with traditional methods, the experimental results show that the proposed

method can increase the averaged detection ratio by approximately 11 %. Thus, the

method can be used to reliably track and count.

Keywords Graph cuts • Object tracking • Image segment • Object classification

68.1 Introduction

Object tracking and counting have been widely used in many public domains [1]. In

recent years, a number of elegant algorithms have been developed. In Marcenaro

et al.’s study [2], to reduce the influence of occlusion, a linear Kalman filter was

used in object tracking by matching shape features. Lien et al. [3] used a multimode

method to increase the efficiency and accuracy of object tracking in crowded

conditions. Six modes of object tracking were defined using a heuristic approach,

and counting was finally performed by template tilling. Chan [4] proposed using a
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Gaussian process as a characteristic function, which showed textural features from

crowded segmentation. To accurately count people, Fehr et al. [5] compared

various counting methods, using an extended Kalman filter to implement the

segmentation method in different backgrounds.

The aforementioned methods of tracking objects relies on effective object

segmentation and are sensitive to changes in illumination. Thus, to improve the

accuracy of tracking and counting, an improved tracking and counting method is

proposed. The main contributions of this paper consist of (1) using a graph cut

method to segment images from a static scene for object tracking and, in the process

of tracking, (2) using the proposed algorithm to carefully consider the tracking

states of an object’s merger and split.

68.2 Overview of Algorithm

The proposed framework of the object tracking and counting algorithm is shown in

Fig. 68.1. First, graph cuts are used to segment moving objects from the video

frame. Then the moving objects are distinguished using an object classification

method based on shape. After acquiring the foreground objects, four states, includ-

ing new, leaving, merged, and split, are defined based on the presence of an object

in the current frame, and the four states are assigned to the detection of moving

objects. In particular, to reduce occlusion effects, objects are identified as being in

states of merging or splitting through an analysis of the centroid distances between

objects in the previous frame, and further tracking is carried out. Finally, to obtain

the objects’ tracking and counting results, objects are tagged in four states [6].

68.3 Image Segmentation Using Graph Cuts

A foreground object can be obtained using the graph cut method [7]. Using this

method, the following energy related to the labeling function λ was minimized:

J λð Þ ¼ εD λð Þ þ εR λð Þ; ð68:1Þ

where εD measures the likelihood Pi that a pixel belongs to an object i:

εD λð Þ ¼ �
X
x2Ωi

XN
i¼0

ln Pi xð Þð Þδ λ xð Þ � ið Þ: ð68:2Þ

In Eq. (68.2), δ(m) is the characteristic function. Here, if m¼ 0, then δ(m)¼ 1,

and if m¼ 1, δ(m)¼ 0. εR is
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εR λð Þ ¼ RΩ
X
x2Ωi

XN
x2Ni xð Þ

F I x; tð Þ, I z; tð Þð Þ 1� δ λ xð Þ � λ zð Þð Þ½ 
: ð68:3Þ

In Eq. (68.3), F: IR� IR � IR+ is a decreasing function that penalizes the

spatial discontinuities of the segmentation according to the image data. RΩ> 0 is

the regularization parameter, and a cost is then incurred when two neighboring

pixels x and z have different labels, i.e., λ(x) 6¼ λ(z) and δ(λ(x)� λ(z))¼ 0.

This regularization is equivalent to the minimization of the length of the

boundaries between objects. Note that the neighborhood of a pixel x involved in

Eq. (68.1) is defined as

Nl xð Þ ¼ z 2 Ωt0 < z� xj j � lf g: ð68:4Þ

With such a model, the foreground image is instantaneously obtained.

Moving object detection 
using  graph cuts

Object occlusion 
state detection

Merged and split objects

Backward tracking by 
computing centroid 

distance

Object tagging and 
counting

New and leaving 
objects

Tagged and counted 
results

Input frames

Moving object 
classification based on 

shape

Fig. 68.1 Framework of

proposed method
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68.4 Shape-Based Object Classification

In this paper, several shape features of moving objects are defined and support

vector machines (SVMs), which are based on small-sample statistical learning

theory, are chosen to classify different objects.

Several shape features of moving objects are defined as follows.

Height–width ratio: ratio of the bounding rectangle height and the bounding

rectangle width.

Discrete degree: ratio of square of object perimeter (P) and object area (A).
Fill ratio: ratio of size of blob segment area and the total bounding rectangle area.

Hu invariant moments [8]: invariant about scale, translation, and rotation.

Segment area: number of object pixels.

Perimeter: border pixels of blob.

Considering that the tagging of many samples is a complex task, SVM is used to

classify different objects.

SVMs [9] have been proposed for classifier learning. The proposed method uses

SVM for classification with the selected features and can distinguish moving

objects between people and other objects.

68.5 Method for Tracking and Tagging Objects

After having the segmented results from the graph cut method, based on the

completeness of the regional contours, areas of interest are identified from

the foreground image. When object regions are detected from the areas of interest,

the physical constraints of the human body are considered and the area of the shape

and the dynamic range of pixel grayscale values are included. When objects match

the constraints, ellipses with minimized areas are constructed using ellipse radii,

centroids, distances, and the corresponding position parameters.

Figure 68.2 shows a framework for tracking and tagging objects. In the improved

tracking method, four tracking states, including new object, leaving object, merged

object, and split object, are set. The method is used to understand the current frame.

New object indicates that an object is entering the scene; leaving object means that

an object is leaving the scene. With merged object and split object states, contact

with the object is detected in adjacent frames. By backward tracking the objects that

appear in the previous frame, the merging and splitting of an object in the current

frame can be identified. Finally, relying on the continuity of the location of the

tagged characters in the previous frame, tags are assigned to a single object.

Compared with the traditional overlap tracking method, our proposed tracking

method performs backward tracking of tagged objects in the previous frame. In the

current and previous frames, we analyze the centroid distances between objects in

merged and split states. A dynamic radius is obtained by s¼ (w+ h)/2, where w and
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h are the long and short radii of an object ellipse, respectively. An object in a

merged state in the current frame is recognized by determining that the two adjacent

elliptical centroid distances are less than the sum of their dynamic radii in the

previous frame. To determine split objects, it is to conform to that, the sum of

dynamic radii in two neighboring ellipses is larger than their centroid distance in the

current frame.

After analyzing the object state of the current frame, the algorithm assigns tags

to a single object. Moreover, each object’s tag is recorded, and that tag can provide

a reference for tracking the object in the next frame. When calculating the number

of objects, the state of the object can help in counting people.

68.6 Experimental Results

The proposed method is tested on two video sequences. Figure 68.3 shows segment

images from the experimental video sequences. Results from Fig. 68.3 show that

the graph cut method can effectively separate objects and obtain reliable results.

Figure 68.4 displays the number of people counted in each frame using the

proposed method, the ground truth, and the Kalman filter method [10].

In the first panel of Fig. 68.4, the proposed method obtains good counting results

from sequence 1. In particular, the judgment of entering and leaving states is

accurate on the 100–200th frames, so the method can be reliably used for tracking

and counting. The second panel in Fig. 68.4 displays the people counting results

from sequence 2. Although occlusions from merging and splitting objects occur

frequently, the proposed method can be used reliably for tracking and counting.

Single and occluded object detection

Entering and leaving object detection

Recording and counting the tagged object

Identifying the merged 
and split objects in the 

current frame

Object merged and 
object split states

Tagged results

Extracted foreground objects by graph cuts method

Object classification based on shape

Fig. 68.2 Framework of

tracking and tagging objects
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Compared with the Kalman filter method and the ground truth, the proposed

method performs better in terms of tracking.

To evaluate the tracking and counting accuracy, the methods are compared by

calculating the detection ratio and average root mean-squared error (RMS) in

average. Erms shows the averaged RMS error from counting people [6].

The average detection ratios and errors associated with the two video clips are

listed in Table 68.1. Table 68.1 shows that the proposed method has higher

detection ratios and smaller errors on object counting in two videos than Yilmaz

et al.’s method and the ground truth. The experimental results show that the

proposed method can increase the average detection ratio by approximately 11 %.

Thus, the method can be used to reliably track and count. The execution time

associated with these two video clips is listed in Table 68.2. Thus, the execution

time is short and its efficiency is higher using the proposed method.

Fig. 68.3 Segmentation results of two video clips

Fig. 68.4 Number of objects in two video clips using proposed method, Kalman filter method, and

ground truth
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Conclusion

In this paper, an improved tracking and counting method was proposed.

Foreground regions were segmented using the graph cut method. Then,

foreground objects were identified by the sizes and positions of the obtained

foreground areas. To track objects, an improved tracking method was

presented and used to reduce the effects of object occlusion when splitting

and merging. Experimental results showed the superiority of the proposed

method over the traditional method.
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Chapter 69

Automatic Detection of Pharyngeal
Fricatives in Cleft Palate Speech

Yan Xiao and Mangui Liang

Abstract Pharyngeal fricatives are produced as substitutes of normal fricatives by

speakers with cleft palate. This chapter introduces a method of extracting acoustic

features of pharyngeal fricatives by means of one-third octave analysis. The results

show that the pharyngeal fricatives have higher amplitude below 4,000 Hz and

lower amplitude above 4,000 Hz than the normal fricatives. Amplitudes of eight

one-third octave bands are extracted to represent the acoustic features of pharyngeal

fricatives. A pattern classifier based on logistic regression is also proposed here and

obtains acceptable classification accuracy (90 %) when these acoustic features are

used as the input factors. Detection of the pharyngeal fricatives is also automated in

combination of such pattern classifier and an automatic selection of consonant

component.

Keywords Cleft palate speech • Pharyngeal fricative • One-third octave • Logistic

regression

69.1 Introduction

Cleft palate is a kind of congenital malformation caused by deviant facial devel-

opment during gestation [1]. This deformity leads to the oral and nasal cavities

interlinked and causes many serious dysfunctions especially in articulation [2].

Pathological articulation becomes habitual in the childhood development with cleft

palate and it is difficult to correct even if the cleft palate is repaired successfully. In

this case, clinicians need to judge a lot of cleft palate speech samples with different

errors to assist the treatment. There are many errors in cleft palate speech and

compensatory articulations which refer to the sounds replacement with other

sounds produced at different places of articulation, the most common errors [2].

The glottal stop and the pharyngeal fricative which represent two types of com-

pensatory articulations exhibited by speakers with cleft palate have attracted the

most research attention and substantial therapeutics.
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Glottal stops are plosive consonants with a closure at glottis, which are observed

as substitutes for stop consonants. Pharyngeal fricatives, examined here, as its name

implies, are produced by retracting the tongue to the pharyngeal wall and narrowing

the pharyngeal airway [3]. In previous studies, clinical studies used medical

instruments, such as radiographic [4], to observe the velopharyngeal motion of

cleft palate speech and these characteristics of pharyngeal fricatives have been

found. Speakers with cleft palate often substitute pharyngeal fricatives for sibilant

fricatives which are normally produced in the front of the mouth and sometimes for

affricates.

Pharyngeal fricatives are important to cleft palate speech but normally not

produced in Mandarin. Very few studies have examined the pharyngeal fricatives

by using objective acoustic analysis. Some researchers used spectrogram analysis to

observe the acoustic features of pharyngeal fricatives [3]. They found that the

spectral characteristics of pharyngeal fricatives were different markedly from

normal fricatives produced in the front of the mouth. On the basis, one-third octave

analysis is used in this study to represent the acoustic features of pharyngeal

fricatives as an auditory spectrum [5]. It seems to be compatible with the concept

of spectral analysis as an auditory model.

In this chapter, we investigate the acoustic differences between pharyngeal

fricatives and normal fricatives using one-third octave analysis and extract a set

of distinctive acoustic features. These features can be used as the input factors of a

pattern classifier based on the logistic regression to detect the pharyngeal fricatives

objectively. After combining such pattern classifier with an automatic selection of

consonant component, we can detect the pharyngeal fricatives in cleft palate speech

automatically.

69.2 Materials and Methods

There are 56 native speakers of Mandarin Chinese (34 males and 22 females)

involved in the study. All subjects are divided into two groups according to the

judgment of experienced clinicians. One group is the cleft palate group including

30 subjects (17 males and 13 females) who are speakers with palatal clefts ranging

from 7 to 45 years old (M¼ 22, SD¼ 11). Another group is the control group

including 26 subjects who are normal speakers ranging from 9 to 28 years old

(M¼ 18, SD¼ 5.6).

69.2.1 Speech Samples and Recording Procedure

Syllables of /sha/ are selected as the target speech samples in this study because the

experienced clinicians consider this syllable that usually produces as compensatory

pharyngeal fricatives and has the most obvious characteristics of pharyngeal
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fricatives in cleft speech. The syllable /sha/ is presented in Chinese scripts that

mean “sand” and shown on a card. All subjects are asked to repeat syllable /sha/

three times with 2-s time interval in a quiet environment. Each subject’s speech is

recorded by a digital voice recorder (Sony IC Recorder ICD-UX80) at a sampling

frequency of 44.1 kHz and saved as a whole file separately. Three times of syllable

/sha/ are cut out separately from each file with 50-ms silence before and after each

sample. All samples produced by subjects in the cleft palate group are judged by

three experienced experts independently of one another. If more than two experts

agree that a sample is a pharyngeal fricative, this sample will be included in

pharyngeal fricative set. Pharyngeal fricative set includes 83 samples of syllable

/sha/ with obvious features of pharyngeal fricatives. Samples produced by subjects

in the control group are all included in normal fricative set without pharyngeal

fricative errors. There are 78 samples in normal fricative set.

69.2.2 Automatic Selection of Consonant Component

All samples are down-sampled to 16 kHz and the consonant onset and vowel onset

of each sample are labeled automatically by short-time zero-crossing number

analysis. The short-time zero-crossing number is defined as the number of times

the speech signal changes sign within every short time interval. According to the

foregoing reports [6], the short-time zero-crossing number for voiceless consonant

is 47/10 ms which is significantly different from the one for vowel (14/10 ms).

Rectangular window is used to multiply the speech signal and the frame length is

10 ms which is the short time interval. The zero-crossing number is calculated

frame by frame with a window shift of 5 ms.

The short-time zero-crossing number is defined as below [7]:

Zn ¼ 1

2

XN�1
m¼0

sgn xn mð Þ½ 
 � sgn xn mð Þ½ 
j j ð69:1Þ

sgn[·] is a sign function:

sgn x½ 
 ¼ 1, x � 0ð Þ
�1, x < 0ð Þ

�
ð69:2Þ

Zn is the short-time zero-crossing number of xn, xn is the nth frame of a speech

signal. N¼ 0.01� fs, where fs is the sampling frequency (16 kHz), so the upper limit

of the frequency range is 8 kHz. If Zn is first more than 47 in one frame, the center of

this frame is marked as the consonant onset. After the consonant onset, when Zn
falls to less than 14, the center of the frame would be detected as the vowel onset.

The speech component between consonant onset and vowel onset is the consonant

component of a speech signal.
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69.2.3 Feature Extraction

One-third octave analysis is used in this study to extract acoustic features of

pharyngeal fricatives. The consonant component of each speech signal is filtered

using 15 one-third octave digital bandpass filters with center frequencies from 250 to

6.3 kHz. The responses of 15 one-third octave filters are shown in Fig. 69.1. Each

one-third octave filter uses Chebyshev-type infinite impulse response filter with a

passband ripple of0.2 dB [5]. The root mean square (rms) of each one-third octave

filter output is calculated for every 1.25 ms and is averaged to indicate the mean

amplitude of each one-third octave band. Amplitudes of 15 one-third octave bands

form a one-third octave spectrum which indicates the acoustic features of a speech

sample. Since the speech samples are produced by different subjects, the intensity

levels are variable. So, all spectra are normalized in dB relative to the mean level of

these 15 one-third octave bands to make the comparisons possible.

69.2.4 Pattern Classifier

Logistic regression which is a probabilistic classification model is used here to

create a pattern classifier. It is commonly used in the clinical fields for predicting

whether a patient has a given disease [8]. Logistic regression can evaluate the

relationship between independent input factors and a categorical dependent vari-

able. The categorical dependent variable used in this chapter is binary because the

available categories are two here. One available category whose variable value is

coded as “1” represents that a speech sample is a pharyngeal fricative. Another

category whose variable value is coded as “0” represented that a speech sample is a

normal fricative. Independent input factors for logistic regression function are the

acoustic features of each speech sample and the output is the probability of a speech
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sample being a pharyngeal fricative. The logistic regression function is shown

as below [9]:

y ¼ P Y ¼ 1
		X1 ¼ x1,X2 ¼ x2, . . . ,Xn ¼ xn

� �
¼ 1= 1þ exp � aþ

Xn
i¼1

biXi

 !" #( )
ð69:3Þ

y is the probability of a speech sample being a pharyngeal fricative and its values

are between zero and one. In contrast, 1� y is the probability of a speech sample

being a normal fricative. Xi (i¼ 1, . . . , n) refers to the input factors which indicate

the acoustic features in this study. n is the amount of input factors, and a and bi are
the coefficients for this function. A threshold δ is needed to be selected by ensuring
that the false-positive rate and false-negative rate are equal [10]. The speech sample

is classified as a pharyngeal fricative when y> δ. In the other cases, samples are

determined as normal fricatives.

69.3 Results and Discussion

The consonant component of each speech signal is filtered by 15 one-third octave

digital bandpass filters and obtains a one-third octave spectrum. Averaged these

spectra across samples in pharyngeal fricative set and samples in normal fricative

set, two average one-third octave spectra are obtained. As showed in Fig. 69.2,

one-third spectrum for pharyngeal /sh/ produced by speakers with cleft palate

differs markedly from /sh/ sounds produced in the front of the mouth. For the

pharyngeal fricative set, the levels of the bands below 4 kHz except 1.6 kHz

are higher and the levels of the bands above 4,000 Hz are lower than those for the

normal fricative set. Pharyngeal /sh/ has two spectral maxima in the levels of the

band whose center frequencies are 800 Hz and 2.5 kHz. These results are in
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agreement with the spectral characteristics of pharyngeal fricative in the foregoing

reports [7]. These results are not surprising because the constriction places for

pharyngeal fricatives are in the lower pharynx where is more posterior than those

for normal fricatives produced in the front of the mouth. It leads to pharyngeal

fricatives having a larger anterior cavity than normal fricative; longer anterior

cavity results in energy concentrated in the lower frequency range.

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) is used in this study as the statistics analysis

for differences in mean amplitude of each one-third octave band among the two

speech sample sets. The results are shown in Table 69.1. The statistical significance

level is set at 0.05. The significant differences are found in the levels of the bands

whose center frequencies are 630 Hz, 800 Hz, 1, 2, 2.5, 3.2, 5, and 6.3 kHz.

Amplitudes of these bands are chosen to form an acoustic feature vector as the

input factors for the logistic regression function.

The pattern classifier is indicated as the logistic regression Eq. (69.3) using the

amplitudes of the eight one-third octave bands (630 Hz, 800 Hz, 1, 2, 2.5, 3.2, 5, and

6.3 kHz) as the input independent variables. The classification accuracy of the

pattern classifier is 90 % with the threshold δ¼ 0.52 (Table 69.2).

The obtained pattern classifier is

y ¼ 1= 1þ exp � aþ
X8
i¼1

biAi

 !" #( )
a ¼ 0:7196

bi ¼ �0:0348, 0:1167, 0:0015, � 0:0141, 0:0342, 0:0289, 0:0787, � 0:1261½ 

δ ¼ 0:52

8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
ð69:4Þ

If y> 0.52, the speech sample is detected as a pharyngeal fricative, otherwise as

a normal fricative.

Table 69.1 Results of analysis of variance (ANOVA) for differences in mean level of each

one-third octave band among the two speech sample sets

Band

(Hz)

250 320 400 500 630 800 1 k 1.25 k 1.6 k 2 k 2.5 k 3.2 k 4 k 5 k 6.3 k

p 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.1 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.6 0.1 0.001 <0.001 0.001 0.2 <0.001 <0.001

The band in this table means the center frequency of the one-third octave band

Table 69.2 Classification results of the pattern classifier with the threshold δ¼ 0.52

Predicted

Observed

Pharyngeal

fricative set

Normal

fricative set Accuracy

Overall

percentage

Pharyngeal fricative set 75 8 90.3 % 90.0 %

Normal fricative set 8 70 89.7 %
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Conclusion

One-third octave analysis is utilized in this study to extract the acoustic

features for pharyngeal fricatives and normal fricatives. The syllable /sha/

is the target speech sample. The results show that pharyngeal fricatives have

higher acoustic energy in the low frequency range because the anterior cavity

for pharyngeal fricatives is larger than the one for normal fricative produced

in the front of the mouth. An automatic detection of consonant onset and

vowel onset based on short-time zero-crossing rate analysis is proposed in

this study to choose the consonant component of a speech sample. Ampli-

tudes of eight one-third octave bands are selected to indicate the acoustic

features which are the input factors for the pattern classifier. Detection of

pharyngeal fricatives in cleft palate speech is automated in combination of the

pattern classifier with the automatic selection of consonant component with

acceptable performance achieved as a result.
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Chapter 70

Improved Chinese Word Segmentation
Disambiguation Model Based on Conditional
Random Fields

Fanjin Mai, Shitong Wu, and Taoshi Cui

Abstract This paper proposes an improved model that can eliminate the sense

ambiguity of Chinese word segmentation based on conditional random fields

(CRFs). First, this model segments words based on a bidirectional maximum

matching algorithm and extracts the ambiguous part. Then it resolves ambiguity

based on the conditional random field algorithm for segmentation ambiguity and

outputs a more accurate result for the segmentation. The test results show that this

model can reduce the error rate of segmentation caused by the ambiguity of word

segmentation.

Keywords CRF • Chinese word segmentation • Maximum matching • Ambiguity

resolution

70.1 Introduction

Chinese word segmentation technology is a fundamental issue in the field of natural

language processing, and the problem of ambiguous segmentation represents one of

the difficulties in Chinese word segmentation technology. Currently many model

algorithms exist that have been applied in word segmentation ambiguity

processing, such as the hidden Markov model (HMM), maximum entropy model,

simple Bayesian, support vector machines (SVMs), and genetic algorithms. For

example, Chao Sun proposed a Chinese word segmentation disambiguation method

based on phrase match [1]. Ting Wang proposed a word segmentation disambigu-

ation model based on bidirectional maximum matching and HMM [2]. In view of
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the mixed ambiguity problem of a statement, Hui Ren conducted classification

research on a system and established a maximum entropy model of word segmen-

tation on the basis of enriching word characteristics at the same time [3]. The paper

of Hui Ren solves these problems fundamentally. However, every word segmenta-

tion method has its own advantages and limitations. Especially in the face of

ambiguity problems in Chinese word segmentation, all these methods have many

shortcomings. HMM requires a strict independence assumption, and it cannot tab

accurately. The maximum entropy model can accommodate any information about

dependent characteristics, but, due to local normalization, there are so-called tag

prejudice problems in the traditional maximum entropy model.

The CRF model was proposed in 2001. It is an improved condition model.

Compared with the maximum entropy model, it can also accommodate any char-

acteristic information and achieve global normalization of all characteristics. It

takes advantage of the characteristics of long distance, and there is no tag offset

weakness. The CRF model has inherited the advantages of the HMM. But the

shortcomings of the HMM don’t exist in the CRF model, and the CRF model solves

the so-called tag prejudice problems. The essential difference between CRF and

HMM is that, based on the representation characteristics of the current relative

information, HMM resolves the figure of correlativity of relative information just

below in line with the exponential form of the characteristics of all relative

information. The CRF method is based on the current text string and represents

the correlativity of all relevant information characteristics combined with the

exponential form. In practical applications, there exists a certain correlation

between many text strings. Information plays an important role in word segmenta-

tion. Thus, in Chinese word segmentation, the application effect of conditional

random fields (CRFs) has a certain advantage over HMM and the maximum

entropy model. Therefore, to improve the disambiguation accuracy of Chinese

word segmentation, this paper proposes an improved Chinese word segmentation

disambiguation model based on CRFs.

70.2 Bidirectional Maximum Matching Algorithm

The bidirectional maximum matching algorithm contains a positive maximum

matching algorithm and a reverse maximum matching algorithm. If two algorithms

can obtain the same segmentation result, it is a participial success. Otherwise, it is

thought that the ambiguity problems or an out-of-vocabulary problem arises. The

drawback of the bidirectional maximum matching algorithm is that it is unable to

deal with the ambiguity problem. Although the best way to solve ambiguity is

through context [4], we also can analyze the relationship between the contexts of an

ambiguous segment, extract the information on syntax or semantic aspects that can

indicate the resolution of ambiguity in the context, and integrate them into a

statistical model [5]. But with this we face many difficulties in actual practice.
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This paper introduces an improved algorithm of CRFs to solve the ambiguity

problem.

70.3 Improved Disambiguation Algorithm of Conditional
Random Fields

The CRF model is an undirected graph model. It represents a good method for using

relevant contextual information and effectively carrying out the statistical calcula-

tion of the degree of connection of words. Then it is more reasonable to put the

characters together to form words. When dealing with large-scale text strings in

practical applications, this method can effectively extract the relevant information

about the characteristics of a given observation sequence and meet the needs of the

actual situation.

70.3.1 Word Segmentation Ideology of Conditional Random
Fields

In Chinese word segmentation, some numerals, temporal words, and alphabetic

strings are out-of-vocabulary, so they are easily misidentified. To enhance the

accuracy of recognition of these special strings, this paper introduces the idea of

classification and generalization.
All Arabic numerals, for example, 0, 1, and 2, are replaced by the tag “#N.”

Some punctuation marks, for example full stops, exclamation marks, and question

marks, are replaced by the tag “#C.” All English letters, for example, a, A, b, B, are

replaced by the tag “#L.” All Chinese characters are divided into seven classes, and

all numbers are marked “T1,” for example, 1, 2, Chinese character 1, Chinese

character 2. Temporal word postfixes are marked “T2”; these include year, month,

day, hour, minute, and second. All English letters are marked “T3.” The top

n Chinese characters with the highest frequency (c, S) in the training corpus are

marked “T4.” The top n Chinese characters with the highest frequency (c, B) in the
training corpus are marked “T5.” The top n Chinese characters with the highest

frequency (c, E) in the training corpus are marked “T6.” Other Chinese characters

are marked “T7.”

Of these, frequency (c, P) refers to the frequency of a Chinese character c in

word position P. T4, T5, and T6 mainly help generalize Chinese characters with a

representative location. N equals 100 in the experiment.
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70.3.2 Parameter Estimation of Conditional Random Fields

The CRF model is used to solve feature weights λ. Chinese word segmentation

based on CRFs often combines with maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE) to

solve certain parameters [6].

If the training set is T¼ {<Xk, Yk>}, then MLE is setting that P(Y|X, λ) is the
function of λ. Make the logarithm value of P(Y|X, λ) achieve the largest estimated

value of λ. Equations (70.1) and (70.2) represent respectively the likelihood value

and the maximum value:

L^ ¼
X
T

logP Yk
		Xk, λ

� �
¼
X
T

log
1

Z Xk
� �exp X

j

λjFj Y
k;Xk

� � !

¼
X
T

X
j

λjFj Y
k;Xk

� �� log Z Xk
� �� �( ) ð70:1Þ

^	 ¼ argmax
λ

X
T

logP Yk
		Xk, λ

� �
: ð70:2Þ

70.3.3 Improved Format of Training and Test Corpus Based
on Conditional Random Fields

Whether an ambiguous segment is separated or grouped, this problem can be

converted into a problem of marking an observed sequence through the CRFs. It

can be dealt with based on the contextual information of the ambiguous

segment [7].

The format of training and test files that is used by CRFs must meet a particular

need. The requirements include the following. Usually, the training and test files

need to contain multiple tokens. The number of columns in a token is greater than

two. We can select the appropriate token based on the actual condition, such as, for

example, words, word position, or part of speech. But the end of a line must be

comprised of tags that are used by CRFs in training. A token must stand in a line

separately, and all columns should use spaces or tabs to demark intervals between

them. The token sequence can form sentences and must use a blank line to separate

sentences from each other.

First, we define a token, and in the corresponding table are three rows: word, part

of speech and markup. The tag column contains other fields besides the ambiguous

segments in the sentence and are labeled X. If the ambiguous segments are grouped,

then label them 1. If the ambiguous segments are separated, then label them

2. Regardless of whether the ambiguous segments are grouped or separated, label

their parts of speech Y.
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Here we use Pinyin to represent Chinese sentences. The sentence is “ta/r de/u

hua/n changchang/d bode/v guanzhong/n huixin/d de/u xiaosheng/n./w.” Table 70.1

shows the training corpus format.

The format of the test corpus is similar to that of the training corpus except the

test corpus does not have a markup row.

70.3.4 Feature Selection and Customized Templates

Because the CRF model is used to sequence tags, feature templates must be

determined in advance. A row represents a sub-template of [xxx] in the template.

The format of a template is %x[row, column]. It can represent a token in the output

data. The default location of a row and column is 0. In the table, a row represents the

relative number of rows with the current token, and a column represents the absolute

number of columns. Usually, we take the m rows up and down the current row and

take n–1 columns (no more than the total number of n columns), as in Table 70.2.

If the current row is the third row, then the selection of features is as in

Table 70.3.

70.4 Experimental Results and Analysis

The experiment is carried out in a Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 environment, the

main program code is written in C++, and the database is Microsoft SQL

Server 2005.

We need to train the corpus after coding and testing. In this process, we will

construct a word bank, collect a corpus, and train the corpus. There are two methods

for building the word bank. One is based on statistics, the other on a dictionary and

rules. In the experiment, we adopt the method based on the dictionary and rules. We

use a 128,000-word dictionary.

Table 70.1 Training corpus format

Word ta dehua

chang

chang bode

guan

zhong huixin de

xiao

sheng .

Part of speech r Y d v n d u a w

Markup X 1 X X X X X X X

Table 70.2 Token instance

of two columns
SW N

bei Bns LOC

jing Mns I-LOC

shi Ens I-LOC

shou Bn N
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In the process of training and testing, we use the tagged corpus of the newspaper

People’s Daily as reference. It was developed by Beijing University and Foxconn

Company.

Table 70.4 shows the experimental results of the closed test, and Table 70.5

shows the experimental results of the open test. We evaluate the performance of

word segmentation from recall, precision, and f-measure. Of these, the f-measure is

the main performance index. Compared with the maximum entropy model,

the system’s effectiveness is very good under the conditions of the closed test.

Table 70.3 Selection of features

%x[-2,0] Row negative 2, column 0 “

x[-1,0] Row negative 1, column 0 bei

%x[0,0] Row 0, column 0 jing

%x[1,0] Row 1, column 0 shi

%x[2,0] Row 2, column 0 shou

%x[-2,1] Row negative 2, column 1 Sw

%x[-1,1] Row negative 1, column1 Bns

%x[0,1] Row 0, column1 Mns

%x[1,1] Row 1, column 1 Ens

%x[2,1] Row 2, column1 Sw

%x[-1,0]/%x[0,0] Combination of row negative 1, column 0 and row 0,

column 0

bei/jing

%x[0,0]/%x[1,0] Combination of row 0, column 0 and row 1, column 0 jing/shi

%x[-2,1]/%x[-1,1] Combination of row negative 2, column 1 and row

negative 1, column 1

Sw/Bns

%x[-1,1]/%x[0,1] Combination of row negative 1, column 1 and row 0, column

1

Bns/Mns

%x[0,1]/%x[1,1] Combination of row 0, column 1 and row 1, column 1 Mns/Ens

%x[1,1]/%x[2,1] Combination of row 1, column 1 and row 2, column 1 Ens/Sw

%x[-2,1]/%x[-1,1]/

%x[0,1]

Combination of row negative 2, column 1, row negative 1,

column 1, and row 0, column 1

Sw/Bns/

Mns

%x[-1,1]/%x[0,1]/

%x[1,1]

Combination of row negative 1, column 1, row 0, column

1, and row 1, column 1

Bns/

Mns/Ens

%x[0,1]/%x[1,1]/%

x[2,1]

Combination of row 0, column 1, row 1, column 1, and row

2, column 1

Mns/

Ens/Sw

Table 70.4 Results

comparison of closed test
R (%) P (%) F (β¼ 1) (%)

Maximum entropy model 97.92 98.07 97.99

CRFs 98.32 98.15 98.23

Table 70.5 Results

comparison of open test
R (%) P (%) F (β¼ 1) (%)

Maximum entropy model 96.73 96.51 96.62

CRFs 97.64 97.38 97.51
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This shows that the method can be fully adapted for the training corpus. Under the

conditions of the open test, the system to the requirement of corpus is greater. This

is mainly because the system can use the context feature. For the correct segmen-

tation of ambiguous segments, the system is very effective, and the time complexity

is more appropriate.

Conclusion

In view of the segmentation ambiguity problem in Chinese word segmenta-

tion technology, this paper proposes an improved model that eliminates the

sense ambiguity of Chinese segmentation based on CRFs. It uses a positive

maximum matching and reverse maximum matching algorithm to complete

the initial segmentation, and then identifies the ambiguous part. Finally, it

resolves the ambiguity based on an improved CRF algorithm. Thus, it obtains

more accurate segmentation results. Compared with other model algorithms,

the CRF model effectively improves segmentation accuracy. It has more

practical value than some basic methods.
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Chapter 71

Mobile Real-Time Monitoring System Based
On Human Action Recognition

Lin Chai, Zhiqiang Wei, and Zhen Li

Abstract Mobile real-time monitoring system which is based on the wireless

network meets the requirements of users who want to monitor and manage the

home in a mobile scene or an emergency scene. This chapter designs and imple-

ments a real-time monitoring system based on mobile terminal. At the same time,

human action recognition is applied to the system. A method combining the 3D

skeleton shape histogram with dynamic time warping (DTW) is proposed to

improve the accuracy of recognition.

Keywords Mobile real-time monitoring system • Human action recognition

• Shape histogram • DTW

71.1 Introduction

As the development of intelligent analysis technology and network technology,

mobile real-time monitoring system is possibly applied to the home. The system

can reduce the responsibility of young people to a certain extent. Even if they are far

away from home, they can remotely monitor their homes. Especially they are able

to receive the real-time status of children or elderly people. Therefore, the moni-

toring system needs to detect and track the target in the monitored scene and

automatically describe the event which is happening. In other words, the system

needs to recognize the actions of children or elderly people.

As an important research of computer vision, human action recognition attracts

more and more attention. The purpose of human action recognition is to help the

computer system to understand individual actions, interaction between individuals,

and the environment by analyzing data collected by sensors [1].

Traditional surveillance systems are based on the images or videos. The trans-

mission of large amount of data and the requirements of high bandwidth are great
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challenges for wireless networks. Kinect is a new motion-sensor equipment

introduced by Microsoft in November 2010. With the help of infrared camera,

Kinect can identify human body and track the skeleton points. Based on the 3D

skeleton points, we can easily implement a 3D reconstruction. The amount of

transmission data can be greatly reduced, and also the accuracy of action recogni-

tion can be improved.

A real-time monitoring system based on mobile terminal is proposed in this

chapter. The system uses C/S design patterns. System architecture includes server

and client. The server tracks target person and collects skeleton points to recognize

actions using Kinect. The server also transmits data through a wireless network to

the client. The client is an intelligent terminal running the Android operating system

which can send monitoring requests and receive data to create a 3D reconstruction.

The system meets the needs of real-time monitoring.

71.2 Related Work

In the last two decades, many action recognition and intelligent video surveillance

projects have had some victories. For example, the US Defense Advanced Research

Projects Agency set up a major project—VSAM (Visual Surveillance and Moni-

toring)—in 1997, which was related to intelligent monitoring [2].

Feature extraction is to obtain the action description feature by processing the

original data. Wearable sensors were usually used in early studies to get some

motion information [3, 4]. At present, representation method based on vision is an

in-depth study. This method is easy to implement by using the body shape feature,

but its computation complexity is high. The common method is based on motion

features now. For example, Zhu et al. studied the batting action in tennis with

optical flow method [5].

Human action is a dynamic process, so the recognition method is dynamic too.

Much more reliable methods so far are grammar-oriented, probability-based, and

template-based methods. Grammar-oriented methods include some context-

independent methods such as finite-state machine (FSM). Hong defined gestures

as ordered sequence of spatial-temporal space and identified gestures using

FSM [6]. But grammar-oriented methods have poor robustness of model and low

accuracy. And also it cannot describe the dynamic motion process accurately. The

most widely used method based on probability is hidden Markov model (HMM).

Zhang et al. researched interactive behaviors between individuals in a meeting

using two layers of HMM [7]. Template-based methods mainly include template

matching [8], dynamic time warping [9], and dynamic programming [10].

In this chapter, we use the 3D coordinates of the skeleton points collected by

Kinect to a computer 3D shape histogram. The histogram is used to represent

posture feature. Each action is a series of postures. So we use DTW to match two

posture sequences automatically and compute the distance between the two

sequences in order to recognize different actions.
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71.3 Overall Design of the System

System architecture consists of server and client, presented in Fig. 71.1.

71.3.1 Server

The server is a personal computer connecting to a Kinect. It collects and saves

image information by using Kinect to monitor home. At the same time, it also tracks

3D coordinates of the target’s skeleton points. In a standing mode, Kinect can track

20 joints including hip center, L/R hip, spine, shoulder center, head, L/R shoulder,

L/R elbow, L/R wrist, L/R hand, L/R knee, L/R ankle, and L/R foot. According to

these skeleton points, the server extracts features for action recognition. The server

transmits positions of skeleton points to the client through wireless network in

real time.

71.3.2 Client

The client is an intelligent terminal running the Android operating system. It sends

monitoring requests and establishes a connection with the server. Then it receives

positions of skeleton points in real time. And a 3D reconstruction using OpenGL is

implementing to draw a model, while an action recognition result is shown. Since

some joints are close to each other, such as foot and ankle, wrist and hand, spine,

and hip center, L/R ankle, L/R wrist, and spine are ignored when reconstructing the

human body.

Fig. 71.1 System

architecture
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71.3.3 Network Connection

Data transmission through network is based on the connection of the server and

client. Socket is used to establish network connection and support multiple clients

monitoring at the same time. The client–server model of socket programming is

shown in Fig. 71.2.

The server has a thread listening to the connection requests continuously. When

a client connects to the thread, a new connection is established. The thread puts the

new connection into a connection pool to manage, and continues listening to

the connection requests. When the service thread finds a new task, it provides

service to the client by using the corresponding connection. After the task is

finished, the server and the client both close connection. Meanwhile the service

thread is idle and waiting for a new task.

71.4 Action Recognition Method

The key to recognize human actions is to detect and track the moving target

correctly, extract features of moving target, analyze characteristic parameters of

actions, and then recognize the action.

socket()

bind()

listen()

accept()

read()

close()

write()

Blocks un�l
connec�on
from client

socket()

write()

read()

close()

connect()

Server

Client

Connec�on establishment

Request

Reply

Fig. 71.2 The client–server

model
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71.4.1 Feature Extraction

Action is a collection of postures because an action at every moment is a static

posture. Since different people have different clothes or body shapes, there is a

great difference in appearance with the same actions. But the skeleton points are

similar. Therefore, using 3D coordinates of skeleton points to extract features can

represent postures well. In this chapter, we use the shape histogram to represent 3D

skeleton points.

3D shape histogram was proposed by Ankerst et al. [11]. The shape histogram of

a point is a distribution of relative positions with its neighboring points. Each axis

represents a parameter in a polar coordinate system. Each bin around the point is

defined in space. In the radius direction, bins uniformly distribute in log-polar

space. So the close point is more important than the distant point. If there are

X bins in the radius direction, Y bins for the azimuth, and Z bins for the elevation, in

the 3D shape histogram there are X� Y� Z¼N bins in total.

According to skeleton points collected by Kinect, we can draw a 3D skeleton.

Then as shown in Fig. 71.3, the 3D space can be transformed into a spherical

coordinate system which the origin is the center of the skeleton. Accumulating the

number of points in each bin can get a skeleton histogram. Since the coordinate

system origin is the center of the skeleton, this histogram is translation invariant.

For any two 3D skeletons A and B, their shape histograms are denoted as hA(n)
and hB(n), where n¼ 1, 2, 3, . . . ,N. The similarity of two histograms can be

computed using χ2-distance:

d A;Bð Þ ¼ 1

2

XN
n¼1

hA nð Þ � hB nð Þð Þ2
hA nð Þ þ hB nð Þ ð71:1Þ

The distance between two histograms being smaller means that the two skeletons

are more similar.

O X

Z

Y

Fig. 71.3 3D skeleton in a

spherical coordinate system
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71.4.2 Action Recognition Using DTW

We know how to calculate the similarity of two static postures. But the action is a

posture sequence. It is different to compare two sequences because the other

information about the sequences is unknown, such as the length, the starting

position, and the interval time of the sequence. In this chapter, DTW algorithm is

utilized to compare two sequences. DTW was successfully applied to speech

recognition firstly since it could deal with the inconsistency of the talking

speed [12]. And there are similar problems in the action sequence, such as walking

speed may be fast or slow.

At first we choose a section of the action as a sample, and then compare it with

the samples in our template database. Finally we select the most appropriate sample

to mark the action. The sample in the template database is called a reference

template, defined as R¼ {R1,R2, . . .,Rm, . . .,RM}, where M is the total number of

frames in the reference template. The input action sample to be recognized is called

as a test template. The test template is T¼ {T1, T2, . . .,Tn, . . ., TN}, where N is the

total number of frames in the test template. The DTW distance of the test template

and the reference template can be calculated as:

g i � jð Þ ¼ min

g i� 1, jð Þ þ d i; jð Þ
g i� 1, j� 1ð Þ þ 2d i; jð Þ

g i, j� 1ð Þ þ d i; jð Þ

8><>: ð71:2Þ

where d(i, j) is the χ2-distance of two histograms. Dynamic rules are applied to

compute the distance. Starting from (M, N ) backwards to (1, 1) can get a matching

path with the shortest distance, as shown by the dotted line in Fig. 71.4.

The distance calculated by DTW can accurately represent the similarity between

two actions. Since the calculation is not exchangeable, we can exchange the two

action sequences and compute a new distance. And then calculate the average

distance as the distance between the two action sequences.
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71.5 Results

According to testing results, the server could maintain connections with more than

20 clients stably and simultaneously. The server got 30 frames of joints data per

second by Kinect and the average data bandwidth for the client was 20 kB/s.

The client ran on an Android mobile phone. The monitoring human model was

drawn fluently and the data delay was in 5 s. Running results of the client is shown

in Fig. 71.5.

To build a template action database, we collected seven kinds of indoor actions:

stand up, sit down, walk, wave, bend, push, and pull. Each action was performed

five times by 10 different people: eight males and two females. Therefore, the

database contained 350 action samples. We also collected these seven actions from

five volunteers to test our algorithm. Each action was tested 20 times, respectively,

based on the sample database. Table 71.1 shows the action recognition rate.

Fig. 71.5 Client running

results

Table 71.1 Action recognition rate

Results

Actions

Stand

up (%) Sit down (%) Walk (%) Wave (%) Bend (%) Push (%) Pull (%)

Stand up 94.5 0.0 1.5 0.0 3.5 0.5 0.0

Sit down 0.0 95.5 0.0 0.0 4.5 0.0 0.0

Walk 2.5 0.0 96.5 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.5

Wave 0.0 0.0 0.0 100 0.0 0.0 0.0

Bend 0.0 2.5 0.0 0.0 97.5 0.0 0.0

Push 1.5 2.0 1.5 0.0 1.0 88.5 5.5

Pull 0.0 2.5 1.5 0.0 0.0 4.0 92.0
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Conclusion

A real-time monitoring system based on mobile terminal is designed and

implemented in this chapter. The server not only tracked the target and

communicated with clients, but also used the 3D skeleton shape histogram

and DTW to recognize actions. The client could implement a 3D reconstruc-

tion in real time. The testing results show that the system could perform the

mobile real-time monitoring, and the action recognition rate is high. In the

future, color image information and depth image information could be

applied to action recognition to get more details and higher recognition

rate. Moreover, in order to make the system more intelligent, the server will

send warning message to clients when dangerous action is recognized.
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Chapter 72

A Kind of Image Classification Method Study

Guoqing Wu, Bingheng Yang, and Liang Lv

Abstract With the rapid development of information technology, the construction

of information thruway, and the broad application of the Internet, people have

walked into a society of information. In the information society, the Internet pro-

vides a lot of usable resources to people, such as text, picture, video, and audio

resources. It also becomes an important source of education; nevertheless, the

variety and the complex sequences of information from the Internet bring about

some difficulties in the retrieval of information. This article brings forward the

method of web images classification, which lays foundation for the retrieval of

web images.

Keywords Image classification • Icon and pictures • Photograph and drawing

72.1 Introduction

With the rapid development of the Internet technology, the Internet user can reach a

lot of information via network. In order to access the information faster and better,

it is necessary to preprocess the information very often. The image classification

technique that this article discusses about is the pretreatment technology.

Web image varies, and it can be classified from different angles. This article

classifies images into the icon image and the picture image according to its

function. The icon image’s contents are relatively simple with smaller size, while

the picture image is more complex, usually having the performance of content, and

the content can manifest the landscape, animals, and people; besides, the picture

images can be further classified into photograph and graphic images.
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72.2 Analysis of Image Characteristics

1. Icon class characteristics

The button icon class includes images, trademarks, logos, and other similar

small images. The main function of such images is to give users a simple prompt

identification, reference, and fast operation.

2. Image class image features

(a) Photo image

A photo picture usually refers to the texture or the trend of texture process

with pictures through real pictures or technical software (such as Photoshop

and 3D Max). It features vivid, bright, rich, and gradated color.

(b) Drawing image

A drawing image is drawn by hand or software. The drawing image mainly

includes cartoons, paintings, and WordArt. While compared with the photo

pictures, the drawing images use fewer colors, but the regional color

saturation is usually higher, the color transition is also faster than the

photo pictures, and the color gradation is thin.

72.3 Study on Classification

72.3.1 Classification Method of Icons and Picture
Image Category

The classification algorithm about icon images and picture images is relatively

simple. The key issue is how to determine the size of the main parameters. There are

many methods of parameters to emulate size, such as image size and diagonal size.

By the experimental analysis, the diagonal size of the image is taken as the

classification parameter. The reference threshold herein is 100 pixels.

72.3.2 Reclassification of Picture Image (Photographs
and Drawings Class Category)

According to the content of the picture, it can be classified as photos, images, and

drawing images. These two types have different characteristics and can be extracted

from the classification parameters and classified based on the parameters.

First of all, it can be simply classified. According to previous discussion about

the picture character, the picture image is generally characterized by rich, plump

colors, usually involving 256 colors or 24b. As to the picture image, its color is

generally simpler and less in quantity. As the 2-color and 16-color feature low
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resolution, the photo pictures generally do not use the 2-color or 16-color construc-

tion. Thus, 2-color and 16-color drawing images can be directly classified as picture

image (Fig. 72.1).

The method of using the number of color parameters on image classification

only applies to simple pictures. As to the construction of complex images, we use

histogram parameters for classification. The image color histogram is referred as

the histogram, which is actually a one-dimensional discrete function [1]. Namely,

H kð Þ ¼ nk k ¼ 0, 1, . . . ,L� 1 ð72:1Þ

In the formula above, k represents the image feature values and represents

certain value of specific color for the color histogram. L is the number of charac-

terized values, namely, the total number of colors, for instance, as to the 256 color

images, L¼ 256. nk is the number of pixels of the image having a characteristic

value equal to k. Namely, it is the number of pixels with a specific color value in the

picture. As to the diagram shown below, the eight straight side bars correspond to

the number of pixels of eight grayscale image (Fig. 72.2).

The following diagrams are 256- and 24b-color resolution histogram.

In Fig. 72.3a–d are the 24b picture, color resolution of the picture, 24b photograph,

and color resolution of the color histogram, while in Fig. 72.4a–d are the

256 picture, color resolution of the picture, 256 photograph, and color resolution

of the color histogram.

Based on comparison and analysis of the above picture, no matter if pictures are

of 256 colors or 24b colors, we could find that the distribution of colors of

photograph pictures are more even in the color histogram, the number of varieties

Fig. 72.1 2-Color and

16-color drawing image

o 0 1 2 3 4  5 6 7

Fig. 72.2 Color

resolution’s picture

Fig. 72.3 Picture of 24b color resolution. (a) 24b picture, (b) color resolution’s picture, (c) 24b
photograph, (d) color resolution’s picture
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of colors are much more, and the total amount of pixels of specific color are

generally in low level.

While the distribution of the drawing picture’s color is relatively sparse with less

colors, the total number of a particular kind of color has large number of pixels [2].

When it comes to classification, images need to be processed, respectively, in

two parts, according to the number of colors, number of colors of 24b and number

of colors of 256. We know that the total number of 24b-resolution colors image in

the palette is 224¼ 16 * 106; obviously, it should take a large amount of calculation.

If it takes the number of 24b-color image’s histogram, it is a very time-consuming

matter. Therefore, firstly, you should simplify the color palettes, producing the

simplified color histogram of color palettes.

Thus, the calculation will be relatively small. When we simplify the palette of

24b color picture, the method of abandoning parts of color could be used. The 24b

colors on the picture, the picture in the construction of the palette, and the R, G, B

three-color components use eight binary representations. In order to simplify the

color palette, we have to abandon the use of R, G, B color after the four components

of the method, that is, only use four-bit binary representation before each of the

color components. Thus, the total number of colors, 24b colors, will be reduced to

212¼ 4,096 species. After such processing, the calculation amount of color histo-

gram could be reduced enormously, and the computation time could be shortened

greatly. Moreover, the accuracy could be hardly influenced.

During the procedure of algorithm design, the size of the picture should be taken

into consideration. If the size of the image is not equal, the number of large size

images on more natural color histogram size may be also large; thus, it does not

directly use an absolute color histogram as a standard of classification. In the

passage, the color histogram will be processed in quantity, that is, the data in

color histogram will be normalized, producing relative color histogram. Then,

parameters of relative color histogram could be used to classify things.

As to the classification, it is necessary to calculate the frequency of colors. When

classifying, it is necessary to calculate high frequency of numbers of color of

pictures, that is, the number of columns in color histogram which exceed the

threshold. Based on the experimental analysis, the threshold value of the

256 color pictures is set to 0.3, and the 24b image threshold value is set to 0.14.

If the number of color histogram exceeds a threshold value, the picture is a photo

image; otherwise, the picture is a drawing image.
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Fig. 72.4 Picture of 256 color resolution. (a) 256 picture, (b) color resolution’s picture,

(c) 256 photograph, (d) color resolution’s picture
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After the experimental analysis on a huge number of pictures, the appropriate

threshold can be selected. Different color resolution images possess different class-

based thresholds. Images of 24b color possess a class-based threshold of 250; the

class-based threshold of 256 color is 18.

72.3.3 Reclassification Algorithm of Photo Class Pictures
(Man-Made and Natural Scenery Class Category)

Photos can be further classified into class pictures. The classification from

different angles leads to different classes. In this article, the photo image can be

classified into natural scenery class pictures and artificial scenery images based on

the photo’s content.

72.3.3.1 Classification Parameters

Most of the class pictures of natural scenery, animals, plants, and other images often

feature brightly color, slow transitions between colors, and no obvious trend

in terms of the picture texture. The artificial landscape class pictures generally

involve cities with tall buildings, religious temples, and indoor object images with

relatively high line drawings and obvious trend texture.

72.3.3.2 Analysis of Classification Algorithm

Firstly, look at line detection methods. There are many line detection methods. We

use the Hough transform to detect and extract the line.

Basic Principles of Hough Line Detection Algorithm

The basic principal of Hough transform is the point-line duality. This transforma-

tion is a dotted line-like description method. The principle is as below:

Suppose a linear equation

y ¼ mxþ c ð72:2Þ

where x and y represent variables and m and c represent parameters in this

equation. If the parameter value is known, the relationship between the coordinates

of the point can be determined. If the previous equation is reexpressed:

c ¼ y� mx ð72:3Þ
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In Eq. (72.3), m and c are the variables that we are interested; x and y are

constant. The above equation represents the (m, c), a line in space. Then, a straight

line in the space (x, y) corresponds to a point in the (m, c) space. It is noted that the

shape of the curve depends on the parameter space for a graph of the original

function. Therefore, in practice, often in the form of polar coordinates of a straight

line rather than explicit representation, a straight line is to avoid problems posed by

the vertical line. Linear polar equation is expressed as below [3]:

ρ ¼ x cos θ þ y sin θ ð72:4Þ

Hough linear change can be achieved by the following method:

The (x, y) each discrete data point transforms to (ρ, θ) to be divided into many

small pieces with each piece of a small unit of ρ and θ that can build a small unit

(Δρ,Δθ). Corresponding to each small unit, it can be provided with an accumulator.

In the (x, y), it might be a curve of each point corresponding to the transform

domain in a straight line in the domain ρ¼ x cos θ + y sin θ. The value of 0,Δθ, 2Δθ,
3Δθ, etc. could be assigned to θ, then the corresponding value of ρ could be figured
out. Then we could calculate the number of times of falling in each junior unit,

respectively. After the transformation of all data points in (x, y), we could detect the
junior units. In this way, it could be inferred that this point was common points of

many curves if there were more points falling in a junior unit, points which are

corresponded to those curves could be considered collinear. Detection of (x, y)
n points on the plane, the coordinates of the intersection curve (ρ0, θ0) substitute
ρ¼ x cos θ + y sin θ. We can get the linear equation [4].

Specific Classification Algorithm

What’s mentioned above is the principle of Hough line detection method. In

practices, the color images should be converted into grayscale images firstly.

Then we could extract the edge of images via a canny operator and conduct

binarization processing, obtaining image edge point binary image. Eventually, we

should detect straight lines in images through Hough line detection method.

In specific terms, the need for the parameter space (ρ, θ) of the two-dimensional

array of the accumulation, the cumulative array, is located (ρ, θ), as shown in

Fig. 72.5:

According to Formula (72.4), ρ value locates in the range [–L, L] (L is diagonal

length of the image). The ρ value should be transformed into positive in the process

of setting the array. As used herein, ρ values will be converted to positive in the

formula ρ¼ ρ+ L. Upon conversion, the ρ value should range [0, 2 * L], then
ρmax¼ 2 * L. θmax is 180. Wherein the quantization of ρ interval¼ 1, the quantiza-

tion of θ interval¼ 10. At first, array A should be set to zero, then edge pixels in

picture space should be processed, making θ,Δθ, 2Δθ, 3Δθ. . .θmax equal 0, Finally,

according to Formulas (72.3), (72.4), calculate corresponding value of ρ. According
to the value ρ and θ (the set are quantized and have been rounded), it is
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accumulated: A(ρ, θ)¼A(ρ, θ) + 1. At the end of accumulation, according to A(ρ, θ)
values, it is known as to how many points are collinear, i.e., A(ρ, θ) value is in the

number of the collinear points on A(ρ, θ). After the experiment, the appropriate

threshold is taken to determine the straight line.

For(ρ=0,ρ<ρmax, ρ++)
For(θ=0,θ<θmax, θ++)

If A(ρ, θ)> flag
threadNum = threadNum + 1

End
End

End

As shown in Fig. 72.6, (a) is the edge of the image, (b) is the expression of

histogram of the gray scale about ρ, θ by using the previous algorithm of the picture,

and (c) is the result chart that is shown by the detected line. In diagram b and c,

x-axis represents the angle of θ, y-axis represents ρ.
The number of edge points in huge size images of natural landscape is still huge

after a series of operations, including transferring grayscale images, taking the

edge, binaryzation and image refining cause pictures in photo gallery vary a lot in

size.

Due to the shortcomings of Hough transformation, the adjacent point is not

considered; therefore, it is easy to produce error during the detection. A group of

pixels is approximately a straight line or a mistaken straight line. If the absolute

O maxq q

Fig. 72.5 Schematic

diagram of the 2D

accumulator array

Fig. 72.6 Schematic diagram of detection of Hough line
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number of linear classification is used as a classification threshold, apparently, the

error will be great.

Therefore, we perform the classification by the method of relative linear param-

eters which refer to the ratio of the number of all edges straight points and the

number of pixels in the picture. The line is passed by the Hough transform

detection. In other words, the number of detected straight line is obtained by

normalizing the value.

Based on the analysis of lots of image experiments, the threshold can be set. If

the relative line number parameter value is greater than the threshold value in the

picture, the image can be judged as the artificial scenery; otherwise, the image will

be classified as natural scene image. After the test, the flag¼ 0.4.

Result and Conclusion

In order to verify the accuracy of image classification, it is necessary to

calculate the proportion of correct images classification in the whole image

glossary; the following formula can be adopted to calculate the correct

classification rate:

Accuracy ¼ Number of images which have been correctly classified

Number of images which should be correctly classified

ð72:5Þ
1. Results and analysis of classification of icons and pictures

We test 1,100 images (including 500 charts and 600 picture class image)

by 12 min; 86.4 % (432/500) icon images and 87.5 % (525/600) picture

images can be correctly classified.

2. Results and analysis of reclassification of picture images (photograph and

picture type)

1,056 pictures (including 576 pictures and 480 picture images) are tested

in the experiment by 16 min; 91.67 % (528/576) photo images and

88.13 % (423/480) picture images can be correctly classified.

3. Results and analysis of reclassification of photographs (man-made and

natural scenery class category)

We perform experiment on 876 photo images by 23 min (including

428 natural scenery and 448 artificial scene images); 84.8 % (363/428)

natural scene images can be classified correctly with 82.1 % (368/448)

artificial scene images classified correctly.

Based on the results of image classification, we can see that the method

herein is useful and effective.
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Chapter 73

Weld Pool Image Processing and Feature
Extraction Based on the Vision of the CO2

Welding

Xiaogang Liu and Xiaowei Ji

Abstract In order to capture a clear image of the weld pool, the experimental

system based on the reflection of the arc visual and CCD image acquisition was

established in this chapter. As to the molten pool image characteristics of CO2 arc

welding, this chapter introduces a method for welding pool image processing which

may access the pool edge information more accurately. Firstly, it is based on the

fuzzy entropy filter to remove noise in the multilevel image, modify the image gray

value, and enhance the edge of the welding pool image; secondly, it uses the canny

operator edges positioning and adopts the mathematical morphology corrosion and

expansion comprehensive processing edge of image; thirdly, the edge detection is

used for grayscale morphological gradient; and finally, the molten pool character-

istic parameters are calculated. Thus it can lay foundation for the real-time control

of the welding.

Keywords Visual robotic welding • Welding pool image • Image processing

73.1 Introduction

With the development of social science and technology, the welding quality is

increasingly demanded. The shape characteristics and dynamic changes of welding

molten pool are important factors which may affect the inner welding quality and

the quality of the forming appearance [1, 2]. The real-time detection of weld pool
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shape is one of the key steps to ensure the quality of welding. There are many

confounding factors in pooling information transmission and digital quantitative

process, such as arc interference. It is difficult to obtain characteristic parameters of

the pool; thus it is necessary to get the pool image processing by eliminating the

interference factors such as arc image so that we can obtain the correct and clear

weld pool image.

Welding pool characteristic parameters usually include the pool half-length, the

maximum weld width, and the pool area, in which, the pool image processing is to

detect the edge of the pool to get the pool features. In terms of the pool of feature

extraction, people have carried out a lot of researches. Based on the weld pool

image extraction and analysis, they’ve successfully extracted the edge of the pool

and laser stripe as well as calculated the surface of molten pool 3D shape [3–6]. Cui

has established a compound filter system according to the characteristic spectrum of

magnesium alloy [7]. Based on the double arc welding molten pool image, the

complete pool edge image can be obtained. Chen proposed a new weld pool edge

extraction method on the basis of passive light via component tree model [8]. In

view of the welding image feature of strong noise and poor stability, a fuzzy

detection algorithm of welding image based on wavelet and morphology denoising

was presented [9, 10]. Nevertheless, most of these methods used general image

processing algorithms without considering the actual situation of the welding

process. In this sense, with CO2 arc welding as the research object, the laboratory’s

visual acquisition system is adopted to collect the welding pool images by means of

fuzzy image processing, thus to extract the welding pool characteristic information,

calculate the characteristic parameters of the pool, and to improve the quality of

CO2 arc welding as well.

73.2 Robot Visual Acquisition System

Robot visual image acquisition system consists of the ABBIRB14OO welding

robot, the welding control box, the power supply, the computer, the image acqui-

sition card, the CCD camera, the computer lenses, and the workbench. As shown in

Fig. 73.1, install a CCD camera on the robot arm. When we were welding, we

through nearly infrared composite filter and arc reflection principle to eliminate the

interference of arc. The pool image information is put into the image acquisition

card then converted into a digital signal and transferred to the computer. Based on

the fuzzy entropy filter to remove noise in multilevel image, modify image gray

value, and enhance the welding pool image, we can get clear images of the welding

pool.
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73.3 Fuzzy Image Processing of Welding Pool

73.3.1 Image-Filtering Process

We collect the pool image to get useful information of weld pool. After the welding

pool image processing, we get the edge information of the image; but the acquisi-

tion of original welding image is always subject to many interference factors and

useless information such as sound, light, electricity, heat, magnetism, and other

debris; as a result, we have to preprocess the image to remove the noise interfer-

ence. Classic methods primarily include the median filtering, the domain average

filtering, and the Gaussian filtering. This chapter adopts a fuzzy entropy filter for

noise removal in multilevel image. The method is to create a physical model

correspondingly according to the characteristics of degradation of multi-value

image, construct a class of fuzzy entropy which can reflect the actual image

information, and finally restore image to the minimum entropy principle. Assuming

four gray values of weld pool image are a, b, c and d, the degradation of the image

gray value matrix is shown as below.

Wn i; jð Þ ¼

⋮ ⋮ ⋮
� � � x i� 1, j� 1ð Þ x i, j� 1ð Þ x iþ 1, j� 1ð Þ � � �
� � � x i� 1, jð Þ x i; jð Þ x iþ 1, jð Þ � � �
� � � x i� 1, jþ 1ð Þ x i, jþ 1ð Þ x iþ 1, jþ 1ð Þ � � �

⋮ ⋮ ⋮

26666664

37777775 ð73:1Þ

Fig. 73.1 Experiment of the image acquisition system
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Four fuzzy sets can be defined as A, B, C, and D with their fuzzy entropy

defined as

ea Að Þ ¼ 1

n� nð Þ
X n�1ð Þ=2

k¼� n�1ð Þ=2
X n�1ð Þ=2

l¼� n�1ð Þ=2 Ha ua x iþ k, jþ lð Þð Þð Þ ð73:2Þ

eb Bð Þ ¼ 1

n� nð Þ
X n�1ð Þ=2

k¼� n�1ð Þ=2
X n�1ð Þ=2

l¼� n�1ð Þ=2 Hb ub x iþ k, jþ lð Þð Þð Þ ð73:3Þ

ec Cð Þ ¼ 1

n� nð Þ
X n�1ð Þ=2

k¼� n�1ð Þ=2
X n�1ð Þ=2

l¼� n�1ð Þ=2 Hc uc x iþ k, jþ lð Þð Þð Þ ð73:4Þ

ed Dð Þ ¼ 1

n� nð Þ
X n�1ð Þ=2

k¼� n�1ð Þ=2
X n�1ð Þ=2

l¼� n�1ð Þ=2 Hd ud x iþ k, jþ lð Þð Þð Þ ð73:5Þ

Calculate the four fuzzy entropy and minimum value, and use the minimum

principle for image restoration. Upon the process of image denoising as shown in

Fig. 73.2, the original image of welding pool is shown in Fig. 73.3, the pool images

upon processing.

Fig. 73.2 The original

image of welding pool

Fig. 73.3 Pool images after

processing
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73.3.2 Image Edge Enhancement

After filtering, the pool image noise can be greatly inhibited; but the pool edge

information is still subject to similar gray, welding pool edge blur and other issues;

therefore, the image edge enhancement processing is demanded. This chapter uses the

following enhancement operator to enhance the pool images, which is shown as below:

EG i; jð Þ ¼ k þ FG iþ 3, jð Þ½ 
 þ FG iþ 2, jð Þ þ FG iþ 1, jð Þ � FG i� 1, jð Þ
� FG i� 2, jð Þ � FG i� 3, jð Þ ð73:6Þ

In which, FG refers to the filter with (i, j) for pixel gray value and k for enhance-

ment coefficient. The gradation curve is distinctively different of the images after

and before the image edge enhancement. Before the edge enhancement, the gray

curve is smooth and many edge information are lost; but after the edge enhance-

ment, a series of peaks and troughs exist at the welding pool edge of gray value.

In this sense, we can transform the edge point calculation into the search of extreme

value point of gray value calculation. The image has been enhanced as shown in

Fig. 73.4 with the weld pool edge image shown in Fig. 73.5, the enhanced weld pool

edge image.

Fig. 73.4 The weld pool

edge image

Fig. 73.5 The enhanced

weld pool edge image
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73.3.3 Pool Edge Detection

The weld pool image upon processing by the filter and image edge enhancement

will become relatively clear; however, these projecting pixels are not all the edge

point. There are interference noise points and individual points so that we further

need to search the weld pool edge to find the real pool edge. In order to obtain the

pool feature information, based on the images as enhanced above, the canny

operator positioning edge is thus adopted with mathematical morphology erosion

and dilation integrated computing adopted afterwards; finally, the gray values of the

morphological gradient edge detection pool edge image can be obtained as

shown below.

Grayscale morphology corrosion: in order to determine the results which signal

A refers to the structure element B (also as a signal) at the point X corrosion. By

sliding B, make its X with the origin and push up the elements of its structure.

Structure elements that are still below signal A can achieve maximum value which

is the result of corrosion. The formula is defined as

AΘBð Þ xð Þ ¼ max y : gxþ y � Af g ð73:7Þ

Grayscale morphological expansion: gray scale expansion is the dual operation

of gray corrosion, which takes advantage of the structural elements of the reflection.

We can use a reflection structure element, the signal limited in the domain of

structural elements, and calculate on the structural elements to make it more than

the minimum value at the time signal. The formula is defined as:

A� Bð Þ Xð Þ ¼ min y : gxþ y � Af g ð73:8Þ

As shown in Fig. 73.6 indicating the pool edge processing and Fig. 73.7 indicating

the pool edge corrosion expansion, we find that the method can better filter out

noise while retaining a relatively more abundant pool edge information.

Fig. 73.6 The weld pool

edge processing image
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73.4 Characteristic Parameter of Weld Pool Extraction

The pool edge image is obtained by article through image acquisition and

processing. Set the width of the weld pool in W, the back of the welding pool

length L/2, and the angle of the prop α. As shown in Fig. 73.8, we can clearly see the
pool edge. We save detection of welding pool edge in array WL[i] and WR[i]. We

can use the array and formula to calculate the edge characteristics of the weld pool.

The width of the weld pool:

W ¼ max WR i½ 
 �WL i½ 
ð Þ þ 1 ð73:9Þ

The back of the welding pool length:

L=2 ¼ imax � imin þ 1 ð73:10Þ

The angle of the prop:

α ¼ arccos
a2 þ b2 � c2

2ab

				 				 ð73:11Þ

In line with the largest welding pool width imax and the welding pool tail line

with imin, see formula (11) a, b, c, respectively:

a ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
WR imaxð Þ �WL

imax þ imin þ 1

2
þ 1


 �2

þ imax � imin þ 1

2


 �2
 !vuut ð73:12Þ

b ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
WR

imax þ imin þ 1

2
�WL imaxð Þ þ 1


 �2

þ imax � imin þ 1
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Fig. 73.7 The pool edge

images after processing
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imax þ imin þ 1
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 �
�WL

imax þ imin þ 1

2


 �
þ 1 ð73:14Þ

Conclusion

In this chapter, as far as CO2 visual welding robot is concerned, the experi-

mental system has been established on the basis of the reflection of the arc

visual and CCD image acquisition. It is better able to capturing pool image.

According to the characteristics of the weld pool images and the demand

of actual welding process control, this chapter proposes a method based on

the fuzzy image processing featuring simple algorithm, significant effect and

easy parallel processing, smooth edge extraction, and continuous image of the

skeleton with less breakpoints; besides, it can extract the main geometric

parameters of the pool in a more accurate manner. The experimental results

also verify its effectiveness and feasibility.
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Chapter 74

On Energy Distribution Characteristics
of Froth Images

Yanpeng Wu, Xiaoqi Peng, Yanpo Song, and Qian Jiang

Abstract In this chapter, the model of relationship between flotation process status

and its energy distribution character of froth image is proposed. Energy spectrum of

froth image is calculated by FFT. The energy distribution of foam images in

different frequency domain is analyzed to obtain characteristic decision formula

based on energy spectrum distribution of foam image. Using this formula to

recognize the flotation conditions, each recognition rate of the working conditions

is 90.9 %, 92.9 %, 92.2 %, and 85.2 %, respectively. The average recognition rate

reaches 91.4 %. Compared to character decision methods of foam images based on

edge segmentation, the proposed method has a faster calculation speed and higher

character recognition rate.

Keywords Flotation • Froth image • Fast Fourier Transform • Energy spectrum

74.1 Introduction

Flotation is widely used in complex mineral beneficiation process. In the production

process of mineral flotation, status of floating process is closely related to bubbles’

geometry [1], RGB components [2], velocity [3], and other information. Works
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usually regulate and control the flotation process by judging the geometrical

structure of the bubbles floating on the tank surface [4].

There are two main froth size distribution analysis methods. One is based on

image segmentation method [5, 6]. Such methods enjoy a high recognition rate of

image features, but its algorithm is complex with the low real-time performance.

The other method is to be determined based on froth characteristics [7, 8].

In this chapter, a Fast Fourier Transform analysis of the energy distribution of

different-sized froth is made, and a model of relationship between flotation process

status and its energy distribution character of froth image is proposed.

74.2 Definition of the Basic Characteristics of the Flotation
Froth Image

At the flotation industrial site, the operators judge the flotation conditions according

to the size and number distribution of froth. The froth is divided into four catego-

ries: large, medium, small, and others, as shown in Table 74.1. It is generally

considered that a large froth has a poor degree of mineralization and carries a

small number of concentrate ore; a medium froth has a good mineralization degree,

while a small one has high degree of mineralization but low recovery rate.

74.3 The Flotation Froth Image Feature-Determining
Algorithm Based on the Amplitude Spectrum’s
Energy Statistics

Using Fast Fourier Transform to generate the Fourier spectrum is a common

method for frequency domain analysis and widely used in such fields as digital

image processing.

Table 74.1 Feature definition of froth images

Image

class Feature definition Description

s A large number of large froth. Foam

inhibitors should be added

Large image occupies more than 50 % area of

the total image area

m A large number of medium froth.

Normal condition

Medium image occupies more than 50 % area of

the total image area

l A large number of small froth.

Foaming agent should be added

Small image occupies more than 50 % area of

the total image area

o Otherwise, transition state Large, medium, and small images occupy less

than 50 % area of the total image area
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Let the image data be f(x, y) (x¼ 0, 1, . . . ,M� 1; y¼ 0, 1, . . . ,N� 1), then the

discrete Fourier Transform is:

F u; vð Þ ¼ 1

MN

XM�1
x¼0

XN�1
y¼0

f x; yð Þe�i2π ux
Mþvy

Nð Þ ð74:1Þ

where u¼ 0, 1, . . . ,M� 1; v¼ 0, 1, . . . ,N� 1.

The inverse transformation formula of formula (74.1) is:

f x; yð Þ ¼ 1

MN

XM�1
u¼0

XN�1
v¼0

F u; vð Þei2π ux
Mþvy

Nð Þ ð74:2Þ

where x¼ 0, 1, M� 1; y¼ 0, 1, . . . ,N� 1.

When M¼N, the discrete Fourier Transform is:

F u; vð Þ ¼ 1

NN

XN�1
x¼0

XN�1
y¼0

f x; yð Þe�i2πuxþvyN

¼ 1

N

XN�1
x¼0

x; yð Þe�i2πuxN � 1
N

XN�1
y¼0

f x; yð Þe�i2πvyN ð74:3Þ

where u¼ 0, 1, . . . ,M� 1; v¼ 0, 1, . . . ,N� 1.

The inverse transformation formula of formula (74.3) is:

f x; yð Þ ¼ 1

NN

XN�1
u¼0

XN�1
v¼0

F u; vð Þei2πuxþvyN

¼ 1

N

XN�1
u¼0

F u; vð Þei2πuxN � 1
N

XN�1
v¼0

F u; vð Þei2πvyN ð74:4Þ

To calculate the two-dimensional Fast Fourier Transform of f(x, y), we first

calculate the one-dimensional Fourier Transform along each column and then

along each of its rows, i.e., the Fourier amplitude spectrum is:

F u; vð Þj j ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2 u; vð Þ þ I2 u; vð Þ

q
ð74:5Þ

The Fourier energy spectrum of the image f(x, y) is:

E u; vð Þ ¼ F u; vð Þj j2 ¼ R2 u; vð Þ þ I2 u; vð Þ ð74:6Þ

The froth image is composed of froth of different sizes and the background.

Considering the sharpness of the image and the factor of operation speed, we
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choose the middle of the froth image, i.e., area n * n (n¼ 22k). The gray scale is

normally calculated, and the linearity of the average gray scale of all froth images is

adjusted to 0.20, and we apply the Fast Fourier Transform processing to obtain the

spectrum image. Figure 74.1 shows typical froth images and their spectrum energy

distribution.

74.4 Experiment Studying

Let low-frequency region be [1, 100), middle-frequency region be [100, 500), and

high-frequency region be [500, 1,000). Let e1 be energy sum of low-frequency

components, e2 be energy sum of middle-frequency components, e3 be energy sum

of high-frequency components, and e0 be total energy sum of all components. Then,

e0 ¼ e1 þ e2 þ e3 ð74:7Þ
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(a) Froth image with "s" feature

(c) Froth image with "l" feature

(b) Froth image with "m" feature

(d) Spectrum energy distribution

Fig. 74.1 Typical froth images and their spectrum energy distribution. (a) Froth image with “s”

feature. (b) Froth image with “m” feature. (c) Froth image with “l” feature. (d) Spectrum energy

distribution
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Also we define the symbols as following:

R1 ¼ e1
e2

ð74:8Þ

R2 ¼ e2
e3

ð74:9Þ

R3 ¼ e3
e1

ð74:10Þ

We make a statistical analysis of the energy distribution of the three typical froth

images as shown in Table 74.2.

Then we get a froth image feature-determining formula as follows:

H Gð Þ ¼
s, 0 < R2 � 11:7 and 0 < R3 � 15:1
m, 0 < R1 � 3:0 and R2 � 11:5
l, R1 � 3:0 and R3 � 32:7
o, otherwise

8>><>>: ð74:11Þ

78 froth image samples taken from flotation industrial site are randomly selected,

including 6 small images, 39 medium images, 28 large images, and 5 images

without classification, to froth image feature-determining formula. The program

runs 75.884 s and the cluster analysis results are shown in Figs. 74.2, 74.3, 74.4.

The calculation results show that:

(1) Rate of recognition of froth images: “s” type is 90.9 %, “m” type is 92.9 %, “l”

type is 92.2 %, and “o” type is 85.2 %. The average recognition rate is 91.4 %.

(2) Because “o”-type froth image is easy to be confused with other type images in

recognizing spectrum energy feature, its recognition rate is the lowest in all

froth images.

(3) The average processing time for each froth image is 0.3852 s, while the average

time cost of all other methods based on edge segmentation is over 1 s. Obvi-

ously the proposed method is highly efficient with a good real-time perfor-

mance, thus being practically suitable for real-time production condition

criterion.

Table 74.2 Statistical analysis of the energy distribution on typical froth images

Froth images e1 e2 e3 R1 R2 R3

Small feature 13,675,564 54,714,426 7,076,940 0.24 7.73 1.93

Medium feature 107,089,510 50,139,814 1,665,910 2.13 30.09 64.28

Large feature 140,497,303 40,572,071 2,174,475 3.46 18.65 64.61
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Conclusion

In the low-energy statistical region, the small froth has the highest energy, the

medium froth less high, and the large froth the lowest, respectively, while in

the high-energy statistical region, the large froth has the highest energy, the

medium froth less high, and the small froth the lowest, respectively. A

method of froth image classification and recognition based on analysis of

spectral structure characteristics is proposed in this chapter. Simulation

results for the froth images obtained from industrial process of alumina

flotation show that the average accuracy rate of proposed algorithm is

91.4 % and the average processing time of each frame is 0.3852 s. And it

comes to a conclusion that this method achieves a high accuracy rate of

recognition and it has good real-time performance, which has a strong

popularizing and application value.
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Chapter 75

Classification Performances of Extreme
Learning Machine with Choquet Integral

Aixia Chen, Zhiyong Liang, and Zhen Guo

Abstract The Choquet integral is a kind of fuzzy integral with respect to fuzzy

measure that reflects the interaction of the features. So Choquet integral has been

generally applied in classification and multiple classifier fusion, when the interac-

tions exist in the group of features. The difficult step is the learning of the fuzzy

measure used in Choquet integral classifier. The ELM technique is used to settle

this problem and the ELM Choquet integral classifier is proposed in this chapter.

The implementations and performances of ELM Choquet integral classifier and

single Choquet integral classifier are compared by a number of experiments on

some data sets.

Keywords Choquet fuzzy integral • Possibility distribution • Extreme Learning

Machine

75.1 Introduction

Nonadditive set functions have been served as a proper model for describing their

interaction mathematically, i.e., the contribution rates. And several types of

nonlinear integrals with respect to nonadditive set functions have been defined. In

1974, Sugeno defined the Sugeno fuzzy integral and the fuzzy measure, in which

the additivity condition was replaced by the monotonicity, which is weaker than the

additivity. And Murofushi and Sugeno presented Choquet fuzzy integral in 1987.

Many researchers have attempted to use nonlinear integral as a fusion operator in

multi-attribute classification problems, and the results are very inspiring [1]. In the

kind of approaches, the classification results of many classifiers are fused into a

final classification result by a fuzzy integral in regard to a fuzzy measure, which

shows the weights and the interactions of each classifier for a given class. Sugeno

integral and Choquet integral have been used in the nonlinear classification by
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many researchers. The upper integral has been used in the nonlinear classification,

and the performance of upper integral classifier is competitive [2, 3].

In the chapter, we attempt to introduce ELM into the Choquet integral classifier.

Our idea is the following. As is known to all, the decision of nonadditive set

function is the difficult problem in fuzzy integral classifiers. Considering the

efficiency and performance of Extreme Learning Machine, we will introduce

ELM into the Choquet integral classifier. In our ELM Choquet integral classifier,

the nonadditive set functions are produced randomly, so the learning complexity of

the set functions is reduced hugely. Because the weights βj are here, we also expect
that ELM Choquet integral classifier has better performance than the single

Choquet integral classifier.

Following, we briefly present the basic firstly. And then ELM Choquet integral

classifier is proposed. In the end, the comparison of ELM Choquet integral classifier

and single lower integral classifier are provided by experiments with some data sets.

75.2 Fuzzy Integral

Because the feature spaces that we deal with are generally finite, the following

definitions are stated in the finite spaces restrictively. Sugeno has introduced fuzzy

measures in 1974. And in 1987, Murofushi and Sugeno presented Choquet integral.

Definition 1 Assume that X¼ {x1, x2, . . ., xn} and Z is the power set of X. A set

function μ : Z! [0, 1] where

1ð Þ μ Φð Þ ¼ 0

2ð Þ A � B) μ Að Þ � μ Bð Þ

is named a fuzzy measure, and (X,Z, μ) is named a fuzzy measure space.

Definition 2 Let X¼ {x1, x2, . . ., xn} and (X,Z, μ) be a fuzzy measure space. f :X!
[0, 1], and f is measurable. Assume that 1� f(x1)� f(x2)� � � � � f(xn)� 0 and

Ai¼ {xn, . . ., xi}. The Choquet integral of f with respect to μ is defined as

Cð Þ
Z

fdμ ¼
X1
i¼n

f xið Þ � f xiþ1ð Þ�μ�Ai

� �
where f(xn+ 1)¼ 0.

Example 1 Let X¼ {x1, x2, x3}. The function f is given by f xð Þ ¼
2 x ¼ x1
9 x ¼ x2
7 x ¼ x3

8<: .

And the set function μ is given in the following Table 75.1.

Then the Choquet integral of f with respect to the measure μ is
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Cð Þ
Z

fdμ ¼ f x1ð Þ � 0½ 
μ x1; x2; x3ð Þ þ f x3ð Þ � f x1ð Þ½ 
μ x3; x2ð Þ
þ f x2ð Þ � f x3ð Þ½ 
μ x2ð Þ
¼ 2� 0½ 
 þ 7� 2½ 
 � 0:3 _ 9� 7½ 
 � 0:1
¼ 3:7

As the length of the chapter is limited, the properties of fuzzy integral are

referred into the literatures.

75.3 Learning Process of the ELM Choquet
Integral Classifier

75.3.1 Possibility Distribution

Possibility theory, which generalized the theory of fuzzy logic, was proposed by

L.A. Zadeh in 1978 [4]. It is an uncertainty theory and substitution of probability

theory, which is used to deal with the incomplete information. Possibility theory has

been used in a number of domains, for example, interval analysis and database

querying.

Definition 4 X and Z are the same as those in Definition 1. Π :Z! [0, 1] is called

possibility measure, where

1ð Þ Π Φð Þ ¼ 0, Π Xð Þ ¼ 1

2ð Þ Π A [ Bð Þ ¼ Π Að Þ _ Π Bð Þ

Denote π(x)¼Π(x), and π :X! [0, 1] be called possibility distribution of X. If
there is x02X, such that π(x0)¼ 1, then π :X! [0, 1] be named normal possibility

distribution of X.

Example 2 Assume that a bus is coming every five miniatures. One person has

reached the bus station randomly. Let X be the time of waiting a bus at the bus

station. In the situation, the possibility distribution of X is the following:

π xð Þ ¼ 1 x 2 0; 5½ 

0 elsewhere

�

Table 75.1 The set function μ in Example 1

Set Φ {x1} {x2} {x1, x2} {x3} {x1, x3} {x2, x3} {x1, x2, x3}

μ 0 0.7 0.1 0.9 0.2 0.8 0.3 1
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75.3.2 Learning Process

Now we will consider the learning process of ELM Choquet integral classifiers.

Assume that there are lj samples Xj
1, . . . ,X

j
lj
in class Cj ( j¼ 1, 2, . . .,m). We denote

l¼∑ m
j¼ 1lj as the number of all samples and use indices k, i, j to denote a sample, a

feature and a class, respectively.

Let X be a sample to be classified. The possibility distribution π(Cj|X) is the

degree of X belonging to class Cj. In the same manner, the possibility distribution

π(Cj|xi) is the partial degree of X with the feature xi belonging to Cj. Using Cox’s

axioms, as everyone knows

π Cj

		xi� � ¼ π xi
		Cj

� � 8i, j

So, we should assign all π(xi|Cj) at first.

We will learn a known π(xi|Cj) as follows. And we use all the samples in class Cj

to construct a “possibilistic histogram”. First of all, we will construct a histogram

with r boxes p1, . . ., pr from the samples, where ph is the frequency of box h. And
the tightest possibility distribution π1, . . ., πr will be searched. Assume that

p1� � � � � pr; then it is obtained by πh¼∑ r
s¼ hps. At last, the linear interpolation

of the values πh is used to obtain the continuous π(xi|Cj).

As we know, the determination of the set functions is the hard problem of

nonlinear integral classifiers. In our chapter, the Extreme Learning Machine tech-

nique is applied in Choquet fuzzy integral classifier to solve the problem [5]. We

will describe the scheme of ELM Choquet integral classifier briefly. Denote D as

the given training data set and T as the testing data set:

(1) For each feature in class Cj samples, we determine the frequency histogram.

With continuous feature i, determine h boxes and their own frequencies pi. With

nominal feature i, consider each value of feature i as a box and their own frequen-

cies pi.

(2) Rearrange the frequencies pi, and determine the possibility distribution πij of

each feature. The linear interpolation is used to obtain the possibility distribution

when the feature is continuous.

(3) For l arbitrary different sample (xi, ti), here xi¼ (xi1, xi2, . . ., xim)
T2Rm, and

ti¼ (ti1, ti2, . . ., tin)
T2Rn, standard single hidden layer feedforward networks, which

have N hidden nodes, are formulated as

XN
j¼1

βjg Lð Þ
Z

f xið Þdμj

 �

¼ oi

where g(x) is the activation function; μj is the set function, which connects the

input nodes and the jth hidden node; and βj is the weight vector, which connects the
output nodes and the jth hidden node.

It is equivalent to minimize the cost function
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E ¼
Xl
i¼1

XN
j¼1

βjg Lð Þ
Z

f xið Þdμj

 �

� ti

�����
�����

In the end, one ELM Choquet fuzzy integral network is produced for each class.

In the method, the nonadditive set functions are produced randomly, so the learning

complexity of the fuzzy measure is reduced hugely. Because the weights βj exist,
the ELM Choquet integral network could also show itself smoothly and effectively.

(4) Test the ELM Choquet integral classifier on some real data.

75.4 Test on Real Data

We will do some experiments on many real databases which have been widely

applied in testing the performances of the classifiers to look into how the ELM

Choquet integral classifier works. The information of data sets is listed in

Table 75.2.

We use tenfold cross-validation for 20 times worked at each data set in our

experiments. Firstly, we construct the possibility histogram for each feature using

the samples in class j. If the feature is continuous, it will fall into equal-sized

r boxes (it is usually suitable that r is between 7 and 15). Only for continuous

attributes, we need the linear interpolation. Then, the ELM Choquet integral

classifier will be trained, in which the set functions μj are randomly generated and

weights βj are trained to minimize the function E.
The comparison of the accuracy of ELM Choquet integral and single Choquet

integral is shown in Table 75.3.

Table 75.2 Data used in experiment

Data set Number of examples Number of classes Number of attributes

Iris 150 3 5

Pima 768 2 9

Wine 178 3 14

Hayes 132 3 6

E. coli 336 8 8

Tic-tac-toe 958 2 9

Table 75.3 Comparison

between ELM Choquet

integral and Choquet integral
Data set

Choquet integral ELM Choquet integral

Mean Std dev Mean Std dev

Iris 0.9527 0.0088 0.9711 0.0079

Pima 0.7572 0.0122 0.7818 0.0094

Wine 0.9527 0.0095 0.9697 0.0071

Hayes 0.6430 0.0243 0.6681 0.0117

E. coli 0.7499 0.0156 0.7721 0.0110

Tic-tac-toe 0.6511 0.0107 0.6871 0.0079
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From Table 75.3, it is known that the ELM Choquet integral classifier works

well on both features. And an accuracy comparison between Choquet integral and

ELM Choquet integral is present. It is known that the performance of ELM Choquet

integral classifier precedes the single Choquet integral classifier. We know the

decision of nonadditive set function is the difficult problem in fuzzy integral

classifiers. In our ELM Choquet integral classifier, the nonadditive set functions

are randomly generated. We can see that the computational complexity will be

largely reduced. Because the weights βj exist, the ELM Choquet integral network

could also show itself smoothly and effectively.

Conclusion

To use the information from each feature effectively, motivated by the

effectiveness of ELM, this chapter proposed ELM Choquet integral classifier.

In this method, the fuzzy measures are produced randomly and the learning

complexity of the fuzzy measures is reduced hugely. So the training speed of

ELM Choquet integral classifier is very fast. Because ELM Choquet integral

classifier takes into account the weights and interactions of individual fea-

tures, it is able to model the interactions of the features flexibly. From the

experimental results on real data sets, we can see that ELM Choquet integral

classifier could do effectively the continuous and nominal features. And the

performance of ELM Choquet integral classifier is better than the single

Choquet integral classifier. This chapter has demonstrated that the effective-

ness of the ELM Choquet fuzzy integral classifier, but relationship between

the classification performance and the type of fuzzy integral will be under the

investigation.
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Chapter 76

Facial Expression Recognition Using
Color-Depth Cameras

Kezhen Xie, Zhen Li, and Zhiqiang Wei

Abstract We present a novel facial expression recognition approach based on both

color images and depth images obtained by color-depth sensors in this chapter.

Firstly, we estimate the head pose by a scale-invariant projection method proposed

by Pamplona Segundo, M. Facial expression images are separated into three

categories and we get the corresponding category of the expression according to

the head pose. Expression features are extracted through Gabor wavelet and

principal component analysis (PCA) method. Finally, the recognition is performed

by Hidden Markov Model (HMM). Through the experiments, the recognition rate

of the proposed method is 92.4 %.

Keywords Facial expression recognition • Scale-invariant projection • Gabor

• HMM

76.1 Introduction

Facial expression is a basic manner for human to deliver emotions in nonverbal

communications. The Rule of Mehrabian indicates that speaker’s facial expression

contributes 55 % to the effect of the whole message [1]. Facial expressions provide

important information of one’s inner world; thus, facial expression recognition can

provide the information to apprehend the emotion activity of a person’s interest [2].

As early as in 1970s, Paul Ekman developed the Facial Action Coding System

(FACS) to describe facial behaviors by dividing faces into a number of Action Units

(AUs) [3]. Before the recognition of expressions, face detection and feature extrac-

tion should be performed. For face detection, the algorithm using Haar-like features

described by Viola and Jones and Guillaume Gibert has studied a face detection

method based on photoplethysmography [4, 5]. Facial feature extraction methods

such as principal component analysis (PCA) and linear discriminant analysis

(LDA) [6, 7] have been widely studied. For facial expression classification, when
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gray information is extracted as features, the classification method based on dis-

tance is generally adopted.

Over the past 30 years, most researches focused on 2D facial expression recog-

nition based on color images. However, the recognition rate is generally not high.

Motivated by this fact, a color-depth camera is used in this chapter which has 3D

depth sensors and a color camera for acquisition. The proposed method uses a 3D

detector to locate faces under pose variation and gives an estimation of the head

pose using a scale-invariant projection method. Then color images and depth

images are normalized to a standard size and Gabor wavelet and PCA are applied

to extract facial expression features [6]. Finally, HMM model is used for facial

expression recognition. As is shown in Fig. 76.1:

76.2 Facial Expression Recognition

76.2.1 Data Acquisition

A color-depth camera is used to capture color and depth images. Depth images are

insensitive to illumination and pose variations, and color images contain more

details of facial expressions; thus, we can obtain more information of facial

expressions by adopting both color images and depth images for facial expression

recognition.

76.2.2 Face Detection

In the face detection stage, a boosted cascade classifier of Harr features is applied to

classify image regions as face or non-face in the color-depth sensor. Pamplona

Segundo proposed an idea that multiple scale-invariant projection images are

created from different viewpoints in order to represent rotated faces as frontal

faces [8]. This idea can also be used to detect face expressions under pose variation

for the purpose of face expression recognition. In this chapter, only the viewpoint

changes around x-axis (pitch rotations) and y-axis (yaw rotations) are considered

since there is little pose variation around z-axis in everyday use of computers. α and

β are the maximum values for pitch and yaw rotations. In this work, α¼ 50 and

β¼ 30. Multiple scale-invariant projection images are created for all viewpoints

within the range specified by α and β at 5� steps which are more detailed than those

Fig. 76.1 Facial expression recognition system
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in Segundo’s work to acquire more accurate data. The detection result is used to

obtain a rough estimation of the head pose.

Pamplona Segundo [8] divided each image into three different regions of interest

(ROIs) in his normalization stage: the left, the right, the nose region. This idea can

also be applied in this work. In this chapter, expression images are separated into

three different categories: the left half of the face, the front face which contains the

whole face and the right half of the face, respectively, shown in Fig. 76.5b–d.

According to the estimated head pose, the expression to be detected would be

compared with the corresponding images and HMMs, which can save time and

improve the recognition rate. The front face is selected for frontal face, the left half

of the face is selected when the user is looking to the right, and the right face is

selected when the user is looking to the left (Fig. 76.2).

76.2.3 Facial Expression Feature Extraction

Before feature extraction stage, all facial expression images are preprocessed: both

color images and depth images are normalized, and then the normalized color

images are converted to grayscale images. In facial expression feature extraction

stage, Gabor wavelet is used to extract features from preprocessed depth images

and color images. PCA method is adopted to reduce feature dimensions.

76.2.3.1 Gabor Wavelet Feature Extraction of Facial Expression

Gabor feature of a person’s facial expression image is the result of convolution of

the image and the Gabor wavelet ψu,v(x, y). Assume that f(x, y) represents the gray
distribution of an image, then the Gabor feature is expressed as follows:

Qu,v x; yð Þ ¼ f x; yð Þ∗ψu,v x; yð Þ ð76:1Þ

Fig. 76.2 Three categories of images: (a) the left half of the face, (b) the front face, (c) the right
half of the face
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∗ is the convolution factor, and Qu,v(x, y) is the convolution result on the

corresponding dimension v and direction u. In order to obtain the Gabor wavelet

feature values of the coordinates (x, y), we combine f(x, y) and the corresponding

amplitude values of Gabor wavelet for five dimensions and eight directions. To

unite the Gabor wavelet feature values of every (x, y), we get the Gabor feature

vector of the whole image.

The Gabor feature A of the preprocessed color image is obtained by the convo-

lution of the corresponding grayscale image and the Gabor wavelet. The Gabor

feature B of the preprocessed depth image is obtained by convolution of the

normalized depth image and the Gabor wavelet. Then, the Gabor feature of this

expression is the combination of A and B. As is shown in Fig. 76.3:

76.2.3.2 Feature Dimension Reduction Using PCA

After two-dimensional Gabor sampling on five scales and eight directions, the

Gabor feature dimension of every image is 40 times as large as the gray image’s

dimension. Suppose all the facial images are of 64 * 64 pixels, then the feature

dimension of an image turns to 163,840 (64 * 64 * 40) after Gabor wavelet trans-

form. Then the Gabor feature dimensionality of this expression is 327,680

(163,840 * 2). To avoid excessive computation and improve computing speed,

PCA is adopted to reduce dimensions.

Assume m-dimensionality feature vector xi (i¼ 1, 2, . . .,N ) is used to express

N sample images of facial expressions; first, every sample image xi is normalized to

x
i

0
which fits the normal distribution N(0, 1). All the normalized images form the

matrix X¼ (x1
0, x20, . . ., xN0), and the covariance matrix is Q¼XXT. The eigenvector

E of Q is sorted according to the eigenvalue λ of Q. Then the first n columns of the

sorted eigenvector are taken as the linear transformation matrix Wpca. After PCA

transformation, we get the feature vector as follows:

yi ¼ W T
pcaX

0
i i ¼ 1, 2, . . . , Nð Þ ð76:2Þ

WT
pca is the transposition of Wpca and yi is an n-dimensionality column vector. In

this chapter, the number of feature dimension of every image is reduced to 128.

Fig. 76.3 The Gabor feature extraction process
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76.3 Facial Expression Training and Classification

Hidden Markov Model (HMM) can be written as λ¼ (N,M, π,A,B), shortened as

λ¼ (π,A,B). HMM is divided into two parts: one part is Markov chain, described as

π, A, the output is state sequence; the other one is random process, described as B,
the output is observation values sequence. HMM model can be described as the

following parameters specifically:

1. N: The number of Markov chain state in the model. The N states are set as S1,
S2, . . ., SN and the Markov chain state at time t is q1, q12 (S1, S2, . . ., SN).

2. M: The possible number of observation values corresponds to each state. The

M observation values are V1,V2, . . .,VM, and the observation value at time t isOt,

Ot2 (V1,V2, . . .,VM).

3. π: The initial state probability vector, π¼ (π1, π2, . . ., πN).
Among this,

πi ¼ P q1 ¼ Sið Þ, 1 � i � N
πi � 0XN
i¼1

πi ¼ 1

8>><>>: ð76:3Þ

4. A is the state transition probability matrix, A¼ (aij)N�M.

Among this,

aij ¼ p qtþ1 ¼ Sj
		qt ¼ Si

� �
, 1 � i, j � N

aij � 0XN
i¼1

aij ¼ 1

8>>><>>>: ð76:4Þ

5. B is probability matrix of observed values, B¼ (bjk)N�M.

Among this,

bj kð Þ ¼ p Ot ¼ Vk

		qt ¼ Sj
� � ¼ p Vk

		Sj� �
, 1 � j � N, 1 � k � M

bj kð Þ � 0XM
k¼1

bj kð Þ ¼ 1

8>>><>>>: ð76:5Þ

The training stage is to provide an optimized HMM by training multiple facial

expression images for each kind of expression. Seven kinds of facial expression are

adopted in this chapter: happiness, sadness, fear, disgust, surprise, anger, and

neutral emotion; thus, seven HMMs are trained for each kind, which means 21

(7 * 3) models are trained in total.
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The steps of training HMMs are as follows:

1. After the observation sequence O¼O1,O2, . . .,On and the model λ¼ (π,A,B)
are obtained, the occurred probability P(O|λ) of observation sequence under this
model is calculated using forward–backward algorithm.

2. The corresponding state sequence S¼ q1, q2, . . ., qn is selected by Viterbi algo-

rithm which can explain the observation sequence reasonably, that is, to uncover

the implicit part of the model and to find the optimal state sequence in the

optimization criterion.

3. Baum–Welch algorithm is used to adjust the model parameters λ¼ (π, A, B), and
it can offer the five parameters in the model which can make P(O|λ) the

maximum.

In this chapter, observation vectors are constructed using extracted features in

2.3 and each expression corresponds to an HMM. For a facial expression to be

recognized, the HMM is obtained using the training steps, then the HMM is

compared with the HMMs in database. The expression with the greatest prob-

ability is the one to identify. The expression recognition flowchart is shown in

Fig. 76.4.

Fig. 76.4 The expression recognition flowchart
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76.4 Experimental Results

The facial expression recognition experiment is performed on our own database.

The database contains eight people, each of which has seven kinds of expression for

every category (the left half of the face, the right half of the face, and the front face)

with both color image and depth image. It contains 336(8 * 7 * 3 * 2) 64 * 64 pixel

facial images in total. As is shown in Fig. 76.5a–c, these are parts of the database.

The expressions are anger, disgust, fear, happiness, neutral emotion, sadness, and

surprise from left to right. The 336 images are divided into three groups, one group

is of the left half of the face, another is of the right half of the face, and the third one

is of the front region. Thus, each group has 112 images (8 * 7 * 2). HMM is trained

for every expression in each group. The eight people who appeared in the database

are employed for the test. The results are shown in Table 76.1:

Fig. 76.5 Part images of the database: (a) color images of front face, (b) depth images of front

face, (c) color images of left half of the face, (d) color images of the right half of the face
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As can be seen from Table 76.1, the proposed method can obtain better recog-

nition rate. But it can also be seen from the table that there always exists

misrecognition.

Conclusion

In this chapter, a new method of facial expression recognition is proposed.

Head pose is estimated in face detection stage. Then facial expression fea-

tures are extracted using Gabor wavelet and PCA method and the

corresponding HMM is trained. The corresponding HMM is compared with

HMMs in the database. It is more accurate in recognition and we have

achieved 92.4 % of the overall recognition rate. The method is well used in

practice and the program using the method runs smoothly on computers.
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Chapter 77

Parallel Pipeline Implementation for Moving
Objects Detection in Traffic Video Analysis
on a Heterogeneous Platform

Teng Li, Yong Dou, Jingfei Jiang, and Peng Qiao

Abstract Moving objects detection is important in traffic video analysis, and many

algorithms are being increasingly applied to moving objects detection. Most of

these algorithms are time-consuming and cannot satisfy real-time demand in traffic

video analysis by using a conventional central processing unit (CPU) sequential

method. The emergence of the graphics processing unit (GPU) and multi-core CPU

provides a method to accelerate the aforementioned algorithms to meet demand. In

this study, we provide a GPU-accelerated implementation of the background

subtraction algorithm and the morphological operation algorithm. Then, the

connected component labeling algorithm is parallelized on a multi-core CPU with

Open Multi-Processing (OpenMP). Furthermore, parallel pipeline implementation

on a heterogeneous platform is proposed by integrating the aforementioned algo-

rithms. Experimental results show that the proposed implementation achieves a

significant speedup of up to 5�, compared with sequential implementation on

a CPU.

Keywords Moving objects detection • Parallel • Pipeline • Heterogeneous

platform

77.1 Introduction

Moving objects detection in traffic video analysis is a wildly studied topic in

computer vision, which has become increasingly important with high demands

for applications such as security surveillance and intelligent traffic surveillance.

The basic principle of moving objects detection in traffic video analysis is

extracting objects area by analyzing video frame in spatial and temporal domain.

In the last few decades, a lot of moving objects detection methods have been

proposed. And three popular methods are wildly used today. The first one is the
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optical flow method [1], which detects moving objects by identifying motion flow

field. The second one is the frame difference method [2], which detects moving

objects by identifying the difference between two adjacent frames at a fixed

threshold. The third one is the background subtraction method [3], which detects

moving objects by identifying the difference between the captured frame and the

background frame. In our study, we proposed a moving objects detection method

based on background subtraction.

A moving objects detection method based on background subtraction is

described in this chapter. The method consists of three algorithms: the background

subtraction algorithm (Step 1), the morphological operation algorithm (Step 2), and

the connected component labeling algorithm (Step 3). Steps 1 and 2 are

implemented on a CPU via the Open Source Computer Vision (OpenCV)

[4]. Step 3 is also implemented on a CPU. The computational efficiency of CPU

implementations is low, and such implementations can be parallelized property.

Steps 1 and 2 are mapped onto a graphics processing unit (GPU) via the Compute

Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) [5], whereas Step 3 is accelerated by using

the Open Multi-Processing (OpenMP) application program interface [6]. We fur-

ther use OpenMP and CUDA to describe pipeline implementation on a heteroge-

neous platform.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 77.2 provides an

overview of the background and related works. Section 77.3 introduces our imple-

mentation method. Section 77.4 describes the experimental result.

77.2 Background and Related Works

Figure 77.1 illustrates the moving objects detection method described earlier. In

Step 1, a difference image is obtained by using a background image and a frame

captured from cameras or video files. In Step 2, the obtained difference image is

filtered via a morphological operation (opening and closing). In Step 3, connected

components are obtained from the filtered difference image. These connected

components are the object in the traffic videos and are highlighted by colored

rectangles.

The background subtraction algorithm, which is a common processing algorithm

in moving objects detection method, has been successfully accelerated on GPU in

the last few years. Carr [7] and Li et al. [8] provide a parallel optimization by using

Fig. 77.1 Sequential implement on a CPU
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different method on GPU with performance gains of 5� and 24� speedup,

respectively.

The morphological operation algorithm, which is based on pixel matrix compu-

tation, is a highly time-consuming algorithm on CPUs. Rane [9] and Adrjanowicz

et al. [10] provided parallel optimization on a GPU, in which they achieved

speedups of 2� and 3.5�, respectively.
These researchers employed a GPU to calculate one frame each time. Such

process does not require a GPU to have a massively computing capability. More-

over, frequent data transfer between a CPU and a GPU causes a big performance

loss on a GPU.

The connected component labeling algorithm is an important algorithm in

computer vision; Suzuki [11] and Suzuki et al. [12] provided different sequential

algorithms, which are not fit for GPU implementation. Hawick et al. [13] described

a novel parallel algorithm, wherein an image has many multi-connected compo-

nents. The distances between each connected component vary significantly from

one another, and an asymmetrical feature is prominent. By conducting an experi-

mental implementation on a GPU, the parallel algorithm exhibits only a few

speedups at the pixel level.

In this study, we proposed an accelerated implementation of the moving objects

detection method based on background subtraction. We implement the background

subtraction algorithm (Step 1) and the morphological operation algorithm (Step 2)

for CUDA on a GPU. Both algorithms are suitable for parallel implementation

because of data dependency at the pixel level. Then, we design a multi-core CPU

implementation for connected component labeling algorithm (Step 3), which is

parallelized at the image level. Furthermore, pipeline implementation on a hetero-

geneous platform is provided to enable high-performance processing of moving

objects detection in traffic video analysis.

77.3 Implementation Method

77.3.1 Implementing CUDA on a GPU

The GPU used in our experiment is the NVIDIA GTX 580, which includes

16 multiprocessors. During implementation, the computed kernel has 16� 16

threads per block, and each block computes one frame at the pixel level by using

a loop in the kernel function. The blocks are organized into 2-D grids to compute for

N frames at the image level.

Step 1: The background subtraction algorithm

In Fig. 77.2, N source images are copied from the CPU to the global memory to

the GPU. To satisfy memory alignment requirements, data are loaded as a 1-D

array. The source image is an RGB image, wherein each pixel has three channels

with an 8-bit width. The resulting image is a binary image, wherein each pixel has
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one channel with an 8-bit width. To maximize global memory space, the back-

ground image is preprocessed on the CPU, and only one binary background image

is stored in the GPU because of data reuse.

In the kernel, each source image is initially converted from RGB to grayscale;

the intermediate results for the 16� 16 threads are stored in the register (the fastest

memory of the GPU). Each thread in the block executes the background subtraction

algorithm in parallel until the block covers the entire image. Finally, the computed

results are reloaded into the global memory for the next step. The results from the

implementation of the background subtraction algorithm are shown in Fig. 77.1.

Step 2: The morphological operation algorithm

In our proposed method, the morphological operation algorithm includes an

opening and closing operation, which comprises erosion and dilation operations.

Notably, the morphological operation algorithm has a high frequency of data reuse.

In Fig. 77.3, the erosion operation is given as an example. The blue pixel

searches for the minimum value from its neighborhood by using the specified

structuring element (3� 3 in our figure).

To increase efficiency in using the GPU memory, the texture memory of the

GPU is used to bind N binary pictures (from Step 1). In the kernel, each block has

16� 16 threads. These threads have a high frequency of data reuse, and thus, data

are loaded from the texture memory to the shared memory to increase memory

utilization and reduce execution time. However, Fig. 77.4a presents a problem for

the shared memory, that is, some threads are required to solve apron pixels, which

cannot load from the texture memory only one time. Moreover, some threads in the

block are also needed to solve the nonexistence of data apron pixels in the picture.

In Fig. 77.4b, the shared memory is divided into four parts, and data from the

texture memory are copied four times. An apron test is performed for each pixel. If

the data exceed image size, then the image will have special data so that the data of

each pixel can be computed correctly. Inside the computation loop for searching, a

bank conflict occurs. Such conflict prevents threads to simultaneously access the

Fig. 77.2 Background subtraction algorithm storage model on a GPU
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shared memory at the same time. Hence, the shared memory is rearranged into a

1-D array to avoid bank conflict. The results from the implementation of the

morphological operation algorithm are shown in Fig. 77.1.

77.3.2 Implementing OpenMP on a Multi-core CPU

Step 3: The connected component labeling algorithm

Based on the previouswork, the connected component labeling algorithm is applied

to detect objects from the source image. In Fig. 77.5, the conventional sequential

algorithm is implemented on the CPU, that is, the image is processed in a sequential

method. Given the independence for each image, we use multi-core CPU to accelerate

independent image in parallel at the coarse-grained level (image level) (Fig. 77.6).

We use OpenMP to parallelize the connected component labeling algorithm in

coarse-grained and several special variables to maintain the correct order of the

images derived in Step 2.

Fig. 77.3 The erosion operation with 3� 3 structuring element

Fig. 77.4 The apron effects of morphological operation. (a) Shared memory without division. (b)
Shared memory with division

Fig. 77.5 Sequential processing model
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77.3.3 Parallel Pipeline Implementation on a Heterogeneous
Platform

As shown in Fig. 77.7, when the N frames detected from traffic video complete the

background subtraction algorithm and the morphological operation algorithm on

the GPU, the multi-core CPU continues to execute the connected component

labeling algorithm in OpenMP, while the GPU executes another N frames operation

because of the independence of the CPU and the GPU.

Based on the feature of the heterogeneous platform, OpenMP is used to control

the multi-core CPU and GPU. In our implementation, a thread is assigned to control

the GPU, while other threads are used for CPU computing. When the previous

cycles of the CPU and the GPU completed, a synchronize operation occurs to

ensure the processing accuracy.

Fig. 77.6 Parallel processing model

Fig. 77.7 Parallel pipeline processing model
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77.4 Experiment Results

We measured the results of the images with dimensions of 704� 576 from a traffic

video. All the results are run on the following platform:

CPU: Intel® Core™ i3-2100 Quad CPU @3.10 GHz

GPU: NAVIDIA GeForce GTX 550 (4) MP (48) CUDA cores/MP @1.90 GHz

GPU: NAVIDIA GeForce GTX 580 (16) MP (32) CUDA cores/MP @1.54 GHz

To fully utilize GPU resources, 100, 200, and 300 frames are chosen for the test.

Figure 77.8a and b compare the experiment performance of the single CPU and the

quad core CPU and GPU for the background subtraction algorithm and the mor-

phological operation algorithm. Parallel GPU implementation obtains speedups of

50�/6� relative to sequential implementation and 25�/4� relative to parallel

multi-core implementation.

Figure 77.8c compares the experiment performance of the single CPU with that

of the quad core CPU implementations for the connected component labeling

algorithm, wherein parallel multi-core implementation obtains speedups of 2�
relative to sequential implementation.

In order to compare the performance of the algorithms in this study with that of

other GPU-based implementations, we list the performance described by others [7–

10]. Table 77.1 shows that our implementations obtain better performance because

we fully exploit the parallelism of the algorithms. For a fair comparison of the

results, we pick Li et al. [8] and Adrjanowicz et al. [10] as the works that we

compared with and run our algorithm on a lower computation power GPU platform,

GTX 550. Our methods achieve about 1.42 and 1.28 performance improvement to

that of the implementation of Li and Adrjanowicz, respectively. Compared to Li,

we obtain more efficient parallel algorithm. We eliminate the extra computation on

the CPU and reduce the storage time by using registers. In the morphological

operation algorithm, Adrjanowicz only adopts 3� 3 structuring element for exper-

iment and calculates one frame each time, wherein the degree of parallelism is

smaller than our implementation.

In our GPU implementation, we adopt our experiments on a lower computation

power GPU platform; the experiment results show that our schemes can also meet

demand with less hardware costs and obtain an acceptable speedup when compared

with sequential implementation and other implementation schemes.

Fig. 77.8 Execution time compared with Step 1, Step 2, and Step 3 (GTX580)
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In Fig. 77.9, parallel pipeline implementation on a heterogeneous platform

achieves speedups of up to 5� higher than that of conventional sequential imple-

mentation, 2� to 3� higher than that of quad core CPU parallel implementation,

and 1.5� to 2� higher than non-pipeline implementation on a heterogeneous

platform.

In our implementation, a thread is assigned to control the GPU, while other

threads are used for CPU computing, in which the threads affect the performance of

the CPU to a certain extent. Moreover, based on previous studies, when the number

of threads for CPU computing decreases, execution time increases by up to 2� that

of the GPU. Hence, pipeline implementation achieves approximately 1/3 perfor-

mance promotion compared with non-pipeline implementation.

Conclusion

Moving objects detection is important in traffic video analysis. We present a

GPU implementation for the background subtraction algorithm and the mor-

phological operation algorithm and a multi-core implementation for the

connected component labeling algorithm. A novel parallel pipeline imple-

mentation on a heterogeneous platform is also provided. Based on the results

of our study, we believe that our proposed optimization methods can provide

a promising direction for future works on video analysis.
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Chapter 78

A Novel Optical Flow Algorithm Based
on Bionic Features for Robust Tracing

Weiwu Ren, Xiao Chen, Xiaoming Wang, and Mingyang Liu

Abstract The existing optical flow algorithms don’t meet the requirements of

human visual habits. In this chapter, a novel optical flow algorithm is proposed,

in order to enhance the bionic features of optical flow. It is sensitive for new

algorithms to extract the visual interesting feature such as color and motion. The

robust tracing framework based on new optical flow algorithm can track more

corners in the opponent color space which has the optimal bionic effect. Experi-

ments show new framework can find new bionic features and trace more bionic

corners.

Keywords Opponent color space • Robust tracing framework • Bionic features

• Bionic corners

78.1 Introduction

With the advent of the era of big data, the volume of image information is growing

explosively. As a result, it is hard to understand images from the massive image

data in manual mode. Computer vision can not only help human eyes to identify

images, but also trace motions instead of human eyes, which makes the processing

and analysis of huge volume of image information possible.

Nowadays, motion tracing algorithms have been widely used in the field of

computer vision. It is still a huge challenge to study a robust, accurate, and real-time
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motion tracing algorithm. There are some kinds of motion tracing algorithms based

on different theories: motion tracing algorithm based on contrast; motion tracing

algorithm based on region correlation; motion tracing algorithm based on feature

corners; and motion tracing algorithm based on optical flow.

Motion tracing algorithm based on optical flow has two subclasses: continuous

optical flow and feature optical flow. Feature optical flow algorithm has a small

amount of computation. It fits the requirements of tracing fast-moving targets, large

targets, or multiple targets. But the corner detection and matching algorithm are

easily interfered by noise.

At present researches on motion tracing algorithm based on optical flow can be

divided into three classes:

Algorithms in other fields are introduced to improve the existing optical flow

algorithm. Pramuk et al. [1] proposed a robust optical flow estimation technique

using gradient orientations. Their technique can perform optical flow estimation

regardless of irregular lighting by introducing gradient orientations. Tu et al. [2]

proposed a novel combined post-filtering method to improve the accuracy of optical

flow estimation. Its attractive advantages are that outlier reduction is attained while

discontinuities are well preserved, and occlusions are partially handled.

The real-time performance is improved by using hardware asset. Mhamoudi

et al. [3] ran both parts of the algorithm (i.e., corner selection and tracking)

implemented on GPU. The software is immensely fast, allowing for real-time

motion tracking on videos in full HD or even 4K format.

Motion tracing algorithms [4, 5] are introduced to apply in different fields such

as autopilot and cell monitoring. Guo et al. [6] proposed an optical flow method to

track red blood cells. They utilized it to calculate the displacement of a cell in two

adjacent frames. Guzman et al. [7] proposed an overtaking detection system based

on visual motion cues that combined feature extraction, optical, solid-objects

segmentation, and geometry filtering, working with a low-cost compact architec-

ture based on one focal plane and an on-chip embedded processor. Halfawy

et al. [8] proposed a novel approach for automated analysis and tracking of camera

motion in sewer inspection closed circuit television videos.

On the basis of summarizing the previous representative work [9, 10], a novel

optical flow algorithm based on bionic feature for robust tracing is proposed in this

chapter. There are two main contributions in our chapter: (1) opponent color space

which is most consistent with human visual habits is introduced into motion tracing

algorithm based on optical flow. The existing Lucas Kanade algorithm is improved

to meet the biological characteristics of humans. (2) Feature corner description is

redefined in the new color space, which improves the bionic features of algorithm

under the premise of ensuing accuracy.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: in Sect. 78.2, the robust tracing

framework based on the improved algorithm OCPRLK is proposed, and the solving

process of velocities in opponent color space is illustrated. In Sect. 78.3, compar-

isons with other representative algorithms are made. In Sect. 78.4, experimental

results are exhibited and analyzed. Finally, we summarize our conclusions and

future work.
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78.2 Robust Tracing Framework Based on Bionic Features

The framework of motion perception is shown in Fig. 78.1 as follows. The first step

is selecting two successive frames from a sequence; the second step is describing

two frames by color space; the third step is calculating Harris corner in the first

frame; the fourth step is calculating descriptions in each color space; the fifth step is

calculating the optical flow estimation of two successive frames in different color

space; the sixth step is tracing key points by the optical flow field.

The core algorithm of this framework is an optical flow estimation algorithm

based on color space. The traditional optical flow algorithm estimates optical flow

in the gray space. In the opponent color space, the optical flow estimation should be

calculated as follows:

We assumed that color gradation Fθ(x) is a constant. Based on the definition of

color gradation, the new optical flow equation is shown as follows:

∂Fθ

∂x
� uþ ∂Fθ

∂y
� vþ ∂Fθ

∂t
¼ 0 ð78:1Þ

Color space has three components: red–green components, blue–yellow compo-

nents, and black–white components. They have their own roles. In the three

components, the optical flow gradation constraint equation is deduced as follows:

∂RG
∂x
� uþ ∂RG

∂y
� vþ ∂RG

∂t
¼ 0

∂BY
∂x
� uþ ∂BY

∂y
� vþ ∂BY

∂t
¼ 0

∂BW
∂x
� uþ ∂BW

∂y
� vþ ∂BW

∂t
¼ 0

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
ð78:2Þ

Image sequence

Red-Green Opponent Description

Blue-Yellow Opponent 
Description

Gray Space Description

Harris Conner 
Detection

Optical flow algorithm based 
on opponent color space

1st frame

Robust tracing

Opponent Color Space 
Description

Two frames

Fig. 78.1 The robust tracing framework based on opponent color space
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The above three equations solve two unknowns with the following method:

A ¼
RGx

BYx

BWx

RGy

BYy

BWy

24 35, b ¼
RGt

BYt

BWt

24 35, U ¼ u
v

� �
ð78:3Þ

The solved equation:

U ¼ ATA
� ��1

ATb ð78:4Þ

The speed solutions of optical flow in three components are, respectively, (URG,

VRG), (UBY, VBY), and (UBW, VBW). They are substituted in the equation. The final

speed (u, v) is the sum of three speed components.

U;Vð Þ¼ URG, VRGð Þþ UBY, VBYð Þþ UBW, VBWð Þ ð78:5Þ

78.3 Comparing OCPRLK with Other Representative
LK Algorithms

Some representative LK algorithms are going to be compared to the improved

algorithm (OCPRLK) in this part. The original algorithm simulates the velocity

field by optical flow field. It only computes velocity of object without considering

the factors of colors. So if some objects have the same velocity with background,

they can’t be found. However, the improved algorithm computes three velocities in

three opponent color spaces, and three velocities are accumulated. Some objects

which have significant colors are noticed. They are usually bionic features of

humans concerned. They are enlarged by the process of accumulating velocities.

In Table 78.1, it can be drawn that the improved algorithm doesn’t have obvious

advantages on some key indicators. Instead, they have some disadvantages. The

reason why the noise increased is that three velocities are accumulated. Compared

with the standard image of ground truth, especially, inaccuracy increases signifi-

cantly. But the improved algorithm of this chapter is designed for sensing the

motion of bionic features instead of the accuracy of velocity. So inaccuracy is

within the tolerance range.

Table 78.1 Comparisons with other representative LK algorithms

Data

LK PRLK RGBLK OCPRLK

AAE AEPE AAE AEPE AAE AEPE AAE AEPE

Rubber whale 7.38 0.23 7.32 0.22 6.38 0.19 6.94 0.25

Hydrangea 3.87 0.37 3.53 0.33 3.32 0.21 3.98 0.27

Urban2 20.68 6.38 18.57 5.38 15.39 4.26 15.68 4.87

Grove2 5.43 0.29 4.95 0.24 4.76 0.25 4.54 0.24
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78.4 Experiment Studying

78.4.1 Bionic Features Corner Detection

In Table 78.1, it can be concluded that the improved algorithm doesn’t have

obvious advantages on some key indicators, but it has some disadvantages. The

reason why the noise increased is that three velocities are accumulated. Compared

with the standard image of ground truth, inaccuracy increases especially signifi-

cantly. But the improved algorithm of this chapter is designed for sensing the

motion of bionic features instead of the accuracy of velocity. So inaccuracy is

within the tolerance range.

In Fig. 78.2, sub-figures (a) and (b) show, respectively, source image and results

of detecting corners by sifting. (c) and (d) show, respectively, results of Harris

detection corner in RG space and in BY space. (e) shows results in gray space. (f) is

the fusion results of (c), (d), and (e). Compared with sifting detection result and

detection result in gray space, results in the sub-figure (f) have more detection

corners and more comprehensive descriptions. In the process of application, a

non-maxima suppression method is used to delete neighbor corners. This can

achieve efficient and well-distributed corner descriptions.

Fig. 78.2 Comparison with sift corner detection
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78.4.2 Robust Tracing

Experimental samples are extracted from Middlebury-labeled optical flow image

library. The first seven results of Fig. 78.3 show the bionic feature corners being

tracked in every sample. The last result (h) of Fig. 78.3 shows trajectories of bionic

Fig. 78.3 Results of tracing children
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feature corners. In the sequence of consecutive frames, the significant motion is the

action of picking up a child. The last result shows that the trajectory of corners is

tracking the motion of picking up a child. Moreover, the number of corners being

tracked gradually decreases from sub-figure (a) to (g), and corners are finally stable

in the last two frames. Compared with tracing in the gray space, OCPRLK has more

stable corners of being tracked.

Conclusion

In this chapter a novel optical flow algorithm based on bionic features is

proposed, and its framework based on this algorithm for robust tracing is also

proposed and implemented. The framework detects bionic feature corners in

the opponent color space and traces them. Compared with tradition optical

flow algorithms and their frameworks, new algorithm and framework can not

only detect the motion which has bionic features, but also trace them effec-

tively. A series of experiment results on Middlebury-labeled optical flow

image library indicate that the improved algorithm and the proposed frame-

work have superior performance in both robustness and stability.
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Chapter 79

An Obstacle Detection System for a Mobile
Robot Based on Radar-Vision Fusion

Xiao Chen, Weiwu Ren, Mingyang Liu, Lisheng Jin, and Yue Bai

Abstract This paper presents a systematic scheme for obstacle detection using

infrared radar and a monocular vision sensor. On the basis of the visual attention

method we use fusion of infrared radar and vision data to obtain better detection

performance. In the vision module, salient detection is invalid when no obstacle is

present in an image. But infrared radar is used to detect and pre-locate objects. Then

vision module locate objects by salient location method. Lastly, we test our radar-

vision system in an indoor simulation environment, and our experiments show that

the method is both rapid and feasible.

Keywords Fusion strategy • Obstacle detection • Salient location • Infrared radar •

Visual sensor

79.1 Introduction and Prior Work

Itti et al. [1] introduced a biologically inspired visual attention model based on the

human visual system (HVS). According to the feature integration theory, a saliency

map was constructed using the center-surround mechanism and normalization of a

set of low-level contrast features. Considering that salient objects in scene images

are generally conspicuous and compact, Gopalakrishnan [2] proposed an
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unsupervised graph presentation detection method of random walk saliency based

on a Markov random walk. Hou and Zhang [3] proposed a quick Fourier spectral

residual analysis algorithm based on mathematical statistics. Their model uses the

spectral residual of an image and Fourier inversion based on the statistical proper-

ties of the Fourier spectrum. All the salient detection methods mentioned above

represent bottom–up computational models, and they detect salient intensity with-

out considering whether there is an object in the image.

Traditional approaches in dealing with object detection problems have concen-

trated on developing more accurate algorithms to improve the robustness of the

background model [1–3] and object segmentation methods by extracting more

content data (such as color features, edge features, and texture features) [4] using

spectral residual analysis only. However, creating the most advanced recognition,

tracking, and detection approaches for different environments is more difficult. A

better way of improving the quality of input data is the use of multi-image

information fusion, which improves overall detection system performance

[5]. The integration of radar with a monocular vision sensor for detecting obstacles

may improve overall detection system performance, and as a result, using a

complementary combination of imagery from an infrared sensor, which captures

information from reflected and emitted radiation, is a feasible scheme to

consider [6].

To solve the problem noted above, the method that we propose combines a

salient detection model for location with a pre-location mask obtained from infrared

sensor information on the objects. To extract the integrity feature of an object, we

make use of local energy features instead of orientation features, which is helpful

for obstacle location. In terms of salient detection, we use infrared sensors to detect

whether the object is a barrier. The pre-location mask derived from infrared sensor

results is useful for the efficiency of the algorithm. The object location method is

based on object segmentation. Radar-vision fusion represents a pre-treatment. Then

we design a maximum entropy estimation method for obstacle location. Finally, we

test our radar-vision system in an indoor simulation environment.

79.2 The Design of the Obstacle Detection System

A multi-information fusion method is introduced to improve the robustness of

obstacle detection. Visual selective attention based on the theory of human visual

perception provides a referenced scheme for real-time and significant visual infor-

mation processing as shown in Fig. 79.1 [5]. A biologically inspired algorithm was

used in our obstacle detection project for the construction of real-time detection

systems for intelligent mobile robots based on the visual attention model. The

visual sensor is a camera used to obtain video information, whilst the infrared

radar is used to gather information about the direction and distance of objects.

Information is then processed for obstacle detection (see Fig. 79.1). The entire
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process we constructed to obtain information on obstacles was inspired by human

visual consciousness and behavior.

All pre-detected salient pixels from the visual sensor are regarded as potential

obstacles, similar to the human visual glimpse behavior that guides pre-attention in

human eyes. The visual module is used to detect the salient region via a visual

obstacle detection algorithm. Detected salient pixels from the visual sensor can be

thought of as clues to potential obstacles. Then we use infrared radar to analyze

potential obstacles that are redundant or real. Through infrared radar, obstacles that

are closer and on the route of the mobile robot could provide information for

obstacle pre-location. This will be helpful in reducing the influences of complex

circumstances, and may also be useful for improving the real-time performance of

obstacle detection, more accurately positioning the target with less computational

load and less processing time. The information processing noted above may lead to

a decrease in false and redundant obstacle detection from radar. Thus, complex and

time-consuming visual tasks can be carried out easily and quickly.

79.3 Obstacle Detection Model Based on Radar-Vision
Sensors

Our proposed model consists of three parts. First, we obtain the saliency map using

biologically inspired structure. This could pre-detect a salient object close-by and

in-front of the robot. Next we detect real obstacles via information fusion. Object

information concerning direction and distance from the infrared radar is useful for

pre-locating real obstacles from object pre-detection data. Lastly, we analyze the

salient intensity of images to locate obstacle edges.

Fig. 79.1 Obstacle detection framework
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79.3.1 Pre-Detection of Objects Via the Visual Sensor

Herein, we propose a computational method to more accurately detect objects. Our

saliency detection algorithm method is based on Itti’s visual attention saliency

model [1]. To improve the intensity representation feature of salient objects, we

construct a more reliable and useful saliency map, which combines the additional

feature channel with the local energy channel instead of the orientation feature

channel. Local energy can be used to more accurately extract the contour feature of

objects [7]. The primary visual cortex always responds with greater sensitivity to

stimuli with the local energy distribution. Thus, local energy relates to the percep-

tual significance of important features, and could therefore be used in biologically

inspired models. The local energy function E(x) is computed from the sum of the

squared responses of visual operators with even and odd symmetry receptive fields:

E xð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
I2 xð Þ þ H2 xð Þ;

q
ð79:1Þ

where I(x) and H(x) are respectively the even and odd 2-D Gabor function. We

obtain saliency maps using the general Itti architecture, but use local energy feature

channels instead of the orientation channel of the original model. In the local energy

channel, we use 2-D Gabor functions 0, 45, 90, and 135, combined into one “local

energy” channel. We then use image pyramids and center-surrounding differences

to construct new feature maps, as in Itti’s original model: for each of the three

feature channels, center-surrounding scales are obtained from dyadic pyramids with

three scales, i.e., from scale 0 (the original image) to scale 2. In Itti’s original model

only two biological features (color and intensity) were employed, while we intro-

duce the local energy feature here which might be more useful in the description of

object contours.

A simple object (round) that is located in a noncentral area of the images is used

to evaluate the performance of local energy. We present the Itti model and our

method in Fig. 79.2. The orientation channel is constructed by the 2-D Gabor

function. The Gabor function can extract more features distributed in the center

than the surrounding areas of the image, whereas local energy can respond to

features in the whole image. So the saliency model we propose describes the

integrity information of objects more accurately.

79.3.2 Detection of Obstacles Via Infrared Radar

In our robot platform, six infrared sensors can be used for obstacle detection. We

use three sensors on the front of the robot, and the range of detection covers the

width of the robot (see Fig. 79.3).

The three infrared sensors are named NO.1, NO.2, and NO.3 from left to right.

They work concurrently for obstacle detection. If some of them detect an object, a
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pre-location mask is selected from the result from all three sensors; the pre-location

mask is a binary image. Then, the pre-location mask blends with the saliency map,

so that the normally time-consuming obstacle location can be carried out easily and

rapidly; the process of obstacle pre-detection using vision camera and radar fusion

can be seen in Fig. 79.4.

79.3.3 Salient Obstacle Location

Before using the pre-location saliency map to locate obstacles, it is necessary to

analyze the composition of the scene image.

In the field of object segmentation, novelty fluctuations are likely to correspond

to salient objects and the nonsalient part is the background (redundant information).

The purpose of generating a saliency map is to dispose of the redundancies and

focus on the salient parts. Salient detection can be achieved by blending the optimal

mask with the original image. The proposed method of obstacle detection based on

the saliency model has the following steps [8]:

Step 1: Estimate an object’s entropy HO(t) and the nonsalient part HB(t) using the

maximum entropy method. Assuming that two classes are respectively pixels

Fig. 79.2 Feature maps from the different methods: (a) original image, (b) local energy, (c) Itti’s
saliency map, (d) our result

Fig. 79.3 Detection range

of infrared radar
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O and B (in our research O denotes the salient object class and B denotes the

redundancy class), t is the threshold gray value in the image array, and HO(t) and
HB(t) are defined as:

HO tð Þ ¼ ln
Xt
i

Pi

PO tð Þ ð79:2Þ

HB tð Þ ¼ ln
X255
i¼tþ1

Pi

PB tð Þ; ð79:3Þ

where pi represents the probability gray-level value, pi¼ ni/(M�N ), (i2G),

where ni represents the number of pixels with gray value i. There isM�N pixels

in a discrete image, where PΟ¼∑ t
i¼ 0pi, and PO(t) +PB(t)¼ 1. The information

of image consists of two part, objects HO(t) and background HB(t). The entropy
of image is H(t), is defined as H(t)¼HO(t) +HB(t). Let H*(t) be the gray level

Fig. 79.4 Fusion

processing of obstacle

pre-location using radar and

a camera
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that maximizes HO(t) +HB(t). It is evident that H*(t) is a function of t, when
t¼ t*, H*(t) is maximum, and the entropy of objects is

HO t∗ð Þ ¼ ln
Xt
i¼0

Pi

PO t∗ð Þ: ð79:4Þ

Step 2: Remove redundant information from the image. Calculate the binary mask

of gi(x) by setting gray value x in the saliency map. Assume novelty fluctuations

are the pixels of maximal intensity parts and the other pixels are the redundant

information parts. To remove the redundant information, the minimal intensity

pixel is set to gray value 0, and the other pixels to 1. The binary image from the

original saliency map is used as the binary mask. Then, render mask pixel’s bits

by blending them with original image pixel’s bit using the equation fi(M)¼
(f[ gi)(x), the images fi(M) are the results of object location [8].

Step 3: Calculate the entropy values of fi(M ), H(M ) approximate to HT(t) from
step1, so that fi*(M ) is the object detection result.

79.4 Implementation and Results

In our experiment, some relatively simple indoor environments were selected in

which to test our obstacle detection method and the velocity of the mobile robot was

set to less than 5 m/s. For our experiment, we randomly placed a few obstacles on

the road such as a hat, a book, and a stapler. Most of the experimental data had one

or two obstacles within visual sensor range for detection. In this case, our mobile

platform was used to obtain the radar data and the corresponding image sequences.

The field of vision for detection was 0.33 m in length and 0.44 m in width. Within

this region, an obstacle detected by infrared radar could be aligned well within the

area covered by the camera image, which was used for further vision-based obstacle

detection and location of real obstacles. Therefore, our experiment used infrared

radar data within a region of less than 0.3 m. The MATLAB code was used for

programming within the Windows XP operating system and on a notebook

equipped with a 2.4-GHz Core Duo CPU and 2 GB RAM.

We demonstrated the average processing time taken by different video sequence

resolutions (see Table 79.1; we have 3,000 frames from the 300-s video) Fig. 79.5

presents some of our obstacle location results. Figure 79.6 shows the false result

from the detection method without infrared radar.

Conclusion

Because infrared radar can be used for obstacle detection, integration of

vision sensors with infrared radar has made obstacle location more accurate

(continued)
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(continued)

than when using vision only. The drawback of saliency detection is when no

object is present in the image. Infrared radar is the remedy for visual saliency.

As a solution we provide a system to detect and locate obstacles. Our obstacle

detection system is a real-time system for obstacle location and can be used

with indoor mobile robots. This work was supported by the Doctoral Foun-

dation of Jilin Agriculture University.
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Chapter 80

De-noising Method for Echocardiographic
Images Based on the Second-Generation
Curvelet Transform

Haihong Xue, Binjin Chen, Kun Sun, and Jianguo Yu

Abstract As a novel multiscale transform, curvelet transform has the ability to

give a better sparse representation of images with singularity along curves. After

analyzing the second-generation curvelet transform, this work presents a new

de-noising technique for echocardiographic images corrupted with speckle noise.

We employed this new technique, nonlinear diffusion based on total variation, to

suppress artifacts resulting from curvelet transform. The results show that this

method gives better performance in noise suppression while preserving the edges

of echocardiographic images, compared to existing methods. The application of

curvelet transform reveals its great potential in echocardiographic image

processing.

Keywords Echocardiographic images • Image de-noising • Speckle noise

• Curvelet transform • Nonlinear diffusion

80.1 Introduction

Curvelet transform was established and developed by Candès and Donoho, based

on wavelet transform research, in 1999, and has been used in a variety of fields

since that time [1]. In the 20 years since its emergence, excellent research and

application results have been achieved based on wavelet transform, and this can be

attributed to its satisfactory performance in the efficient analysis of 1-dimensional

(1D) smooth partition signals. However, from a visual point of view, the 2-D
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wavelet consists of the tensor product of 1-D wavelets, and the base of such 2-D

wavelet transform has the character of an isotropic—therefore, not “along the

edge”—information, such as direction and continuity. But only “across the edge”

information can be expressed by discrete wavelet transform in 2-D images, and this

is one of the limitations of traditional wavelet transform in 2-D image processing.

To overcome this limitation, Candès and Donoho proposed curvelet transform,

which is characterized by anisotropy, while preserving the multiscale and

multiresolution functionality of wavelet transform, and is therefore considered to

be of special value in the field of image processing.

80.2 Methods

80.2.1 Basic Theory and Digital Realization of Curvelet
Transform

The core of the first-generation curvelet transform put forward by Candès and

Donoho in 1999 was ridgelet transform theory [2], in which line singularity was

mapped to point singularity through radon transform, and wavelet transform was

employed to process and capture point singularity in the radon domain. In the

digital realization process of Cartesian coordinates conversing to polar coordinates

in ridgelet transform, the interpolation algorithm was used, which made the image

reconstruction in the first-generation curvelet transform inaccurate, and the high

redundancy of the algorithm also limited the application of curvelet transform.

After its development in recent years, the second-generation curvelet transform

technique, which is based on unequally spaced fast Fourier transform (USFFT), was

used in practice [3]. Its basic algorithm steps include:

1. 2-D FFT transform is used for f(t1, t2) of L
2(R2) to get:

F n1; n2ð Þ, � n

2
< n1, n2 <

n

2
ð80:1Þ

2. For each scale and direction parameter ( j, l ), the interpolation method is used for

sampling F(n1, n2) and to get:

F n1, n2 � n1 	 tan θ1ð Þ ð80:2Þ

3. Parabolic window function eUj (size of eUj must obey the rule that

width¼ height2) is multiplied by F(n1, n2� n1 * tan θ1), thus achieving the local-
ization of F:
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eFj, l n1; n2ð Þ ¼ F n1, n2 � n1∗ tan θ1ð ÞeUj n1; n2ð Þ ð80:3Þ

4. 2-D discrete IFFT transform is performed for eFj, l n1; n2ð Þ after localization, after
which the curvelet transform coefficient C( j, l, k) is obtained.

It is evident from the above steps that the second-generation curvelet has

separated itself completely from ridgelet transform, the definition and localization

are directly performed in the frequency domain, and the curvelet transform coeffi-

cient is obtained by 2-D discrete IFFT transform after localization.

80.2.2 Application of the Second-Generation Curvelet
Transform for Echocardiographic Image De-noising

Basing on the de-noising method in wavelet transform, we employed a de-noising

technique for echocardiographic images corrupted with speckle noise based on the

second-generation curvelet transform. The specific steps involved are as follows:

1. After curvelet transform of the collected echocardiographic data, the curvelet

transform coefficients of different resolution layers (gradually from coarse to

fine scale) are obtained.

2. The threshold value of the curvelet transform in each layer is determined, and

then the curvelet coefficient of each layer after the transform is screened,

classified, and de-noised. The relationship between input and output of

de-noising by the hard threshold method is expressed as:

yλ ¼ y yj j � λ
0 others

�
ð80:4Þ

The selection of the de-noising threshold is related to the mean and variance

of the transform coefficient. Starck et al. estimated the variance of noise after

curvelet transform based on the Monte Carlo algorithm, but it was computation-

ally complex. This chapter employed the method based on generalized cross-

validation (GCV) to determine the de-noising threshold. This method only

depends on the input and output data and is independent of the energy of the

noise signal. The definition of GCV is [4]:

GCV λð Þ ¼
1
N yλ � yk k

N
N0

h i2 ð80:5Þ

where N refers to the number of curvelet coefficients,N0 stands for the number

of curvelet coefficients when its value is 0, y stands for the image corrupted with
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noise signal, and yλ stands for the image after de-noising. The de-noising

threshold is then determined based on the GCV:

λOPT ¼ argminGCV λð Þ ð80:6Þ

3. After inverse curvelet transform for curvelet coefficients (including high-

frequency and low-frequency coefficients) in each layer, the estimated value

of the signal, i.e., the image after de-noising, is eventually obtained.

4. Elimination of artifacts. While the de-noising technique based on curvelet

transform is different from classical methods, such as the de-noising technique

based on wavelet transform, both of these methods have their respective advan-

tages. Curvelet transform is helpful for capturing the detailed information at the

edge of an image, but new artifacts, such as rut-like artifacts, which did not exist

in the original image before de-noising, may also be introduced at the edge of the

image. The nonlinear diffusion technique has been reported to be highly effec-

tive for eliminating artifacts [5]; therefore, the nonlinear total variation

de-noising technique based on the total variation (TV) principle was adopted

to suppress the artifacts [6].

80.3 Results

80.3.1 Simulation Experiment

First, we simulated the image speckle signal of cardiac ultrasonography and

contaminated it by artificial Rayleigh distributional noise. Next, we used the hard

threshold method of de-noising, combined with generalized cross-validation, for

confirming the function criteria to determine the noise threshold. Figure 80.1 shows

the results of our noise reduction method compared with other classical noise

reduction methods.

We have calculated the edge-preserving quantization parameter α as follows:

α ¼ Γ Δs� Δs,Δŝ � Δŝ
� �ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Γ Δs� Δs,Δs� Δs
� � � Γ Δŝ � Δŝ ,Δŝ � Δŝ

� �q ð80:7Þ

Γ s1; s2ð Þ ¼
X

i, j2ROIð Þ
s1 i; jð Þ � s2 i; jð Þ ð80:8Þ

Table 80.1 shows the comparison of results between the peak signal-to-noise ratio

(PSNR) of an image treated with several noise reduction methods and the quanti-

tative parameter (α) of edge preservation.
Based on the data shown in Fig. 80.1 and Table 80.1, we have concluded that the

peak signal-to-noise ratio achieved by our de-noising method is higher than those
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obtained by the other methods, because the threshold calculated from the function

criterion based on generalized cross-validation is the optimal threshold of minimum

mean square error. Moreover, by using nonlinear diffusion technology based on the

variational principle, the artifacts generated by the wavelet transform were elimi-

nated, and the image was improved by keeping the advantages of the curvelet

transform method of de-noising.

80.3.2 Comparison of Gray Graphs for De-noising
Performance

The data at line 103, column 45–105, of the original ultrasound image were selected

to draw the gray graph. The original image and gray graphs using various

de-noising methods are shown in Fig. 80.2.

After comparing the gray graphs for de-noising performance, a relatively strong

noise region was found at the valve close to the left atrium, which could not be

effectively suppressed by a filtering method based on wavelet transform or

nonlinear anisotropic diffusion, and a “double-peak” phenomenon was found on

the gray graphs by these two methods. However, the “double-peak” phenomenon

could not be found on the gray graph obtained by curvelet transform.

Fig. 80.1 Experimental results of various noise reduction methods applied to the simulated

image. (a) Original image. (b) Original image with noise. (c) Results by hard wavelet shrinkage.

(d) Results by anisotropic diffusion. (e) Results by curvelet thresholding. (f) Results by the

suggested method

Table 80.1 Quantitative

results from simulation

experiment using quality

measures PSNR (dB) and

alpha (%)

Method PSNR α

Hard wavelet shrinkage 18.1201 0.4271

Anisotropic diffusion 18.4739 0.5756

Curvelet thresholding 18.8192 0.8032

Suggested method 18.9815 0.8146
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80.3.3 Comparison of De-noising Performance
for Echocardiographic 4-Chamber Images

The comparison of de-noising performance for echocardiographic 4-chamber

images by different filtering methods and the results of de-noising are shown in

Fig. 80.3.

The results suggest that the speckle noise abundant in certain regions of the

echocardiographic image (such as the left and right atrium or the left and right

ventricle) could be effectively suppressed by curvelet transform. At the same time,

the border pattern of chambers and valves could be well maintained, and the “over-

smooth” phenomenon in wavelet domain or the “staircase” effect commonly found

in nonlinear anisotropic diffusion could still be avoided.

Fig. 80.2 Comparison of gray graphs for de-noising performance in echocardiographic images.

(a) The gray graph using the original image. (b) The gray graph using the wavelet transform

method. (c) The gray graph using the nonlinear anisotropic diffusion method. (d) The gray graph

using the de-noising method described in this chapter

Fig. 80.3 Comparison of de-noising performance for echocardiographic 4-chamber images. (a)
The original echocardiographic image. (b) Result of de-noising by wavelet transform. (c) Results
of de-noising by nonlinear anisotropic diffusion. (d) Result of de-noising by the method described

in this chapter
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80.4 Discussion

The de-noising of medical ultrasound images is not only aimed at improving the

visual quality of images but also at making preparations for the next image

segmentation. The second-generation curvelet transform inherited the excellent

local characteristics of the time-space domain and frequency domain of wavelet

analysis, and at the same time, it has better sparse signal expression. The charac-

teristics to be analyzed must first be extended to multiple scale components in

wavelet transform analysis; however, curvelet transform is capable of characteriz-

ing edge signals, such as curvelet transform coefficients, with fewer curves or a

larger numerical value. Curvelet transform can produce good energy efficiency, and

it is also helpful in reducing the noise in echocardiographic images.

Figure 80.3 shows that the mitral valve is close to the ventricular wall, with a

fuzzy boundary between them in the original image, whereas the image obtained by

curvelet transform maintained or even enhanced the boundary region between the

mitral valve and the ventricular wall after suppressing the strong noise signal inside

the four chambers, thus manifesting its effectiveness. Compared to the de-noising

method based on wavelet transform, the method described in this chapter has a

better suppression of speckle noise. Furthermore, this method has a better preser-

vation of the edges in images. Figure 80.2 shows that the continuous muscular

structure of the chamber wall at the right side of the original image is “fractured”

after wavelet transform or anisotropic diffusion, while the method described in this

chapter preserved the continuity of this structure, which could be helpful for further

analysis and diagnosis.

The emphasis in ultrasonic image de-noising is on multiresolution signal

processing and multidirectional analysis characterized by anisotropy [7]. As a

relatively novel signal analysis method, curvelet transform is capable of multiscale

signal transformation and can also accurately capture and express the directional

information of the signal [8]. Using this feature, an echocardiographic image

de-noising model was established in the curvelet domain. The optimal de-noising

threshold against transform coefficients in each scale, each direction, and each

location could be calculated using an unbiased risk estimate principle combined

with neighborhood information of the curvelet transform coefficient, and the

nonlinear anisotropic diffusion method, based on projection transformation, was

employed to suppress the artifacts that may occur during the curvelet transform [9].

As a novel multiscale analysis method, curvelet transform has the significant

advantages of capturing line singularity in images and expressing it optimally in an

efficient manner compared to wavelet transform. But curvelet analysis also has its

own shortcomings, such as the Gibbs artifact, which may be produced in the

reconstructed images processed with inverse curvelet transform, and the reason

for this artifact is that curvelet transform does not have the characteristic of

translation invariance. However, Ma et al. effectively eliminated artifacts derived

from curvelet transform by using the total variational model based on the projection

principle [10].
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Conclusion

Conventional image de-noising methods remove noise at the expense of

sacrificing some detailed information at the edge of the image and reducing

image definition. A better visual effect can be produced by using the

de-noising method for echocardiographic images described in this chapter.

The results showed that the peak signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and edge-

preserving quantization parameters after the de-noising method based on

the second-generation curvelet transform are higher than those obtained

after conventional de-noising algorithms. In addition, the ability of

de-noising in the regions of interest and preserving the edges is especially

improved, thereby demonstrating the great application potential of curvelet

transform for the suppression of speckle noise in echocardiographic image

processing.
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Chapter 81

A Novel Method for Image Segmentation
Using Pulse-Coupled Neural Network Based
on Root Mean Square of Gray Scale

Hongliang Shi, Jian Rong, and Xinmin Zhou

Abstract PCNN (pulse-coupled neural network) has good properties for image

segmentation. A novel method which integrates root mean square of grayscale

threshold with PCNN, called root mean square of grayscale threshold PCNN

(RMS-PCNN), is proposed. In simplified method there is only one parameter to

be determined. Furthermore, the PCNN threshold is computed once so that the

image is segmented during an ignition process. Better performance and faster

computation are demonstrated. Experimental results validate the effectively sim-

plified method on segmentation.

Keywords PCNN • Image segmentation • RMS-PCNN (root mean square of

grayscale threshold PCNN)

81.1 Introduction

An image is separated into parts in that each part represents a meaningful physical

object such as the background or the foreground, called image segmentation.

Different segmentation methods have been created. But so far there has been no

effective method for all image types due to the variety of image types [1].

PCNN is widely used in aspects of image processing for its advantages of

information processing system closer to biological characters [2]. However, the

traditional PCNN algorithm shows many disadvantages, such as too many param-

eter selections, iteration times, and so on.

Root mean square of grayscale threshold PCNN (RMS-PCNN) is put forward in

this chapter. It integrates root mean square of image grayscale statistics with PCNN.

In this chapter, the PCNN is simplified because only one parameter is to be

determined. Moreover, the PCNN threshold is computed once. The image is simply

segmented during an ignition process. Better performance and faster computation
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are demonstrated. Experimental results validate the effectively simplified method

for segmentation.

81.2 Root Mean Square of Grayscale PCNN Model

81.2.1 Simplified PCNN

The simplified PCNN is shown as follows: F(i, j) is the feeding and S(i, j) is the
grayscale level of pixel (i, j); L(i, j) is the linking. β is the linking constant; U(i, j) is
the internal activity; M is the connection matrix in feedback input domain; θ is

constant and related to the grayscale statistics of the image; and Y(i, j) is the pulse
output (Fig. 81.1).

The feeding is the image gray scale Si,j:

Fi, j ¼ Si, j ð81:1Þ

The linking output is shown as follows:

Li, j¼
X
k2G

MkSk ð81:2Þ

G is 3� 3 linking field, which is shown in Fig. 81.2.

U(i, j) is formed by biased linking inputs multiplied with the feeding:

Ui, j ¼ Fi, j 1þ βLi, j
� � ð81:3Þ

At each ignition step, Y(i, j) is set to 1 if the U(i, j) is greater than the threshold θ or
else is set to 0, which is shown in Eq. (81.4):

M S ,1 i jLb+ q,i jL

,i jS
,i jF

,i jU
,i jY

Feedin Linking Pulse Generator

1S

kS

Fig. 81.1 The proposed

PCNN model
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Yi, j ¼ step Ui, j � θ
�  ¼ 1, Ui, j > θ

0, otherwise

�
ð81:4Þ

81.2.2 Root Mean Square of Grayscale Threshold

This chapter defines the root mean square of the grayscale level of each pixel as

threshold θ. It is shown in Eq. (81.5):

θ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX
i;jð Þ2I

S2 i; jð Þ

m� n

vuuut ð81:5Þ

where m, n are the pixel numbers of the image in the rows and columns, respec-

tively, and i is the m� n grayscale matrix of the image.

81.2.3 RMS-PCNN Image Segmentation

The neuron is one-one onto the image that is a two-dimension network. It is shown

in Fig. 81.3 [1].

Fig. 81.3 PCNN

segmentation model

 

Fig. 81.2 3� 3 linking

field
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Assume the initialY(i, j)¼ 0, and letUi,j¼ Si,j. The neuronwill ignite if Si,j> θ, and
Y(i, j)¼ 1, or otherwise, the neuron will not ignite, and Y(i, j)¼ 0, according to

Eq. (81.4) in the iteration. The neuron Np,q which does not ignite in the iteration can

be captured by the neuron Ni,j which has ignited in the neighboring field of Np,q

according to the coupling effect of PCNNof Eq. (81.2). Thus the internal status ofNp,q

is converted into Fp,q (1+ βLp,q) from Fp,q. Assume Fp,q< θ but Fp,q(1 + βLp,q)> θ,
then the unignited neuron Np,q is captured by the ignited neuron Ni,j, shown as

Fig. 81.4.

If the grayscale level of neuron Np,q is lower than that of neuron Ni,j, which leads

to Fp,q(1 + βLp,q)< θ, then neuron Np,q cannot be captured by neuron Ni,j. Therefore,

this PCNN characteristic determines the spatial connection and grayscale level

correlation of neurons. Thus a coherent structure of the image is indicated by

each continuous set of synchronous pulse neurons, which makes image segmenta-

tion using PCNN theoretically correct.

81.3 Experiment Results

In the experiments, RMS-PCNN is proved significantly.

81.3.1 The Evaluation of RMS-PCNN

Figure 81.5 shows the segmentation results. By using the method based on OSTU

and normal PCNN, the unit-linking PCNN, GIT-PCNN, and the RMS-PCNN

severally, Lena image is segmented. (b), (d), and (e) are obscured for the facial

organs. There are more details in the hair, but it is ill segmented obviously

compared with the proposed RMS-PCNN in image (c).

Figure 81.6 shows the results of track image; (b) is over-segmented and (c) is ill

segmented especially in the left bottom block. Relatively, the RMS-PCNN provides

Igniting time of Ni,j

The captured igniting time of Np,q

t

U

q

,i jF

,p qF

( ), ,1p q p qF Lb+

Fig. 81.4 The captured

igniting time of neuron Np,q
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a clear foreground and segment foreground from background. Of course, the three

methods are unsatisfied with segmenting regions affected by illumination like the

upper part in the original image.

Figure 81.7 shows the results of cameraman image; (b), (c), and (d) are filled

with more noise in the bottom in contrast with the proposed RMS-PCNN. Espe-

cially, the proposed RMS-PCNN can segment foreground from background in the

upper part or the facial part of the image clearly.

81.3.2 Objective Evaluation to Segmentation Performance

The criterion of cross entropy (CE) [4], uniformity measure (UM) [5], shape

measure (SM) [5], and contrast measure (CM) [6] is used for objectively evaluating

the algorithm performance, shown as follows:

Fig. 81.5 (a) The original image, (b) the method based on OSTU, (c) the method based on normal

PCNN, (d) the unit-linking PCNN [3], (e) the GIT-PCNN [1], and (f) RMS-PCNN
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CE ¼
Xt
f¼0

f � h fð Þ � ln
f

μ1
þ μ1 � h fð Þ � ln

μ1
f

� �

þ
XZ
f¼tþ1

f � h fð Þ � ln
f

μ2
þ μ2 � h fð Þ � ln

μ2
f

� �
ð81:6Þ

μ1 ¼
1Xt

f¼0
h fð Þ

Xt
f¼0

f � h fð Þ ð81:7Þ

μ2 ¼
1XZ

f¼tþ1
h fð Þ

XZ
f¼tþ1

f � h fð Þ ð81:8Þ

where f is the image gray scale and h( f ) is the statistical histogram of image gray

scale and t is a hypothetical threshold. Generally, smaller value of CE is better:

Fig. 81.6 (a) The original track image, (b) the method based on OSTU, (c) the method based on

normal PCNN, and (b) RMS-PCNN
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UM ¼ 1� 1

A

X2
i¼1

X
x;yð Þ2Ri

f x; yð Þ � 1

Ai

X
x;yð Þ2Ri

f x; yð Þ
24 3528<:

9=; ð81:9Þ

The original image is divided into two parts: R1 and R2. f(x, y) is the pixel (x, y)
grayscale level. A is the image pixel numbers, and Ai is the pixel numbers in region

Ri:

SM ¼ 1

C

X
x;yð Þ

sgn f x; yð Þ � f N x; yð Þ½ 
Δ x; yð Þsgn f x; yð Þ � t½ 

ð81:10Þ

where C is the normalized factor, fN(x, y) is the average gray scale of adjacent

domain N(x, y), t is the grayscale threshold, and Δ(x, y) is generalized gradient:

CM ¼ f o � f bj j
f o þ f b

ð81:11Þ

where fo and fb are the average gray scale of foreground and background separately.
A larger CM shows a better segmentation result. It is the same with UM and SM.

Fig. 81.7 (a) The original cameraman image, (b) the method based on OSTU, (c) the method

based on normal PCNN, (d) the GIT-PCNN in [1], and (e) RMS-PCNN
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Table 81.1 indicates the better RMS-PCNN except that the CM of normal PCNN

are slightly greater than that of RMS-PCNN, but the parameters of the proposed

method are less than the normal PCNN and the structure of RMS-PCNN is simpler.

81.3.3 Time Complexity Analysis

Time complexity analysis is an important factor for evaluating an algorithm. It is

given in Table 81.2.

From Table 81.2, we can know that the proposed algorithm is much better than

the GIT-PCNN with the increasing iteration times. k is the width of linking matrix.

s is the iteration times of GIT-PCNN in threshold calculation and s� 1. There will

be significant differences with the increasing iteration times, shown in Fig. 81.8.

81.3.4 Speed Performance

The four segmentation methods (include proposed method) are executed on PC

(Intel Xeon E3-1230 v3 and 8 GB RAM). The results are shown in Table 81.3.

The same image with the size of 256 * 256 is segmented. Each method is applied

to process the image 20 times and get the average run time to make the results more

objective. It is obvious that the RMS-PCNN is faster than the other methods

Table 81.2 Time complexity

analysis
Convolution part Iteration part Constant

GIT-PCNN O(m� n� k2) O(m� n� s) O(1)

RMS-PCNN O(m� n� k2) O(m� n) O(1)

Fig. 81.8 The comparison of time complexity
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because the proposed method uses the root mean square of grayscale threshold

which does not require iteration and the whole algorithm is just required once.

Conclusion

In this chapter, compared to traditional segmentation, the root mean square of

grayscale threshold PCNN presents many advantages:

(1) The root mean square of grayscale threshold is better than the threshold of

traditional PCNN.

(2) In RMS-PCNN, only one parameter is determined once. Therefore, the

method is simpler and faster.

(3) The experiment results illustrate that the RMS-PCNN can get satisfied

processing results.
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Chapter 82

Combined Similarity-Based Spectral
Clustering Ensemble for PolSAR Land
Cover Classification

Lu Liu, Dong Sun, and Junfei Shi

Abstract This chapter proposes a novel spectral clustering ensemble method for

unsupervised land cover classification of PolSAR data. This method increases the

diversity to overcome the instability results caused by the random sampling during

Nyström approximation. Compared with the standard spectral clustering methods,

the proposed scheme has the contributions in three aspects: firstly, during the

process of spectral clustering, Wishart-derived distance measure and polarimetric

similarity are combined to obtain the complementary information from the spatial

and polarimetric relations between pairwise pixels. Secondly, a new similar func-

tion based on MRF potential function is used to construct the similarity matrix,

which improves the robustness of spectral clustering to the scaling parameter.

Finally, multiple individual classifications are obtained and integrated by an ensem-

ble strategy. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method is

superior to the compared methods.

Keywords Spectral clustering ensemble (SCE) • Polarimetric SAR • Wishart

distance • MRF

82.1 Introduction

Land cover classification using polarimetric synthetic aperture radar (PolSAR) data

is one of the significant applications in remote sensing. With the development of

related researches, multiple PolSAR land cover classification approaches have been

proposed.

In practice, unsupervised classification has been extensively used due to no need

to collect label information. It consists of two parts: scattering- and statistic

characteristics-based methods and clustering analysis. The former are actually
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based on extracting and selecting the polarimetric features, such as H/a [1], H/a-

Wishart [2], and Wishart ML classifier [3] combining Freeman decomposition

[4]. The latter are some clustering algorithms such as MRF-based clustering [5],

fuzzy clustering [6], and hierarchical clustering [7].

However, traditional clustering methods are based on the spherical sample

space. Once the samples fall into the non-convex domain, poor efficiency and

local optimum results will arise easily. Thus, the spectral clustering (SC) method

is adopted as a remedy. According to the diversity similarity of samples, SC

constructs an affinity matrix to explore the internal relation between samples and

divide all the samples into a given number of clusters. Therefore, the SC method is

superior to traditional clustering algorithms. Some related approaches have been

proposed in PolSAR classification, e.g., spectral graph partition [7], Wishart-

derived distance measures [8], and polarimetric similarity measures [9].

The SC method is sensitive to the scaling parameter. To overcome this sensitiv-

ity, we use spectral clustering ensemble (SCE) [10] strategy and a novel MRF

potential function-based similarity matrix [11].

82.2 The Framework of PolSAR SCE

The framework of PolSAR SCE consists of two stages. Firstly, the similarity matrix

is constructed by combining Wishart-derived distance and selected polarimetric

features. Then, the PolSAR SCE classification is executed.

82.2.1 Wishart-Derived Distance

Originally, the data of each pixel in PolSAR image can be expressed by its

coherency matrix T, which is a 3� 3 hermit matrix [2]

T ¼ k∗k∗; k ¼ 1=
ffiffiffi
2
p� �

∗ SHH þ SVV SHH � SVV 2SHV½ 
T ð82:1Þ

Anfinsen et al. [8] defined a symmetric revised Wishart distance as follows:

dSRW A;Bð Þ ¼ 1

2
dRW A;Bð Þ þ dRW B;Að Þð Þ � q ð82:2Þ

dRW A;Bð Þ ¼ ln
Bj j
Aj j þ tr B�1A

� �� q ð82:3Þ

A ~W(n,ΣA) and B ~W(n,ΣB) are sample coherence matrices generated from

unknown and potentially different Wishart densities.
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82.2.2 Polarimetric Feature Selection

We analyzed the distribution of different polarimetric features in order to select the

most distinguished features to construct the similarity matrix. The subimage of

Flevoland area is shown in Fig. 82.1. Figure 82.2 shows the selected feature

distributions of the six types of terrain from Fig. 82.1.

bare soil potato beet pea wheat barley

Fig. 82.1 Flevoland Pauli

RGB image and ground

truth
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Fig. 82.2 The feature distribution of the six types of terrain in different selected feature spaces.

(a) H, (b) SPAN, (c) Pv, (d) Log T
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After that, these effective features, H (the scattering entropy), SPAN (the total

power), Pv (the volume scattering powers based on Freeman decomposition), and

Log T (the logarithm of coherency matrix T ), compose polarimetric eigenvector F

F ¼ H; SPAN;Pv; LogT½ 
 ð82:4Þ

The scattering entropy H and total power SPAN are defined as follows:

H ¼
X3
i¼1
�Pilog3Pi ð82:5Þ

Pi ¼ λi=
X3
i¼1

λi ð82:6Þ

SPAN ¼ λ1 þ λ2 þ λ3 ð82:7Þ

where λ1� λ2� λ3 are the eigenvalues of coherence matrix T.

82.2.3 Similarity Matrix Construction

To reduce the sensitivity of traditional SC to the scaling parameter and select

optimal parameters easily, Hou et al. [11] proposed a novel MRF potential function

based on the context information to construct the similarity matrix. The adopted

MRF potential function involves intensity Euclidean distance and spatial position

information of adjacent pixels.

Potential function is crucial to construct the MRF prior model because it

describes the relationships of feature intensities of adjacent pixels. The potential

function is defined as follows:

Vc xi; xj
� � ¼ β xi ¼ xj

σ2i

σ2i þ yi � yj

� �2
dij

β xi 6¼ xj

8><>: ð82:8Þ

where yi and yj are the observation point intensities of xi and xj,respectively, dij is
the spatial position information of xi and xj, β is a constant, and σi is the deviation of
the class that pixel xi belongs to. Thus, the potential function can be used to describe
the similarity between pairwise pixels. The similarity matrix is defined as follows:
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Wij ¼
1 i ¼ j
1

1þ Δijdij
i 6¼ j

8<: ð82:9Þ

According to the Huber function [12], Δij is defined as follows:

ΔSRW
ij ¼

d2SRW Ti, Tj

� �
dSRW Ti, Tj

� �
� t1

t2 þ 2t dSRW Ti, Tj

� �
� t

� �
dSRW Ti, Tj

� �
> t1

8<: ð82:10Þ

ΔF
ij ¼

d2F Fi, Fj

� �
dF Fi, Fj

� �
� t2

t2 þ 2t dF Fi, Fj

� �
� t

� �
dF Fi, Fj

� �
> t2

8<: ð82:11Þ

Δ ¼ ΔSRW
ij ∗ΔF

ij ð82:12Þ

We use a similarity function by formulas (82.10)–(82.12). Then, the similarity

matrix is constructed by formula (82.9).

82.2.4 Spectral Clustering Ensemble (SCE) Classification

Zhang et al. [10] developed an ensemble approach based on SC to avoid the

selection of the scaling parameter for single SC. The SCE includes two parts, the

formation of individual clustering and the integration of diversity clustering results.

The construction of SCE can be depicted as follows. Firstly, it extracts the selected

features previously mentioned at pixel level as the input of each component

clustering. Then, SC using Nyström approximation [13] is employed as the basic

clustering. Based on the results of the former step, both the hypergraph-based meta-

clustering algorithm (MCLA) [14] with lower complexity and the majority voting

method are used as the consensus function to combine those clusters.

The consensus function is intended to find a suitable result that shares the most

information with the original clusterings. Mutual information provides a sound

indication of the shared information between a pair of clusterings [14]. The nor-

malized mutual information between two cluster labelings can be estimated by [10].

ϕ NMIð Þ λ að Þ; λ bð Þ
� �

¼

Xk
i¼1

Xk
j¼1

nijlog
nijn

n
að Þ
i n

bð Þ
j

 !
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXk

i¼1
n

að Þ
i log

n
að Þ
i

n

 ! Xk
j¼1

n
bð Þ
j log

n
bð Þ
j

n

 !vuut ð82:13Þ
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where n
ðaÞ
i is the number of objects in cluster i according to λ(a), and n

ðbÞ
j is the

number of objects in cluster j according to λ(b). nij denotes the number of objects

that are in cluster i according to λ(a) as well as in cluster j according to λ(b). Then the
average normalized mutual information between the final ensemble clustering

result λ̂ and the cluster label set Λ can be defined as

ϕ AMNIð Þ Λ; λ̂
� � ¼ 1

r

Xr
j¼1

ϕ NMIð Þ λ jð Þ; λ̂
� �

ð82:14Þ

Λ ¼ λ qð Þ q 2 1; . . . ; rf gj
n o

ð82:15Þ

After that, combining the selected result of MCLA and majority voting approach,

the final decision with larger average mutual information is obtained.

82.3 Proposed Method

Our proposed method for land cover classification is illuminated as follows:

(1) PolSAR data is processed by performing refined Lee filter.

(2) Gain the Cloude decomposition of each pixel from its coherency matrix T. And
calculate H, SPAN, Pv, and logarithm of T. Then, polarimetric eigenvector F is

composed. Normalize it to gain the polarimetric characteristic matrix F.
(3) According to formulas (82.9)–(82.12), calculate the combined similarity matrix.

(4) Execute the SCE strategy mentioned in Sect. 82.2.4, which combines the

selected result of MCLA and majority voting approach.

(5) Iteratively implement Wishart classifier to improve the classification accuracy.

Finally, the classification result of PolSAR data is obtained.

82.4 Experimental Results

The data used in Fig. 82.1 was acquired over Flevoland in the Netherlands by

NASA/JPL AIRSAR on August 16, 1989.

For our spectral clustering ensemble of PolSAR data, Nyström approximation

method is employed and the sample set is 100. The thresholds t1 and t2 are randomly

selected in the range of 1–10. The number of Wishart iterations is set to 20.

Three state-of-the-art algorithms, H/a-Wishart (Ref 1 for short), SCE with

Wishart-derived distance (Ref 2 for short), and SCE with polarimetric similarity

(Ref 3 for short), are used as a comparison to demonstrate the effectiveness of our

proposed method. Furthermore, in order to evaluate the ensemble strategy of

spectral clustering, single SC is compared, too. Final results are shown in

Fig. 82.3. The classification accuracy of five methods is provided in Table 82.1.

Table 82.2 shows the confusion matrix of the SCE method.
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Bare soil is allocated to wheat in Fig. 82.3a–c. Barley is allocated to beet in

Fig. 82.3a. Partial of pea are mistaken as bare soil or wheat in Fig. 82.3b–d. In

addition, the proposed method reduces the classification error of wheat compared

with others.

In Table 82.1, the proposed method achieves a total accuracy of 94.84 %, which

improves 25.37 %, 18.48 %, 17.04 %, and 6.25 % compared with other methods,

respectively. Ref 1, Ref 2, and Ref 3 cannot distinguish bare soil, while our method

obtains a significant accuracy of 95.62 %. It can also achieve a better accuracy of

98.95 % in the classification of pea. Furthermore, the proposed method reduces the

ratio of error obviously as shown in Table 82.2.

Fig. 82.3 Classification results with different methods. (a) H/a-Wishart. (b) SCE with Wishart-

derived distance. (c) SCE with polarimetric similarity. (d) Single SC method. (e) Proposed method

Table 82.1 Classification accuracy comparison

Method

Accuracy Ref 1 Ref 2 Ref 3 Single SC method Proposed method

Bare soil 0 0 0 0.9551 0.9562

Potato 0.8799 0.9246 0.9236 0.9238 0.9233

Beet 0.8669 0.9337 0.9526 0.9177 0.9172

Barley 0 0.9456 0.9593 0.9468 0.9432

Wheat 0.9334 0.5649 0.6762 0.6136 0.9089

Pea 0.9376 0.9505 0.9136 0.9850 0.9895

Total accuracy 0.6947 0.7636 0.7780 0.8859 0.9484

Table 82.2 Confusion matrix of the proposed method

Bare soil Potato Beet Barley Wheat Pea

Bare soil 0.9562 0.0 0.0154 0.0 0.0284 0.0

Potato 0.0 0.9233 0.0211 0.0556 0.0 0.0

Beet 0.0 0.0396 0.9172 0.0432 0.0 0.0

Barley 0.0 0.0104 0.0464 0.9432 0.0 0.0

Wheat 0.0565 0.0019 0.0071 0.0 0.9089 0.0256

Pea 0.0 0.0 0.0086 0.0011 0.0008 0.9895
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Through the statistic analysis, it is obvious that the SCE method can distinguish

diverse categories better and achieve visible improvement in region uniformity and

connectivity. Furthermore, the proposed method has the advantage of fine stability.

Conclusion

We have employed ensemble strategy to implement SC for PolSAR data

classification. In order to improve the classification performance, the SCE

method is modified through constructing similarity matrix based on MRF

potential function. By this way, SCE strategy eliminates the effect caused by

the sensitivity to scaling parameter. Combining with spatial and polarimetric

relations between pairwise pixels, the proposed method shows an ability of

capturing more detailed similarity information. Future works will be concen-

trated on feature selection and ensemble strategy to achieve more effective

performance for PolSAR land cover classification.
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Chapter 83

An Algorithm for Human Face Detection
in Color Images Based on Skin Color
Segmentation

Chunqiang Zhu

Abstract Face detection has attracted increased attention as a hot research topic in

the field of pattern recognition and computer vision. Skin color has provided an

important basis for human face detection. This paper presents a novel expectation-

maximization (EM) algorithm for the face detection of image segmentation in the

YUV color space. To separate brightness information from chroma information in

the expression of color, the algorithm uses the clustering method for skin color in

the color space and improves the velocity performance in the separation of a

regional face from a regional nonhuman face. This paper also designs and optimizes

the concrete steps. Finally, the segmentation experimental results and experimental

analysis in terms of color images are given; in addition, the paper provides the

necessary conditions for EM algorithm convergence.

Keywords Face detection • EM algorithm • Skin color segmentation • Template

matching • YUV space

83.1 Introduction

Face detection algorithms have been extensively studied since the early 1990s, with

many solutions proposed, such as, for example, neural networks, machine learning,

template matching (including the deformable template matching), Hough trans-

form, and color analysis. Of these, the neural network method requires large

numbers of face and nonface training sets, and they are always used in the detection

of positive correct grayscale images [1–4]. The template matching method is

commonly used in face detection where the initial position is known. As an

important basis for the skin color of human face detection, skin color is one of

the important pieces of information with respect to the face. It has relative stability

and can be distinguished with most background object colors; therefore, color
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images using skin color information for rapid detection are used in the study of

faces. In this paper, which uses expectation maximization (EM) to solve the

problem of the Gaussian mixture model, a method of segmenting color images

based on skin color is used to achieve superior segmentation effects that can be

further applied to face detection [5].

83.2 EM Solution of Gaussian Mixture Model

Set a normal distribution with the totality containing the K independent and equal

variance, that is, Ni(μj, σ
2), j¼ 1, 2, . . .,K, with the value pi, 0� pj� 1,∑

j
pj¼ 1. The

likelihood function of Xi is shown in Eqs. (83.1) and (83.2) [5]:

L ¼ L Xt; θð Þ ¼ L X; pj, μjσ
2

� �
; ð83:1Þ

L X; pj, μjσ
2

� � ¼Y
i¼1

Y
j¼1

pjφj

� �zi
; ð83:2Þ

where pjφj is the normal distribution of a probability density function, as shown in

Eq. (83.3):

φj Xið Þ ¼
pjffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σ22π
p exp

�zij Xi � μj
� �2
2σ2

: ð83:3Þ

The only difference between a plurality of mixed normal distributions and

multiple independent normal distributions is the different degrees of overlap.

Thus, some zij in Xi cannot be determined, meaning we cannot distinguish which

Xi belong to which normal distribution [6–8]. In this case, the likelihood function of

Xi is as follows:

L ¼ L Xt; θð Þ ¼ L X; pj, μjσ
2

� �
¼
Yn
i

X
j

pjφj Xið Þ
" #

;
ð83:4Þ

lnL ¼
X
i

ln
X
j

pjφj Xið Þ
" #

ð83:5Þ

Which Xi in the mixed normal distribution of a probability density function is as

follows [9–10]:

To satisfy (83.6), the iterative approximation uses the EM algorithm, namely, E

(expectation) step: in the given t wheel parameters θ(t)¼ ( p
ðtÞ
j , μtj, σ

2(t)), ωðtÞij : calcu-
lates the conditional probability of the normal distribution of eachXi that belongs to i:
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ω tð Þ
ij ¼ p

tð Þ
j φ ið Þ

j =
X
j

p
tð Þ
j φ ið Þ

j : ð83:6Þ

M (maximization) step: based on ωðtÞij and Xi, which give the maximum-

likelihood estimates of θ(t+ 1):

p
tþ1ð Þ
j ¼ ω tð Þ

:j =n,

ω tð Þ
:j ¼

X
t

ω tð Þ
:j ,

u
tþ1ð Þ
:j ¼

X
t

ω tð Þ
i:j X=ω

tð Þ
:j ,

σ2 tþ1ð Þ ¼
X
i, j

ω tð Þ
i:j Xi � μ tþ1ð Þ

j

� �2
=n:

ð83:7Þ

Using the results of the first t times and obtaining ωðtþ 1Þ
ij and substituting ωðtþ 1Þ

ij

and Xi into Eq.(7), we arrive at the result θ(t+ 2), . . .. Like these E and M loop

iterations, both values of the parameter estimation and lnL gradually converge.

When they satisfy a certain set of convergence criteria (such as before and after two

rounds of the corresponding numerical difference is not more than 10� 6 or 10� 4),

the calculation ends and the result θ is the maximum-likelihood estimates of the

relevant parameters. The EM algorithm is shown in Fig. 83.1.

83.3 Image Segmentation Based on EM Algorithm

The commonly used RGB method is not suitable for the skin model. In RGB space,

the three primary colors (R, G, b) not only represent color, also said the brightness.

Due to changes in environmental lighting, the brightness may make face detection

more complex. It is not reliable for skin segmentation. To use the clustering of skin

in the color space, the chrominance and luminance information must be separated in

the color expression. The R, G, and B conversion for the color expression space

with chrominance and luminance separation will achieve this objective. As shown

in Fig. 83.2, this paper uses the YUV color space to process image data: Y¼ 0.3,

0.59, 0.11 R, U¼�0.15, �0.29, 0.44 G, V¼ 0.61, �0.52, �0.096 B uses the UV

data to build EM data: atan2(V,U).
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83.4 Experimental Results and Analysis of EM

Image segmentation is based on color difference signals. The program used to

segment three colors was used to distinguish gray value 255,125, 0. This is better

than simply using brightness value segmentation.

Although the skin color of different people might vary greatly, color differences

are far less pronounced than differences in brightness, that is, people of different

define the matrix of data    [datanum]

Initialization     parameters     p[number],
u[number], ltasquare[number]

E step:e_pij[number][number] template number
times’iterationsbelongs to number j times’

conditonal probability of

Parameter reach the standard
ofconvergence  calculating ends

The num
ber of iterations iter increasing

iterations iter end ?
Y

N

M step according to   and     comes to 
the maximum likelihood estimates of    

Fig. 83.1 Iterative process

diagram of EM algorithm

Open 24 bmp files ,read and restore  the RGB data in
TempBuffer[ImgW*ImgH*3] LoadImg(unsigned char *Img,char *FileName)

Display original image  ShowImga(CDC
*pDC,unsigned char *TempBuffer)

EMSEG(unsigned char *TempBuffer,unsigned char
*DestImg) image segmentation ,  turns out  DestImg.

Fig. 83.2 The EM algorithm applied to image segmentation program flow chart
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colors tend to have very similar chroma and only differ in brightness because

different skin colors have the same two-dimensional Gaussian model G(m, V2).
With complicated backgrounds, especially ones that have similar skin colors, an

obvious segmentation error, which is only useful in face recognition. The segmen-

tation algorithm does not perform well enough to remove skin regions that are

obviously not the face, a challenge that will have to be tackled in the future. The

skin color region which obviously not face also has to been eliminated .After skin

color segmentation to get connected regions W1, W2, W3 series . . . These regions
include the region of skin, background region which similar to the skin color. In

complex background, there may exist many non face region thiat similar to face

color region, which is segmented out (such as hand and arm etc.). In a complex

background, many facial skin colors similar to nonface regions are segmented (e.g.,

hands and arms).

First, the region where skin segmentation is to be performed has undergone

erosion or dilation, remove the noise from the skin color segmentation. Then, based

on statistical characteristics of facial skin color regional analysis, the following

pretreatment of skin color segmentation can be carried out to obtain the greatest

amount of facial region. Because of the input requirements of the EM algorithm

(this paper considered that the same kind of data distribution should be more

intensive near to mean value, different regions data should be spread out as much as

possible) the convergence speed of the EM algorithm So the EM algorithm’s

convergence speed and convergence result can be better guaranteed. Program

flow chart of image segmentation using EM algorithm has been shown in Fig. 83.3.

Initialization parameters p[NUMBER], u[NUMBER], deltasquare[NUMBER]

RGB color is converted to YUV color difference signal calculation ((anan2 
(V, U) +pi) /2/pi*255) as the data source of the EM parameter estimation

Call EmGuass (CtoFImg, NUM, DATANUM, P, u, d); 
iterative convergence, get the parameters of P, mean, variance

According to the input data and the mean value, the image is 
divided into color, background, and other regions regions.

Fig. 83.3 Program flowchart of image segmentation using EM algorithm
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83.5 EM Convergence of Algorithm Research

Necessary conditions for convergence: analysis of the M step in the EM algorithm,

Q(θ(t+ 1)|θ(t))¼maxQ(θ|θ(t)). If there is a K-dimensional continuous differentiable

function F(•) that can be based on θ(t+ 1)¼F(|θ(t)), through to the F(•) constraint,
thus the EM algorithm is convergent. As for the transformation of F(•), if it satisfies
the following conditions: (1) F(•) is continuously differentiable in the θ domain;

(2) the θ of its domain on the Jacobian matrix, that is (J(θ))T, J(θ), has a character-
istic result of less than 1, thus the EM algorithm is convergent.

Conclusion
Theoretical analysis and numerical results show a high corrrelation between

the correct convergence of the Gaussian mixture density of an EM algorithm

and the overlap of the mixture density.
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Chapter 84

A Social Network Service-Based
Environment Monitoring System in Home

Jiajin Zhang, Lichang Chen, Quan Gao, Zhaobo Huang,

Lin Guo, and Yanxin Yang

Abstract This chapter proposes an alternative approach that utilizes the existing

infrastructures of social network service (SNS) Sina Weibo in China and its open

platform resource in order to integrate a wireless sensor network (WSN) into the

web, offering social status in WSN. As a case study, a home environment moni-

toring system employing our proposal method has been developed. Experiment

results show that this system can reduce the burden of the implementation and

management of WSN and the proposed approach is feasible, cost-effective, and

flexible for exploiting a SNS-based WSN quickly.

Keywords Social network service • Wireless sensor network • Sina Weibo • SDK

84.1 Introduction

SNS, such as Twitter, Facebook, MySpace, and LinkedIn, makes it possible for

people to communicate and share information easily. And the SNS can be defined

as web-based social spaces concentrating on facilitating communication, collabo-

ration, and content sharing among people who would like to publish, share, and

discuss short messages on the web [1]. With web-based WSN, the physical world

can interact with the Internet more closely. And in general, system developers will

do lots of work and it is hard for system administrators to manage WSN. For

example, they have not only to master basic knowledge and web programming

skills (e.g., HTML, JavaScript, and PHP) to create their web sites but also to build a

web server. Furthermore, security and authorization may need to be considered in

most cases. A database server also may be needed in order to save sensor data from
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WSNs. Consequently, the system design and network management of WSN have

become a critical issue.

In China, Twitter and Facebook are unavailable. Sina Weibo is the most popular

microblogging service in China and it has over 300 million users. Additionally,

Sina Weibo has a stable open SDK that provides rich possibilities to application

developers [2]. This chapter proposes an alternative approach that uses Sina Weibo

as a platform for sensor network monitoring systems to solve the issues mentioned

above. As a case study, a home environment monitoring system employing our

proposal method has been developed.

84.2 Related Works

There are some studies that use SNS as a platform for sensor network systems.

However, Twitter or Facebook is generally employed in these researches. There-

into, a framework to globally share locally measured sensory readings based on

Twitter is provided [3]. SoMoS proposed a platform-independent middleware to

manage wireless sensor networks by integrating social network services like Twit-

ter and Facebook [4]. Twitter can provide an “open” publish-subscribe infrastruc-

ture for sensors and smartphones and also pave the way for ubiquitous crowd-

sourced sensing and collaboration applications [5]. The functionality and the Web

2.0 technologies provided by Facebook to transform the interaction with the Smart

Home into a shared, social experience have been exploited [6].

Our approach with Sina Weibo is a better choice than the previous researches

with Twitter or Facebook which is unavailable in China. This is why we selected

Sina Weibo to take advantage of user-friendly functions.

84.3 The Description of a Typical Architecture of WSN
Without SNS

A traditional and typical WSN system toward home environment monitoring

through the web without SNS is introduced.

Without SNS’s support, home environment monitoring system based on a

typical and traditional architecture is as shown in Fig. 84.1 [7–9]. Obviously, in

order to design and implement the above WSN-based system, we realize that many

great efforts have been made by developers, including web programming,

maintaining the web server and network security issues of WSN management.
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84.4 The Description of Proposed System

84.4.1 Architecture of Proposed System with SNS

The structure of our proposed home environment monitoring system employing

SNS Sina Weibo is viewed in Fig. 84.2. The data from wireless sensor nodes and

USB cameras containing captured image, temperature, humidity, and light intensity

in real home environment are transferred to a gateway Raspberry Pi, a low-cost and

tiny single-board Linux computer which has recently become very popular, through

ZigBee base station, respectively. Afterward, Raspberry Pi periodically posts the

data on Sina Weibo. Authorized users on Sina Weibo can remotely have access to

the sensor data from home-in environment by laptop computer and other mobile

devices such as smartphone and tablet PC.

Fig. 84.1 Typical architecture of WSN in home environment monitoring system through web
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84.4.2 Hardware Specification

In our proposed system, with ease of use, low-cost, rich libraries and standardized

components and programming language are cited as reasons for choosing Arduino

[10] and Raspberry Pi [11] platforms. In our work, a Raspberry Pi, with an

ARM1176JZF-S core CPU at 700 MHz, 256 MB RAM and Debian Wheezy7.5

Linux operating system, is deployed as a gateway or local manager, not only for

hosting the Internet proxy but also for the bridging the gap between SNS Sina

Weibo and physical devices.

Meanwhile, in our experiment system, USB cameras and wireless sensor nodes

equipped with temperature, humidity, and light sensors are used. Also, the wireless

sensor node (Fig. 84.3) is mainly composed of an Arduino microcontroller, a

DHT11 which is a low-cost digital temperature-humidity sensor, a DFRobot

BH1750 light sensor, and an XBee PRO communication module based on the

IEEE ZigBee/IEEE 802.15.4 standards [12]. For easy interfacing with DHT11

sensor, light sensor, and XBee PRO module, Arduino Nano board was used.

In addition, our system requires a ZigBee base station to be connected to a

gateway, namely, Raspberry Pi, via RS-232 serial port. And for capturing images in

a house, a plug-and-play camera module from a Logitech C270 webcam which

offer a relatively good flexibility and quality, connecting a Raspberry Pi with USB

port, is adopted.

Fig. 84.2 Architecture of our approach
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84.4.3 ZigBee Wireless Sensor Network

ZigBee is an open specification that enables lowpower consumption, low cost, and low

data rate for short-range wireless connections between various electronic devices. The

XBee PRO module is a ZigBee/IEEE 802.15.4 compliant solution for WSNs.

The base station is connected to a gateway Raspberry Pi with a wired serial

connection. The gateway runs an application software in Debian Linux, providing

web access functionality. This essentially provides Internet access to wireless sensor

reading collected via Xbee PRO base station. The gateway serves as an application

gateway and interconnects the SNS and ZigBee network. The sensor reading

periodically sent by wireless sensor nodes to a gateway through a base station is

composed of a header, ID of wireless sensor node, values measured, and checksum.

84.4.4 Gateway Side Application

The wireless sensor nodes send their measurements periodically to a gateway

Raspberry Pi located at the home. Then the information is transmitted to the Sina

Weibo via Raspberry Pi. As a result, a gateway side application is necessary.

Figure 84.4 shows the relationship among components in our solution.

As described above, the data from wireless sensor nodes and cameras is trans-

ferred to the Raspberry Pi side gateway application. And the data is saved and

processed in order to make text and graph images in this application blending with

Sina Weibo Python SDK. After that, the application periodically uploads the

processed text and graph images to Sina Weibo. Sina Weibo Python SDK is a

Fig. 84.3 Wireless sensor

networks node
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key prerequisite for the realization of gateway side application consists of four core

features including (1) log in/out, (2) take and renew an access token, (3) post and

delete text, and (4) upload images. To use the Python Weibo SDK of Sina Weibo to

assist the development, developers have to register as a “developer” in Sina Weibo

developer platform and obtain the corresponding app key and app secret to com-

plete the guided registration [3]. Authentication is needed before Sina Weibo SDK

works. SDK provides a Weibo class to achieve a newWeibo object and set app key,

app secret, and URL. At the same time, web user login and authorization are

processed by calling the pages provided by SNS SinaWeibo, but our system doesn’t

involve it. We assume that workflow is as illustrated in Fig. 84.5.

84.4.5 Results of the Case Study

To validate the concept of the proposed system, the developed system is tested by

installing the environment condition sensing units and setting up ZigBee networks

in a house. The wireless sensor nodes are located in the bedroom, living room,

kitchen, and toilet respectively in the house. And several cameras are located close

to the veranda, gate, and living room. Figures 84.6, 84.7, 84.8, and 84.9 illustrate

the graphical representation of type “#1” wireless sensor node information in

gateway side application, and this node is deployed in a living room. Measurements

related to temperature, humidity, and light intensity are shown in Figs. 84.6, 84.7,

and 84.8, respectively. Moreover, Fig. 84.9 displays a captured image from the

camera labeled “#1” in living room.

Figure 84.10 depicts periodically posted pictures and texts including sensor

readings of temperature, humidity, and light intensity from a remote home which

are revealed on Sina Weibo.

Fig. 84.4 Block diagram of

our proposed system
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Fig. 84.5 Flowchart of the

gateway side application
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84.4.6 Comparison Between the Traditional
and Typical WSN Solution and Our
Proposed Approach Based on SNS

As we mentioned earlier, in the traditional and typical WSN solution without SNS,

for developers, there are lots of efforts to do in order to build up WSN through the

web. Compared with our proposed approach based on SNS, the comparison of two

different systems is described as shown in Table 84.1.
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From the Table 84.1, apparently our proposed approach can reduce the overall

system design complexity.

Fig. 84.10 Posted text and image on Sina Weibo

Table 84.1 Comparison of two different systems

Solution Web server

Database

server

Implementation of security and

authorization

A traditional and typical

solution

Requirement Requirement Requirement

Our work No

requirement

No

requirement

No requirement

Sina Weibo has completed it
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Conclusion

In this chapter, by utilizing Sina Weibo open platform, we proposed an

efficient method to monitor the sensor data and manage a WSN. In our

study, a gateway application running in Raspberry Pi for integrating WSN

to SNS was developed. In addition, we implemented home environment

monitoring system as a case study.

In our proposed system, on the one hand, our method can help us save

money and time. On the other hand, our proposed solution can provide an

alternative common environment for the interaction between SNS and phys-

ical world. Our experimental result indicates the feasibility of integrating a

WSN monitoring the house into the existing infrastructures of the SNS Sina

Weibo by presuming upon its open, web-based SDKs.

As future work, on the basis of the present study, we will intend to

incorporate more advanced technology and develop actuator networks

aimed at residential smart meters, information household appliance control,

etc., which can strengthen the interactive capability between people and

connected devices.
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Chapter 85

Cloud Computing Security Issues
and Countermeasures

Ziqian Xiao and Jingyou Chen

Abstract As a new kind of distributed computing model, cloud computing

develops rapidly and becomes the focus of academia and industry. With the

growing popularity of cloud computing, the importance of its security issues

shows a gradual upward trend and becomes an important factor in its progress.

This chapter introduces the importance, advantages, and current development of

cloud computing, points out that security risk is a major obstacle to the develop-

ment of cloud computing, analyzes cloud computing security framework and its

research status, emphasizes on the various security threats which the cloud com-

puting is facing, and gives the methods and countermeasures of reducing the risk of

cloud computing security.

Keywords Cloud computing • Cloud technology framework • Security policy

85.1 Introduction

Cloud computing is a mode of information processing, which makes use of the

network to organize and invoke various ICT information resources flexibly and

realize large-scale computing. Cloud computing uses the techniques of distributed

computing and virtual resource management, centralizes all the distributed ICT

resources through the network to form a shared resource pool, and offers services to

users in dynamic on-demand and measurable way. But at present, cloud computing

services are facing many security issues. With the growing popularity of cloud

computing, the importance of its security issues shows a gradual upward trend and

becomes an important factor in its progress. This chapter describes the importance,

advantages, and prospects of cloud computing, notes that security risks are a major

obstacle to the development of cloud computing, focuses on the analysis of research

status of cloud computing security theory, points out that security risk is an

important new research direction of cloud computing, and gives a strategy for

reducing security risks of cloud computing.
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85.2 Cloud Computing Development and Security Status

85.2.1 Cloud Computing Development Status

Although the global cloud computing industry is still in its infancy and its market is

small, it will transform the traditional ICT industry to the social services and its

future development space will be very broad. In 2011, the global-scale services of

cloud computing were approximately $90 billion. The aggregate size of the cloud

computing services market currently accounts for only 1/40 of the world’s total ICT

market, but with the rapid growth its average annual growth rate will be expected to

exceed 20 % in the coming years [1].

85.2.2 Development of Security Technology of Cloud
Computing

In the IT industry, various types of cloud computing security products and solutions

are emerging. For example, Sun has released open-source cloud security tools

which can ensure the safety and security of Amazon’s EC2, S3, and virtual private

cloud platform [2]. Microsoft’s Azure cloud computing platform code-named

Sydney’s preparations for the security plan to help business users exchange data

between servers and Azure cloud to solve virtualization and multi-tenant environ-

ment security. EMC, Intel, VMware, and Hadoop have made greater contributions

in the field of security of cloud computing security [3].

85.3 Cloud Computing Security Challenges

85.3.1 New Risks Brought by Virtual Technologies

Virtualization brings new risks mainly in the virtual machine being abused, the

virtual machine escape, and multi-tenant isolation between the failures of security

policy migration of virtual machines [4].

85.3.2 Shared Data Security Environment

Under the cloud service model, users are very worried about whether the data stored

in the service provider will be compromised, tampered, or lost. Man-made threats

facing the user data mainly come from service providers, hackers, malicious

neighboring tenants, and subsequent tenants.
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85.3.3 Cloud Platform Application Security

There are some application security problems existing in Cloud Computing Ser-

vices, no matter Saas, Paas or Iaas, mainly including three categories. The first one

is the malicious program review. The second one is the application interface

security. The third one is code and test safety.

85.3.4 Authentication and Access Control in the Cloud
Service Model

Under the cloud service model, user authentication and access control face new

challenges, for example, the authentication and authorization of massive users, the

rational division of access rights, and the management of accounts, passwords, and

keys. In dealing with massive users’ changeable business and their identification,

the cloud service providers need to fully automate users’ authentication and access

management [5].

85.3.5 The Backward Measures of Operation, Maintenance,
and Management of Cloud Services

Currently, the operation and maintenance of cloud service security has inefficien-

cies. Firstly, some negligence made by privileged users like administrators can

cause service disruptions and other serious consequences. Secondly, the operation

and maintenance level of cloud services has changed. The original physical host-

based monitoring is no longer valid, which is unable to effectively monitor if the

virtual host has a problem or not.

85.3.6 Compliance Reviews Becomes More Difficult

In the cloud services, it’s extremely difficult to position and block the harmful

content because of the dynamical binding between the information and its publish-

ing carrier. Meanwhile, the overseas cloud computing services usually provide

encrypted channel for shared access node SSL. It cannot detect any other content

except the certificate issuer name, IP, and port, which makes traditional content

filtering unable to start.
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85.4 Cloud Computing Security Technology Framework

85.4.1 Cloud Computing Framework

The US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in the September

2011 release of “NIST Cloud Computing Reference Architecture” [6] proposed

Cloud Computing Reference Architecture. The NIST Cloud Computing Reference

Architecture defines five major actors: cloud consumer, cloud provider, cloud

carrier, cloud auditor, and cloud broker. Table 85.1 briefly lists the definition of

each actor in the NIST Cloud Computing Reference Architecture.

85.4.2 Cloud Computing Security Framework

NIST in May 2013 released “NIST Cloud Computing Security Reference Archi-

tecture,” [7] the proposed cloud security reference architecture shown in Fig. 85.1.

85.5 Methods andMeasures to Deal with Cloud Computing
Security Threats

85.5.1 Infrastructure Security

Cloud computing infrastructure includes some IT-based resources such as the

storage, computing, and networking of cloud computing and so on. The main role

of infrastructure security is to provide security for cloud computing upper services,

including three aspects:

Table 85.1 Definition of actors

Actor Definition

Cloud

consumer

A person or organization that maintains a business relationship with the cloud

providers and uses their services

Cloud

provider

A person or organization that is responsible for making a service available to

interested parties

Cloud

auditor

A party that can conduct independent assessment of cloud services, information

system operations, performance, and security of the cloud implementation

Cloud broker An entity that manages the use, performance, and delivery of cloud services and

negotiates relationships between cloud providers and cloud consumers

Cloud carrier An intermediary that provides connectivity and transport of cloud services from

cloud providers to cloud consumers
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First, the safety of the equipment: the main methods include intrusion tolerance,

disaster recovery, backup redundancy, and isolation [8], the isolation of the user’s

access as shown in Fig. 85.2.

Second, system security: the main security methods include authentication,

authorization, and trusted computing. These methods can be carried out by identity

management to ensure the safety and reliability of the user’s identity.

Third, network security: the main protection methods include DOS prevention

and intrusion detection. DOS defenses are taken in network security, which can

effectively filter too many requests and analyze the invasion to prevent malicious

attacks.

85.5.2 Virtualization Security

The security measures of virtualization are as follows: virtual firewall, virtual

machine security management, virtual machine isolation, virtual machine vulner-

abilities, and virtual machine monitor. Through these measures, we can monitor the

information between applications to achieve security and control access. And we

also prevent information leakage between the virtual machines [9].

Fig. 85.1 NIST cloud computing security reference architecture
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85.5.3 Data Security

Data security mainly provides security guarantee for the data stored in the cloud

computing. Because the IaaS platform provides services in the form of infrastruc-

ture, data is mainly managed by the user and the public storage data is less. The data

security is mainly concentrated in a PaaS and SaaS platform, which mainly involves

several aspects: encryption, decryption, key management, transport security, and

access control. These mature measures can ensure the security of data.

85.5.4 Service Security

Cloud computing provides resources to users in the form of services. Service

security has become the major security issue. As well as data security, service

security on the PaaS platform and SaaS platform is more obvious. The main

security defense methods are to use a digital signature to ensure the integrity of

the service message, set up a trust model for the service to interoperate safely, and

use some identity authentication technology to identify the users of cloud comput-

ing such as static password, dynamic password, and certificate [10].

Fig. 85.2 Isolation user

access
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Conclusion

As a new kind of distributed computing mode, cloud computing has a broad

prospect for development, while the security challenges it’s facing are also

unprecedented. Based on the existing model of cloud computing security, this

chapter analyzes the existing safety problems and provides supports for

solving the security of cloud computing from the perspective of management

and technology.
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Chapter 86

A Time-Aware QoS Prediction Approach
to Web Service Recommendation

Xuejie Zhang, Zhijian Wang, Weijian Zhang, and Fang Yang

Abstract With the increasing number of Web services, recommending and

selecting the optimal Web services for consumers has become one of the most

important challenges in the field of service computing. The goal of consumers is to

discover and use services that lead to their experiencing the highest quality. The

quality of service (QoS) performance of Web services is highly related to invoca-

tion time since the service status and the network environment change over time.

Invoking a huge number of Web services for consumers to predict the quality is

time-consuming, resource-consuming, and sometimes even impractical. To address

the challenge, this paper proposes a time-aware QoS prediction approach for Web

services and designs a prediction framework. In our experiment, we collect QoS

information with timestamps from geographically distributed service consumers

through the framework. Based on the information, we predict the quality of

services; in addition, the relationship between their expectations and the level of

the services is considered. As a result, we can obtain a list of recommended services

for selection. Finally, the experiment shows that the approach achieves better

prediction.

Keywords Web service • QoS prediction • Time-aware

86.1 Introduction

With the increasing number of Web services, recommendation and selection of the

optimal Web services has become one of the most important challenges in the

service computing field [1]. Quality of service (QoS) is usually employed to

describe the nonfunctional properties of services in service computing. It is
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important to evaluate the QoS performance of services to differentiate the qualities

of service candidates. Web services are usually deployed in remote servers and

accessed by consumers through Internet connections. The QoS performance ofWeb

services is highly related to invocation time since the service status and the network

environment change over time. Time-aware QoS prediction approaches provide

useful information to assist service consumers in improving the performance of

applications [2].

Existing approaches to quality evaluation mostly assume that consumers’ pri-

mary goal is the optimization of performance, so that consumers are unable to

effectively identify services that will best meet their needs. However, this approach

is impossible in practice. In addition, it consumes time and resources to invoke all

Web services each time a service is requested because there may be a large number

of function-equivalent candidate Web services [3, 4].

In addressing the aforementioned challenge, we propose a time-aware QoS

prediction framework for Web services. In our framework, we collect QoS infor-

mation with timestamps from geographically distributed service consumers. Based

on this information, we evaluate the QoSs and the relationship between the expec-

tations of the consumers and the level of the services is considered. As a result, we

can obtain a list of recommended services for selection.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 86.2 presents our

Web service prediction framework, quality space description, and quality data

collection. Section 86.3 describes the time-aware QoS prediction approaches in

detail. Section 86.4 discusses the experiments and results. Finally, the section

“Conclusion” concludes the paper.

86.2 Quality Prediction for Web Services

86.2.1 Web Service Prediction Framework

Since most service consumers are not experts in service testing, to reduce the efforts

service consumers spend on testing QoS performance, we design a QoS prediction

framework for service consumers (Fig. 86.1). The framework mainly contains four

entities:Web service monitor, QoS predictor, recommender, and Quality Database.
In this paper, we will not discuss the monitoring issue.

A Web service monitor is responsible for monitoring the QoS performance of

Web services when consumers send invocations. The QoS information is stored in a

quality database (QDB) and will be used for prediction. The collected data format

will be presented in detail in Sect. 86.2.2. The QoS predictor is responsible for

providing time-aware QoS value prediction based on the QoS information collected

by the Web service monitor. The recommender is responsible for recommending

several services to consumers based on the predicted results and consumer expec-

tation. The detailed prediction process and approach are presented in Sect. 86.3.
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86.2.2 Quality Space Description

Consumer use a set of quality data to determine the suitability of a service. To make

predictions about the future performance of the service, the decision-making

process is concerned with the analysis and aggregation of the quality data

[5]. Here we refer to a quality data description notation developed by Gareth

Shercliff [6]. In this approach, data are distributed across multiple linked quality
spaces [Q¼ (e, d, r)] representing consumer expectations (e), delivered values (d),
and ratings (r). All data are recorded in the QDB. A single instance of provision is

represented by three points in each of the spaces (86.1). The location of a point

within each space is defined by its value, and the lines between points indicate that

they refer to the same record. Figure 86.2 illustrates the description approach.

86.2.3 Quality Data Collection

Monitoring information can be used by both the predictor and the recommender.

During monitoring, performance information is stored in a QDB. Each time a

monitoring result is received by the QDB, a new quality tuple, qt, is added to the

database, qt¼ {t, si, cm, ec, d, rc}, where t is a timestamp stating when the recording

was made, si2 S is the service, cm2C is the consumer consuming the service,

ec2 [0, 1] is cm’s expectation in terms of the QoS attribute, d2 [0, 1] is the level of
service delivered in terms of the QoS attribute, and rc2 [0, 1] is the rating of the

service provided by consumers.

For example, given a service (S3), the information represented by using

“Q-spaces” notation is as illustrated in Fig. 86.2. The information is stored in the

QDB, whose contents are described in Table 86.1. Here, there are three records of

provision indicated by the three points in each of the spaces. The location of a point

in each space is defined by its value, and the lines between points indicate that they

refer to the same record.

QoS Query

QoS Predictor

Recommender

QDB

Prediction Platform

Web Service 1

Web Service 2

Web Service n

Web Services

Consumer

Fig. 86.1 Time-aware QoS prediction framework
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86.3 Time-Aware QoS Prediction

86.3.1 Process of QoS Prediction

In this paper, the research is focused on predicting the level of a service based on

past-performance information. In terms of the level of services and the consumer’s

expectation, a series of satisfied services is recommended. It is a D–E-space pattern

that can be described by the quality space notation in Sect. 86.2.2. The overall

process is as follows (Fig. 86.3):

(i) Identify point clusters in D space: D-space points are classified using cluster

analysis techniques that are described in detail in the literature [7]. We will not

discuss them in this paper.

(ii) D–E-space mapping: the E-space points for each of the D-space points are

identified. We will describe the stage in detail in Sect. 86.3.1.1.

(iii) Identify service class boundaries in E space: using the clusters identified in

the D space, the boundaries of the potential service classes are identified in the

E space.

(iv) All points in the E-space within the same potential service class with Ec are
selected. Ec is the expectation of the current consumer.

Deli
ve

red
(D

) Rating(R)

Expectation (E)0 1

0

1

0

1Fig. 86.2 Quality space

description S3

Table 86.1 Service quality

information in QDB
ID T S C E D R

1 1 S1 C1

2a 3 S3 C2 0.15 0.5 0.5

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

28 60 S2 C3

29 61 S3 C3 0.6 0.4 0.85

30 64 S3 C1 0.85 0.8 0.15

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
aAll records about S3
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(v) E–D-space mapping: the identified E-space points are mapped to the D space

to determine the level of service delivered by the service in each of these

cases. This step can be regarded as selecting all D-space points that are paired

with the E-space points selected in the previous stage. These points will

correspond to one of the clusters identified in Step 1 (Sect. 86.3.1.2).

(vi) D-space aggregation: the identified D-space points are aggregated using

techniques described in Sect. 86.3.2 to predict the likely future behavior of

the service for consumers with expectations within this service class.

86.3.1.1 D–E Space Mapping

With the clusters in the D space having been identified, the corresponding points of

each cluster are identified in the E space. The purpose of this mapping is to identify

the upper and lower expectation limits for each of the service classes. We do this by

determining the lowest and highest expectations in each point set. The result of such

identification is a set of service class ranges SC¼ {SC1, . . ., SCn}, where each range

SCi¼ (Ei(low) ~Ei(high)). Ei(low) and Ei(high) are delimited by an upper and lower

expectation value. Here, we consider that the ranges identified in E-space should

be nonoverlapping.

86.3.1.2 E–D-Space Mapping

The purpose of the stage of prediction in this approach is to determine the level of a

service that consumers with an expectation Ec would receive if they were to use the
service. As in the D–E-space prediction method, Ec is used to determine the likely

service class into which the consumer falls, and all E-space points within the class

are identified, mapped to the D space, and finally aggregated. The mapping process

is not trivial according to the data in the QDB. We focus on the method of D-space

aggregation.

(iii) E-space
Selection

(i)D-space
Clustering

(ii)D-E space
Mapping

(iv)E-D space
Mapping

0

0.5

1

E D

1

0

0.5

0.75

0.25

(v)D-space
Aggregation

SC
2=

(0
.5

~0
.8

)
SC

1=
(0

~0
.4

)

Fig. 86.3 QoS prediction process
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86.3.2 D-Space Aggregation

The set of D-space points were selected. In this section, the goal is to aggregate

D-space points to produce a prediction of the likely current behavior of a service.

Fundamental to the time-aware method of prediction is the correlation between

time (t) and delivered level of service (d ). The level of a service may change over

time. Therefore, at a particular point in time the relationship between d and tmay be

in one of three possible states: d is constant, d is increasing, and d is decreasing. The
first case can be considered as a special case. In the latter two cases, d is changing.

To predict the likely current behavior of the service, it is necessary to determine the

ratio of proportionality between d and t. The problem of prediction may be regarded

as one of determining the degree of slope of the line through the collected d-space
data and then extrapolating the line to the current point in time.

The prediction can be broken down into four stages. First, linear regression is

used to determine a line of best fit through the set of D-space points. Second, the

equation of the line may be used to extrapolate the current delivered value of the

service (dc) at the current time (tc). Third, a level of uncertainty in the data is

determined to generate the line of best fit. Finally, based on a consideration of the

three stages, a projection algorithm may be specified.

86.3.2.1 Linear Regression

Linear regression is used to establish the correlation between a set of variables

[8]. In this paper, we focus on predicting the level of service at a certain time based

on past information. Given the set of observed data points P¼ {(t1, d1), . . ., (tn, dn)},
we commit to finding the correlation between time (t) and delivered level of service
(d). Thus, the goal is to establish a straight line of best fit through data points P. In
doing so, the two line parameters a and b must be determined. , in the equation

d ¼ atþ b; ð86:1Þ

where a is the regression coefficient and b is a constant term. We calculate a and

b by the least-squares method. When applied to the set of D-space points D¼ {d1,
d2, . . ., dn}, the parameters of the line will minimize the sum of the squared errors

such that min
Xn
i¼1

d � dið Þ2. Therefore, a and b should be determined to satisfy

Eq. (86.2) as

a ¼

Xn
i¼1

ti � tð Þ di � d
� �

Xn
i¼1

ti � tð Þ2
, b ¼ d � at: ð86:2Þ
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With the line parameters having been identified, the delivered value (dc) at the
time of prediction (tc) may be extrapolated by substitution of the values into

Eq. (86.1). dc is a prediction of the most likely level of service that consumers

would receive if they were to use the service immediately following the prediction.

86.3.2.2 Correlation Coefficient

A correlation coefficient is usually employed to measure the strength and direction

of a linear relationship between two variables. The result indicates the quality of the

line of best fit. A standard correlation coefficient is provided by Eq. (86.3):

r ¼
X

t� tð Þ d � d
� �ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX

t� tð Þ2
q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX

d � d
� �2q : ð86:3Þ

The value of r falls into the range (0, 1), where 1 indicates a perfectly positive

correlation. A value of 0 indicates that there is no correlation between the variables.

The coefficient of determination (r) is also a measure of the proportion of variability

in the data that may be explained by the relationship between the two variables. As

such, r may be considered a direct indicator of the uncertainty in the line of best fit
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86.3.2.3 Projection Algorithm for Prediction

Based on the calculation of the three stages described in this section, a projection

algorithm can be derived. It is described as Algorithm 1 and is used by the time-

aware QoS prediction approach to perform the final D-space aggregation.

First, the projection algorithm calculates the sums and sums of squares (lines 1–

7), which are required to determine the coefficients and projections. This process is

completed by iterating through the set of points. The second iteration is to deter-

mine the sum of square errors for each of the points (lines 10–14), based on

calculated averages for d and t (lines 8 and 9). Finally, the coefficients (lines

15 and 16) and prediction (line 17) using the above calculated values.

86.4 Experimental Study

86.4.1 Data Collection and Experimental Method

We use the prediction error to evaluate our proposed QoS prediction approach. A

smaller value means a higher predictive accuracy. When the predictive accuracy is

consistently higher, consumers can reliably determine which services are likely to

meet their needs.

We collect the data from PlanetLab [9, 10], which is a distributed test bed

consisting of hundreds of computers all over the world. The data set contains

150 files, where each file includes Web service invocations on 100 Web services

by a service consumer. We calculate the prediction error in cases where the number

of service classes is 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. The number of service classes increases the

distinction between the levels of service for each class also decreases.

We employ tenfold Cross Validation to examine our prediction approach. The

data set is divided into a training set and a test set. The 90 % original data are in the

training set, and the remainder is in the test set. In every experiment, we predict the

level of data in the test set based on the data in the corresponding training set. Then

the prediction error is obtained by comparing the predicted value with the real

value. Finally, the overall prediction error is calculated, which is the average of ten

times prediction error.

86.4.2 Experimental Results

The experimental results are illustrated in Table 86.2. All the prediction errors are

less than 0.1. The predictive accuracy is greater than 90 %. Moreover, the smaller

the number of service classes, the higher the predictive accuracy. The result

indicates that the prediction result is in the expectation range. In other words,
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consumers can obtain satisfactory service using our proposed prediction approach.

Since our prediction approach remains largely unaffected by the number of service

classes and their boundaries, when considered across the range of experiments it is

generally preferable. An approach that consistently provides low error predictions

is generally preferable to one whose performance is so heavily tied to the charac-

teristics of the underlying data.

Conclusion

This paper describes an effective method for predicting the quality of a

service in time. Moreover, we provide a quality space description method

on the basis of which the approach can recognize the relationship between

points in E space and D space. By selecting, mapping, and aggregating the

values in the spaces, we predict the level of a service. As a result, satisfactory

services can be recommended to consumers. An experiment demonstrated

that the approach is effective. For future work, we will investigate more

techniques for improving prediction accuracy.
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Chapter 87

Design Issue and Performance Analysis
of Data Migration Tool in a Cloud-Based
Environment

Shin-Jer Yang, Chung-Chih Tu, and Jyhjong Lin

Abstract With the popularization of Web applications and the emergence of cloud

computing technology, database management and storage has evolved from PC to

Web-based, even to cloud-based services as well. Also, with big data applications

in cloud computing, more many organizations will eventually move their data from

Web applications to a cloud-based environment. Except the cloud migration

method, the cloud platform must provide an automatic tool in application and

data migration for easy implementation. The existing Sqoop data migration tool

requires users to be familiar with existing migration commands or move the data

manually to a cloud-based database. Hence, the purpose of this paper is to design a

new automatic data migration tool named MSCH using the migration of MySQL to

HBase as an example to improve on the processing performance of Sqoop. After

simulations, the experimental results show that the MSCHmigration tool was 33 %,

25 %, and 15 % faster than Sqoop in terms of number of entries. CPU utilization

during migration was also reduced by 35 %, 43 %, and 33 %, while memory usage

was reduced by 90 %, 72 %, and 74 %, proving that the MSCH data migration tool

shortens data migration time and lowers the load on computing resources to

enhance the performance in data migration under cloud-based environment. Further

studies will be conducted to determine the migration accuracy ratio of MSCH

migration tools and Sqoop.

Keywords Cloud computing • Cloud based • MSCH • Relational database • HBase
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87.1 Introduction

The rise of the World Wide Web (WWW) and the emergence of the Web 2.0

concept have seen data change from being stored on personal computers (PC) for

personal use to a sharing-oriented setup. Under Web-based architecture, data is

stored on remote data centers and provided as a service to users. The service

provider must continue to update the architecture to improve service accessibility

and stability. Except the cloud migration method, the cloud platform must provide

an automatic tool in application and data migration for easy implementation. In

order to cope with the massive amounts of data and processing demand, corporate

organizations began looking for solutions that offered faster processing speeds.

Cloud computing in particular was renowned for its ability to process huge amounts

of data. Data has rapidly become more complex and diverse with the rise of cloud

computing and big data over the past few years [1]. The demand for management of

unstructured and semi-structured data has also continued to increase [2]. However,

big data uses relational or non-relational databases as its data storage model. This is

why there will inevitably be increasing demand to migrate data from relational

databases to cloud-based databases.

Apache Sqoop is a tool that is designed to transfer large amounts of data with

high efficiency between the structured data of Apache Hadoop and a relational

database [3]. When Sqoop is used to carry out the migration, the user must enter

command codes to convert the tables, which may inconvenience the user to some

extent. To solve the above problem, this paper designs a migration tool named

MSCH (MySQL Convert to HBase) that simplifies the conversion of tables, which

does not require the user to memorize commands or syntax. Finally, the simulations

are used to compare the relevant key performance indicators of Sqoop and MSCH.

The MSCH tool designed in this paper has the following advantages: (1) When the

user enters relevant details into the migration tool, all of the tables in the existing

relational database are extracted to the local client for temporary storage. The

MSCH migration tool proposed in this paper is then used to migrate the data to

HBase. The user cannot migrate tables to a cloud-based database without entering

complex commands. (2) The proposed MSCH migration tool was evaluated based

on the difference in Sqoop’s migration time. (3) Finally, KPIs such as CPU

utilization and memory usage by MSCH and Sqoop were assessed to prove that

MSCH has a lower CPU and memory usage.

In cloud computing, migration can be divided into two types: data migration and

application migration. Data migration moves the data from an existing database to a

cloud-based database. Application migration is about deploying existing applica-

tion systems to a cloud environment. As there is a great deal of Web-based data that

has not yet been migrated to a cloud environment, this paper focuses on the

migration of data to a cloud-based database.
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87.2 Related Work

The technology development and rapid increasing of data volume in the WWW

have made cloud computing one of the hottest topics in recent years. Unlike the

traditional approach where computing tasks were completed by a single computer

with high performance, cloud computing links multiple computers with relatively

low independent computing capabilities together into a server cluster that acts like a

large community in order to complete the computing task. In 2002, Amazon began

to offer a new form of cloud computing service [4]. The Web-based Google App

Engine as well as the Microsoft Azure Platform based on .NET subsequently

appeared. Cloud computing has the following traits: on-demand access, elasticity,

pay per use, connectivity, resource pooling, and abstracted infrastructure.

87.2.1 Cloud Computing Platform

In 2004, Google introduced the MapReduce model it used internally but did not

publish the source code. The MapReduce model proposed by Google was then used

by the Apache Foundation as a guide to develop a distributed open-source software

model [5] called Hadoop. Hadoop featured at least eight DSLs (domain-specific

languages) and APIs as well as a low-level socket channel for interfacing with

MapReduce [6]. A typical MapReduce application model may involve several GB

or even TB of data running on tens to tens of thousands of clusters. The goal of

Hadoop is to make it easy, even for programmers with no related development

experience, to use the resources of large distributed processing systems [7]. The

Hadoop Distributed File System contains NameNode and DataNode. As the name

suggests, DataNode is where data is stored in the distributed file system. Each

Hadoop file system may contain several DataNode clusters. Also, the NameNode is

responsible for controlling and recording what data is stored in which DataNode.

A NameNode failure would make it impossible to connect to the data.

MapReduce plays a critical role in Hadoop. MapReduce itself can be broken

down into map and reduce components. The MapReduce functions responsible for

distributing or executing tasks are called the JobTracker and TaskTracker. The

JobTracker is mainly responsible for assigning tasks to the TaskTracker, while the

TaskTracker is responsible for executing the tasks it receives from JobTracker.

Most situations, the user only needs to pay attention to the two points [8]: (1) map

function, responsible for converting the entered data into key/value (the converted

key/value is then paired with each other) and (2) reduce function, which creates a

summary of values in key/value pairs.

The best known function in Hadoop is word count. It basically works by having

the map function break down the character strings before the reduce function

recombines the strings.
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HBase is a distributed open-source database modeled on Google’s BigTable.

HBase is one of the projects at the Apache Foundation and was developed by Jim

Kellerman, Michael Stack, and Bryan Duxbury as a non-relational database for

storing structured data [5, 9, 10]. The HBase software uses Hadoop’s HDFS format,

and its capabilities are similar to Google’s BigTable. HBase is designed for use with

clusters of servers that contain tens to hundreds of billions of tables and require

random access [9]. HBase uses data stored in a distributed file system, and unlike

past database systems that make use of structured query language (SQL), HBase

uses NoSQL syntax for data queries. The distributed file systems allow the data to

be farmed out to each server. By tracking the region servers, data can be accessed

when necessary through the headers [10]. The HBase can offer some advantages

[11]: elasticity, high write throughput, efficient and low-latency strong consistency

semantics, efficient random reads from disk, high availability and disaster recovery,

fault isolation, atomic read-modify-write primitives, and range scans.

87.2.2 Migrating for Cloud Computing

Businesses will increasingly migrate their data to a cloud environment, but the

migration will face two challenges: (1) business factors (existing investments in IT,

cost, data security, regulations, and provisioning) and (2) technical factors (existing

infrastructure, security architecture, complexity, network and support, IT skills, and

service-level agreements).

For a migration model of cloud computing, Rashim et al. proposed the iterative

waterfall model in the software development life cycle. The iterative waterfall

model in cloud computing migration involves the following steps: feasibility

study, requirement analysis and planning, migration, testing and development,

and monitoring and maintenance. Also, easy implementation is an essential factor

that cloud migrations must take into account and involves three key areas [12]:

1. A suitable cloud migration method: As relational databases are different from

the cloud environment in structure, finding a suitable method to migrate data to a

cloud environment is a must.

2. Automatic cloud migration tool: A cloud migration tool capable of automated

operation is needed to shorten the migration process and time.

3. Standardized technology and application structure: There is currently no stan-

dardized technology and application structure for migration to cloud computing.

The handling of special characters and symbols during the migration process is

another issue in migration.

Apart from a suitable data migration tool, the data migration tool itself must

support automated processing and be easy to set up.
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87.2.3 Sqoop

Sqoop is a tool from the Apache Foundation that can migrate tables in a relational

database to a cloud-based database. As different data access formats and query

commands are used by relational and non-relational databases, Sqoop plays the role

of a bridge when migrating data from a relational to a non-relational database

[12]. With Sqoop, the user enters the command at the node to migrate data from the

specified database to the cloud-based database. The workflow of Sqoop can help the

user with migrating data to HBase, but it does contain three weaknesses: (1) The

user must manually enter the migration command at the terminal. Therefore,

difficulty in understanding command syntax may lead to errors during user con-

nection. (2) There are specific versions of Sqoop for different Hadoop and HBase

versions. Mismatched versions will not work. (3) Increased data leads to a signif-

icant increase in CPU utilization and memory usage that causes the computer to

stop responding.

For this reason, the MSCH, an automated cloud data migration tool, makes it

possible for the user to migrate tables from a MySQL database to HBase without

having to memorize complicated commands, reducing the time and cost associated

with table conversion.

87.3 Operations and Design Issues of MSCH

Sqoop was designed to migrate tables from a relational database to a cloud-based

database. The user must, however, work in terminal mode, and the commands have

to follow the set syntax. The need for manual intervention means it cannot be

considered an automated data migration tool. To overcome this deficiency, this

paper designs a new algorithm called the MSCH data migration tool that offers an

improvement on the migration procedure of Sqoop. MSCH can extract tables from

MySQL and migrate them to the cloud-based HBase. Using the MSCH proposed in

this paper, tables can be extracted and migrated to a cloud-based database without

any user intervention in the migration operation or memorization of multiple

commands.

87.3.1 Operating Procedure and Algorithm Design of MSCH

The operating procedure of the MSCH data migration tool is shown in Fig. 87.1.

First, the user enters the account and password for the MySQL database. Once the

user has been authenticated by the system, he or she can select the name of the table
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to migrate. Once the table has been selected, the data migration tool extracts the

fields of the table into a CSV file, converts them using a transpose matrix, and then

stores the results in the cloud. The MSCH tool then connects to HBase and

Zookeeper to complete the migration of data from the CSV file to HBase. Hence,

we design the algorithm of MSCH tool based on Fig. 87.1.

START

Enter user account and
password in MySQL

Select table to migrate

All tables are converted?
No

No

Migrate all tables to HBase.

Are there any more tables
to migrate?

Yes

Yes

END

Extract table, convert with
transpose matrix, then save

file

Access database

Fig. 87.1 The operating process of MSCH
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87.3.2 Transpose Matrix

The matrix is a type of equation in linear algebra. The transpose matrix swaps the

data in the matrix’s rows and columns. In this paper, a table is treated as a matrix

while extracting data, there is conversion from rows of data to columns and vice

versa. When the migration is in progressing, MSCH can read the row of data to
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reverse from row to column and column to row. The transpose matrix used for file

processing as shown in formula (87.1) performs a row transpose of the data within

the matrix to improve the performance of file access:

A ¼
a1 a2 a3

a4 a5 a6

a7 a8 a9

24 35 At ¼
a1 a4 a7

a2 a5 a8

a3 a6 a9

24 35 ð87:1Þ

87.4 Simulation Setup and Result Analysis

87.4.1 Simulations Setup

In this paper, MySQL is installed on the computer of a single node, and MSCH is

used to migrate the tables to HBase in order to evaluate related performance

indicators. The software and hardware specifications are shown in Table 87.1.

Ganglia performance monitoring software used in this paper can monitor the

computing resource usages, allowing the measurement of indicators such as CPU

utilization and memory usage when data is being migrated from MySQL to HBase

with Sqoop and MSCH. In this paper, three key performance indicators (KPIs) are

proposed to analyze the results of the simulation experiments as shown in

Table 87.2.

Table 87.1 Experimental computer setup

Software and hardware configuration Software and hardware specifications

Operation system Ubuntu 12.04

CPU 2 cores 2.5 GHz

Memory 2 GB

Disk 500 GB

MySQL version 5.5

Hadoop version Hadoop 1.2.0

HBase version 0.95.1

JDK version JDK 1.7.0-25

Table 87.2 Key performance indicators

Key performance indicators

(KPIs) Purpose of KPIs’ analysis

Migration time Time taken to complete migration of tables from MySQL to

HBase database

CPU utilization CPU utilization during migration of tables from MySQL to

HBase database

Memory usage Memory usage during migration of tables from MySQL to

HBase database
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87.4.2 Results Analysis

The data migration of 1,000, 5,000, and 10,000 entries can be carried out and

correspond to the three KPIs of this paper. Each type of migration is carried out

10 times with the mean of the three median values taken as the experimental data.

For the migration time of KPI, Sqoop requires the commands to be entered

manually, while the ultimate goal of this paper is to design an automated data

migration tool for cloud-based databases. Hence, the experimental results are

shown in Figs. 87.2, 87.3, and 87.4.

The migration times for Sqoop and MSCH are shown in Fig. 87.2. The data

migration of 1,000, 5,000, and 10,000 entries can be carried out, and the migration

time for MSCH was 33 % faster than Sqoop for 1,000 entries, 25 % faster for 5,000

entries, and 15 % faster for 10,000 entries. Figure 87.3 shows CPU utilization

during data migration for Sqoop and MSCH. CPU utilization for Sqoop increased

with the amount of data, while the CPU utilization for MSCH is 11.3 %, 14.3 %, and

17.4 % for 1,000, 5,000, and 10,000 entries, respectively, making it just 35 %, 43 %,

and 33 % of Sqoop with relatively little variation. Figure 87.4 shows memory

usage. The memory usage of MSCH is 90 %, 72 %, and 74 % less than Sqoop for

the above order of data migration. There is no significant increase in the amount of

memory used by MSCH between the migration of 5,000 and 10,000 data entries.

Fig. 87.2 Data migration

time for Sqoop and MSCH

Fig. 87.3 CPU utilization

during data migration for

Sqoop and MSCH
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The above simulations indicate that MSCH can effectively reduce the load on

computing resources during data migration. The advantage of MSCH is particularly

overwhelming in terms of CPU utilization and memory usage. Hence, the summa-

rized simulation results for Sqoop and MSCH are shown in Table 87.3.

Conclusion

This paper proposes MSCH as a new data migration tool that overcomes the

problems faced by Sqoop during data migration. KPIs are used to measure the

migration time, CPU utilization, and memory usage of MSCH and Sqoop

during data migration. The results showed that MSCH is 33 %, 25 %, and

15 % faster than Sqoop when migrating 1,000, 5,000, and 10,000 entries of

data, respectively. CPU usage during migration is also reduced by 35 %,

43 %, and 33 %, while memory usage is reduce by 90 %, 72 %, and 74 %,

proving that the MSCH data migration tool shortens data migration time,

lowers CPU utilization, and reduces memory usage, enhancing the perfor-

mance in data under cloud-based environment. There are main objectives as

following on this paper. Firstly, users do not need to enter lengthy command

when they are applying MSCH tool. Next, MSCH is used to effectively

improve the migration time, CPU utilization, and memory usage of Sqoop

during cloud migration. Finally, MSCH can provide a suitable cloud migra-

tion tool for automatic cloud migration and easy implementation. In the

future, research direction will focus on the distributed nodes and examination

of data migration accuracy when the data is stored in distributed cloud nodes.

Fig. 87.4 Memory usage

during data migration for

Sqoop and MSCH

Table 87.3 The summarized simulation results

Performance indicator Migration tool

Data entries

1,000 entries 5,000 entries 10,000 entries

Migration time Sqoop 82 s 89 s 101 s

MSCH 55 s 67 s 86 s

CPU utilization Sqoop 31.4 % 33.1 % 52.5 %

MSCH 11.3 % 14.3 % 17.4 %

Memory usage Sqoop 128.7 MB 192.3 MB 218.7 MB

MSCH 12 MB 53.7 MB 55.3 MB
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Chapter 88

Fuzzy Time Series Forecasting Algorithm
Based on Maximum Interval Value

Che Liu, Yunfei Zhang, Fang Yang, Wenhuan Zhou, and Xin Lv

Abstract To solve problems such as imprecise domain partition and improvement

of limitations in establishing fuzzy time series forecasting methods that make it

hard to adapt to the emergence of new relationships, a new fuzzy time series

forecasting algorithm is proposed. Based on fuzzy theory, the domain partition

algorithm is optimized by establishing the connection between the minimum value

of historical data and the value of parameter spec; then a second division is divided

depending on different numbers in each domain; the third-order fuzzy logic is to

establish the fuzzy rules to obtain different sets of trends; finally, the predicted

value is obtained by defuzzification. The experiment shows that this method

features high feasibility and adaptability.

Keywords Fuzzy time series • Domain partition • Fuzzy logic forecasting

• Similarity

88.1 Introduction

Time series are a kind of common high-dimensional data with time dependence and

have become an important field in the study of data mining because of its good

continuity and extension in the real world.

Box and Jenkins [1] first proposed a time series data model: the autoregressive

moving average (ARMA) method. Based on ARMA, ARCH/GARCH [2] has been

proposed and is widely used in the natural sciences and social sciences. Along with

the in-depth research of data mining, analysis on time series has received more

attention. Heikki Mannila [3] first introduced the concept of ideological association

rules and inertial ordering rules to the sequence rule model and made frequent

discoveries in terms of a time series plot algorithm. Agrawal et al. [4] first proposed

a similarity search on time series database research papers; since then, many

association rule algorithms have been proposed. Zadeh (LAZadeh) [5] proposed

the concept of fuzzy set for handling vagueness and imprecision in ordinary

reasoning, which is now widely used in various fields. Song [6] first proposed the
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concept of fuzzy time series and improved the original model [7], which has greatly

improved prediction accuracy. Chen [8], based on the analysis of Song’s algorithm,

substituted an arithmetic operation for a maximize-minimize (max-min) operation

to improve its applicability and robustness and thereby improved the applicability

and robustness of the model. Egrioglu [9] discovered that most of the existing

methods have ignored the membership function of fuzzy sets and proposed a

membership function based on a new order fuzzy time series forecasting model.

Most of the existing prediction algorithms must consider fuzzy rules to predict

future data; however, if a new rule comes out, the fuzzy logic cannot be determined,

then the prediction accuracy will be greatly reduced. With this in mind, we propose

a fuzzy interval time series prediction algorithm based on improved similarity, then

the dependence on history data has been reduced by improving fuzzy relational

approach. To sum up, the new algorithm features a higher accuracy of predicted

values and a wide range of applications.

88.2 Relevant Knowledge

The fuzzy time series concept is illustrated as follows.

Definition 1. Let T be a time set and xt a random variable (t2 T ); if T is a discrete

set, such as T¼ {1, 2, . . .}, then {xt} is called a random sequence. Due to the

random sequence {xt}, t describes the time increment at equal intervals; thus, it

usually relates to a random sequence of time series.

Definition 2. If Y(t)(t¼ 1, 2, . . ., n) is a subset of R in which the universe of fuzzy

sets fi(t)(t¼ 1, 2, . . .,m) is defined and F(t) is a collection of fi(t)(t¼ 1, 2, . . .,m),
then F(t) is called a fuzzy time series on Y(t)(t¼ 1, 2, . . ., n).

88.3 Fuzzy Time Series Model

In this section, we propose a new fuzzy time series forecasting algorithm, making

some improvements in domain partitioning and the division of fuzzy logic.

The algorithm is made up of the six following steps.

1. Perform first domain partition:

define the universe of discourse U for the historical data. First, we find the

minimum data Dmin and the maximum data Dmax in the historical time series

data; then we define the universal discourse U as [Dmin,Dmax]. Here, let

Dmin¼ ab * 10z, a and b are between 0 and 9, and z is a nonnegative number.

The formula for calculation is as follows:
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spec ¼ a 	 10z þ b� 1ð Þ 	 10 z�1ð Þ:

Then expand the space U to obtain a new domain:

U
0 ¼ Dmin � spec=10, Dmax þ spec=10½ 
: ð88:1Þ

Based on Eq. (88.2), calculate the two historical data x(i) and x(i� 1)

(i¼ 1, 2, . . ., n� 1) of the absolute values of differences, sum these n – 1 values,

average it, and then divide in half as the cumulative length:

Range ¼
Xn�1

i¼1 x iþ 1ð Þ � x ið Þj j
2 n� 1ð Þ : ð88:2Þ

According to Table 88.1 [10], calculate the range for rounding.

The domain U is partitioned using the average method into m subintervals

U1U2 � � �Um and U1¼U2¼ � � � ¼Um. The partition rule is presented as

Eq. (88.3)

MAX ¼ Dmax þ spec=10, MIN ¼ Dmin � spec=10;

so Ui¼ [MIN+ (i� 1) * Range,MIN + i *Range], as i¼ 1, 2, . . .,m:

m ¼ MAX�MIN

Range

� �
: ð88:3Þ

2. Perform second domain partition.

Following the first domain division, the domain interval is divided into

n regions, A¼ {A1,A1, . . .,An}, where Ai represents the semantic variable

fuzzy set A.
Based on the existing method, the secondary domain partition is carried out as

follows:

Here, partition the domain according to the different numbers of points of

each interval with the specific partition shown as follows:

U1�1 ¼ Dmin � spec=10þ range 	 1=n21,Dmin � spec=10þ range 	 2=n21
� 

;

U1�2 ¼ Dmin � spec=10þ range 	 2=n21, Dmin � spec=10þ range 	 3=n21
� 

⋮;

Table 88.1 Base mapping Range Base

[0.1,1) 0.1

[1,10) 1

[10,100) 10

[100,1000) 100
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U2�1 ¼ Dmin � spec=10þ rangeþ range 	 1=n22, Dmin � spec=10þ rangeþ range 	 2=n22
� 

⋮;

U2�n2 ¼ Dmin � spec=10þ rangeþ range 	 n2 � 1ð Þ=n22, Dmin � spec=10þ rangeþ range=n2
� 

⋮;

Um�nm ¼ Dmin � spec=10þ m� 1ð Þrange þ range 	 nm � 1ð Þ=n2m,Dmin

�
� spec=10 þ m� 1ð Þrangeþ range=nm
:

Based on the second division, we are dealing with fuzzy data. For example,

when x tð Þ 2 Uim , x(t) is fuzzified into Ai� 1 + b, where b¼m/ni, and ni is the

number of historical data in Ui.

3. Establish fuzzy relations

Any third-order fuzzy relationship can be expressed as Ai, Aj, Ak!Al.

Based on the fuzzy relations given earlier, it is possible to obtain nine types of

distribution, as shown in Table 88.2:

An adaptive effect has been achieved by means of different models in various

fuzzy logic groups.

4. Calculate similarity:

Here Liu’s [11] method is adopted: based on Table 88.2, determine the predic-

tion point x(n + 3) of the first three points, where x(n+ 2), x(n+ 1), x(n) corre-
sponds to the type of fuzzy sets S(Ai,Aj,Ak), and thus calculate the similarity.

Assume that S(Ai,Aj,Ak) is the “up-up” trend fuzzy logic; then partition it into

the corresponding set according to its type, for example, the “up-up” type is

classified into the “up-up” group. If the “up-up” type has the number of ele-

ments, namely: {S1, S2, . . ., Snum}, then calculate the similarity between these

num elements and the S. The methods are as follows.

Suppose Sa(1� a� num) the third-order fuzzy logic of three consecutive time

points, x(m�2), x(m�1), x(m), which is denoted by (A
0
i,A

0
j,A

0
k). Fig. 88.1a, b

shows the trends of fuzzy sets S and Sa.
Then the similarity between S and Sa is calculated using Eq. (88.4):

similar S; Sað Þ ¼ 1� distance S; Sað Þ: ð88:4Þ

Table 88.2 Distribution of logical relationships

Type Relation Fuzzy relation Name

1 i< j< k Ai, Aj, Ak!Al “up-up” trends fuzzy logic group

2 i< j¼ k Ai, Aj, Ak!Al “up-equal” trends fuzzy logic group

3 i¼ j< k Ai, Aj, Ak!Al “equal-up” trends fuzzy logic group

4 i¼ j¼ k Ai, Aj, Ak!Al “equal-equal” trends fuzzy logic group

5 i> j> k Ai, Aj, Ak!Al “down-down” trends fuzzy logic group

6 i> j¼ k Ai, Aj, Ak!Al “down-equal” trends fuzzy logic group

7 i¼ j> k Ai, Aj, Ak!Al “equal-down” trends fuzzy logic group

8 i< j> k Ai, Aj, Ak!Al “up-down” trends fuzzy logic group

9 i> j< k Ai, Aj, Ak!Al “down-up” trends fuzzy logic group
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Definition 3. Any distance(S, Sa) between two third-order fuzzy logical a and b is

represented by Eq. (88.5):

distance S; Sað Þ ¼ sin α1 � sin θ1j j þ sin α2 � sin θ2j j þ sin α3 � sin θ3j jð Þ=3:
ð88:5Þ

In summary, the similarities between S and all elements of the logical relationship

are shown in Eq. (88.6):

similarP S; Sað Þ ¼ similar S; Sað ÞXnum
α¼1

similar S; Sað Þ
: ð88:6Þ

5. Predict the future value of the expected point:

The elements in the logical relationship (S1, S2, . . ., Snum)’s offset corresponding
to the fuzzy prediction are D1,D2, . . .,Dnum.

The fuzzy logic of the predicted point x(n+ 1) is S(Ai,Aj,Ak!A(n+ 1)); then

determine the matched logic in S. D(n+ 1) is the expected value of the fuzzy

logic offset value. Calculate it using Eq. (88.7):

D nþ 1ð Þ ¼
Xnum
iþ1

Di 	 similarP S; Sað Þ: ð88:7Þ

Then the fuzzy value of the predicted point, represented as A(n+ 1), can be

obtained from the following formula:

A nþ 1ð Þ ¼ Ak þ D nþ 1ð Þ: ð88:8Þ

6. Defuzzify.

With the fuzzy prediction point A(n+ 1), find A(n + 1)’s interval Ui and the

corresponding fuzzy set Ai; then the offset value in the interval

(a) S Third-order Fuzzy Logic (b) aS Third-Order Fuzzy Logic

Fig. 88.1 Third-order fuzzy logic. (a) S third-order fuzzy logic. (b) Sa third-order fuzzy logic
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fuzzyDif(A(n+ 1),Ai) is calculated using Eq. (88.9):

fuzzyDif A nþ 1ð Þ,Aið Þ ¼ k þ D nþ 1ð Þ � i: ð88:9Þ

Calculate the intermediate value Ui; then the predicted value F(n+ 1) is as

follows:

F nþ 1ð Þ ¼ M Ui½ 
 þ fuzzyDif A nþ 1ð Þ,Aið Þ 	 length Uið Þ; ð88:10Þ

where length(Ui) represents the length of Ui and M[Ui] represents the middle

value of Ui.

88.4 Model Verification

The analysis of the model is based on the data used in Zheng’s method [12], that is,

40 elements in the data set are utilized to verify the validity of the proposed model.

Using Eq. (88.2), we can obtain a range of 5.87, and then Base¼ 1 can be

determined from Table 88.1, so the range is adjusted to 6. By Eq. (88.(3)),

m ¼ MAX�MIN

Range

� �
¼ 67:5� 28þ

5=6

6
e ¼ 7:

�
Now we have seven domains,U1,U2, . . .,U7. Upon calculation,U1,U2, . . .,U7 in

turn contains the number of the data, 2, 10, 8, 7, 9, 2, 2; then a secondary domain

partition is carried out, U1� 1¼ [28, 30.6], U1� 2¼ [30.6, 34], and so on. Since the

data in the time sequence are progressive, the departure of the point from the

predicted point produces a weak effect; then third-order fuzzy logic is used to

establish fuzzy rules and obtain the corresponding trends; therefore, third-order

fuzzy logic is adopted to establish fuzzy rules to obtain different sets of trends. The

final results are predicted as follows (Fig. 88.2):

A comparison between the proposed algorithm and existing ones is given in

Table 88.3, with the results obtained from Eqs. (88.11) and (88.12):

MAE ¼ 1

n

Xn
t¼1

AuctalValue tð Þ � ForecaseValue tð Þj j; ð88:11Þ

RMSE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXn
t¼1

AuctalValue tð Þ � ForecaseValue tð Þ½ 
2=n
s

: ð88:12Þ

From Table 88.3, it is clear that the proposed algorithm has a better accuracy,

that is, it has advantages in terms of indicators (MAE and RMSE) over the

algorithms in [10, 13]. Due to the limitations of historical data rules, some existing

algorithms are unable to predict future data due to a lack of unlearned rules.
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In contrast, our algorithm has greater suitability and accuracy in terms of predicting

unknown data.

Conclusion

In this paper, based on similarities in fuzzy time series logic relations, a new

fuzzy time series forecasting algorithm is proposed to predict future data

values and overcome the limitations of the existing statistics of algorithms

based on fuzzy rules by means of the trend prediction of time series. Exper-

iments show that the proposed algorithm, in terms of MAE and RMSE, is

better than similar prediction algorithms because of its higher prediction

accuracy.
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Algorithm MAE RMSE
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Fig. 88.2 Prediction comparison chart
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Chapter 89

Assessing the Effectiveness of Cloud
Computing in European Countries

Petra Marešová and Kamil Kuča

Abstract Cloud computing is a technology which is considered to be very prom-

ising and beneficial in the countries of the European Union. However, its imple-

mentation in business is not currently that noticeable, and many companies do not

manage to assess and voice its contribution. The introduction of cloud computing

not only brings significant benefits but also costs and risks. The aim of this

contribution is therefore to propose a topical system of criteria for assessing the

effectiveness of cloud computing, which is based on the existing experience with

this particular technology. Several methods are used in order to achieve this goal,

namely, bibliographic search, interviews with cloud computing experts on the

implementation and design of cloud computing, and a questionnaire survey

among enterprises in the selected country.

Keywords Cloud computing • Evaluation criteria • Benefits • Risk

89.1 Introduction

Cloud computing is a new technology which is acknowledged to be very beneficial

in the companies of the countries of the European Union. Cloud computing can be

seen as the form of services accessible to customers by means of a communication

network as well as all hardware and software tools used by the data centres

providing these services [1]. Forrester Research, a global research and advisory

firm, has widened the definition mentioned above so that it also covers the

standardisation of ICT tools on the supplier’s side and self-service principals on

the user’s side. Cloud computing is in fact a package of standardised ICT capacities

(services, software solutions or infrastructure) accessible via the Internet on the

basis of self-service principles and the pay-per-use model [2].
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Within the field of cloud computing, two types of service models can be

distinguished: public and private. A service model is a way of providing cloud

computing services to the end user. Cloud platforms have been categorised into

three main groups according to the type of provided services: infrastructure,

platform and service.

The decision whether to implement cloud computing in the organisation is

related to benefits and risks. By comparing them, it is possible to come to the

conclusion whether or not the technology is suitable for the organisation. In

practice, however, there is no accessible device, apart from online calculators,

which would make the decision-making process easier before addressing a pro-

vider. On the other hand, the problem of decision-making related to accepting cloud

computing has been tackled by universities as well as the private sector, mostly with

respect to the field of application.

A current review of the cloud computing effectiveness evaluation is available in

many sources [3–6]. The literature of cloud computing has explored the costs of

using cloud with the help of individual case studies [7–12]. The most frequently

mentioned criteria for the decision-making process related to accepting cloud

computing is security, confidentiality, backup and recovery, efficiency and perfor-

mance, elasticity and costs [13]. The next area pertains to performance. Companies

and organisations worry about not being able to access their data because of the

unavailability of cloud services when they need them. Usually there is little if any

forewarning of the possibilities of services being unavailable [14, 15]. Some indus-

try leaders argue that it is still an advantage for businesses to keep services and

valuable data in their own infrastructure, to ensure that they can gain access to them

at any time. The final challenge for utilising cloud services is cost. This is a quickly

evolving field, with rapid reductions in cost. Different vendors have different

pricing models, and there is encouraging information that cloud is cost competitive

when compared with local server solutions for applications that require very large

storage. The overall most frequently used criteria are [16–29]:

• Security

• Efficiency and performance

• Adaptability

• Elasticity

• Legal matters laws and treaties covering the storage, access and transmission of

data

• Availability and usage restriction

• Backup and recovery

• Response time

• Usability

• Customisation

• Elasticity

• Interoperability

• Scalable storage

• Hardware cost
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• Software cost

• Portability

• Reliability

• Compliance with standards

• Client support

89.2 A Case Study: Criteria for Assessing the Effectiveness
of Cloud Computing According to Small and Medium
Enterprises in the Czech Republic

In August 2013, a questionnaire survey was carried out in the Czech Republic. Its

topic was “Utilisation of ICT in Czech companies”. The aim of this survey was to

determine current attitudes of companies towards using technologies in order to

support financial management, customer relation management (CRM) and cloud

computing. Companies from all CZ-NACE categories were addressed, with a focus

on SME. A total of 200 questionnaires were collected.

Respondents in the Czech Republic indicated the most significant criteria for

successful utilisation of cloud computing: scalability (14 %), elasticity (14 %),

scalable storage (12.9 %), availability (12.9 %) and customisation (13.4 %). The

problem of data security is dismissed as less significant in cloud computing. It

becomes a problem only when respondents are asked about risks linked to the

implementation of cloud computing.

Some managers perceive the following obstacles: data security, dependence of

operation on Internet access, insufficient knowledge of cloud computing and its

possibilities, low priority of perceiving cloud computing as necessary, the related

lack of time for analysing strengths and weaknesses and financial burden.

All in all, the implementation of cloud computing in SME in the Czech Republic

is quite low (only 9 % of addressed companies). The main reason for the low

utilisation of cloud computing in Czech companies is the fact that companies do not

perceive the need to implement this technology (68.5 %) and do not have sufficient

knowledge of its possibilities (14.5 %).

89.3 System of Criteria for Assessing the Effectiveness
of Cloud Computing

The criteria mentioned above for the utilisation of cloud computing also serves as a

starting point to create a cloud computing model. The proposed model has three

basic levels (Fig. 89.1) based on the relation of the given criteria to the technical

characteristics of the technology and on the relation to customer needs. The

proposed levels are:
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• Technical

• Operational

• Economic

The model is based not only on the literature review but also on the opinions of

five experts in the field of implementing this technology in the Czech Republic.

Economic criteria are related to the effectiveness of application, costs and the

user friendliness of cloud. These criteria include costs of hardware and software.

Overall, these are investment costs. These items should be then compared with the

qualitative benefits. However, this causes difficulties in numerical formulation of

effectiveness of cloud computing. Nevertheless, even for these purposes, there are

well-established methods (cost-benefit analysis).

Operational criteria are related to determining the service-level agreement

(SLA). SLAs are part of service contracts and are agreements usually between

two parties (service provider and customer), which formally define the services.

Service contracts use the percentage of service availability as a unit [30]. SLA is a

specification of services [31]. The company Cisco Systems, Inc. implements the

agreement on the quality of service in its devices under the name Cisco IOS IP [32].

Finally, the last group consists of technical criteria. The success of cloud

services depends on the required functionality and other characteristics such as

availability, respond time, latency, performance, timeliness, scalability and high

availability. All of these characteristics can be covered by the term Quality of Cloud

Service (QoCS), which comes from general QoS [33]. QoS (Quality of Service) is

used in computer science for booking and control of data flows in telecommunica-

tion and computer networks. QoS can set, for example, a top or low transfer zone

for certain data, prefer some operations or divide the operations into categories

Economic 
criterion

• Efficiency and Performance, Hardware 
cost, Software cost ,Usability,

Customisation

Operational 
criterion

• Client support, Compliance with standards,
Legal Matters Laws and treaties covering 

the storage, access and transmission of data, 
Packet loss, Connectivity

Technical 
criterion

• Adaptability, Availability and Usage 
Restriction, Backup and Recovery, 

Response time, Elasticity, Interoperability, 
Scalable storage, Portability

Fig. 89.1 System of

criteria for assessing the

effectiveness of cloud

computing
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according to the set parameters. Thus, QoS attempts to provide its users with the

services which can guarantee quality in advance in order to avoid any delays, loss-

making or waste [34].

Conclusion

Currently, a growth is predicted in the area of cloud computing utilisation in

Europe in the following years. At the same time, the economic situation in

many countries makes companies consider every new investment. Cloud

computing is a technology that is related to costs and benefits, many of

which are difficult to grasp and express.

The aim of this contribution is to propose a system for assessing the

effectiveness of cloud computing. The described system is based on the

study of relevant literature and on the opinions of experts. This research

suggests that the basic criteria for assessing the effectiveness of cloud com-

puting is a set of technical, operational and economic criteria.

The created model for the time being only specifies the basic levels at

which subjects implementing cloud computing could identify their require-

ments and expectations (using both soft and hard metrics). The model is

expected to be further developed with the intention to propose concrete

methods for measuring individual levels. The model is expected to be further

tested in real practices.
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Chapter 90

Coordination Strategies in a Cloud
Computing Service Supply Chain Under
the Duopoly Market

Lingyun Wei, Xiaohan Yang, and Xiaoguang Zhou

Abstract Nowadays, cloud computing has become a very hot topic in the IT

industry. We study a cloud computing service supply chain consisting of one

application infrastructure provider (AIP) and two competing application service

providers (ASPs). As a result of longitudinal and transverse competitions, the

efficiency of integration is always difficult to achieve in the distributed cloud

computing service supply chain. Therefore, how to coordinate the cloud computing

service supply chain under the duopoly market to achieve the efficiency of inte-

gration is of great importance to the cloud computing industry. We develop and

evaluate four situations. We analyze the reasons that the wholesale price contract

and revenue-sharing contract can’t achieve coordination effectively and propose

all-quantity discount contract.

Keywords Cloud computing • Service supply chain • Coordination strategies

• Bertrand competition • Duopoly market

90.1 Introduction

Cloud computing has been expanded so rapidly in recent years. According to

Rebollo and Mellado [1], cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient,

on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources

that can be rapidly deployed and released with minimal management effort. Based

on the above definition, cloud computing can be composed of three service models:

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a

Service (SaaS) [2].

With the information technology developed rapidly in the world, cloud comput-

ing has become a very hot topic in the IT industry. Many scholars do a lot of

research focusing on this field. Toka, Aivazidou, and Antoniou [3] are the advanced
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group of scholars who study cloud computing in the supply chain management.

They address an overview of cloud-based supply chain management. However,

there has been relatively little research conducted that studies the coordination

strategies in a cloud computing service supply chain. Demirkan and Cheng [4] are

the first group of scholars who study the ASP strategies. They discuss the supply

chain coordination strategies and analyze a monopolistic ASP’s optimal pricing and

capacity policies considering the delay cost of users. Kar and Rakshit [5] evaluate

the cloud computing service pricing models and contract terms, and they point out

that the per transaction charge is the most common way of charging the cloud

computing service in industry. We also charge the ASP services by this method. But

neither of them had a discussion about the other actor of the cloud computing

service supply chain—AIP. Moreover, previous studies about the supply chain

coordination are more based on one AIP and one ASP. Demirkan and Cheng [6]

study coordination strategies in an SaaS supply chain consisted of one AIP and one

ASP. They propose that it is possible to create the right incentives so that the

economically efficient outcome is also the Nash equilibrium. However, their works

mentioned above don’t involve the horizontal completion between two ASPs. We

analyze duopolistic price competition of two ASPs by considering the impact of

congestion cost. Our model is more in line with the reality of the cloud market.

In this paper, we design a cloud computing service supply chain consisting of

one AIP and two competing ASPs. AIP provide packages the computer capacity as

services and supplies them to ASPs, and in turn ASPs sell the same value-added

application services to the common market via the Internet. We consider two ASPs

who sell their same value-added services to the common market and compete for

customers.

90.2 The Model of the Cloud Computing Service Supply
Chain

We attempt to research the coordination strategies of the cloud computing service

supply chain. We assume that there is full information, and AIP and ASPs are risk

neutral. Supply chain contacts in our article are by Cachon [7]. The following

sequence of events occurs in the Stackelberg Game: the AIP dominates the cloud

computing service supply and plays the leading role. The AIP offers two ASPs the

same contact; as a follower, the ASPi, i¼ 1, 2, accepts or rejects the contact;

assuming the ASPi accepts the contract, the ASPi submits a computer capacity

order quantity,μi, to the AIP; the AIP must provide computer capacities to the ASPi

on demand; and finally transfer payments are made among the players based on the

agreed contract.

At the same time, we assume that there are only two ASPs sharing the market of

services provided by two ASPs, and the market can be regard as a duopoly market.
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In this case, the Bertrand competition model [8] is used to characterize the com-

petitive relationship between two ASPs.

The AIP provides the IaaS to two ASPs at wholesale price w per unit of capacity.

In turn the ASPi sells its SaaS to the market at price pi per transaction of processing.
The ASPi service system is modeled as an M/M/1 queuing system with processing

capacities μi in transactions per unit of time, and λi is a Poisson rate of transactions

per unit of time arriving at the ASPi system. We assume that λ is the market demand

and one has

λ ¼ λ1 þ λ2, μ ¼ μ1 þ μ2 ð90:1Þ
λi � 0, μi � λi þ ε ð90:2Þ

where ε > 0 is fixed and arbitrarily small. Figure 90.1 shows the ASP duopoly.

Two ASPs sell the same value-added application services to customers via the

Internet. The Bertrand competition model is used to characterize the competitive

relationship between two ASPs. We let λi( p1, p2) be the market demand of ASPi

( j 6¼ i):

λi p1; p2ð Þ ¼ α� βpi þ mpj, 0 < m < β ð90:3Þ

where α, β, and m are constants; αi is the market scale of ASPi; β is the linear

demand distribution parameter; and m is the substitutability coefficient of the

services.

As a result of the queuing delay [9], let Tsi(λi, μi) denote the expected time each

transaction stays in the service system. The marginal cost of a customer is

pi þ vTsi λi; μið Þ ð90:4Þ

The marginal value of cloud computing services is represented by V0 (λi):

V
0
λið Þ ¼ α

β � m
� βλi þ mλj

β � mð Þ β þ mð Þ ð90:5Þ

When the market equilibrium is achieved, thus, one has

Fig. 90.1 The ASP duopoly market
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V
0
λið Þ ¼ α

β � m
� βλi þ mλj

β � mð Þ β þ mð Þ ¼ pi þ vTsi ð90:6Þ

Hence, we get the market clearing price:

pi ¼
α

β � m
� βλi þ mλj

β � mð Þ β þ mð Þ �
v

μi � λi
ð90:7Þ

90.3 Coordination Strategies of the Cloud Computing
Service Supply Chain

90.3.1 Centralized Control

In this situation, a single firm plays an integrated role of one AIP and two competing

ASPs. The supply chain can be coordinated and obtain the maximal profit. The per

unit time expected profit of the whole supply chain SP1 is

SP1 ¼ p1λ1 þ p2λ2 � c μ1 þ μ2ð Þ � eμ21 � eμ22 ð90:8Þ

To find the whole optimal profit

maxλ1,λ2,μ1,μ2SP1 ð90:9Þ

The first-order conditions lead to

dSPi λi; λj; μi; μj
� �

dμi
¼ vλi

μi � λið Þ2 � c� 2eμi ¼ 0 ð90:10Þ

dSPi λi; λj; μi; μj
� �

dλi
¼ α

β � m
� 2βλi þ 2mλj

β � mð Þ β þ mð Þ �
vμi

μi � λið Þ2 ¼ 0 ð90:11Þ

We find that λ1 ¼ λ2 ¼ λ
2
, μ1 ¼ μ2 ¼ μ

2
and p1¼ p2¼ p0. Hence, solutions to the

expressions above provide us the optimal arrival rate, λ*; the optimal capacity, μ*;
and the optimal whole profit, SP	1.

90.3.2 Wholesale Price Contract

With a wholesale price contract, the AIP, ASP1, and ASP2 independently make

decisions to pursue optimal profits. Let HP2(w), AP2i(Pi, λ1, μ1) be the per unit time

expected profits of the AIP and ASPi, respectively, and they can be described by
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HP2 wð Þ ¼ w μ1 þ μ2ð Þ � c μ1 þ μ2ð Þ � eμ21 � eμ22 ð90:12Þ
AP2i pi; λi; μ1ð Þ ¼ piλi � wμi ð90:13Þ

In this case, the ASPi solves the following problem to find its optimal profit:

maxp1,λ1,μ1AP2i ð90:14Þ

The first-order conditions lead to

dAP2i λi; μið Þ
dλi

¼ α

β � m
� 2βλi þ mλj

β � mð Þ β þ mð Þ �
vμi

μi � λið Þ2 ¼ 0 ð90:15Þ

dAP2i λi; μið Þ
dμi

¼ vλi

μi � λið Þ2 � w ¼ 0 ð90:16Þ

If the wholesale price contract can coordinate the cloud computing service supply

chain, under the premise that equations above are satisfied, we should enable

Eqs. (90.10) and (90.11) to be valid. However,
dAP21 λ1;μ1ð Þ

dλ1
¼ dAP22 λ2;μ2ð Þ

dλ2
6¼ dSP1 λ;μð Þ

dλ .

Hence, the wholesale price contract cannot coordinate the cloud computing service

supply chain.

90.3.3 Revenue-Sharing Contract

In this situation, the ASPi shares to the AIP a percentage (1� δ) of his/her revenue,
so δ is the fraction of supply chain revenue the ASPi keeps. The profit function of

AIP is

HP3 p1; p2; λ1; λ2ð Þ ¼ w μ1 þ μ2ð Þ � c μ1 þ μ2ð Þ � eμ21 � eμ22
þ 1� δð Þp1λ1 þ 1� δð Þp2λ2 ð90:17Þ

The profit function of ASPi is

AP3i pi; λi; μið Þ ¼ δpiλi � wμi ð90:18Þ

In this case, the ASPi solves the following problem to find its optimal profit:

maxpi,λi,μiAP3i ð90:19Þ

The first-order conditions lead to
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dAP3i λi; μið Þ
dλi

¼ δ
α

β � m
� 2βλi þ mλj

β � mð Þ β þ mð Þ �
vμi

μi � λið Þ2
" #

¼ 0 ð90:20Þ

dAP3i λi; μið Þ
dμi

¼ δ
vλi

μi � λið Þ2 � w ¼ 0 ð90:21Þ

If the revenue-sharing contract can coordinate the cloud computing service supply

chain, under the premise that equations above are satisfied, we should enable

Eqs. (90.10) and (90.11) to be valid. We find that w¼ δ(c+ eμ) and

δ ¼ α�λ
β�m� 2vμ

μ�λð Þ2
h i

= α
β�m� 2βλþmλ

2 β�mð Þ βþmð Þ � 2vμ
μ�λð Þ2

h i
. However, after illustrating the

results by numerical examples, we find that only when δ tends to zero can the

supply chain be coordinated. In other words, the ASPi shares so little profit that it

refuses this revenue-sharing contract. So the revenue-sharing contract can’t coor-

dinate the cloud computing service supply chain.

90.3.4 All-Quantity Discount Contract

We investigate whether an all-quantity discount strategy coordinates a supply chain

with one AIP and two competing ASPs. Let w(μi) be the AIP’s wholesale price:

w μið Þ ¼ w0, μi < μ	

w	4, μi � μ	

�
ð90:22Þ

The profit function of ASPi is

AP4i pi; λi; μið Þ ¼ piλi � w μið Þμi ð90:23Þ

The profit function of the whole supply chain is

SP4 ¼ p1λ1 þ p2λ2 � c μ1 þ μ2ð Þ � eμ21 � eμ22 ð90:24Þ

Assuming that the revenue of ASPi is a constant proportion of SP4, we have

AP4i ¼ ηiSP4, 0 <
X

ηi < 1 ð90:25Þ

We assume η1¼ η and find that

η1 ¼ η2 ¼ η ð90:26Þ
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w μið Þ ¼
w, μi <

μ	

2
p0λ
	 � 2η p0λ

	 � cμ	 � 0:5eμ	2ð Þ½ 

μ	

, μi �
μ	

2

8><>: ð90:27Þ

ηSP4 � AP11 ¼ AP12 ð90:28Þ

As a result of the flexibility in the profit distribution, the all-quantity discount

contract ensures that participation constraints of AIP and ASPs can be satisfied

when the system performance achieves the optimal. So, the supply chain can be

coordinated.

90.4 Numerical Examples

In this part, we select a set of parameters (see Table 90.1) to illustrate whether the

contracts can coordinate the cloud computing service supply chain under the

duopoly market. After some calculation, we can get the computed results in

Table 90.2. We can find that the maximal supply chain expected profit is 3.2447.

In other words, when the expected profit can reach 3.2447 with one supply chain

contract, we can deem that this contract can coordinate the cloud computing

service supply chain. Obviously, the revenue-sharing contract and all-quantity

Table 90.1 Baseline

parameters
c α v e β m

1.00 3.00 0.025 1.00 1.00 0.50

Table 90.2 Computed results

Centralized Wholesale price Revenue sharing All-quantity discount

λ1 0.7557 0.9740 0.7557 0.7557

λ2 0.7557 0.9740 0.7557 0.7557

λ 1.5114 1.9480 1.5114 1.5114

μ1 0.8397 1.0727 0.8397 0.8397

μ2 0.8397 1.0727 0.8397 0.8397

μ 1.6794 2.1454 1.6794 1.6794

P1 4.1908 3.7987 4.1908 4.1908

P2 4.1908 3.7987 4.1908 4.1908

P0 4.1908 3.7987 4.1908 4.1908

δ ─ ─ 0 ─
η ─ ─ ─ 0.32

w ─ 2.5 0 2.5352

HP ─ 0.9167 3.2447 1.1681

AP1 ─ 1.0182 0 1.0383

AP2 ─ 1.0182 0 1.0383

SP 3.2447 2.9531 3.2447 3.2447
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discount contract can satisfy the above conditions. However, we can find that only

when δ tends to zero can it make the supply chain be coordinated under revenue-

sharing contract. This implies that the ASPi rarely shares the profit, so this revenue-

sharing contract can’t be accepted. We can draw a conclusion that the revenue-

sharing contract can’t really coordinate the supply chain. On the other hand, we

assume that w is 2.5 with the wholesale price contract, and we can find that the

whole supply chain expected profit is 3.2447. It shows that the all-quantity discount

contract can coordinate the cloud computing service supply chain. Moreover, the

profits of AIP and the two ASPs are not lower than the profits when they don’t

accept this contract where the parameter η is between 0.3138 and 0.3587. We

illustrate the results by numerical examples.

Conclusion

In this article, we aim to coordinate a two-staged cloud computing service

supply chain consisting of an AIP and two competing ASPs. We examine four

coordination strategies above. After analyzing the reasons that the wholesale

price contract and revenue-sharing contract can’t achieve coordination effec-

tively, we propose all-quantity discount contract. As a result of the flexibility

in the supply chain profit distribution, the all-quantity discount contract

ensures that participation constraints of one AIP and two competing ASPs

can be satisfied when the system performance achieves the optimal. Ulti-

mately, we reach the conclusion that the all-quantity discount contract can

coordinate the cloud computing service supply chain.
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Chapter 91

A Novel Approach to Trust-Aware Service
Recommendation

Guoqiang Li, Lejian Liao, Dandan Song, Zhenling Zhang,

and Jingang Wang

Abstract The cloud computing paradigm has received more and more attention in

both industry and academia. Its important premise is to select reliable services to

meet user requirements. Following the recommendation technology applied to

service selection, a trust relationship between users of social networks is adopted.

However, users’ similarity is only computed on the basis of ratings by users on

services. For this shortcoming, a similarity to the trust ratings among users is

proposed in our approach where distrust information is also considered. A novel

recommendation algorithm is presented. Finally, the Epinions data set is used to

validate our method. Experimental results show the effectiveness of our approach.

Keywords Cloud computing • Service recommendation • Web service • Social

network

91.1 Introduction

Cloud computing mainly includes several services levels: infrastructure as a service

(IaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), and software as a service (SaaS) [1]. This

paradigm has different levels of significance for different users, e.g., a single

service may be invoked by a terminal user, and many single services (mashups)

may be invoked to achieve a complex task by a developer. Choosing a reliable or

trusted service from services that possess the same functions is an important issue.

Collaborative filtering (CF), a well-known technology, is used to recommend

movies and services [2]. CF is most effective when users have given enough ratings

to have common ratings with other users, but it seems inadequate to cope with the

cold-start beginning user and sparse data questions [3]. For these shortcomings, the
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social network is explored to make recommendations as long as a new user is

connected to others in this network. A key question is how to construct the trust

network. Another key issue is how to integrate the trust information into

the recommender system. To solve these questions, we propose a comprehensive

solution based on existing works. The main contributions of this paper include the

following: (1) to find more users who are similar to a given user, we first propose to

explore the user–user trust rating similarity that is incorporated into CF. It is worth

emphasizing that distrust information is considered; (2) a new concept, trusted
degree, is defined to find a similar set for one user.

91.2 Related Work

To realize a service recommendation, CF has been adopted in many works where

QoS prediction is the key issue, for example, [4]. Usually, the value of the QoS

factor is objective, which is different from the rating that a user gives to an item or

product on some web site. To generalize, we take one item as a service. A trust-

aware recommender system (RS) architecture is proposed to show that trust aware-

ness can solve some of the traditional problems of RSs [3]. FilmTrust uses the trust

values of people who have rated a film as a recommended rating in semantic

Web-based social networks [5]. A trust factor model is proposed to determine a

user’s trust factor value. Then a harmonic weight is designed to combine with the

traditional RS to calculate the trust value [6]. The T-Man algorithm is used to

cluster similar users together using a variation of Pearson similarity as a distance

metric [7]. Two different trust models are developed: one based on profile-level

trust, the other on item-level trust. Then three ways are described to incorporate the

trust values into a standard collaborative filtering algorithm [8]. A multi-criteria

trust-enhanced CF recommendation is developed where each item is described

using a different set of criteria [9]. Even though trust is employed [10], direct

neighbors of the target user are only used; nonadjacent users are disregarded.

A trust-network reconstructed algorithm is proposed that removes statements

between users where the similarity between the users falls below a set threshold

correlation. Three weightage schemes for rating predictions are proposed and

compared [11]. The group relationship is given in the trust network. Then two

combination methods for formulating trust metric and similarity metric are given

[12]. A linear combination model is proposed using an enhanced PCC similarity

and raising the product of trust degree on a trust path to compute nonadjacent users’

trust value [13]. The network flow theory is used to model a trust graph that

considers the trust and confidence levels as two trust factors [14]. A random walk

method is used to combine trust-based and item-based recommendations, and the

confidence in the predictions is introduced [15]. A distributed algorithm to build a

trust network classifies a user’s neighbors on the basis of their social distance and

defines neighbors’ priority based on their topic-related degree and target-related

degree [16].
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In their analyses, the aforementioned works do not consider distrust information

about users in a social network. Distrust is incorporated first in trust propagation

[17]. For a recommendation application, the notion that distrust can play an

important role is discussed first [18]. Three new strategies are then described

where distrust is taken to have three roles: as an indicator to reverse deviations,

as a filter, and as a debugger of a web of trust [19]. A user’s distrust relations are

interpreted as dissimilar relations [20]. Ratings are predicted using both explicit

trust and propagated trust using the proposed trust-with-distrust models by setting

the maximum propagation distance at two [21]. In this paper, the approach is

similar to that in [21], which uses distrust information to enhance the prediction

quality, but the distrust information is used in a different way.

91.3 Recommendation Framework

In recommendation systems, there are two basic sets: users U¼ {u1, u2, . . ., um} and
items (services used as synonyms) S¼ {s1, s2, . . ., sn}. A rating matrix expresses the

ratings on items by users. R¼ [ru,i]m� n where ru,i denotes the rating of user u on

item i. Usually, the rating value is in the range [1, 5] which denotes different rating

levels. After introducing the trust network of users, a trust rating matrix T¼ [Tu,v]
m�m is formed by each user u giving the ratings to his direct neighbors. These two
matrixes are important and independent inputs to a recommender system.

91.3.1 Similarity of User–User Trust Rating

The typical collaborative filtering technology first computes the similarity of a pair

of users employing the method; for example, the Pearson correlation coefficient

(PCC) is shown by Eq. (91.1):

Sa,u ¼

Xm
i¼1

ra, i � rað Þ � ru, i � ruð ÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXm
i¼1

ra, i � rað Þ2
Xm
i¼1

ru, i � ruð Þ2
s ; ð91:1Þ

where m denotes the number of services rated by users a and u, and ra and ru denote
the average value of services rated by a and u, respectively. The final prediction

equation is Eq. (91.2):
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pa, i ¼ ra þ

Xm
k¼1

sa,k � rk, i � rkð Þ
Xm
k¼1

sa,k

: ð91:2Þ

To our knowledge, we are the first to explore user-user trust rating similarities

TSu,v. Intuitively speaking, we think that two users’ trust ratings are very similar

when they have a rating similar to the same user set. That is to say, we pay more

attention to the subjective character of trust. Formally, for ui, U
i¼ (ui1, u

i
2, . . ., u

i
k) is

the user set who ui rated. Then the corresponding rating vector is denoted by

TRi¼ (tri1, rt
i
2, . . ., tr

i
k). Given two users ui and uj, we propose using the PCC to

compute the trust similarity:

TSi, j ¼

Xm
k¼1

ri,k � rið Þ � rj,k � rj
� �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXm
k¼1

ri,k � rið Þ2
Xm
k¼1

rj,k � rj
� �2s : ð91:3Þ

Thus, when sa,u is replaced by TSa,k, Eq. (91.2) is transformed into Eq. (91.4):

pa, i ¼ ra þ

Xm
k¼1

TSa,k � rk, i � rkð Þ
Xm
k¼1

TSa,k

: ð91:4Þ

Finally, based on Eqs. (91.2) and (91.4), a general equation is proposed:

pa, i ¼ ra þ

Xm
k¼1

GSa,k � rk, i � rkð Þ
Xm
k¼1

GSa,k

; ð91:5Þ

where GSa,k can be sa,u or TSa,k described by the following section:

GSa,k ¼ Sa,k if Sa,k > TSa,kð Þ
TSa,k if TSa,k > Sa,kð Þ

�
: ð91:6Þ

i.e., their maximum is adopted, or
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GSa,k ¼ αSa,k þ βTSa,k; ð91:7Þ

i.e., their linear combination, α + β¼ 1.

91.3.2 Trust-Aware Recommendation Implementation

We introduce a new quantization factor, trusted degree (TD), which helps to

calculate the trust value between two nonadjacent users. The equation used to

calculate TD is as follows:

TDu ¼ Numþu
Numu

; ð91:8Þ

where Numþu is the number of all users who trust u, and Numu is the number of users

who give their trust level with respect to u. We choose the maximum trust among all

paths between two users.

Two metrics, mean absolute error (MAE) and root-mean-squared error (RMSE),

will be used to measure the prediction quality of our proposed approach.

In this algorithm, the data preprocessing part is from lines 1 to 6. The prediction

part is in lines 7–14. The time complexity of the first part is O(m(m + n)) since most

m users will be trusted by one user and most n services invoked by a user. The

second one isO(m� n). In practice,m is much larger than n. So the time complexity

of this algorithm is O(m2).
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91.4 Experiment

We use the extended Epinions data set in our experiments. There are 132,000 users,

1,560,144 articles, and 841,372 statements (717,667 trusts and 123,705 distrusts).

Considering the run time, we also use only the top 1,000 users that have the largest

number of trust and distrust relationships in [21]. These experiments were

performed on an Inter Core i5 CPU (3.2 GHz) with 4 GB of RAM runningWindows

7. The trust value is 1 or –1, where negative one means distrust and positive one

means full trust.

91.4.1 Performance Comparisons

To measure RS performance, we use the leave-one-out method, which consists in

hiding a rating and trying to predict its hidden value. We first compare the

recommendation results with those of the following methods:

• CF: the classic collaborative filter used to predict missing values.

• Trust-distrust: our proposed method, which makes use of Eq. (91.7).

• Trust: using the trust value to replace users’ similarities [3].

Table 91.1 presents the results. From the results we observe that our methods

consistently outperform the CF on the MAE and RMSE using this data set. But the

“trust” method performs the best. After analyzing our data, we find that approxi-

mately 98 % of the user ratings equal 1. A realistic situation is that each user has

two similar users who have both co-users and co-items at the same time. Thus, this

test result may not be suitable if one user has many similar users.

91.4.2 Impact of Trusted Numbers of One User

We set the different number of users (TSN) who are trusted by a user from more

than 30–120. In Figs. 91.1 and 91.2, the MAE and RMSE have an overall down-

ward trend affected by the number of users. But when the number of trusted users is

90, their values are abnormal. In other words, their values are higher than that of

TSN 60. Analyzing the data, we find that 40 % of users’ trust similarities is smaller

than 0.99 when TSN is 90, while 72 % of users’ trust similarities is smaller than

0.99 when TSN is 60.

Table 91.1 Performance

comparisons
CF Trust-distrust Trust

MAE 0.1388 0.1323 0.0736

RMSE 0.3028 0.2928 0.1667
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Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed to explore user-user rating similarities to enhance

the recommendation accuracy. In the trust network construction, we intro-

duced the notion of trusted degree to compute the trust value between two

nonadjacent users. The experiments were conducted and the results validated

our proposed method’s effectiveness. Our work may provide some insights to

researchers using the same data set.

As an initial research project, we conducted the experiments with a

relatively small data set to test the proposed approach. The next task will be

to do more tests with more data. Last but not least, we will consider combin-

ing matrix factorization with a constructed trust network to enhance recom-

mendation accuracy.
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Chapter 92

A Web Service Discovery Method Based
on Data Segmentation and WordNet

Tingna Liu and Ling Jiang

Abstract The Web service infrastructure has been an important software compo-

nent on the Internet. A critical step in Web service applications is the service

discovery method. The structured information in the web services description

language (WSDL) of a Web service is unsuitable when using the traditional

information retrieval (IR) method. We propose a Web service discovery method

that is based on extracting information from WSDL documents. The method

employs data segmentation to analyze the information to a meaningful structure

where the traditional IR techniques can be applied. Furthermore, WordNet has been

exploited in this method to carry out a synonym search. The experiments show that

our method represents a significant improvement in the performance of Web

service discovery.

Keywords Web service discovery • Search engine • Lucene • WordNet

92.1 Introduction

AWeb service is a self-containing and self-describing modular application that can

be published, located, and invoked across the Web. The effective discovery tech-

nology in a Web service is of vital importance and is a critical issue in the

development of Web services. Existing research in Web service discovery focuses

on three main fields: text-based matching [1], semantic-based matching [2], and

similarity cluster matching [3].

This paper presents a Web service discovery method that makes use of both

extracting information from the web services description language (WSDL) by the

web services description language for Java toolkit (WSDL4J) and establishing

indexes by Lucene. To improve the accuracy of Web service searches, we employ

a kind of data segment to parse the structured information of WSDL into human

natural language. In addition to segment processing, WordNet is also used to

achieve a functional similarity to Web service discovery.
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The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 92.2, we present a method to extract

information from Web services based on WSDL documents and build indexes by

Lucene. In Sect. 92.2.4, we discuss how to incorporate the WordNet synonym

thesaurus into Web service discovery. In Sect. 92.3, we describe a prototype system

of Web service discovery and discuss the experimental results. The last section

provides a conclusion.

92.2 Building Indexes for Web Services

92.2.1 Extracting Information from Web Services

Currently, the majority of Web services are described by WSDL1.1, which can be

parsed by WSDL4J [4], which allows for the creation, representation, and manip-

ulation of WSDL documents. In this paper, we extract the service address, service

name, service operations, and I/O parameters from WSDL documents using

WSDL4J.

92.2.2 Segmentation Processing

When using a Web services search engine, a service requester submits meaningful

words, for example the word “weather,” as a keyword. WSDL is an XML-based

language that is processed by a computer, in which most of the information is not

described in a natural language. For example, take a service operation name—

getWeatherForecast()—as an example; the service structured information is almost

described as a compound word form in WSDL documents. Traditional information

retrieval techniques will treat getWeatherForecast as a unit, leading to mismatch

errors with the keyword “weather” in a Web service search. Apparently, some

useful Web services could not be found because of this limitation.

In analyzing WSDL documents, we find that most Web service names accord

with CamelCase notation. The CamelCase-format names of Web services can be

separated easily into meaningful words, which is helpful to services requester for

discovering potential Web services. Let us use again the Web service operation

name getWeatherForecast() as an example. The CamelCase word getWeather-
Forecast will be segmented into three words—get, weather, and forecast. It

seems like we are violating the Web service operation structure, but it actually

makes sense in practice [5].

The use of segmentation processing may lead to a lower recall rate. Take the

previous example of getWeatherForecast(); it is likely to result in redundant search
results because of the separation of weather and the forecast, Web services such as

financial forecast or sales forecast may also be discovered in addition to weather
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forecast when forecast is submitted as a keyword. Selective keywords are needed to

find a desired Web service in this case.

92.2.3 Building Indexes

Apache Lucene is an open source information retrieval software library, originally

created in Java by Doug Cutting [6]. In this paper we build indexes for Web service

information by Lucene. As shown in Table 92.1, five fields are created in an index

document.

Lucene has a very complicated scoring mechanism. Lucene’s conceptual scoring

formula is as follows [6]:

score q; dð Þ ¼ coord q; dð Þ � queryNorm qð Þ
�
X
t in q

tf t in dð Þ � idf tð Þ2 � t:getBoostðÞ � norm t; dð Þ
� �

:

ð92:1Þ

The factor coord(q, d ), which depends on how many of the query terms are

found in a specified document, is affected by the segmentation processing we used

in the proposed method. norm(t, d) encapsulates a few (indexing time) boost and

length factors as follows:

norm t; dð Þ ¼ d:getBoostðÞ � lengthNorm fieldð Þ
�

Y
field f in d

f :getBoostðÞ : ð92:2Þ

The lengthNorm( f ) factor is of vital importance for our experiments; its formula

is as follows:

lengthNorm fð Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
num of terms in field f
p : ð92:3Þ

The service name reflects the Web service’s function to some extent, which

should thus be given much more weight while matching Web service with key-

words given by users. A relatively short service name usually contributes less to the

Table 92.1 Fields in an

index document
Field Store Analysis

serviceName Yes Yes

operationName Yes Yes

ioType Yes Yes

Documentation Yes Yes

url Yes No
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score based on the Lucene scoring mechanism. The service operation is the same as

the service name. We increase the service and operation names’ weights as appro-

priate to highlight their importance when building an index document for Web

service information. The default weights are 1.0 in Lucene, and we increased the

weights of the fields serviceName and operationName by 2.0 and 1.5, respectively.

92.2.4 Introducing WordNet

As discussed in Sect. 92.2.2, the desired Web service is probably missed if a

keyword mismatches with WSDL information in a Web services discovery. A

refined keyword might be a solution in that case, whereas the Web service discov-

ery has lost its universal significance. Moreover, the same semantic service could be

described using synonymous words [7], creating more difficulties in syntactic rule-

based Web service matching. For example, say a service name contains the word

car, which can be matched to a keyword, but the service name contains the word

vehicle, which cannot be matched with the same keyword [8].

WordNet is an English dictionary developed by researchers at Princeton Uni-

versity that differs from a regular dictionary in that it contains semantic information

[9, 10]. In recent years, many researchers have incorporated WordNet into the

discovery of Web services and obtained some notable results [11]. We can effec-

tively solve the aforementioned problems, which caused by using synonymous

words in Web service descriptions, by incorporating WordNet’s synsets of syno-

nyms into Web service discovery. There are 203,147 synonym records in the

WordNet2.0 ws_n.pl file. We use Syns2Index.java to build a Lucene index of

synonyms in order to improve search speed [12]. The search accuracy is improved

in two ways with respect to retrieval processing—one for synonym retrieval and

another for Web service matching.

92.3 Prototype System and Results Analysis

Data used in this paper are from Dr. Yilei Zhang’s research results [13], including

3,738 WSDL files [14]. We use the JAVA language to extract Web service features

in addition to using WSDL4J and Princeton WordNet.

To verify the performance of the method proposed in this paper, in our exper-

iments, five words that are commonly used in Web services are selected as

keywords: email, weather, map, news, fund.
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92.3.1 Recall

The recall ratio of a Web search is reflected by the total number of search results

(we use hits instead). We perform four groups of experiments based on whether

word segmentation processing or WordNet synsets synonyms are used, as shown in

Table 92.2.

The results are shown in Fig. 92.1a–c, where the vertical axis represents the total

hits of the search results and the horizontal axis represents the five keywords we

selected.

A comparison of the results of Experiments 1 and 2 is shown in Fig. 92.1a, from

which we see the total hits of the keywords map, news, and fund, which increased

significantly under WordNet. A comparison of Experiments 1 and 3 is shown in

Fig. 92.1b, which illustrates that the total hits of all five keywords significantly

increased under segmentation processing. A comparison of Experiments 1 and 4 is

shown in Fig. 92.1c, which demonstrates a huge difference between incorporating

or not incorporating segmentation processing and WordNet into Web service

discovery.

Note that the hits of the keywords email and weather did not increase even when
using WordNet. Actually, WordNet contains a limited collection of synonyms. To

increase the accuracy and recall ratio, it is necessary to establish professional

WordNet synonym libraries.

92.3.2 Precision

Precision is another feature of Web service discovery. In this subsection, we

perform four sets of experiments depending on whether segmentation processing

or WordNet is used, just as in Sect. 92.3.1.

We choose the same five keywords as previously. The experimental results are

shown in Fig. 92.2a–d, in which the vertical axis represents the precision reflected

by scores of the results and the horizontal axis represents the top five results that

best match the keywords.

A comparison of Fig. 92.2b, d shows that segmentation processing brings

significantly improved performance with respect to the top five matches. A com-

parison of Fig. 92.2a, b shows that the scores from matching the keywords news and
map decline with the use of WordNet synsets synonyms. This is because WordNet

synsets synonyms turn keywords into a type of synonym set. The accuracy of the

Table 92.2 Four experiments designed based on whether segmentation or WordNet is used

Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3 Experiment 4

Segmentation Yes Yes No No

WordNet Yes No Yes No
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results may be decreased to some extent by using WordNet, but it is worth doing

because of the significant increase in the recall ratio [8].

In theory, we know that the score will decline when document d matches few

keywords based on the scoring formula factor coord(q, d ). Only one expression of

the synonym set will be used in a Web service WSDL document, which means the

score will decline when the synonym set is used for keywords. However, the score

of search results such as weather does not decline, which indicates that what we did
at the end of Sect. 92.2.3 has come into effect.

Fig. 92.1 (a) Comparison

of hits in results with and

without WordNet. (b)
Comparison of hits in

results with and without

segmentation. (c)
Comparison of hits in

results with and without

both WordNet and

segmentation
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Fig. 92.2 (a) Precision
using segmentation and

WordNet. (b) Precision
using segmentation only. (c)
Precision using WordNet

only. (d) Precision without

using Segmentation or

WordNet
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Conclusion

By analyzing the WSDL, we built an index document of Web services using

data segmentation processing and a WordNet synonym thesaurus in the

discovery method. Retrieval was carried out twice in this method to realize

discovery for Web services. Experimental results showed that the precision

and recall ratio of Web service discovery improved to some extent. Mean-

while, there are also problems with the method, such as no guarantee of the

validity of search results; additionally, a specialized thesaurus for WordNet

synset synonyms should be created. In future work, we will devote attention

to the quality of service and try to establish a professional WordNet thesaurus.
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Chapter 93

OpenSource Automation in Cloud
Computing

Vladimir Sobeslav and Ales Komarek

Abstract This chapter covers basic OpenSource automation and configuration

management tools that can be used to alleviate common operations tasks and

processes in cloud systems. It shows a quick survey of major cloud computing

solutions and introduces simple abstraction layer for the management of physical

and virtual resources. The last chapter covers some of the common automation

scenarios from both cloud computing provider and consumer perspectives and their

possible open-source implementations.

Keywords Cloud computing • Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) • Configuration

management • Continuous integration • Automation

93.1 Introduction

Cloud computing can be denned as “computing in an independent or remote

location with shared resources available on demand” [1]. Cloud computing is a

new delivery and consumption model for IT services. This involves provision of

dynamically scalable and often virtualized resources typically over the Internet.

This chapter narrows the use of the term cloud computing to supply Infrastructure

as a Service. In cloud computing, everything becomes a service. Primary motiva-

tion for organizations to move to cloud computing may reduce the cost by dynamic

resource allocation [2]. The underlying physical infrastructure of cloud computing

solutions is maintained by the cloud providers who configure the physical servers

along with variety network and storage devices. The individual devices and phys-

ical servers can be usually managed [3, 4] by consoles or SSH which needs to be

properly configured.

The cloud computing consumers do not have to worry about hardware layer and

work solely with virtualized resources. Many consumers today need [1] more than

one cloud computing solution when they solve their final IT infrastructure. This

typically means private or public clouds matched with development and support
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systems. These multi-cloud deployments are now commonly set up [2]. Individual

cloud computing resources can be managed with their native interfaces and con-

soles. These approaches are hardly scalable [3]. There are too many parts to

consider, and the operations without the advantage of automation will not be

effective in the long term. Another approach is to remove yourself from these

different interfaces or devices by means of an abstraction layer. As a result, both

providers and consumers can easily provide and manage [5] heterogeneous systems

across many types of cloud computing solutions and hardware components.

This chapter shows how modern OpenSource tools can provide complete appli-

cation stack for the purpose of automatic management of cloud computing used by

cloud consumers as well as providers. At some point, both the consumers and

providers use the same deployment and operation patterns and thus face the same

problem.

The continuous integration is used to test the development of OpenStack plat-

form core services [6]. The Apache Foundation [7] uses CI tools to test the majority

projects that it supports.

93.2 Configuration Management of Models

Configuration management usually details the information that describes the enter-

prise’s hardware and software [5]. This information typically includes the versions

and updates that have been applied to the installed software packages, the locations

and addresses of the hardware network devices and the service interfaces, etc.

When a system or a component of a system needs to upgrade a hardware or

software, a technician can access the configuration management to see what has

been currently installed. The configuration management software is usually avail-

able in both the free OpenSource and the paid commercial forms.

93.2.1 Configuration Management Tools

Today there are a lot of configuration management tools, but our focus is narrowed

to the most popular configuration management platforms. The user describes the

system services [8] and their state by using the platform’s declarative language. The

configuration server discovers the system information and compiles the resources

into a system-specific catalogue. This catalogue contains all resources and depen-

dencies, which are applied to the target system.

CFEngine is the first OpenSource configuration management system written by

Mark Burgess in 1993 [9]. It is primarily to provide automated configuration and

maintenance of large-scale computer systems. It involves the management of

servers and embeds the networked devices or mobile smartphones. Shortly after

its birth, CFEngine inspired a field of research into automated configuration

management.
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Puppet is a tool designed to manage the declarative configuration of Unix/Linux

and Windows systems [10]. It has great community with the configuration man-

agement recipes with a lot of software components and unique features.

Ansible combines the multi-node deployment [11], the ad hoc task execution,

and the configuration management in one tool. Ansible manages nodes over SSH

and does not require any additional remote software to be installed on them.

Modules work over JSON6 and standard output and can be written in any language.

YAML7 is used to express reusable descriptions of systems.

SaltStack takes a new approach to the infrastructure management by developing

a software that is easy enough to get running in seconds [12], scalable enough to

manage tens of thousands of servers, and fast enough to control and communicate

with them in milliseconds. SaltStack delivers a dynamic infrastructure communi-

cation bus used for orchestration, remote execution and configuration

management, etc.

All changes to the management infrastructure are propagated in the configura-

tion management cycles. This is common to all configuration management systems.

If the configuration is managed in a decentralized way, the managed node will

become its own configuration server (Fig. 93.1).

The following enumeration explains every step in the configuration management

cycle. (1) The node sends normalized data about itself. (2) The external metadata

server sends service classification for the given node. (3) The facts and metadata are

used to compile final service catalogue that specifies how the node will be config-

ured. (4) The node sends report back to configuration to indicate that the configu-

ration run is complete.

93.3 Continuous Integration

Continuous integration (CI) adds an important value to software configuration

management. It ensures that each change is integrated. It provides important

information about the health of a project. CI integrates all changes as early as

possible. The basic idea [5] is to integrate new code as early as possible and test the

Fig. 93.1 Configuration

management cycle
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modifications in the context of the entire project. In order to be able to use CI for

configuration management, a few requirements must be fulfilled.

The changes to the infrastructure through the configuration management tools

are handled in continuous integration cycles. A CI service fetches the source code

of configuration management definitions after each change and runs tests to check

the functionality. If a defect is found in the code, it can be identified and corrected

as soon as possible. If the code passes the initial tests, it is built in the test

environment and the result is tested (Fig. 93.2).

(1) The CI server detects the code changes in the version control system and

starts to auto-test the changed code by basic test suite. (2) After the CI server

confirms to code changes (recipes, metadata), they get propagated to the configu-

ration server. (3) After the configuration server is updated, the CI server calls

configuration server to commit the new settings. (4) The configuration server uses

a new configuration to set up the target systems. (5) The target systems send report

about their configuration management runs to the configuration server. The CI

server processes data from the configuration server and sets the changes to the

code as good or broken.

The continuous integration is important for the rapid software development. It is

very helpful for testing changes as to complex software systems because the change

in one part of the system may consequently affect other components. By turning the

server’s provision and configuration into an automated process driven by the

service models, the same principles as the software development are applicable.

The traditional continuous integration tools can be used to facilitate the test

integrity, security, and performance whenever the change to the system models is

detected.

93.4 Automated Cloud Computing Scenarios

There are many use cases concerning where the automation can be used in cloud

computing. The cloud providers have to set up physical infrastructures to monitor

its operation and manage hardware failures as quickly as possible. The cloud

Fig. 93.2 Continuous

integration cycle
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consumers want to automate the development and operations of their application

infrastructures; besides, everyone needs proper backup and recovery policies. The

following examples show how the open-source solutions solve most of the common

automation scenarios. The scenarios are tested in the CEPSOS laboratory [13] at

Hradec Kralove.

Auto Provisioning With well-defined models of architectures, the cloud control-

ler or physical hardware suppliers can set up the desired servers and configuration

management service to complete their configuration. Mirantis Fuel [14] is a tool

based on the OpenStack Fuel project [15–17] that automates installation of the

entire OpenStack infrastructure. The Fuel server provides web interface to set up

proper metadata, while the Cobbler service provides physical servers and Puppet

Master with detailed configuration of every server. Basic setup starts with three

controller servers in high availability setup with two or more compute servers. As

Mirantis Fuel is an open-source solution backed up by commercial support, it is put

together by Mirantis with the majority coded based on the community (Fig. 93.3).

(1) Cobbler server installs operating system with Puppet Agent on all servers.

(2) Servers are auto-registered in Fuel’s integrated Puppet Master. (3) State defini-

tion from Fuel is used to configure the target systems. (4) Servers report status of

their configuration runs.

Another tool that automates the installation of OpenStack infrastructure is the

DevStack project [18] by Red Hat, which is a set of scripts for quick deployment of

an OpenStack cloud infrastructure. These tools provide simple way to provide

metadata to hardware suppliers as well as configuration management service.

This approach can provide any number or server at once. More examples of

automated provision can be found in the chapter Multi-cloud Architectures.

Monitoring and Metering The service monitoring is an important part of the

system operations. The monitoring is essential for measuring the quality of services

and should be set up along with services that are being measured. The configuration

management can ease the deployment of local and remote checks and update them

only whenever the infrastructure changes. Sensu [19] is often described as the

monitoring router. Sensu takes the results of each check script from across many

Fig. 93.3 Mirantis fuel

architecture
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systems. If certain conditions are met, it passes their information to one or more

handlers. Checks are used, for example, to determine whether a service like Apache

is up or down. Checks can be used to collect other data, such as PostgreSQL or

Redis query statistics or any application metrics. Handlers take actions by using the

information from the check results, send an e-mail, send message to a chat room, or

add a data point to a graph.

Multi-cloud Architectures Modern enterprise systems require distribution of

application infrastructures across availability zones, regions, or even cloud ser-

vices. Distribution of load across infrastructure components is hosted in one or

more cloud services. OpenSource tools combine standard cloud libraries with

configuration management services to fully automate the creation process within

cloud services. With the standard libraries, there will be no vendor lockin. Foreman

[20] is a lifecycle management tool for both physical and virtual servers. Though

it’s a smart proxy architecture, it can automate repetitive tasks, quickly deploy

applications, and manage changes on premise VMs, bare metal, or virtual servers in

the cloud. Foreman well integrates Puppet or Chef and provides external classifi-

cation service for Puppet. It provides nice web interface as well as API for further

integrations. Aside from cloud integration, Foreman can provide hardware

resources although it’s a proxy architecture [21] (Fig. 93.4).

Another example of tool supporting multi-cloud architectures is Salt Cloud [22],

which can be configured to provide multiple virtual servers at different cloud

computing providers at once [22–24]. (1) The Salt Cloud creates new keys for all

new virtual servers. (2) The Salt Cloud calls the cloud API through standard library

to create new virtual servers. (3) The cloud controller launches virtual machines and

sets up connection to the Salt Master. (4) The Salt Master enforces configuration on

all virtual servers. (5) Salt Minions report the status of their configuration runs to

the Salt Master.

Fig. 93.4 Salt cloud

provision architecture
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Conclusion

The operating enterprise systems without automation are not sustainable in

the long term. We can see rapid development of new cloud computing

resources coping up with increasing demand to support these complex infra-

structures. The open-source world introduces some enterprise level solutions

to many common automation scenarios. The ability of automatic operations

and transition processes by continuous integration has become crucial in the

IT environment that is never still. With the open-source automation, we

utilize more efficiently the laboratory hardware resources by turning the

system architecture into fully edged IaaS solution that can now support

educational as well as research projects. The own cloud computing platform

allows us to automate the provision of new virtual servers and thus adopt the

last missing step to continuously integrate the process. With this infrastruc-

ture, we can continuously test the open-source automation scenarios involv-

ing the installation of OpenStack platform on physical servers and the

deployment of virtual servers for education and various distributed systems.

With the continuous integration, we can keep enhancing the quality of all

undergoing projects in CEPSOS laboratory. This work and the contribution

have been supported by project “SP/2014/05—Smart Solutions for Ubiqui-

tous Computing Environments” from the University of Hradec Kralove.
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Chapter 94

Utilization of Cloud Computing in Education
with Focus on Open-Source Technologies

Vladimir Sobeslav, Josef Horalek, and Jakub Pavlik

Abstract Cloud Computing uses possibilities of remote and instantly unlimited

access to informational system sources. It accesses server systems using data

networks like LAN, WAN, and World Wide Web with protocols HTTP, HTTPS,

etc. Users, then, can access Cloud and its mediated server services through com-

monly available technological devices like laptops, desktop computers, smart

phones, and tablets. Applications and necessary data are provided and administered

in Cloud Computing by Cloud server that becomes remotely available without any

physical or time limit. These aspects predetermine Cloud Computing among others

for effective application in teaching. This chapter presents the implementation of

OpenStack Cloud Computing platform and the results of integration in the educa-

tional process.

Keywords Cloud technology • Education • E-learning • OpenStack • Efficient

education • Computer networks

94.1 Introduction

Solutions based on Cloud Computing allow the usage and sharing of hardware,

infrastructure, and computing platform and applications as a service through Inter-

net technologies [1–5].

Cloud Computing works on the logic and rules of virtualization, distributed

composition, and corporate IT administration. However, Cloud allows individual-

ization of its use based on the requirements and possibilities of the user, that is,

thanks to its effective employment and cooperation with suitable virtual technolo-

gies. The function of Cloud Computing can be standardly divided into three

different segments that logically correspond with the requirements that we make.

We talk about software as a service (SaaS), which is a model that is used to host

applications by the provider of the service. Next, there is platform as a service
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(PaaS), a model of the Cloud Computing service that provides a computing

platform and a solutions stack as a service. The last model is infrastructure as a

service (IaaS) that provides system tools of physical or virtual devices. All of the

abovementioned models have then their own specific purposes and they support

different products [6, 7, 8]. The main benefits that are brought by Cloud Computing

are represented in Fig. 94.1.

A significant contribution of Cloud Computing is its possibility of being used for

e-learning support as a service for students in schools, institutes of science, and

universities. Cloud systems, as a matter of fact, are able to centralize the adminis-

tration of the provided system tools and services used in the educational process.

That includes the tools for administration and interface. Individual models of Cloud

Computing facilitate their users to use compiled infrastructure on the level of the

services, system tools, or their combinations [9, 10, 11]. The current research view

on the utilization of Cloud Computing in education can be divided into two main

areas: First is the development and optimization of specialized e-learning applica-

tions. Numerous research projects can be found in this area [12–17]. This use of

Cloud Computing appears to be dynamic and is currently adopted. Second is the

generalized view of the benefits and utilization of these modern technologies. The

economic benefits of Cloud Computing are summarized [18]. The impact of

integration and optimization educational process and e-learning is presented [19–

21]. The aim of this chapter is not to analyze the whole spectrum of technologies

and systems that are usable in the e-learning area but to focus on the specific area of

utilization of Cloud Computing services in teaching process.

Improved security

Availability

Greater mobility

Better performance

Efficiency
Agility

Flexibility

scalability

cost efficienty

lowest occurrence Highest occurrence

cloud computing bebefits

Fig. 94.1 The advantages of implementing cloud computing [4]
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94.2 Cloud Computing and E-Learning

Making use of the idea of Cloud Computing and related investigation in the area of

education is closely connected with the issue of e-learning. E-learning typifies an

educational approach with the support of modern technologies, such as LMS

(learning management systems), specialized databases, dictionaries, SW testing,

and many other gadgets that broaden distance learning possibilities. From the

architectonic point of view, what matters is the connection, editing, or migration

of classic e-learning systems in Cloud service environment. Cloud Computing

services in the area of e-learning can be divided into three basic categories

according to the type of Cloud Computing services that are mentioned below

[4]. The first layer is IaaS—infrastructure as a service. It represents the fundamental

layer separating physical hardware source by virtualization of processors, disk

storages, memory, network infrastructure, etc. The next layer is PaaS—platform

as a service. It is the middle layer of e-learning systems. Its aim is to define linking

on the lower infrastructure layer and to define the standards for running of appli-

cations. The task of this layer is not to specify the manipulation of hardware

sources. A typical example, in this kind of integration in the most widespread

LMS like Blackboard and Moodle, is an interface for other applications or plug-ins

for interconnection of video servers, informational systems, databases, or other data

sources that allow extending knowledge bases of the whole LMS. The third and the

last layer is SaaS—software as a service—that represents the particular services and

applications of a given system, or rather users’ way of working, and a user interface

that significantly influences the way of working with the system and the organiza-

tion of educational modules, such as item classification module (ICM) or course

selection module (CSM). This layer then integrates teaching and educational

sources, interactive courses, discussion forums, knowledge bases, grading subsys-

tems, and many other significant elements.

It is obvious that Cloud Computing is by no means another whole new e-learning

architecture but rather another possibility of how to distribute teaching material to

end users [11]. In some cases, especially concerning Cloud services, which offer

only the IaaS level, it is just a very effective solution of the infrastructure for the

running systems. One of the main advantages of Cloud Computing is the reduction

of the total cost for the infrastructure run that includes solving with high availabil-

ity, security, the ability to reduce the demands of the administrators of the systems,

and help to secure the access from anywhere.

94.3 Requirements and Motivations for Cloud Solution

The main motivation is to develop the accessible solution for students in 24/7 mode

and allow them to prepare themselves effectively for classes and improve in this

way their competences and skills. Previously, the laboratory team had to challenge
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the non-automated management of student infrastructure (virtual servers, networks,

monitoring systems, etc.). This kind of student infrastructure is also closed for

online education and the integration with e-learning tools is complicated. There-

fore, the primary requirement for development and implementation of the presented

solution is to make hardware devices accessible for the needs of teaching server

operating systems and their configuration. The basic requirement is to make one up

to three server instances accessible to every student. That is, it would be Windows

Server 2008 and another two client instances implemented by the operating system

would be Windows 7. This solution requires sufficient system tools in the form of

sufficient operating memory, time processing, and memory space for permanent

data saving. The aim of this proposed solution is to consolidate system tools in the

form of hardware devices for distribution needs of educational instances of server

operating systems. Within the hardware sources, there are 11 IBM servers at

disposal, each with processor Intel Xeon x3400 with 8 Hyper-Threading cores,

with 2 local HDDs connected in RAID field in striping regime in order to increase

the performance to 1 TB, and also with RAM with a capacity of 16 GB and

3 network interface controllers.

One of the possible platforms that meet requirements mentioned above and the

parameter from the whole range of available solutions, being taken into consider-

ation with its individualization and price, is OpenStack. OpenStack was designed as

a unit for the operation of “scalable Cloud operating system.” Several separated

services were created in a way to achieve that. Together they are supposed to create

an adequate “infrastructure as a service” (IaaS). The integration of these services

runs through public application programming interfaces (API) that provide or use

the individual services. These interfaces are usually accessible even to end users of

Cloud.

94.4 Proposal for Cloud Architecture with OpenStack

Proposed solution takes into consideration the requirements presented in Chap. 3

and works on the principles of the use of Cloud Computing as IaaS with selected

functions of PaaS. The main task of the solution is to facilitate the users (students)

to access and to virtualize instances of Windows server 2008 R2, Windows 7, and

Linux Red Hat 6 that are used to work on their assignments. The authentication to

this environment is connected to the university LDAP in a way that enables the

students use their standard log-in details. The student chooses specific preset

operation system image that he has to activate with corresponding hardware sources

in every class. It is either a clean installation or an installation with predefined

services and server roles that student processes further or performs

troubleshooting on.

Specific architecture of the solution is presented in the following picture. The

basis is a consolidation of ten individual servers with computing sources needed for

the run of virtualized servers for end users. These system tools are consolidated
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with the help of OpenStack Nova project (Compute) that manages nodes of

individual open instances that student approaches through a web browser thanks

to the technology noVNC—native implementation of classic VNC console to

HTML5. These individual devices are virtualized by means of Kernel-based Virtual

Machine (KVM) that runs on Linux distribution Ubuntu 12.04 LTS.

Management, administration, and organization of Cloud solution OpenStack

operate on two virtual servers—controller node and network node. Those are placed

on HA cluster based on the vCenter Operations Management Suite technology from

VMware. This solution enables an optimized automatic access to the management

and administration of individual modular parts of OpenStack system. Furthermore,

it contains the central database MySQL and the message broker RabbitMQ that

communicates through all the OpenStack components.

Network node is a server that implements the whole solution of networking, i.e.,

access to the Internet, firewall between projects, NAT, etc. On this server, there are

L3 agent and DHCP agent running. L3 agent creates virtual routers and in that way

secures routing of virtual networks. DHCP agent assigns addresses to student

instances. Communication between the student instances themselves and network

modem is put into practice using SDN (Software-Defined Networking), more

specifically, using protocol VXLAN (Fig. 94.2).

The system was set in pilot operation for teaching so that the actual configuration

could be tested. Furthermore, it was set in order to find within the testing the

optimal configuration of hardware elements and the Cloud system OpenStack. Up

to 50 individual instances of Windows server 2008 R2 were created within the pilot

operation. With these, the limit values of the use of system tools available on

connected hardware resources were reached. Apart from teaching, the solution was

accessible to students in 24/7 mode so that they could prepare themselves effec-

tively for classes and improve in this way their competences and skills. Eight weeks

OpenStack

VMware vCenter

hardware resources

OpenStack Compute Nodes (KVM)

Network 
Node

Cloud 
Controller 

Node
internet

 
Fig. 94.2 OpenStack platform architecture for e-learning
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after the initiation of this pilot operation, a survey about the connection of

OpenStack system and its inclusion to teaching were conducted among the partic-

ipating students and lecturers (Fig. 94.3).

Conclusion

The presented solution represents one of the possibilities of using Cloud

Computing for the effective use of e-learning. Barring the already several

times mentioned advantages of the very placement and the use of Cloud

Computing not only in teaching, within the use of Cloud-type services for

teaching, with the use of open-source solution, which means with minimal

expenses for licenses, we get a tool that makes teaching significantly more

effective. This introduced solution allows the individualization of teaching

according to the needs of individual students and that has a very unique

possibility on the level of university education.

The system allows assembling specific assignments that can be put

together on different levels of difficulties including the possibilities of

searching for errors and repairing the current system. That creates a unique

possibility to simulate a real company environment. The possibilities of the

system are limited mostly only on the level of accessible system tools that

basically are allowed in an easy way to supplement or deprive the system

tools in the computing system according to current possibilities and require-

ments. This can happen if we use the possibility of consolidation of comput-

ing power.

From the evaluation of pilot operation, it is obvious that this system

represents an effective alternative of using modern Cloud technologies and

in that way it enables students to work effectively when solving practical

problems. This work and the contribution were supported by the project “SP/

2014/05—Smart Solutions for Ubiquitous Computing Environments” from

University of Hradec Králové.

Fig. 94.3 Research on

student satisfaction
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Chapter 95

A Survey of Extended Role-Based Access
Control in Cloud Computing

Hongjiao Li, Shan Wang, Xiuxia Tian, Weimin Wei, and Chaochao Sun

Abstract Access control is one of the key mechanisms for cloud computing

security. When it comes to being used in cloud computing environments, RBAC

is more scalable and more suitable compared with traditional discretionary and

mandatory access control models. A straightforward way is to extend RBAC from

traditional fields to cloud computing environments. In this chapter, several

extended role-based access control schemes are surveyed from basic extension,

A-RBAC, and trust-based RBAC separately. Core techniques of the proposed

schemes are detailed. Comparisons around the proposed schemes are analyzed.

Keywords Cloud computing • Access control • RBAC • A-RBAC • Trust

95.1 Introduction

Nowadays, cloud computing is becoming one of the most popular and trendy

computing model in the technology world. In cloud computing model, access is

performed through network which has the characteristics of ubiquity, convenience,

and service-on-demand. The computing resource is a configurable shared pool

consisting of networks, servers, storage, applications, and services [1]. There are

different slots or sections of a cloud service. Among them, infrastructure as a

service (IaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), and software as a service (SaaS) are

the three service models. With the cloud computing having more and more deploy-

ment, security issues have become important factors restricting its development and

application [2].

Access control is the process of limiting access to system resources for only

authorized people, programs, processes, or other system components, which plays

an important role in the field of information security. Traditionally, there are three

kinds of access control models: (1) discretionary, (2) mandatory, and (3) role based

[3]. Among the three models, RBAC model is the most scalable, especially in such

cases that tracking the users of the services cannot get through a fixed identity.
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Accordingly, when used in cloud computing environments, RBAC models have the

superiority.

In this chapter, from the view of the underlying techniques, we survey several

extended RBAC schemes for cloud computing. In Sect. 95.2, basic techniques for

using RBAC are analyzed. In Sect. 95.3, the core techniques of the proposed

schemes and its application in cloud computing are detailed. In Sect. 95.4, we

compare the schemes from attaining goals, and technique aspects and future works

are listed. And in section Conclusion our conclusions are given.

95.2 Requirement of Using RBAC for Cloud Computing

In RBAC [4–6], the burden of the server is limited by restricting users from

accessing the contents out of their zone. RBAC model is formalized by using the

following notations: U, R, OBS, OPS, and S. In turn, they denote user set, role set,

protected objects, operations set, and sessions set, respectively. To employ the

RBAC model, identifying corresponding entities is the first task. In the SPI

model, the identification among the three services (SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS) needs

to be separated because each of them has different nature and scope.

Users/agents In SaaS, users can be individual persons, enterprises, or corporations

and those web services wishing to access resources. All users identified in SaaS

could be included in PaaS. In most cases, the acknowledgment from a virtual

machine is received by an IaaS user, who is responsible for fulfilling the system

configuration.

The categorization of Roles lies in their job functions. In cloud computing, roles

can be consumers, tenants, and service providers. The permissions and functions of

roles could inherit from a parent role so that the inheritance characteristic of RBAC

can embody it.

The definition of Permissions is in accordance with the job functions of roles.

To perform secure access in cloud computing, permissions are defined on data

access, program access, and service access. Disabled and enabled permissions are

done through the use of sessions.

From the view of object, resources with the cloud are protected objects.

Objects, data, programs, and services are representative groups, corresponding to

the permissions mentioned earlier. The granularity of the permission definition is

consistent with the identification of project objects.
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95.3 Extended RBAC Schemes in Cloud Computing

According to the basic components of RBAC model, several extended RBAC

models have been proposed from different angles to accommodate to cloud com-

puting environments.

95.3.1 Basic RBAC Extension

95.3.1.1 RBAC Extension Based on PKI and Domain Information

dRBAC (distributed role-based access control) [7] extends standard RBAC by

using PKI and domain information in the certificate. If certificates for internal

users (role and user in the same domain) and other companies’ users (role and

user in other domains) are to be authenticated and assigned permissions, the

certificate is used to sign and issue. Conditions are written as attributes.

coRBAC (cloud optimized RBAC) [8] model is proposed which aims to achieve

services optimization and enhancement of the access control system. Based on

coRBAC, the certification process of multilevel cache of establishing secure con-

nection is simplified, and multilevel cache is set up, which greatly improves the

user’s experience and performance of the access control system. coRBAC extends

the dRBACs from two aspects: combing authentication services from different ends

and expanding the CAs. Further, the added hierarchical caches make the coRBAC

more efficient.

95.3.1.2 RBAC Extension Using Restriction Policy

The new advance E-RBAC (efficient RBAC) [9] presents a new extended archi-

tecture of RBAC which can resolve the security issues and data loss issues by using

restriction policy on the number of roles, users per role, and transaction per

day/hour/user. With the help of this new architecture, security level can be

enhanced or improved. Another new feature and backup policy helps to reduce

the data loss. It means that security level can be enhanced or improved with the help

of this new architecture. One new feature is added into this architecture, and that is

the backup policy which helps to reduce the data loss. But still there is a point of

number of transaction by one ID of one specific role which could be the loop hole of

this architecture.
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95.3.1.3 RBAC Extension Using Role Ontology

Extended O-RBAC [10] is an extension using role ontology to extend RBAC for

multi-tenancy architecture in clouds. For a specific domain, the role hierarchy is

built up using ontology. This helps to increase the security by restricting the number

of users per role, transaction per user. If the cloud crashes or does not work

properly, there is also a concept of backup and restoration to avoid the loss of

important data. In this case chances of loss of data are very few. This strategy

enhances the security by adding the restraint policy, backup policy, and restore

policy.

This extended O-RBAC uses reference ontology to enhance the security and

simplify the system design and implementation which is an enhancement in policies

in architecture of RBAC. Later, the development of a new back-end database

schema for RBAC extension should be taken into account. Another aspect, the

scalability of extended RBAC using reference ontology is to be measured.

95.3.1.4 RBAC Incorporating Dynamic Character

In task role-based access control model (task-RBAC) [11], the validation of user

access permissions is dynamic because of the assigned roles and its associated task

to be performed, which makes it viable for cloud computing environment. TRBAC

[12] is a standard RBAC with temporal extension. During running, the role can be

enabled and disabled against user requests. It is argued that static roles should

always be enabled under some situations, while the assignment of users and

permissions is dynamic [12]. The salient feature of this model is that the roles

enabled are periodic. But several other important temporal constraints can’t be dealt

with. Subsequently, James et al. proposed GTRBAC [13]. In this model, the

avocation is not role activation but role enabling. In GTRBAC, the constraints

can be enabled and disabled. The upper limit of user active duration is within a

particular time interval. Also, the number of role activations by a single user is

limited. Unfortunately, the problem of trust relation in multi-domains cannot be

solved by the model. X-RBAC [14] is a framework which deals with XML-based

RBAC policy specification, and it is used to access control enforcement on dynamic

XML-based web services. However, trust and context-aware access control is not

attained. To solve the above problems, X-GTRBAC [6] is proposed. It combines the

X-RBAC with GTRBAC models and the assignment of roles to users is performed

by trusted third parties (e.g., any PKI certification authority). The users’ trust level

(as part of user profile) is affected by context information (such as time, location, or

environmental state at the time the access requests are made), and it is part of its

access control decisions. The users’/roles’ access privileges have something to do

with the threshold (i.e., the trust level), which is determined by the requestor’s

access patterns. X-GTRBAC can suit the above real-time requirement.
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95.3.2 Attribute Role-Based Access Control

95.3.2.1 Role-Based Encryption

RBE [15] is a new encryption scheme which solves the encrypted data storage in

public cloud with an efficient user revocation. In RBE scheme, the encryption is

role based. That is, the data encrypted by data owner can only be decrypt and

viewed by the users with appropriate roles specified by A-RBAC policy. The role

grants permissions to users who qualify the role. Also, the permissions from

existing users of the role can be revoked. Role hierarchies can also be coped with

by RBE scheme, that is, one role can inherit another role’s permissions. If a user

joins a role in which its owner has encrypted the data for, after that, the user can

access that data and data re-encryption can be omitted. Whenever a user is evoked,

it can no longer access any future encrypted data representing the role. That is, the

revocation of the user from its role has nothing to do with other users and roles in

the system. By using this approach, the RBE scheme achieves an efficient decryp-

tion on the client side. RBE scheme is described by broadcast encryption algorithm.

95.3.2.2 Cloud Infrastructure Based on RBE

Based on the proposed RBE scheme, a secure cloud data storage architecture using

a hybrid cloud infrastructure is developed [16], which is illustrated in Fig. 95.1.

According to this architecture, the users who wish to access the encrypted data and

the data owners who wish to encrypt their data only interact with the public cloud.

The role hierarchy and user to role mappings related to the organization are

maintained in the private cloud which is only accessible to the administrator of

the organization. The administrator specifies the role hierarchy and the role man-

agers who manage the user membership relations.

95.3.2.3 Applying A-RBAC in Cloud Computing

The RBE scheme can achieve efficient user revocation. In the RBE-based cloud

storage architecture, an organization is allowed to store data securely in a public

cloud, while the sensitive information related to the organization’s structure is

maintained in a private cloud. The characteristics of constant size ciphertext and

decryption key are embodied in the proposed architecture. Also, both encryption

and decryption computations are efficient on the client side, and decryption time at

the cloud can be reduced by having multiple processors. Accordingly, the proposed

system has the potential to be useful in commercial situations.
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95.3.3 Trust-Based RBAC

According to the concepts of trust in social sciences [17, 18], the description of trust

in [19] is a mental state. It comprises three aspects: expectancy, belief, and

willingness to take risk. In cloud computing environment, the semantics of trust is

the same as above; but for cloud entities, the expectancy and the characteristics of

cloud entities are still needed to meet competency, integrity, and goodwill.

95.3.3.1 TBDAC Model

TBDAC model [20] is the extension for RBAC. Based on GTRBAC, dynamic

access authorization is done by introducing authorization trust factor; in this way,

the users’ trust-degree and the conditions about constraints can be determined.

Accordingly, the information about role and the trust-degree are used to validate the

users’ legal identities. Also, the privileges for resource access control can be

acquired. In TBDAC, a new ticket is proposed to satisfy the dynamic and real-

time characters based on a modified Kerberos protocol. The certificate trust-degree

is decided by direct trust-degree (DT) and recommendation trust-degree (RT). To

calculate trust-degree, confidence factor (CF) and time factor (TF) are introduced.
Security theoretic analysis shows that when exchanging information using

TBDAC model, security-hidden trouble can be reduced, and the security of overall

organization is enhanced. TBDAC is a framework in accordance with the standard

of RBAC. Also, it is a dynamic access control model based on trust and the security

of resource is ensured.

95.3.3.2 TOrBAC

In O-RBAC (organization-based access control) [21], the abstract concept of role,

purpose, activity group, and structure is for the subjects, objects, and actions.

Entities are abstracted by security policy. TOrBAC (trust organization-based

Public Cloud Private Cloud

Owner User Administrator

Role
Manager

Fig. 95.1 RBE system

architecture
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access control) [22] is a new model for specifying such security policies, and a

confidence index is calculated recursively using a formula. TTP is a third party

which ensures that the interactions between two parties are both trustworthy. In

TorBAC model, the cloud computing function of TTP and parameters confidence

indicators are taken into account for the trust management. When used in cloud

computing, it should be extended to a model which has the deeper mechanisms of

detection of rape. In another aspect, the consistency and completeness of the

security policy are also to be verified. Also, there is a need to develop more realistic

use case and the associated mechanisms.

95.3.3.3 TCloud

Based on trust, a new cross-domain framework, TCloud [23], is proposed to meet

the requirements of cloud computing. In multiple domains, access control will be

based on the conversion of roles. The role assignment and conversion will take

place dynamically. The high-level framework of multiple domain access control is

depicted in Fig. 95.2.

First, the cloud user obtains an appropriate role by the role of the management

center; then, a user ID, password, role, and resources to be accessed are submitted.

After that, the user will interact with the authentication and authorization center to

apply for authorization to access. If the resources requested for access are in the

local domain, the local access control policies are invoked. Otherwise, cross-

domain access control policies of permissions and management will be

implemented.

Tcloud is a dynamic model for access control across multiple domains based on

the traditional model of role-based access and trust. In single domain, the access is

based on the traditional mechanism, while in multiple security domains, the roles

are dynamically converted according to the domain of interest. This framework can

be more intuitive, effectively protecting cloud users and ensuring the security of the

cloud computing platform.

Cloud User

Cloud 
Resource

Role 
Assignment

Local Domain 
Access Policy

Authorization 
Manager

Cross Domain 
Access 

Control Policy

Authorization 

Granted

Confidence Score

Access

Confidence Score

Request for Authorization

Fig. 95.2 Dynamic access

control based on trust
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95.3.3.4 CTTM

CTTM (cross-tenant trust models) [24] is formalized based on four potential types

of cross-tenant trust relations. In the formalization of CTTM, there are three entity

components: users (U), permissions (P), and tenants (T). A novel component T is

introduced to express accesses in multi-tenant environments in which the other

components should fit. PO is a many-to-one relation from P to T. UO may be a

many-to-one relation or a many-to-many relation from U to T depending on

implementation. RB-CTTM is a role-based extension of CTTM.

To verify the feasibility in the cloud, a cloud-based platform named multi-tenant

authorization as a service (MTAaaS) is used. Each tenant has its own access control

policy stored in the cloud service and managed through the MTAaaS platform.

Also, attribute-based extensions of CTTM and other possible models which are

compatible with MTAaaS platform should be investigated.

95.3.3.5 MT-RBAC

MT-RBAC (multi-tenant role-based access control) [25] family aims to provide

fine-grained authorization in collaborative cloud environments by building trust

relations among tenants. In MT-RBAC, the cross-tenant trust relation is established

by the resource owner rather than by the resource requester. MT-RBAC extends the

traditional RBAC model with two new built-in entity components: issuers and

tenants. Three MT-RBAC models integrate three different trust relations with

increasingly finer-grained constraints, respectively, tenant trust (MT-RBAC0),

trustee-independent public roles (MT-RBAC1), and trustee-dependent public

roles (MT-RBAC).

MT-RBAC models aim to address multi-tenant authorization for collaborative

cloud services and enable fine-grained cross-tenant resource access by building

tenant-level granularity of trust relations. Performance and scalability results show

that the AaaS platform with MT-RBAC incurs an acceptable overhead and is

scalable for the cloud storage service.

95.4 Comparisons and Future Work

95.4.1 Comparisons

As illustrated in Table 95.1, we compare these schemes which we have surveyed.

We compare these schemes by the criteria of domain (single or multiple), dynamic

(supported or not), multi-tenant (supported or not), goal (performance, security

level, data loss, etc.), core techniques, etc.
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95.4.2 Future Work

The extended RBAC model above proposed different mechanisms for accommo-

dating cloud computing environment, but still there are more issues to be resolved

for the RABC model to be deployed.

If the users, roles, objects, and attributes of the environment are to be applied, it

is necessary to develop property-driven RBAC model. Also, permission assignment

for the real-time application needs to be developed to implement access control

decisions. Based on the properties of the user to roles, the rules being used in

assigning permission for the real-time application need to be developed to imple-

ment access control decisions.

Development of position-sensitive role-based access control model incorporated

into PEP prevents user identity, role or position in the cloud from leaking to the

remote server (may not be fully trusted), and only when the user is in a logical

location within the boundaries of space enable/activate characters (calculated from

the true position by the particular mapping function).

In cloud computing, there is the need of more formal definitions for different

entities in RBAC. Also, more efforts on industrial standards, best practices, and

large-scale experiments need to be put into.

At present, there is not much research going on for solving the access control

problem involving multi-domain in industry and academia of cloud applications,

but this problem cannot be ignored and new solutions are needed. Dynamic access

control and multi-tenant architecture support also need further enhanced research

efforts.

Conclusion
In this chapter, extended RBAC mechanisms for cloud computing are

discussed elaborately. Basic RBAC extension is based on PKI and domain

information, using restriction policy, role ontology, or incorporating dynamic

characteristic separately. A-RBAC enforces RBAC policies on encrypted

data using a hybrid cloud infrastructure. Trust-based RBAC models incorpo-

rate the trust concept into RBAC. It can be concluded that as the RBAC

model gradually improves and combines with other security mechanism,

RABC model will play a more and more important role in cloud computing

security. We believe that the more successful on RBAC, the more maturity of

the cloud computing platform.
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Chapter 96

Coordination Strategy in an SaaS Supply
Chain with Asymmetric Information About
the Market

Lingyun Wei, Jiafei Ling, and Xiaoguang Zhou

Abstract Cloud computing is a rising type of service system in today’s IT world.

In this paper we try to design an appropriate contract to coordinate a cloud

computing service supply chain with asymmetric information. Our study is based

on the SaaS model proposed by Demirkan et al. in 2010, which consists of one

application infrastructure provider (AIP) and one application service provider

(AIP). However, the assumption of complete information in their model is far

from realistic. So we assume that ASP processes private information about its

user’s delay cost. Through numerical analysis, we find that if restricted only by a

simple wholesale-price contract, ASP has an incentive to overstate user’s delay cost

to obtain a lower rental price from AIP. Therefore, we apply another two con-

tracts—revenue-sharing contract and cost-based pricing policy—to solve the prob-

lem and only find that the former is invalid. The latter, on the other hand, works well

for AIP to coordinate the supply chain even with incomplete information about

terminal market.

Keywords Cloud computing • Service supply chain • SaaS • Coordination • Con-

tract • Information asymmetry

96.1 Introduction

Cloud computing is a type of service system in today’s IT world. And it is defined as

“. . . a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool

of configurable computing resources that can be rapidly provisioned and released

with minimal management effort or service provider interaction” by the National

Institute of Standards and Technology [1]. As one type of service supply chain

(SSC), it is unlikely for it to avoid those problems commonly seen in an SSC, such

as the issue of coordination and the issue of information asymmetry. In the light of
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different degrees of resource integration, cloud computing can be divided into three

categories: infrastructure as a service (IaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), and

software as a service (SaaS). Among them, SaaS is the highest value-added model.

With regard to the problem of coordination in SaaS, Demirkan and Cheng [2] for

the first time studied the issue of coordination between an application infrastructure

provider (AIP) and an application service provider (ASP) from the perspective of

supply chain (SC). By examining the supply chain’s performance under different

coordination strategies involving risk and information sharing between the AIP and

the ASP, they found that a strategy based on competition and cooperation could

coordinate the SC. Besides, they found that there was a better outcome when letting

the ASP, rather than the AIP, coordinate the SC. Their work offers us a good

reference to further studies on interaction among different participating parties in

the SC. Then Demirkan, Cheng, and Bandypadhyay [3] considered the effects of

queuing congestion, introduced the concept of “customer’s delay cost” [4] into their

SaaS model, and proposed a new market equilibrium constraint.

With regard to the problem of information asymmetry in SaaS, Kern, Willcocks,

and Lacity [5] thought that information asymmetry was the major cause of risks

facing those enterprise customers applying application service outsourcing. Risks

included the service provider selection problem due to the asymmetric information

of providers’ service capability in the initial stage and the supplier incentive

problem caused by the asymmetric information of supplier’s service cost during

the process of outsourcing. Balachandran and Radhakrishnan [6] considered an

M/M/1 queue and examined the capacity choice problem when the delay cost per

unit of time was not known. They managed to devise a cost allocation scheme that

induces truthful reports from the divisions. And then Balachandran and

Radhakrishnan [7] expanded their theory to an M/G/1 queue. Overall, cost and

demand are two main aspects where information asymmetry lies in the study of

traditional SC. Literatures [8–10] are all about the issue of traditional SC coordi-

nation under asymmetric information, which offer us multiple methods to solve the

problem.

However, in the field of cloud computing service, there are only a few studies

taking into account both the issue of coordination and the issue of information

asymmetry. Ling Xinming, Liao Xiuwu, and Liu Yang [11] suggested AIP adopting

a policy of predetermined service capacity to avoid opportunistic behavior of ASPs

with low technical competence. Encouraged by a combined contract of cost and risk

sharing, the ASP would enhance both its efforts during the free trial period and its

final service capacity order quantity, so that the best effect of free trial for the whole

SC was achieved.

Our study belongs to the territory of information economics in IT service supply

chain management. We try to design an appropriate contract under which supply

chain members will automatically select the behavior of information sharing. Our

paper is based on the model proposed by Demirkan et al. in 2011 [3]. We analyze

the probability of ASP’s opportunistic behavior when users’ delay cost is its private

knowledge and respectively test the coordination effect of a wholesale-price con-

tract and a revenue-sharing contract under such asymmetric information. Finally,
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we propose a simple but practical way—changing the pricing mechanism of AIP’s

service capacity—to coordinate the cloud service supply chain with asymmetric

information.

96.2 Problem Description

The cloud SSC discussed in this paper consists of one AIP, one ASP, and terminal

users. The AIP locating upstream of the SC-rents virtualized computing and storage

capacities to the ASP downstream, which in turn provides value-added application

developed on these capacities to its clients via Internet.

Assumption 1: The market demand arriving at ASP’s application (measured by

tasks/transactions) can be described as an M/M/1 queuing model, which follows

Poisson distribution. The number of homogeneous transactions arriving at ASP’s

cloud software per unit of time is λ (the Poisson rate), while the processing

capacity that ASP leases from AIP is μ, which means ASP’s cloud software can

process μ transactions per unit of time.

Assumption 2: ASP charges its clients a price of p for processing one transaction.

And we have tasks’marginal value in the form of V0(λ)¼D/λk, in which constant
D> 0 and 1> k> 0. Considering their delay cost, the total cost for terminal

users to process one transaction in the cloud system is ( p + ν/(μ� λ)), in which ν
denotes customer’s delay cost per transaction per unit of time and T(λ, μ)¼ 1/

(μ� λ) is the total time a transaction spends in the system. In the long run,

queuing system will achieve dynamic equilibrium when users’ added value

equals the cost they have to pay for one additional transaction, i.e., the arriving

rate of transactions, λ, will be stabilized at a certain level as long as the cloud

system is designed. Thus, we have the market equilibrium constraint as

V
0
λð Þ ¼ D

λk
¼ pþ ν � 1

μ� λ
ð96:1Þ

Assumption 3: Let C(μ) represent the total cost that AIP has to pay for providing μ
unit service capacity, and it can be denoted as C(μ)¼ cμ + eμ2 [3].

Assumption 4: Since AIP charges ASP a rental price of ω per unit of virtualized

resource, the transfer payment between AIP and ASP per unit of time is ωμ.
Concerning Eq. (96.2), we have the expected profit function of AIP, ASP, and

the whole SC per unit of time as follows:

πAIP ¼ ωμ� cμþ eμ2
� � ð96:2Þ

πASP ¼ pλ� ωμ ¼ Dλ1�k � νλ

μ� λ
� ωμ ð96:3Þ
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πSC ¼ pλ� cμþ eμ2
� � ¼ Dλ1�k � νλ

μ� λ
� cμ� eμ2: ð96:4Þ

Assumption 5: AIP is the stronger one and it is responsible for designing contracts to

coordinate the SC. The cost structure of either AIP or ASP is completely

transparent, while the information on market demand is not. Specifically, AIP

is aware of the expression of Eq. (96.2), but it does not know the exact value of

the three constants, D, k, and ν. To highlight the key points, our paper only picks
user’s delay cost, ν, as the asymmetric information, i.e., constants D and k are

common knowledge while ν is ASP’s private knowledge. So AIP has to inquire

of ASP about the exact value of ν before it designs the contract.

96.3 Problem Analysis

Here is the gaming process between AIP and ASP:

• Stage One: ASP reports information related to the market, mainly, ~ν , to AIP.

• Stage Two: AIP develops a contract aiming at maximizing the profit of the whole

SC, based on the information it got. When AIP believes that ~ν ¼ ν, it gets the

equilibrium condition D=λk ¼ pþ ~ν = μ� λð Þ. For the overall optimal solution,

the following first-order conditions need to be satisfied:

∂πSC μ; λð Þ
∂μ

¼ ~ν λ

μ�λð Þ2
� c� 2eμ ¼ 0

∂πSC μ; λð Þ
∂λ

¼ D 1� kð Þλ�k � ~ν μ

μ� λð Þ2 ¼ 0

8>>>>><>>>>>:
: ð96:5Þ

AIP also knows that, for ASP’s optimal solution, the following first-order

conditions need to be satisfied:

∂πASP μ; λð Þ
∂μ

¼ ~ν λ

μ�λð Þ2
� ω ¼ 0

∂πASP μ; λð Þ
∂λ

¼ D 1� kð Þλ�k � ~ν μ

μ� λð Þ2 ¼ 0

8>>>>><>>>>>:
ð96:6Þ

In theory, the SC is coordinated when solutions to Eqs. (96.5) and (96.6) are

the same. Therefore, AIP’s unit capacity sale price must satisfy

ω	 ¼ cþ 2eμ	 ~νð Þ: ð96:7Þ
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• Stage Three: ASP determines its optimal renting quantity of virtualized hardware

resource and the optimal price per transaction, {p	ASP, μ
	
ASP}, depending on the

contract that AIP provides and the real market demand (mainly, ν).
• Stage Four: Market demand is fulfilled according to the real delay cost ν and

ASP’s policy of {p	ASP, μ
	
ASP}; profit is allocated between AIP and ASP by the

contract.

Since the contract is unenforceable, a few questions arise:

Q1: Can a wholesale-price contract really coordinate this cloud service supply

chain?

Q2: Will ASP give false information about ~ν in order to enhance its own profit? If

“yes,” will it exaggerate or underplay the user’s delay cost?

We can answer these questions through numerical analysis. Tables 96.3 and 96.4

respectively show the results of centralized decision with symmetric information

and of ASP’s opportunistic behavior with asymmetric information. The baseline

parameters for computational explorations are summarized in Table 96.1. And key

solving processes are listed in Table 96.2. In Table 96.3, ASP reports the real delay

cost per transaction per unit of time, i.e., ~ν ¼ ν. In Table 96.4, AIP still makes its

Table 96.1 Baseline parameters for numerical explorations

D k c e v

1 0.5 1 1 0.1

Table 96.2 Key calculating process (a)

For Table 96.3 For Table 96.4

Objective function Max
p, μ, λ

πSC ¼ pλ� cμþ eμ2ð Þ Max
p, μ, λ

πASP ¼ pλ� ωμ

Market equilibrium D
λk
¼ pþ eν � 1

μ�λ, ν ¼ eν D
λk
¼ pþ ν � 1

μ�λ, ν ¼ 0:1

Contract parameters ω*¼ c+ 2eμ* The same as ω* in Table 96.3

Other profit functions Eqs. (96.2) and (96.3) Eq. (96.2), πSC¼ πAIP + πASP

Table 96.3 Centralized decision with symmetric informationev λ* μ* ρ* p* ω* π	AIP π	ASP π	SC π	AIP/π
	
SC π	ASP/π

	
SC

0.04 0.055 0.100 0.562 3.324 1.196 0.010 0.066 0.076 0.127 0.873

0.06 0.040 0.090 0.470 3.664 1.171 0.007 0.047 0.054 0.135 0.866

0.08 0.029 0.075 0.394 4.068 1.149 0.006 0.034 0.039 0.141 0.859

0.10 0.021 0.065 0.328 4.569 1.129 0.004 0.024 0.028 0.148 0.852

0.11 0.018 0.060 0.298 4.871 1.119 0.004 0.020 0.023 0.151 0.849

0.12 0.015 0.055 0.270 5.217 1.110 0.003 0.016 0.019 0.155 0.845

0.13 0.012 0.050 0.244 5.620 1.101 0.003 0.013 0.016 0.158 0.842

0.14 0.010 0.046 0.218 6.095 1.092 0.002 0.011 0.013 0.161 0.839

" # # # " # # # # " #
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decision of ω, which is optimal for the overall SC, by the way that is elaborated in

stage two, because it does not know about ASP’s lie. So ω in Table 96.4 is the same

one figured out in Table 96.3. Suppose that the real delay cost in Table 96.4 is 0.1.

ρ¼ λ/μ is the utilization ratio of the system.

Comparing Table 96.4 with Table 96.3, we find that:

• Seen from Table 96.3, the unit capacity sale price, which is made by AIP to

maximize the overall profit, decreases with an increasing ~ν that ASP reported.

Therefore, ASP will exaggerate ~ν to obtain a lower rental price of virtualized

resource.

• Seen from Table 96.4, in ASP’s decentralized scenario, a higher ~ν will bring

ASP a higher profit π	ASP but a lower profit π	AIP for AIP. It is worth noting that

the overall profit, π	SC, first increases but then decreases as the value of ~ν
becomes larger and it reaches its maximum when~ν ¼ ν. When ASP exaggerates

~ν , it can buy more computer capacity (μ	ASP ") at a lower rental price ω	 ~νð Þ #ð Þ
and sell its value-added application service to a larger market (λ	ASP ") at a lower
price ( p	ASP #). This opportunistic behavior allows ASP to get a higher profit than

that when it reports the real ν. However, at the same time, this behavior harms

the interest of AIP. Especially when ~ν > ν ¼ 0:1, the decreasing rate of AIP’s

profit is faster than the increasing rate of ASP’s profit, which is the reason why

the overall profit decreases after ~ν ¼ ν ¼ 0:1. So, in order to maximize the

overall cake of profit, AIP, as the coordinator of SC, has to set up an effective

mechanism to induce ASP to report real information. Either in Table 96.3 or

Table 96.4, AIP shares a small proportion of total supply chain profit. As the

stronger one in the chain, AIP will never accept this result. So the simple

wholesale-price contract cannot satisfy AIP.

In conclusion, the wholesale-price contract can neither coordinate the cloud

service supply chain (because AIP will not accept it) nor keep the ASP from

doing its opportunistic behavior. Consequently, AIP needs a more powerful

contract.

Table 96.4 ASP’s opportunistic behavior with asymmetric information

ev λ	ASP μ	ASP ρ	ASP p	ASP ω	 eνð Þ π	AIP π	ASP π	SC
π	AIP/
π	SC

π	ASP/
π	SC

0.04 0.017 0.054 0.308 5.079 1.196 0.008 0.020 0.02753 0.279 0.721

0.06 0.018 0.058 0.316 4.883 1.171 0.007 0.021 0.02779 0.235 0.765

0.08 0.020 0.061 0.322 4.717 1.149 0.005 0.023 0.02794 0.192 0.808

0.10 0.021 0.064 0.328 4.569 1.129 0.004 0.024 0.02798 0.148 0.852

0.11 0.022 0.066 0.331 4.501 1.119 0.004 0.024 0.02797 0.125 0.875

0.12 0.023 0.068 0.334 4.435 1.110 0.003 0.025 0.02794 0.102 0.898

0.13 0.023 0.069 0.337 4.371 1.101 0.002 0.026 0.02788 0.077 0.923

0.14 0.024 0.071 0.339 4.309 1.092 0.001 0.026 0.02781 0.028 0.052

" " " " # # # " ↷ # "
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96.4 Contract Design

96.4.1 Revenue-Sharing Contract

Revenue-sharing contract is a popular means of coordination in traditional supply

chain, and it is reasonable to apply it to the cloud service supply chain: ASP carries

out the whole process of software development, deployment, operation, and main-

tenance on the infrastructure that AIP provides, so, besides the rental price, it is

rational for ASP to pay a certain percentage of its software sales to AIP, to cover

AIP’s cost of offering ASP extra value-added service besides infrastructure.

Suppose AIP’s unit capacity sale price is still ω. Parameter ϕ is the percentage of

terminal sales that ASP holds back, and (1�ϕ) is the percentage of terminal sales that

AIP receives. Therefore, there are two parameters in revenue-sharing contract that

need AIP to decide, i.e., {ω,ϕ}. Obviously, only when ω and ϕ are both related to ~ν
can AIP keep itself from ASP’s opportunistic behavior by adjusting the two contract

parameters. So contract parameters can be further expressed as {ω ~νð Þ,ϕ ~νð Þ}.
This time, AIP has realized the problem of ~ν ’s realness and that market demand

is fulfilled by the real ν. So besides the market equilibrium condition Eq. (96.2),

AIP has made some appropriate adjustments to each profit function:

πAIP ~ν; μ; λð Þ ¼ ω ~νð Þ � μ� cμþ eμ2
� �þ 1� ϕ ~νð Þð Þ � pλ ð96:8Þ

πASP ~ν; μ; λð Þ ¼ ϕ ~νð Þ � pλ� ω ~νð Þ � μ

¼ ϕ ~νð Þ � Dλ1�k � νλ

μ� λ


 �
� ω ~νð Þμ ð96:9Þ

πSC μ; λð Þ ¼ pλ� cμþ eμ2
� � ¼ Dλ1�k � νλ

μ� λ
� cμ� eμ2: ð96:10Þ

On the one hand, with the same thinking in Sect. 96.3, in order to coordinate the

supply chain, AIP should design a contract that makes the solutions to the first-order

conditions of Eq. (96.9) equal those to the first-order conditions of Eq. (96.10):

∂πSC μ; λð Þ
∂μ

¼ νλ

μ� λð Þ2 � c� 2eμ ¼ 0

∂πSC μ; λð Þ
∂λ

¼ D 1� kð Þλ�k � νμ

μ� λð Þ2 ¼ 0

8>>><>>>: ð96:11Þ

∂πASP ~ν ; μ; λð Þ
∂μ

¼ ϕ ~νð Þ � νλ

μ� λð Þ2 � ω ~νð Þ ¼ 0

∂πASP ~ν ; μ; λð Þ
∂λ

¼ ϕ ~νð Þ � D 1� kð Þλ�k � νμ

μ� λð Þ2
" #

¼ 0

8>>><>>>: : ð96:12Þ
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On the other hand, AIP has to set up an effective mechanism to induce ASP to

report its real information. ASP will get its optimal profit only if it tells the truth.

That is to say, ASP’s profit function, πASP ~ν , μ; λð Þ, is strictly concave about ~ν , and
equations following need to be satisfied:

∂πASP ~ν; μ; λð Þ
∂~ν

				
ν¼~ν
¼ ∂ϕ ~νð Þ

∂~ν
� Dλ1�k � ~ν λ

μ� λ


 �
� μ � ∂ω ~νð Þ

∂~ν
¼ 0 ð96:13Þ

∂2πASP ~ν; μ; λð Þ
∂~ν 2

					
ν¼~ν
¼ ∂2ϕ ~νð Þ

∂~ν 2
� Dλ1�k � ~ν λ

μ� λ


 �
� λ

μ� λ
� ∂ϕ ~νð Þ

∂~ν

� μ � ∂
2ω ~νð Þ
∂~ν 2

< 0:

ð96:14Þ

Lemma 1 When Eq. (96.13) is satisfied, we have
∂2πASP ~ν , μ, λð Þ

∂~ν 2

			
ν¼~ν
� 0:

Proof We can derive Eqs. (96.15) and (96.16) from Eq. (96.13):

ϕ ~νð Þ ¼ �μ μ� λð Þ
λ

� ω ~νð Þ
�Dλ�k μ� λð Þ þ ~ν

þ
Z

ω ~νð Þ
�Dλ�k μ� λð Þ þ ~ν
� 2d~ν

( )
þ C1; ð96:15Þ

Dλ1�k � ~ν λ

μ� λ
¼ μ � ∂ω ~νð Þ

∂~ν
∂ϕ ~νð Þ
∂~ν

: ð96:16Þ

Putting Eq. (96.16) in Eq. (96.14), we get

∂2πASP ; ~ν; μ; λð Þ
∂~ν 2

					
ν¼~ν
¼ ∂2ϕ ~νð Þ

∂~ν 2
� μ �

∂ω ~νð Þ
∂~ν

∂ϕ ~νð Þ
∂~ν

� λ

μ� λ
� ∂ϕ ~νð Þ

∂~ν
� μ � ∂

2ω ~νð Þ
∂~ν 2

:

ð96:17Þ

The first and second derivatives of Eq. (96.15) about ~ν are

∂ϕ eνð Þ
∂eν ¼ �μ μ� λð Þ

λ
� 1

�Dλ�k μ� λð Þ þ eν � ∂ω eνð Þ∂eν 96:18ð Þ

∂2ϕ eνð Þ
∂eν2 ¼ �μ μ� λð Þ

λ
� �1
�Dλ�k μ� λð Þ þ eν� 2 � ∂ω eνð Þ∂eν þ 1

�Dλ�k μ� λð Þ þ eν � ∂
2ω eνð Þ
∂eν2

( )
: 96:19ð Þ

8>>><>>>:
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Equation (96.18) divided by Eq. (96.19) equals Eq. (96.20) as follows:

∂2φ ~νð Þ
∂~ν 2

 !
=

∂ϕ ~νð Þ
∂~ν


 �
¼ �1
�Dλ�k μ� λð Þ þ ~ν

þ ∂2ω ~νð Þ
∂~ν 2

 !
=

∂ω ~νð Þ
∂~ν


 �
: ð96:20Þ

Putting Eq. (96.20) in Eq. (96.19), we obtain the result

∂2πASP ; ~ν; μ; λð Þ
∂~ν 2

					
ν¼~ν
¼ μ � �1

�Dλ�k μ� λð Þ þ ~ν
� ∂ω ~νð Þ

∂~ν
þ ∂2ω ~νð Þ

∂~ν 2

" #

þ μ � 1

�Dλ�k μ� λð Þ þ ~ν
� ∂ω ~νð Þ

∂~ν
� μ � ∂

2ω ~νð Þ
∂~ν 2

� 0 ð96:21Þ

Proposition 1 No matter what kind of form that {ϕ ~νð Þ,ω ~νð Þ} has, Eqs. (96.13)

and (96.14) will never be satisfied at the same time. In other words, revenue-sharing

contract cannot curb ASP’s opportunistic behavior in the context of asymmetric

information. It does not work well in encouraging information sharing.

96.4.2 Cost-Based Pricing Policy

The primary cause of the success of ASP’s opportunistic behavior is that the rental

price ω is related to ~ν , while AIP does not have effective incentives or penalties to

keep ASP from lying about ~ν . Therefore, we attempt to solve this problem by

changing AIP’s fee structure.

The service capacity that ASP rents from AIP can be viewed as machine

instances (MIs) at various levels. Variable μ represents different types of MIs.

Obviously, there should be a price variance among MIs with different computing

and storage capacity. Suppose that AIP charges ASP a price of ω(μ) per unit of time.

The profit functions become

πAIP ¼ ω μð Þ � cμþ eμ2
� � ð96:22Þ

πASP ¼ pλ� ω μð Þ ð96:23Þ
πSC ¼ pλ� cμþ eμ2

� �
: ð96:24Þ

Repeating the work in Sect. 96.3, we find that when ω0(μ)¼ c+ 2eμ, the contract
is in accordance with the principle of incentive compatibility and able to coordinate

the SC. Now ω(μ) takes the form of ω(μ)¼ f+ cμ+ eμ2, in which f is an adjustable

constant. Instead of a fixed wholesale price ω, AIP gives a tariff varying with μ
here. We can observe that ω(μ) is completely based on AIP’s cost and the

constant f can be used to adjust the profit-sharing ratio between the two parties.
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This cost-based price ω(μ) relies on readily available information from cost

accounting systems, and it is free from information reported by ASP, such as ~ν .
So this cost-based price per unit of time can eliminate the influence from ASP’s

opportunistic behavior resulting from demand information asymmetry downstream.

It is one of the benefits of cost-based price.

The expected profit per unit of time of AIP is πAIP¼ω(μ)� (cμ + eμ2)¼ f. By
adjusting the value of f, AIP is able to determine any profit distribution ratio

between them. Of course the final profit distribution ratio also depends on the

bargaining power of both. Table 96.5 and Table 96.6 respectively show the process

of computation and the outcome when profit-sharing ratio is 1:1.

Numerical analysis further shows that regardless of the realness of the informa-

tion ASP provided, AIP can always set up the right rental price per unit of time,

ω(μ), to maximize the overall profit and get an ideal profit sharing by pricing based

on its cost and ASP’s actual service capacity leasing amount later on.

Conclusion

This paper further explores the SaaS model proposed by Demirkan et al. in

2011. Self-interest and maximization of individual outcomes have been major

assumptions of neoclassical microeconomics since about 1870. The assump-

tion of opportunistic behavior, together with bounded rationality, represents

the central assumption in the argument of transaction cost economics. In our

paper, AIP is the monopolist responsible for coordinating the SC, but it is

ASP that processes the private information about market—user’s delay cost

per transaction per unit of time, ν. Opportunistic behavior occurs when ASP

takes advantage of its superior knowledge about the market, in order to

increase its own interests. Numerical analysis in Sect. 96.3 proves that ASP

is very likely to exaggerate the value of ν.

(continued)

Table 96.5 Key calculating process (b)

For Table 96.6

Objective function Max
p, μ, λ

πASP ¼ pλ� ω μð Þ
Variables f, μ, λ

Market equilibrium D
λk
¼ pþ ν � 1

μ�λ, ν ¼ 0:1; πAIP=πSC ¼ 0:5

Contract parameters ω(μ)¼ f+ cμ + eμ2

Other profit functions Eq. (96.2), πSC¼ πAIP + πASP

Table 96.6 Coordination results under cost-based pricing policy

ev f λ	ASP μ	ASP ρ	ASP p	ASP
ω*(μ)¼ f
+ cμ + eμ2 π	AIP π	ASP π	SC

π	AIP/
π	SC

0.04

~0.14

0.014 0.021 0.064 0.328 4.568 0.083 0.014 0.014 0.028 0.500
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(continued)

Using contracts is a conventional way to coordinate an SC. An

unenforceable contract without enough incentives or penalties, however,

will probably fail to achieve a win-win situation. ASP distorts the value of

ν and waits until AIP makes the agreement and then benefits from it.

There exist two drawbacks when AIP develops a single fixed service

capacity rental price, ω, aiming at obtaining the overall optimal profit:

(1) AIP only gets a small proportion of the overall surplus, while ASP

occupies the most of it, and (2) AIP cannot prevent ASP from reporting

false information about the market, such as ν. Consequently, we try another

two types of contracts so that AIP cannot only realize the coordination of the

supply chain, but also avoid the negative impact caused by information

asymmetry. Here is the result:

• Proved by formula derivation, revenue-sharing contract {ω ~νð Þ,ϕ ~νð Þ} fails
to satisfy the first and second order conditions simultaneously for truthful

reporting to be always optimal for ASP, as a Nash equilibrium.

• Cost-based service capacity pricing policy is free of the false information

from ASP, since it only depends on AIP’s cost structure and the final type

of machine instance ASP rents. The rental price has the form of ω(μ)¼ f
+ cμ+ eμ2, in which f is used for profit allocation and the rest for covering

AIP’s cost.
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Chapter 97

One More Efficient Parallel Initialization
Algorithm of K-Means with MapReduce

Bingliang Lu and Shuchao Wei

Abstract Because the main deficiencies of a k-means++ algorithm is its internal

orderliness, which restricts its applicability in the field of big data processing, we

propose an initialization algorithm called pk-means++ based oversampling tech-

nology. The initial cluster centers that are obtained using the new algorithm are

proved to be very close to the desired cluster centers used for iterative algorithms. It

is implemented based on MapReduce of Hadoop, and the experimental results

demonstrate that the improved MapReduce pk-means++ algorithm is much more

efficient than random and k-means++ initialization algorithm used in k-means

based MapReduce and can reach a good approximation.

Keywords Cloud computing • Hadoop • MapReduce • Clustering • k-means •

pk-means++

97.1 Introduction

Cluster analysis is a very important area of research on data mining [1, 2], and with

advances in technology, big data analysis and application represent general trends.

Thus, clustering studies face many new problems and challenges, such as massive

data analysis and new computing environments. K-means algorithms are good

clustering methods in terms of speed and simplicity in the field of data mining.

They have been identified as one of the top ten algorithms for data mining [3]. Some

researchers have achieved parallelization of k-means algorithms using MapReduce,

but the initial part of it that is used is a largely random initialization method, which is

easy to fall into local optima and might still not be well parallelized. (The initial value

of the inappropriate choice would result in local optimal solution. For example, the

distance of selected points randomly is very close. In this case, we have several

randomly chosen initial values and then selected the optimal solution.) Thus, the

focus of this study is to search for a better parallel initialization algorithm for k-means

algorithms to improve the quality and overall performance (we try to find a more

perfect and simply realization method of k-means on distributed platforms).
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In this area, Arthur and Vassilvitskii proposed an initialization method called

k-means++ [4], which obtained excellent theoretical guarantees for clustering

performance. Using this method, the convergence time of Lloyd’s iteration was

reduced by means of a good set of starting centers. But the main deficiencies of the

k-means++ algorithm is its internal orderliness, so it is not parallelizable. This fact is

more serious in the field of big data processing [5].

Research efforts are being devoted to improving and realizing a k-means++

parallel method based on the MapReduce programming model. One parallel ver-

sion of the initialization algorithm called pk-means++ is proposed.

97.2 The of K-Means Algorithm

First, some notation is established. Let X¼ {x1, x2, . . ., xn} be a data set in the

d-dimensional Euclidean space. Next, let K be a number of clusters of k-means,

and the value of K is specified based on experience (this is not the focus of this

paper).

Let C¼ {c1, c2, . . ., cn} be a set of points and ||xi�xj|| denote the Euclidean

distance between xi and xj. The k-means method generates k centers by optimizing

the criterion of minimum squared error (MSE, the cost of clustering), which is

given by ϕX Cð Þ ¼
X
x2X

min
c2C

				x� c
				2:

The ultimate goal of a k-means clustering algorithm is to sample a new set C that

includes k centers in order to minimize ϕX(C). Finally, the data set X is divided into

K data sets Y, and Y¼ {Y1, . . .,Yk}, [
k

i¼1
Yi ¼ X, Yi[ Yj¼∅.

One study has proven that finding ϕX(C) is an NP-hard problem [6]. A variety of

options have been researched on providing approximate solutions. Among them,

Lloyd’s algorithm is widely used in k-means algorithms.

Next, we discuss the algorithm of k-means++ in more detail (Sect. 3). Then, in

Sect. 3.1, we give a new initialization algorithm. Finally, a more precise overview

of the MapReduce mode is given in Sect. 3.2.

97.3 Parallel Initialization AlgorithmDesign of PK-Means++

The main idea of k-means++ is that the first centroid is chosen randomly, and then

subsequent centers are chosen one by one from the remaining data points [4]. The

k-means++ initialization algorithm is presented as follows:
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Formally, k-means++ samples a single point in each pass. It runs very fast in

practice, and if the data are clustering well [7], it can guarantee a solution will be

found that is an O (log k) approximation to the optimal k-means [6].

But the major downside of the k-means++ is that it is applicable only to big data:

a parallel initialization algorithm is proposed based on the k-means++ algorithm

and oversampling technology; we call it pk-means++.

97.3.1 Basic Idea of PK-Means++

The main idea of the new initialization algorithm is that it chooses O (k) points in

each pass and obtains a nearly optimal solution after a logarithmic number of

passes. Finally, O (k log n) points will be left, and experimental results show that

a constant number of passes suffices in practice.

Then we set < num[i], ci>, i¼ 1, 2, . . ., k as the weight of every centroid

selected; it represents the number of objects in set X to the centroid point of ci.
Next, we recluster these points using k-means++ initialization. Next, the points are

reclustered into k initial centers, and Lloyd’s iteration can continue. Finally, we use

a standard k-means algorithm to complete the clustering.

97.3.2 MapReduce Implementation of PK-Means++

MapReduce is a programming model for efficient distribution, but also for

processing big data sets. A typical MapReduce program consists of three stages:

the Mapper stage, Shuffle stage, and Reduce stage. Also, the data set should have

the following characteristics [5]: it can be broken into many small data sets, and

every small data set can be processed completely in parallel.

In a k-means algorithm, the distance from each element to the centroid is

calculated independently, with different elements not being linked to each other

in the course of operation. Thus, the parallelized version of Lloyd’s iterations based

MapReduce modules can be easily realized. The basic idea is that each iteration
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starts a MapReduce process. According to the computing needs of MapReduce, the

data are stored by row and can be sliced by row, with no correlation between the

chip data. However, this is not the focus of the present study, though it has been

achieved by some researchers [5, 8], and it will not be discussed any further.

According to the preceding analysis, the MapReduce implementation of the

pk-means++ algorithm should be divided into two stages, Mapper and Reduce.

First, in the Mapper stage, complete steps 1–7 of the pk-means++ algorithm,

including generating a temporary data set and calculating the weight of each

element of the set. Reduce the stage to complete the remaining part of the algo-

rithm. To obtain the final set of initial cluster centroids C, we integrate k-means++

algorithm with reduce methods. Please refer to the specific implementation which is

described in what follows.

As described above, several expensive distance computations can be carried out

with MapReduce. Step 7 can be performed in the following manner: each Mapper

can sample independently and merge the intermediate results. Step 8 will be given a

small set C of centers, and we can compute the value as follows: each Mapper job of

Hadoop works on an input data split and then merges these intermediate results

from all Mappers to obtain an output for Reducer.

The task of the Reducer function is to update, based on the output of the Mapper

function, update the cluster centers for the next round of the Mapper function to use.
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Meanwhile, calculate the standard measure for the main function to determine

whether the iteration is over. The specific description of the Reducer function is

as follows:

The preceding MapReduce procedure is called in the main function. Each

iteration is applied to a new job until the square error, which is calculated by the

old centers before iteration and the new centers obtained after iteration, is less than

the given threshold value; then the iteration ends.

97.4 Experimental Results and Analysis

The parallel experiments are performed on a homogeneous Hadoop cluster running

the latest stable version of Hadoop 1.2.1. The cluster consists of four machines with

one master node and three slave nodes. Each node has one Intel Core i5-2400

3.10 GHz Quad-Core CPU, 4 GB RAM, 500 GB hard disk, Intel 82551

10/100 Mbps ethernet controller. The operating system of each node is CentOS-6.3

server 32 bit and per Hadoop daemon is allocated 1 GBmemory. This cluster consists

of one TaskTracker and one DataNode daemon running on each slave and a single

NameNode and JobTracker daemon on the master. Two map slots and two reduce

slots are configured on each node. The experiments are conducted on the

KDDCup1999 data set. This is a real data set whose size is 4.8 M; the points of the

data set are 42 dimensions in Euclidean space. In the experiments, it is assumed that

when the initialization method is finished, Lloyd’s iterations are continued implicitly.

Let us first analyze the run time of different initialization procedures in the

tables. Comparing the data in Table 97.1, it is found that when one suitable

parameter f is selected for the pk-means++ algorithm, the convergence speed of

the clustering algorithm used by pk-means++ is the fastest and the total time using

the random k-means++ is at least one-fourth that of the other algorithm. Combined
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with the final clustering quality analysis we found that, when f¼ 2.0 k, the perfor-

mance of the pk-means++ clustering algorithm is the best.

As described in Table 97.2 and Fig. 97.1, it is clear that pk-means++ outperforms

k-means++ by orders of magnitude. When the coefficient f¼ 0.5 k, the convergence

value of the objective function is higher than that of the k-means++ algorithm. But

when the coefficient f> 1 k, the objective function value of the algorithm exhibits a

linear downward trend, suggesting that the effect of clustering with an increasing f

value will be significantly improved. By setting the value of k to 200 and 500, we

find that the larger the value of k clusters is, the smaller the convergence value is.

To describe the experimental data of Table 97.2 in a more intuitive way, the

following description uses a line chart. As described in Fig. 97.1:

Table 97.1 Total clustering

time (minutes) of k-means
Initialization algorithm

k (number of clusters)

200a 500a

Random 320.0 474.8

k-means++ 408.5 1,027.2

pk-means++, f¼ 0.5 k 66.5 44.5

pk-means++, f¼ 1.0 k 73.6 87.2

pk-means++, f¼ 2.0 k 64.2 82.5

pk-means++, f¼ 4.0 k 79.5 104.2
aThe experimental results can be easily observed and contrasted

Table 97.2 Clustering cost

(MSE-scaled down by 1010)

of different algorithms for

r¼ 5

Initialization algorithm

k (number of clusters)

200a 500a

Random 6.7E + 7 6.5E + 7

k-means++ (alg-1) 7.2 2.0

pk-means++, f¼ 0.5 k (alg-2) 18.5 5.3

pk-means++, f¼ 1.0 k (alg-3) 7.5 2.2

pk-means++, f¼ 2.0 k (alg-4) 5.1 1.6

pk-means++, f¼ 4.0 k (alg-5) 5.75 1.52
aThe experimental results can be easily observed and contrasted
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Fig. 97.1 Clustering cost

(MSE) of different

algorithms for r¼ 5
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Next, Let us evaluate the influence of different settings of parameter carefully.

The experiment is conducted with a changing value of a k-based data set that

represents a 10 % sample of KDDCup1999. The detailed data are as follows:

As described in Fig. 97.2, when f¼ 2 k, we find that the MSE shows a downward

trend with the increased number of passes. Further, it is found that even a small

number of passes is enough to reduce the final convergent cost substantially. The

total clustering cost is the cost after the completion of Lloyd’s iteration, and when,

after a certain value of r is reached, the r value is changed again, and the change in

the clustering cost becomes very negligible.

Conclusion

In this paper, we develop an efficient k-means++ initialization algorithm with

MapReduce, and a parallelized version based on MapReduce called

pk-means++ is proposed. The standard k-means++ initialization is also

applied to the Reducer phase of pk-means++.

For the Reducer of MapReduce projects, the new algorithm saves consid-

erable communication and I/O costs. Extensive experiments on real data were

conducted. The results indicate that the proposed MapReduce pk-means++

algorithm is much more efficient and random than k-means++ and demon-

strates that the improved MapReduce pk-means++ algorithm is much more

efficient and can obtain good approximations.
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Chapter 98

Equipment Information Management System
Based on Web Services

Gangguo Li, Wu Qin, Tingyi Zhou, Yang wang, and Xiaofeng Zhu

Abstract Heterogeneous equipment using in range test bring the problem of

information management and equipment long-distance control in real time. To

solve this problem, an equipment information management system based on Web

services is designed that has features of equipment synthesis information manage-

ment and equipment long-distance control in real time. Experimental results show

that the system has a quick browser response speed and short information trans-

mission delay.

Keywords Web service • Middleware • Database • Information management

system

98.1 Introduction

More and more information-based weapons systems have been used in the range

test along with the high-speed development of information and network techniques.

Consequently, some information systems have been built for range tests for certain

equipment. However, most of these information systems are heterogeneous and do

not have a uniform information interaction mechanism [1]. Heterogeneous equip-

ment of range brings the problem of information management and equipment long-

distance control in real time. Therefore, it is necessary to design an equipment

information management system using information and network techniques

[2]. Currently there are several information management mechanisms such as

Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) [3], Desktop Management Inter-

face (DMI) [4], and CommonManagement Information Protocol (CMIP) [5]. These

mechanisms adopt middleware architectures for generating the interface between

heterogeneous systems. Among the commonly used middleware architectures,

PHP, Java servlets, and Enterprise Java Beans (EJB), Java servlets can be located

on a separate machine for better load balancing [6]. This paper presents the design
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of an equipment information system based on Web services that uses Java servlet

middleware architecture. The main design and realization processes are briefly

described in what follows.

98.2 Design of an Equipment Information System

98.2.1 System Function

An equipment information system needs to have two main system functions:

equipment synthesis information management and real-time equipment long-

distance control. Equipment synthesis information management mainly includes

the following features: equipment information maintenance, real-time equipment

performance index, real-time equipment state monitoring, equipment maintenance

process management, real-time equipment information statistics, and equipment

disposal state index. Real-time equipment long-range control mainly includes two

parts: real-time equipment-running-state long-distance show in real time and real-

time equipment running process long-range control.

98.2.2 System Architecture

The system architecture of equipment information systems based on Web services

is shown in Fig. 98.1, which consists of equipment, system users, and servers. The

servers, equipment, and system users are connected by a test network through a

Web service.

Servers includes Web servers, application servers, database servers, and flow

media servers. Web servers supply information management functions, such as, for

example, requirement analysis, safety checkup, browse control, and database

browse function disposal, for system users and equipment. Application servers

supply application rules and common function modules for the whole information

system, which makes it possible to process all types of equipment information and

show it in multiple forms. Database servers save equipment data information, and

flow media servers save equipment flow media information.

System users are responsible for their interaction with information systems,

which includes functions of user information input and user checkup results feed-

back. Equipment mainly carries out functions having to do with equipment infor-

mation such as equipment real-time state upload, daily data input, and running log

file saves using middleware methods. Otherwise, both system users and equipment

can access, process, and display equipment information being saved in database

servers and flow media servers based on their requirements.
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98.3 Realization of Equipment Information System

98.3.1 Equipment Synthesis Information Management

The layered architecture of an equipment synthesis information management sys-

tem is illustrated in Fig. 98.2. Equipment synthesis information management is

divided into three layers: a resource layer, a service layer, and an application layer.

98.3.1.1 Resource Layer

A resource layer is a database for the storage of equipment information, including

data information and flow media information. The database is constructed by

Oracle [7], which manages multiple data types, such as, for example, setting

parameters, original experiment files, process data, result data, equipment docu-

ments, and equipment image, audio, and video data. In addition, the database is

mainly composed of five databases: a basic equipment information database, an

extended equipment information database, an equipment specification file database,

an equipment interface feature database, and a file database for equipment control

in long distance.

The basic equipment information database stores basic equipment information,

which includes, for example, equipment ID, type, model number, manufacturer,

factory name, work state, maintenance record, user, and disposal unit.

The extended equipment information database stores extended equipment infor-

mation, which includes equipment function description, description of general

Equipment 1

Test network (Web service)

Middleware

Equipment 2

Middleware

Equipment n

Middleware

System user 1

System user n

System user 2

Web
server

Application
server

Database
server

Flow media
server

Switcher Switcher

Fig. 98.1 Equipment information system architecture
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condition, position information, configuration information, and environment infor-

mation (such as air temperature and humidity).

The equipment specification file database stores equipment specification files,

which include equipment working theory specification files, equipment usage, and

maintenance specification files.

The equipment interface feature database stores equipment interface features,

which include equipment software and hardware interface types, communication

protocol descriptions, packaging description.

The file database for equipment control in long distance stores files for equip-

ment control in long distance, which includes equipment virtual object models and

component models.

98.3.1.2 Service Layer

A service layer is a layer between the resource and application layers that is

responsible for the organization and management of a database and provides the

interface for application software. The services supported by the service layer are

based on the Web service methods and composed of equipment index services,

equipment management services, equipment maintenance services, and safety

management services. Equipment index services include equipment list index

service and equipment detail information index service. Equipment management

services include, for example, adding equipment, removing equipment, updating

Data
information

Database

server

Flow midea
information

Flow midea

server

Application
service

Application

server

Web service

Web

server

Equipment

user

System

user

Resource level
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Fig. 98.2 Layer architecture of equipment synthesis information management
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equipment information, and relocating equipment maintenance services include

starting maintenance and stopping maintenance services. Safety management ser-

vices include user manage service and safety verification.

98.3.1.3 Application Layer

The application layer supplies equipment information input, use, and management

functions for equipment and system users, which include an equipment information

logging function, an equipment information maintenance function, real-time equip-

ment performance monitoring, real-time equipment information statistics, and an

equipment disposal state index. All the software of the application layer is devel-

oped in the form of Browser/Server, by which equipment and system user can load

application service and use system information through a browser.

98.3.2 Equipment Long-Distance Control in Real Time
Based on Middleware

Equipment long-range control in real time based on middleware contains two main

parts: connecting way and packaging way of equipment.

98.3.2.1 Connecting Equipment Hardware

The ways in which equipment hardware is connected can be divided into direct and

indirect ways. The direct way is suitable for equipment with control computers, on

which middleware can be run (Fig. 98.3). The indirect way is suitable for equipment

without control computers or computers on which middleware cannot be run

(Fig. 98.4). As we see from Fig. 98.3, the middleware is running on the equipment

control computer. As the connecting hardware, the equipment control computer

directly connects the equipment with the test network, and the equipment control

software transmits information with middleware through an object model, which

realizes the equipment long-range control in real time.

As we see from Fig. 98.4, the middleware is running on the equipment access

computer. The equipment access computer, as the connecting hardware, connects to

the test network on one side and to the equipment on the other side by Ethernet or

RS422 interface.
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98.3.2.2 Packaging Equipment

Equipment is packaged as a resource model. The resource includes an object model

and a component model. An object model is the abstract presentation of resources in

a test system. A component model is used to operate object model.

The basic packaging steps are as follows.

Step 1: The resource object model is constructed using PowerDesigner [8] and

exported as description XML files of the object model.

Step 2: The interface window of component model is designed by Qt Designer [9]

and exported as UI files.

Step 3: The protocol is defined by a protocol designer [10] and exported as protocol

formatted files.

Equipment control computer
Equipment

actuator

Middleware Equipment
software

Test netw
ork (W

eb service)

Fig. 98.3 Diagram of

direct connection

Equipment access computer

Ethernet or
Middleware EquipmentInterface

RS422

 

Test netw
ork (W
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Step 4: The component model is produced using middleware API and component

designer software that loads the XML files, UI files, and protocol formatted files

and is exported as DLL files [11, 12].

98.4 Experimental Study

To compare the performance of different middleware architectures, some experi-

ments were conducted, and the results are shown in Table 98.1.

As we see from Table 98.3, Java servlet middleware produces a higher peak

interaction throughput per minute at a lower CPU utilization rate because of the

reduction in database index.

After the equipment information management system was built, test experiments

were conducted. The results are shown in Tables 98.2 and 98.3.

As we see from Table 98.2, when the number of system users increases, the

browser response time increases. When there are up to 200 users, the browser

response time is less than 2.5 s, which shows that the system database is well

organized and the system has a quick response speed.

As we can see from Table 98.3, the average information transmission delay time

is basically the same regardless of the amount of equipment connected to the

network. And the information transmission delay time is very small, which satisfies

the requirement of real-time equipment control.

The experimental results show that the system we built has a quick browser

response speed and small information transmission delay, which means it is capable

of carrying out the functions of equipment synthesis information management and

equipment long-range control in real time.

Table 98.1 Performance of PHP, Java servlets, and EJB

Middleware

architecture

Peak interaction throughput per

minute

CPU utilization at peak throughput

(%)

PHP 520 70

Java servlets 630 70

EJB 370 100

Table 98.2 Browser response time with different numbers of system users at the same time

Number of system users 10 40 60 150 200

Browser response time (s) 1 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.3

Table 98.3 Average information transmission delay time with different amount of equipment

Pieces of equipment 2 3 5 10 30

Information transmission delay (ms) 108 110 112 114 114
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Conclusion

In summary, this paper describes an equipment information management

system based on Web services that can perform equipment synthesis infor-

mation management and equipment long-range control in real time. Using the

equipment information management system, the automatic level of equip-

ment control is largely improved, and information management is more

scientific and convenient.
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Chapter 99

Maximal Service Profit in MAS-Based Cloud
Computing Considering Service Security

Shengji Yu, Hongyu Chen, and Yanping Xiang

Abstract In recent years, new computing paradigms have been proposed and

adopted such as cloud computing. Service is an important aspect in cloud comput-

ing. From service provider’s perspective, a major concern is the method to get

maximal service profit. The chapter describes a model-based multi-agent for

processing user’s service. The optimal service task partition and distribution is

given in the model for maximizing service profit. In the model, genetic algorithm

and universal generating function technique are proposed for solving the optimiza-

tion problem. Considering user’s security demand for the service, the model pre-

sents a method using service security level to satisfy the needs of user. Illustrative

examples are presented.

Keywords Cloud computing • Multi-agent • Service security • Maximal service

profit • GA • Universal generating function

99.1 Introduction

Service is an important aspect in cloud computing. The service can be a software,

infrastructure, or platform [1]. One of the most important measures of service

performance is the service time [2]. From the service provider’s perspective, a

major concern is to find a scheduling method to maximize the service profit. There

are a large number of resources in cloud computing, and multi-agent system is

appropriate for managing plenty of resources. Therefore, multi-agent system is

proposed for resource management in cloud computing.

Because of external attacks, the service security should be considered. Security

level is adopted for the proposed approach. The proposed approach should find the

optimal service partition and distribution considering service security. Genetic

algorithm is very efficient in solving optimization problem. Universal generating

function is applied to calculate the expected service price.
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Maximal profit was considered by optimal service task partition and allocation,

without attention to service security and multi-agent [2]. Redundancy distribution

approach was considered to minimize service cost in grid computing, without

attention to service profit and cloud computing [3]. The service time minimization

was considered without attention to service cost [4].

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows Table 99.1. Section 99.2 presents

the model for processing service. Section 99.3 describes service security level and

scheduling agent selection. Section 99.4 describes the algorithm and technique for

maximizing the service profit. In Sect. 99.5, illustrative examples are provided.

Section Conclusion gives conclusions.

Table 99.1 Notations

m: service security level, for m¼ 1, 2, 3 E(W): the price of service

P: the profit of service Vr: the cost of resources exe-

cuting the task

Vc: the cost of communication channels executing the task λj: failure rate of resource j

Vpr: the cost of protecting the resources u-function: universal generating
function

Vpc: the cost of protecting the communication channels M: unacceptable service time

B: success probability of resource or communication channel Θ: random service time

πj: failure rate of communication channel j Θf: the fth realization of Θ

Pj(tij): probability of EB j be successfully finished Qf: probability of realization Θf

of Θ

F: total number of realizations of Θ Ni: the number of times sched-

uling agent i running

Mi: the number of times scheduling agent i be attacked when

running

pi: the security probability of scheduling agent i, it’s equal to
(Ni�Mi)/Ni

ui,{j}(z): the u-function to define PMF of resource j’s execu-
tion time for EBi

Ui(z): the u-function to define PMF of EB i’s execution time

U(z): the u-function to define PMF of entire service task

execution time

qresj (t): probability that resource j fails before time t

qcomj (t): probability that communication channel j fails before

time t

em: security probability lower bound according to service

security level m

A: external attacks density (reduction ratio on success prob-

ability of each resource and communication channel, A> 1)

D: protection density (rising ratio on success probability of

each resource and communication channel, 1<D�A)
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99.2 The Model

This section presents an agent-based model for processing the user’s service. It

includes two kinds of agents, which are global agent and scheduling agent. Each

agent consists of four modules, which are monitor module, analyzer module,

planner module, and executor module. The structure of model can be described in

Fig. 99.1.

When a service request arrives, the monitor module of global agent receives the

service task information, which includes service security level, input data blocks,

task computational complexity, and other parameters. Then, the analyzer module of

global agent sends the collected service task information to all scheduling agents.

Once the monitor module of each scheduling agent receives the service task

information, the analyzer module of scheduling agent needs to make a decision

whether to add extra protection according to the service security level. The details

will be presented in Sect. 99.3.

The analyzer module of scheduling agent guides the intra-scheduling process by

the effective optimization tools, such as genetic algorithm and universal generating

function. When the analyzer module of scheduling agent obtains the maximal profit

and its corresponding policy, it returns a message including the maximal profit to

the analyzer module of global agent.

When the analyzer module of global agent receives the messages of all

scheduling agents, it will select the scheduling agent according to the largest profit.

Global agent Scheduling agent

User

Fig. 99.1 The structure of model
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The selected results will be sent to the planner module of global agent. The planner

module will send a notification to the selected scheduling agent.

Once the selected scheduling agent receives the notification, it replies a confir-

mation notification to the global agent and then the planner module of the selected

scheduling agent arranges the task partition and distribution for execution

according to the policy that provides the maximal profit.

Then the executor module of selected scheduling agent performs the execution

plan and returns the final execution results to global agent. Since a completed

execution does not necessarily mean that the service is successful, the monitor

module of global agent needs to trigger a rescheduling process in case the execution

has failed. The final execution results are reported to the executor of the global

agent, which outputs the results of the implementation to the customers.

99.3 Service Security Level and Scheduling Agent Selection

99.3.1 Service Security Level

When external attacks occur, the scheduling agent may have a failure. Therefore

service time may be delayed. Thus, service security level is provided for customers

to choose, which according to the lower bound required for scheduling agent’s

security probability. The higher the security level is, the higher the lower bound

is. Scheduling agent’s security probability is the probability of scheduling agent not

being attacked. Take scheduling agent i, for example, its security probability is

given in Eq. (99.1).

pi ¼ Ni �Mið Þ=Ni ð99:1Þ

If pi� em, the scheduling agent doesn’t need to consider extra protection because
the service security level is satisfied; otherwise the scheduling agent i needs to add

protection.

Assume the protection density as D and D�A.

Proposition D is at least [A * (em� pi) + 1� em]/(1� pi).

Proof
∵pi � Bþ 1� pið Þ � B� D=A � em � Bþ 1� emð Þ � B=A

∴A � D � A em � pið Þ þ 1� em½ 
= 1� pið Þ

□

If the scheduling agent needs to add protection, the density of protection is at

least [A * (em� pi) + 1� em]/(1� pi). Simply, the least density [A *

(em� pi) + 1� em]/(1� pi) is selected for the following study.
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99.3.2 The Scheduling Agent Selection

Different combination of subtasks, resources, and communication channels would

cause different service time and profit. Assuming that a combination is given, we

need to calculate the scheduling agent’s profit.

Firstly, the service price is described in Sect. 99.4. Then, the service cost is

considered. The whole cost consists of four aspects: Vr, Vc, Vpr, and Vpc. Vr and Vc

can be computed according to the execution time and execution unit cost. Vpr and

Vpc can be computed according to the execution time, protection density D, and
protection unit cost. The service cost is given in Eq. (99.2).

V ¼ Vr þ Vc þ Vpr þ Vpc ð99:2Þ

Next, the scheduling agent’s profit can be computed in Eq. (99.3).

P ¼ E Wð Þ � Vr � Vc � Vpr � Vpc ð99:3Þ

Finally, we need to find the optimal combination in order to get the maximal

profit. As we know, GA (genetic algorithm) is very efficient in solving this kind of

problem, so we use GA to choose the optimal combination.

When all scheduling agents have calculated the maximal service profit, the

global agent would select the scheduling agent, which has the largest profit.

99.4 Maximizing the Service Profit

The GA has been proven to be an effective optimization tool for a large number of

complicated problems [5]. GA is proposed for choosing the optimal combination

that corresponds to the largest profit. Universal generating function technique is

used for calculating the expected service’s price.

The u-function (universal generating function) technique was introduced

[6]. The u-function representing the PMF (probability mass function) of a disperse

random variable Y is defined as a polynomial in Eq. (99.4)

u zð Þ ¼
XN
i¼1

αiZ

yi
ð99:4Þ

where the random variable Y has N possible values and αi is the probability that

Y equals yi.
When resource j and corresponding communication channel j completes EB

i successfully, we assume that the EB execution time is tij and the probability is

Pj(tij). Considering external attacks and protection, failure rate of resource j changes
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to 1� (1� λj)D/A, and failure rate of communication channel j changes to 1�
(1�ωj)D/A.

According to Ebeling [7], the probabilities that resource j and communication

channel j fail before t are given in Eqs. (99.5) and (99.6).

q res
j tð Þ ¼ 1� e� 1� 1�λjð ÞD=A½ 
t ¼ 1� e� 1� 1�λjð Þ A	 em�pið Þþ1�em½ 
= A	 1�pið Þ½ 
f gt ð99:5Þ

q com
j tð Þ ¼ 1� e� 1� 1�ωjð ÞD=A½ 
t

¼ 1� e� 1� 1�ωjð Þ A	 em�pið Þþ1�em½ 
= A	 1�pið Þ½ 
f gt ð99:6Þ

When no failures in resource or communication channel occur during the time tij,
we obtain that the EB is successfully finished; the probability is given in Eq. (99.7).

Pj tij
� � ¼ 1� q res

j tij
� �h i

1� q com
j tij
� �h i

¼ e� 2� 2�λj�ωjð Þ A	 em�pið Þþ1�em½ 
= A	 1�pið Þ½ 
f gtij ð99:7Þ

If any failure in resource or communication channel happens during subtask

execution, the subtask cannot be finished in acceptable time; we denote the unac-

ceptable service time as M. We can use the u-function to define PMF of resource

j computing time for EB i. The u-function is given in Eq. (99.8).

ui, jf g zð Þ ¼ Pj tij
� �

Ztij þ 1� Pj tij
� �� 

ZM ð99:8Þ

In general, one EB is often executed by several resources parallelly. Therefore,

the EB execution time is determined by the shortest resource execution time. Thus,

the u-function to define PMF of each EB execution time is expressed in Eq. (99.9).

Ui zð Þ ¼ ui, jf g �
min

ui, mf g� � � �
min

ui, nf g ð99:9Þ

The entire service task consists of several EB; its execution time is determined

by the longest EB execution time. Thus, the u-function to define PMF of entire

service task execution time is given in Eq. (99.10).

U zð Þ ¼ U1 zð Þ �
max

U2 zð Þ� � � �
max

Uh zð Þ ð99:10Þ

The final u-function U(z) represents the PMF of random service task execution

time Θ in the form: U zð Þ ¼
XF
f¼1

QfZ
Θf . Combining with the tariff, the expected

service price can be determined.
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99.5 Numerical Examples

We assume that the model is composed of one global agent and three scheduling

agents. The security probability of scheduling 1, 2, and 3 is 0.9, 0.93, and 0.75.

Service security level 1, 2, and 3 corresponds to lower bound 0.8, 0.9, and 0.95,

respectively. Scheduling agents 1 and 2 satisfy the security level; they don’t

consider protection. However, scheduling agent 3 needs to consider protection.

Assume external attacks density A as 2. The protection density D can be calculated

by the equation [A * (em� pi) + 1� em]/(1� pi). D is equal to 1.6.

Using the universal generating function and genetic algorithm, we can obtain the

maximal profit of each scheduling agent.

We assume the maximal profit of scheduling agents 1, 2, and 3 is 80.54, 83.63,

and 85.7. So, we select scheduling agent 3, which has the largest profit.

Single-agent system could manage a small amount of resources. However, there

are a large number of resources in cloud computing. Therefore, multi-agent system

is more appropriate for managing plenty of resources in cloud computing.

Conclusion

The chapter considers a multi-agent-based model for processing the user’s

service request in cloud computing. The proposed method considers user’s

security need. Service security level and security probability are presented

and security factors are used as major parameters in universal generating

function which is applied to calculate the expected service price. Though

some of the assumptions made in this chapter look limited, they can be easily

relaxed in further works.
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Chapter 100

Protection Circuit Design of Lithium-Ion
Battery Pack Based on STM32 Processor

Hongtao Zhang, Fen Wu, Hang Zhou, Xiaoli Peng, Chunhua Xiao,

and Hui Xu

Abstract This paper describes a protection circuit based on the STM32F103

processor used for a power lithium battery pack. The protection circuits from

overcharge voltage and current and short circuiting of the battery pack are built

into the system and include data collection, an equilibrium module, and switching

protection. The control strategy regarding battery temperature and voltage equali-

zation between single cell batteries is discussed.

Keywords STM32F103 • Lithium-ion battery • Protection circuit • Balanced

circuit

100.1 Introduction

Lithium-ion batteries are small and have a small self-discharge but a long life. With

the development of electric bicycles and electric vehicles, they will be the most

important type of battery for a very time to come; however, due to strict voltage and

current requirements regarding charge and discharge procedures, once the voltage

or current exceeds a safe range, the temperature of the battery will rise and lead to

permanent damage, which will cause the battery to explode. As a result, the
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protection circuit design of a lithium battery is a key issue in the use of lithium

batteries [1].

This paper presents a lithium-ion battery pack protection circuit design based on

the STM32 chip set. With an STM32F103VET6 controller as the core, efforts have

been devoted to achieving lithium battery overcharge, overdischarge, overcurrent,

and temperature protection, recording the charge–discharge procedure for user

queries, and displaying an alarm icon in case there are problems.

100.2 STM32 Microcontrollers

The STM32F103 controller is made by STMicroelectronics and features a high-

performance 32-bit ARM Cortex-M3 core, high-speed memory (up to 128 KB of

flash memory and 20 KB of SRAM), and three modes, including sleep, shutdown,

and standby modes, which may satisfy low power requirements [2]. The device has

up to 80 general I/O ports, three general 16-bit timers, and a Pulse Width Modu-

lation timer, nine standard and advanced communication interfaces: two I2C, three

USART, two SPI, one USB, and one CAN. In particular, its internal integration

12-bit AD converter with 16 channels and 1 μs fast conversion time make it

unnecessary to add additional A/D chips, which reduces costs.

100.3 Hardware Design

As shown in Fig. 100.1, the design scheme of STM32F103 controlling modules

contains data acquisition (including voltage, current, and temperature), equilibrium,

display, storage, and communication modules. The circuit monitors the battery

status by analyzing the data, which are sent by detection circuits, and then an

internal integrated A/D converter processor module is formed, and the processor

will accordingly dispose them. By observing the current, we can estimate the

battery pack’s charge, discharge, overcurrent, or idle time; By observing the

voltage, we can estimate a battery’s charge, discharge, overcharge, or

overdischarge, and we can also determine whether the battery’s voltage is balanced

and decide whether it is necessary to activate the equilibrium module. By observing

the temperature value, we can determine whether the system is in a normal or

dangerous state, and thus decide whether it is necessary to stop the battery’s

modulus operation and to allow it to cool down. In addition, the processors store

all information by direct memory access in the FLASH of STM32F103 and show

the battery status on the LCD.
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100.3.1 Data Collection

As regards the collection of voltage, current, and temperature data of a lithium-ion

battery, the values measured by the sensors in real time are discrete and sent to

STM32F103 with A/D converter to evaluate the safety risk in accordance with the

established conditions.

• Voltage detection

A lithium-ion battery has strict voltage demands in the charge procedure and

requires real-time detection of single-cell voltage. The information is sent to the

processor to determine the risk of danger, and the processor then responds

accordingly. The course of the voltage detection circuit is shown in Fig. 100.2:

the two-resistor voltage divider mode is used, and two appropriate value resistors

are connected in a series to divide the voltage and send voltage signals to the AD
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Short cut 
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Display
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Fig. 100.1 Overall design

scheme of STM32F103

controlling modules

Fig. 100.2 Schematic of voltage detection and equilibrium circuit
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converter pin of an ATM32F103 processor. Under specific circumstances, the

processor sends the control signals to the switches K1-1–Kn-1; only two switches

can be closed at a time (measure the voltage of B1, for example, then turn off the

K1-1 and K1-2 switches), and they obtain the voltage of the battery by subtracting

the two voltages and then let the voltage pass through an amplifier to match the

A/D converter operating range [3]. Here the internally integrated A/D converters

of the STM32F103 chip are chosen to reduce the cost of the design. In an actual

circuit, a relay or selector can be adopted instead of switches.

• Current detection

In this design, we use the hall closed loop current sensor to obtain the current

value using the current detection circuit shown in Fig. 100.3. The current sensor

captures the current value converted to the corresponding voltage value V1,

sends it to a preprocessing circuit to match the A/D converter operating range,

obtains the voltage V2, and finally sends the signals to the A/D converter. Here

we also use the A/D converter of the STM32F103 chip.

• Temperature detection

Lithium batteries require very high temperatures that range from �20 �C to

+55 �C, but when the temperature is higher than 45 �C, the self-discharge

increases and the capacity decreases, and it is inadvisable to charge quickly.

The temperature of the battery pack is measured by the DS18B20 digital

temperature sensor of the STM32F103 chip in a range of �55 �C to +125 �C.
The temperature of a single-cell lithium-ion battery can be measured using a

thermistor with two batteries sharing one thermistor.

100.3.2 Equilibrium Module

In the battery charge and discharge procedure, the voltage of a single-cell battery

cannot be consistent in the same pack due to the varying performances of all each

individual cell. In a normal charge (discharge) procedure, if one single battery’s

voltage is charged (discharged) to the upper (lower) limit before other batteries,

continuing to charge (discharge) the battery pack will lead to the overcharge

(overdischarge) of a single battery. The equilibrium module is an effective solution

to this problem. The most commonly used equilibrium circuit can be divided into
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S
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P
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Fig. 100.3 Schematic of

current detection circuit
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energy consumption and energy feedback types. The different equilibrium types

include resist equilibrium, capacity equilibrium, and transformer equilibrium.

Resistor equilibrium can transfer extra energy out through the shunt resistor. The

method is simple and low cost, but it can lead to energy waste and is apparently

unsuitable for motive power [4]. Capacitor equilibrium may transfer excess energy

through a capacitor to other cells and thus greatly shorten the equilibrium time, but

the equilibrium current is generally small and does not apply to motive power.

In this design, we achieve a balance in battery pack voltage by using trans-

formers to transfer excess energy from a single cell to other cells based on the

schematic shown in Fig. 100.2. Specifically, a work processor sends control signals

to the Ks switch by analyzing the received voltage information of single cells. If a

single cell has reached the equilibrium point, the Field Effect Transistor (FET)

linked to the battery is always in the open state once the Ks switch closes the

equilibrium circuit. If there no battery reaches the equilibrium point, the FET linked

to the battery is always in a closed state and the equilibrium circuit does not work.

100.3.3 Switching the Protection Circuit

The voltage and temperature signals of each single cell collected by the thermistor-

detection circuit will be sent to the A/D port of the STM32F103 chip, the current

value of the battery packs can be computed using the previously given detection

values, and the temperature value of the battery pack detected by DS18B20 will be

sent to the I/O port of the STM32F103 chip and compared with the upper and lower

limits that have been already established. Switching the protection circuit can

achieve the following main types of protection [5].

• Temperature protection and control

The temperature value measured by DS18B20 is regarded as the environ-

mental temperature [6]. When it is less than �20 �C, the system will shut

down; when it is higher than �20 �C and less than +75 �C, the system will

function; when it is higher than +75 �C, the system power will be cut off;

when the ambient temperature is �20 �C to +10 �C, it will not allow high-

current charging, when it is higher than +55 �C and less than +75 �C, high-
current charging will not be allowed and a high voltage will be produced to

open the cooling fan.

• Overcharging voltage and overdischarging voltage protection

If the cell voltage is between the overvoltage and undervoltage values, the

normal battery charge and discharge will process the normal battery charge

and discharge. If any one cell voltage is above (below) the overvoltage value

(undervoltage value), shut off the overcharge (overdischarge) control to stop the

battery pack from charging (discharging), as shown in Fig. 100.4.
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• Overcharging current and overdischarging current protection

If the battery pack’s charge (discharge) current value exceeds the upper (lower)

current limit, shut off the discharge control terminal and cut off the discharge

circuit.

• Short cut protection

Short-circuit protection is connected to the overdischarge control. If the battery

pack is short-circuited, the protection circuit will pull down the STM32F103

control to shut off and then cut off the charge and discharge circuit. In an actual

circuit, according to the requirements of charge and discharge currents, select

the N-channel MOSFET model; if the required power consumption is large,

more than two MOS transistors can be used in parallel.

100.4 Software Design

The software design of this circuit is comprised of an embedded system based on

the μC/OS operating system, which contains a single battery voltage measurement

procedure, battery current measurement procedure, temperature measurement pro-

cedure, protection control program, LCD display program, and several other mod-

ules. The main flowchart is shown in Fig. 100.5, with T1 for the ambient

temperature and T2 for the single battery temperature.

The voltage and the current value use an A/D converter of the STM32F103 chip

for analog–digital conversion. In the cyclic scan mode, the protection point is

estimated using a comparison program, and in the charging process, the voltage

value is compared to the upper limit voltage value and the current value is

compared to the upper limit current value; in the discharging process, the voltage

value is compared to the lower limit voltage value and the current value is

compared to the lower limit current value. To avoid false judgments of overcharge,
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Fig. 100.4 Schematic of
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overdischarge, and overcurrent situations, the processor should record the duration,

starting protective action if it exceeds the delay time, which is determined by the

interrupt program. When one of the values exceeds the comparison value, the

corresponding time variable will add one, otherwise it is cleared. The main program

will continue to check the timing variables if a time variable exceeds the set value

and return to the corresponding protection operation [7].

The LCD display uses the μC/GUI general embedded software graphical user

interface. The graphic design tasks include a battery status display interface, real-

time battery voltage, current, temperature, and other information display interfaces,

including a parameter setting interface requiring users to set different protection

conditions and a warning icon to notify users of abnormalities in the battery pack

when a protection event occurs [5].
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Conclusion

In this paper, a lithium-ion battery charge and discharge protection circuit

based on STM32F103 was presented using an embedded system to design

software and hardware. Both μC/OS and μC/GUI are revised and

transplanted into the development board. The overcharge voltage,

overdischarge voltage, overcharge current, discharge current, short-circuit

protection of the battery pack and battery temperature control strategy, and

voltage equalization between single-cell batteries were discussed. The circuit

could have a wide range of uses, which conforms to the design trends of

electronic products currently being released.
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Chapter 101

Analysis of an Intelligent 1553B-Bus
Communication Module Design Based
on ARM Platform

Chunlei Song

Abstract The intelligent 1553B-bus communication module based on the ARM

platform is mainly applied to extending the 1553B-bus interface of the Compact

PCI computer system. In terms of hardware, the module adopts the ARM control

unit and dual-port RAM while incorporating the round buffer design with respect to

software, which effectively strengthens the stability of data transmission and

substantially decreases the possibility of data loss during transmission.

Keywords 1553B • Intelligent • CPCI • ARM

101.1 Introduction

The 1553B data bus is comprised of an active bus controller (BC) and up to

31 active remote terminals (RTs), both of which are connected by a redundancy

bus [1]. Each node can function as a BC, RT, or MT bus monitor. However, the

network should have only a BC. The 1553B bus in modern weapon systems has

received increased attention and become a platform in vehicles, ships, aircraft, and

other weapons and constitutes the main pillar of electronic systems.

The maximum data transmission velocity of a 1553B bus is 1 Mbps, which is far

slower than that of a PCI bus. If a 1553B bus is continuously sending or receiving

data, the connection may be interrupted [2], leading to data loss. In most of the

1553B bus modules, a non-intelligent, single-function, single-channel design

method is generally used. Despite the failure of intelligent design to completely

eliminate such a phenomenon, it can effectively reduce the possibility of connec-

tion interruption. This paper’s innovation points are that in hardware design it

adopts the ARM platform and dual-port RAM to improve transmission stability

and in software design it adopts a circular buffer and lower frame rate.
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101.2 Design Principle

The module primarily achieves the intelligent 1553B function. The CPU

(AT91RM9200) is assigned to process the information packets in the 1553B

network [3]. The module mainly consists of AT91RM9200, SDRAM, FLASH,

IDT70V28L (Dual-port RAM), a 61581 (1553B protocol chip), PCI9052, a buffer,

and a level translator. For more details, please refer to Fig. 101.1.

101.3 Implementation Methods: Hardware Design

101.3.1 Design of Buffer

A 16-bit bidirectional data buffer is adopted with the following features: Device

compatible with 3.3 V to 5 V input, 1–4 ns input and output delay, and 1–5.5 ns

delay between the enable pin and the output.

101.3.2 Design of ARM and 1553B Interface

The read/write time for the 61581, the protocol controller of the 1553B, is com-

paratively long (up to 3.5 μs). The processor bus timing therefore fails to directly

match it [4]. After the ARM starts access, the matching between bus timing and

61581 becomes possible via a field-programmable gate array (FPGA). The signal

connection methods are shown in Fig. 101.2.

The 61581 has 64 KB RAM and a 32-byte control register space, which requires

two chip-select signals. The FPGA will use a latched NCS2 and SA address bus

[25:17] to complete the decoding select of two space base addresses. The chip-

select signals output by decoding are the address strobe, /STRBD (chip-select

input), of the 61581 and MEM/REG. The 61581 deems the signals effective if

they last for at least 10 ns. The 61581 will output a /IOEN signal after up to another
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2.8 μs. Then the FPGA used /STRBD, the address strobe, to output MEM/REG

(differentiate the register space and RAM space). The FPGA then decodes the

RD/WR of the 61581 by latched write enabled (NWE) signals and chip-select

signals [5]. If all conditions are consistent with the foregoing, the 61581 will output

a /MEMOUT signal while the FPGA assigns the outputted signal directly to

MENIN, the output signal. During the time when /STRBD remains valid, the

latched address wire and date cable (write operation) will also be valid. TXINHA

and TXINHB will be lowered while SSFLAG will be pulled up. Meanwhile, /

STRBD will be output to a status on ARM, which PIO will judge as to whether it is

a read/write operation. When the 1553B finishes the read/write operation, it will

output a READY signal to the accessor, and the FPGA will return this answering

signal to the ARM.

101.3.3 Logic Implementation for ARM and Dual-Port RAM

There are two spaces inside the dual-port RAM: the 64 KB storage space and 8-byte

SEMPHORE space. The FPGA needs to decode them into two chip-select signals,

/CEOR and /SEMR, through high-order chip select and Address A [25:17] of ARM.

Other control buses can directly connect to each other inside the FPGA.

The access time for the IDT70V28L (the dual-port RAM) is longer than 20 ns.

When the bus speed is 60 MHz, the access time for the processor is approximately
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18 ns. The processor allows insertions of up to 128 wait states. Every time a wait

state is inserted, the read/write will then be extended to a certain period. Insert three

wait states through the FPGA to complete the matching between their timings. This

design uses signal lights to avoid conflicts.

101.3.4 Logic Implementation for PCI9052 and
Dual-Port RAM

The PCI9052 uses the nonmultiplex and periodic read/write model. The

IDT70V28L offers a BUSYL signal in an attempt to avoid any conflict generated

when writing in the same address. Such a signal functions as the interrupt source of

the PCI9052 [6]. The IDT70V28L provides the INTL signal that can be applied

either to communication or as an approach to avoiding any conflict that might arise

in connection with writing in the same address. This signal serves as the interrupt

source for the PCI9052. The operating mode for the IDT70V28L is SEMPHORE,

under which it is entirely possible to avoid conflicts related to simultaneous writing

or concurrent read/write.

101.3.5 Clock

The clock input of the ARM core circuit is supplied by external crystals. The

25 MHz crystal oscillators output two clocks to the FPGA and PCI9052 through

the CY2305 clock distributor (the PCI9052 is a 5 V component while CY2305 and

9052 satisfy the TTL electrical level). A 16 MHz crystal oscillator functions as the

clock input for the 61581 (5 V component).

101.3.6 Power Supply

The same types of voltage converter chips from companies like LINEAR, National

Semiconductor, Texas Instruments, Semtech, and Intersil were considered. The

final decision was made to select the TPS62202 and TPS54312 from Texas Instru-

ments and the ISL6520 from Intersil respectively as the 1.8, 1.2, and 3.3 voltage

converter chips. They all demonstrate a converting efficiency of over 90 % with a

ripple voltage of less than 2.5 %.
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101.3.7 Design of FPGA

As shown in Fig. 101.3, there are three interrupt sources in the FPGA: the dual-port

RAM interrupt, a 1553b interrupt, and a PCI interrupt. Inside the FPGA are five

control registers. The exact port addresses for these registers are determined by SA

[3:1]. The significance of these registers is as follows:

• Indicator register: controls indicators with read/write.

• Interrupt the enable register: functions as an enable interrupt source with

read/write.

• Interrupt register and record the interrupt source states: read only.

• Interrupt the prioritized register and set the priority to enable interrupt source:

read only.

• Control registers inside FPGA with read/write.
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101.4 Software Design

101.4.1 Initialization of ARM Processor

Mainly responsible for interrupting the exception table allocation,

initializing FLASH, setting the clock, initializing SDRAM, initializing the

debug serial port, initializing the coprocessors and different modes of stack

allocations.

101.4.2 Communication Between ARM Processor
and PCI9052

Communication between the ARM and host machine is conducted through dual-port

RAM. In dual-port RAM, a 4-byte address will be used (offset address from 0 to

3). Each byte represents the checksum, transaction passwords, data volume pointer,

data volume with read/write requests, offset address pointer, read/write data offset

indicator, stator word, and return packet confirmation. Based on this information,

two buffer areas are explored within the dual-port RAM, the receiving buffer area

and the sending buffer area.

During the receiving of data, the input buffer generates a timeout interrupt

when there are data in the receiving terminal, leading the input buffer to the flip-flop

stage, or when there are bytes remaining in the buffer area for over 4-byte time frames.

Two situations need to be taken into account. The first situation is when the

receiving buffer area is underfilled, and so data can be directly placed in the area.

The second situation is when the receiving buffer area is filled, making it necessary to

cover the next data in order to guarantee that the received data are always updated.

It is also necessary to inform the host machine every time the receiving buffer area

receives data so that the host machine can accept the data. For instance, when FIFO

receives abcd character and generates interrupt, it is necessary to first press the data

from the input FIFO to the circular receiving buffer area and then changeWp pointer.

Data should be first placed in the receiving buffer area, during which time the Wp

pointer and the receiving counter will each add one more value every time data

are placed there. When the host machine receives data, the Rp pointer will add

one more value while the CNT receiving counter will be decreased by one value,

until the value of the CNT receiving counter is equivalent to zero. At this time, Rp is

equal to Wp. The circular receiving buffer area is shown in Fig. 101.4.

During the sending process, when the host machine is about to send data, the

length of those data will be written into the dual-port RAM with the address offset.

Subsequently, the data that are ready to be sent will be stored in the sending buffer
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area. When they are sent, a byte of data will be sent first. After a sending interrupt

has been generated, the interrupt service subprogram can send the data via output

FIFO, until all the data are sent in the sending buffer area.

101.5 Running Results

On the same host machine, a comparison between the intelligent 1553B module and

ordinary 1553B module has been launched. A 1553B bus analyzer is adopted

to record the frame numbers sent each second. The vertical axis refers to

the sending frequency whose unit is frames/second (f/s), while the horizontal

axis is the time. In Fig. 101.5, the first wave indicates the status for the ordinary
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1553B module of the host machine, which only implements the sending task, and

the second wave refers to the status of the same module, but while it operates other

tasks. In Fig. 101.6, the first wave is the status for the intelligent 1553B module of

the host machine when it is only delivering data, and the second wave is the status

of the same module when it is performing other tasks. A comparison shows that the

nonintelligent module will be significantly affected by the software environment of

the host machine.

Conclusion
The design presented here fully demonstrated the features of the intelligent

1553B communication module. The whole design incorporates a tightly

integrated structure and stable performance, along with a strong anti-

interference capacity.
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Chapter 102

Design of Multichannel Data Real-Time
Processing System Based on Serial Port
Communication

Peigang Jia and Sirui He

Abstract To improve production efficiency, reduce production costs, and realize

automation management under the virtual instrument software LabVIEW graphical

programming language environment in industrial production processes, this paper

uses weighing machines and a temperature acquisition module to collect data, send

the data to a principal computer by multichannel serial port communication,

analyze and process the data on the principal computer, and finally realize real-

time data display and storage functions. The system effectively implements quality

control and management in the production process, and its us in production showed

that it works stably and has excellent reliability and scalability.

Keywords LabVIEW • Multi-channel • Data acquisition • VISA

102.1 Introduction

With advances in industrial automation, the collection, analysis, observation, and

automatic storage of real-time data have become increasingly important in the

production process [1]. And because of its rich function modules and nodes, simple

and intuitive graphical programming language, the virtual instrument software

LabVIEW, which is based on a computer platform, is now widely used in compli-

cated programming tasks, which greatly reduces the time and cost of application

development [2]. Currently, bus technology has been very widely used, but because

of its simple interface and convenient usability [3], serial ports are still widely used

as common data transmission channels between computers and external serial

devices in various kinds of low-speed test systems. And the virtual instrument

system that comprises the RS232 or RS485 serial port communication interface and

personal computers is the main component of these test systems [4].
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In this paper, data are gathered and transferred to a personal computer using

serial port communication based on the LabVIEW programming environment and

information such as, for example, weight, temperature, and quantity, is displayed in

real time on an upper computer, the data are gathered and transferred to a personal

computer and in real time on the computer, and then the quality of the products is

monitored and managed.

102.2 Structural Design of System

102.2.1 System Design Scheme

This system consists of a temperature acquisition module, four weighing machines,

and a computer host. Each production line is equipped with a weighing machine and

connected to the PC host by an RS232 serial port. When a product from the

production line is packaged up and passes the weighing machine on a conveyor

belt, the machine then sent the material number, the package weight, and other

product information to the PC through its corresponding RS232 serial

port. Meanwhile, the temperature acquisition module in turn collects the tempera-

ture of the incoming product material from the production line and the current

environment. If the distance is so long that data transmission is easily disturbed [5],

RS485 serial port communication is selected. A block diagram of the overall system

scheme is shown in Fig. 102.1.

weighing 
machine

temperature 
acquisition 

module

data 
analysis

RS485
serial 
port

RS232
serial 
port

RS232
serial 
port

RS232
serial 
port

LabV
IEW

production 
line

ambient 
temperature

dynamic 
display

data 
storage

RS232
serial 
port

production 
line

production 
line

production 
line

weighing 
machine

weighing 
machine

weighing 
machine

Fig. 102.1 Block diagram of overall system scheme
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102.2.2 System Hardware

102.2.2.1 Temperature Acquisition Module

As a quality indicator of qualified product, the performance of the temperature

sensor will directly affect system stability and reliability. Temperatures at five

locations need to be detected, so the system uses an eight-way PT100 temperature

acquisition module, AE102 (Anyeasy Technology Co., Beijing, China). The AE102

can simultaneously input data from the PT100 temperature sensor through eight

channels and connect to the PLC, DCS, RTU, PC, serial port station, and GPRS

radio equipment directly. At the same time, five PT100 platinum thermal resis-

tances with three-wire were used here as the temperature sensors.

102.2.2.2 Weighing Machine

To output the data about the package weight after the product is packaged on the

production line, the system uses the latest weight display controller, the IND560

(METTLER TOLEDO Co., Switzerland). The IND560 has a 366 Hz A/D conver-

sion rate and a 50 Hz I/O refresh rate; it can precisely measure an object’s weight in

the milligram to ton range and can be connected to a commonly used strain foil

sensor and high-precision electromagnetic force compensation sensor. It also has

many ways of communicating with PLC control and digital I/O ports and provides

an RS-232/422/485 and Ethernet TCP/IP network interface.

102.3 System Software Design

LabVIEW provides rich instrument control function, and uses software program-

ming standards such as, for example, VISA, SCIP, and IVI. In terms of serial port

communication, VISA is the main function of the serial port operation node. A

VISA library resides in the computer system, and its essence is a standard API

interface that is used as a virtual instrument system [6]; and by calling the under-

lying driver to establish a connection between the computer and an instrument [7],

the instrument is controlled by a program. Users can connect with the many

instrument buses, including, for example, GPIB, USB, serial port, PXI, VXI, and

Ethernet, without learning various kinds of communication protocols of instru-

ments using VISA.

This paper mainly uses the node function of VISA Configure, VISA Read, VISA

Write, VISA Close, and VISA Bytes at the serial port. Due to the material packages

are transferred steady from production line by the conveyor belt to the weighing

machine so that data are sent to the machine consecutively, which is a passive data

102 Design of Multichannel Data Real-Time Processing System Based on Serial. . . 891



type. The producer/consumer model was adopted here to obtain data by creating a

queue and using a parallel loop function. This model can solve the problem of data

nonuniform acquisition and processing rate and effectively prevent the loss of data.

The program local block diagram is shown in Fig. 102.2.

However, the temperature acquisition module collects information circularly by

receiving instructions from the principal computer, which is an instrument control

type. The instrument needs time to respond to instructions, and the instructions

from the computer to the serial port also take time to be sent. Thus, a certain delay

between VISAWrite and VISA Read needs to be incorporated into the module. The

local procedure VI is shown in Fig. 102.3, where a 600 ms wait function node was

added.

After the weighing machine sends the data to the buffer, the procedure the data

string that contains the material number and the package weight is automatically

intercepted by the queue, then the config.ini configuration file, which was prestored

in computer, is matched to obtain the weight range. At the same time, the temper-

ature module receives an instruction to ceaselessly query the temperature of the

material and the environment. If the package weight is in a given range and the

temperature difference of the material and the environment is less than 5 �C, then
the system determines that the package is qualified; otherwise, it is unqualified and

the reasons for that are given. Meanwhile, relevant information is displayed on the

panel. Finally, the information is saved to the folder of the corresponding produc-

tion line in the form of an Excel spreadsheet. The storage program is shown in

Fig. 102.4, and Fig. 102.5 gives the entire program flow diagram.

Fig. 102.2 Local diagram of parallel loop serial port communication procedure
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102.4 Application Results

Because there are not enough serial ports on the principal computer to satisfy

system requirements, the AE102 serial port uses a USBTOCOM adapter with a

USB interface to communicate with the computer. In addition, the weighing

machine sends data passively, so the system only needs to connect the RXD,

TXD, and GND pins of the weighing machine serial port to the corresponding

Fig. 102.3 Local diagram of temperature acquisition module procedure

Fig. 102.4 Diagram of data storage program
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serial port pins of the computer. The serial port must be chosen before the

LabVIEW procedure is executed on the computer, and the port is not allowed to

reload midway through the process. The status lamp will give the port a signal

indicating whether it is properly selected.

The panel is shown in Fig. 102.6. When the system is running, it is intuitive for

the user to observe information such as the temperature, weight, quantity, and time

of the four production lines in the production process. To easily detect an unqual-

ified package, which is helpful in managing product quality in a timely manner,

qualified packages are displayed in green and unqualified packages in red. The test

result is shown in the table in real time and in seven rows of data for a display loop

to cover the previous content.

start

configure 
serial port

data coming waiting

create queue

mark
queue

seek beginning
of queue

No

Yes

send
instructions

read buffer

end

data processing 
and display

seek end of
queue

data storage

delay

Fig. 102.5 Flow diagram

of program
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Conclusion

As a virtual instrument development platform with good openness, this paper

described a practical multichannel data acquisition, analysis, and processing

system. Running in an actual industrial environment, the system was shown

to operate simply, conveniently supervised the quality of products in the

production process, and was able to monitor the overall production

process by analyzing a stored spreadsheet. In addition, the system has strong

applicability, reliability, and scalability than currently existing systems.
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Chapter 103

ZigBee-Based Online Dust-Concentration
Monitoring System

Hui Chao and Wang Zhou

Abstract To meet the needs related to detecting dust, this paper describes a system

based on ZigBee communication technology, which allows for smart real-time

monitoring of the concentrations of dust in system fields. The system is mainly

composed of a particulate matter sensor module, data acquisition and processing

module, and a ZigBee communication module. ZigBee communication technology

replaces traditional monitoring systems that transmit data by wired cable or via a

mobile communication base station. The particulate-matter-detecting sensor uses a

PD4NS dust sensor based on the principles of photoelectricity and particle

counting. It can detect particles whose size is greater than 1 μm. Its maximum

detection range is up to 8,000 pcs/283 mL with measured results at Pulse Width

Modulation (PWM). Currently, the system obtains signals sampled by the PD4NS

dust sensor and handled by a microcontrol unit (MCU) and then data are sent to the

monitoring center (PC) via a ZigBee communication network. The system can be

applied to similar monitor systems based on the Internet of Things because of its

simple structure, low cost, and high movability.

Keywords Particulate matter sensor • Wireless sensor networks • ZigBee •

Monitoring system

103.1 Introduction

The International Organization for Standardization (IOS) defines dust as a

suspended solid particle whose size is less than 75 μm. Dust contaminates the

working environment and can directly threaten human health by causing a variety

of occupational lung diseases. Moreover, excessive dust concentration can cause

dust explosions [1, 2]. Traditional dust-monitoring systems usually use a standalone
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monitoring device and requires that the people doing the monitoring enter the

environment carrying equipment to detect dust. This type of system is not only

inefficient and constrained by conditions in the field environment, including tem-

perature and chemicals that may be present, but also requires manual data aggre-

gation, which cannot be done in real time.

To acquire real-time data in dust-sensitive areas, it is of practical significance to

build a wireless network monitoring system; however, some wireless sensor net-

works, for example Bluetooth, while they can replace traditional cable detection

systems, are expensive and operate under short transmission distances [3, 4].

ZigBee communication technology has more advantages as a monitoring system

than other systems. It can directly sequence the spread spectrum on an unlicensed

spectrum, namely, the industrial scientific and medical band (ISM) [2.4 GHz

(global)]. With ZigBee communication technology, a dust-detection system can

be installed without lines, which saves on costs related to building the system; in

addition, a network can be built automatically and the number of nodes and

measurement positions can be changed as desired. Here, the nodes are

low-power. This wireless-network dust-monitoring system has the potential to

become a common application on the Internet of Things [5–8].

103.2 System Structure

The online monitoring system is composed of three modules: a particulate matter

sensor module, a data collection and processing module, and the ZigBee commu-

nication module. The particulate matter sensing structure is designed to detect dust

concentrations (the number of particles in a unit volume) in real time. The second

module converts electrical signals collected by the dust sensor into data, which can

be displayed on the digital display device and transmitted to the monitoring center

by the ZigBee module at the same time. Finally, the data are processed and

graphically displayed on a computer monitor (Fig. 103.1).

103.2.1 Data Collection and Processing Module

This experiment uses a Micro Control Unit (MCU) (STC12C5A60S2) as the main

control chip of the system. Compared with the ARM series, the MCU-51 series

Fig. 103.1 Schematic

diagram of system
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features a simpler structure and a wider application; therefore, the system is

implemented using the MCU-51. The STC12C5A60S2 is treated as the main

control chip that mainly processes data from the dust sensors, displays data by

LED devices, and communicates data through the ZigBee modules.

103.2.2 Particulate Matter Sensor Module

This experiment uses a PD4NS as the particulate matter sensor (Fig. 103.2). The

resistance heater in the sensor can inhale air automatically when heated. Particles

whose diameter is more than 1 μm, such as, for example, cigarette smoke, house

dust, mold, pollen, and spores, can be detected by the sensor. The sensor has a

maximum detection range of 8,000 pcs/283 mL with the measured results at PWM.

The PD4NS dust sensor is reliable for detecting particulate matter based on the

principle of detecting and separating particles. The PD4NS dust sensor circuit is

mainly composed of an LM324 (quad operational amplifier), an infrared (IR) LED,

IR photodiode, slide rheostat (potentiometer), and capacitance (Fig. 103.3). The IR

photodiode is a Positive/Negative junction with photosensitive characteristics and

unidirectional conductivity; therefore, it needs to add a reverse voltage while

operating. Because of the IR LED, the module may avoid the effects of visible

light. When the photodiode is not under light, there is only a very small reverse

leakage current called a dark current; at this time, the photodiode is cut off. When

the photodiode is exposed to light, the reverse leakage current increases and forms a

photocurrent that varies with the incident light intensity. The photodiode transfers

the dust information into a weak electrical signal. Part 3 (one op-amp of LM324) of

the op-amp (operational amplifier) is an amplifier of an AC circuit. Circuit magni-

fication is 1 +R5/R4 (approximately 79). The VR3 and R2 play a role in creating

the partial pressure in the circuit when connected to the photodiode. Part 4 (one op-

Fig. 103.2 PD4NS

particulate matter sensor
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amp of LM324) of the op-amp is an amplifier just like part 3, and the circuit

magnification is 1 + (VR3+R9)/R8 (approximately 11). C3 and C2 are used in

AC coupling, by which only the AC signal can pass and the DC signal is isolated

(or power) in order to avoid the effects of the operating point of an amplifier. Both

parts 1 and 2 of th eop-amp are voltage comparators. Their reference voltages are

respectively 2.5 V and 1.0 V. The signal of the dust after amplification accesses the

inverting input terminals of parts 1 and 2 of the op-amp. When the input signal

voltage is greater than the reference voltage, the sensor inputs a low level of

voltage; otherwise, it inputs a high level of voltage. The working chart obtained

by Agilent OSC (MS07054A) is shown in Fig. 103.4.

In Fig. 103.4, the pink line represents signal 1, marked TP, after two operating

amplifiers and before entering the two voltage comparators. The green line repre-

sents signal 2 output by the external pin 2 of the dust sensor. The blue line

represents signal 3 output by the external pin 4 of the dust sensor. The green and

blue dotted lines in Fig. 103.4 stand for the reference voltages in part 1 (2.5 V) and

part 2 (1.0 V), respectively. Signal 1, through inverting the input terminal of parts

1 and 2 respectively, in contrast to the reference voltages of 2.5 V and 1.0 V, turns

into signals 2 and 3.

According to the principle of particle counting, the number of measured voltage

pulses refers to the number of particles, and the signal intensity of the measured

voltage pulses represents the size of the particles. Thus, according to signals 2 and

3, the two corresponding dust concentrations can be analyzed qualitatively. The

pulse waveform of signal 2 indicates a larger particle, and the pulse waveform of

signal 3 indicates a smaller particle.

As shown in Fig. 103.4, in the experiment, small particles certainly exist when

big particles arise. If the reference voltage of the two comparators changes contin-

uously (1.0–4.5 V), more ranges of particle concentration can be obtained with

postprocessing because of the relationship of particle size to voltage amplitude.

Fig. 103.4 Output1 and Output2
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103.2.3 ZigBee Communication Module

To satisfy the requirements of small and low-cost sensors for use in wireless

networks, the ZigBee Alliance, established in 2002, has defined a wireless com-

munication technology. The ZigBee protocol follows the IEEE 802.15.4 standard

because wireless sensor networks (WSNs) employs lower data rate requirements

but with higher specifications. The ZigBee network features low costs, self-

configuration, and a multihop mesh network with security services based on a

128-bit AES algorithm added to the security model. It is provided by IEEE

802.15.4, which encourages its use in the monitoring field.

Although WSNs come in many varieties, the ZigBee has its own unique advan-

tages. Compared with Wi-Fi, the general packet radio service (GPRS), and

Bluetooth, ZigBee technology basically has several characteristics as follows:

low system power consumption, low cost, safe data transmission, flexible working

frequency band, large network capacity, and a flexible network structure. In par-

ticular, ZigBee technology has the capability to network automatically upon

powering on the modules, for example, when a network module is powered

down, the network has the capability to perform self-repair.

This experiment uses the DRF2618-ZUSB and DRF2619A as the coordinator

and router nodes, respectively. In the same ZigBee network, all nodes must have the

same channel and PAN ID. Data transmission is carried out via transparent trans-

mission and short addresses. By configuring the sending module in a certain way,

the sending module will transmit data with a short address of itself attached at the

end of such data; then the receiving module receives an additional 2 bytes of data

(the short address).

103.3 System Software Design

The software of the online monitoring system includes the main program, a PWM

data sampling subroutine, two external interrupt subroutines, a serial port subrou-

tine, a timer subroutine (Timer0 interrupt program), and a LED display program.

The main flowchart of the program is shown in Fig. 103.5. The main program starts

with the initialization of variables. The system can automatically detect the con-

centration of dust based on the data displayed on the LED in real time. The MCU

sends data to the monitoring center using ZigBee communication technology every

8 s, and the data are stored at the monitoring center of the host to process the dust

data later; therefore, we can obtain the concentration of dust particles

(1 μm< dust< 2.5 μm) and particles (2.5 μm< dust). Figure 103.6 is a flowchart

of a serial port interruption. It can process the data sent to the monitoring center

when the MCU receives commands from the host; in this sense, it is a bidirectional

communication.
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103.4 Experimental Results

An experimental dust-monitoring system was built, as shown in Fig. 103.7. The

experimental data are shown on LEDs of a department unit of a note, which counts

both external pulses from a PD4NS dust sensor for every 8 s of sampling when

detection is being performed. Then the MCU sends the results to the monitoring

center using the ZigBee communication technology. Figure 103.8a shows a group

of the data “00160010” displayed on 8 units LEDs at one of the nodes, while the

four digits on the left, 0016, represent the number of pulses of particles

(1 μm< dust< 2.5 μm) detected in 8 s of sampling and the four digits on the

right, 0010, represent the number of pulses of particles (2.5 μm< dust) collected at

the same time as that mentioned earlier. Figure 103.8b shows the results (data list

table) of detecting dust from the monitoring center. The two values 14 3E represent

the short address of the router. The data 16 and 10 are the first group of data in the

list and represent the number of particles (1 μm< dust< 2.5 μm and 2.5 μm< dust,

respectively) corresponding to the number displayed on the LEDs. The last column

in the data list table represents the time when the data are received. We can see that

the monitoring center receives data every 8 s.

Fig. 103.8 Experimental data

ZigBee network
PWM

Sensor data

Dust data 
DRF2619A DRF2618-ZUSB

Data collection and
Processing 

PC

NO.1 (Router)

NO.N (Router)

Dust monitor module 

……Coordinator

Host Computer

NO.2 (Router)

Fig. 103.7 Architecture of dust-monitoring system
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Conclusion

This paper presented the design of an online monitoring system for dust

detection using ZigBee communication technology. When the ZigBee mod-

ule is connected to the MCU (STC12C5A60S2) microprocessor, the monitor

system can provide more flexibility and mobility and save money and energy

spent on integrated wiring; in addition, the system collects information on

dust concentration using the PD4NS sensor and then the information is

processed by the MCU (STC12C5A60S2). It measures two dust concentra-

tions in the system field. Moreover, the monitoring system proves the feasi-

bility of ZigBee technology applied in wireless monitor systems featuring

sound expansibility and broad application prospects.
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Chapter 104

The Application of WeChat to the University
Laboratory Management Information
System

Jiangsheng Zhao and Xi Huang

Abstract In the current mobile Internet era, mobile applications to university

laboratory management information systems represents a broad trend. This paper

states the necessity and feasibility of incorporating WeChat into a management

information system by comparing WeChat and mobile apps. At the same time, we

analyze some important problems that arise between system design and system

realization. In addition, some examples of practical applications are given. The

application of WeChat not only injects much fresh energy into the traditional

laboratory information system but also provides a new way of managing university

laboratories.

Keywords Mobile Internet • University laboratory management information

system • WeChat • University laboratory management

104.1 Introduction

104.1.1 Overview of University Laboratory Management
Information System

The university laboratory serves as an important base for experimental teaching and

scientific research, and the level of its management has a direct effect on the

cultivation of talent and scientific research of the university [1]. The university

laboratory management information system (abbreviated as “lab information sys-

tem” in what follows) is an important part of the management of the university lab;

therefore, it should have a common platform for students, teachers, and laboratory

managers. Through the platform, students and teachers can obtain access to the

resources they need conveniently, and laboratory managers can provide better

service. The people serving in these three roles not only facilitate access to the
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latest information about the lab but they can also communicate with each other

conveniently using the information system. This kind of information system can

greatly improve the quality and level of management and help to bring about the

modernization of laboratory management.

104.1.2 Overview of WeChat

On January 15, 2013, the official account of Tencent Weibo announced that the

number of WeChat users had broken the 300 million mark [2], which was a

landmark of great historic significance. Moreover, this happened just 2 years after

the birth of WeChat version 1.0. In 2013, WeChat had become the hottest mobile

Internet application [3].

With the rapidly increasing number of WeChat users, the large market that

originally belonged to Weibo was divided up. Many of Weibo’s users turned to

WeChat. Registering a WeChat account is becoming fashionable among university

students. Therefore, incorporating WeChat into the laboratory information system

to provide a more convenient and faster service for students and teachers is an

urgent issue that must be solved.

104.2 Requirement Analysis of System

104.2.1 Necessity and Feasibility of Incorporating WeChat
into a Laboratory Information System

This is the era of the mobile Internet. Entering a long URL and accessing the

laboratory information system via computer are now outdated practices [4]. A

preferred method of accessing the system is by smart phone or tablet. This would

allow students and teachers to obtain the latest information on time, and apply for

these research equipment, meeting rooms, and labs conveniently. Moreover, the

laboratory manager can check the usage states of the labs and equipment. WeChat

is a very suitable platform to satisfy the aforementioned requirements for the

following reasons:

1. The application of WeChat embodies the idea of the mobile Internet, and it can

provide service anytime, anywhere. This breaks through the great limitation of

traditional information systems, which require computers. Meanwhile, WeChat

already has a wide group of users, including the users of laboratory information

systems, namely, the teachers and students at colleges and universities. And this

paves the way for the import of WeChat to laboratory information systems.

2. WeChat can bring revolutionary change to information systems. The traditional

information system requires users to remember long URLs, domain names, or
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arcane long number strings. However, WeChat is more convenient; the user need

only scan the QR code and follow the account.

3. WeChat has a message pushing function that traditional information systems do

not have. Traditional information systems can only send e-mail or chargeable

text messages, which would make the receiver feel inconvenienced or even tired.

However, in WeChat, the service account can send a group message every

month, and then the other users can click the related menu to retrieve the

message. If users think that it is a useful or interesting message, they can share

it with their circle of friends.

4. WeChat also introduces a significant change in laboratory management. To

obtain basic information and usage information on laboratory equipment, stu-

dents need only use WeChat to scan the QR code to decide whether to apply for

one piece free equipment at once. A laboratory manager also can scan the QR

code to obtain statistical information on laboratory equipment use, which is very

useful for routine lab inspections or for visitors.

In conclusion, applying WeChat to a traditional laboratory information system

can improve the system.

Regarding feasibility, transforming the current system into a B/S-based

(Brower/Server) laboratory information system would be very inexpensive. First,

the amount work involved in constructing a Web site in WeChat that would be

suitable for equipment with small screens, such mobile phones, is limited because

no back-end work is involved. And if the front page of the original information

system is suitable for mobile equipment, then the cost would be even lower.

Second, WeChat’s platform features menus and auto response services, which

would help in quickly completing the information system.

104.2.2 Comparison of WeChat and App

Through the preceding discussion, based on the current technologies, the manager

can select developing the mobile app or creating an official WeChat account to

mobilize the information system by the WeChat platform. The reasons for choosing

WeChat rather than the mobile app are as follows:

1. Cost of development [5]: It is easily to accomplish the Web site and the mobile

Web site on WeChat, with few difficulties and at a low cost.

2. Cost of promotion: the most prominent feature of WeChat is its circle of friends,

which makes sharing easy. Moreover, promoting it is very easy, while the app

must be developed from scratch, which is difficult.

3. Convenience: WeChat is a widely used application. It is easy to determine

whether an information system is added to the WeChat platform. The official

WebChat account has its own management system. However, application of the

laboratory information system app is unusual, so that many users will have a

hard time finding it among those numerous applications.
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The app certainly has a better user interface. But an exhaustive comparison

between the app and WeChat shows clearly that WeChat is the better choice.

104.2.3 Functions and Principles Suitable for Realizing
in the WeChat Public Number

The traditional laboratory information system has many base modules, such as, for

example, a press release, equipment application, machine application, meeting

room application, message board, and recruitment advertising. Similarly, a WeChat

official account must also have these modules. In addition, there exist other optional

modules, such as, for example, the management subsystem for a graduation project,

a registration system, and a questionnaire survey. These modules usually include

some functions that are not suitable for WeChat. For example, the press release

includes a press list, press details, and press background management; however, the

press background management function is not suitable for WeChat.

To use the mobile equipment, some principles must be considered to determine

whether to appear these functions or not.

First, the functions which should be reserved must have little input, such as

displayint news, or approving a workflow.

Second, given the size of the screen, some of these Web pages must be

redesigned, namely, the mobile Web pages should be redesigned to remove those

unnecessary parts and get to be lightweight ones.

104.3 Several Problems in System Design
and Implementation

104.3.1 Service Account Versus Subscription Number

In WeChat version 5.0, the official account is classified as the service account and

the subscription account. The differences between them are given in Table 104.1.

It is clear from the preceding comparison that the subscription account is mainly

used to promote a product or business, while the service account is mainly used to

provide a service for users. A feature-rich and fully customizable menu would

provide users with a more full-service experience. The subscription account with a

push message one time per day would help promote itself quickly.

Our aim here is to show that the laboratory information management system will

provide more and better services to students and teachers and not merely demon-

strate that such a system exists at the university. Therefore, we should choose the

service account rather than the subscription account.
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104.3.2 WeChat Menu Design Menu

The menu represents very important content in the service account because the

main orientation of the service account is to let users choose the service they need

independently. Therefore, a custom menu is very important. Every WeChat account

can construct only the three first level menu items, and each first-level menu can

create five second-level menu items, which makes the use of menus valuable.

The functions of a laboratory management information system need to be

analyzed. The first major function is the online machine application. Students do

not need to go find some teacher for a signature; they simply retrieve it online.

Therefore, this function should be displayed in the menu.

The second major function is the application of lecture hall, namely, not only

teachers but also students can directly apply the appreciating hall online. However,

displaying four Chinese characters in the WeChat menu item is the best choice.

Therefore, we set it as “classroom application.”

Now, the system has many applications, so the approval of leaders can also be

realized in WeChat. Clearly, almost all examining operations only include agree-

ing, disagreeing, and providing some reasons that would make the approval flow

confirm that the mobile is able to display simple and light content.

The third major function is obviously the management of students. This function

is more complicated and has and the student information have a few changes.

Therefore, this function is not in the design because it is not suitable for WeChat.

In conclusion, the three first-level menu items must display Machine applica-
tion, Classroom application, and More, and there are two second-level menus,

Pending works and About us in the first-level menu More.

104.3.3 Auto Response Design

The WeChat service account lets users actively select the menu. In addition, it also

provides auto responses for users to query, that is, users need only send messages

with the corresponding content under the developer mode.

Table 104.1 Differences between service account and subscription number

Service account Subscription number

Group-send message One/month One/day

Message display Chatting list Subscription number folder

Push reminder Yes No

Menu Yes No
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After analyzing the main functions of the management system, The query of

machine and lecture hall must be responded automatically. Therefore, we use the

following keywords for query. The words in quotation marks are the words the user

needs to input.

1. Input “Empty machine positions”: these three words sent to the service account

allow the user to obtain the available machine positions.

2. Input the machine number directly: in laboratory management, each machine

has a unique number. The user inputs the number to obtain the details of the

queried number. The details include whether or not the machine is occupied,

who occupies the machine, and the specific configuration of the machine.

3. Input laboratory name: the user inputs the laboratory name to find out basic

information about the laboratory and about available machines in the lab.

4. Input the name of the lecture hall and “arrangement”: this operation allows users

to obtain the arrangement of the appreciating hall during this week.

104.3.4 Micro Nameplate Design

Naturally, WeChat could not exist without the technology of QR code. Use of QR

code technology can generate a QR code nameplate for each lab. The students only

need to scan the nameplate to obtain details about lab usage and the configuration of

the machines in the lab. Then the free machines have many buttons. Users can click

button directly to apply for the corresponding machine, which is simple and

convenient. Similarly, a visitor at the lab can also scan the nameplate to obtain

specific usage information and some simple tables.

104.3.5 Screen Width

When developing applications related to mobile phones, it is necessary to under-

stand the differences in the displays of mobile phones and computers. With mobile

phones, the size of the screen is always fixed. However, in some mobile phones, the

screen has two orientations: vertical and horizontal. The challenge is to customize

the size of the window; the width of the mobile phone is usually defined during the

loading phase. At the same time, the size of the screen in mobile phones does not

usually exceed 1,000 pixels. Therefore, retina technology is required in display

applications.
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104.3.6 Size of Web Page

Because a WeChat service account actually represents a combination of WeChat

technology and Web technology, the technology of Web pages plays an important

role in the program. However, because of mobile phone screen widths, there are

many challenges involved in designing Web pages. In this program, we discard the

idea of directly defining the width of the screen during the process of loading;

instead, we use bootstrap technology to define the width of the screen dynamically.

Loading a Web page using bootstrap technology is a somewhat slow process, but

Web sites are more suitable for variety of mobile phone resolutions and more

complex situations. Meanwhile, we can develop Web pages that can be correct

displayed simultaneously on pc and mobile phone. Browser compatibility is not an

issue, which makes development simpler and more convenient.

After the advantages are analyzed, the disadvantages need to be analyzed too.

Compared with the traditional technology, there is no doubt that the cost of using a

framework is more loading time and more complicated Web pages. However, the

program is used mostly around a lab, which has a high probability of finding Wi-Fi.

Even if Wi-Fi cannot be found, the size of the bootstrap is only 200 KB, which is

completely acceptable. In addition, compiling java scripts can also keep the size of

the Web page down to approximately 150 KB with few differences; writing another

java script can also keep the size of the Web page down to approximately 150 KB,

so it is similar to bootsrap.

104.4 Practical Example

104.4.1 Menu

The setting of a menu is simple. A finished menu is shown in Fig. 104.1.

104.4.2 Micro Nameplate

The realization of a micro nameplate is more complicated. First, input the lab and

meeting room. Next, generate two-dimensional code using the method given by the

system, which is shown in Fig. 104.2.

Next, paste the generated QR code at the entrance of each lab. Students,

teachers, and managers can query the details of the lab or share details on their

mobile phones using the scan function if they want to know the usage state of a

machine in the lab.
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Fig. 104.1 Final menu

Fig. 104.2 QR code of lab
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Finally, studentes can directly apply for the machines using a password obtained

by the QR code and the system, which realizes mobile working and telecommuting.

The laboratory information details are shown in Fig. 104.3.

Conclusion and Outlook

Several laboratory management information systems based on WeChat have

been installed and deployed in some university experimental centers such as

the Software School of Xiamen University. With positive feedback given by

teachers and students, these systems have become the most common work

platform. Thus, not only can new mobile Internet technologies such as

WeChat in a traditional information system laboratory allow for the use of

multiple platforms to greatly improve the user experience, but this kind of

application can also quickly be deployed at low cost. It can be concluded that

this technology not only brings new vitality to laboratory information systems

but also provides a new method for managing university laboratories.

(continued)

Fig. 104.3 Laboratory

information details
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(continued)

Although the system has greatly enhanced the efficiency of management,

there is still room for improvement.

First, university labs have many business flow requirements, such as

equipment applications and meeting room applications. All these business

flows are very popular in the management of university laboratories. Provid-

ing more and better services on WeChat is a good way to approach managing

a laboratory information system.

Second, following a long period of development and evolution, system

data will be more valuable. Such data can also provide decision support for

lab and institute managers using data mining technology. For example, it is

possible to determine students’ interests and personal blueprint by analyzing

students’ reasons for using machines or the times when students usually

use them.

Finally, papers addressing the combination of WeChat and laboratory

management systems are few, which shows that its exploration has just

begun. WeChat presents tremendous opportunities in connection with the

management information system of a university laboratory. Whether WeChat

deserves a place in university laboratory management depends on whether the

system incorporating WeChat can provide better and more convenient ser-

vices or a better user experience. However, based on current practices and

research, laboratory management systems that incorporate WeChat have

broad application prospects.
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Chapter 105

A Short Loop Queue Design for Reduction
of Power Consumption of Instruction-
Fetching Based on the Dynamic Branch
Folding Technique

Wei Li and Jianqing Xiao

Abstract On the basis of analyzing the characteristics of short loop instructions in

embedded processors, this paper proposes a short loop instruction queue technique

for reducing the power consumption of instruction fetching. By means of adding an

instruction queue to store the short loop instruction between the fetch stage and the

decode stage of the processor pipeline and dynamic detection circuits so as to detect

the short loop instruction, this technique can reduce the delay resulting from the

loop instruction and thus eliminate unnecessary access to the cache so as to reduce

the power consumption of instruction fetching. Our experiments show that an

average 16.7 % power saving can be achieved in instruction fetching without any

performance degradation.

Keywords Instruction cache • Short loop • Branch folding • Low power

105.1 Introduction

With the popularity of portable terminal devices, the performance of embedded

processors has been the subject of great development. Among the many techniques

to improve the performance of embedded processors, the pipeline technique has

played an important role. Although it has greatly improved the speed and through-

put of embedded processors, branch and jump instruction reduces pipeline perfor-

mance [1]. Therefore, an efficient mechanism to handle the branch and jump

instruction forms a research focus in this regard [2].

Loop instructions take up a large proportion of the overall instructions. As

presented in Table 105.1 [3], analysis of execution of the Powerstone benchmark

suite shows that the branch instruction takes up 8.52 % of the overall instructions

while the loop branch instruction takes up 69.24 % of the total number of branch
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instructions [4]. Statistics show that within the 16 instructions the short loop

instruction takes up the largest proportion of the overall instructions. The short

loop indicates that the fetching instruction unit repeats fetching of the same

instruction fragment. Therefore, a reduction in cache access can reduce dynamic

power consumption in embedded processors.

Currently, methods for solving the loss of performance caused by branch

instruction include loop unrolling [5], the branch target buffer [6], a small loop

cache [7], and branch folding [8]. The general idea of loop unrolling is to replicate

the code inside a loop body a number of times so as to improve the efficiency of

instruction fetching, but this technique increases the code size and the cache miss as

well, which may exert a negative effect on performance. In this sense, it is not

suitable for embedded processors. As to the branch target buffer approach, it adds a

branch target address buffer to store the branch target address and a branch

predictor so as to predict whether the branch occurs or not. When the predictor

indicates the branch will occur, the fetching instruction unit will pre-fetch the

branch target instruction. The size of the branch target buffer and the accuracy of

the predictor may affect the performance of processors. As to the small cache

technique, it adds a small cache to store the replaced instructions, but this technique

increases both hardware cost and power consumption. Branching folding is a

technique where, on the prediction of most branches, the branch instruction is

completely removed from the instruction stream presented to the execution pipe-

line. thus it can significantly improve the performance of branches and is easy to

implement. Therefore, it has been widely used in embedded processors. Neverthe-

less, the disadvantage of this technique is also obvious, it can only record the branch

target address. Although there is a loop instruction, the fetching instruction unit still

has to access the cache. In any case, the energy efficiency showed no improvement,

which means the technique is focused on performance improvement rather than

power saving.

This paper presents a novel technique that adds a dynamic detecting unit to

monitor both the short loop instructions and the short loop queue between the

fetching unit and the decoding unit. In the course of detecting the unit short loop,

Table 105.1 Branch and loop statistics using the Powerstone benchmark suite (from Yi et al. [3])

Benchmark

Total

count

Branch Loop

Branch

count

Proportion of

total (%)

Loop

count

Proportion of

branch (%)

Average

size

adpcm 53,682 2,999 5.59 1,697 56.59 13.52

blit 24,220 2,009 8.29 2,002 99.65 12

crc 36,248 4,527 12.49 2,387 52.73 14.08

des 171,409 2,821 1.65 1,551 54.98 101

g3fax 1,165,904 167,835 14.40 124,859 74.39 8.89

jpeg 3,878,156 225,425 5.81 186,954 82.93 10.95

pocsag 51,169 5,844 11.42 3,257 55.73 16.65
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it turns on the short loop queue to buffer the instructions so as to reduce unnecessary

access to the cache.

105.2 Principle of the Short Loop for Reduction of Power
Consumption

The dynamic unrolling technique adds an instruction queue between the fetching

unit and the decoding unit. The scheme is shown in Fig. 105.1. In the course of

detecting the loop instruction, the loop is not only stored in the interstate registers,

but also in the queue. When the program jumps to the address of the executed

instruction, the fetch unit acquires the instruction for execution from the instruction

queue instead of the instruction cache and disables the instruction cache to reduce

the power consumption.

There are two different strategies: the direct buffer and the conditional buffer.

The direct buffer stores the fetched instructions to the queue no matter whether

there is a loop instruction. The conditional buffer stores the following instructions

when the fetching unit detects the loop. As the first method does not need complex

control, it is easy to implement; but when the pipeline doesn’t execute the loop, this

method adds extra power consumption resulting from the instruction queue. The

second method demands that the dynamic detecting unit detects the loop. When

detecting the loop, the detecting unit enables the queue to store the loop instruc-

tions. When not detecting the loop, this unit turns off the loop instructions. In

consideration of the loop instruction proportion, this paper adopts the second

method.

As shown in Fig. 105.2, the short loop queue controller includes four states. The

queue sleeping state means the queue is in sleeping mode when no loop is detected

ld [%l0] %l1
add %l3   %l1 %l2
sd %l3   [%l0]
add %l0   0x4 %l0
cmp %l0   %l4
bne   loop
ld [%l0] %l1
add %l3   %l1 %l2
sd %l3   [%l0]
add %l0   0x4 %l0
cmp %l0   %l4
bne   loop

ld     [%l0] %l1
add   %l3   %l1 %l2
sd     %l3   [%l0]
add   %l0   0x4 %l0
cmp  %l0   %l4
bne   loop

loop:

n-6
n-5
n-4
n-3
n-2
n-1
n
n+1
n+2
n+3
n+4
n+5

The 
actual 

program 
execution 

order

p
ld [%l0] %l1
dd

ld [%l0] %l1
1 %l2

loop: n

Current
instruction

The 
actual 

storage 
format

Q
U
E
U
E

Q
U
E
U
E

First execute to fill 
the queue

Fetch instruction 
from queue

Fig. 105.1 Short loop dynamic unrolling
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by the detecting unit. When the loop is detected, the queue enters filling mode. In

this mode, the queue stores the following instruction until it detects the branch

instruction again. The queue then enters freezing mode, if the queue didn’t over-

flow. Now, as the fetching instruction unit reads instructions from the queue instead

of the cache, the instruction cache is disabled so that dynamic power consumption

can be reduced. If the size of the loop is greater than the size of the queue, the queue

overflows and accesses overflow freezing. In this mode, the overflow instruction is

read from the cache while the rest of the instruction is read from the queue. In this

way, the power consumption can be reduced to the greatest extent.

105.3 Design of the Short Loop Queue Based
on the Dynamic Branch Folding Technique

The design of the short loop queue has three parts: the hit judgment, loop detecting,

and the state controller. In the LEON3 processor, a conditional branch instruction

must be in one loop. Conditional branch instruction can be used as the start

indicator of the loop body. When detects the conditional branch from the decode

unit, the controller controls the short loop queue enter to the filling instruction state

until next conditional branch signal is detected. When the next branch target

address is equivalent to the last branch target address stored in the register, the

queue accesses the freezing state until the target address is out of range of the

queue. Even though the proportion of the loop is smaller than the conditional

proportion as shown in Table 105.1, the loop proportion still forms the major part

of the branch. In this sense, this method can significantly reduce power

consumption.

Queue
filling

Queue
freezing

Overflow
freezing

e h

Queue
sleeping

b c

d g

f i

Fig. 105.2 State diagram

of the short loop queue

controller
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Additional hardware is demanded to implement the hit judgment, as shown in

Fig. 105.3. Three registers are added: (1) the target_addr_register for storing the

target address of the last branch; (2) the queue pointer register for storing the offset

of the end address of the loop; and (3) the threshold for recoding the maxim

offset allowed using the queue. The threshold can be a register or a constant.

The implementation is shown in Fig. 105.4. When the decode unit detects the

conditional branch, which indicates a loop, the target_addr_register stores the PC as

the queue start address. Then the queue stores the instructions fetched from the

instruction cache and the queue pointer by self-adding always points to the bottom

address of the queue. When the decode unit detects the conditional branch, the

controller compares the PC and the target_addr_register. If the PC is out of range of

the threshold, the controller generates a miss signal, which indicates there is no loop

Target addr

Comparer

PC

su
b

Queue pointer

Comparer

threshold

miss
hit
overflow_

[29:7]

[29:7]

[6:0]

[6:0]

[3:0]

[6:0]

hit

Fig. 105.3 Implementation

of the hit judgment

f.pc

npc

comparer sub queue

.

.

.

fsm
controller

mux

I-Cache
address

data

d.pc d.inst

address
enable
write
read

fetch

decode

miss

Decode
unit

Conditional branch

enable

target 
address

Fig. 105.4 Implementation of the short loop queue
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or the loop is not a short loop. If the PC is within the range of the threshold, the

controller gets the offset from the sub. Then if the offset is smaller than the value of

the pointer register, the controller generates a hit signal. If the offset is greater than

the value of the pointer register, the controller generates an overflow hit signal,

which indicates there is only part of the loop in the queue; and the queue accesses

the overflow freezing state.

105.4 Experiment and Analysis

The hardware platform uses the LEON3 processor synthesized using Synopsys DC

in TSMC 90 nm. The instruction cache uses a four-way set associative cache. The

cache size is 8 KB. Simulations were performed with the Powerstone benchmark

suite to quantify the power saving of the loop queue technique.

Lee et al. [8] shows that about 81.2 % of conditional branch distances are 16 or

less. Table 105.1 shows the average branch distance is mostly less than 16, therefore

the size of the short loop queue is set to 16 and the threshold value is set to 128 in

the power experiment.

As shown in Fig. 105.5, each test program shows different levels of power

consumption reduction. The average power saving is about 17.6 %. The des test

program shows a power saving of only 3 %, far below the average. On the basis of

the statistical analysis (see Table 105.1), it was found that the average loop size in

the des program was far greater than the size of the queue and only part of the power

consumption of the loop was saved.
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Fig. 105.5 A comparison of power consumption for the design without a short loop queue and the

design with a short loop queue based on dynamic branch folding
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Conclusions

This paper first analyzes the execution of the Powerstone benchmarks in

embedded processors, and then presents and evaluates a design method for

a short loop queue based on the dynamic branch folding technique by means

of analysis of the execution of the Powerstone benchmarks. With the addition

of the short loop queue between the fetch unit and the decode unit, it is

obvious that this technique will reduce the power consumption of the fetching

instruction. The experiments show power consumption can be reduced by

ca. 17.6 %.
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Chapter 106

Chip Design of a Continuous-Time 5-MHz
Low-Pass Sigma-Delta Modulator

Jhin-Fang Huang, Jiun-Yu Wen, and Wei-Chih Chen

Abstract A continuous-time low-pass sigma-delta modulator (ΣΔM) with a chain

of integrators with weighted capacitive feedforward (CICFF) summation topology

is fabricated by TSMC 0.18-μm CMOS process. The summation of feedforward

signals is implemented by the weighted capacitors without the necessity of any

additional active components. The quantizer uses a 1-bit comparator which may

achieve high linearity easily. Under 1.8-V supply voltage, the measured results

achieve a dynamic range of 52 dB over a 5-MHz signal bandwidth, a peak SNDR of

53.37 dB, an ENOB of 8.53 bits, an IM3 of �56 dB, and a power dissipation of

11.8 mW. With the pads included, the chip area is 0.35 (0.563� 0.636) mm2.

Keywords Continuous time • Sigma-delta modulator • ADC • Low-pass filter

• CICFF

106.1 Introduction

With the increasing development of wireless communication systems, there is a

large demand of wireless communication for analog-to-digital converters (ADCs)

which require signal bandwidth of several megahertz. Sigma-delta modulators are

ideally suitable for such application. Compared to the discrete-time (DT) switched-

capacitor circuit implementations, the continuous-time (CT) ΣΔMs have the poten-

tials of wider bandwidth and are also inherent anti-aliasing; however, it is difficult

to implement the high-order passive filters by cascading practically because of the

loading effect. Most of the loop filters of CT ΣΔMs are built by active-RC and/or

Gm-C integrator because the amplifiers inside the active integrators can provide

gain, which may greatly reduce the input-referred noise; however, they suffer from
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the power consumption. Several literatures of ΣΔMs with passive loop filters are

found [1–5]. Kim et al. finished a bandwidth of 4 MHz with high power consump-

tion of 20.5 mW and a lower SNDR of 48.4 dB [1]. Although Song et al. made

sound improvement of SNDR to 59.8 dB, it consumes more power of 22.3 mW and

bigger chip area of 1.62 mm2 [2]. On the basis of our previous studies [3–5], we

continue to achieve a quadrature band-pass sigma-delta modulator [3], a 2-MHz

low-pass sigma-delta modulator [4], and a 4-MHz low-pass modulator [5]. Under

the required bandwidth, all of them have obtained sound performances; in addition,

LTE has become a popular mobile communication system recently. It will be

significant to integrate them together, and therefore a CT 5-MHz low-pass ΣΔ
modulator is proposed to meet an LTE bandwidth of 5 MHz.

106.2 System Circuit Structure

106.2.1 ΣΔ Modulator Architecture

The chain of integrators with weighted feedforward (CIFF) summation is a tradi-

tional loop filter topology in the ΣΔMs shown in Fig. 106.1. In the CIFF topology,

the output of each op amp has lower output swing than the chain of integrators with

distributed feedback (CIFB) [1]. The CIFF topology is suitable for low-power

application, but it needs additional current for the feedforward summation, which

increases extra power consumption.

In order to reduce the active circuit by a capacitive feedforward summation

structure as shown in Fig. 106.2, the last integrator’s output of loop filter in the

CICFF topology has replaced the summation [2]. Therefore, no extra power in the

feedforward branches is consumed. The CICFF topology is a great solution to

obtain low-power application. This scheme proposes the third-order loop filter for

the low-pass ΣΔ modulator.

The loop filter transfer function can transfer a polyphase quadrature band-pass

loop filter from dc to the desired frequency, ωc, by cross-coupling resistors [2]:

Fig. 106.1 Loop filter with CIFF topology
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HBP jωð Þ ¼ HLP jω� jωcð Þ: ð106:1Þ

All poles and zeros of the low-pass filter in the s-plane are transformed to center

around the intermediate frequency (IF), ωc. The ith complex integrator output is

Voi¼
ai

s� jωc

Voi�1 , i ¼ 1, 2, ::::, n� 1ð Þ ð106:2Þ

where n is the order of the loop filter; therefore, all poles are moved around ωc,

but zeros are still located around dc. Finally, the output, VOUT, can be defined as

VOUT ¼ an
s� jωc

yn�1 þ
s

s� jωc


 �Xn�1
i¼1

Voi
CK, i

CU

: ð106:3Þ

Higher-order loop filter is considered of higher accuracy but increasing cost and

more power consumption and circuit instability. In considerations of those factors,

a third-order loop filter for the quadrature band-pass ΣΔM is proposed in this paper.

Figure 106.3 shows its simplified circuit from differential to single-ended sche-

matic. The resistor, RF, used in the loop filter shifts the three repeated zeros of the

noise transfer function from real axis to complex plane and real axis. The noise floor

is then suppressed in the ΣΔ modulator.

Based on Fig. 106.3, the related formula of the voltage gain transfer function is

found from [3] as below:

VOUT

VIN

¼ � s2
CK,1
C3

1
R1C1
þ s

CK,2
C2

1
R3C3

1
R1C1
þ 1

R3C3

1
R2C2

1
R1C1

s3 þ s 1
R3C3

1
R2C2

R2

RF

: ð106:4Þ

The coefficients of the transfer function are found from simulator, MATLAB

toolbox, which is expressed as

Fig. 106.2 Loop filter with CICFF topology
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T sð Þ ¼ 0:67001s2 þ 0:23939sþ 0:04446

s3 þ 0:00658s
: ð106:5Þ

The coefficients of the ΣΔM in Eq. (106.4), the element values in the low-pass

filter of Fig. 106.3, can be readily obtained, and they are listed in Table 106.1. The

overall proposed third-order ΣΔM with a tunable capacitor array for LTE applica-

tion is shown in Fig. 106.4. As the modulator becomes more sensitive to instability

because of cross couplings, it should add additional compensation cross-coupling

resistors, RZ1 and RZ2, as shown in Fig. 106.4 in the cross-coupling paths [3]. The

Fig. 106.3 Simplified single-ended schematic for loop filter topology

Table 106.1 Coefficients of

the low-pass loop filter
Parameter 1

R1CU

1
R2CU

1
R3CU

CK,1
CU

CK,2
CU

R2

RF

Coefficient 0.75fS 0.25fS 0.25fS 0.95 1.38 0.02

Fig. 106.4 Proposed CT low-pass ΣΔ modulator circuit
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RZ1 and RZ2 are found by RZ1¼ 1/ωcCK,1 and RZ2¼ 1/ωcCK,2, respectively, and

the element values are listed as CU¼ 1 pF, CK,1¼ 0.95 pF, CK,2¼ 1.38 pF,

R1¼ 8.86 kΩ, R2¼ 25 kΩ, R2¼ 25 kΩ, RF¼ 1,080 kΩ, RB¼ 118 kΩ,

RZ1¼ 24 kΩ, and RZ2¼ 85.5 kΩ.

The signal bandwidth fB is 5 MHz and the sampling rate is fS¼ 320 MHz. The

ΣΔ modulator is combined with CICFF low-pass filters, two 1-bit quantizers, and a

current steering DAC circuit. The output signals of 1-bit flash ADC pass through

the D-latch and DAC and then feedback into the loop filter, and the noise shaping is

activated and performed in the circuit.

106.2.2 Tunable Capacitor Array

CMOS CT integrators are typically realized as their time constants RC or C/gm
circuits. CMOS processes usually do not control the values of R and C accurately;

therefore, an automatic RC time constant tuned circuit is needed to ensure the ΣΔM
stability and SNR performance over large RC time constant variations. To com-

pensate this large RC product variation, capacitors are designed and implemented

as capacitor arrays (1C, 2C, 3C) as shown in Fig. 106.5a. The array capacitors

except 7C are “always-in-use” capacitors which equal the least significant bit

(LSB). The 3-bit digital control codes are fed externally to choose the right

capacitors. As the nominal value of the capacitor array is 7C, the capacitor array

is varied from 7C to 13C corresponding to 70–130 % variation. Figure 106.5b

depicts the modulator SNDR versus the normalized RC product. Obviously, at

normalized RC¼ 1, the SNDR is maximum.

106.2.3 Operational Amplifier Design

The op amp practically is one of the most important devices in analog ΣΔ modu-

lator design. The primary requirement of an op amp is to have an open loop gain

Fig. 106.5 (a) Switchable capacitor array and (b) its simulated SNDR values versus normalized

RC product with a maximum SNDR as RC¼ 1
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that is sufficiently large to implement the feedback function. One of the most

popular CMOS op amps is a two-stage Miller amplifier. Figure 106.6 shows the

proposed two-stage op amp circuit which consists of a differential input stage and a

common-source output stage with a frequency compensation circuit of Cc in series

of R1 and a common-mode feedback (CMFB) circuit [3]. This choice is based on

the low power demand and relaxing the stability requirements of the op amp. The

resistor R1 is optimized before layout so as to move the right-hand plane zero to the

left-hand plane and place on the highest nondominant pole.

The required gain, bandwidth, and phase margin of the amplifier are tuned by

simulation. Simulated results illustrate that the op amp achieves a unity GB of more

than 350 MHz with a parallel load of 3 pF, a phase margin of 64�, and a dc gain of

approximately 50 dB at 1.8-V supply voltage to ensure the stability of the circuit

over the process and temperature corner cases. The CMFB circuit is superior of

allowing rail-to-rail output swing; furthermore, it does not need any level shift or

attenuation on the common-mode signal, unlike the differential pair CMFB circuits.

106.2.4 Dynamic Comparator Circuit and DAC Circuit

The dynamic comparator circuit with SR (set reset) latch is chosen because of its

low power consumption [4]. Simulation verifies that the regeneration time is 1.5 ns,

the offset voltage is less than 10 mV, and the power consumption is less than 30 W.

The DAC is consisted of D-latch, switch driver, and current steering DAC cell. The

circuit diagram of a single cell of DAC is found [4]. In order to reduce glitch of the

input voltage, the VHigh and VLow operate at the 1 V and 0.2 V, respectively. Hence,

it can increase DAC’s linearity. An important block in a current steering DAC

design is the switch driver composed of M9 ~M14. The task of the switch driver is to

latch the incoming DAC codes and to perform the final synchronization.

Fig. 106.6 CMOS two-stage op amp with common-mode feedback circuit
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106.3 Measured Results

The proposed third CT ΣΔM is implemented in 0.18-μm CMOS process. The

modulator samples signals at 320 MHz with 5-MHz bandwidth and operates with

a 1.8-V voltage. The power consumption is 11.8 mW. Figure 106.7 shows the die

microphotograph including the wire-bonding pads. The ΣΔM is essentially a

mixed-signal system. In order to achieve high resolution and linearity, great caution

should be taken in the layout design to reduce the effects of mismatch, parasitic, and

digital noise coupling to analog blocks. The total chip area is 0.35 (0.563� 0.636)

mm2. The measured output stream of the ΣΔM is loaded into MATLAB and taken

16,384 points of FFT with Hanning window, and the results of output spectrum

accompanying with the simulated results are almost the same as shown in

Fig. 106.8a. The measured SNDR is 53.37 dB over a 5-MHz signal bandwidth.

Figure 106.8b shows the simulation and measured IM3 to be �56 dB. The SNDR

Fig. 106.7 Chip

microphotograph of the

proposed ΣΔ modulator

with a chip area of

0.563� 0.636 mm2

Fig. 106.8 (a) Output spectrum (input 1 MHz, 0.8VP-P) and (b) two-tone test (input 1 MHz,

2 MHz, 0.65 VP-P)
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versus input signal level is plotted in Fig. 106.9, indicating that the measured

dynamic range is 52 dB.

Table 106.2 shows the performances of this chip while compared with some

recently reported ΣΔ modulator papers. The comparison with other reported ΣΔ
modulators can be carried out by evaluating the figure of merit (FoM) [5]:

FoM ¼ P

2B � 2f B
; ð106:6Þ

where P (mW) is the power consumption, B is number of bits, and fB (MHz) is
the bandwidth. The smaller the FoM value is, the better the overall performance

will be. From this comparison table, it can be confirmed that the proposed modu-

lator with low voltage operations can achieve the best FoM, the lowest power

consumption, a wider bandwidth, and a lower power consumption.

           Meas. (DR=52dB) 
           Sim. (DR=64dB) 

Fig. 106.9 SNDR with

varying input levels

Table 106.2 Comparison with previously published papers

Ref.

Process

(μm)

Power

sup. (V)

Clock

(MHz)

BW

(MHz)

SNDR

(dB)

ENOB

(bit)

Power

(mW)

FoM

(pJ/conv.)

Chip

area

(mm2)

[1] 0.25 1.8 125 4 48.4 7.75 20.5 11.9 0.2

[2] 0.18 1.8 100 1 59.8 9.6 22.3 19.6 1.62

[4] 0.18 1.8 128 2 63.3 10.2 9.52 2.02 0.836

[6] 0.13 2.5 3,500 100 53.1 8.5 650 8.8 4

[7] 0.18 1.8 800 10 68 11 160 3.9 2.5

This

work

0.18 1.8 320 5 53.37 8.53 11.8 3 0.35
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Conclusion

A CT ΣΔ modulator with a 5-MHz low-pass filter is presented. The proposed

hybrid CT ΣΔ modulator displays better performance when compared with

some other active counterparts. In this paper, we extend our previous studies

on CT 2 and 4-MHz low-pass ΣΔ modulator and quadrature band-pass ΣΔ
modulator to 5-MHz low-pass ΣΔ modulator. In the course, the capacitive

feedforward is adopted to reduce the hardware complexity and layout area.

Measurement results have achieved the ENOB of 8.53 bits over a signal

bandwidth of 5 MHz while consuming 11.8 mW from a 1.8-V supply voltage.

The chip area is 0.35 mm2, including the pads.
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Chapter 107

A Fine-Grained Power Gating Technique
for Reducing the Power Consumption
of Embedded Processor

Wei Li and Jianqing Xiao

Abstract In the deep submicron process, the power leakage has become the major

part of power consumption in the embedded processor. This paper proposes a

technique of fine-grained power gating by dynamically and timely turning on or

turning off the power supply for functional components in advance. Full use of the

structure of the pipeline may eliminate the delay caused by power gating. On the

basis of analyzing and using the results of decode unit as the power gating signal,

this technique can predict the execution of functional component in two cycles; thus

the delay caused by power gating can be eliminated, while the power leakage of

embedded processors can be reduced. Experiments show that the technique can

reduce 48 % dynamic power consumption and 39 % leakage power consumption of

LEON3 processor under the condition of no performance loss.

Keywords Low power • Power gating • Leakage power • Dynamic power

107.1 Introduction

The scaling down of gate geometries has resulted in a rapid growth of the gate

leaking power. The leakage power has become the dominant part of the power

consumption of embedded processors [1].

Prior reduction of the leakage power was focused on the circuit level including

the low-threshold transistors [2], the multi-threshold circuit [3], the input vector

optimization [4], the low-power clocking [5], and the power gating [6–8]. As to

then-chip SRAMs (such as cache), designers propose the drowsy technique [9,

10]. These methods and techniques are widely adopted in the low-power design of

embedded processors and significantly reduce the leakage power. In them, the

power gating is very significant and easy for implementation because it is capable

of eliminating the leakage completely by simple control. Some processor vendors

supply the power gating processor supporting the sleep mode under OS control.
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When OS asserts the system is accessing a long idle state, it controls the processor’s

accession to the power gating so that the processor can save the power consump-

tion. There are few methods considering the power gating of function component of

processors when the processors are working. This paper shows a dynamic and

timely power gating technique by adding PGC (power-gated controller) of pro-

cessors. The PGC can detect the execution of function component by analyzing the

result of the decode unit. It can dynamically switch the voltage supplies for

different components.

107.2 Principle of Power Gating and Operand Isolation

There are two power architectures to turn off the power supply. The first is called

header by switching VDD. The second is called footer by switching VSS. One or

both architectures can be used in the design of power gating. Figure 107.1 shows

how the footer works. When the controller detects the processor needs unit1 to

work, it asserts the signal of “sleep1” and desserts the signal of “sleep2.” The VSS

of unit1 is connected to the actual GND. Unit1 can correct the work. The VSS of

unit2 is switched to the virtual GND. Unit2 enters the sleep mode.

Figure 107.2 shows the power saving effect. At different times, the system needs

unit1 or unit2 to work; thus the controller turns off and turns on different units to

save both dynamic power and leakage power. In the 45 nm process, the leakage

power consumption almost takes up one half of the total power consumption

[11]. As a result, the power gating technique can reduce the dynamic and leakage

power consumption as much as possible as shown in Fig. 107.2.

Power
Gating

Controller

comb D Q

CLK
switch VSS

VSS

iso

Unit1

comb D Q

CLK
switch VSS

VSS

iso

Unit2

M
U
X

Functional select

sleep1

sleep2

Fig. 107.1 Using footer for power gating
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107.3 Fine-Grained Power Gating Design
in Embedded Processors

As Fig. 107.3 shows, the IU (integer unit) includes ALU, multiplier, and divider in

general design (such as LEON3). The operands are from the ex_op1, ex_op2, and Y

register for all functional units. But only one unit has to be working at one moment,

which means the remaining units waste the power at the same time. All kinds of

instruction ratio in the power stone benchmarks are running in the LEON3, as

Fig. 107.4 shows. Statistics show the multiply instruction and the division instruc-

tion take up only 0.3 % of total instructions, but the power consumption takes up the

majority of IU power consumption because the multiplier occupies the major part of

the size of all functional units, as shown in Fig. 107.5. The logic and shift

instruction ratio is less than 6 and 8 %. The sum of add and sub instruction ratio

is more than 25 %. The sum of others including the load, store, and etc. is more than

55 %. Considering the load/store instruction may use the adder to calculate the

target address, the utilization of the adder may be higher; therefore, it is not

necessary to gate the adder. In this paper, the ALU is divided into two parts. One

is the adder to complete the sub, add, and calculate the target address; the other is

ALU1 to complete the shift and logic. The implementation is shown in Fig. 107.6.

When PGC detects the processor, it will use certain functional units, and the PGC

desserts the corresponding sleep x signal to turn on the supply and asserts the rest

sleep x signals to switch the rest unit to sleep mode. When the unit is in the sleep

mode, the output signal is not driven. Thus each unit gated adds the isolation cell in

the output of unit in order to ensure the connected unit to work correctly.

To illustrate the principle, this paper shows how the power gating states the

scheme of multipliers in PGC, as Fig. 107.7 shows. When the multiplier result

select is valid from the decoder, the PGC switches the multiplier from the sleep

state into the wake-up state by the sleep2 signal. When the power-up is finished, the

multiplier is switched to working state which is called the wait-for-done state.

dynamic
power

leakage
power

T0 T0 T1 T2 T0 T0 T1 T2

Pow
er consum

ption

unit1 unit2

leakage
power

leakage
power

dynamic
power

dynamic
power

Pow
er consum

ption

leakage
power

leakage
power

leakage
power

Fig. 107.2 Power saving with power gating
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Fig. 107.3 Data path of the integer unit
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When the multiplier finishes the operation, the MUL done is asserted. If the select

signal is not valid from the decoder and control registers, the multiplier accesses to

the power-down state. If the multiplier result select signal is valid again, PGC

cancels the power-down operation and switches the multiplier to the wake-up state;

otherwise the multiplier is at the sleep state.

107.4 Experiment and Analysis

In order to quantify the power saving of the fine-grained power gating technique,

the hardware platform uses the LEON3 processor on the basis of the architecture of

SPARC V8. Cycle-based simulations are performed with the P benchmark suite.

RTL codes are synthesized by the Synopsys DC-2010.03-SP1 under TSMC 90 nm

add shift logic misc
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multiplier divider

PGC
sleep1

sleep2

sleep3 sleep1 sleep2 sleep3

VDD VDDG1
VDD VDDG2 VDD VDDG3

iso iso

result
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Fig. 107.6 Power gating for all functional components
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process. Power analysis tools use the Synopsys PTPX-2010.06-SP3. The power

manage control is descripted with UPF (unified power format).

As shown in Fig. 107.8, dynamic power consumption of each function compo-

nent has been reduced at different degrees. The power saving of multiplier and

divider is significant. The results of power saving are basically consistent with the

statistical results except the divider. On the basis of analyzing the design of the

divider, it has been found that the divider uses the multi-cycle (up to 32 cycles)

design in order to improve the clock frequency of the processor. Even in this

situation, the divider has a significant power saving. Similarly, the leakage power

has been significantly reduced as shown in Fig. 107.9. While compared with the

original design of LEON3 processor, the modified design with the fine-grained

power gating technique can reduce 48 % dynamic power and 39 % static power.

Conclusion

This paper firstly analyzes the utilization and power consumption of each

function component in the embedded processor. Based on the analysis, this

paper shows a fine-grained power gating design method without extra cycle

delay. On the basis of analyzing the pipeline of LEON3 processors, this paper
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(continued)

shows a design of PGC which controls whether or not each function compo-

nent enters to the sleep mode based on the result of the decode unit instead of

the execute unit as the power gating signal. In this way, the cycle delay caused

by power gating can be eliminated. With comparison of the experiment

results, it has been found that 48 % dynamic power and 39 % static power

can be saved.
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Chapter 108

Kinematic Simulation for Series-Parallel
Combination Laser Machine Tool

Zhiqin Qian, Jiawen Wang, Lizong Lin, and Qun Cao

Abstract A laser cutting machine based on a three-degree-of-freedom (DOF)

series-parallel structure is proposed in this paper, in which the composition is

introduced and the DOF is solved. By analyzing the position, the constraint

equation of the rods length is established, and then the kinematics inverse equation

is obtained. Using the Solidworks and ADAMS software packages, a digital virtual

prototype of a series-parallel combination laser cutting machine tool is created. The

trajectory function of the moving platform is defined and a kinematic simulation

carried out. By simulating the laser tooling point processing workpiece at a constant

speed, the kinematic speed and acceleration curves of driving sliders is obtained. At

the same time, the relationships between the speed input of the sliders and the speed

output of the moving platform are obtained. All this work provides a theoretical

basis for designing and processing the series-parallel machine tool.

Keywords Series-parallel machine • Three degree of freedom • ADAMS •

Kinematic simulation

108.1 Introduction

Traditional two-dimensional laser cutting machines usually consist of a lathe bed

and two axes in series [1]. Although this kind of layout features a large operation

workspace, flexible range, independent movement of each axis, and simple motion

control [2], it also has some inherent disadvantages. On the one hand, the force and

thermal deformation are nonuniform [3]; on the other hand, the machine tool

structure will bear not only tension and compression loads but also bending and

torsion loads [4, 5]. In 2007, Xu et al. [6] published research on a parallel laser

cutting machine, but cutting on this kind of machine has a smaller work space.

Because of the deficiency of laser cutting machines, which are composed of a

simple serial structure or parallel structure, this paper presents a machine with a

different structure that represents a series-parallel combination laser machine tool.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 108.2 introduces the composition of the

machine tool and solves the degrees of freedom (DOF) problem. In Sect. 108.3,

where an analysis of the relationship between the laser head position and drive slider,

the constraint equation of the rod lengths is formulated and an inverse kinematic

equation is obtained. In Sect. 108.4, using the Solidworks and ADAMS software

packages, a digitized virtual prototype is created. Section 108.5 concludes the paper.

108.2 Machine Tool Structure

This paper proposes a 2-DOF laser cutting machine tool, as shown in Fig. 108.1.

In this mechanism, a beam drives the ball screw with the help of the motor. Two

sliders connected by a parallel structure are driven by gear and rack. The two

servomotorsmove simultaneously to control the beam, and two ends of the two parallel

bars are connected separately with sliders and the laser head through a revolution joint.

As for the disadvantages, the beam has large inertia during movement, and in a

certain range of processing conditions, the parallel structure can be used to com-

plete the processing, without causing the machine tools to vibrate under a high feed

speed, and improve the processing efficiency. When the processing area is large, it

can use the movements of the beam to assist in the parallel structure (parallel

mechanism’s effective work area is small, can use the combined motion beam and

parallel mechanism to complete the processing of large areas) and ensure that the

machine will have a large processing range.

The machine has four mobile vises that serve as the drive vises, which is driven

by the servomotor to move the guide bar and the laser head in x-y plane to do the

processing work.

The laser head movement in the x–y plane is controlled by the beam and two

sliders. According to the DOF formula, the DOFs of the machine are as follows:

F ¼ 3n� 2pi þ phð Þ; ð108:1Þ

where n is the number of parts, pi the number of lower pair, ph the number of higher

pair, and F the degrees of freedom.

Slider-2Slider-1

Dragon 
Door

Fig. 108.1 Structure of machine tool
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In this structure, n¼ 5, pi¼ 6, and ph¼ 0. From Eq. (108.1) it can be concluded

that the mechanism has three DOFs.

108.3 Inverse Solution Analysis of Series-Parallel
Machine Tool

To analyze the machine on the basis of kinematics, the model of the machine tool

was simplified to that shown in Fig. 108.2.

A coordinate is built as shown in Fig. 108.2. First, the data coordinate system

O-XY is established with its origin in the middle of the base, and then the system

O0-X0Y0, a moving coordinate system, with its origin on the laser head. Suppose the

lengths of the two rods are L1 and L2; points B, C, andO in the benchmark system of

the O-XY coordinates are as follows: point B(x1,y1), point C(x2,y1), point O
0(x0,y0).

First, the inverse equation of the parallel structure should be obtained when the

machine is in as stationary state. Based on the rod length constraint, the mecha-

nism’s constraint equations are as follows:

x0 � x1ð Þ2 þ y0 � ymð Þ2 ¼ L1
2,

x0 � x2ð Þ2 þ y0 � ymð Þ2 ¼ L2
2:

�
ð108:2Þ

From Eq. (108.2) we know that

x0 ¼ L22 � L21 þ x21 � x22
2 x1 � x2ð Þ ,

y0 ¼ ym 
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L21 � L22�L21

2 x1�x2ð Þ � x1�x2
2

� �2
:

r
8>><>>: ð108:3Þ

B C

L1 L2

O X

Y

X’
Y’

O’

Cross bar 
guide

Base
Small rod 
guide

Fig. 108.2 Simplified structure of machine tool
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Similarly, we know the inverse position:

x1 ¼ x0 
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L21 � y0 � ymð Þ2

q
,

x2 ¼ x0 
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L22 � y0 � ymð Þ2:

q
8<: ð108:4Þ

In Eqs. (108.3) and (108.4), the ym is the location of the crossbar in the

y-direction of the O-XY coordinate system, and the preceding equation for the

crossbar is in a stationary state.

In the design, to ensure the parallel mechanism does not generate interference in

the process of movement, we impose the following constraints::

x1 < x0ð Þ \ x2 > x0ð Þ ð108:5Þ

Thus, after adding the travel constraints, the inverse kinematic equations of

motion of Eq. (108.4) can be simplified as

x1 ¼ x0 �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L21 � y0 � ymð Þ2

q
,

x2 ¼ x0 þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L22 � y0 � ymð Þ2:

q
8<: ð108:6Þ

As Eq. (108.3) show, when x1¼ x2, the kinematic equations of motion has an

infinite solution, so the parallel mechanism is in an amorphous position. However,

as shown by Eq. (108.5), the constraint conditions, the relation x1> x2 was perma-

nently established, so the parallel mechanism is not in an amorphous position, and

the kinematic equation is a concise and explicit expression, and no motion coupling

phenomenon arises.

Based on the positive solutions of the machine tool, the Jacobi matrix of the

parallel mechanism can be established as

J ¼ �1
2
� L22 � L21
2 x1 � x2ð Þ2 �1

2
� L22 � L21
2 x1 � x2ð Þ2

ym ym

24 35 ð108:7Þ

Similarly, we can calculate the inverse Jacobi matrix:

J�1 ¼
1

y0 � ymffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L21 � y0 � ymð Þ2

q
1 � y0 � ymffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

L22 � y0 � ymð Þ2
q

266664
377775 ð108:8Þ
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The determinant of the inverse Jacobi matrix |J� 1| is

		J�1		 ¼ � y0 � ymð Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L21 � y0 � ymð Þ2

q
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L22 � y0 � ymð Þ2

q
 �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L21 � y0 � ymð Þ2

q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L22 � y0 � ymð Þ2

q ð108:9Þ

Obviously,ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L21 � y0 � ymð Þ2

q
and

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L22 � y0 � ymð Þ2

q
are set greater than zero, so that no

dead points appear in the parallel mechanism. In addition, y0� ym 6¼ 0. Therefore:		J�1		 6¼ 0 and
		J�1		 6¼ 1 ð108:10Þ

We can conclude that the series-parallel institution does not exist in singular

form within the effective workspace and is a monotone domain.

However, the series-parallel structure has a limited movement range in the

Y-direction. Figure 108.3 shows the maximum displacement of the Y-direction.
According to Fig. 108.3, when the crossbar is stationary, dmax is reached if the

two sliders are moved to the closest position. Suppose we need to set the laser head

at D2(x2, y2), and y2� y1> dmax; then we cannot allow the move to only rely on the

parallel structure (we must move the crossbar for D¼ y2� y1� dmax). At this point,

B’s and C’s ordinate coordinates are changed to y2� dmax.

108.4 Kinematic Simulation on Series-Parallel Structure
Based on ADAMS

Because the parallel parts are complicated, the posture of the laser head and reverse

solution of position obtained by calculation are only on a theoretical level. In

addition, the laser machine will generate larger vibration when the processing

curve curvature changes greatly, so the speed of laser machining is limited. As for

materials of the same thickness and with changes in movement, generally, the speed

dmax

B B’ C’ C

Fig. 108.3 Range of

parallel structure in

y-direction
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of the laser head is uniform. Therefore, when the laser head is working uniformly,

three sliders need to be analyzed for their kinetic feature. Based on the kinetic

trajectory of each slide, through the motion simulation can be drawn each slide’s

kinetic feature, which is of great significance in controlling the entire process.

First, the model of the machine is constructed using Solidworks (three-

dimensional software). Then the model is imported into (Automatic Dynamic

Analysis of Mechanical System) ADAMS. The proper constraint condition is

added to the joints and add driving force on the sliders. Finally, the model must

be initialized. Thus, a virtual digital model of a three-axis series-parallel laser

cutting machine is established. After simulating the trajectory of the laser head as

planned, the kinetic trajectory of each slider and laser cutting head can be mapped,

together with the corresponding velocity and acceleration curves, in such a way that

the change in their locations can be visualized.

Using the dynamic simulation software ADAMS, define the time function,

imposing bidirectional excitation function on the laser head for cutting movement

along a rectangular track.

The given rectangle parameters are 100� 100 mm, as shown in Fig. 108.4:

The first 8 s are described as follows:

X :
disp timeð Þ ¼ step time; 0; 0; 2; 200ð Þ þ step time; 2; 0; 4; 0ð Þ þ step time, 4, 0, 6, � 200ð Þ

þ step time; 6; 0; 8; 0ð Þ
Y :
disp timeð Þ ¼ step time; 0; 0; 2; 0ð Þ þ step time; 2; 0; 4; 200ð Þ þ step time; 4; 0; 6; 0ð Þ

þ step time, 6, 0, 8, � 200ð Þ

The first 8 s are the time during which the laser head moves: at 0–2 and 4–6 s the

laser head moves along the X-axis, while at 2–4 and 6–8 s, it moves along the Y-axis
(Figs. 108.5, 108.6, 108.7, and 108.8).

We gained further curves illustrating the speed rate and the acceleration.

Comparing the speed and acceleration curves of the laser head with those of the

two sliders, we find that the direction of the two sliders is the same at 0–2 and 4–6 s

when the laser head is moving along the X-axis, as are the trend of speed rate and

Laser head

Fig. 108.4 Rectangular path
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acceleration. In addition, the comparison of the two sliders shows the symmetry in

direction and speed rate at 2–4 and 6–8 s when the laser head is moving along the

Y-axis, but the accelerations show some differences.

Based on the comprehensive comparison of simulation results, we conclude that

only when the laser head turns to an inverse direction does the motion of each slider

show a sudden change in acceleration. Generally speaking, the kinetic characteristic

curve in the whole process is smooth, which means the structure is stable, easy to

control, and can fully satisfy the requirements of smooth operation.

Thus, we believe that the series-parallel structure satisfies the requirements not

only of today’s laser cutting industry but also for tandem laser cutting, welding, and

other processing machines.

Conclusion

This paper presents a new structure for a 2-DOF series-parallel combination

laser cutting machine. As reflected by its inverse kinematics and motion

simulation analysis, the paper arrived at the following conclusions. First,

adding a parallel structure to the series structure makes the machine more

compact and efficient. Second, the laser cutting head works uniformly and the

sliders move smoothly, so that this new structure is suitable for laser

machining.
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Chapter 109

Implementation of a Fine-Grained
Parallel Full Pipeline Schnorr–Euchner
Sphere Decoder Algorithm Accelerator
on Field-Programmable Gate Array

Shijie Li, Lei Guo, Yong Dou, and Jingfei Jiang

Abstract A new parallel full pipeline accelerator implemented on field-

programmable gate array (FPGA) for the Schnorr–Euchner sphere decoding (SE–

SD) algorithm is presented in this paper. We firstly transform the serial SE–SD

algorithm into a parallel one. Afterwards, we use multiple processing elements

(PEs) to deal with the workload (particularly for tree searching in the SE–SD

algorithm) in parallel. Each separated SE–SD search workload is divided averagely.

Each PE searches a sub-tree by using a multilevel pipeline to increase the data

throughput, and the whole system obtains a batch of different input data chrono-

logically. We select the number of PEs to distribute our system according to the

hardware platform by using a distribution unit. We’ve successfully placed four PEs

in an accelerator and eight accelerators in a single FPGA (XC6VLX240T). The

system obtains remarkable benefit in changing the accelerate mode, including

latency- and throughput-prior modes.

Keywords Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) • Schnorr–Euchner sphere

decoding • Field-programmable gate array (FPGA) • Fine-grained • Full pipeline

109.1 Introduction

The multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) [1] technique has made a break-

through as a smart antenna engineering in the field of wireless mobile communi-

cation. It can multiply the communication system capacity and the spectral

efficiency without increasing bandwidth; moreover, it can be perceived as a key

technology in the new generation of mobile communication systems.
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SE–SD is most widely used in MIMO detection [2] because of its low complex-

ity and excellent results; but when input data comes too big, its performance

becomes poor, as its main problem [3]. Recently, several improvements have

been introduced. Ronald Y et al. [4] proposed a method by incorporating a dynamic

information storage-and-retrieval mechanism to avoid repetitive computation of

previously processed results. Juanjo Noguera et al. [5] used high-level synthesis

tools from AutoESL to make it possible to build a complex MIMO system. A

one-node-per-cycle architecture on application-specific integrated circuits was

introduced by Burg et al. [6]. A remarkable innovation made by this author is the

modified sphere criterion based on the -norm instead of the two-norm at an

acceptable penalty of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Another sphere decoder based

on the FSD algorithm was proposed by Wu [7] who introduced a four-nodes-per-

cycle architecture and exploited parallelism through a pipelined task schedule

scheme. Nevertheless, all of the aforementioned studies were focusing on a single

fixed architecture. With the increase in FPGA resources, the present study develops

a new algorithm that optimizes the use of FPGA to enhance performance and

flexibility and to design an expanded architecture with the least cost.

A new parallel full pipeline accelerator implemented on FPGA for the SE–SD

algorithm is proposed in this paper. This system can change the accelerate mode in

the hardware layer to satisfy the requirements of latency and throughput. Compared

with previous studies, our study extends the accelerator and improves its feasibility;

and this study also exhibits acceptable performance on the FPGA platform.

109.2 SE–SD Algorithm

The basic idea of the SD algorithm can be described as below. Given an initial

radius of the sphere C0, the search is performed in the sphere whose center of

sphere is y and radius is C0. If no point belongs toA
NT

Q in this sphere, then the radius

of the sphere is increased, and the searching continues in a new sphere; however, if

a right point is found in the sphere, then the radius is reduced to C¼ky�Hxk.
Afterwards, the searching proceeds to the smaller sphere. The aforementioned

process mentioned is repeated until a point that makes C¼ky�Hxk minimum is

reached. Finally, the array is the result of the detection derived by the following

equation:

x̂ SD ¼ argmin
x2ANT

Q

y� Hxk k2 � C2
n o

ð109:1Þ
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109.3 Fine-Grained Parallel Full Pipeline SE–SD
Algorithm

A standard SE–SD algorithm is controlled by a while loop. After entering the while

loop, the subsequent action should be decided, that is, whether to compare the first

child, to compare the next sibling, or to backtrack. Data dependence occurs in the

vertical dimension. Whenever a new decision is made, the historical data along the

entire path change. By contrast, space for the exploiting parallelism is available in

the horizontal dimension. The historical data among different paths are refreshed

when the algorithm reaches the top layer. Thus, the data from the top layer can be

divided, and the only associated data among different paths is the globalweight of path

w g. When we search a smallerw pe, we updatew g to a smaller one.We design a new

parallel mode based on this idea. We use multiple PEs to search multiple paths in the

second layer. When a certain PE obtains a local minimum w pe, this PE compares its

w pe with the global weight w g. If the w pe is smaller, then w g is updated and w pe
becomes the threshold in the path. Given that the root node has four children, we can

assign four PEs to search the tree. As to each sub-tree, the algorithm runs in the same

manner as when it is searching an entire tree (as shown in Fig. 109.1).

Ini�aliza�on

Compchild(1)

Return to
N-1 level

w_pe1
<w_g

Compare 
child/sibling

Backtrack

END_1

w_g

END

No

No
Yes

Yes

Compchild(-1) Compchild(3) Compchild(-3)

Return to
N-1 level

w_pe4
<w_g

Compare 
child/sibling

Backtrack

END_4

No

No
Yes

Yes

.

.

.

.

.

.

w_pe2 w_pe3

Fig. 109.1 Fine-grained parallel SE–SD algorithm
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We can serve two accelerate modes, namely, latency- and throughput-prior

accelerate modes. In the latency-prior mode, the accelerator finishes searching a

single tree prior as early as possible. By contrast, the accelerator finishes searching

as many multiple trees prior as possible in the throughput-prior mode. In this mode,

the system configures the sources to a task-level parallel architecture and increases

the number of searching tasks as much as possible.

109.4 SE–SD Algorithm Algorithm Accelerator

109.4.1 System Architecture

As shown in Fig. 109.2, an SE–SD algorithm accelerator includes two RAMs for

recording input and output data and eight calculation unit (CALC) arrays. Users

operate the accelerator by using two buttons, namely, reset and start.

The Distribute_unit is used to control CALCs, change the accelerate mode, or

send data. CALCs are in charge of receiving data and calculating the signal point.

Each CALC has four PEs.

Given that we have 4-PE and 16-PE latency-prior accelerate modes, one CALC

can be formed into a group as a 4-PE parallel computing node.

109.4.2 Design and Implementation of CALC

The CALC module is in charge of calculating and determining the final path of a

tree. Each CALC includes a prework module, four PE modules, and a folwork

module.

The prework module is used to calculate initial data for a sub-tree because when

data is rendered to a sub-tree, initial data have already been calculated once on the

top layer.

Di
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ut

e_
un

it

CALC_1 CALC_2 CALC_3 CALC_4
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SE-SD Algorithm 
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Fig. 109.2 System architecture
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The folwork module is used to update w g according to which of the four w pe is
the smallest. When data enter the issue module, the w pe for each PE has already

been compared with the w g. Thus, the folwork module simply needs to compare the

four w pe, choose the smallest one, and update the w g (Fig. 109.3).

109.5 FPGA Implementation Results

109.5.1 Experiment Environment

We implement our SE–SD accelerator on a Xilinx Virtex 6 FPGA (XC6VLX240T)

and compare it with software running on a host PC with an Intel i7 3630 2.4 GHz

CPU and 8 G main memory. The code of the SE–SD algorithm is written by Karen

Su version 1.1 [8], and the software used is MATLAB R2012a.

109.5.2 Performance and Analysis of the Latency-Prior
Accelerate Mode

We do not have a parallel SE–SD algorithm software version, and thus, we cannot

run the code in parallel. We also do not have the condition to compare the

throughput between the accelerator on FPGA and the software running on a PC

with multiple datasets. Therefore, we compare the latency of the experiment results

with a software platform.

Table 109.1 shows that in the random experiment, the latency of 4-PE is two

times shorter than that of 1-PE, and the latency of 16-PE is four times shorter than

that of 1-PE.

Considering that the trees we have searched have four forks in each level, we

chose 4-PE (unfold 1 level) and 16-PE (unfold 2 levels) to perform the research.

We use four kinds of datasets marked by X-PE-Y (X¼ 4,16; Y¼ 1,2,3,4). For

example, 4-PE-1 indicates that the dataset runs on a 4-PE platform and the final path

Prework

PE_1

CALC

Entry Issue Comp

Folwork

RA
M 4
RA

M 3
RA

M 2
RA

M 1

w,z,zp
,cnPE_2

PE_3
PE_4w_pe

w_g

data
acc_flag

n_pe

Fig. 109.3 CALC architecture
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appears in the first sub-tree. We select 20 examples for each kind of dataset, that is,

80 examples in total. The following figures were derived.

Comparing 1-PE and the other three groups of data in Figs. 109.4, 109.5, 109.6,

and 109.7, the parallel technique exhibits an excellent result; however, the process

is very time-consuming. By contrast, 1-PE enables us to derive the final result easily

with almost the same time consumed as that when the parallel technique is used.

Meanwhile, 4-PE-N and 4-PE are almost the same. That is, when four PEs search

in parallel, the latest sub-tree is simply the tree with the final path that comes out in

the 1-PE mode in most cases. Therefore, if a final result is derived in a sub-tree, then

it will spend most of the time searching and ensuring that it is really the best answer.

Comparing Figs. 109.4 and 109.7, the time consumed using 4-PE-N, 4-PE, or

16-PE is considerably less than that consumed using 1-PE when N¼ 4. Moreover,

the time consumed when using 4-PE-4 and 4-PE are almost the same. Thus, we can

choose fewer number of PEs when we know that the final result will appear in the

fourth path to save resources.

From the experiment results, the following conclusions can be derived.

Table 109.1 Comparison

of latency with software
Matlab (μs) 1-PE (μs) 4-PE (μs) 16-PE (μs)

19,840 65 35 16

Fig. 109.4 Length of

search path when 4-PE-1

Fig. 109.5 Length of

search path when 4-PE-2
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(a) Multiple PE architecture exhibits a more obvious effect when the final result

appears in a later sub-tree. This result is attributed to the significant amount of

time consumed in pruning waste sub-trees when a single PE is searching and

the final result appears in a later sub-tree.

(b) Search time with a single PE is random; however, when the number of PE is

increased, search time will be more stable. This result is attributed to the final

result appearing randomly in four sub-trees; thus, searching with a single PE is

unnecessary. All paths need to be searched before finding the final result;

therefore, the time cost is uncertain. However, when we search using N-PE,

the possibilities of finding the final result for each PE are equal. We can set a

global minimum w g to prune waste sub-trees as early as possible.

(c) N-PE architecture cannot run faster than 1-PE-N times, but less than N times

not because of the overhead parallelism but because of the algorithm itself.

The weight of the path is calculated as follows:

wiþ1 ¼ wi þ py� Hr � zið Þ2 ð109:2Þ

In this equation, zi has four possible values (1, �1, 3, and �3). w grows slowest

when zi is 1; therefore, the algorithm tends to believe that the sub-tree with a value

Fig. 109.6 Length of

search path when 4-PE-3

Fig. 109.7 Length of

search path when 4-PE-4
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of 1 will possibly obtain the final result. Thus, whichever path the final result

appears, searching the path with a value of 1 is always time-consuming.

109.5.3 Performance and Analysis of the Throughout-Prior
Accelerate Mode

The SNR of our dataset is between 0 and 5 dB. We compare our accelerator with

ASIC-I [6] which is a multi-cycle accelerator that uses a depth-first algorithm

combined with a developed incomplete SE enumeration algorithm. The SE accel-

erator (SE-ac) [9] also uses FPGA; however, our system obtains a higher through-

put. Wu et al. [7] uses the FSD algorithm (FSD-ac) compared with the SE–SD

algorithm. Furthermore, backtracking is not involved in the FSD algorithm; thus,

we always obtain a stable throughput when we build an accelerator on FPGA.

In the latency-prior mode, the throughput of 4-PE is twice that of 1-PE, and the

throughput of 16-PE is four times that of 1-PE. However, when we choose the

throughput-prior mode, the throughput of 4-PE is four times that of 1-PE. When we

use full source on our FPGA, we can obtain 32 times the throughput of 1-PE. We

use the following equation to show the throughput for each tree:

Θ ¼ NRlog2# Ωð Þ
W

f clkbps ð109:3Þ

whereW is the average number of visited nodes (including the backtrack nodes),

and fclk is the clock rate for 16-QAM, # (Ω)¼ 16.

Table 109.2 reveals that the throughput grows linearly as the number of PEs

increases. Therefore, our system can adapt to numerous kinds of FPGA platforms.

When an FPGA has additional hardware resources, we can further expand the size

of the PE array.

Table 109.2 Comparison between related works and N-PEs

Reference ASIC-I SE-ac FSD-ac 1-PE 4-PE 32-PE

SNR(dB) 20 20 20 3 3 3

Algorithm SE–SD SE–SD FSD SE–SD SE–SD SE–SD

Technology ASIC FPGA FPGA ASIC FPGA FPGA FPGA

Max clock (MHz) 51 251 52 400 170 165 160

Throughput (Mps) 73 81.5 27.7 213.3 31 120 900
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Conclusion

In this paper, we present a new parallel full pipeline accelerator implemented

on FPGA for the SE–SD algorithm. We select the number of PEs to distribute

our system according to the hardware platform by using a distribution unit.

We’ve successfully placed four PEs in an accelerator and eight accelerators in

a single FPGA (XC6VLX240T). The system obtains remarkable performance

in delay and throughput while compared with the state of art.
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Chapter 110

The Bandpass Sigma-Delta Modulator
with Converter Chip Design for Positron
Emission Tomography Front-End
Application

Wen-Cheng Lai, Jhin-Fang Huang, Kun-Jie Huang, and Pi-Gi Yang

Abstract Positron emission tomography architectures have been traditionally

dependent on zero-crossing discriminators, external voltage references, or fixed

voltage references with restricted voltage steps. A continuous-time quadrature

bandpass sigma-delta (ΣΔ) modulator integration and CICFF topology are

presented for positron emission tomography front-end application. The main

advantage of the proposed modulator adopts the weighted capacitor technology to

save a feedforward summation amplifier, hence reducing power consumption in

TSMC 0.18-μm CMOS process.

Keywords Analog-to-digital converter • CICFF topology • Low-pass sigma-delta

modulator

110.1 Introduction

Positron emission tomography (PET) front ends with filtering circuit architectures

are popularly used to improve timing resolution. An analog front end with an

integrating amplifier is presented [1]. Time-of-flight (TOF)-based PET architec-

tures also require comparators [2] to detect threshold voltages. These threshold

voltages have been set with off-chip references [2] or internally with constrained

voltage steps [1]. However, as proposed [3], this DAC with slew-rate boosting

technique has the drawback of high power consumption if the frequency increases,

requiring enhanced driving capability of the class-AB output stage [4]. Sigma-delta

modulation techniques and high accuracy analog/mixed signal are built in inte-

grated circuit applications, as analog-to-digital converter (ADC), digital-to-analog

converter (DAC), frequency synthesis, and power amplification. Moreover, sigma-
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delta modulators are widely used in receivers [5] because of their ability to provide

high resolution with relatively low precision components and low power consump-

tion. Continuous-time ΣΔ modulators (CTSDM) are ideally more suitable for

wideband applications than discrete-time ΣΔ modulators (DTSDM) because the

CTSDM is able to relax sampling frequency and is also inherent anti-aliasing;

hence, there is no required additional anti-aliasing filter. The proposed quadrature

bandpass sigma-delta modulator with 5-MHz signal bandwidth is applied in the

baseband. With the considerations of power consumption, phase noise, and band-

width, a continuous-time quadrature ΣΔ modulator consisting of a polyphase filter

for operation in low-intermediate frequency (IF) receivers is proposed. The IF

signals of in-phase and quadrature-phase (I/Q) channels perform the complex

ADC and therefore decrease the flicker noise and DC offsets. The polyphase filter

is executed by cross-coupling resistors to two low-pass integrated inputs and out-

puts for the analog I/Q paths and then shifts the filter signals from DC to IF [6]. The

weighted capacitor fed through summation technology in this proposed modulator

is able to save a summation amplifier and then to reduce the power dissipation.

110.2 The Proposed Loop Filter Structure

The CIFF is a traditional loop filter topology in the ΣΔ modulators. In the CIFF

topology, the output of each op-amp has lower output swing than the chain of

integrators with distributed feedback (CIFB) [6]. The CIFF topology suits for

low-power application, but it requires additional current for the feedforward sum-

mation, which increases extra power consumption. In order to reduce the active

circuit by a capacitive feedforward summation structure [7], the last integrator’s

output of loop filter in the CICFF topology has replaced the summation. Therefore,

feedforward branches have no extra power to consume. The CICFF topology is a

great solution to obtain low-power application. The schemes 3rd-order loop filter

for the low-pass ΣΔ modulator. Since the modulator becomes more sensitive to

instability because of cross couplings, it should add additional compensation cross-

coupling resistors. Higher-order loop filter is considered for higher accuracy, while

increasing cost, consuming more power, and causing circuit instability. With

considerations of those factors, in this paper, a 3rd-order loop filter for the quad-

rature bandpass ΣΔ modulator is proposed. It is the simplified circuit from differ-

ential to single-ended schematic. The resistor used in the loop filter shifts the three

repeated zeroes of the noise transfer function from real axis to complex plane and

real axis. The noise floor is then suppressed in the ΣΔ modulator.
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110.3 Continuous-Time Low-Pass ΣΔ Modulator

The overall proposed 3rd-order ΣΔ modulator with a tunable capacitor array for

positron emission tomography front-end application. The signal bandwidth fB is

5 MHz and the sample rate is fS¼ 200 MHz. The ΣΔ modulator is combined with

CICFF low-pass filters, two 3-bit flash ADCs, current steering DACs, and DWA

circuit. The output signals of 3-bit flash ADC pass through the D-latch, DWA, and

DAC and then feedback into the loop filter, and the noise shaping is activated and

performed in the circuit. CMOS processes often do not have accurate control over

R and C absolute values; therefore, an automatic RC time constant tuned circuit is

needed to make sure of the ΣΔmodulator stability and SNR performance over large

RC time constant variations. Hence, the capacitor (C1–C3) is implemented as a

capacitor array to compensate the RC product variation. The array capacitors are

except the “always-in-use” capacitor which equals the least significant bit (LSB)

capacitor, 7 �C. This sizing method provides constant tuned steps with the bit codes

of capacitors. The 3-bit digital control codes are fed externally. The nominal value

of the capacitor is 10 �C; hence, the capacitor array can be varied from 7 to 13 �C
corresponding to 70–130 % variation.

110.3.1 Operational Transconductance Amplifier (OTA)
Design

The load capacitance of each amplifier is almost the same due to appropriate design.

The proposed OTA with active frequency compensation circuits is used. Simulation

results verify that the amplifier achieves a unity gain bandwidth (GBW) over

400 MHz with a load capacitor of 3 pF, a low-frequency gain greater than 55 dB,

and a phase margin of 63�.

110.3.2 Comparator and 3-Bit Flash ADC

The 8-level quantizer is made up of seven comparators. By the oversampling

process, the quantizer has to operate at the speed required. Thence it must be

implemented as a flash ADC [8]. The block diagram of the 3-bit flash ADC is

used in the quantizer. It consists of seven differential comparators, a resistor ladder,

and a thermal to binary encoder. These comparators compare the input signal with

reference voltages by a resistor ladder biased by the full-scale reference. The

comparator outputs constitute a thermometer code, which is converted to binary

by the encoder. Since flash architectures employ comparators, they are susceptible

to metastability errors. In order to lower the probability of metastable states, the
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thermometer to binary decoding can be pipelined so that potentially indeterminate

outputs are allowed more regeneration time.

110.3.3 DAC Circuit

The DAC is consisted of D-latch, switch driver, and current steering DAC cell. The

circuit diagram of a single cell of DAC is shown in Fig. 110.1. In order to reduce

glitch of the input voltage, the VHigh and VLow operate at the 1 and 0.2 V, respec-

tively. Hence, it can increase DAC’s linearity. An important block in a current

steering DAC design is the switch driver composed of M9–M14. The task of the

switch driver is to latch the incoming DAC code and to perform final

synchronization.

110.3.4 DWA Circuit

Good attenuation of DAC noise because of component mismatches can be provided

by the data-weighted averaging algorithm, and DWA ideally can achieve a first-

order DAC noise shaping [9]. The block diagram of the DWA logic input of the

DWA logic is connected to the 3-bit quantizer output. The DWA logic converts the

quantizer output code to the control signals, Si, i¼ 0, 1,. . ., 7, for the element choice

of the current steering DAC. A 3-bit adder and a 3-bit register produce two indexes.

Then the two indexes are converted to two sets of 8-bit thermometer codes by two

binary to thermometer decoders. If the carry signal of the adder sets to low, the

output control signals are the mutual XOR of the two 8-bit thermometer codes.

When the carry signal sets to high, the signals are the mutual XNOR of the two 8-bit

codes.
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110.3.5 Bias Circuit and Start-Up Circuit

The bias circuit is used for amplifier and DAC circuit as shown in Fig. 110.2. The

Iout is independent of the power supply which is expressed. Therefore the bias

circuit requires a start-up circuit. When the gate voltage of MB4 and MB5 is zero, the

MB7 is turned on to generate initial current. After MB5 and MB4 are turned on, the

MB7 is turned off immediately. The MB7 is biased on MB3 and MB6.

110.4 Measured Results

The CT low-pass SDM has carried out a 0.18-μm CMOS and the proposed

prototype chip layout is shown in Fig. 110.3. The chip area is 1.32� 1.14 mm2.

The additional transformer converts the single-ended analog signal of 1 MHz to

a balanced different signal input. The measured output stream of the ΣΔ modulator

with simulation is loaded into MATLAB with Hanning window. The measured

peak SNDR is 57.68 dB over a 5-MHz signal bandwidth. The SNDR versus the

input signal level is 56 dB of dynamic range (the simulation result is 64 dB). The

measured performance is summarized in Table 110.1, and the performance of the

ΣΔ modulator of this work is compared with that of other ΣΔ modulators in

Table 110.2. Figure 110.4 shows the power breakdown of the presented design.

From Fig. 110.4, the op-amps occupy most of the power [10–13].

Fig. 110.2 The bias circuit

and start-up circuit
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Fig. 110.3 Chip

microphotograph of

proposed SDM

Table 110.1 Performance

summary
Technology 0.18 μm
Power supply (V) 1.8

Clock frequency (MHz) 200

Input frequency (MHz) 1

Signal bandwidth (MHz) 5

Peak SNDR (dB) 57.68

ENOB (bit) 9.3

Dynamic range (dB) 56

Power (mW) 21.8

Chip area (mm2) 1.32� 1.14

Table 110.2 Performance comparison

Ref. This work

Process (μm) 0.18 0.25 0.13 0.18 0.18

Power voltage (V) 1.8 1.8 2.5 1.8 1.8

Clock (MHz) 100 125 3,500 800 200

BW (MHz) 1 4 100 10 5

SNDR (dB) 59.8 48.4 53.1 68 57.68

ENOB (bit) 9.6 7.75 8.5 11 9.3

Power (mW) 22.3 20.5 650 160 21.8

FoM (pj/conv.) 19.6 11.9 8.8 3.9 3.45

Chip area (mm2) 1.62 0.2 4 2.5 1.5
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Conclusion

In this paper, a CT low-pass ΣΔmodulator for positron emission tomography

front-end application was presented. The proposed chip was designed in a

0.18-μm CMOS technology. The loop filter of ΣΔ modulator used the CICFF

topology and saved a power of op-amp. Therefore the ΣΔ modulator is well

suited for the low-power application than other paper comparisons. At 1.8-V

supply voltage, the proposed ΣΔ modulator has a power consumption of

21.8 mW. It achieves a dynamic range of 52 dB and a peak SNDR 57.68 at

200 MHz of sampling frequency for PET applications.
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Chapter 111

Simulation Testing Apparatus and Method
for Embedded System Based on Universal
Serial Bus Host

Xin Li, Lingping Chen, Rentai Chen, and Shengwen Jiang

Abstract Nowadays, more and more embedded products are required to have

capabilities of communicating with accessories or other devices through USB

(Universal Serial Bus) as host. Different from USB device, the host occupies a

unique position as the coordinating entity for the USB, and thus the mature methods

used for USB device test do not work in USB host test. Especially, the USB host

built in embedded system has special architecture and supports specified applica-

tions; thus normal USB devices in market cannot be used to test the USB host

system. So how to verify the functionalities of USB host in embedded system or

applications based on USB host is always a big challenge for developers. This paper

presents a method to test USB host functionalities and even the entire system based

on USB host. The core of the method is a configurable USB device simulator

connected to PC (personal computer) and software on PC which can configure the

simulator dynamically and extend functionality of the simulator. An apparatus

based on the method has been developed and put to use in a real project.

Keywords USB host test • USB device simulator • USB class switch

111.1 Introduction

USB is a cable bus that supports data exchange between a host and a wide range of

simultaneously accessible devices. There is only one host in any USB system and

all data transfers are initiated by the host [1]. USB devices with similar functions

are grouped into classes in order to share common features and even use the same

device drivers [2].

New-generation embedded product has built-in USB host functionality to sup-

port USB accessories which work as USB device and follow different USB device

class specifications such as HID (human interface devices), CDC (communication
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device class), MSD (mass storage device), etc. [3, 4]. Verification and validation of

USB host functionality before the embedded product delivery is a major concern

because there is always no accessory (USB device) for test. After the product is

shipped, many third-party vendors will develop USB accessories for it, so the USB

host system is requested to be ready for handling all usage scenarios based on the

forecast.

Testing of USB host system (system means host and the device driver on top of

it) is always a big challenge for developers. For USB device, developer can make

use of commercial test tools as well as commercial operating system with mature

USB drivers like Microsoft Windows® to do the test. However, this method does

not work for testing embedded USB host system [5]. Purchasing an off-the-shelf

USB host test equipment was considered, but searching result shows that it is absent

in the market. Some USB protocol analyzers have the device simulation function-

ality, but they can only test the simple USB host usage scenarios such as device

enumeration. They have no capability of testing the complex interaction between

accessory and USB host [6].

To satisfy the USB host test requirement, a USB device simulator with capability

of simulating various USB class devices has been developed. This simulator can

dynamically load different USB device drivers and switch from one instance of

driver to another, and thus this single apparatus can be used to test multiple USB

functions on embedded USB host system. This simulator has a communication link

like RS232 to PC. The software developed on PC can control the behavior of the

simulator and extend the functionality of the simulator. This paper will describe the

architecture of the method and the design of the simulator and give an example of

testing a private application protocol based on USB host.

111.2 System Architecture and Design

111.2.1 System Structure

The system for testing USB host consists of USB device simulator and software

running on PC. Figure 111.1 shows the setup method of the system.

The USB device simulator has two ports: one is the USB device port, which is

used to connect with the target under test (USB host system) through USB cable,

and the other is the RS232 port connected to PC.

Generally, USB host system supports various USB device classes. Class drivers

are software components in host that are able to communicate with many USB

devices of a particular class. The USB device simulator can act as different class

devices. User console on PC can switch the simulator between the classes. For

example, user console can send command switch:hid to make simulator act as an

HID device and also can send command switch:cdc to switch simulator to CDC

device. With this simulator, there is no need to prepare different devices for
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different USB class tests. This simulator has the capability of testing multiple USB

host class drivers.

Upper-layer client applications based on USB host interoperate with different

kinds of devices to form different features. This method can support client appli-

cation test. To be more extendible and maintainable, testing components for client

applications are not designed in USB device simulator but located on PC. As

Fig. 111.2 shows, “Function Test Application” on PC is the component to test

client applications on USB host. It focuses on the functionality of the corresponding

client application regardless of transport layer. From logical view, Function Test

Application interacts with Client Applications directly as the horizontal imaginary

arrow shows. But from physical view, all the data between them pass through USB

device simulator. Vertical arrows indicate the actual communication between PC

and USB host system under test.
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PC

Fig. 111.1 System
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111.2.2 Design of USB Device Simulator

This section describes the structure and data flow inside the USB device simulator.

As Fig. 111.3 shows, the USB device simulator includes six components: RS232

driver, Message Dispatcher Module, Control Module, Data Module, USB Device

Drivers Module, and USB Device Stack [7].

There are two kinds of messages that can be sent from PC to USB device

simulator: one is control message and the other is data message. Message Dis-

patcher Module parses all the messages from RS232 driver and routes them to

proper module as Fig. 111.3 shows.

Control Module handles control messages coming from Message Dispatcher

Module. Currently, only “switch class type” control message is supported. As

Fig. 111.4 illustrates, this command will cause control module to load the new

device driver from USB Device Drivers Module and then switch to the new class

device. Control Module and control message can be extended to support more

functions of configuration and control in the future.

USB Device Drivers Module provides multiple device drivers for different

classes. Only the active driver instance functions at the same time. This module

provides interfaces for Control Module to achieve the driver switching mechanism.

Each device driver in USB Device Driver Module has capabilities of sending or

receiving data to or from USB port through USB Device Stack. USB Device Driver

Module exposes consistent data send/receive interfaces to Data Module, in another

word, no matter which driver functions, Data Module uses the same interfaces to

send or receive data messages to or from USB device driver. USB device driver

switch is transparent to Data Module.

USB 
Host PC

USB device simulatorUSB device simulator

RS232 driver

USB Device Stack

Control Module Data Module
Message 

Dispatcher 
Module

Data messageControl message

USB port RS232 port

USB Device Drivers Module

HID CDC MSD …
…

Data 
message

Fig. 111.3 USB device simulator
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Message Dispatcher Module routes data messages from RS232 driver to Data

Module. Data Module picks the raw data from data message and sends it to USB

Device Drivers Module. On the other hand, Data Module receives USB data from

USB Device Drivers Module and packed the data into data message. The data

message will be sent to PC through RS232.

111.2.3 Test Software Structure on PC

There are six components that comprise the software on PC as Fig. 111.2 has

illustrated. GUI (graphic user interface) integrates services of lower-layer Function

Test Application component and User Console to provide a unified and friendly

interface for user. Function Test Application interacts with the USB host Client

Applications logically. Data Module provides data send/receive interface for upper-

layer Function Test Application. It packs data into data message and sends it to

RS232 driver. And on the other hand, it forwards data from RS232 to the upper-

layer Function Test Application. User Console provides interfaces for user to

control and configure the USB device simulator, such as switch class driver.

Control Module packs and sends control messages for User Console.

Data Module  
sends data 

through class 
device driver

RS232 driver receive data from RS232 port 

Message Dispatcher get message from RS232 driver

Load new device driver

Control message

Disable USB controller

No

Enable USB controller

USB Enumerate Process

Data message

END

Yes

Control message or
data message?

Class type is the 
same with current?

Start

Fig. 111.4 USB device simulator data flow
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111.3 An Example: A Private Application Protocol
on USB Host Test

As a practical example, we designed and developed a test platform to test a private

application protocol on USB host.

Figure 111.5 shows how a USB control accessory communicates with the

embedded product through a private application protocol. This private application

protocol allows external control of the embedded product. Each entity running with

this protocol can be designed and implemented separately regardless of other

entities. It brings much convenience to the developer and some problems also,

like how to test and validate functionalities on host when accessory is not available.

The control accessory works as a USB CDC device. The communication

between accessory and embedded product follows USB CDC/ACM class

specification.

Figure 111.6 shows how to use the USB device simulator instead of accessory

when accessory is not available. It is flexible and easy to configure simulator as

various accessories, and also the simulator provides more functions than real

accessory, like dumping the test log and developing and maintaining the test

cases on PC side. In this example, we configure the simulator as a USB CDC/ACM

device.

Embedded product Control accessory

USB

USB Host stack

Control application

CDC Class Driver

USB Device stack

Control application

CDC Device Driver
USB CDC Specification

Actual communications flow
Logical communications flow

Private application 
protocol

Fig. 111.5 Connection of embedded product and control accessory
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Conclusion and Future Work

With this method and apparatus, developers can get many benefits.

USB device simulator can work as various USB devices, so it is very

useful for USB host system developers to test host functionality and different

class drivers before accessories are available. In addition, test program to test

client applications on USB host is built on PC which brings high flexibility

and maintainability.

Besides that, accessory firmware developers can get benefit from this

method. They can develop prototype based on this method before the hard-

ware are ready and use it to validate the concept and requirement of the

accessory. Unsuitable requirements can be discarded before design phase and

incorrect design can be avoided before code phase. This method will reduce

the risk and cost of accessory development.

Equipment to test USB host system is a shortage currently. Especially, it is

difficult to test USB host behavior in error conditions. This apparatus not only

has capabilities of testing functionalities of USB host system but also can be

extended to simulate error conditions based on specified requirements.

With the increasing needs of market, embedded product is required to

support more and more applications based on USB host system. The high

flexibility and extendibility of the apparatus allow various test programs to be

developed under the environment of PC to test different applications on USB

host system.
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Chapter 112

Simple Simulation of Abandoned Farmland
Based on Multiagent Modeling Approach

Xuehong Bai, Lihu Pan, Huimin Yan, and Heqing Huang

Abstract In recent years, the agent-based model (ABM) has been widely applied

and popularized in land-use and land-cover change (LUCC). It expresses the

spatiotemporal heterogeneities of a model with individuals and ultimately obtains

the emergence of individuals’ behaviors on a macroscopic scale. This paper takes

Taipusi Banner in the Inner Mongolia farming-pastoral zone as the study area based

on local questionnaire data. The model synthesizes climate factors, the Grain for

Green policy, direct subsidies of grain, and socioeconomic factors and simulates

household farmland use behaviors in the next 30 years based on the Repastj toolbox

in the Java language and in Eclipse. This model precisely reflects the LUCC process

and its corresponding factors’ interactions, provides deep insight into the integra-

tion process of these factors, and gives advice to governments on how to make land-

use and food-security policies long-lasting and reasonable.

Keywords Agent-based model • Artificial intelligence • Inner Mongolia farming-

pastoral zone • Abandoned farmland • Climate

112.1 Introduction

Farmland use plays an irreplaceable role in the development of agriculture and

national economy [1]. Few studies focus on the relationship of livelihoods and land

use in China. Integrating households’ livelihood to study changing trends in

farmland and ways of adapting to those changes is a frontier area of research that

can be explored to realize the sustainable development of ecologically fragile

regions [2].
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A land system is a coupled system comprised of a human society and the natural

environment. The Global Land Project asserts that we need to improve our under-

standing of how human activities influence the natural processes of the terrestrial

biosphere [3]. However, traditional models, for example, System Dynamics,

CLUE-S, Cellular Automata, and Markov chain, often ignore human activity. The

agent-based model (ABM) can simulate individuals in complex systems from a

bottom-up perspective. It defines behavior rules and interactive mechanisms of

individuals and pays more attention to human influences. More and more applica-

tions and spreads have been adopted using ABM in the area of land-use and land-

cover change (LUCC) [4]. In an early application of ABM in another country,

Balmann developed a simulation of agricultural land change based on ABM in

1977. This simulation concerns the competitive relationships of farms under dif-

ferent policies [5]. In China, Chen [6] explored households’ decision-making

processes on different scales. Pan [7] studied different types of household land-

use behaviors under natural-environment, government, and enterprise-subsidy

mechanisms.

In recent years, farmers in the Inner Mongolia farming-pastoral zone have

experienced land degradation, frequent drought, government subsidies, working

in the city, among other things. Households’ livelihood strategies and farmland use

modes in this location change frequently. Farmers and related management insti-

tutions try new farmland uses, so an exhaustive study should be conducted to offer

support for adaptive and sustainable farmland use.

112.2 Overview of Study Area

Taipusi Banner (Fig. 112.1) is located in the south of the Xilin Gol League. It is a

fragile area in the north farming-pastoral zone. This banner is located in a fast-

growing, high-yielding region, is part of a grain subsidy project, and falls within the

Grain for Green project, so studying the effects of government policies can assist

government in making improvements in policies. Recently, as the drought has

intensified and the social economy developed, an increasing number of agricultural

labors have gone to the big cities and more and more farmland has been abandoned.

Because currently China’s land system is one that gives responsibility to house-

holds, households’ land-use decisions (especially for abandoned farmland) are

directly related to farmland-use changes. The study of farmland-use changes

necessarily entails understanding the households’ farmland using behaviors.
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112.3 Research Data and Methods

This study uses questionnaire data gathered from households on the spot and

statistical data on socioeconomic development. Questionnaire surveys can be

used to obtain household information related to population and economic structure,

means of livelihood, and farmland use.

Questionnaire surveys were carried out in July of 2011. Study villages’ infor-

mation is listed below (Table 112.1), and 161 households were interviewed.

Questionnaires include three parts: (1) basic socioeconomic characteristics of

households and their family members, for example, gender, age, job, and educa-

tional level; (2) farmland quality, current use and transfer, households’ livelihoods’

behaviors, sources of family income; (3) natural disasters and households’ adaptive

abilities.

In this paper, a statistical analysis technique is used to extract households’

behavior rules based on questionnaire data. For ABM, the RepastJ toolbox and

Java language are used to build a multiagent model platform for simulating

households’ farmland-use behaviors in a secondary development way.

Fig. 112.1 Geographic location and land cover of Taipusi Banner (LUCC data in year 2000 are

from the Data Center for Resources and Environmental Sciences, Chinese Academy of Sciences)
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112.4 Framework of Abandoned Farmland Model Based
on ODD Protocol

Because theoretical research on ABM lags behind application research, Volker

Grimm at the Leipzig-Halle Research Center in 2006 proposed the overview,

design concepts, and details (ODD) protocol to describe a standard ABM [8]. He

updated this protocol in 2010 [9]. This study describes ABM in abandoned farm-

land by households according to the ODD protocol (Table 112.2).

112.5 Main Model Components

112.5.1 Configuration of Running Environment

This study takes the RepastJ toolbox as the modeling tool and uses Java to construct

an ABM platform in the Eclipse integrated development environment. Repast

(Recursive Porous Agent Simulation Toolkit) is an agent modeling tool developed

by Social Sciences Computing at the University of Chicago [10]. The initial

running environment is land-use/land-cover data of a real geographical environ-

ment in the year 2010 with 100 m cell size. In the left panel of Fig. 112.2, the purple

cells represent farmland, green cells represent grassland, red cells represent build-

ing land, blue cells represent water bodies, and white cells represent no data. In

Fig. 112.2, middle, green cells represent planted farmland, pink cells represent

abandoned farmland, and yellow cells represent rented farmland. In Fig. 112.2,

right, in the parameter configuration window, some running parameters can be set

initially by modelers.

Table 112.1 Basic information on villages surveyed in questionnaires

Village

Longitude

(E)

Latitude

(N)

Elevation

(m)

Distance to

center (km)

Number of

questionnaires

Sample

rate (%)

Jianguo 115�290 41�470 1,439 20 28 9

Jiuyingpan 115�240 41�450 1,421 15 36 12

Xidajing 115�180 41�480 1,446 10 19 13

Yonghong 114�570 41�370 1,418 50 40 17

Chongguang 114�590 41�370 1,390 45 39 17
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112.5.2 Behaviors and Properties of Agents

This model includes three types of agent. PersonAgent represents family members,

householdAgent represent families, and governmentAgent represents a nation

which is used to describe government policies.

The properties of PersonAgent include ID, age, gender, education, status (e.g.,

children, farmer, undergraduate, migrant workers, the elderly). The activities of

personAgent include, for example, studying, producing, and going out for job.

Table 112.2 Structure of ABM of abandoned farmland in inner Mongolia based on ODD protocol

Element of ODD

protocol Model description using ODD

Overview 1. Purpose Simulating process and trend of farmland use in study area

under the influence of socioeconomics, climate, and gov-

ernmental policies in the next 30 years

2. Entities, state vari-

ables, and scales

Entities: households and government; state variables:

external–internal factors of households; scales: house-

holds—regional

3. Process overview

and scheduling

Decision making: farmland-use decisions, abandon or

plant?; rule: profit maximization; model update: annually

Design

concepts

4. Design concepts Whether households abandon their farmland or not is

related to the local environment, socioeconomic factors,

and governmental policies. Households adjust their

planting behaviors to adapt to changes based on profit

maximization

Details 5. Initialization Land cover of study area, internal factors of households in

2010

6. Input data Climatic factors, governmental policies (for related details

see Table 112.3)

7. Submodels Agent-generating module, agent-classification module,

and agent decision-making module

Table 112.3 Main input parameters of ABM and its initial value

Name Meaning Initial value Source

Changing

rule

averageLand Farmland per person 0.39 hm2 Questionnaire Do not

change

maxDeathAge Life expectancy 65–100 Questionnaire 65–100

numAgents Number of

households

1,000 Statistical data Do not

change

numPerHousehold Family size 5 Statistical data 3–8

everEarned Income from

migrant workers per

person

11,000 yuan/year Questionnaire Increase by

1–10 %

subsidyGFG Subsidy for green for

grain

160 yuan/acre Questionnaire Do not

change

subsidyFood Food subsidy 30 yuan/acre Questionnaire Do not

change
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The properties of householdAgent include, for example, ID, family member, land,

and family income. The activities of householdAgent include planting going out for

job. The properties of governmentAgent include subsidy money and number of

years of subsidies under the Grain for Green policy and food subsidies.

Based on questionnaires of people surveyed on the spot, this study obtains an

average planting income for each household in 2010 of 1 yuan. Households adjust

their planting decisions (rent, rent out, do not change, or abandon farmland)

according to their planting income. The running rules of the model are displayed

in a decision tree, as in Fig. 112.3.

112.6 Simulation Results

The model simulates changes in the number of current households that abandoned

their farmland and population distribution of in the next 30 years. In this paper, the

author analyzed five types of people: local workers, migrant workers, farmers, the

elderly, and minors.

Fig. 112.2 Initial running interface (left), running interface at a specific time (middle), and
parameter configuration window (right)

Farming Income 
in Current Year

> a?

> 1.2a? > 0.8a?

Rent Remain the
same Land Quality<3?

Rent Out Remain
the same

Land Quality<3?

Remain
the same

Abandon
farmland

Fig. 112.3 Decision trees of household farmland-use behaviors
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In Fig. 112.4, the x-axis represents the year, and the y-axis stands for the number

of people. Figure 112.4a shows the number of households that abandoned their

farmland remaining the same in the next 0–15 years. But in 15–26 years, the

number of such households shows an increasing trend. Figure 112.4b shows that, in

the next 0–15 years, the number of farmers will remain the same. But in

15–30 years, this number shows a decreasing trend. This changing pattern comple-

ments the trend of households abandoning their farmland. The number of migrant

workers first shows a decrease and later an increase. The number of local workers

does not obviously change, but there is a slightly increasing trend. The number of

elderly people and minors shows a clear increasing trend.

On the basis of Fig. 112.4 we arrive at the conclusion that, under current

conditions, a large proportion of farmland will be abandoned, and the composition

of the population in the study area will be made up of elderly and young people.

The Grain for Green policy provided households with some financial support.

This support caused some farmers to minimize their dependence on farmland and,

to some extent, minimize the number of farmers. But the direct grain policy did not

arouse the enthusiasm of households for planting farmland. This strategy needs to

be adjusted; otherwise, more farmland will be abandoned in the future.

Conclusion and Discusssion

The ABM represents a combination of a complex adaptive system and

distributed artificial intelligence and has been applied and popularized in

the area of LUCC. This paper adopts the ABM as the modelling method,

simulates the process of changing land-use behaviors by households under

current natural factors, socioeconomic factors, and national governmental

policies and predicts changes in trends in decision making regarding farmland

use by households in the next 30 years. The simulation results show that if the

current situation continues, more farmland will be abandoned. The govern-

ment’s Grain for Green policy has a negative impact on households’ willing-

ness to plant, but the policy of direct subsidies for grain has not motivated

households to plant. To change this severe situation with respect to farmland

(continued)
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(continued)

use, households’ awareness of the importance of planting needs to improve,

and guidance is also needed on government policies.

The operating rules of this model are simple, for example, neglect state

transfer mechanisms of households and family members and climate hazard

factors. Households’ decisions may have irregularities in this phenomenon,

i.e., different households make the same decisions while the same households

make different decisions. What’s more, topographical factors, which may

include spatial heterogeneities, are not included in this simulation. Last but

not least, more multivariable and and multiscenario analyses will need to be

conducted in the future.
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Chapter 113

Parallel Parity Scheme for Reliable
Solid-State Disks

Jianbin Liu, Hui Xu, Hongshan Nie, Hongqi Yu, and Zhiwei Li

Abstract Recently, solid-state disks (SSDs) have been extensively applied in

many fields. However, with increasing storage density in SSDs, a liability problem

has emerged as a significant restriction. A parallel parity scheme is proposed in this

paper. This scheme employs a mapping table based on a physical block address and

a partial delayed parity update. Experimental results demonstrate the proposed

scheme not only improves the reliability of SSDs, but also enhances their

performance.

Keywords SSD • Reliability • Erasure code • Parity scheme

113.1 Introduction

With the development of solid-state disk technology, more and more people are

choosing SSDs for storage memory. At present, three kinds of NANDFlashmemory

are used to build SSDs: SLC (single-level cell), MLC (multi-level cell), and TLC

(triple-level cell). SLC flash memory has high performance and reliability, MLC

flash memory has middling performance and reliability, while TLC flash memory

has low performance and reliability. Manufactures prefer to use the denserMLC and

TLC options rather than SLC in the commercial market. With the increasing

capacity of SSDs, their reliability has become an increasingly serious problem.

Previous research on the reliability of SSDs has focused on error correct codes

(ECC), which can ensure that fault tolerance is less than several bits in each page.

Because of the structure of flash memory, the error rates of each bit are related to

each other [1], so the traditional method of calculating the UPER (uncorrectable

page error rate) is not accurate. When a bit is in error, the probability of error in

adjacent bits is greatly increased. This has posed a great challenge for the ECC

algorithm which only has limited error correction ability. In the face of low

reliability flash memories such as MLC and TLC, SSDs need a more complex

algorithm to ensure a certain reliability. In the case where a full page or full block

has failed, even the most complex ECC algorithm is useless.
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113.2 Related Work

As the data concurrency model in SSDs is similar to that in RAID (redundant array

of independent disks), erasure code technology from RAID began to be applied to

intra-SSDs improving the reliability of such SSDs. Erasure codes are divided into

RS (Reed–Solomon) codes, array codes, and LDPC (low-density parity-check

codes). Five indexes: fault tolerance, storage efficiency, encoding, decoding, and

updating have been widely introduced in the evaluation of erasure codes [2]. Gen-

erally, fault tolerance and storage efficiency are contradictory, namely, higher fault

tolerance implies lower storage efficiency. As data cannot be updated in the original

address in SSDs, those data as well as erasure codes should be updated elsewhere.

Taking into account the relationship between original data and erasure, array codes

and LDPC are not suitable for erasure codes in intra-SSDs.

In the design of SSDs, normally a multichannel parallel structure was put into

use, which could resemble RAID-0. Thus, in order to enhance the reliability of

SSDs, application of higher RAID levels including RAID-1, RAID-2, RAID-3,

RAID-4, RAID-5, RAID-6, etc., was the next logical step to consider. Because of

the characteristics of the “erase-before-write” feature of flash memory, data cannot

be updated in-place. Applying RAID technology directly will lead to a great

overhead, so a fine parity scheme and an efficient data updating method are

desirable to give a positive answer.

Greenan et al. [3] proposed a RAID-4 SSD architecture which was normally

accompanied with an NVRAM (non-volatile RAM) to hold the parity temporarily.

It reduced the frequent parity updates for write requests and achieved the function

of recovering data from a failed chip (die, block, page). On the basis of such a

method, Soojun et al. [4] proposed a RAID-5 SSD architecture which improved the

performance of SSDs. However, Soojun did not get rid of the burden (NVRAM),

which manufacturers will not pay for.

In this paper, we propose a novel parallel parity scheme for flash memory SSDs

in order to enhance reliability. The parity data can recover the original data from

either a failed page or a failed block by exploiting the intra-SSD erasure code.

Moreover, through establishing parity based on a physical block and using the

partial delayed parity update, our method could solve the overhead problem caused

by data updating.

113.3 Parallel Parity Architecture

113.3.1 Creating Parity

We consider a SSD with N channels as shown in Fig. 113.1. The SSD architecture

stripe is the stripe of erasure codes, and the page in flash is the element of erasure

codes. One SSD architecture stripe generally consists of N pages. In order to
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guarantee fault tolerance more than 1, N channels at least contain one parity channel

even if we use MDS (Maximum Distance Separable) codes, which can provide the

highest space efficiency. So N� 1 channels are used for writing data, and the

remaining one is used for writing parity data at the same time.

In the first step, if the SSD receives a request that the host needs to write data

equaling K (K�N� 1) pages, the SSD controller writes N� 1 pages of data into

channel registers. The SSD controller calculates a page of parity data through N� 1

pages of data which are then written into the remaining channel register. The next

step is to write N� 1 pages of data and one page of parity data from the channel

registers into flash memory. SSD repeats the above steps until K pages of data are

written into flash memory.

There are N channels in a SSD and N pages in a stripe. The parity data are

calculated with the XOR operation. The original data are denoted by D¼ {D0,D1,

D2, . . .,Dk� 1}, while parity data are denoted by P. The mathematical formula for

generating parity data is:

P0 ¼ D0

L
D1

L
D2

L � � �LDn�2,
P1 ¼ Dn�1

L
Dn

L
Dnþ1

L � � �LD2n�3,
⋮

ð113:1Þ

where the sign
L

denotes an exclusive or (XOR) function, which is simple to

realize in the SSD controller, being only the equivalent of a bitwise sum.

If the original data are small data D¼ {D0,D1, . . .,Dk� 1}(k< (n� 1)), we adopt

a partial delayed scheme to generate parity. In the same way, we dispose of the tail

of the bulk data. The data to be written are:

P
0 ¼ D0

M
D1

M
� � �
M

Dk�1: ð113:2Þ

After the SSD controller writes D into the channel registers, temporary parity

data can be calculated and written into the SSD cache. When another data item
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D0 ¼ {D
0
0,D

0
1,D

0
2, . . .} is waiting to be written, we pieced D0 and D into one. The

parity data P0 are updated to P00:

P
00 ¼ P

0M
D
0
0

M
D
0
1

M
� � �
M

D
0
n�k�3: ð113:3Þ

Finally, the complete stripeD+D0 +P00 is generated. We adopt a delayed scheme

to generate parity data if data are written twice in the same super block. According

to the partial principle and flash management scheme, the partial delayed scheme is

efficient in most cases.

113.3.2 Updating

Data cannot be overridden in SSDs, but the host doesn’t know this due to the FTL

(flash translation layer). So the problem of parity data updating caused by data

updating does not exist in SSDs. If parity data is created based on a physical block

address, the updating problem can be readily solved. On the basis of such an idea, a

parity scheme based on a physical block address is proposed. FTL adopts a super-

block mapping table. N blocks form a super block via a parity relationship. The

mapping table for parity is built upon physical blocks and the mapping table of

pages is built in a super block according to the order in the blocks. The mapping

table is generated when blocks are allotted, and the mapping table is updated when

Garbage Collection and Bad Block Management are part of the process.

In our algorithm, when a block containing many dirty pages is to be collected,

dirty pages cannot be discarded, because the parity needs to be built between dirty

pages and valid pages. The mapping table for parity is the tie that binds N blocks

together. So the super block is the smallest garbage collection unit, valid pages are

abstracted, and new parity data are generated. Afterwards, the mapping table for

parity is updated (Fig. 113.2).
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113.3.3 Recovery

When the SSD controller reads data from flash memory, a failure may occur due to

bit roll-over, a page-level error, a block-level error, a die-level error, a chip-level

error, or a channel-level error. When the error occurs, the steps shown in Fig. 113.3

are to be taken. If the error cannot be corrected by ECC, the algorithm we propose

works. Parity data are generated through the formula:

P0 ¼ D0

M
D1

M
D2

M
� � �
M

Dn�2: ð113:4Þ

If the data Di cannot be read as a result of a channel-level error, but it can be

recovered from other data, then the recovery formula is:

D1 ¼ D0

M
D2

M
D3

M
� � �
M

DN�1
M

P0: ð113:5Þ

The algorithm tolerates one channel-level failure in the worst case.

113.4 Experiments and Results

To evaluate the proposed scheme, we implemented an open-source SSD simulator

(SSDsim), which was developed by Huazhong University of Science and Technol-

ogy. SSDsim has accurate, modular, configurable characteristics. The platform

SSD controller

EDC No error

Beyond the ability
of ECC

ECC
NO

Recovery via our
algorithm

error

Yes

Read data

Fig. 113.3 The process of

recovering from a failure
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consists of eight channels and 32 chips. There are 4,096 blocks in a chip, 2,048

Bytes in a page. Grouping comparison was adopted. Methods can be divided into

four groups: no parity scheme, RAID-5 scheme, the Qin scheme [5], and our

scheme. We used two real disk I/O traces, pcNTFS and Financial. pcNTFS was

collected on a desktop system through execution of several applications such as

moving, web browsing, games, etc. Financial is an OLTP application trace [4]. We

used two traces in three schemes to evaluate the proposed scheme.

113.4.1 Recovery Tests

In recovery mode, the worst situation occurs when one of N channels fails. When

the host sends a request to read channel 1, the data consisting of all zeros are

returned. In this way, we simulated one channel-level failure. The next step, the

data recovery process, was shown in Fig. 113.3. Since the eight channels are equal,

there is no harm in assuming that channel 1 had failed. The results of our experi-

ments showed that the failed data can be recovered through the proposed scheme.

113.4.2 Read and Write Speed

We evaluated the performance penalty of the parity scheme in SSDs. Figure 113.4

shows the response time of both a read operation and a write operation in five

modes with two traces. The no parity scheme is seen as the benchmark; the write

response time of the RAID-5 scheme increased by 13.37 %, the Qin scheme by

14.04 %, and our scheme increased by 14.06 %.
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The read response time of the RAID-5 scheme increased by 13.51 %, the Qin

scheme by 14.34 %, and our scheme increased by 6.12 %. The reason for the time

increases is that the number of channels decreased; one of the channels was used to

write parity data at all times. In the recovery mode of our scheme, the write

response time increased by 43.03 %, and the read response time increased by

63.09 %. The incremental increase of the write response time is obviously less

than that of the read response time. This result is related to the fact that the read

process requires more basic operations in recovery mode.

In our scheme, the read operation was optimized. The SSD controller only reads

the original data, and skips the parity data. The results demonstrated that in

comparison with the no parity scheme, the read response time in our scheme

increased slightly.

Conclusion

We achieved data reinforcement with limited resources. The algorithm can

tolerate one channel-level failure as a worst condition. In the case of a failed

chip, SSDs work properly. We solved the data updating problem through a

mapping table based on a physical block address, and reduced the overhead of

data updating. We reduced the SSDs WA (write amplification) coefficient,

and improved their performance.

The inadequacy of the proposed algorithm is that we did not consider the

variable reliability of flash memory. The reliability of flash memory will be

reduced with an increased P/E circle, so a simplex fault tolerance may be a

waste of resources during this initial time. To solve this problem, an algo-

rithm with alterable fault tolerance would represent the next step.
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Chapter 114

Design of Tibetan Latin Transliteration
System in Unicode

Xiaoying Chen, Jinyong Ai, and Xiaodan Guo

Abstract This paper presents the design and implementation of a new Tibetan

Latin transliteration system based on small set. Based on an analysis of small-set

characteristics and knowledge of Tibetan orthography, this paper shows a Latin

transliteration algorithm based on Unicode encoding and explains the strategies of

the algorithm.

Keywords Tibetan • Latin transliteration • Unicode • Consonant placeholder

114.1 Introduction

The use of Tibetan Latin transliteration in Tibetology studies promotes the use and

spread of Tibetan documents. With the rapid development of information

processing technology of Tibetan, more and more Tibetan Latin transliterations

of various Tibetan documents are playing a primary role in terms of text recognition

and other studies in the information processing technology of national languages

while resolving compatibility issues with respect to different types of encoding in

machine reading. However, most studies of Latin transliteration schemes are based

on large set. For example, Chen developed a Latin transliteration algorithm based

on large character set in the research and implementation of Tibetan transliteration

[1]. Meanwhile, in the methods of Tibetan Latin transliteration, with all of the main

Tibetan Latin transliteration methods established, Jiang also emphasized factors

that need to be considered in a Latin transliteration algorithm and put forward a new

Tibetan Latin transliteration algorithm [2]. However, the new algorithm represents

an improvement in theory only rather than in implementation. In the standard model

for Tibetan Latin transliteration of the international coding standard (2008), Qi put

forward a new model that represented a method of converting long strings of

Tibetan characters into Latin transliterations but failed to provide details about
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the algorithm [3]. At present, with more and more scholars preferring an input

system based on small-set, most of electronic resources for Tibetan news and

research are constructed using small sets. This paper describes some studies on a

small-set encoding system and puts forward a Tibetan Latin transliteration system

based on Microsoft Windows.

114.2 Structure and Encoding Characteristics of Modern
Tibetan

114.2.1 Structure of Tibetan

Tibetan is a kind of alphabetical language with its characters coming from Sanskrit

letters. Tibetan has 30 basic consonant characters and five vowel characters. Of

these, each of the consonant characters can stand alone as a word, but the vowel

characters must appear in words with the consonant characters. Tibetan word are

separated by a syllabic sign, , sentences are separated by a single vertical mark, ,

and paragraphs are separated by a double vertical mark, . Every Tibetan syllable

is composed of so-called basic character, superfix, subfix, prefix, suffix and tail

suffix, and vowels; at the same time, the written language is read from left to right

and top to bottom, with the sequence of prefix, basic character, suffix and tail suffix

as the former’s order with the sequence of superfix, basic character,subfix and

vowel as the latter’s order. Each Tibetan character is considered a widget. Every

widget has its own construction and its position can be vacancy except for a basic

character.

114.2.2 Encoding Characteristics of Tibetan

There are two methods of Tibetan information processing technology based on two

different encoding systems. One is the national standard encoding system, which is

a large set that shows Tibetan words as vertical combinations; the other is the

international standard encoding system, which is a small set that shows Tibetan

words as dynamic combinations. The large-set encoding system considers up-add

characters and down-add characters as a whole. Such a processing method could

lead to a large number of compatible character strings that add complexity to a

system because the system needs to dynamically compose up-add characters, down-

add characters, basic characters, and vowels into a Tibetan word. In addition, the

large-set encoding system must the large character set encoding system must finish

all of the pre-composing,which may make the system uncompatible. Within all

operating systems, the small-set encoding system processes all Tibetan words as

alphabetic writings by considering all Tibetan characters such as vowels,
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consonants, and additional characters as the basic encoding characters. Such a

processing method highly conforms to all ISO evaluation processes and principles;

at the same time, it is also currently the most popular international Tibetan encoding

system.

114.3 System Structure

Figure 114.1 shows the structure of modern Tibetan Latin transliteration. Function-

ally, the whole system of modern Tibetan Latin transliteration integrates the

management and maintenance of Tibetan structure knowledge base, Tibetan text

preprocessing, and four modules of Latin transliteration. We can see each module’s

function and implementation.

114.3.1 Preprocessing of Tibetan Texts

While the other concerns the separation and reduction of affixed words aims at

obtaining normalized Tibetan characters by processing the special parts of modern

Tibetan, which consists of two parts. One part concerns the standardization of

Latin 
transliteration

Output
Tibetan texts  

Input
Tibetan texts

Knowledge base management and maintenance

Tibetan text preprocessing

Special character
management

Separation and return
of fixed words

Rules for the
regulations of
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Tibetan character
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orthography

Knowledge
base of Latin
transliteration

Fig. 114.1 Flowchart of Tibetan Latin transliteration
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special Tibetan characters, while the other concerns the separation and reduction of

affixed words.

114.3.1.1 Standardization Management of Special Tibetan Characters

In Tibetan texts, except for normalized Tibetan characters, there are some contrac-

tion of English vocabularies, short and simple words, numbers, and symbols that are

different from Tibetan characters that will affect the processing, so some steps must

be taken in terms of standardization before Latin transliteration. Those steps

involve summerizing the types of nonnormative Tibetan characters, then

establishing the transliteration rules and the corresponding knowledge base.

114.3.1.2 Separation and Return of Affixed Words

In classical Tibetan, separators appear between two words; in modern Tibetan, the

separator has been omitted for the sake of convenience [4].

Centain case-auxiliary words, continuative words and end words may be affixed

to suffix or basic character to compose a one-syllable word [5], although such

structures do not conform to Tibetan orthography, they are considered correct in

written form. Thus, it is necessary to do some separating on such occasions. The

common ly affixed words in Tibetan texts include (1) the genitive auxiliary word

“ ”, (2) the continuative word “ ”, (3) the separator word “ ”, (4) the end word

“ ”, and (5) the case-auxiliary words “ ” and “ ” [6]. The processing of these

affixed words depends on the Tibetan character’s formation to design adaptive

specifications. It highlights a correct rate of 99.3 % based on an analysis of

experiments whose results are shown in Table 114.1.

114.3.1.3 Separation and Return of Affixed Words

In Table 114.1, we use the letter S to represent the dissociated form and the letter SR
to represent the return form.

114.3.2 Management and Maintenance of Knowledge Base

The main function is to maintain and manage the normalization and management of

three knowledge bases which are designed by Latin transliteration system.This

means the improvement and maintainance of Tibetan orthorgraphy knowledge

base, special symbol converting rules, and Latin transliteration knowledge base,

thus making data calling and management effective.
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114.3.3 Separation of Tibetan Characters

114.3.3.1 Characters of Small-Set Encoding System

The small-set encoding system is designed for the encoding of basic Tibetan

characters. In the course of the encoding process, different basic Tibetan characters

will dynamically comprise a whole word horizontally or vertically [7]; however, the

width of all the vertical basic character strings is equal to that of one character in the

show process, and such a character width mainly depends on the first consonant of

the vertical character string, with the first consonant known as an occupying

consonant and its corresponding code known as an occupying consonant encode.

Because other consonants of the vertical character string do not occupy any space,

they are called nonoccupying consonant codes [8]. The vowel character is up or

down in relation to the consonant character, so it does not occupy any space either.

Because it is possible or impossible for each consonant to be an occupying

consonant encode, each of them occupies or does not occupy two encoding stan-

dards. For example, in the consonant is an occupying consonant character,

whose code is U+0F63; but in , the consonant is not an occupying consonant

character, and so the code is different. In Tibetan, all the pre-add, after-add, and

final-add characters could occupying consonant characters, but the basic character

and the vowel could not; in this sense, the separation of each Tibetan syllable could

use such a character forming mechanism and locate one basic character from all the

codes.

114.3.3.2 Separation of Tibetan Characters

The key to the separation of Tibetan characters is to find the basic character, which

can be done using the character-formation rule of Tibetan syllables and the features

of a small-set encoding system.

Table 114.1 Results of separation and return of affixed words

Auxiliary

word Original form

English

meaning Dissociated form Return form

My dream

Star

I want it too

Walk or sit

Happy

I say

Listen
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Define the letter C as an occupying consonant encoding set, the letter V as an

occupying vowel encoding set, NC as a nonoccupying vowel encoding set, and the

letter U as the down-add character set, which belongs to NC. At the same time,

define a syllable’s encoding string as l1l2, . . ., ln(1¼<n<¼7), the occupying

encoding string as C1C2, . . ., Cm(1¼<m<¼4), and the nonoccupying encoding

string as NC0NC2, . . ., NCk(0¼<k<¼2). In the nonoccupying encoding string,

k¼ 0 indicates that there is no occupying consonant in the syllable’s encoding

string. In the occupying vowel encoding string, t¼ 0 indicates that there is no

occupying vowel in the syllable’s encoding string. As defined previously, associ-

ating with the features of a small-set encoding system and Tibetan orthography, the

recognition algorithms are as follows:

Input the syllable encoding string l1l2, . . ., ln using string-match methods to find

the strings C1C2, . . ., Cm, Vt and NC0NC2, . . ., NCk in sets C, V, and NC. With the

value of k, the position of the basic character and other parts’ characters can be

obtained:

1. When k¼ 2, the nonoccupying consonant encoding string of the syllable is

NC1NC2. With the features of a small-set encoding system, this ensures that

the combining characters contain the up-add character and the down-add char-

acter; then with the Tibetan output order, it ensures that the nonoccupying

consonant NC0NC2 is the basic character Ba, and the down-add character is

Up. Thus, the position of the basic character can be obtained.

2. When k¼ 1, the nonoccupying consonant encoding string of the syllable is NC1,

and it is necessary to use Tibetan character formation to recognize whether NC1

is a basic character or a down-add character. First, determine whether or not NC1

belongs to set U. In Tibetan character display, as a down-add character, the code

of the character is different from that of the combining characters;

meanwhile, in Tibetan orthography, another down-add character, , cannot be

combined with an up-add character. As a result the judgement can only deter-

mine whether NC1 belongs to the subfix character set; if so, then NC will be the

basic character Ba, or its occupying consonant must be the basic character Ba
[9]. If it is different from the two aforementioned situations, it can also ensure

that NC1 is the basic character Ba.
3. When k¼ 0, there is no nonoccupying consonant encoding string in the syllable,

which means that there are no up-add or down-add characters in the Tibetan

syllable. Thus, it is necessary to make sure the basic character’s position based

on the position of vowel character. When h> 0, the consonant character before

the vowel is the basic character. When t¼ 0, it is necessary to use the width of

the syllable to judge the basic character, specifically, in Tibetan orthography to

analyze and obtain the basic character Ba.

After the basic character string Ba is determined, the positions of all the other

characters’ that belong to the combining characters when Ba belongs to NC set can

be determined. If Ba belongs to the NC set, then the following occupying conso-

nants are after-add and final-add characters. And the character that is closest to the

consonant must be an up-add character; if a character is also in front of an up-add
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character, then it must be a front-add character; in other circumstances, there are no

up-add characters in Tibetan syllables; there are front-add characters in front of

occupying consonants and after-add and final-add characters subsequently. Then,

different character codes of the combing character can be obtained with the

foregoing results.

114.3.4 Rules of Latin Transliteration

The Tibetan Latin transliteration system aims at converting Tibetan characters into

Latin characters. Regarding the information processing technology of Tibetan,

Latin transliteration is a very important tool in terms of the recognition and study

of modern Tibetan. In this paper, each Tibetan syllable is a basic unit. All of them

are taken to carry out Latin transliteration with its own structures so that the project

of initial consonant and vowel transliteration of modern Tibetan can be realized.

During transliteration, some key rules must be followed. Rule 1: read each part of

the Tibetan syllable according to the method of spelling initial consonants and

vowels; then take the transliteration with initial consonants and vowels from a Latin

transliteration table. Rule 2: all marks are shown as small letters following Latin

transliteration. Rule 3: a syllable without a vowel character must be considered as a

syllable with an“a,” and the vowel “a” is located in front of vowels. Rule 4: if a

syllable contains any vowel characters, translate the basic character as “a,” and

the whole syllable is deemed as zero initial.

Upon processing all parts of the combined characters according to the preceding

rules, the following steps are followed to combine initial consonants and vowels

with Tibetan syllabic structures, that is, in a single syllable, initial

consonant¼ front-add character + basic character (without vowel),

vowels¼ vowel + after-add character + final-add character. By contrasting the

knowledge base of Tibetan Latin transliteration, corresponding Latin transliteration

strings can be obtained with respect to each of the Tibetan initial consonants and

vowels.

Conclusion

This paper focuses on a method of carrying out Tibetan Latin transliteration

based on small-set encoding. In this paper, the rules of Latin transliteration

depend on the combination rules of initial Tibetan consonants and vowels.

The core of such rules is changing the contrast tables, the contrast table

between initial Tibetan consonants and Latin transliteration the contrast

tables of initial Tibetan consonsnts to Latin transliteration and Tibetan vowels

to Latin transliteration. With these two reference tables, Tibetan Latin trans-

literation can be achieved. At the same time, such a method can be easily

(continued)
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(continued)

adapted for use in other relevant fields, for example, in the study of Interna-

tional Phonetic Alphabet Transliterations of different Tibetan dialects, the

different dialects’ International Phonetic Alphabet can be automatically gen-

erated, and reliable results can be achieved by simply changing the initial

consonant base; however, some Sanskrit or foreign new words have structures

that are different from that of modern Tibetan syllables. In that case, it will be

necessary in the future to create and adopt other adaptive processing methods.
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Chapter 115

Graphical User Interface Reliability
Prediction Based on Architecture and Event
Handler Interaction

Zhifang Yang, Sanxing Yang, Zhongxing Yu, Beibei Yin,
and Chenggang Bai

Abstract Graphical user interfaces (GUIs) are becoming increasingly important in

software development because they are user friendly. Thus, a well-developed GUI

is an important factor for software quality, while the reliability of GUIs is a

relatively young research field. The existing software reliability assessment tech-

niques are based on particular assumptions and preconditions that are not suitable

for GUIs. Compared with traditional software, the profile of a GUI is quite

complicated, and so event interactions and event states make GUI reliability very

complex. This paper introduces a model of GUI reliability and discusses related

issues encountered in the modeling process. Then a simple case is introduced based

on the GUI reliability model.

Keywords GUI reliability models • GUI testing • Event interaction

115.1 Introduction

Graphical user interfaces (GUIs) are becoming increasingly important in software

development because users can easily interact with software via a GUI. Thus, a

well-developed GUI is an important factor in software quality [1].

There already exists a substantial body of meaningful work on GUI testing [2, 4,

5]. These works demonstrate how to improve the reliability of GUIs. Despite this,

the reliability of GUIs is a relatively young research field. Belli [1] provided

experimental insight and preliminary results and analyzed the existing software
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reliability assessment techniques (SRATs) in GUIs. This work is important in GUI

reliability, while more characteristic of GUI should be considered:

First, GUI test data are scarce, so the reliability assessment techniques will prove

helpful. Second, a GUI profile is quite complex. Predicting the effect of a GUI

testing profile is an important issue in GUI reliability assessment. Third, compared

with traditional software, the failure of a GUI does not lend itself to quantitative

description. Analyzing the effect of different kinds of failure on GUI reliability

assessment is quite complicated. Finally, information about GUI architecture,

components, windows, and their interactions can be used to guide the testing

process and establish a reliable assessment of a GUI.

This paper describes an effective GUI reliability model, discusses the reliability

of the model structure, and presents the issues encountered in the modeling process.

The background is introduced in Sect. 2, the models for GUI reliability assessment

are described in detail in Sect. 3, and the analysis, construction process, and a case

study of the model are discussed in Sects. 4 and 5.

115.2 Background and Related Work

115.2.1 Related Work

Much meaningful work has already been carried out on GUIs. White et al. [2, 3] and

Belli [4] demonstrated a complete interaction sequence between a user and a GUI

application under testing. Memon et al. proposed a model of an event flow graph

(EFG) and several approaches guiding GUI testing [5–7]. Yang et al. introduced an

approach to GUI testing guided by a Bayesian model that quickly identifies more

defects than previous methods [8]. Furthermore, Zhao introduced a new model of

event handler based on EFG that develops a new GUI testing framework [9].

A GUI is an interface to a program that is composed of a certain number of

windows and components. With the various components of a GUI, Memon pro-

posed an EFG instead of all the event interactions in a GUI, and subsequently Zhao

proposed the event handler (EH) and event handler interaction graph (HIG), defined

as follows [9]:

<H, RHI> : ð115:1Þ

In this model, H is the set of all vertices in the EFG, each vertex is one EH, and

RHI is the set of edges indicating EH interaction.
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115.2.2 Main Window, Modal Window, and Modeless
Window

A main window is a parent window that is opened upon the GUI’s startup. It

launches a parent window that stays active on the user’s screen until the GUI is

closed. It is hidden behind modal windows while the modal windows are

being used.

A modal window is any type of window that is a child (secondary window) to a

parent window. It is commonly used when the author wants to maintain the user’s

focus on the information of the modal window when the user cannot interact with

the other windows of the same process.

Like modal windows, modeless windows launch secondary windows that stay

active on the user’s screen until they are closed; they can be minimized or hidden

behind other windows. A modeless window allows users to continue working with

an application while the modeless window is still open.

115.3 Event-Handler-Based Windows Interaction Graph

In this paper, we utilize EFG for path searching and HIG interaction as the coverage

criteria to obtain the GUI test case. Thus, we adopt the GUI profile and HIG

interaction [9] and define the windows Interaction Graph based on Event Handler,

which represents real test proces::

EHWIG ¼< H, W, E > ; ð115:2Þ

where H is a set of EHs in the GUI, and each h2H represents an EH in the GUI,

H¼ {h}; W is a set of windows in the GUI, and each w2H represents a type of

window in the graph, W¼ {w}; and E is a set of edges in the GUI, and each e2E
represents an edge in the graph, E¼ {e}.

The node “wi” is defined as <Wi,RWi,EWi>. Wi is the ith type window in the

graph, RWi is the reliability of the EH-based ith type window in the graph, and EWi

is the average execution time of the ith type window in the graph. Note how many

times the EH executes in the test process.

A directed edge e represents the execution path. As defined by <Tij,RTij,PTij>,

Tij is the transition from node ni to nj, RTij is the transition reliability, and PTij is the
transition probability.

Now we define the EHWIG for GUI reliability assessment (Fig. 115.1).

We divide the input domain of the GUI into three equivalence classes belonging

to three windows. It is given as follows:
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OP λð Þ ¼ < Wi, Pij,Mj > , i ¼ 1, 2, 3
� �

; ð115:3Þ

where W1 means that the EH belongs to the main window, W2 means that the EH

belongs to a modeless window, W3 means that the EH belongs to a modal window,

Pijmeans that an input is selected fromWiwith probability Pi in the jth state, andMj

means that the transition matrix from the jth state to the j + 1th state. The transition

matrix for this example is as follows:

Pij ¼
0:9 0:075 0:025
0:15 0:8 0:05
0:25 0:25 0:5

0@ 1A: ð115:4Þ

115.4 GUI Reliability Assessment Based on EHWIG

115.4.1 EHWIG Assessment Process

Step 1. Divide the original test suite into three equivalence classes as three

windows. It is given as previously: OP(λ)¼ {<Wi, Pij, Mj>,i¼ 1, 2, 3}.

Step 2. The initialization parameter N, N means the test step, n¼ 0.

Step 3. Initialize the failure detection rate parameter, θO¼ {θ1, θ2, θ3}.
Step 4. Construct the EHWIG and initializing parameters.

Step 5. Record the results of testing, parameter learning, and data update according

to the profile to select a number of test cases for testing.

Step 6. Calculate the probability of execution of each window by estimating the

frequency of execution of each window, and estimate the reliability of the

windows (RWi) and their average execution time (EWi).

Fig. 115.1 A real

EH-based windows

interaction graph for GUI

reliability assessment
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Step 7. Calculate the transition probability from one window to another for all

functions (PTij), and estimate the transition reliability (RTij). For each function,

calculate the execution time EWi.

Step 8. n¼ n + 1; if n<N, return to Step 5; else, go to Step 10.

Step 9. Assess the reliability of the GUI according to Eq. (115.5):

R ¼
Xk
i¼1

Xk
j¼1

RWi 	 RTij 	 PTij 	 RWj EWi þ EWj

� �
=
Xk
i¼1

kEWi: ð115:5Þ

Step 10. Satisfy the test termination conditions and end the test.

115.4.2 Experimental Subject

In this paper, we use the open-source software TerpPaint, which is part of the

TerpOffice series developed by Professor A.T. Memon and his students. It includes

three windows, introduced in Sect. 2. In accordance with the function of this GUI, it

is divided into five functions based on the nature of the GUI: File, Edit, View &

image, Draw graph, and Filter & layer. The reliability model based on EHWIG

relies on the five functions of TerpPaint introduced in Sect. 2. Obviously, each

function shows different profiles involving three EH-based windows as introduced

in Sect. 3 (Table 115.1).

115.5 Case Study

115.5.1 Reliability of Windows

With the EHWIG assessment algorithm, we are able to investigate variations in the

reliability of the windows. The graph in Fig. 115.2 shows the application reliability

as a function of varying the reliability of one window, while the reliabilities of other

windows are fixed at 1.0 for the sake of comparison.

Figure 115.2 shows that the reliability of three windows does not obviously vary

with the variation (of one window at a time) because these windows are the core of

the GUI and its profile is similar.

Table 115.1 Event-handler-based windows probabilities for five functions

EH-based windows File Edit View & image Draw graph Filter & layer

W1 0.34 0.65 0.30 0.03 0.16

W2 0.20 0.08 0.06 0.94 0.23

W3 0.46 0.27 0.64 0.03 0.61
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115.5.2 Reliability of Transition

The variation in the reliability of transitions (between different windows) is illus-

trated in Fig. 115.3. The reliability of a transition (one window at a time) fall within

a range of 0 to 1, while the reliabilities of other components and transitions are fixed

(equal to 1 for the sake of comparison).

Figure 115.3 shows that the transition reliabilities can significantly affect the

reliability of the GUI; for example, the transition reliability W2�W2 and W2�W3

can significantly diminish the reliability of the GUI if there are mismatches or errors

in the event interaction due to the nature of the GUI that GUI error usually found in

event interaction.

115.5.3 Reliability of Five Functions

The change in the user considers GUI as a significant effect on the sensitivity of the

GUI reliability because of different functions. Our model accounts for changes in

five functions through the variations in the profile shown in Table 115.1.

As shown in Fig. 115.4, the sensitivity of GUI reliability to changes in the five

functions varies with the usage profile. For example, the application reliability

grows more sensitive to the reliability of the functions View & image and Filter &
layer. Draw graph is considered a more important and foundational function of

TerpPaint than the aforementioned functions because of its higher quality in terms

of logic.

Fig. 115.2 Reliability of

GUI as a function of

windows
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Fig. 115.3 Reliability of

GUI and five functions

Fig. 115.4 Reliability of

GUI as a function of

transition (one at a time)
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Conclusion

This paper describes an effective reliability model for GUIs and discusses the

reliability model’s structure as well as the issues encountered in the modeling

process. As for the problem of a complex GUI architecture and information

about the components, windows, and their interactions, we adopt a GUI

reliability assessment based on EHWIG to guide the GUI reliability assess-

ment process. Finally, a simple case study verifies the validity of the model

during the GUI reliability assessment process. The model also reveals that

GUI reliability changes significantly with different users having distinct

purposes, which explains that GUI reliability is more complex than tradi-

tional software.
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Chapter 116

An Energy-Efficient Dual-Level Cache
Architecture for Chip Multiprocessors

Mian Lou, Longsheng Wu, Senmao Shi, and Pengwei Lu

Abstract As microprocessors begin to leverage multicore functionality, the power

consumption incurred from tag comparison in a cache hierarchy of chip multipro-

cessors (CMPs) becomes greater. In this paper, a novel dual-level cache architec-

ture is explored to reduce tag comparisons for mitigating power overhead. For one

thing, a way-tagged L1 cache is adopted to access the L2 cache as a direct-mapping

method during the write hits. Moreover, a combined multistep method is adopted to

further reduce the L2 tag comparison with respect to both the cache hit and the miss

predictions. With a simple predictor and the coherence status, a new prediction

scheme for backward invalidation is proposed to compensate for the limitation of

the two applied solutions in CMPs. Furthermore, a linear feedback shift register

counter is exploited to replace traditional predictors to realize and optimize the

proposed structure. Simulation results show that the proposed technique can reduce

the total cache power consumption by an average of 49.7 % at the cost of acceptable

performance degradation.

Keywords Multiprocessor • Cache • Power • Bloom filter • Linear feedback shift

register

116.1 Introduction

The multilevel caches in chip multiprocessors (CMPs) are characterized by high

switching power, especially due to the large amount of power consumed in

tag-comparison operations [1]. In particular, the ever-growing usage and areas of

application of the L2 cache may result in significant power consumption because of

two factors. First, the L2 cache requires a high associativity to reduce conflict

misses; second, the cache coherence for CMPs further increases the power con-

sumed in tag comparisons.
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In this paper, with the combined use of two existing methods, we further propose

a novel technique for designing a dual-level cache architecture, namely, L1 private

cache and L2 shared cache. First, the technique can reduce the power consumption

in an L1 tag comparison during backward invalidation. In addition, regarding the

area overhead of the conventional predictors in L2 caches, we present an area-

efficient structure. Accordingly, the proposed technique can be integrated with

existing low-power cache design methods to further improve energy efficiency.

116.2 Related Work

116.2.1 Way-Tagged Cache

Many high-performance microprocessors employ a cache write-through policy to

prevent the system from collapsing because of soft errors [2]; however, the write-

through policy also incurs a large energy overhead because the data at all related

levels of the cache hierarchy always remain consistent, and especially the lower

cache is inclusive [3]. The basic idea of a way-tagged cache [4] is to maintain the

way information of the L2 cache in the L1 cache during the read operations. This

technique enables the L2 cache to directly locate the correct path during the write

hits, which reduces power consumption significantly.

However, in an the inclusive cache hierarchy, an evicted cache line in the lower

cache needs to backward invalidate all the copies existing in the higher levels. It

also requires all the L1 caches to execute tag comparisons, which results in a

considerable amount of power.

116.2.2 Multistep Tag Comparison

To reduce tag comparisons within the L2 cache, the multistep tag comparison

method [5] uses partial tag-enhanced counting Bloom filters (CBFs) to predict

which L2 cache way owns the missing data from the L1 cache.

To estimate the liveness of the L2 cache line, a dynamic tracking method [5]

associates one local 15-bit counter per cache line. If the counter is smaller than

1, the corresponding cache line is considered to be cold; nevertheless, the L2 cache

is considerably larger than the L1 cache, so the area overhead incurred by associ-

ated counters will also have to be considered urgently.
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116.3 Proposed Energy-Efficient Technique

116.3.1 Prediction for Backward Invalidation

Note that the way-tagged method is ineffective in backward invalidation because

this kind of invalidation can only occur in cases of read-miss. Figure 116.1a shows

the operation flow of our solution. First, an evicted cache line that is valid and

inclusive could proceed to the next step; otherwise, it is unnecessary to carry out

backward invalidation. Second, the inclusion implies that the higher-level caches

must contain copies. To reduce tag comparisons within the L1 caches, a predictor

with less hardware overhead is applied to select a potential local cache to compare

in advance. Only when this initial selection fails do the remaining local caches have

to be checked; otherwise, the coherence protocol (ESI in this paper) will be reused.

The status “E” denotes that this data block is exclusive among the private caches.

This means that the remaining comparisons can be avoided. The status “S” indi-

cates that there are still other copies in local caches. Thus, the last step entails

comparing the remaining local caches. If the status is “I,” then the predictor should

be adjusted to improve the probability of correctness.

As the key component, the predictor can be operated as the flow in Fig. 116.1b.

Each way of the L2 cache should be equipped with N counters, where each counter

corresponds to one processor. First, it can be used to predict which L2 cache way

contains the miss data. If the prediction is correct, the counter corresponding to the

initiator in that way should be increased. In contrast, the replace policy will select a

method for updating. In this case, the operation will not only increase the counter of

the initiator but also decrease each counter of the core that retains a copy of the

replaced block. In addition, as mentioned previously, the misprediction also needs

to decrease the selected counter while increasing all the counters corresponding to

the actual copy owners.

Valid & Inclusive 
check

Prediction check

ESI-state check

All cache 
searched End

No

Yes

Miss

Hit

ES

Multistep tag 
comparison

Select a way 
under LRU Find the hit way

Counter(cpu_initi
ator) +=1

Counter(cpu_initi
ator) +=1

Miss Hit

Counter(cpu_inva
lidated) -=1

a b

Fig. 116.1 Proposed prediction for backward invalidation (a) Backward invalidation flow (b)
Prediction counter operation
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116.3.2 Optimization for Multistep Tag Comparison

The multistep method [5] utilizes a counter-based prediction where each cache line

has a 15-bit counter as depicted in Fig. 116.2. With this counter, the method can

estimate the liveness of the cache line to reduce tag comparisons. Generally

speaking, the preferred structure is a binary modulo-2n n-bit counter with a

simplified design, whereas the speed and the area are conflicting qualities because

of the carry propagation. On the other hand, with only one less state than a binary

counter, a linear feedback shift register (LFSR) offers a speed–power–area-efficient

solution, which could generate a nonbinary, pseudorandom counting sequence

[6]. The generally used linear function of LFSR is XOR, that is, the tapped bits

are XORed with the feedback loop before being shifted to the next position.

Unfortunately, the initial state of this LFSR can be any value except zero, which

is important in the multistep method.

This reversible “up/down” LFSR consists of a set of shift registers similar to the

original LFSR, a 2-to-1 multiplexer per bit to select up or down, and twice as many

XNOR gates as the unidirectional LFSR. Compared with an ordinary binary

counter, the proposed bidirectional LFSR consumes fewer logic gates; in addition,

a LFSR delay consists only of a flip-flop delay and an XNOR gate delay, namely, its

delay is O (1) and is independent of the counter size. In contrast, a binary counter

has a delay of O (n). Specifically, the counter in the multistep method requires no

other values besides zero and one. Thus, these characteristics make the proposed

LFSR a suitable counter choice.
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Fig. 116.2 Fifteen-bit maximum-length up/down LSFR
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116.4 Implementation

This low-power technique can be implemented with three methods. First, the

proposed technique associates the L1 cache with a way tag. When a miss datum

returns from main memory, it must insert the L1 and L2 caches simultaneously to

maintain the inclusion property. Thus, the L1 cache could receive accurate infor-

mation about which way of the L2 cache has been inserted. With this indication of

the associated way tag, a written request hit in a private cache can directly

determine which way of the L2 cache should be written to keep the data consistent.

This may lead to a significant energy reduction with no performance degradation.

Second, assume that when either a read or a write miss occurs in a private cache,

the technique adopts the multistep method to judge which way of the L2 cache

might contain the data copy. This method uses two novel structures to realize this

goal. The first step is designed to use each way-associated CBF to filter out cache

ways that will for sure yield cache misses. From the remaining potential ways, the

corresponding way-associated LFSR would further pick up the hot blocks rather

than the cold ones to make a comparison in advance. If the prediction is successful,

the energy consumption otherwise needed for comparison with the other tags can be

conserved.

The last improvement is designed for backward invalidation when a read miss

occurs in the L2 shared cache. In this case, the invalidated data must be broadcasted

to the shared bus so that all private caches can check whether data copies exist. To

decrease the unnecessary snoop power caused by the private caches, we also present

a novel prediction method to divide the backward invalidation into three steps. The

CPU_ID predictor first indicates which core might contain a copy. Then a scheduler

checks this potential cache tag and the associated coherence status. If the status

indicates that the data block has other owners, then tag comparisons with the

remaining local caches are performed in the next cycle. Conversely, if the predic-

tion is correct and the status is exclusive, then the other tag comparisons are

skipped, which thereby saves energy.

116.5 Experimental Results

To estimate the benefit from this proposed architectural design, we utilize the

Virtutech Simics multiprocessor simulator [7] and implement a quad-core system

with a snoop-cache coherence protocol (i.e., ESI protocol). We choose a represen-

tative memory hierarchy having per-core 16 KB L1 instruction and data caches

(256-entry, 4-way set-associative with a 16-byte line size) and a shared 1 MB L2

cache (1024-entry, 16-way with a 64-byte line size). The L1 data cache utilizes the

write-through policy and the L2 cache is inclusive. This cache configuration will

be used as a baseline system for comparison with the proposed technique.
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The experiment uses the application of the SPLASH-2 benchmark suite [8] to test

the target system.

We use CACTI6.5 and 0.13 μm LSTP technology [9] to assess the power

overhead of the cache hierarchy. Figure 116.3 shows the energy reduction with

respect to the existing and proposed methods. The existing way-tagged method

alone reduces the total cache power overhead by 9.2–49.5 %. Note that the energy

reduction obtained by the diverse applications is not uniform because different

applications have different write-hit rates. Simultaneously, another existing method

(i.e., multistep tag comparison) reduces the power by 5.1–21.2 %, which was lower

than the way-tagged method in most programs. This is because write operations are

dominant in the L2 cache while read accesses in the L2 cache occur much less

frequently. However, the programs OCEAN and RAYTRACE are exceptions

because these programs have larger read miss rates than others. Finally, the

proposed method significantly outperformed the existing ones. The average per-

centage reduction is up to 49.7 %. On one hand, the proposed solution with the

combined use of two existing methods could reduce the tag comparisons incurred in

both write-hit and read-miss; on the other hand, the solution could also decrease the

tag comparisons incurred in backward invalidation. With respect to the perfor-

mance overhead, the proposed solution does not yield cycle-level performance

overhead compared to the multistep method. This is because the additional laten-

cies introduced by the proposed method simply reuse the stall time of the pipeline.

The area overhead of the proposed technique mainly comes from three compo-

nents: the way-tag arrays, Bloom filters, and counter-based predictors. The area

overhead of each component can be calculated as follows. First, as depicted in

Sect. 2.1, each L1 cache line has associated a 4-bit way-tag entry in addition to the

existing 1-bit valid bit to denote which L2 cache way (16-way associative) can be

accessed in an equivalent direct-mapping manner. As the crucial portion for

reducing tag comparisons, the component is only approximately 1.04 % of the

original baseline cache system. Second, the number of entries in the CBF is twice

the number of tag entries per L2 cache way. In addition to the existing 3-bit counter

and 1-bit zero indicator, each entry in the proposed Bloom filter also has an
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additional 4 bits (1-bit singleton and 3 partial tag bits). This section is approxi-

mately 2.28 % of the baseline system. Finally, the proposed method also requires an

additional 15-bit counter for each L2 cache entry. Because this component is

implemented with the register rather than the memory, we should evaluate its

area overhead in another way, as follows.

We utilize Design Compiler in a commercial 0.13 μm fabrication technology to

compare the implementations of the 15-bit counter per cache line. Table 116.1

shows the area and the delay for both the binary counter and the LFSR counter. It

can be seen that the LFSR counter consumes 1.73 less area compared to the binary

counter because the 15-bit binary counter consists of 15 flip-flops, 1 inverter,

14 XOR gates, and 91 AND gates. However, in addition to the same number of

flip-flops, the LFSR counter just needs 15 2-to-1 multiplexers and 2 XNOR gates. In

addition, the LFSR counter is 3.57 times faster than the binary counter during

updates because the longest path of the LFSR counter only includes a multiplexer

and an XNOR gate compared with 13 AND gates and 1 XOR gate of the binary

counter. Consequently, the adopted LSFR counter could effectively reduce the area

and delay of the traditional approach.

Conclusion

With the combined use of a way-tagged cache and a multistep tag comparison

method, an energy-efficient, dual-level cache architecture is presented to

significantly reduce cache power consumption in CMPs. Moreover, a novel

approach is also proposed to reduce the number of tag comparisons in

backward invalidation. To realize and optimize the proposed method, a

LFSR counter with minimal delay and area is constructed to replace the

traditional counter. Finally, experiments demonstrate that the proposed tech-

nique could significantly reduce the total cache power consumption in CMPs

with an equivalent impact on the performance in comparison with the existing

method.
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Chapter 117

The Performance Optimization
of Component-Based System

Daisen Wei, Xueqing Li, and Longye Tang

Abstract The performance of component-based software (CBS) has been a chal-

lenge of component technology as it can improve the flexibility of CBS. Optimizing

the performance of CBS has been focused by academia and industry until now and

is also the main content of this paper. First, one framework for supporting

component-based development (CBD) was given to help analyze the main factors

to affect the performance of CBS. And then, on the basis of this analysis, some

corresponding methods such as instance cache and reflection optimization were

proposed, respectively, to try to improve its performance. Finally, experiments

showed that they had better time performance than the direct reflection method

existed.

Keywords Component-based system • Performance • Reflection • Optimization

• Caching

117.1 Introduction

Today’s global markets are motivating software vendors to develop greater flexi-

bility to better adapt to users’ frequently changed requirements. The flexibility can

be defined as an ability to adjust or change the current products or services and then

provide new products or services. This can also be understood that such software

products should have the ability to constantly evolve as required.

From 2000, component-based development (CBD) has continually promoted the

developments of global software markets. CBD is implemented by reusing the

predefined components. So, when users’ requirements change, CBD can help

improve the flexibility of developing and maintaining software products by

replacing/updating components.

CBD, however, still faces some challenges such as the worse performance of

CBS now. The main factors to affect the performance of CBS involved components

and their assemblies. And in most cases, components exist in the form of outer
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entities such as .dll file and can be called reflection invoke. Obviously, calling outer

components will spend more time than their direct call with the form of inner source

code. So, how to improve the performance of CBS has been focused and pursued to

be researched by academia and industry in recent years [1].

The performance problem, in some cases, resulted from the design phrase. Some

design mistakes were defined as software antipatterns, and a corresponding

approach had been proposed to automatically detect them [2]. A high-level model

of Stochastic Petri nets, the stochastic well-formed nets (SWN), was used to assess

the performance of components and their impacts on component-based architecture

[3]. Some modeling and analysis tool, UML and interface automata and queuing

network (QN), were used together to evaluate the performance of CBS at the

architectural level [4].

Performance prediction is another technique used to help architects to promote

the quality of software architectures in the design phrase. A reasoning framework

was proposed to support this idea by mixing the measurement approach and model-

based one [5]. The prediction model was improved, from the perspective of state

modeling, by identifying and classifying state information related to CBS [6].

The main contributions of this paper are that (1) one service engine-based

assembly framework was proposed to support CBD and the following researches

and (2), under this framework, two approaches, component cache and dynamic

method invoking, were proposed to improve the performance of CBS.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 117.2, a service

engine-based composition framework was proposed and described in detail. In

Sect. 117.3, some optimizing strategies were proposed to improve the time perfor-

mance of CBS and then experiments were made to validate their effectiveness. And

conclusions were given in final Sect. 117.4.

117.2 Service Engine-Based Component Assembly
Framework

117.2.1 Service Engine

A service engine is a special type of class. It will be used as a glue template with the

granularity of services to assembly components. In the case given in Sect. 117.3

below, a service engine was a .net class and an instance of it would be created and

used to call/assembly components related to a business logic/process with certain

input and output (Fig. 117.1).

The functions of a service engine are listed as follows:

1. A connector to assembly components. That is, users call each component via a

service engine for their software product developments. Calling components is

usually implemented by reflection invoke. Here, service engine decouples the

business logic and components themselves. So, the use of it makes the
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scheduling and maintenance of components more flexible. And meanwhile, the

service engine defined in this paper also supports the pass by value and the

nested component call.

2. Providing extension points. There are three types of extension points, AOP

(aspect-oriented programming)-based ones and event-based ones and

interface-based ones. The first ones can be used by the users to implement

AOP-based configuration and connect their own computing logic. The second

ones can allow the users to register some trigged events for components as

required. And the third ones can help realize component interfaces and directly

call the corresponding components developed by the users themselves.

3. Container of calling and monitoring the execution of components. A service

engine can be regarded as a container that manages the whole lifecycle of

components and maintains the contexts of calling them. That is, the instance

of a component would be created and canceled in it.

Here, the creation of a service engine aims at increasing the transparency and

flexibility of calling components. On the one hand, under this situation, the users

call the needed components and do not have to know and grasp their

implementations but the provided interfaces and their referenced locations. On

the other hand, all components can be independently replaced or updated as

business logic changes.

Note that for each component, a metadata file (MDF) must be created to record

the necessary information such as the provided interfaces. It should also involve the

attributes and services provided in the interfaces and the location of the

corresponding .dll file of a component. This metadata file can be retrieved by the

service engine to find component methods or attributes as required. For an MDF, it

can be created together with the corresponding component, and at the same time, it

must be updated simultaneously as the component changes. In this paper, an MDF

is described as an XML file.

Service 
Engine

Provided
Component

Extension 
Component

Required 
Component

Fig. 117.1 The basic

structure model of a service

engine
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117.2.2 Service Engine-Based Assembly Framework

According to the MDF of a component, this component can be called by using a

service engine. Figure 117.2 illustrates the service engine-based framework for

component scheduling and composition.

From Fig. 117.2, the framework consists of three logic layers, business process

layer (BPL), service engine layer (SEL), and component layer (CL). And it imple-

ments a business process-driven component composition.

BPL is used to describe the business processes of enterprises and it is served by

the low layers. SEL is to define and provide scheduling engines in terms of services.

CL provides the predefined components which are classified into three ones,

platform basic ones (PBC), general business ones (GBC), and domain business

ones (DBC). PBC refers to the built-in components provided in the platform that

usually implement the basic computing such as string, database, and file operations.

GBC refers to domain-oriented components that can be reused in different products

at the same domain. DBC includes those components which are extracted from a

specific domain and usually reused in the family of a product with the distinguished

domain business features.

Under this framework, components can be called and assembled according to the

predefined business processes, and this call process involves four steps as follows:

1. Users call components via the APIs of a service engine. To implement it, the

needed <component-id, parameters> must be passed directly to the service

engine. Here, the component-id refers to the unique number of a component and

the parameters the services provided in its interface.

2. After receiving <component-id, parametersd, the service engine tries to find the
newest version of the corresponding MDF and then retrieve the metadata entity

PBC     GBC   DBC

BPL-business process layer       SEL-service engine layer
CL-component layer

BPL

SEL

ECL

Fig. 117.2 The service

engine-based framework for

ERP component

composition
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of the component. The metadata entity involves the information about the

corresponding .DDL file and the interfaces and the services provided in them.

3. After finding the metadata entity of that component, the service engine executes

component agent factory by reflection to create an instance of it.

4. After the step 3 runs successfully, the service engine can directly invoke the

methods of this component.

In essence, a service engine as a middleware is to improve the flexibility of CBS

and its maintenance. Under this framework, components can be independently

updated or replaced as required. Using service engine to call components, however,

may cause the performance degradation of CBS, and this also directly affects that of

the related business processes.

117.3 Optimizing the Service Engine

117.3.1 Analyzing the Performance Bottlenecks of CBS

From the framework and the process of calling components given in Sect. 117.2.2,

it can be seen that implementing a service engine, however, will result in the

performance degradation because it changes the architecture of application system

by inserting a layer between user’s source code and the called components. Obvi-

ously, the implementation of the direct component call will have better perfor-

mance than that of the indirect one.

Some bottlenecks to affect the performance of CBS can be analyzed and

concluded from this framework, and three most important ones are listed as

follows:

1. Find and load the DLL file in which components are included according to the

component-id and the corresponding mapping file. This process involves the

access to outer disk files, DDL file.

2. Service engine executes agent factory to create an instance for this component.

3. Retrieve this DLL file and then call the required methods by reflection. Cur-

rently, reflection is still a common method widely used for calling components.

One experiment had been made to analyze the time performance of the three

subprocesses listed above. The experiment environments were (1) OS, windows

7 core 32, (2) one computer with CPU (Intel(R) Core (TM) i5-3320M, 2.60 GHz)

and RAM 2 GB, and (3) one server run as a component library from which a

component calculator was selected as the calling object. The calculator provided

some basic arithmetic methods. For accurately getting the time spent by every

period, the body of each method was set null. (4) Four time periods were selected
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under the above environments, and they were 1,000/10,000/100,000/10,00,000

times, respectively. All experiment data were listed in Table 117.1.

The load DLL file spent much time. From Table 117.1 above, the time spent by it

was about 82 % of the time spent by method 2, respectively, in four time periods

(1,000/10,000/100,000/10,00,000).

This experiment was done only in a relatively simple environment. With the

enlargement of component library, their impacts on the performance of CBS would

be highlighted increasingly. So, how to improve their performance has been very

necessary and important for CBS.

117.3.2 Optimizing Strategies

Strategy 1: DLL file and instance cache.

For the processes, load file and create instance, file and instance cache were

adopted to improve the time performance of CBS. A caching strategy including two

aspects was proposed as follows:

(A) To determine the appropriate granularity of a DLL file

The granularity is defined as the number of components included in a DLL file.

And it shows the correlation among components, which can be used as a

criterion to determine what components could be clustered together in a

DDL file. In this paper, the correlation is defined as business process-driven/

oriented clustering because business process can reflect the close relation

among components.

Additionally, this strategy should be based on the good classification of

components such as common ones and business ones. The common compo-

nents usually involve the basic computing units at the programming or plat-

form level. The business ones usually implement the domain-oriented business

logic, so they have the obvious domain features. Research on these is outside

the scope of this paper.

(B) Use frequency-based instance cache

Based on this strategy, the DLL file including all business-related components

would be loaded only once and cached when a business process is

implemented.

Table 117.1 Time spent by four operation processes, respectively, in four time periods

Operation 1,000 ms 10,000 ms 100,000 ms 1,000,000 ms

Load DLL file 4 46 435 4,387

Create an instance <1 2 19 184

Method 1 (load + create + direct call) About 5 About 48 455 4,585

Method 2 (load + create + reflection) About 5.5 55 528 5,289
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The instance cache is to always cache the instances of the components which

can be used frequently. Exactly, instance cache is implemented more difficultly

than the DLL file cache because it must determine what instances of compo-

nents should be cached and how the caching queue is maintained.

These involve the reuse frequency of components, which can be determined

by referring to the scale of their reuse and the use frequency of the related

business progresses. Some strategies for instance cache were proposed as

follows:

• Multi-instance cache. That is, some components were instantiated and

cached together when they were called for the first time. For example,

when a business progress was implemented, the instances of all related

components were created and cached. When the predefined conditions

were stratified, all of them would be destroyed.

• Instance cache pool. For those highly concurrent instances, a cache pool can

be created to cache them.

Note that the efficiency of the DLL and instance cache would be limited by

the deployment environment such as the capacity of RAM.

Strategy 2: Optimizing the method of calling components.

From Table 117.1 above, it can be seen that the reflection invoking would spend

more time to execute the call of components and their methods than the direct call.

Reflection invoking usually consists of three operations, type comparison, retriev-

ing members, and invoking members, all of which would affect the time perfor-

mance of the process of component call.

Emit is one of the functions included in reflections. In contrast to reflection

invoking, it can find the information on components and then call their methods in a

dynamic environment. Experiment showed that its execution had better time

performance than that of reflection invoking, and the related experiment data

were given in Table 117.2. Three calling methods, direct call, reflection, and

emit-based dynamic call, were compared from the perspective of the time spent,

respectively, in four time periods (1,000/10,000/100,000/10,00,000).

Note that this experiment was made under the environment in which DLL file

and the instances of components had been cached.

From Table 117.2, it can be obviously seen that the emit-based dynamic call

method had better time performance than the general reflection. And the time spent

Table 117.2 Time spent, respectively, by three call methods

Methods 1,000 ms 10,000 ms 100,000 ms 1,000,000 ms

Direct call About 0.1 About 0.2 1 14

Reflection About 0.8 7 73 718

Emit-based dynamic call About 0.2 About 0.5 2 24
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by it were about 4/15/35/30 times more than that by reflection, respectively, in four

time periods. Additionally, the time spent by dynamic call was close to those spent

by direct call, respectively, in four time periods.

Conclusion

Two strategies were proposed in this paper to improve the performance of

CBS. One of them is to cache the DDL file and the instances of components.

And the corresponding factors to affect its efficiency were analyzed in detail.

The other is to optimize the ways to call components and their interface

services by reflection emit. And the related experiments showed that these

strategies were implemented well and had good time performance.

Of course, some limitations still existed. For example, one problem about

caching was not avoided for the caching strategy. Whether the caching

strategy is implemented successfully or not usually depends on two important

factors, the capacity of RAM and an appropriate caching algorithm.

Our next work is to improve these from the perspective of optimizing the

appropriate granularity of components and the related DLL file.
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Chapter 118

Microblog Data Parallel Monitoring
Algorithm on Compute Unified Device
Architecture

Yunpeng Cao and Haifeng Wang

Abstract There is a large-scale information data in microblog systems to be

processed in real time. Processing large-scale microblog data needs high-

performance computing architectures and parallel algorithms. Graphic processing

units are adaptable to process data-intensive computing tasks. Using parallel algo-

rithm of GPUs is an effective method to deal with real-time microblog data.

Dynamic thread configuration scheme was proposed to decompose the microblog

data. The key optimization technique for accessing data on GPUs is solved. Finally,

the experimental results show that the proposed parallel algorithm can achieve the

average speedup ratio of about 15.3–17.9 and process more than 487 MB per

second in practice.

Keywords CUDA • Microblog • String matching • Memory optimization

118.1 Introduction

Microblog system allows users to communicate with each other through real-time

exchange of short messages and to form a novel social network based on users’

relationships. The growing popularity of microblog system in recent years has

attracted the attention of people and organizations that attempt to manipulate the

message communication on the specific platform, such as rumors and advertisement

information on microblog. To control the message communication on microblog,

the sensitive information should be monitored in real time. This needs to process

large-scale message data due to the fact that numerous users generate message data

at anytime. And monitoring microblog message belongs to data-intensive tasks.
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The GPU’s (graphic processing unit) advantage is data-intensive computing, and

it is suitable for parallel computing. Using GPUs to process data-intensive com-

puting tasks in parallel is an effective method [1, 2]. CUDA (Compute Unified

Device Architecture) is an architecture of software and hardware to process and

manage GPU computing. Here to solve the problem of large-scale microblog

message online monitoring, our goal is to put forward a detailed parallel algorithm

based on CUDA and GPUs. There are several key techniques to be dealt with.

These techniques involve how to map large-scale data to large thread set and how to

optimize the data access on GPUs.

118.2 CUDA Parallel Processing

Monitoring microblog is a procedure to search and find sensitive information in

microblog and take appropriate measurements. String matching technology is used

in microblog monitoring. String matching is to search the appearance circum-

stances of substring P in character string W. W is called matched string, and P is

called pattern string or characteristic string. In microblog monitoring the microblog

is matched string W and the sensitive information is pattern string P. Classical
matching algorithms are KMP, BM, Sunday, etc. [3–5].

118.2.1 CUDA Parallel Algorithm

(W, P) is called microblog-sensitive information couple composed of microblog

W and sensitive information P. Processing (W, P) is to search P in W.

By combining any one of m microblogs W0, W1, W2, . . ., Wm�1 and any one of

n sensitive information P0, P1, P2, . . ., Pn�1,m� nmicroblog-sensitive information

couples (W0, P0), (W1, P0), (W2, P0), . . ., (Wm�1, P0), (W0, P1), (W1, P1), (W2, P1),

. . ., (Wm�1, P1), . . ., (Wi, Pj), . . ., (W0, Pn�1), (W1, Pn�1), (W2, Pn�1), . . ., (Wm�1,
Pn�1) are produced. They can be regarded as elements of a m� n matrix which has

m columns and n rows. (Wi, Pj) is the element at ith column and jth row,

0� i�m� 1, 0� j� n� 1.

Suppose there are s� t blocks in a grid and p� q threads in a block, then the

number of GPU threads is u� v where u¼ p� s, v¼ q� t. These threads are T
(0, 0), T(1, 0), T(2, 0), . . ., T(u� 1, 0), T(0, 1), T(1, 1), T(2, 1), . . ., T(u� 1, 1), . . ., T
(i, j), . . ., T(0, v� 1), T(1, v� 1), T(2, v� 1), . . ., T(u� 1, v� 1). They can also be

regarded as a u� v matrix of u columns and v rows. The m� n microblog-sensitive

information couple matrix can be divided into many u� v sub-matrixes, every GPU

thread processes microblog-sensitive information couples at corresponding

sub-matrix positions in turn, and this batch of microblog and sensitive information

can be matched in balanced mode. The microblog-sensitive information couples

processed by thread T (i, j) are (Wi, Pj), (Wi+u, Pj), (Wi+2u, Pj),. . .,(Wi, Pj+v), (Wi+u,
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Pj+v), (Wi+2u, Pj+v), . . ., (Wi, Pj+2v), (Wi+u, Pj+2v), (Wi+2u, Pj+2v), . . ., . . ., . . . where
0� i� u� 1, 0� j� v� 1. One thread maps to many data (microblog-sensitive

information couples) processed by itself.

The program matches all microblog and all sensitive information by two layers

of loop. The corresponding algorithms are as follows:

Algorithm 1 Search all sensitive information in all microblog

MicroblogSuperVise(S[0..M-1], P[0..N-1])

1. If M(total amount of microblog) equals 0, go to 12

2. If N(total amount of sensitive information) equals 0, go to 12

3. Initialize iWB to 0

4. Initialize iWBBPS to 0

5. If iWB equals M(total amount of microblog), go to 11

6. Read in one microblog

7. add iWB by 1

8. add iWBBPS by 1

9. If iWBBPS(the number of microblog read in) equals microblog amount of

one batch, then

Call WB_OneBatch to match this batch of microblog with all sensitive

information

reset iWBBPS to 0

10. Go to 5

11. Call WB_OneBatch to match the left remnant microblog with all sensitive

information

12. End

This algorithm uses any amount of microblog and sensitive information as

input parameters, outputs the match results of all the microblog and sensitive

information.

Algorithm 2 Search all sensitive information in a batch of microblog

WB_OneBatch(SBatch[0..iWBBPS-1], P[0..N-1])

This algorithm uses a batch of microblog and all sensitive information as input

parameters and outputs the match results of this batch of microblog and all

sensitive information.

1. If N(total amount of sensitive information) equals 0, go to 11

2. Initialize iMG to 0

3. Initialize iMGBPS to 0

4. If iMG equals N(total amount of sensitive information), go to 10

5. Read in one sensitive information

6. add iMG by 1

7. add iMGBPS by 1

8. If iMGBPS (number of sensitive information read in) equals sensitive infor-

mation amount of one batch, then
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Call SearchOneBatch to match microblog with this batch of sensitive

information

Call BatchResult to process the result of SearchOneBatch

Reset iMGBPS to 0

9. Go to 4

10. Call SearchOneBatch to match microblog with the remnant sensitive

information

Call BatchResult to process the result of SearchOneBatch

11. End

118.2.2 Key Technologies

There are two key technologies in parallel processing. One is storage optimization,

the other is elastic thread resource configuration.

Microblog and sensitive information are accessed read-only, and the results of

different microblog-sensitive information couples are stored in different addresses.

Data storage way becomes an important element that influences performance [6–8].

According to present GPU’s storage model, global memory is used to store

microblog data. Sensitive information need less space and they can be stored into

global memory, texture memory, or shared memory. Higher efficiency can be

obtained by storing sensitive information into texture memory than global memory

[9, 10].

Assign x the number of threads in every block, p the horizontal size of block,

n the amount of processed sensitive information in every batch, z the storage

saturation factor (the proportion of data transmitted at one batch to host memory

or GPU memory), M3 the space occupied by one microblog, y1 the horizontal

number of sub-matrix, and y2 the vertical number of sub-matrix, and then the

reasonable values of q, vertical size of block; m, the amount of processed microblog

every batch; s, horizontal size of grid; t, vertical size of grid; u, horizontal size of
sub-matrix; and v, the vertical size of sub-matrix, can be figured out automatically

according to the following ideas:

1. Obtain the parameters of host and GPU; compute K, L.
2. Let x be integer times of 32 to utilize executive units efficiently; let p be 16 or

integer times of 16 to increase the access efficiency of global memory and shared

memory. q¼ x/p.
3. m should be as large as possible to decrease transmission times. But limited by

M1, the total amount of host memory, and M2, the total amount of GPU memory,

m� z�min(M1, M2)/M3. According to experiments, z, the storage saturation

factor, is more suitable to be 60 %. UsuallyM3 is 280 bytes, and it is adjustable.

The product of m and n should be integer times of L, so the match tasks can be
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evenly assigned to every thread of GPU. After assigning the value of n, let m be

the largest integer that satisfies conditions.

4. The grid dimension: s¼ int((m+ p� 1)/p)/y1, t¼ int((n+ q� 1)/q)/y2. The num-

ber of blocks should be at least two times of maximum active block amount of

GPU, i.e., st� 2 K.

5. u¼ p� s, v¼ q� t.

When running practically, the values of z, x, p, n, y1, y2 can be adjusted to get the
best thread resource scheduling scheme. The automatic configuration algorithm is

as follows:

Algorithm 3 Thread resource configuration

ThreadResourceConfig(z, x, p, n, y1, y2)

1. Get the total amount of host memory and GPU memory and store it to M1,

M2

2. Calculate the amount of active blocks per SM and store it to J

3. Get the amount of SM and store it to H

4. K¼H*J
5. Select a value for x and p

6. L¼x*J*H
7. q¼x/p
8. m¼1
9. if m>z*min(M1, M2)/M3, go to 12

10. if mod(m*n,L)¼0, m1¼m++

11. go to 9

12. m¼m1

13. S¼int((m+p-1)/p), T¼int((n+q-1)/q)
14. s¼S/y1, t¼T/y2
15. if mod(S, y1)¼0 && mod(T, y2)¼0 && s*t>¼2*H*J, go to 18

16. adjust y1, y2
17. go to 5

18. u¼p*s, v¼q*t
19. return q, m, s, t, u, v

This algorithm automatically computes the thread resource scheduling parame-

ters. So under various complicated circumstances, the program can run with

reasonable configuration and get better performance.
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118.3 Experiment

118.3.1 Experiment Environment

The computer configuration for the experiment is as follows: NVIDIA GeForce

9400GT (1 G video memory), CPU Intel Pentium Dual-Core E5300 at 2.60 GHz,

memory 2 GB, HDD 500 GB, Windows XP Pro, and CUDA 5.0.

118.3.2 Comparison of Different Memory Optimization

The first traditional programming method was used to process the sample data, then

GPU parallel processing method was used, and the sensitive information were put

into global memory (GM), texture memory (TM), and shared memory(SM), respec-

tively. The experiment result is shown in Fig. 118.1.

The experiment shows that by GPU’s processing, the performance obtained by

using shared memory is better than that obtained by using texture memory and the

performance obtained by using texture memory is better than that obtained by using

global memory.

118.3.3 Comparison of Different Data Size

Further analysis to the above experiment result shows, when processed by GPU

+CUDA, for any one storage way, with the increase of data scale, the speedup ratio

has an increasing trend. Because the bigger the data scale is, the more work

intensive the GPU is, the proportion occupied by parallel processed part increases,
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so the performance is improved to some extent. But when the data scale increases to

a certain extent, the speedup ratio will be stable. If the data is too small, the saved

time by parallel processing cannot compensate the data transmission overhead

between host memory and GPU memory; it is possible that the acceleration

performance is not obvious and even that the speedup ratio is less than one.

118.3.4 Performance of Different GPUs

Other configuration was unchanged, but the video card was changed to a more

advanced one whose model is NVIDIA GTX660Ti. Process the sample data

mentioned above and use global memory; the experiment result is shown in

Fig. 118.2.

The experiment shows that if other condition is unchanged, an advanced GPU

has obvious performance advantage.

Conclusion

To monitor the sensitive message in microblog, the proposed parallel

algorithm can improve the computing performance, and the results indicate

that the speedup performance and throughput can satisfy the requirement in

practice. However, the size of loaded data on GPUs is a key performance

factor. When the loaded data is too small, the computational power is not able

to exert. So determining the threshold of loaded data size is very important.

Here we used an experimental method to select the threshold value. In the

future, finding such reasonable threshold value is our next work.
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Chapter 119

Universal Central Control of Home
Appliances as an Expanding Element
of Smart Home Concepts

Jan Dvorak, Ondrej Berger, and Ondrej Krejcar

Abstract With the development of the electronic appliances has come an increase

in the application of so-called smart home concepts. Nowadays, many standards

and technologies exist that enable the control of home appliances. However, the

common devices that support this via a controller on the basis of infrared transfer

cannot be operated by Smart Home Systems. In a practical environment, the

proposed solution is to replace the functioning of such controllers and enable

users to operate the devices using a Web site application that is available, for

example, through a smart phone. Part of the solution is an interface for the

connection of the application to current smart home systems, as well as intelligent

recognition and automatization of user actions with controllers. The result of the

implementation is a functional prototype.

Keywords Smart home • Infrared • Remote control • Automation • Mobile •

Multimedia

119.1 Introduction

Recent fast developments in the field of electronic appliances have been accompa-

nied by the development of systems that contain elements of so-called smart homes

[1], methods of cooperation with electronic devices performing the basic functions

of a house. Originally, smart home technologies were developed for the control of

energetically advanced systems, such as heating or lighting. However, the current

level of electronic equipment enables the connection of almost any component into

a smart home system. Moreover, this is not limited to switching on and off devices;

it is also possible to carry out actions that would simplify the inhabitation of such

an environment and save time on the basis of predefined or intelligent algorithms.

This is due to the instruments for monitoring user activity [2, 3]. With respect to
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smart buildings, recently the control and monitoring of their energy consumption

has become a popular topic. This interest in energy consumption stems from the fact

that, for example, up to 40 % of spending on energy is in commercial buildings, and

this figure could be reduced by 70 % [4] using automated systems for controlling

lighting. An example of an active operation in this field is research on the wireless

control of lighting [5], technologies of smart transfer networks (smart grids [6]), or

general usage of smart homes [7]. Current systems for smart homes usually contain

a central controlling unit with attached end nodes—sensors or action members

(using star or bus line topology). For the suppliers of the given solution, these nodes

must support a specific standard communication protocol. The common represen-

tatives of such standards are, for example, C-Bus, which communicates using an

Ethernet network, the international standard KNX [8], or a wireless system like

ZigBee [9].

The purpose of the project described in this paper is to propose and implement

hardware and software that will contribute to the centralized solution of home

appliances that are operated using infrared controllers and do not support any of

the standards for central controlling. The solution contains a Web site application

that introduces a human–machine interface (HMI) and provides an application

programming interface (API) for the integration of current smart home systems.

Moreover, the system continuously monitors the use of current controllers and

on the basis of user activities suggests, for example, the unification of commonly

consequential steps with mass actions (macros) or automatic implementation of

regular actions. The result of this function should be to save time on and simplify

everyday activities related to home appliances, which corresponds to the basic

requirements of smart home technology users related to authors [3].

119.2 Problem Definition

The absence of a connection of most common multimedia appliances with a current

smart home solution is a widespread problem in smart homes today. Some models

support the HDMI consumer electronics control (CEC) standard [10] that enables

the operation of interconnected appliances using HDMI cables. However, to adopt

such a standard, it is necessary to connect to each device an individual module for

the device’s maintenance. This is not just technically but also financially a very

demanding solution. On the other hand, traditional infrared (IR) remote controls are

used by most multimedia home appliances. Moreover, the hardware for transmis-

sion and receiving is favorably priced. For example, one article is concerned with

the processing of signals from IR controllers [11]. This article proposes a system of

automatic switch-off of unused electric plugs and their repeated switch-on using IR

signals.

Currently, few products on the market enable the functionality of centrally

controlling appliances using IR signals. The Harmony product line from Logitech

(http://www.logitech.com) contains a wide spectrum of universal remote controls,
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from which the Ultimate Hub, Smart Control, and Ultimate models take a Hub unit

that provides similar functions as the proposed solution. For this solution, the

company also offers applications for iOS and Android that are very well built and

intuitive. Unfortunately, the Harmony product line is not an open standard (it does

not allow for connections with other systems). This solution ranges in price from

US$100 to US$350, depending on the specific model.

Moreover, the Open Source Universal Remote application is also worth men-

tioning in connection with open-source solutions. This application can be installed

on any PC with an IR controller and enables the transmission of commands to

appliances from any Web browser in a network, for example, even a smart phone.

The disadvantage of this application is that it does not allow for recording signals of

the current controller and, consequently, emulating them.

None of the aforementioned solutions has the ability to monitor user activities

with the current controller and does not suggest the optimization of regular activ-

ities. The first two are shown in Fig. 119.1.

119.3 New Solution

This chapter introduces a proposed solution for controlling end devices in a new

way that satisfies all needs mentioned in the previous chapter. Figure 119.2 illus-

trates the architecture of the whole system. It is important to notice the three basic

communication directions:

• Through the Web application, users can operate end devices using an IR

transmitter in the central point of the system.

• The central point captures commands that are sent from the original controller to

the end devices.

• On the basis of the manual command, it is possible to duplicate the current

controller and use it from the Web application.

The requirements for the central point include the ability to receive and transmit

IR signals that are compatible with remote controls and communicate with other

devices (e.g., Smart TV, amplifier, DVD recorder) using HTTP and a LAN home

network.

Fig. 119.1 Commercial

device enabling the central

control of IR appliances
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Most remote controls use IR transfer with coding on the 38 or 36 kHZ frequency.

Manchester, Pulse distance, or Pulse length coding is used for modulation. To

decode these signals, it is possible to use a completed three-pin receiver that

contains a demodulator and control circuit because of which the generated digital

signal corresponds to the transmitted value. Compared with the simple IR photo-

transistor, it is not necessary to manage the demodulation. The inner schema of the

used receiver is shown in Fig. 119.3 [12].

The proposed transmission circuit contains two IR diodes and a switching

transistor (in order not to overwork the data pin with too much current). Two of

the used diodes, combined with wide-angle transmission, should cover all appli-

ances in an average room.

The next task is to ensure the recognition of correct coding of digital signals that

come from the receiving module, the subsequent transfer to a HEX representation of

the pushed button, and the possibility of coding the value back and sending it through

the IR transmitter. The linux infrared remote control (LIRC) library is used to

uncover the coding [13]. It is composed of numerous basic subprograms:

• Irrecord: an interactive console application that enables “recording” of the

current remote control; the final product is a configuration file, liircd.conf,

which contains, for each operation, a description of the coding signal used and

a mapping of individual HEX codes of symbols into their aliases;

Fig. 119.2 Devices present

in system for central control

of appliances
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• Liircd—a system demon that acts on each defined end device with the connected

IR transmitter; using the socket enables other applications to send the previously

recorded IR commands;

• Irsend—associating console application that resends the entered saved com-

mand in the liircd socket;

• Irw—simple utility that reads the of the codes received from the socket and

sends them to the standard output.

Before the actual implementation, a structured proposal of the user interface of

the application was conducted. The frequency of the expected performance of

individual tasks to be implemented was used for the distribution of the most

important elements to the most reachable places. The most significant service of

the application was the simulation of the push of the buttons for the recorded

controllers. Therefore, the accomplishing of the mass actions was placed at the

home page.

The special page for recording the controller operates on the basis of an

interactive navigator with simple commands. It can retrieve data from users in the

text format (as names for recorded buttons, showing the progress guide, or counting

down the remaining time). Physically, the special page is an interface that in real

time, using WebSockets communication technology, conveys the commands of the

irrecord application to the user and immediately returns to user the obtained data.

The structure of the application and possible paths between individual functions are

shown in Fig. 119.4.

The unique function of the proposed solution is the detection of common actions.

It is an implementation of an algorithm to search for repeated sequences in a

recorded time row. Many papers cover this problem (e.g., [14, 15]). Most suggest

using algorithms based on Markov chains or decision trees. However, with respect

to Markov chains intended purpose for continuous data or even multidimensional

data, decision trees are too complicated for the needs of this paper. The commonly

used model of decision trees is used as part of a simpler algorithm that enables the

recognition of samples in the recorded binary data that represent the button pushes

of the controllers. The recorded time line is processed by the algorithm for the

detection of clusters, and then each cluster and its metrics (e.g., average delay

between individual commands) are recorded in the form of a sequence in the

graphic database. This yields a system of sets of trees where each set represents a

RC buttons
list

Homepage Settings

Edit action

RE record
wizard

Fig. 119.4 Diagram of

transfers between individual

pages of application
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sequence of commands with identical first nodes. Therefore, each recorded

sequence is connected to the current tree or a new tree is created. When the

sequence is repeated, a counting mechanism is recorded only to database as

incrementation.

From this continuously maintained database it is possible to simply obtain the

sequences that are most commonly used and may be, for example, suggested to the

user for creating macros.

119.4 Implementation of Solution

The compact computer Raspberry Pi, which functions on the ARM platform, is

used to prototype the central point of the system (Fig. 119.5) [16]. This platform is

sufficiently powerful to carry out all tasks and has better dimensions and more

battery power than common x86 PC platforms. It is similar in size to those a credit

card and costs around 25 euros. Moreover, it contains an integrated processor with

700 MHz frequency and 512 MB RAM. In comparison with simpler and cheaper

devices, such as Arduino, it has a significant advantage in that it supports fully

functioning operating systems on the basis of Linux, which allow to use of various

software applications and technologies.

Conclusion

This paper proposes an open-source solution for centralized control of mul-

timedia appliances that use an IR controller. The proposed solution can be

used as a supplement to current smart home systems. Using the Web appli-

cation, which is even accessible from smart phones, it is possible to record the

commands of current controllers or emulate their functions using an individ-

ual approach, and on the basis of a user’s long-term activity, it suggests the

unification of frequent sequences of commands into macros. This function-

ality can save time for the user and increase one’s comfort in working with

multimedia appliances.

Fig. 119.5 Finished

prototype of central point
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Chapter 120

Lightweight Optimization of Android
Permission Model

Peixin Que, Xiao Guo, and Zhen Wang

Abstract Permission management is the core security mechanism of the Android

system framework, but the existing Android system doesn’t provide security anal-

ysis and fine-grained management of its application permissions. In order to solve

this problem, this paper proposes a lightweight permission management model

which modifies and extends the existing Android application permission manage-

ment mechanism so that it can analyze statically the permissions applied by the app

and classify them by risk level upon installation; moreover, the users can dynam-

ically revise the permissions as granted through the graphical user interface (GUI)

upon installation. Experimental results show this model can achieve the basic

functions of permission analysis and management and brings little cost to the

system performance.

Keywords Android permission • Lightweight • Static analysis • Dynamic

management

120.1 Introduction

Android is an open-source mobile operating system based on Linux. Its market

share keeps rising ever since the release of the first version in 2007. It gave birth to a

large amount of third-party apps and brought great convenience to people. At the

same time, various kinds of malwares are available which steal the users’ privacy

and deduct fees. According to the “2013 Global Mobile Phone Security Report” as

released by NetQin Mobile Inc., 134,790 malwares were verified during 2013, a

growth of 106.6 % compared to 2012. 56.56 million mobile phones in total were

affected in 2013, with a growth of 76.8 % compared to 2012 [1]. Most malwares are

executed at background and possess certain permissions to use the phone resources;

in this sense, a comprehensive permission management mechanism is of great

significance.
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The existing Android permission mechanism doesn’t provide security analysis

and fine-grained management of permissions. In order to remedy this problem, this

paper presents a lightweight permission management model which enables users to

fully understand the risk when installing an app and dynamically grant or revoke

certain permission applied by the app.

120.2 Analysis of Existing Permission Mechanism

The Android system has defined more than 130 application permissions to restrict

the utilization of mobile phone resources. The android system uses a hierarchy to

divide the application permissions into four levels: normal, dangerous, signature,

and signatureOrSystem. The normal permissions can be utilized freely without risk

to the system. The dangerous permissions must be stated and can be used only when

the user grants it. It’s the kind of permissions which this paper is focusing on. The

signature system permissions demand the permission user to own the same signa-

ture with the existing one. Usually, two kinds of permissions are utilized by OEM

and ODM manufactures.

If an app has to apply permissions of dangerous level, it must state the permis-

sions in the AndroidManifest.xml file during development [2]; otherwise the system

would throw out a security exception when the app tries to use the permission not

stated. During an app’s installation, “PackageInstaller” of the system would resolve

the AndroidManifest.xml and list the permissions on the install-confirm interface.

Although users are able to see all dangerous-level permissions applied by the app,

they cannot exactly determine the potential risks; moreover, once the installation is

allowed, it implies that the user agrees to grant all permission applied. There is no

way to revoke the granted permissions except to uninstall. It’s an all-or-none

option. The existing mechanism forces users to accept all permissions and provides

no dynamic management, which is definitely the defect why Android has long been

criticized. To optimize the mechanism, it’s necessary to modify the original

Android system to improve its static analysis capabilities and append its dynamic

managing functions.

120.3 Optimized Permission Mechanism

This chapter puts forward a lightweight permission model implemented by modi-

fying the original permission framework. The modified framework is composed of

static analysis and dynamic management with the static analysis displaying the

applied permissions by risk level when an app is installed and jumping to the

permission management GUI as soon as the accomplishment of installation.

Every single permission can be modified on this management interface so that the

users can also revoke or grant certain permissions in system settings anytime.
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120.3.1 Implementation of Static Analysis

The static analysis runs at install time so that the lightweight principles must be

considered to avoid lengthy install time; thus, we resolve the AndroidManifest.xml

file in apk package to get applied permissions and sort them into three groups

according to the judging logic. Such three groups are fee-deduction related, privacy

related, and other permissions. This makes the installation process much more

clearer than the original system. Figure 120.1 shows the static analysis framework.

As the original Android system only contains PackageInstallerActivity and

InstallAppProgress, we have modified the two classes and created the Permission-

ManagerActivity as the GUI of permission management.

In Fig. 120.1, the apk installation process consists of two activities including the

PackageInstallerActivity and the InstallAppProgress [3]. Firstly, the PackageInstal-

lerActivity calls the parsePackage() method in PackageParser class to resolve pro-

files in apk package and obtain infos including package name, path, version

number, applied permissions, etc. Then the system (unmodified) jumps to install-

confirm interface, the startInstallConfirm() method lists all applied permissions,

here we modify this method to make it a newly created method sortPermission(),

the sortPermission() method uses a judging logic to classify the permissions into

three groups as described above, and then the three kinds of permissions are

separately displayed in three ListViews, called CostFeeList, PrivacyList, and

OtherList, respectively. Then if the “install” button is pressed, the system would

jump to the InstallAppProgress activity which carries out the real installation. We

modify the installPackage() method in this activity by adding an Intent() method;

then it jumps to PermissionManagerActivity and the GUI of dynamic permission

management as soon as the accomplishment of installation. The GUI can set

permission as allow, deny, or request with the implementation to be discussed

below.

InstallAppProgress
installPackage()

PackageInstallerActivity
parsePackage()

startInstallConfirm()

PermissionManagerActivity
CostFeeList
PrivacyList
OtherList

1 2

Static analysis

original modified created

Settings

enter

Fig. 120.1 Static analysis framework
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120.3.2 Implementation of Dynamic Management

As described above, the PermissionManagerActivity class is created as GUI for

permission management, and it calls the newly created class UserManagerService

which does the real work of permission management.

Figure 120.2 shows the process of dynamic permission checking and modifica-

tion. As far as the checking is concerned, ApplicationContext class catches the

raised intent and checks whether it needs permission [4]. If the permission is

needed, the system will check the same if the calling intent owns that permission.

The checking method is to send a parcel containing PID, UID (identify the

application), and the specific permission name to the ActivityManagerNative

class [5], which then resolves the parcel and sends the resolved parameters (PID,

UID, and permission name) to checkPermission() method in ActivityMana-

gerService class. The checkPermission() method is the only public entry point for

the permission checking. This method then calls the checkComponentPermission().

It checks whether the calling intent belongs to the system or root level and returns

PERMISSION_GRANTED directly if yes; otherwise it calls the checkUid-

Permission() in PackageManagerService class to see if the specific permission is

contained in the app’s granted permissions [6]. The original checkUidPermission()

method just judges whether a permission is contained in the app’s applied permis-

sions because all applied permissions have been granted during the install time.

Here we modify this method to let it check one step further users’ option recorded in

UserOption.xml, which is newly created and can be checked or modified by the new

class UserManagerService. The format of the xml file is shown in Fig. 120.3. The

file contains multiple tags including the <package name>, <userId>, and

<perms> with the contents in <perms> tag showing the app’s applied permis-

sions’ name and the user’s policy. “0” represents allow, “1” represents deny, and

“2” represents request.

send a parcel

send
UID, PID...

useroption.xml
Package:name uid

Perms:name useroption
ApplicationContext

ActivityManagerNative
ActivityManagerService

checkPermission()
checkComponentPermission()

PackageManagerService
checkUidPermission()

UserManagerService
checkUserOption()
allowPermission()
denyPermission()

requestPermission()

original modified created

Dynamic management

return

check/
modify

1

2 3

4

5

6

7returncall

Fig. 120.2 Dynamic management framework
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This file is generated when the system is initialized for the first time. We modify

the writePackageLPr() method in the settings class so that the app’s info is written

into UserOption.xml whenever an apk package is installed.

The permission modification also works with this xml file. There are four

permission-managing methods in UserManagerService, namely, the

checkPermission(), the allowPermission(), the denyPermission(), and the

requestPermission(). The checkPermission() method examines whether an app

owns one specific permission by checking the value of <useroption> tag and

then return it to PackageManagerService; the other three methods modify the

user’s permission policy by altering the value to 0, 1, or 2.

120.4 Experimental Verification

The model in this paper is modified based on Android 4.0 source code. The

modified source code is compiled into system image according to official docu-

ments [7]. In order to ensure the universality of testing environment, we use the

Android emulator contained in SDK as the platform with a test demo app utilized to

examine the new features. To ease the presentation, we use “new system” to

represent our modified system and original system for original Android system.

To facilitate the test, we use a self-written app testDemo. It applies six permis-

sions including CALL_PHONE, READ_PHONE_STATE, SEND_SMS, INTER-

NET, ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION, and WAKE_LOCK after importing the

apk package into the new system. We click the package item and it turns to the new

install-confirm interface as shown at the left side of Fig. 120.4. In order to examine

the effects of permission management in the new system, we set the

CALL_PHONE permission of testDemo as denied and requested in the permission

management GUI; then we test the app’s call function to observe the effects. When

the system detects that the permission has been forbidden, it would throw out a

security exception as in the middle of Fig. 120.4 and quit the application and ask for

user’s choice when the permission is set as “request” as showed at the right side of

Fig. 120.4.

Fig. 120.3 Format of UserOption.xml
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To verify the lightweight feature of the new system, we use the CaffeineMark3.0

testing tool. CaffeineMark3.0 tests six aspects of JVM: Sieve item tests the prime

numbers found by the classic sieve of Eratosthenes; Loop tests the use sorting and

sequence generation so as to measure the compiler optimization of loops; Logic

tests the speed, with which the virtual machine executes the decision-making

instructions; String tests repeated string concatenations and searches for patterns

in the concatenated strings; Float simulates a 3D rotation of objects around a point;

Method test executes the recursive function calls to see how well VM handles the

method calls; and the Total is the final score of the system. The results are shown in

Fig. 120.5 with the data as the mean value of test results for five times.

As we can see in the above table, the Sieve, Logic, and String items of the new

system are more or less lower than the original system; the Loop, Float, and Method

items are close to the original system. The total score is 8,852, which is 3.2 % lower

than 9,146 of the original Android system. The declined performance is mainly

caused by the judging logic, processing module, and the reading and writing of xml

file. Generally speaking, the new system has achieved new functions with

small cost.

Fig. 120.4 New system features
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Conclusion

This paper has analyzed the weakness of existing Android permission

mechanism and proposed a lightweight permission mechanism model

which consists of static analysis and dynamic management. The modified

system classifies the applied permissions into three groups. The system jumps

to dynamic permission management GUI instantly after installation is done,

and users are also able to grant or revoke certain permissions through the

entrance in system settings. This model remedies the defects of the original

Android system and does little harm to system performance.

When we have successfully incorporated this model in Android, a lot of

work remains to be accomplished for fully exploiting the potential of the

model. Firstly, the evaluation mechanism of malicious permission combina-

tion and intelligent protection engine should be imported in the core system;

secondly, it’s necessary to complete the handling mechanism of exception

caused by permission missing; finally, the extra cost of system performance

should be further reduced.
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Chapter 121

Modeling of Virtual Electrical Experiment

Yinling Zhang, Deti Ji, and Renyou Zhang

Abstract Three types of models in virtual electrical experiment, circuit structural

model, circuit computation model, and human–machine interaction model, are

studied. The XML-based circuit structural model describes a circuit’s structure by

marking the composing components, which makes the model well formed and

extensible. Computation model is constructed based on the circuit topology struc-

ture and electrical principles (KCL and KVL), and an algorithm of generating

computation model is proposed. Interaction model is designed to describe the

interaction information in the operation of the virtual experiment. The models are

valuable in design and development of virtual electrical experiment.

Keywords Virtual experiment • Circuit • Modeling • Interaction

121.1 Introduction

Virtual experiment is turning into a frequently used teaching resource which

improves the flexibility and quality of education effectively. During the past

decades, different virtual experiments were developed to facilitate secondary or

higher education. An optical simulation experiment was designed to overcome

problems in the teaching of middle school physics optical experiments [1]. Maria

Limniou integrated an interactive UV-visible spectrophotometer simulator to

improve chemistry instrumentation teaching [2]. A virtual experiment for mecha-

nism motion learning was developed by Shanghai Jiaotong University [3].

However, there is no general development pattern for virtual experiment, which

leads to great duplicate efforts in the process of design and development. In this

paper, we try to devise general model architecture to regulate the design pattern of

virtual electrical experiment and then accelerate the implementation process.
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121.2 Models in Virtual Electrical Experiment

When doing the electrical experiment, the experimenter connects electronic com-

ponents, operates virtual instrument, measures electrical quantity, and achieves the

goal of exploring electrical principles. The procedure of a virtual experiment is

shown in Fig. 121.1.

The simulation objects of the virtual experiment are circuit and the interaction

between circuit and experimenter. Therefore, the models in electrical virtual exper-

iment should include circuit structure model and interaction model. While another

fundamental circuit model is the mathematical-physical model, hereinafter is

referred to as computation model. The relationship of the three types of model is

hierarchical, as shown in Fig. 121.2.

The computation model lies at the bottom of the hierarchical architecture. It is

important but invisible in the system.

The structural model is located in the middle of the architecture. It connects the

neighboring layers. It could be transformed into computation model, from which

the values of voltage and current are calculated. The calculated result of computa-

tion model may affect the structural model in return, in case that some component is

broken down.

The interaction model is on the top layer, which connects the system with

its user.

Component Instrument

Library
Circuit

Calcuation

USER

Virtual Experiment

Fig. 121.1 Procedure

of a virtual experiment

User

Interaction Model

Structural Model

Computation Model
Fig. 121.2 Models

in virtual experiment
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121.3 Circuit Structural Model

The structure of circuit is the connection of electrical components, which is the

foundation of circuit computation. The component of structural model maps one for

one to each virtual component of the virtual system.

121.3.1 Components

In most electrical experiments of middle school, the components used are source,

voltmeter, ammeter, bulb, switch, resistor, sliding rheostat, etc. Each kind of

component or instrument has different pins or parameters, which comprise the

main attributes of the component in circuit structural model.

Taking the circuit shown in Fig. 121.3 as an example, we can see that the circuit

is composed of resistors, meters, etc.

121.3.2 XML-Based Structural Model

To meet the demands of virtual experiment on circuit structural model, we propose

an approach to describe the circuit structure by marking the electrical components

and instruments composing the circuit. The structural model adopts the thought of

flexibility and extendibility [4]. It is encoded in XML language, which marks each

component of the circuits. Figure 121.4 lists the attributes of common components

and instruments.

The structural model of circuit in Fig. 121.3 is encoded as follows:

Fig. 121.3 Example circuit
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<Circuit name¼"circuit1">
<Resistor id¼"Rx">
<value>rx</value>

<n1>1</n1>

<n2>2</n2>

</Resistor>

<Resistor id¼"R">
<value>1/g4</value>

<n1>2</n1>

<n2>3</n2>

</Resistor>

<Sliding id¼"R’">
<value>r’</value>

<n1>2</n1>

<n2>3</n2>

</ Sliding >

<Source id¼"SV">
<value>1.5</value>

<n1>0</n1>

<n2>4</n2>

</ Source >

<Ammeter id¼"AM">

1*

1

*

-ID
-N15
-N3
-N-

Voltmeter

Instrument

Ammeter

-ID
-Value
-RN1
-RN2

Resistance

Circuit

-ID
Component

-ID
-N1
-N2

-Power
-R

Bulb
-ID
-N1
-N2
-N3
-N4

-Value

Sliding

Fig. 121.4 Circuit structural model
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<value>i</value>

<n1>0</n1>

<n2>4</n2>

</ Ammeter >

< Voltmeter id¼"SV">
<value>v</value>

<n1>0</n1>

<n2>4</n2>

</ Voltmeter >

</Circuit>

121.4 Computation Model

The computation model of a circuit is a set of mathematical formulae constructed

on the principle of electricity, which computes electrical parameters of the circuit.

121.4.1 Kirchhoff’s Laws

Kirchhoff’s circuit laws are two equalities that deal with the current and potential

difference (voltage) in the lumped element model of electrical circuits [5]. Both of

the Kirchhoff’s laws can be understood as corollaries of the Maxwell equations in

the low-frequency limit. They are accurate for DC circuits and for AC circuits at

frequencies where the wavelengths of electromagnetic radiation are very largely

compared to the circuits.

121.4.2 Computation Process

We propose an algorithm to build the computation model based on KCL and KVL.

The flow of the constructing algorithm is:

1. Determine whether the circuit is closed by checking the isolated node.

2. Close the node of the switches to get the topological structure of the circuit.

3. Construct the linear equation based on the topological structure.

4. Judge whether any component works beyond its rating range.

5. Calculate branch voltage and current according to the node potential and resis-

tance values.
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121.5 Interaction Model

121.5.1 Experiment Operation Flow

When users log in in the virtual experiment system, they select needed instruments

and components, drag them into the experiment area, connect them by wires, and

test the circuit by the meter’s reading. The process of virtual experiment is the same

as that of real experiment, which is dominated by experiment specification and

electrical principle.

The virtual experiment is accomplished through the interaction between operator

and virtual component, which represents the information transmission among

virtual entities. The interaction model describes the entities and their interaction

behaviors.

121.5.2 Entities

In virtual experiment, entities include experimenter, component, instrument, and

signal. The entity of experimenter is the analog of real operator, whose attributes

are name, student ID, and so on. The entity of component is the object of the

experiment operation. In the interaction model, the attributes of component entity

only include ID and its terminal numbers, but the electrical characteristic values are

not necessary. The entity of the interaction model could be extracted from the

structural model by removing the electrical characteristic attributes. The entity of

signal is another important type of entity which is not included in the structural

model of a circuit, because it is the result of the interaction between the operator and

instrument. In direct current circuit, the signal may be a number, which represents a

value of voltage or current. In alternating current circuit, it may be an AC signal.

121.5.3 Interaction Behavior

The interaction behavior includes [6]: selection of component, connection of the

circuit, test of circuit using instrument (by closing the switch), computation of

circuit, and displaying the computing result. All the behaviors are executed between

the experimenter and the virtual experiment system.

Virtual experiment simulates the real experiment process, which permits the

experimenter to operate freely. The experimenters may design an experiment,

change the connection, and test value of any node, out of sequence. The interaction

behavior process is shown in Fig. 121.5.
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Simulation and Conclusion

As a useful complementary of traditional experiment, virtual experiment is

widely used in education. Because various experiments have different char-

acteristics, it is impossible to unify the development modes of virtual exper-

iment. The models studied in this paper provide virtual electrical experiment

with a suitable design schema. A virtual experiment system has been

implemented with the operating interface as shown in Fig. 121.6.

The readings listed in Table 121.1 are collected during the virtual exper-

iment. When we repeat the same experiment with real circuit and instruments,

we get highly consistent data with the readings measured in the virtual

experiment. Some virtual values are more accurate than those of real exper-

iment, because the real meters have reding errors. We conclude that as long as

we construct correct computation model, the virtual experiment is validated.

The circuit structural model and interaction model determine the effect of

virtual experiment.

Experimenter Circuit

Select Component

Connect

Close Switch

Display Result

Compute

Fig. 121.5 Interaction

behavior
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Table 121.1 The simulation

result
Variables Values (V) Variables Values (A)

U1 2.5 I1 0.23

U2 4.0 I2 0.41

U3 3.8 I3 0.36

Fig. 121.6 Virtual experiment interface
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Chapter 122

Human Intervention Intelligent Flight Path
Planning on Unexpected Threats

Peng Ren, Xiaoguang Gao, and Jun Chen

Abstract The technique of human intervention intelligent flight path planning on

unexpected threats is proposed in this paper as a key technology to carry out

manned and unmanned aerial vehicles cooperative combat. It makes full use of

human brain to guide the solution procedures and combine artificial auxiliary

decision with novel intelligence algorithm. Human’s wisdom, experience, and

synthetic judgments can make up for the lack of intelligence algorithm. A lot of

simulation studies show that the online three-dimensional flight paths based on the

improved technology can meet the requirements of the actual application with

certain practicality.

Keywords Human intervention • Flight path planning • Unexpected threats

122.1 Introduction

In modern air battles, manned and unmanned aerial vehicles have respective

advantages and are interdependent. They complement each other and divide labor

and cooperation to achieve the more operational effectiveness. The manned and

unmanned aerial vehicles cooperative combat is a revolutionary new combat

method to make effective breaking through in terms of the integrated IADS (air

defense system) and will be the main air combat pattern in the future [1–4]. Human-

UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle)-coordinated operation fully utilizes human’s

wisdom, experience, and synthetic judgments and combines the special ability of

UAV to carry out the mission of surveillance and precision strike in the most

dangerous environment [5, 6]. With the dynamic development of the battlefield

situation, the unexpected threats are inevitable. Because of huge three-dimensional

flight path points, vast searching space, strong real-timeliness, and large conditions

of constraint, the method of solution is extremely complex and difficult. It is

difficult to guarantee the optimal solution by the traditional intelligent algorithms

[7, 8].
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Human intervention intelligent flight path planning is proposed in this paper by

combining the artificial auxiliary decision with the novel intelligence algorithm. In

the most dangerous environment, it makes the best possible use of human brain to

guide solution procedures of the flight path replanning on unexpected threat range.

The novel intelligence algorithm originates from the evolutionary algorithm as a

kind of niche adaptive pseudo parallel genetic algorithm. The method can replan the

online three-dimensional flight paths when the starting and ending positions are set

by human. A lot of simulation studies show that the online three-dimensional flight

paths by this technology can meet the requirements of UAV low-altitude penetra-

tion and efficiently implement the threat avoidance, terrain avoidance, and terrain

following.

122.2 Algorithm of Human Intervention Intelligent Flight
Path Planning

With the low-altitude penetration especially under unknown unexpected threats,

accurate mathematical model cannot be established. Generally, it is not effective

and quick to obtain optimal solutions only relying on traditional intelligence

algorithms. As human brain is a kind of superintelligence device with functions

of striking self-learning, thinking, reasoning, judging, and memorizing, it can deal

with many complicated environments very well. Therefore, under the conditions of

current technological level, human intervention intelligent flight path planning is

proposed in this paper to combine artificial auxiliary decision with novel intelli-

gence algorithm.

122.2.1 Artificial Auxiliary Decision

With the separation of management and control function, the communication time

delay including the delay of remote control commands and telemetry signals is

available. The online path replanning may not be obtained so that UAV could not

avoid new threats. In the course of combat, the target information obtained by UAV

is transmitted to the manned aerial vehicles via data link; besides, the manned aerial

vehicles have better battlefield situation awareness. Human has been endowed with

special abilities of evaluating the air combat threat and the decision-making behav-

ior. Human-UAV coordination has made full use of human’s wisdom, experience,

and synthetic judgments to help UAV path replanning and avoid threats. The

flowchart of artificial auxiliary decision is shown in Fig. 122.1.

There are two situations:

UAV is beyond the unexpected threat coverage
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As the preplanned flight path that UAV has not been reached yet is inside the

unexpected threat coverage, the human’s experience and synthetic judgments can

be utilized to accurately determine the starting and ending point of replanning path

by means of comprehensive assessment of the situation and threats with the novel

intelligence algorithm thus applied to replan the path to avoid threats effectively

and quickly. If the flight path points are too numerous, which demands more

computing time, it is difficult to guarantee accessibility and timeliness only relying

on novel intelligence algorithms. In order to avoid threats effectively, set few

navigation points manually between the starting and ending points according to

the actual situation and flight characteristics and then depart the path to calculate

respectively. If the preplanned flight path is beyond the unexpected threat coverage,

continue on its way as preplanned.

UAV is inside the unexpected threat coverage
Launch the emergent response immediately to escape routes as the scheduled

angle interval in all directions, then select the most suitable escape route by

comprehensive assessment of the situation and threats, then set the intersection of

the selected escape route and the threat coverage region boundary as the starting

point, and set the ending point on the preplanned path manually to replan the route

between the new starting and ending point. In this way, utilize the human’s wisdom,

experience, and synthetic judgments and the novel intelligence algorithm to guide

UAV safely and reasonably within the unexpected threat coverage area.

Y

fly along  pre-planned path

pop-up threats is 
detected 

Is UAV  
inside the pop-up threats 

coverage?

Immediately launching 
emergency response

re-planning path
select the most 

suitable escape route

set starting and  ending 
point to re-planning path

re-planning escape path

N

set starting and  ending 
point to re-planning path

Is the pre-planned 
flight path that UAV has not been

reached yet  inside the pop-up 
threats coverage?

Y

continue on its 
way as planned

N

Fig. 122.1 Flowchart of artificial auxiliary decision
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122.2.2 Novel Intelligence Algorithm

The novel intelligence algorithm can be improved as below:

1. Divide the whole group into several subgroups to search multi-orientedly in the

solution space so that both the depth and the extent of the search can be

guaranteed. Every subgroup evolves different processors independently and

synchronously. The diversity of population is maintained and the operation

speed of the algorithm is enhanced.

2. Apply a kind of niche adaptive genetic mechanism in the subgroup. The indi-

vidual in each generation can be divided into several categories, and the best

individuals are selected from each category to form a new population.

3. The niche technique based on function sharing can effectively prevent prema-

ture, maintain the population diversity, and improve the search efficiency so that

more optimal solutions can be achieved.

The novel intelligence algorithm takes the form:

1. Set evolution iteration counter, and generate m initial population P(t).
2. Divide P(t) into n subpopulations, every subpopulation has k individuals, k¼m/

n, where k is an integer. P(t)¼ {P1(t), P2(t),. . ., Pi(t),. . ., Pn(t)}.
3. Calculate fij (i¼ 1, 2,. . ., n; j¼ 1, 2,. . ., k) of Pi(t) (i¼ 1, 2,. . ., n), in which fij

denotes the fitness and Pi(t) denotes the subpopulation.
4. Independent evolution based on niche adaptive:

(a) Set independent evolution iteration counter.

(b) Pi(t) is sorted in a descending order according to the values of fij, keep
previous q individuals, q< k.

(c) Make use of the improved operators of choice, adaptive crossover, and

mutation to get new individuals P
0
i(t) (i¼ 1, 2, . . ., n).

(d) Niche evolution operation algorithm: q individuals are generated by step

(b) and P
0
i(t) is generated by step (c) and together form a new population

comprising k+ q individuals.

(e) Calculate the values of sharing degree about individual among group,

Sij (i¼ 1, 2,. . ., n; j¼ 1, 2,. . ., k+ q) denotes the sharing degree. Adjust

individuals according to Sij, and new fitness f
0
ij (i¼ 1, 2, . . ., n; j¼ 1, 2, . . .,

k+ q) of subpopulation can be obtained.

f
0
ij is calculated by the given expression:

f
0
ij ¼ f ij=Sij i ¼ 1, 2, . . . , n; j ¼ 1, 2, . . . , kð Þ ð122:1Þ

Sij is typically defined as

Sij ¼
Xk�1
i¼1

Sh i; j½ 
 j ¼ 1, 2 . . . , k; i 6¼ jð Þ ð122:2Þ
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where Sh[i, j] refers to the sharing function and is often taken as

Sh i; j½ 
 ¼

1� d1 i; j½ 
=σ1 d1 i; j½ 
 < σ1, d2 i; j½ 
 � σ2
1� d2 i; j½ 
=σ2 d1 i; j½ 
 � σ1, d2 i; j½ 
 < σ2

1� d1 i; j½ 
 	 d2 i; j½ 

σ1 	 σ2 d1 i; j½ 
 < σ1, d2 i; j½ 
 < σ2

0 d1 i; j½ 
 � σ1, d2 i; j½ 
 � σ2

8>>><>>>: ð122:3Þ

where d1[i, j] is the Hamming distances between the ith and jth individual,

d2[i, j] is the fitness distances between the ith and jth individual, and σ1 and
σ2 are the individual maximum distance of genotype and phenotype,

respectively.

(f) k+ q individuals are sorted in a descending order according to the new

values of f
0
ij, keep previous k individuals, and P

0 0
i (t) (i¼ 1, 2, . . ., n) is

obtained.

(g) Niche judgment of terminal condition: if this condition is not met, inde-

pendent evolution iteration counter should be updated, take the previous

k individuals by step (f) as next subpopulation, and go to step (b), else exit

niche evolution.

5. The island model in this algorithm is employed according to the information

exchange between subgroups; thus Pi(t+ 1) (i¼ 1, 2,. . ., n) is obtained, in which
Pi(t+ 1) denotes the next-generation population.

6. Judgment of terminal condition: if this condition is not met, the evolution

iteration counter should be updated and return to step (3); otherwise, give the

optimized results and end the process.

Comparing evolutionary algorithms by calculation between the traditional ones

and new algorithm, the results are shown in Table 122.1. It can be found that the

novel intelligence algorithm can decrease the iteration number and gain optimal

solution.

Table 122.1 Comparison results of performance of different evolutionary algorithms

Algorithm

Average convergence

generations

Average

convergence time/s Note

Genetic algorithm No solution

The niche adaptive

Genetic algorithm

1,136 912 Optimal

solution

The niche pseudo parallel

genetic algorithm

725 556 Optimal

solution

Novel intelligence algorithm 87 51.4 Optimal

solution

158 92.7 Suboptimal

solution
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122.3 Experimental and Simulation Results

In order to test and evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, a number of

design and aircraft simulation tests have been carried out in the current work with

details of the experimental and simulation results as described in the sections below.

122.3.1 Replanning Paths When UAV Is Beyond
the Unexpected Threat Coverage

Figure 122.2 shows the replanning paths elevation chart by the novel intelligence

algorithm and human intervention when UAV is beyond the unexpected threat

coverage. Six known threats and effective distance dRmax¼ 12,000 m are

represented by six same size hollow circles. One unexpected threat and effective

distance dtRmax¼ 6,000 m is represented by a red circle. From this figure, we can

see that UAV could avoid threats and terrain along the preplanned paths I and

II. When the unexpected threat is found and covers the preplanned path I that UAV

should fly along, it is necessary to replan the path for UAV immediately. Now the

human’s wisdom and experience is adopted to set the starting and ending points of

the replanning path. The starting point is on the preplanned path I that UAV has not

been reached, and the ending point is on the preplanned path I or II that is beyond

the unexpected threat coverage. Then replan the new section paths by the novel

intelligence algorithm so that UAV could avoid threats and terrain along the new
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section paths. The next step is to select one new suitable section path artificially

according to the mission requirement of UAV and comprehensive situation assess-

ment. If the unexpected threats are detected until later when the computing time for

replanning path is not enough, set few navigation points manually between the

starting and ending point, and then depart the replanning path to calculate, respec-

tively, for avoiding threats effectively.

122.3.2 Replanning Paths When UAV Is Inside
the Unexpected Threat Coverage

Figure 122.3 shows the elevation chart of escape paths when UAV is inside the

unexpected threat coverage. The known and unexpected threats and preplanned

paths are depicted the same as shown in Fig. 122.2. When the unexpected threat is

detected and UAV is flying along preplanned path inside coverage areas of it,

promptly launch emergency response program and imply five scheduled escape

paths on the different directions by the dashed lines in Fig. 122.3, utilize human’s

wisdom and experience to select a most suitable path for escaping according to

comprehensive situation assessment, then put the intersection of threat coverage

border and escape path as the starting point, and set the ending point artificial on the

preplanned path I or II that is outside the threat coverage for the next replanning

path, escape path is implied by the solid line. From this figure, we can see that UAV

can avoid threats and terrain along two escape paths. Finally, UAV is guided on the
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preplanned paths. Figure 122.4 indicates the three-dimensional map of escape

paths. They show that the replanning escape paths can meet the requirements of

UAV low-altitude penetration and efficiently implement the threat avoidance,

terrain avoidance, and terrain following.

Conclusion
In this paper, the algorithm of human intervention intelligent flight path

planning is proposed to combine the artificial auxiliary decision with the

novel intelligence algorithm. On the basis of lots of simulation studies, we

can reach the following conclusions:

1. The novel intelligence algorithm based on evolutionary algorithm can

decrease the iteration number and gain optimal solution within ideal

time. When the threat and terrain information are known, set the starting

and ending points artificially and then apply the novel intelligence algo-

rithm to replan the flight paths that can meet the requirements of UAV

low-altitude penetration.

2. Human’s wisdom, experience, and synthetic judgments can make up for

the lack of intelligence algorithm. It makes the best possible use of the

human brain to guide the solution procedures of replanning flight path

against the unexpected threats.

Finally, manned and unmanned aerial vehicles cooperative combat is a

revolutionary new combat method and may be the main air combat pattern in

the future. Human-UAV-coordinated operation could fully utilize human’s

wisdom, experience, and synthetic judgments to guide solution procedures of

the flight path planning against unexpected threats. The simulation result

shows that this method is feasible and effective. It is necessary to make the

research in this regard more deeply and more widely.
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Chapter 123

Effectiveness Analysis of Communications
Jamming to Battlefield Ad Hoc Network

Sijia Lou, Jun He, and Wei Song

Abstract Based on complex network theory, a scale-free network model is

established to analyze the effectiveness of the battlefield ad hoc network (BAHN)

in communication jamming conditions. Taking into consideration a BAHN’s com-

plex network characteristics, this paper combines its measurement and effective-

ness. In analyzing the effectiveness of a BAHN, a quantitative analysis model is

presented to connect the communication jamming equation with the concept of

network node topology potential.

Keywords Battlefield ad hoc network • Complex network theory • Communica-

tions jamming • Node topology potential

123.1 Introduction

An ad hoc network is a kind of self-organizing wireless network based on a

distributed protocol, so it has no central node. Such a network does not require a

fixed communication infrastructure and has advantages in terms of setup, adapt-

ability, invulnerability, node mobility, and system cost. Because of its high surviv-

ability and flexibility, ad hoc networks have been used in battlefield mobile

communication environments by military forces [1].

Relying on the capabilities of routing reconstruction and connection recovery of

ad hoc networks, communication jamming becomes difficult to achieve and its

effectiveness of jamming is also difficult to analyze. Because the structure of an ad

hoc network is similar to the that of the Internet, some people have even questioned

the interference feasibility of communication jamming. An increasing number of

people are looking for ways to carry out a cyber attack on high-tech communication

networks, but the achievement is not satisfying. However, the emergence of

complex networks provides new ideas and methods for topological evolution and

dynamic analysis studies of ad hoc networks.
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123.2 Battlefield Ad Hoc Network Model

123.2.1 Finite Size of Barab�asi–Albert Scale-Free Network
Model

Complex network theory provides some basic models, for example, small-world

networks, scale-free networks, and local-world evolving networks. While choosing

a suitable model for studying BAHNs, the features of ad hoc networks should be

fully taken into consideration. During BAHN communications, there will be few

relay stations between two nodes; otherwise there would be command redundancy.

Meanwhile, as with conventional communication, some relatively important nodes

will also exist in ad hoc networks, and they will usually correspond to different

command levels.

Based on the features of BAHN itself, though simplifying the discussion, a

BAHN can be seen as a finite size Barabási–Albert (BA) scale-free network

model. A BA scale-free network has characteristics of small-world and power-

law networks, and, as Comellas’ papers pointed out, models with small-world-

network characteristics have been commonly used as communication network

models [2], and models with power-law-network characteristics can reflect more

the prominent role of some nodes in a network [3]. Meanwhile, the topology of the

finite size of a BA scale-free network is often closer to the real battlefield, which is

more suitable for military discussions [4].

BA scale-free networks are characterized by an expansion of their size, and new

nodes follow the so-called Matthew effect and will have a greater probability of

connecting to nodes with a higher degree. The typical structure of a BA scale-free

network algorithm is as follows [5]:

1. Growth: Starting from a network with m nodes, each time a new node is

introduced, the existing m0 nodes will connect to it, m<m0.

2. Priority connection: A new node connects to an existing node iwith a probability
of pi, the degree <ki> of node i and the degree <kj> of node j should satisfy the
following relationship:

pi ¼
kih iX

j

kj
� � : ð123:1Þ

Figure 123.1 is an example of the finite size of a BA scale-free network with

11 nodes:
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123.2.2 Basic Measurement Analysis

123.2.2.1 Average Path Length

The distance dij between two nodes i and j is defined as the number of edges on the

shortest path between these nodes. The maximum distance between any two nodes

in the network is called the diameter, denoted by D:

D ¼ max
i, j

dij: ð123:2Þ

The average path length L of the network is defined as the average distance

between two nodes:

L ¼ 1
1
2
N N þ 1ð Þ

X
i�j

dij ð123:3Þ

N is the total number of nodes. Studies have shown that, despite the huge number

of nodes in many real complex networks, the average path length in the networks is

alarming small.

123.2.2.2 Clustering Coefficient

If node i has ki edges connected to other nodes, then the ki nodes are called the

neighbors of node i. Obviously, there will be at most ki(ki� 1)/2 edges between

these ki nodes. The clustering coefficient Ci is defined as the ratio between real

existing edges Ei and possible edges, ki(ki� 1)/2:

Ci ¼ 2Ei=ki ki � 1ð Þ: ð123:4Þ

The average of all nodes’ clustering coefficients is called the whole network’s

clustering coefficient and is denoted by C:

Fig. 123.1 Finite size of

BA scale-free network
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C ¼
XN
1

Ci ð123:5Þ

N is the total number of nodes. In particular, when C¼ 0, all nodes are isolated

and there are no edges; when C¼ 1, the network is completely coupled and every

two node has an edge.

123.2.2.3 Degree and Degree Distribution

The degree <ki> of node i is defined as the number of other nodes connected to

it. The value of a node’s degree reflects its importance in the network. The greater

the degree, the more force the node will have, and the effect of it in the network will

be greater. The average of all nodes’ degrees is called the average degree and is

denoted by <k>:

kh i ¼
XN
1

kih i ð123:6Þ

N is the total number of nodes. The degree distribution denotes the probability

distribution function of the degrees, and it reflects the probability that a random

node’s degree is k.
According to the preceding definition, it is not difficult to draw some useful

conclusions. The smaller the average path length a BAHN has, the less time and

fewer steps it will require during operation, which makes it more efficient. The

larger the clustering coefficient of the BAHN, the better able it is to provide mutual

support in combat. But once paralyzed, the network is very difficult to restore. The

greater degree a BAHN has, the more uniform the importance distribution of nodes,

that is to say, the network reflects a flatter technology in command and control

mechanisms. The parameter values of these three important concepts are given in

(Table 123.1):

Table 123.1 Some finite-size

parameters of a BA scale-free

network

Parameter Value

Number of nodes, N 11

Average path length, L 2.18

Clustering coefficient, C 0.54

Degree, <k> 4.27
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123.3 Analysis of Communication Jamming in BAHNs

123.3.1 Communication Jamming Equation

In evaluating the effectiveness of communication jamming, a commonly used index

is the neutralizing coefficient. Regarding the communicating nodes of an ad hoc

network, the neutralizing coefficient can be defined as the ratio between the

jamming power Prj and the signal power Prt of the receiving nodes’ input when

communication jamming is effective. With respect to digital communication, the

standard of successful communication jamming is usually to achieve an error rate

Pe of 0.2 [6]. The neutralizing coefficient is denoted by Ka:

Ka ¼ Prj

Prt

				
Pe¼0:2

: ð123:7Þ

Communication jamming in a BAHN often takes distributed disturbance

methods, which are jammers using omnidirectional antennas. T, R, and

J represent respectively the position of the communication transmitting node,

communication receiving node, and communication jammer. Rt is the distance

between the transmitting node and the receiving node, Rj is the distance between

the jammer and the receiving node, and θ is the angle between Rj and Rt

(Fig. 123.2).

The ratio between the jamming power and signal power obtained by communi-

cation receiving nodes should exceed the neutralizing coefficient Ka when commu-

nication jamming is effective. Using Fig. 123.2, a communication jamming

equation can be established for a single jammer’s interference in a single network

node [7]:

Prj

Prt
¼ PjGjqrj θð Þγjφj Rj

� �
Brj

PtGtqrtφt Rtð Þ � Ka: ð123:8Þ

Pt and Gt respectively represent the power and gain of the transmitting node; Pj

and Gj respectively represent the power and gain of the jammer; qrt represents the
gain of the receiving node in the direction of the transmitting node; qrj(θ) represents
the gain of the receiving node in the direction of the jammer, which is related to the

J

T R

d

tR

jR

tG

jG

rtq

( )rjq q

q

Fig. 123.2 Spatial

relationship between

transmitting nodes,

receiving nodes, and

jammers
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angle θ; γj represents the polarization loss (when γj¼ 0.5, the polarization is

circular); φt(Rt) and φj(Rj) represent respectively the transmission loss of the

communication circuitry and the jamming circuitry; and Brj represents the distance

between the jammer’s signal and the receiving node’s signal.

While interfering the communication nodes in the network with N jammers, the

receiving node achieves a jamming power that is the total power that the N jammers

send to the node. For a special node i, the communication jamming equation is

transformed into

XN
i¼1

Prj

Prt
� Ka i ¼ 1, 2, . . . ,Nð Þ: ð123:9Þ

123.3.2 Impact of Communication Jamming on BAHNs

As a soft-kill weapon, communication jamming cannot deliver a direct blow to the

nodes of a BAHN, but it can provide effective support for the follow-up operations.

As soon as interference in some network nodes is successfully implemented, the

overall network operation will be affected. As a result, the network’s interconnec-

tion capacity, restoring, and reorganization abilities and command and control

capabilities will be greatly decreased.

Analysis of BAHNs under communication jamming should be based on the

interference with each receiving node, and a general description should also reflect

the situation of the entire network when disturbed. Thus, the first task must be to

analyze closely the nodes in the network and then use the complex nature of the

network itself to quantitatively analyze the whole network. The use of important

concepts in complex networks, such as average path length, clustering coefficient,

and degree, will better reflect the effect of communication jamming on BAHNs and

facilitate one’s understanding of the nature of the network itself and the significant

issues in combat.

123.4 Effectiveness Analysis of Communication Jamming
in BAHNs

123.4.1 Communication Node Topology Potential

The concept of node topology potential is based on data field theory in cognitive

physics [8], where each node in a network topology has a certain potential. Node

topology potential describes the potential values of a node in a network with the
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effect on itself and its neighbor. A BAHN can be represented by, for example, how

vulnerable it is to attack, the impact of invalidation on the other node, and the

probability of recovery. Based on the parameters of complex networks and in

particular the specific properties of BAHNs, a communication node’s topology

potential Ei is expressed as follows [9]:

Ei ¼
XN
j¼1

kih i � e
�dji

Ci


 �
: ð123:10Þ

The sum of the potentials of all nodes in the network is equal to the overall

potential E of the network:

E ¼
XN
1

Ei i ¼ 1, 2, . . . ,Nð Þ: ð123:11Þ

When outside interference makes the communication node’s potential Ei drop to

Fibonacci number 0.618, the node is deemed disabled [10–13]; this critical point

corresponds exactly to the neutralizing coefficient Ka, which just represents the

invalidation of the nodes in the process of communication jamming. In addition,

communication jamming of a BAHN can actually be regarded as a continuous

process. The actual reaction occurs when a node is disturbed; each edge is not

necessarily disconnected at the same time; Ei decreases continuously with increases

in jamming power. When the interference condition does not satisfy the communi-

cation jamming equation, the amplitude of the reduction of the nodes’ potential is

relatively small. When the interference condition satisfies the communication

jamming equation, the potential will be significantly reduced.

123.4.2 Effectiveness Analysis of BAHN Under
Communication Jamming

When multiple nodes in a network are disturbed, the quality of the entire network

will be affected. The communication jamming equation can be used to determine

whether a node is currently in a disabled state. Based on the actual situation, if a

node is disabled, it usually means the communication equipment has some trouble.

The side who has been interfered will immediately repair the communication

equipment or change its tactical application to complete the repair. When measur-

ing a complex network, the clustering coefficient C is most closely related to the

probability that the node will be repaired. Without considering the impact of other

indicators, suppose the relationship between the probability of being repaired pi and
the clustering coefficient C is
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pi ¼ e�KiCi ; ð123:12Þ

where Ki relates to the performance of the communication device itself [14].

Taking into account the communication jamming and node repair, the opera-

tional process of communication jamming in a BAHN can be deduced. If the

potential of the whole network is reduced to 60 %, the network system can be

regarded as having reached the tipping point [15]. Even if a small number of nodes

do not become from the system, the entire complex network will have completely

collapsed from the point of view of large-scale confrontation.

Conclusion

This paper used complex network theory to establish models that combine the

effectiveness of BAHNs with their complex characteristics. Based on the

proposed communication jamming equation and the concept of communica-

tion node topology potential, this paper analyzed quantitatively the effective-

ness of a BAHN under conditions of communication jamming.
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Chapter 124

Research and Outlook on Wireless Channel
Models

Yuqing Wang, Cuijie Du, Xiujuan Han, Yuxin Qin, and Hongqi Wang

Abstract With social progress and the rapid development of information technol-

ogy, wireless communication has become an important means of communication.

In this paper, several common and typical wireless channel models are reviewed

and summarized. We analyze the characteristics of various channels so as to

identify the channel models appropriate in different environments. Finally, com-

parison and suggestions are provided for the optimization of certain models and

conclusions regarding the application of channel models is given.

Keywords Wireless communication • Channel model • Multipath fading • Path

loss • UWB

124.1 Introduction

In recent years, communication between people has become more and more

frequent. There is no doubt that wireless communication has emerged as one of

the most popular and complicated ways to communicate. A wireless channel is the

hub of a wireless communication system. It is also the medium by which trans-

mitters and receivers are connected. There is a big difference between a cable

channel and a wireless channel in that the latter is invisible while a cable channel

usually means a transmission medium like a symmetrical cable, coaxial cable,

optical cable, and so on; therefore, the signal propagation path in a cable channel

is fixed and would not be easily affected by the surrounding environment. However,

a variety of different interactions occur in wireless channels. Shadow fading and

multipath delays produced by hills, trees, or walls may render a receiver incapable

of distinguishing between different multipath components. Then the interference of
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multipath signals with each other leads to the received signal strength is abated. As

a result, the quality of the communication system is significantly degraded.

The development of a proper channel model has great significance for studying

the characteristics of wireless communication systems and improving the quality of

such systems. This paper is divided into four sections. In Sect. 2, we summarize the

scope of the channel model, presenting related calculation formulas. In Sect. 3, a

comparison is made of different channel models. In the last section, we draw

conclusions. The aim here is to provide a reference for choosing a suitable channel

model in different environments.

124.2 Typical Channel Models

Research on wireless communication was carried out in the nineteenth century. In

1895, Marconi succeeded in wirelessly transmitting a signal between an island in

the UK and a tugboat [1]. Thus was born wireless communication in the modern

sense. Nowadays, after much hard work over many years, a number of models have

been established for the purpose of researching the characteristics of mobile

channels in order to communicate in various environments. Those models have

reached mature stages in our lifetimes. In what follows we review some typical

wireless communication models.

124.2.1 Okumura’s Model

The Okumura model is derived from measurements made by Okumura in 1968

[2]. Some empirical curves obtained using Okumura’s model are among the most

common models applied to predict signals. The frequency measured is from 150 to

1,920 MHz, even as high as 3,000 MHz. The distance between the base station

and mobile station is 1–100 km. The transmitting and receiving antennae are

30–1,000 m tall [3]. The model can be separated into two sections as follows [4]:

1. The formula of Okumura’s model in flat-terrain cities is

Lm ¼ Lbs þ Am f ; dð Þ � Hb hb; dð Þ � Hm hm; fð Þ; ð124:1Þ

where Lbs is the path loss in free space.

2. The path loss of signal in irregular terrain and different environment is discussed

as follows. On this basis, the median path loss value of irregular terrains and

different places is obtained by adding the corresponding correction factor to

Eq. (124.1):
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Lm ¼ Lbs þ Am f ; dð Þ � Hb hb; dð Þ � Hm hm; fð Þ � ks � kh � kA � kis: ð124:2Þ

Okumura’s model is based solely on test data, with no analysis available. The

value which is out of the scope is produced by extrapolating curve. However, it

supplies the most simple and precise solution to radio system path loss prediction

for mature cellular and land mobile. Because of its practicability, Okumura’s model

has become the standard in land mobile radio system plans.

124.2.2 Hata Model and COST231

In Okumura’s model, path loss is given by graph data. Hata then fits the path loss into

an empirical formula, which is called the Hata model [5]. The frequencymeasured in

the Hata model is from 150 to 1,920 MHz. Although Hata’s model does not correct

for errors of a specific path like Okumura’s model, it is a very good approximation to

Okumura’s model when the transmission distance d is greater than 1 km. Hata’s

model is suitable for systems in widespread regions, but it does not reflect the

propagation characteristics of a cellular system in smaller regions and at high

frequencies, either. In addition, it does not reflect indoor propagation characteristics.

124.2.3 Jakes Model

To simulate a mobile channel, it is necessary to establish a random process on the

basis of the attenuation produced by the multiple paths of the channel. This process

possesses a specific envelope distribution density and a specific Doppler spectrum.

The sum of series of sinusoidal signals is approximate to Rayleigh fading. The

number of sinusoidal signals must be large so that probability density function of

the envelope approximates that of a Rayleigh channel. In this way, the sine signal is

weighted so that it can approximate the Doppler spectrum of the channel with

enough accuracy. Based on the foundation, the Jakes model, developed by William

Jakes at Bell Labs, was used to fit channels of wireless attenuation. The equation of

channel transformation is as follows [6, 7]:

h tð Þ ¼ E
XN
i¼1

Ciexp j wdt cos αi þ φið Þ½ 
; ð124:3Þ

where E is the fixed parameter, respecting the path loss power. In this model, we

assume that the mobile station is moving and the frequency of the signal received

changes with the movement, which is called the Doppler effect. The Doppler

frequency shift is given by [8]
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f d ¼
v

λ
cos α ¼ f m cos α: ð124:4Þ

In the simulation of Jake’s model, Jake used various forms to determine the amplitude

attenuation of the low-frequency oscillator, doppler frequency shift and the phase

angle of arrival wave. The attenuation wave involves a nonstationary process, which

leads to some defects in simulating the real channel. In this sense, the improved Jakes

model is commonly used in simulations. Some authors use MATLAB to obtain

simulation curves by the improved Jakes model, and the conclusion is confirmed [9].

124.2.4 Clarke Model

Clarke established the Clarke model, which is suitable for the fading channels.

Statistical properties of the field strength of a signal received by a mobile station

are based on scattering [10]. In this model, we assume that there is a fixed transmitter

with a vertical polarization antenna. Electromagnetic waves incident to the mobile

station antenna consist of a set of plane waves. Those waves are in the carrier phase

and have an incident angle and the same average amplitude. In the environment,

there is no Line Of Sight (LOS), a path with no obstacles. Scattering components

have the same attenuation upon being propagated a small-scale distance [3]. Clarke’s

model is commonly used in simulations. By the Jacobean [11], we obtain

p rð Þ ¼
r

σ2
exp � r2

2σ2


 �
0

8<: ,
0 � r � 1

r < 0
: ð124:5Þ

This produces a model of a simulated signal applied in the modulation path of

orthogonal and in-phase. The frequency spectrum and the temporal statistical

properties of a signal are very close to those of the measurement data. The Clarke

model is suitable for environments with flat fading and without multipath delay;

therefore, it is usually used to measure electromagnetic field statistical properties of

signals received by a mobile station.

124.2.5 UWB Model

The Ultra Wideband (UWB) model appeared in 1960, but it was usually only used,

for example, in the military or disaster relief or with positioning or ranging radar. In

February 2002, it was approved for civil and commercial use for the first time. Then

its market prospects attracted a lot of attention. The UWB model is used in data

transmission and indoor voice communication, for example, in office buildings,

shopping malls, factories, and hospitals. It modulates impulses directly. Impulses

have a steep rise and fall time. This advantage causes the signal to have a bandwidth
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in the gigahertz range, which solves the major issue that had plagued traditional

antenna technology. It has become a research hotspot in indoor or short-distance

wireless communication for its advantage of having a thick skin in fading, low

transmission power, and low system complexity [12]. The methods used to measure

UWB include frequency domain and time domain, but they can both be given by the

channel impulse response:

h t; τð Þ ¼
XN tð Þ

n¼1
an tð Þδ t� τn tð Þð Þejθn tð Þ; ð124:6Þ

where h(t, τ) is the impulse response of the channel at time t, an is the amplitude of

the nth path, τn is the arrival time of the nth path, θn is the phase for the nth path, and
N is the number of paths. The distributions used to describe arrival times are the

standard Poisson, modified two-state Poisson, and double Poisson.

The frequency domain autoregressive (AR) model is another approach to char-

acterizing a UWB channel because the frequency response of a UWB channel at

each point H( fn, x) can be modeled by an AR process. This model was initially

introduced [13] for wideband systems and was used later for UWB channel models

[14]. The process is given by the following equation:

H f n; xð Þ �
Xp
i¼1

biH f n�1; xð Þ ¼ V f nð Þ; ð124:7Þ

whereH( fn, x) is the nth sample of the complex transfer function at location x, bi is a
complex model parameter, V( fn) is the complex white noise process, and p is the

order of the model. The Z transform of the formula gives the following equation:

G zð Þ ¼ 1Yp

i¼1 1� piz
�1� �: ð124:8Þ

Based on the frequency domain measurements, an AR model with two orders is

reported to be sufficient for characterizing a UWB indoors at 4.3–5.6 GHz [15].

124.2.6 MIMO Model

With the strict requirements of wireless communication, traditional technology is

unable to satisfy demand; therefore, more advanced technology emerged called

multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) [16]. A MIMO model is an

abstract mathematical model that describes a wireless communication system

with multi-antenna. It transmits signals with multiple antennas in the transmitter

and receives signals with multiple antennas in the receiver. Compared with a
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traditional simple-input and simple-output (SISO) model, in a MIMO model, the

antenna array is used between the transmitter and receiver. A transmission

subchannel is found in the transmission channel, which is called a MIMO channel

[17]. We assume that the number of transmission antennas is N in the transmitter

and the number of receiving antennas is M in the receiver; thus, the transmission

path between them can be described by a matrix: HMN. The arbitrary element hij
represents a subchannel, which is also the transmission subchannel between the jth
transmission antenna and the ith receiving antenna (Fig. 124.1).

InMIMOmodel, the relationship between the output and the input is given by [18]

y tð Þ ¼ H tð Þ 	 s tð Þ þ n tð Þ; ð124:9Þ

where s(t) is the transmission signal, y(t) is the receiving signal, and n(t) is the

Additive white Gaussian Noise (AWNG). Although, a MIMOmodel could increase

the system throughput widely and enlarges the transmission distance, it does not

have to add the bandwidth at the same time or enhance the total transmission power.

Because it uses multiple antennas, the number of antennas and the distance between

antennas are important parameters. In particular, the latter is crucial for realizing

the high-frequency spectrum efficiency of a MIMOmodel. If too many antennas are

deployed, some issues will arise. Thus, the number of antennas should be equiva-

lent. For example, if there are four antennas, we can set the distance between

antennas to 10λ [19], where λ is the wavelength.

124.3 Comparasion of Channel Models

The Okumura–Hata, Clarke, and Jakes models have traditional advantages, and the

theories and technologies behind them are very mature. But with the rapid devel-

opment of communications technology, UWB and MIMO models are attracting

more and more attention. The UWB model could provide a simple system and

-speed data transmission, even up to 1 Gbit/s. Experimental results show that UWB

Fig. 124.1 MIMO model
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signal can propagate in underground mine tunnels with a low rate of loss [20].

A RMS delay spread was found of approximately 11.8–29.7 ns for LOS and Non

Line Of Sight (NLOS), respectively [21]. When compared to those of the conven-

tional narrowband, these values are very small, which means that high data trans-

mission rates can be achieved with UWB; therefore, UWB could be used in digital

homes or office networks to achieve high-speed data transmission within short

distances. Researchers at Bell LABS have devoted considerable effort to develop-

ing MIMO technology, which has the advantage of using multiple paths to provide

higher data throughput, increase coverage, and improve reliability without taking

up additional radio frequencies; in addition, it has resolved issues surrounding data

transmission speed and coverage in radio technology.

Conclusions

Clearly, it is extremely important to establish accurate channel models for the

design of a communication system, especially when wireless communication

is used in confined environments with diffracting rough surfaces, such as

mine coal. This paper presents six models. In fact, there are other models

besides these six being used in real applications because of the many uncer-

tain factors in wireless communication. We can easily draw some conclusions

from this paper; for example, because of the different environments in which

wireless communication can be deployed, results may differ, even if the same

model is used. As for Okumura’s model, there are corresponding correctional

factors for cities, mountainous regions, and countries; therefore, there is no

uniform standard for choosing a model because of environmental variations.

Whatever the environment, the model will have disadvantages. The ideal

situation is when we choose the model; our choice should be shaped by actual

conditions, which will dictate the type of mobile device needed and the model

parameter values. Only in this way can we enhance the validity of the

experimental results.

In addition, different models have different formulas and path losses,

which lead to differences in calculations and accuracy among the different

models. In actual use, the real environment must be taken into consideration,

including such factors as the location of obstacles and the range covered by

the radio signal. In the laboratory, experiments should be carried out in

combination with the environment and the channel properties. Then the

information transmission of the wireless channel can be investigated effec-

tively. In the future, UWB and MIMO technology will be better optimized

and supported by increasingly mature technology for use in wireless com-

munication devices. Of course, much work remains before this goal is

achieved.
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Chapter 125

Defending Against Whitewashing Attacks
in Peer-to-Peer File-Sharing Networks

Weimin Luo, Jingbo Liu, Jiang Xiong, and Ling Wang

Abstract Nowadays, peer-to-peer (P2P) file-sharing networks have been widely

applied because of the popularity of P2P software. Complete freedom not only

allows for the development of P2P networks but also brings about security risks.

Malicious nodes can escape the punishment of reputation mechanisms by

performing some attacks such as a whitewashing attack. In this paper, we propose

a novel reputation mechanism based on two kinds of reputation so as to resist a

whitewashing attack. We analyze the reputation and the capacity of the node

corresponding to two different behaviors. The relationship between the behavior,

capacity, and reputation of the node is discussed. We give the calculation method of

our reputation mechanism and run simulations. The results show that our reputation

mechanism could defend against a whitewashing attack effectively.

Keywords P2P networks • Network security • Reputation mechanism • White-

washing attack

125.1 Introduction

P2P softwares, such as BitTorrent, have been used extensively, and the scale of P2P

networks is very large. The advantage of P2P networks, such as anonymity, open,

and dynamics, allow nodes to exchange resources freely, which encourages the

development of P2P networks but also brings about a variety of security risks to

P2P networks. To identify and isolate malicious nodes, many reputation mecha-

nisms have been proposed. Karl et al. [1] discuss and resolve some issues of trust

management in P2P networks; nevertheless, when malicious nodes are identified by

trust/reputation mechanisms, they can still rejoin networks with different identities

by performing whitewashing attacks.

In this paper, we propose a novel reputation mechanism that is capable of

effectively defending against whitewashing attacks. The rest of the paper is orga-

nized as follows. Section 2 presents related works. Then we analyze the reputation
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and capacity of nodes in Sect. 3. Next we propose our mechanism and present the

calculation method of the mechanism in Sect. 4. Simulations are run and an analysis

of the results is provided in Sect. 5. Finally we give the conclusion of the paper.

125.2 Related Works

Muntasir et al. [2] provide a survey on the incentive mechanisms in P2P networks.

They study free rider, whitewashing, and Sybil attacks and present the concept of

such attacks and discuss how to defend against them. Michal et al. [3] study free

rider and whitewasher attacks in P2P networks; however, the imposition of a

penalty on all legitimate newcomers incurs a significant social loss. Pinninck

et al. [4] propose a defense mechanism against whitewashing attacks. The key to

their mechanism is that the transferred messages are evaluated by intermediate

nodes and request messages from malicious nodes are blocked. Sohail et al. [5]

study whitewashing attacks in mobile ad hoc networks. They propose a different

trust mechanism based on the task completed. The new node joins the network and

must complete a series of tasks. The attack cost is increased to prevent a white-

washing attack. Levine et al. [6] describe the process of a Sybil attack and point out

that the trust mechanism may detect network attacks from many aspects, such as

trusted certification, resource testing, and recurring costs and fees. Marti et al. [7]

consider that all nodes are probably malicious, and this treatment could improve

defense performance.

We find that most works focus on the trust/reputation of nodes that upload

resources in transactions. Nodes that upload resources should be focused on by

the trust mechanism [8], but ignoring the nodes that download resources reflects a

lack of understanding of such nodes.

125.3 Two Kinds of Reputation

The node in P2P networks is the provider or consumer of resources, so it should

have distinct reputation values according to different behaviors. We first define four

concepts to facilitate the subsequent description. A node that uploads resources is

called an upload node (UN). Whether or not a node is selected to be an UN is

determined by its reputation value. Then the reputation is Upload Reputation (UR).

A node that downloads resources is called a download node (DN). Whether or not a

node is a DN is determined by its reputation value, and this reputation is the

download reputation (DR).
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125.3.1 Behavior and Reputation

In most P2P networks, the DN can freely and without limit download any resource

from an UN and need not be chosen or evaluated by the UN. Thus, many studies

only focus on URs, which is shortsighted.

Once a node uploads incorrect or malicious resources, the UR of the node will

decrease. At the same time, if the node downloads and gives correct evaluations of

the UN, then the node is a good DN and a bad UN. Other nodes will tend to choose

the node to be a DN instead of an UN.

Once a node uploads good resources but gives bad evaluations to the UN after

downloading, then the node is a bad DN and a good UN. It causes other nodes to

choose the node to be an UN instead of a DN.

Two different scenarios indicate that the reputation of one node varies and is

complicated. Whether one node is worth interaction or not, it is determined only by

a single aspect will lead to an error.

125.3.2 Relationship Among Reputation, Behavior,
and Capacity

A node’s reputation should reflect the level of reputation and the behavior capacity.

The behavior capacity can be divided into two types: download capacity and upload

capacity. The download capacity determines the size of the resource the node can

download from an UN in a single transaction. The upload capacity determines the

size of the resource the node can upload to a DN in a single transaction.

The relationship among reputation, behavior, and capacity is complicated. We

elucidate the relationship from the following three aspects:

1. Reputation can be influenced by behavior. A node should be responsible for its

behavior. Good behavior leads to an increase in reputation and bad behavior

leads to decrease in reputation. The value of a DR should be decreased if the

node does not correctly evaluate the UN after the transaction. Accordingly, the

value of an UR should be reduced if the node refuses to upload resources.

2. Reputation and capacity influence each other. When the DR of a node decreases,

its download capacity should be reduced to prevent the node from giving a bad

evaluation. When the UR of a node is reduced, the upload capacity should be

reduced too.

3. The reputation and capacity of an upload or download influence each other. A

change in the DR should affect both the download capacity and the upload

capacity, as do changes in the UR. For simplicity, when a node’s DR or UR

changes, two kinds of capacity of the node will be affected.
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125.4 Trust Mechanism Based on Two Kinds of Trust

Our reputation mechanism is based on two kinds of reputation, DR and UR, and

takes the capacity into account. In our mechanism, the DN must evaluate the

UN. At the same time, the UN also evaluates the DN, but this action will be

performed automatically by the P2P system. The evaluation value is the value

that DN i assigns to UN j after i has finished the number k transaction, which is

defined as

Ek
i!j ¼

1

�1
�

; ð125:1Þ

where 1 represents that DN is satisfied by the service of the UN and �1 represents

that DN is not satisfied. Furthermore, the final evaluation should take into consid-

eration both the resource size and the DR of the DN in order to avoid a rapid

accumulation of UR. In this sense, the final evaluation value is calculated as

follows:

Ek
i!j ¼ e�1= S k

i!j�R k
ið ÞEk

i!j; ð125:2Þ

where Ski! j is the resource size in the number k transaction between DN i and UN j,

Rk
i is the DR of DN i when the number k transaction occurs and

limS k
i!j!þ1,R k

i !þ1 e�1= S k
i!j�R k

ið Þ ¼ 1. This means that the final evaluation value is

equivalent to the original one in order to avoid a rapid accumulation of UR by

increasing the resource size or the DR of the DN.

The evaluation is given by the UN to the DN when the transaction is finished.

Later it is revised by Eq. (125.2). When the final evaluation has been given, the

related UR and DR will be calculated accordingly. The calculated value will be

normalized and let UR and DR be in the range (0,1).

Different URs indicate different upload capacities, while the relationship

between the DR and the download capacity is the same. We divide reputation and

capacity into separate levels in Table 125.1.

Ipoque points out that the size of 81.49 % of files shared in P2P networks are less

than 92 MB, and the size of 9 % of files shared are larger than 700 MB [8]. In our

mechanism, the new node gets an initial UR of 0.25 and a DR of 0.5. The initial DR

of 0.5 is enough to attract new users to acquire resources. The initial 0.25 UR is

given so that new users can upload most resources. But the UR will decrease to a

lower level rapidly when whitewashers upload malicious resources. The increase in

the UR or DR will not cause them to exert an influence on each other. This indicates

that the only way to increase the UR or DR is to finish related transactions; but when

a decrease in the UR or DR reaches a lower level, the DR or UR will also decrease

to a lower level.
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Our mechanism does not punish nodes that only upload resources. However, a

node will be punished when it only downloads resources. Its UR and DR will

decrease to a lower level. Correspondingly, the capacity of the UR and DR will

decrease. We introduce P to describe the trend of the behavior of a node and define

Tk as the time consumed by the node for uploading resources at time k. Tk is

calculated as

Tk ¼ e�1= Nk�Sk�Tonlineð ÞT k
upload Nk 6¼ 0,

0 Nk ¼ 0;

�
ð125:3Þ

where Tkupload is the real time consumed by the node for uploading resources at time

k, Nk indicates how many times the node uploads resources at time k, Sk is the

resource size uploaded by the node at time k. Then P is calculated as

P ¼ Tkþ1Xn
k¼1

Tk=n

: ð125:4Þ

If P is less than 0.5 and stays at that value for at least three consecutive trans-

actions, the mechanism will consider the possibility that the node is a whitewasher

and let UR and DR of the node decrease to the next lowest level.

125.5 Simulations

We use PeerSim to implement and evaluate our mechanism. The network topology

is obtained from Brite, including 1,000 peers, and satisfies a power law. There are

5,000 files distributed randomly to the normal nodes. In the simulations, the size

range of 80 % of the files is (0,100], and the size range of the remaining files is

(100,1,000]. In each cycle, each node downloads a random resource and issues an

evaluation following the transaction. Twenty percent of the nodes are whitewashers

in the network. Each experiment is run ten times, and the average of the results is

taken as the final data.

Table 125.1 Relationship

between reputation and

capacity

UR or DR Upload or download capacity (MB)

>0.75 and <1.00 >500

>0.50 and �0.75 >100 and �500
>0.25 and �0.50 >10 and �100
>0.10 and �0.25 >0 and �10
>0.00 and �0.10 0
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125.5.1 Whitewashers Download Resources Only

Whitewashers do not attack other normal nodes and only download resources. Here

whitewashers are similar to free riders. From Fig. 125.1 we see that the DR of the

whitewashers increases initially and their UR does not change. Later, their UR

begins to decrease because whitewashers do not upload files, and the DR also

decreases to the lowest level. This means that whitewashers have been identified

and could not download or upload resources any longer.

125.5.2 Whitewashers Perform Slander Attacks

Whitewashers usually perform slander attacks. They try to undermine the UR of

normal nodes and destroy the effectiveness of the trust mechanism. As shown in

Fig. 125.2, the UR of normal nodes is affected by a slander attack but does not

decrease rapidly because the transaction evaluation given by the whitewashers is

restricted by many factors; furthermore, the DR of whitewashers will decrease

rapidly, as shown in Fig. 125.1, because they only perform slander attacks and do

not upload resources.

125.5.3 Whitewashers Upload Malicious Programs

As the initial UR is low in our mechanism, whitewashers will accumulate their URs

initially. We see in Fig. 125.3 that the UR increases at first when whitewashers

upload normal resources; nevertheless, the UR decreases rapidly when they upload

Fig. 125.1 Change of DR

and UR of whitewashers
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malicious resources for the bad evaluations given by other nodes. At the same time,

the decrease in the UR results in a decrease in the DR.

Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel reputation mechanism based on two kinds of

reputation with a consideration of the drawbacks of traditional reputation

mechanisms in P2P networks. We discuss two kinds of node reputation along

with the relationships among behavior, reputation, and capacity. The reputa-

tion mechanism is presented and the calculations given. Simulations are

carried out, and the results show that our proposed mechanism can be applied

to defend against whitewashing attacks.

Fig. 125.2 Change in UR

of normal nodes

Fig. 125.3 Change of DR

and UR of whitewashers
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Chapter 126

A New Type of Metropolitan Area Network

Chuansheng Wu, Yunqiu Shi, and Shicheng Zhao

Abstract The novel network proposed in this paper includes two parts: an access

network and a metropolitan area network, wherein the metropolitan area network

has a network structure that is controlled in a centralized manner as in, for example,

a star network or a ring network. Thus, two or more varieties of connection may

exist between two devices that only have one address; therefore, the multiple

connections between the two devices cannot be described using only the address.

To accurately describe the connection relation between the subordinate network

devices, a label is introduced to uniquely describe a subordinate network device;

but, in comparison with the traditional multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) label,

the allocation of a label is dominated by a metropolitan area network server while

node switches and node servers both execute passively. This is different from the

allocation of a MPLS label, a result obtained via the mutual negotiation of the

switch and the server.

Keywords Metropolitan area network • Access network • Label • Switching

nodes • Node server

126.1 Introduction

Today’s network technicians seem to miss a basic theory: the root of the network

packet loss phenomenon is not uniform velocity. Macroscopically, when the send-

ing speed is high during one time period, it is certain to cause a jam during another

time period; no upper limit can be given to the peak flow of the network as long as

the network flow is not uniform and any arbitrary large bandwidth may be occupied

in a short time. Using a light load plus Diff Serv technology, current network

builders may deal with narrowband VoIP voice services because the voice does not

occupy the main part of the total flow in a network. Once a jam occurs, the voice

will take priority by sacrificing computer files; however, with high-bandwidth video

communication, only a temporary improvement can be obtained by partial expan-

sion. If the expansion is also carried out with respect to other nodes, the
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nonuniformity of network flow will increase accordingly so that the effect of the

originally expanded part will be reduced. If the expansion is carried uniformly

across the network, the transmission quality will return to what it was before the

expansion. In other words, the overall expansion will end up being ineffective [1].

126.2 Novel Network Device and Data Structure

126.2.1 Classification of Novel Network Device

1. Devices in may be divided into three main categories: a server, a switch, and a

terminal (including, for example, various set-top boxes, code plates, and forms

of storage) [2]. Generally, a novel network may be divided into a metropolitan

area network (or state network and global network, for example) and an access

network.

2. Devices in an access network may be divided into three main categories: a node

server, an access switch, and a terminal (including, for example, various set-top

boxes, code plates, and forms of storage for example). The node server is a node

with a centralized control function in the access network and may control the

access switch and the terminal. The node server may be directly connected to the

access switch or the terminal [3].

The specific hardware structure of each access network device is shown in

Fig. 126.1.

126.2.1.1 Node Server

As shown in Fig. 126.1, a node server mainly includes a network interface module,

a switching engine module, a CPU module, and a disk array module.

Packets from the network interface module, the CPU module, and the disk array

module all enter the switching engine module; the switching engine module checks

the address table on the packets to obtain the orientation information of the packets;

Address
look-up table

SATA
interface

Disk array
module

Switching engine

Network
interface

Packet
buffer

CPU
module

Fig. 126.1 Internal

structural representation of

mode server in novel

network
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the packets are stored in a queue of the corresponding packet buffer based on the

orientation information of the packets. If the queue of the packet buffer is full, the

packets are discarded; the switching engine module polls all the packet buffer

queues and forwards the queue if the following conditions are met: (1) the port of

the sending buffer is not full and (2) the count of the packet counter in the queue is

greater than 0. The disk array module mainly realizes the control on a hard disk,

including, for example, operations of initialization, read, and write on the hard disk;

the CPU module is mainly responsible for protocol processing with the access

switch and the terminal, the configuration of the address table (including the

downlink protocol packet address table, the uplink protocol packet address table,

and the packet address table), and the configuration of the disk array module [4, 5].

126.2.1.2 Access Switch

The access switch may be divided into an access switch that performs flow control

and an access switch that does not perform flow control, where the access switch

that does not perform flow control mainly includes a network interface module, a

switching engine module, and a CPU module. See the previously discussed node

server for the specific processing of each module.

The structure of the access switch that performs the flow control is shown as

follows:

As shown in Fig. 126.2, the access switch mainly includes a network interface

module (the downlink network interface module and the uplink network interface

module), a switching engine module, a CPU module, a packet checking module, a

code rate control module, and a packet buffer.

The packets from the downlink network interface module (uplink data) enter the

packet checking module; the packet checkingmodule checks whether the destination

address (DA), the source address (SA), the type, and the length of the packets meet

Packet
buffer

Address
look-up table

Uplink
network interface

Code rate
controller

Downlink
network interface

Packet
checking module

Switching engine

CPU
module

Fig. 126.2 Internal

structural representation of
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some requirement; if so, it allocates a corresponding stream identifier (stream-id) and

inputs it into the switching engine module; otherwise, the packets are discarded.

126.2.1.3 Terminal

The terminal mainly includes a network interface module, a service processing

module, and a CPU module; for example, a set-top box mainly includes a network

interface module, a video and audio coding/decoding engine module, and a CPU

module; a code plate mainly comprises a network interface module, a video and

audio coding engine module, and a CPU module; and storage mainly comprises a

network interface module, a CPU module, and a disk array module.

A device in a metropolitan area network may be mainly divided into two

categories: a node server, a node switch, and a metropolitan area server [6], in

which the node server is a node server in the access network, that is, the node server

is in the access network and in the metropolitan area network. The metropolitan area

server is a node with a centralized control function in the metropolitan area network

and may control the node switch and node server. The metropolitan area server may

be directly connected to the node switch or the node server. The metropolitan area

server mainly includes a network interface module, a switching engine module, and

a CPU module. The node server mainly includes a network interface module, a

switching engine module, and a CPU module. See the previously discussed node

server for the specific processing of the respective modules [7].

126.2.2 Definition of Novel Network Data Packet

126.2.2.1 Definition of Access Network Data Packet

As shown in Fig. 126.3, a novel network data packet mainly includes a DA, SA,

reserved byte, protocol data unit (PDU), and cyclic redundancy check (CRC).

The DA consists of 8 bytes, where the first byte represents the packet type (e.g.,

protocol packet, multicast data packet, or uncast data packet). There are at most

256 possibilities, with the second to sixth bytes representing the metropolitan area

network address and the seventh and eighth bytes representing the access network

address.

Fig. 126.3 Data structural representation of novel access network
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The SA also consists of 8 bytes whose definition is the same as that of the DA.

The reserved byte consists of 2 bytes.

The payload part has different lengths according to the different types of

datagram. If it is a protocol packet, it has a length of 64 bytes; if it is an uncast or

multicast data packet, it has a length of 32 + 1,024¼ 1,056 bytes; however, it is not

limited to these two cases.

The CRC consists of 4 bytes, and the calculation method thereof conforms to the

standard Ethernet CRC algorithm.

126.2.2.2 Definition of Metropolitan Area Network Data Packet

The topology of a metropolitan area network is a pattern type. There are two or

more connections between two devices; that is, there may be more than two

connections between a node switch and a node server, between a node switch and

a node switch, and between a node switch and a node server; however, the

metropolitan area network address of a metropolitan area network device is unique.

To accurately describe the connection relation between metropolitan area network

devices, a label is introduced in the embodiments of the so as to uniquely describe a

metropolitan area network device.

As shown in Fig. 126.4, a data packet in a metropolitan area network mainly

includes the following parts: the DA, the SA, the reserved byte (Reserved), the

label, the payload (PDU), and the CRC, where regarding the label format, reference

may be made to the following definition: a label consists of 32 bits, where the upper

16 bits are reserved and only the lower 16 bits used; the label lies between the

reserved byte and the payload of a data packet.

126.3 Implementation of Novel Network

126.3.1 Implementation of Access Network

To simplify the design of the network, four types of data packet in the access

network are defined: a downlink protocol packet (a protocol packet sent from a

node server to an access switch or a terminal), and uplink protocol packet (a

Fig. 126.4 Data structural representation of novel metropolitan area network
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protocol packet that receives a reply from an access switch or a terminal to a node

server), and uncast data packet, and multicast data packet.

Moreover, in an access network, with respect to these four types of data packet,

the following four address lookup tables are configured for transmitting and

orienting data packets or protocol packets according to the corresponding address

lookup table after various types of data packet or protocol packet are received.

Thus, the address lookup table may be divided into the following four table types:

1. Protocol packet address table: also referred to as the address table of a downlink

protocol packet for transmitting and orienting a query packet or a service request

protocol packet;

2. Reply packet address lookup table: also referred to as an address table of an

uplink protocol packet for transmitting and orienting a reply packet;

3. Uncast data packet address table for transmitting and orienting an uncast data

packet; and

4. Multicast data packet address table for transmitting and orienting a multicast

data packet.

For example, an access network address consists of 16 bits, so the total number

of access switches and terminals that can be accessed will be 65,536. Assume that

the datagram type of the downlink protocol packet is “1000 0000” (binary system),

i.e., 0� 80 (hexadecimal system); then the datagram type of the uplink protocol

packet will be “0000 1000” (binary system), i.e., 0� 08 (hexadecimal system), the

datagram type of the uncast data packet will be “0001 0000” (binary system), i.e.,

0� 10 (hexadecimal system), and the datagram type of the multicast data packet

will be “0111 1000” (binary system), i.e., 0� 78 (hexadecimal system); by com-

bining like terms, an address table with a length of 8 bits may be mapped to an

address table with a length of 2 bits.

126.3.2 Implementation of Metropolitan Area Network

To simplify the design of the network, there are a total of four types of packet in a

metropolitan area network: a metropolitan area query label packet (a protocol

packet containing a label sent by a metropolitan area server to a node switch and

a node server), a metropolitan area reply label packet (a protocol packet containing

a label sent by a node switch and a node server to a metropolitan area server), an

uncast label data packet (formed by a node server by adding a label to an uncast or

multicast data packet), and a multicast label data packet (formed by a node server

by adding a label to an uncast or multicast data packet).

The address of a metropolitan area network has a total length of 40 bits, which

are divided into three layers here—8 bits, 16 bits, and 16 bits—which are defined in

turn as a state network, a wide area network, and a metropolitan area network. Data

transmission between terminals in the same metropolitan area network and in the

same access network is controlled by a node server of the access network.
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Conclusion

IP Internet tries to absorb the instantaneous flow by employing a memory,

which causes the increase of transmission delay. The storage capacity is

limited, but the burst flow has no upper limit; therefore, by employing the

memory method, it can only improve the packet loss of the current device,

and the burst flow absorbed at the current node will put much pressure on the

next node. Video stream flow is ceaseless, and the storage mode of the switch

intensifies the accumulation of the burst flow to a weak node, thus network

packet loss is inevitable. At preset, device manufacturers recommend ultra-

wideband access networks of tens or even hundreds of Megabit to each

household. However, even if optical fiber enters each household, it is difficult

to exhibit a video communication service with good QoS to the consumers. In

spite of what complex QoS measures are taken, the transmission quality of IP

Internet can only be "improved", and no quality of network transmission can

be "guaranteed". This system can improve the above shortcomings.
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Chapter 127

Improved Hierarchical Routing Scheme
Based on Game Theory in Wireless Sensor
Networks

Wan Qiang Han, Hai Bin Wu, and Zhi Jia Lu

Abstract In this paper, we propose an improved hierarchical routing scheme based

on game theory, in which the sensor network is divided into two layers for a

hierarchical architecture, routing within and between clusters. Within the clusters,

a cluster head (CH) is selected by the game theory and one-hop communication is

used from general nodes to the CH; between clusters, a data package is forwarded

by the shortest-path algorithm to the base station. The most important features of

the proposed scheme include its adaptability, efficiency, and reliability. The simu-

lation results prove that this scheme can effectively prolong the life of a network

and offer well-balanced network performance.

Keywords Wireless sensor networks • Game theory • Cluster head • Routing

scheme

127.1 Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) include a large number of micro low-cost sensor

nodes with low power and multiple functions that possess such capabilities as

information gathering, data processing, and wireless communication [1]. Because

they are constrained by objective conditions, sensor nodes are very limited in

power; therefore, the power control for WSNs is a hotspot of research. Although

many routing protocols have been developed based on a reduction in node energy

consumption, the problem of balancing network energy consumption is given less

consideration in those schemes, and thus data traffic often concentrates on paths
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with the minimum energy consumption. Those paths would be “hot regions” in

which the energy is consumed very fast and the nodes frequently sending and

receiving information in those regions consume energy relatively fast. Whenever

those nodes exhaust their energy, the network becomes separated and the lifetime of

the network diminishes significantly.

The cluster-based routing protocol is the current hot area of research in routing

protocols because of its many advantages: the topological structure of the network

is easy to manage, no complex routing table needs to be maintained, and the

scalability is better suited for large-scale networks. An early cluster-based routing

protocol, the low energy adaptive clustering hierarchy (LEACH) protocol [2],

effectively reduced network power consumption and extended the network lifetime

without taking into account the residual energy of nodes.

The proposed scheme features such important characteristics as a trust mecha-

nism that ensures the information transmission reliability and protocol security, an

ability to maintain energy efficiency as high as possible, and an ability to achieve

load balancing and a well-balanced network performance between contradictory

requirements.

Many hierarchical routing protocols have been developed to improve the energy

and routing efficiency of networks. The hybrid energy-efficient distributed (HEED)

protocol [3] generates cluster heads (CHs) based on a distributed algorithm, drives

up the rate of clustering, and creates well-distributed CHs.

Xu and Zhang [4] proposed an improved algorithm based on LEACH, consid-

ering the premise of node energy and the optimum number of CH and selecting

cluster nodes to balance the energy depletion of each node by limiting the number

of nodes in each cluster.

Chen et al. [5] proposed an improved LEACH algorithm based on a heteroge-

neous energy of nodes for the same initial energy and multiple hop data trans-

missions among CHs. It establishes a new threshold that introduces the current and

average energy of a node to CH election probability so as to ensure that these nodes

with higher residual energy will have a greater probability of becoming CHs than

one with a low residual energy.

Xie et al. [6] presented a localized game-theoretical clustering algorithm

(LGCA) in which each node selfishly plays a localized clustering game only with

its neighbors within a communication radius. Moreover, exactly one node can

successfully bid for a position of the cluster head in one district, thereby achieving

an optimal payoff.

Zheng et al. [7] analyzed routing in WSNs based on a Bayesian game. A

Harsanyi transformation is introduced to form a static game of complete but

imperfect information.

Tian et al. [8] proposed a routing protocol based on game theory to solve the

cooperation problem. They analyzed the performance of node selfishness and its

effects on network efficiency and summarized the typical application of game

theory in terms of data packet forwarding and the cluster routing protocol of

WSN routing mechanisms.
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Xu et al. [9] proposed a density-based, energy-efficient, game-theoretic routing

algorithm (DEGRA) that, as a clustering algorithm, adopts game theory and

establishes a utility function based on a node’s density, residual energy, and average

energy consumption of its neighboring nodes. In the algorithm, CHs are iteratively

selected. They also design intracluster and multihop intercluster routing algorithms.

Wang et al. [10] introduced a hierarchical routing mechanism, Trustworthy

Energy-Efficient Routing algorithm (TEER), based on trust with energy efficiency.

Most of the schemes related to Derun et al. and Zhanyang et al. did not consider the

hostile action of nodes, although a trust mechanism is introduced in TEER, but the

energy consumption at the CHs increased because of one-hop communication

between the CHs and the base station.

127.2 Network Operating Description

Network operations are divided into two stages. The first stage is clustering

formation, in which the nodes are deployed in a relatively stable topological region

to form a network that is a stable net with no node motion. The node joins in a

cluster according to its placement, for example, temperature and humidity monitors

on buildings or on the cropland. The sensors are deployed according to their

respective placements, and each sensor node has its own ID and location informa-

tion and u value. Once a node joins a cluster, it will no longer join the other clusters.
Since they are identical initially, nodes that lie closer to the sink in the cluster will

be CHs in the first round. The CHs in each subsequent round will be determined by

the last round of CHs. The method is as follows: after performing a task, the CH

from the last round sends a poll to the cluster members, in which the trust value Ri of

each node is included, and all the receivers answer a message (with its own ID,

u value and geographic location), on the basis of which the current CH will identify

the node with the maximum u value and send confirmation to this node along with

basic information about family members. After receiving confirmation, that node

becomes the new head of the cluster and sends the time slot table to cluster

members. Then the operation enters the next stage, the communication stage. At

this point, a two-level hierarchy is used. Communication within a cluster is carried

out using the time division multiple access method, in which cluster members send

a data package to the CH in turns in a one-hop manner. Cluster members regularly

sleep/wake to reduce idle time. The data package is fused and compressed by the

CH in each cycle, and the package is then forwarded in a multihop manner to the

sink node, so that the information can be transferred between CHs to reach the sink

node. Because the least communication cost path can be considered as a shortest

path, the path setup problem becomes a shortest path problem, and Dijkstra’s

algorithm is the optimal method for solving the problem [11].
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127.3 General Routing Scheme

An improved routing scheme, called game-theoretic active energy saved routing

(GTAER), is discussed here, in which a trust mechanism is introduced and nodes

communicate with each other wirelessly. The goal of the scheme is to detect,

collect, process information in a cooperative manner in the given geographical

location, and then send it to a sink node.

127.3.1 Routing Scheme Within Cluster

1. The network model is built based on game theory: we consider players (sensor

nodes) to be in set S¼ {s1, s2, . . ., sn}, and all the nodes are intelligent enough

that they can weigh gains and losses in terms of energy efficiency with respect to

their own and global aims. Let v¼ {v1, v2, . . ., vn} be the set of node strategies,

i.e., if node i chooses to be a CH, then vi¼ 1; otherwise, vi¼ 0. A node’s payoff

function u is expressed as

ui ¼ α
Er

Em
� Ri � β

ΣPpathloss

niPmax

; ð127:1Þ

where α and β denote weight factors, α+ β¼ 1, Er and Em denote respectively the

node’s residual energy and initial energy, Ri denotes the current trust level. The

trust level is confirmed by the CH, and the initial trust level of each node is 1. We

consider that the node is malicious if it does not send messages. If the CH did not

receive messages from one node, then the trust level of that node will be 0.5. If

that node does not transfer the package in three continuous cycles, then the trust

level Ri between the nodes will be 0, and the normal nodes’ Ri will stay at

1. �∑Ppathloss/niPmax denotes the node’s average path loss to its neighbors.

2. Each node establishes an information set of the neighboring nodes (including an

ID, u value, and geographical location) and broadcasts its own u value.

3. The node that receives the broadcast will compare the u value with its own and

add the node whose u value is greater than its own to the information set.

4. If a node’s neighbor’s set is still empty, this node will declare itself to be a CH

and broadcast the declaration message to all its neighbors. If a general node

receives more than one declaration message, it will choose the node with the

highest u value in the set to be its own CH. If more than one CH has the same

u value, it will choose one randomly to be its own cluster and send the message

belonging to it to that CH.

5. If a network node receives a message belong to a node that is in a set of

neighboring nodes but has not received any declaration message. This suggests
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that the node is beyond the range of any existing CH and will delete the

information and return to Step 4.

6. As all the nodes make their decisions, a cluster-based routing protocol is

established and data transmission starts.

The balance of this scheme is different from traditional a Nash equilibrium.

First, the game in this routing program is a multistage action game in an extended

game. Throughout the process, the game goes on in stages in an orderly fashion, and

all participants know the actions of the other related participants in the given stage

before choosing their strategies. Second, all participants select actions based on the

historical actions and related information of all other related participants. Mean-

while, the combination of multistage game strategies in each stage is a Nash

equilibrium, and the final strategy combination is an equilibrium of a perfect

subgame [12].

127.3.2 Routing Scheme Between Clusters

CHs send packets through short-distance and multihop links to a sink node. Based

on Dijkstra’s algorithm, we establish a multihop route from the source CH to the

sink node, with each link established based on real-time dynamic adjustment.

To estimate the real-time fitness of the communication link, we define the

dynamic value of each link as l:

lij ¼ λ � Ej

Em
� 1� dij

Dm


 �
þ η � Lj

Lm
; ð127:2Þ

where dij denotes the distance between CH i and CH j, Ej is the current residual

energy of node j, Lj is the queue length of node j, Em is the initial energy, Dm is the

largest coverage, Lm is the maximum queue length. dij is estimated by RSSI

(Frii transmission formula) [13], and the queue length L is defined as a flow of

buffer degrees, often as a threshold to detect network congestion. If the data input

rate exceeds the output ratio, then the routing packets will cause congestion and

the queue length L will increase. According to this condition, we can determine

whether the packet overflow. λ and η are two control parameters used to estimate the

real-time link, whose range is [0,1]. In the scheme, the value of node j is Ei/EM, with

a dynamic adjustment so that system can adapt to the current network according to

real-time network monitoring. The parameter η is an impact factor used to estimate

the degree of packet congestion. To avoid the negative impact of packet loss, the

degree of congestion depends entirely on the dynamic value l; here we set η to 1.

The concrete steps are as follows:

1. First, each CH node estimates the dynamic value of the local link according the

distribution of values.
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2. dij, Ej, and Lj of CH j are reasonably estimated using a real-time method.

3. λand η of CH j are intended to be Ei/EM and 1.

4. The source CH finds the least costly path to the sink node using Dijkstra’s

algorithm as follows:

(a) The source CH node specifies the starting link weight as zero.

(b) The current CH node chooses a link with minimum weight to the neighbor

node and adds the weight to the previous node.

(c) The selected CH node starts to search recursively for a link with the

minimum weight to the next CH.

(d) Repeat Step (b) till the sink node is reached.

(e) Finally, the path from the source CH node to the sink node with minimum

consumption is established.

127.4 Simulation Analysis

All parameters are set up as follows: 200 identical nodes are deployed uniformly in

an area of 200� 200 m2 with a base station 100*100m in area, as shown in

Fig. 127.1. We assume the network clustering to be fixed at a rate of 10 %, with

only one CH in a cluster. We consider a node dead when its energy declines to

below 0.0001 J. The data fusion rate is assumed to be 1, and α and β are confirmed

to 0.7 and 0.3, respectively (Table 127.1).

We compare the proposed GTAER algorithm with the TEER protocol [10] and

LEACH [2] (Figs. 127.2 and 127.3), with the results showing only that the LEACH

protocol and TEER node death begins to appear in rounds 851 and 516, respectively,

while in the GTAER scheme it does not appear until round 1,144, and additionally
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Table 127.1 Simulation parameters setting

Data packet length (bit) 4,000

Broadcast length (bit) 40

Initial energy (J) 1.0

Communication distance (m) 20

Sending and receiving circuit loss (nJ/bit) 50

Data fusion consumption (nJ/bit) 5

Amplifier parameters at a short distance (pJ/bit/m4) 0.0013

Amplifier parameters at a long distance (pJ/bit/m2) 10

α 0.7

β 0.3
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in GTAER the network life cycle is better than that of the first two protocols.

Because the multihop style and the optimal path algorithm are used in routing

between clusters, the energy consumption of CH nodes is significantly lower than in

the first two protocols.

Conclusion

An improved scheme (GTAER) is proposed in this paper that possesses many

features, such as adaptability, efficiency, and reliability. Simulations show

that the algorithm can effectively extend the network life cycle and reduce the

rate at which CH nodes die. Future work will address the issue of clustering

heterogeneous sensor networks.
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Chapter 128

An Item-Based Collaborative Filtering
Framework Based on Preferences of Global
Users

Chengchao Li, Pengpeng Zhao, Jian Wu, Jiumei Mao, and Zhiming Cui

Abstract Nowadays, Internet services and products are increasingly abundant, and

efficient and reliable recommender systems become increasingly important and

have been widely accepted by users. Item-based collaborative filtering (CF) is one

of the most popular techniques for determining recommendations. A common

problem of traditional item-based CF approaches is that they only consider ratings

of co-rated users when computing item similarities, which are likely to ignore

relationships between items and result in unreliable relationships between different

items. To improve the quality of recommendation, this paper proposes a new

scheme of similarity measurement between items, computing the similarity based

on the preference distribution of global users. In this paper, a data model for

denoting the relationships among items and an SKL-based item similarities com-

puting approach are proposed. Finally, experimental results show that the proposed

approach can make better recommendation results compared with classical item-

based CF approaches.

Keywords Collaborative filtering • Item similarity • Preference distribution

• Global user

128.1 Introduction

Efficient and reliable recommender systems become increasingly important as

average users are exposed to growing amounts of Internet services [1]. Personalized

recommendation approaches have gained great momentum both in the commercial

and research areas. One of the most widely used recommendation techniques is

collaborative filtering [2], which leverages the user-item preference patterns

derived from a large amount of historic data to make the recommendation.

Depending on whether the preference information is derived from observing the

similarity of users rating the same items or the similarity of items rated by different
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users, a user-based and an item-based CF approach can be distinguished [3]. In

addition, some researchers present empirical evidence that item-based algorithms

can provide better computational performance than traditional user-based collabo-

rative methods [4–6]. Item-based collaborative filtering builds off-line an item-item

similarity matrix for prediction. Since it uses a precomputed model, it will recom-

mend items quickly.

One critical step in the item-based collaborative filtering algorithm is to compute

the similarity between items and then uses them to identify the most similar items.

The quality of similarity measurement has a great influence on the performance of

recommendation. Traditional item-based CF approaches only consider ratings of

co-rated users, which are likely to ignore relationships between items and result in

unreliable relationships between different items [5], due to the lack of user prefer-

ence information on items, that is, the ratings from users are sparse. If no user rates

on two items at the same time, traditional IBCF approaches couldn’t measure the

similarity between the two items and would only set similarity value to zero. In fact,

the items are more likely to be relevant. Also, the ratings in the co-rated users may

not be representative of the true level of similarity between two items, which leads

to inappropriate weights in the recommendation model. It can be seen as a view-

point of local users that only considering the behavior of co-rated users to measure

the relationships between items. On contrary to the flexible relationship between

users, similarities between items are relatively static. The perspective of global

users, that is, from the viewpoint of global users’ overall rating on items, can better

reflect the relationship between the items.

Based on what is mentioned above, this paper proposes a new pattern of

similarity measurement between items, computing the similarity from the ratings

of global users. For each item, users who have rated will be divided according to

their various preferences on this item into three subsets, namely, “no interest,” “low

interest,” and “high interest.” Next, compute the similarity between items based on

the probability distribution of users’ preferences. It can better reflect the underlying

relationships between items when considering overall users, as the item relations

remain static.

128.2 Related Work

Item-based algorithms represent items in the user-rating space R, i.e., an item is a

vector whose dimensions are the ratings given by the m users. As a consequence,

item i corresponds to the ith column of R, and the relationships among items are

expressed by means of the similarities among the related vectors [4, 5]. The basic

idea in similarity computation between two items i and j is to first work on the users
who have rated both of these items and then to apply a similarity computation

technique to determine the similarity [6, 7]. Commonly deployed methods are the

cosine-based similarity metric, adjusted cosine similarity, and the Pearson correla-

tion coefficient [8].
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Many improvement attempts have been proposed to make better recommenda-

tion performance. Jin and Mobasher used semantic similarity to enhance item-

based collaborative filtering [9]. Their algorithm achieved better results than

standard item-based CF algorithms. Further attempts to improve the performance

of item-based CF have focused on enriching the information in user-item matrix.

Gao and Wu incorporated personalized contextual information in item-based col-

laborative filtering [10]. Gao et al. incorporated the weight of a user-rank into the

computation of item similarities [11]. The technique improves accuracy of pre-

dictions. Latha and Nadarajan calculated probability-based relevance score, and

rating predictions are made based on the model built on the scores [12]. But these

approaches tend to require extensive computational effort or include the incorpo-

ration of additional knowledge about items that must be drawn from an external

knowledge source.

128.3 Proposed Approach

Our approach would like to eliminate extra calculation that inflates the computa-

tional complexity and also avoid the need for addition of potentially expensive

external knowledge resources. Different from the relationship between the users,

similarities between items are relatively static. Instead of only considering the

rating behaviors of co-rated users in classical item-based algorithms, we compute

similarities between items according to the preference distribution of global users.

Figure 128.1 illustrates this process. We propose a data model for denoting the

relationship among items and present an SKL-based approach for computing item

similarities.

128.3.1 Data Model

On the basis of initial user-item rating matrix, we get user preference distribution

for items. For each item, users will be divided according to their various preferences

on this item into three subsets: (1) users who have no interest in the item

1
2

i

n
n-1

Item-item similarity is 
computed by looking into 
three users subsets. All 
users preferences are 
taken into account.

s1 s3s2

j

U12U11 U13

Ui1 Ui2 Ui3

Uj1 Uj2 Uj3

Un1 Un2 Un3

item

Preferences
distribution
of global users

Fig. 128.1 Proposed framework for similarity computation for item-based CF
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(no interest), (2) users who have low interest in the item (low interest), and (3) users

who have high interest in the item (high interest). If users’ preferences are shown in

the form of ratings, we mark off users’ interests according to different rating values.

In addition, as users’ rating scales are different, we can transform different scales

into the same level. After counting up the number of users for corresponding

category, we get the user preference distribution matrix (UPDM). UPDM in

Table 128.1 is an n� 3 user preference distribution matrix, which records the

number of users in three subsets for each item. n denotes the cardinality of the set

of items. In our approach, Im denotes item m, and u indicates user u.
Furthermore, by measuring the distribution of user preferences in three catego-

ries in terms of probability distribution, we get the user preference distribution

probability matrix (UPDPM). UPDPM in Table 128.2 is a probability matrix that

records the probability distribution of users for each item according to the number

of users in each category. It can be computed with the formula

UPDPM Ii; jð Þ ¼ UPDM Ii; jð ÞX3
j¼1

UPDM Ii; jð Þ
¼ NijX3

j¼1
Nij

, Pij ¼ UPDPM Ii; jð Þ ð128:1Þ

For each item, the sum of probability values of three categories will be 1. For-

mally, ∑ jUPDPM(Ii, j)¼ 1. There isX
j
UPDPM Ii; jð Þ ¼

X
j

UPDM Ii; jð ÞX3
j¼1

UPDM Ii; jð Þ
¼
X

j

NijX3
j¼1

Nij

. Here for each item Ii,

X3
j¼1

Nij is a constant, which indicates the number of all users of corresponding

row. Given c ¼
X3
j¼1

Nij, then
X

j
UPDPM Ii; jð Þ ¼ 1

c �
X

j
Nij ¼ 1

c � c ¼ 1.

Table 128.1 UPDM No interest Low interest High interest

I1 N11 N12 N13

I2 N21 N22 N23

� � � � � � � � � � � �
In Nn1 Nn2 Nn3

Table 128.2 UPDPM No interest Low interest High interest

I1 P11 P12 P13

I2 P21 P22 P23

� � � � � � � � � � � �
In Pn1 Pn2 Pn3
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128.3.2 Item Similarity Computation and Analysis

According to the analysis in Sect. 128.3.1, we can consider each item as a discrete

random variable. Then UPDPM is a probability distribution matrix which is

composed of n random variables. According to the information theory, Kullback–

Leibler divergence [13] is the asymmetry difference measurement between two

probability distributions, which can be used to compute the similarity between two

probability distributions. For items Im and In, KL divergence between them can be

defined as:

DKL PIm k PInð Þ ¼
X3
j¼1

PIm jð ÞlnPIm jð Þ
PIn jð Þ, PIm jð Þ ¼ Pmj ð128:2Þ

KL divergences are asymmetric, while the relationships between items are

mutually static to each other. Therefore, we define the symmetry KL (SKL)

divergence between items as follows:

SKL PIm ;PInð Þ ¼ 1

2
DKL PIm k PInð Þ þ DKL PIn k PImð Þð Þ ð128:3Þ

Finally, the similarity of items Im and In can be computed as

sim Im; Inð Þ ¼ exp �SKL PIm ;PInð Þð Þ ð128:4Þ

Actually, for all items, users’ ratings are sparse, namely, the number of “no

interest” subset is large. The proposed approach can effectively solve the problem

through the abovementioned similarity measurement model. As item similarities

are obtained by using the SKL divergence, the largest ratio of probability values

between two items in groups by “interest” has the largest contribution to the value

SKL. Since the number of “no interest” of each item is large, the ratio between “no

interest” terms is small, so impact on item similarities is mainly embodied in “low

interest” and “high interest” columns:

(1) In principle, if two items have larger ratios between “low interest” and “high

interest,” from the overview of users’ overall rating, the two items should be less

similar and the value sim(Im, In) also should be smaller.

(2) According to our approach, the larger the ratio of two items’ probability

distribution, the greater the value of SKL, the smaller the similarity.

We can know that results in situations (1) and (2) are consistent, and our

approach is in conformity with the actual analysis. Theoretical analysis verifies

the validity of our approach.
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128.4 Experimental Study

In this section, we examine experimentally the performance of the proposed

approach. The experiments are repeated 100 times and the average results are

reported in the corresponding parts.

128.4.1 Experimental Setup

We used the MovieLens [14] dataset to evaluate our approach. The dataset consists

of 100,000 ratings from 943 users on 1,682 movies, which is randomly split into

training and test set according to a preset ratio r. The estimation metric used in this

paper is mean absolute error (MAE). Since it is used to measure the closeness of

predicted ratings to the true ratings, lower MAE corresponds to higher prediction

accuracy. As described in Sect. 128.3, our approach computes the similarity

between items based on the preference distribution of global users, which is called

item-based global user preference similarity (IBGUP). We examine experimentally

the effect of different rating divisions for each “interest” category.

In this way, many sub-methods can be derived from IBGUP. Here we take two

instances IBGUP-1 and IBGUP-2, for example, the rating divisions of which are

shown in Table 128.3. IBGUP-1 approach considers 0 ratings as “no interest,”

while IBGUP-2 computes similarity without using 0 ratings and considers 1–2

ratings as “no interest.” We designate the classical approaches described above as

item-based Pearson similarity (IBPS) and item-based adjusted cosine similarity

(IBAC) and adopt them as baselines for the comparative analysis presented in this

paper.

128.4.2 Two Instances of Global User Preference
Framework

As is mentioned above, IBGUP has many sub-methods. Now we compare those

methods in detail. Here we only show the comparison result between IBGUP-1,

IBGUP-2, and traditional methods. The results are shown in Fig. 128.2.

To determine the sensitivity of density of the dataset, we carried out an exper-

iment where the value of ratio r varied from 0.5 to 0.9 in an increment of 0.1. We

Table 128.3 Rating

divisions of two instances of

IBGUP

IBGUP-1 IBGUP-2

No interest 0 1–2

Low interest 1–3 3

High interest 4–5 4–5
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observed that the quality of prediction increased as r increased. The size of the most

similar neighbors also has a significant impact on the prediction performance. To

estimate the sensitivity of this parameter, we performed an experiment where we

varied the number of the most similar neighbors with r¼ 0.8. We choose the items

with top k similarity values to the current test item as its kmost similar neighbors. It

can be observed that these approaches show different types of sensitivity on this

parameter. IBPS method improves as we increase the neighbor size from 5 to

15, after that the increase diminishes. Other two approaches improve as we increase

the neighbor size from 5 to 25, after that the rate of increase diminishes and the

curve tends to be flat. In Fig. 128.2, the advantages of the proposed approach over

IBPS and IBAC methods are obvious.

In Fig. 128.2, IBGUP-1 outperforms IBGUP-2 with the same r and k. It dem-

onstrates that 0 ratings also contribute to item similarity computation within our

framework. Even though IBGUP-2 does not consider 0 ratings, it is still superior to

IBAC and IBPS. As a whole, our similarity computation framework is superior to

classic approaches.

Conclusion
In this paper we presented a new similarity computation model for traditional

item-based CF algorithms. Different from the relationship between the users,

similarities between items are relatively static. Instead of only considering the

rating behaviors of co-rated users in classical item-based algorithms, we

compute similarities between items according to the preference distribution

of global users. Experimental results show that our approach can produce

higher-quality recommendations than traditional methods.
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Chapter 129

Disassortativity of Class Collaboration
Networks

Dong Yan, Keyong Wang, and Maolin Yang

Abstract In the software engineering, the class diagrams in the Unified Modeling

Language show the collaboration relationship among classes to describe the struc-

ture of a system; nevertheless, how do the classes tend to collaborate with each

other? This paper chooses the prevalent Java Development Kits to study the

connectivity tendency of actual Java class collaboration networks based on the

assortativity method. The collaboration between actual Java classes is analyzed and

illustrated by statistics and charts. The empirical analysis finds that the out- and

in-degrees of these networks display the anticorrelation and the weak disassor-

tativity. The collaboration relationship between classes can be classified as strong

and weak collaborations according to their assortativity coefficients, which is a

highly statistically significant distinction.

Keywords Complex networks • Class collaborations • Assortativity

129.1 Introduction

Complex systems are often modeled as networks to analyze the mixing patterns,

feedback mechanisms, flow of information, and interdependency of individual

entities which make up such systems. It has been shown that the topological

analysis of directed networks is more nuanced because of greater number of mixing

patterns arising among such networks. A more detailed characterization concerns

the exploration of connectivity correlations [1, 2] as called assortativity by Newman

[3]. Assortativity is defined to quantify the tendency in networks where individual

nodes are connected with other similar nodes [3].

The structure of a software system described by class diagrams can form a large

collaboration network. In 2003, Myers studied the collaboration networks associ-

ated with six different open-source C/C++ software systems and found the

anticorrelation between a large in-degree and a large out-degree and the positive

assortative mixing among out-degrees [4]. Subelj et al. also found that some
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software networks may reveal dichotomous degree mixing that is assortative in the

out-degrees and disassortative in the in-degrees [5]; however, the module collabo-

ration graphs of Firefox, Blender, VLC, MySQL, OpenSSH, and SQLite exhibit

disassortative mixing, i.e., high-degree nodes tend to connect to low-degree nodes

and vice versa [6]. The class collaboration networks of some open-source software

such as “Azureus,” “Thunderbird,” and “LibreOffice,” etc., are investigated to be

very weak disassortative by degree [7, 8]. Similarly, the online collaborative design

community “OpenIDEO” is actually disassortative [9]; however, the Twitter recip-

rocal reply networks with respect to happiness [10] exhibit positive assortativity.

In this paper, the classical Java Development Kits (JDK) from JDK 1.1.6 to JDK

1.3.0 are chosen to study the assortative characteristics of directed Java class

collaboration networks (JCCN) based on the assortativity method proposed by

Pastor-Satorras et al. [1]. In Sect. 129.2, the directed Java class collaborations are

illustrated by class diagrams. In Sect. 129.3, the degree correlations and disassor-

tativity of Java class collaboration relationships are investigated. In Sect. 129.4, the

collaboration relationships between individual Java classes are analyzed and

discussed based on the disassortativity law. In Section “Conclusion”, the conclu-

sions are made.

129.2 Class Collaborations Based on Class Diagrams

In the software engineering, a class diagram in the Unified Modeling Language

(UML) is a type of static structure diagram that describes the structure of a system

by showing the system’s classes, attributes, operations (or methods), and relation-

ship among objects, as shown in Fig. 129.1. Thus, the class diagrams of a Java

software system with source codes can be abstracted as a complex network by the

import relationship among classes according to the UML. Generally speaking, the

import relationship between Java classes is unidirectional for the purpose of low

coupling. For example, in Fig. 129.1, the class “java. util. Observable” imports

“java. lang. Null Pointer Exception,” while “java. lang. Null Pointer Exception”

does not import “java. util. Observable.” But the bidirectional import relationship

also appears casually, for instance, the interface “java. util. Observer” and the class

“java. util. Observable” are imported with each other; therefore, this paper aims at

studying the characteristics of import relationships among Java classes based on the

assortativity method [2].

129.3 Degree Correlations and Disassortativity

Correlations between out-degrees and in-degrees of classes can reveal whether a

class importing a large number of other classes tends to be imported largely by

others or otherwise. Figure 129.2 shows the inverse relationship between in-degrees
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and out-degrees, where each node in the graph represents a pair of out-degree and

in-degree of each Java class, which is denoted by (kout, kin). It is visually apparent

that classes with large out-degree generally have small in-degree and vice versa,

called as anticorrelation of large in- and out-degrees by Myers [4], i.e., “disassor-

tativity” [2, 3].

Fig. 129.1 Three class diagrams on classes java.util.Observer, java.lang.NullPointerException,
and java.util.Observable of JDK1.1.6
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The assortativity degree indicates the tendency that high-degree nodes in a

network tend to attach with high-degree ones, while the disassortativity is on the

contrary [2]. They can be measured by monotonicity between the average nearest

neighbor degrees and degrees of all nodes.

Supposing that class i imports kouti other classes in the JCCN, the tendency that

class i imports a class jwith in-degree kinj can be quantified by the average in-degree

of its neighbors, i.e.,

k outin
nn, i ¼

1

k out
i

X
aijk

in
j ð129:1Þ

where if node i points to node j by a directed link, aij¼ 1; otherwise, aij¼ 0. On

the contrary,

k inout
nn, i ¼

1

k in
i

X
ajik

out
j ð129:2Þ

In the scope of the whole network, the tendency that classes with out-degree kout
imports classes with in-degree kin can be quantified by the average nearest neighbor

in-degree kinnn of nodes with out-degree kout, i.e.,

k in
nn koutð Þ ¼ 1

Nkout

X
i, k out

i ¼kout
k inout
nn, i ð129:3Þ

Conversely, the tendency that classes with in-degree kin are imported by classes

with out-degree kout is quantified by the average nearest neighbor out-degree k
out
nn of

nodes with in-degree kin, written as

k out
nn kinð Þ ¼ 1

Nkin

X
i, k in

i ¼kin
k outin
nn, i ð129:4Þ

In Fig. 129.3a, b, koutinnn;i and kinoutnn;i tend to be inversely proportional to kouti and kini
on double linear scales. Thus, nodes with a high out-degree (or in-degree) tend to

make the import relationship with that of a small in-degree (or out-degree); that’s

the disassortativity phenomenon of class collaboration. The phenomenon can be

further verified in plots (c) and (d) of Fig. 129.3, where the slopes of linear fits as

exponents are, respectively, �0.004 and �0.054. Plot (c) on linear-logarithmic

scales reveals the approximately random feature and the disassortativity of

importing behaviors, while plot (d) on double logarithm scales indicates the pref-

erential bias and the disassortativity of the behaviors that classes are imported [11].
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129.4 Class Collaborations Based on Assortativity

The assortativity between classes can be applied to evaluate their collaborations in

the phases of definition and design for a developed system, although the strength of

each relationship may be uncertain. As to a couple of interactive classes i and j, if
that i imports j is considered as the forward collaboration from i to j, then that i is
imported by j is called as the reverse collaboration.

129.4.1 Forward Collaboration

The forward collaboration from i to j, such as “java. util. Observable! java. util.

Observer” in Fig. 129.1, is the probability that i tends to import j in the JCCN,

characterized by a forward assortativity coefficient. According to Eq. (129.1), the

forward assortativity coefficient koutinnn;ij is defined as the ratio of in-degree kin,j of

j imported by i to the out-degree kout,i of i, written as

k outin
nn, ij ¼

aij � kin, j
kout, i

ð129:5Þ
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Fig. 129.3 Degree disassortativity of the actual JCCN plot (a, b) shows the local disassortativity
of each class and its neighbors, while (c, d) displays the global one of classes with a certain

out-degree (or in-degree) value and their neighbors
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129.4.2 Reverse Collaboration

The reverse collaboration between classes i and j, such as “java. util.

Observer! java. util. Observable,” is the probability that j tends to import its

neighbor i in the JCCN, characterized by a reverse assortativity coefficient. It is

the ratio of in-degree kin,i of i imported by j to the out-degree kout,j of j, denoted as

k outin
nn, ji ¼

ajikin, i
kout, j

: ð129:6Þ

129.4.3 Analysis of Class Collaborations

In Fig. 129.4, the class collaborations of the actual JDK networks are characterized

and ranked. The assortativity coefficients of all class collaborations are ranked in

plot (a), where the ratios between strong and weak assortativity coefficients are

shown in Table 129.1. Plot (b) shows the assortativity coefficients of unidirectional

or bidirectional collaborations between classes on log–log scales, where all coeffi-

cients are added. 1. According to the strong-weak boundary of assortativity coef-

ficients, plot (b) is divided into four zones. All pairs of classes in zone A hold a

bidirectional strong collaboration, and those in zone B hold the forward weak and

reverse strong collaborations. But all pairs of classes in zone C and those in D are

contrary to A and B, respectively. The percentages of class collaborations in the

four zones for the JDKs are shown in Table 129.2. In the JCCN, a few class

collaborations are bidirectional, while most are unidirectional. When an informa-

tion system is developed, the alternatives in the prompt box can be ranked

according to the assortativity coefficients of class collaborations rather than the

order of the English alphabet.
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Fig. 129.4 Assortativity coefficients of the JCCN are ranked and characterized to show the

collaboration tendency between classes
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Conclusion

In this paper, JCCN is examined to investigate the mixing patterns of code

reuse by means of the import statement. The in-degrees of JCCN exhibit

anticorrelation and disassortativity with preferential behaviors, while the

out-degrees show that with random behaviors. It is a little different from

the assortativity of some software networks.

The disassortative correlations between out- and in-degrees conduce that

the source codes of basic and excellent classes tend to be reused largely. The

collaborations between classes may be weak or strong, which can be mea-

sured by the assortativity coefficients. Thus, the assortativity method can be

applied to the class rank in the “prompt box” of development tools for the

intelligentized purpose.
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Chapter 130

Online Social Networks Based on Complex
Network Theory and Simulation Analysis

Xin Jin, Jianyu Li, and Lei Zhang

Abstract The complex network is a diagram with many complicated topology

structures and also a network contributed by the intricate relationship between a

huge number of nodes. In order to allow people to better understand and explain the

complexities of the real world, more researches on practical network under the

guidance of researches on the general nature of the network have been carried out,

which have become very challenging and prospective. From the perspective of data

mining, the analysis of complex networks regards disciplines interested by users as

nodes in the network. In this paper, we study the network degree distribution of

nodes, the average path length, the clustering coefficient, the community modular-

ity, and the largest faction through the network only to find that the network is a

scale-free network with small-world effect. On the basis of sampling and analysis

on millions of level data excavated from the social groups, the study reveals the

hierarchy of online social networks and the relations and tightness among individ-

ual nodes.

Keywords Complex network • Degree distribution • Clustering coefficient •

Average path length

130.1 Introduction

The network is a node-contained system with node interaction and is also a figure to

describe a phenomenon or relation that is formed by individual (nodes) and node

interaction (edge) abstractly [1]. Research on relationship between the microscopic

nature such as values of nodes in the network, the edge weight, and the macroscopic

properties such as geometric properties, efficiency, and stability [2] of the complex

network [3] is the core of the study.
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Many complex systems in real life can be solved through complex network

modeling, such as the series of real networks: the Internet, the personal networks,

the protein interaction networks, and the citation networks, all of which can be

represented by a structure diagram of the network. Then, the nodes represent

various entities which constitute the network, while the connection between

nodes represents an association between the entities.

In recent years, based on the study on complex networks, the following charac-

teristics are founded in natural networks and artificial networks, such as small world

[4], scale free [5, 6], cluster [7], and community [8], which provide good ideas and

solutions [9] to our in-depth network studies.

130.2 Data Sources

The network can be divided into undirected, directed, and weighted network among

complex network systems. The study in this regard is to find the specific relation-

ship among nodes of interest. According to the characteristics of the millions of

level data from the forum named StackOverflow and as demanded by the research,

the network will be regarded as undirected network and its structure includes 7,059

nodes/interest and 13,825 edges. The relationship among the information categories

of the disciplines interested by all users is defined as follows: (1) Each category of

interest disciplines is a node in the network; (2) we suggest that there is one-side

connection in two or more disciplines one is interested in. Usually, when a certain

connection exists between two points, it will form a side. If not, there will be no side

formed. The two points connected by one side are considered to be adjacent in the

network. We focus on the relationship of edge between nodes. Usually, the network

structure not demonstrated by the specific location and the specific form of nodes

shall be called the network topology. The network model generated by 7,059

interest discipline nodes is shown in Fig. 130.1.

130.3 Network Research and Simulation Analysis

In order to realize the statistical analysis on the network, this study introduces two

important parameters to achieve the purpose of capturing the small-world effect of

the network. The two parameters refer to the clustering coefficient and the average

shortest path [10].

In order to find the close relationship and the degree of similarity from several

interest disciplines, the network expressed by G(V,E), V is a collection of nodes of

interest disciplines, and E is a set of edges between the connected nodes. Among

them, V¼ {v}, E¼ {ξij}, ξij¼ (vi, vj), i, j¼ {1, 2, . . .,Nc}, vi, and vj are the nodes of
interest disciplines; ξij is the edge between the connected vi and vj. If the edge is
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present, its value is 1; otherwise, it is 0. Nc is the total number of information of

interest disciplines.

130.3.1 Average Clustering Coefficient

Firstly, as far as the clustering coefficient is concerned, it refers to the probability of

the two nodes linked to it which are also connected to other nodes. If di is the degree
of node i, among the subnets constituted by di adjacent nodes that contain node i,
the ratio of |Si| which is the actual existence of the number of edges and the total

number of edges di(di� 1)/2, in which all di nodes are connected completely, is the

clustering coefficient of node i that can be expressed by Ci [11]:

Ci ¼
2
		Si		

di di � 1ð Þ ð130:1Þ

Si represents a set of the actual existence of edges [12] among di nodes. In
geometry, the clustering coefficient Ci of node i indicates the ratio of the number of

triangle which contains the node i. Nc is the total number of information of interest

disciplines. Then, the clustering coefficient of the entire network is equal to the

average of clustering coefficient of all nodes:

C ¼ 1

Nc

XNc

i¼1
Ci ð130:2Þ

Fig. 130.1 Network model

diagram
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Figure 130.2 shows the average clustering coefficient of information network of

interest disciplines on online forum site varies with the size of networks. In

Fig. 130.2, the horizontal axis represents the size of the network and the vertical

axis represents the size of clustering coefficient in the network model. The network

size is from 63 to 7,059. As seen from the simulation results, the clustering

coefficient of the network model does not obviously depend on the network

model but basically stay in the vicinity, C¼ 0.5. Thus, the network model has a

high clustering coefficient.

130.3.2 The Average Shortest Path

Assume the shortest path from a given node i to the target node j is dij, Nc is the total

number of information of interest disciplines, and the average shortest path from

node i to all other nodes in the network is [13]:

di ¼ 1

Nc

XNc

j¼1
dij ð130:3Þ

In this sense, the average shortest path of the entire information network of

interest disciplines is d ¼ 1=2Ncð Þ
XNc

i¼1 di.
Calculate with the above-said method. The average shortest path is d¼ 2.44 and

the clustering coefficient is C¼ 0.44.

If the average path length (APL) of the network is proportional to the logarithm

of the network, the network is called a small-world network [14]. The figure shows

Fig. 130.2 Relationship

between average clustering

coefficient of the network

with network size
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the relationship between the APL of the information network APL and the network

size. In the table, the horizontal axis represents the size of the network and the

vertical axis represents the APL of the network model.

As shown in Table 130.1, when the network size increases, there will be the

phenomenon of “hold together” and “bridge” among the parts of interest disciplines

to improve the clustering coefficient of the network. Some key disciplines often

play the role as a “bridge” among the clusters in the various sectors and as a bridge

between clusters to be the “shortcut” of interest swap which has reduced the APL of

the network. Thus, a shorter APL owned by the network model fully proves that the

network has small-world effect.

130.3.3 Network Diameter

The network diameter is defined as the maximum value of the shortest path length

between any two nodes in the network [15] and also the minimum number of edges

connecting any two nodes in the network. The indicators measure the social

network from an overall perspective of the network and the connectivity is of

great value.

Researches show that the existence of lots of redundant connections makes the

network diameter less than 3(d< 3) in spite of the variety of information disci-

plines, which means that only three steps are demanded between two nodes. This

high clustering and short average path of the network have confirmed that it has

small-world effect.

130.3.4 Degree Distribution

The degree is to describe the basic properties of the network diagram. As to the

undirected network diagrams, the degree of node i represents the number of edges

connected to it. But as to the directed network diagrams, the node i is divided into

two part, the in-degrees and the out-degrees. The in-degrees refer to the number of

edges which regards the node i as the end and the out-degrees refer to the number of

edges which regards the node i as the start. The size of degree of nodes represents
the importance of the nodes. The arithmetic average of all the degree of nodes in the

network is the average of the network, which can be denoted by hki. The distribu-
tion of nodes in the network is described by the distribution function p(k) which

Table 130.1 Relationship between APL and network size

Nodes 63 230 3.52 681 1,069 1,624 2,461 3,592 5,131 7,059

APL 2.94 2.65 2.65 2.68 2.61 2.57 2.57 2.51 2.47 2.44

Ci 0.05 0.17 0.17 0.21 0.21 0.30 0.34 0.37 0.40 0.44
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indicates the probability distribution that the degree is k as randomly selecting a

node [16]. Figure 130.3 is the degree distribution of nodes generated by 7,059 nodes

of interest disciplines.

As shown in Fig. 130.3, the degree distribution follows the power-law distribu-

tions p(k)� k� r with slow declination and continues to increase with the degree,

which is almost horizontal without many changes. As described in the scale-free

networks, the degree of most nodes is small, but big nodes also exist. As the power-

law distributions are not on the characteristic scale, the network which obeys the

power-law distributions is also known as scale-free network, namely, the network

of interest disciplines that has scale-free properties.

130.3.5 Relationship with the Value of Degree
and Clustering Coefficient

The relationship is shown in Fig. 130.4; the dotted line is �1. While C(k) and k are
obviously not satisfied with the power-law, the relationship between them is still

featured. Generally, the power-law relationship between C(k) and k indicates the

presence of a clear hierarchy among networks, namely, small groups of nodes in a

hierarchical way to organize the large groups of nodes with the scale-free structure

unchanged. Thus, Fig. 130.4 shows that the network topology exhibits some degree

of hierarchy [17].

As shown in Fig. 130.4, the characteristics of hierarchical network topology

indicate the basic disciplines mastered by network users. In addition, in Fig. 130.5,

major supporting disciplines can be analyzed from all the interest disciplines, such

as Java and JavaScript as the best tool of dynamic pages to reflect the breadth and

Fig. 130.3 Degree

distribution of interest

disciplinary network
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portability of scope of the language discipline, the compactness and the easiness of

learning.

130.3.6 k-clique Community

Typically, a community consists of interconnected complete subgraphs, which are

called the cliques. k-clique indicates the figure containing k nodes [18]. K-1 public

nodes in two k-cliques can be called two adjacent k-cliques. If one k-clique can

reach another k-clique through several adjacent k-cliques, the two k-cliques are

deemed as connected; thus, the k-clique community in the network can be

Fig. 130.4 Relationship

graph between clustering

coefficient and values of

degree

Fig. 130.5 Frequency histogram
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considered as the set of adjacent k-cliques. The “overlap” phenomenon of k-clique

in complex networks refers to some nodes as nodes in many k-cliques; but the

k-clique communities are not adjacent, which indicates that the nodes are the

“overlap” parts of different k-cliques without k-1 public nodes.

Based on the above analysis, the k-cliques are some complete subgraphs and the

network is connected by complete subgraph correctly separated from the network

by k-clique discovery algorithm which elaborated the relations among different

disciplines and the similarity among disciplines interested in. Figure 130.6 below

describes the size of the network of 7,059 nodes as the largest k-clique. 7-clique

complete subgraph is detected by the k-clique algorithm.

As analyzed by k-clique algorithm, 7-clique graph includes a total number of

17 nodes, 81 edges, and 11 subgraphs. In the complete subgraph combined by the

SQL Server, SQL, C#, WPF, .NET, and Java, the height of the first two nodes is

deemed as the database-level language with the height of the last four nodes as

programming languages. SQL, as a structured query language, can be used for

programming design and technical standard of query. SQL Server is a specific

program implemented with standard SQL structure. The interlinked points are

available both in the implementation on technical specifications and procedures

for programming; C# and Java, both object-oriented languages, can be compiled

into a cross platform and cross language codes, which can only run in a controlled

environment. The drawing advantage from Java and C# has similar grammar. Java

emphasizes more on the object oriented and focuses on standardization and per-

fectness, while C# emphasizes more on practicality and ease of use; C# and .NET

platform are released by Microsoft. Compared with .NET, C# is a strongly typed

and object-oriented language which adopts simple syntax to express more, while .

NET platform is the “NET PLAN” cornerstone of Microsoft. WPF and .NET are

also introduced by Microsoft. WPF, as a graphical interface processing of

Microsoft, belongs to a part of .NET Framework.

Fig. 130.6 7-clique

community of network

(mode 1, SQL Server; node

2, SQL; node 3, C#; node

4, WPF; node 6, .NET; node

7, Java; node 18, SQL

UPDATE; node 42, SSIS;

node 23, casting; node

35, VMware; node 41, error

handling; node 89, Azure;

node 105, regex; node

110, smalldatetime; node

150, hibernate; node

200, iPhone; node

202, SQLite)
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Thus, it can be learned that close connections exist among the disciplines

interested in. As a result, while learning and studying a language, we need to link

it to more disciplines related.

In summary, the degree distribution of information network of interest disci-

plines follows the power-law distribution with high clustering and short APL

[19]. The information network model in nature reflects the hierarchy of interest,

the connectivity and relations among interest disciplines [20].

Conclusion

This study has designed and implemented the data acquisition and analysis

system in the online academic exchange forum and finally analyzed the large

data of massive information of interest disciplines. With the introduction of

the theory of complex networks, the study focuses on analyzing the network

topology, the degree distribution, the clustering coefficient, and the APL of

information networks of interest disciplines through the collations of millions

of magnitude data. According to the method of network generation proposed

in the study, there’s a complex network among interest disciplines. On the

basis of analysis of the simulation visualization, the study not only figures out

that information network of interest disciplines is a small-world effect, scale-

free, short-path, and high clustering network but also explores the linkages

and tightness between interest disciplines in the network.
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Chapter 131

Analysis of Network Accessibility

Shuijian Zhang and Ying Zhang

Abstract To characterize the unblockability degree of one network, the authors

explored the concept of network accessibility and proposed one approach for

calculating the network accessibility index. The proposed approach considers

network characteristics to help overcome the shortcomings of previous approaches

to the calculation of accessibility measures. The proposed accessibility index can

reflect the accessibility level of networks and has many potential uses. The index

can serve as a guide in the design of transit networks and in the allocation of

network flow.

Keywords Network • Accessibility index • K shortest paths

131.1 Introduction

With the expansion of human social networking comes the need of human beings

for a better understanding of the behavior of various artificial and natural networks

[1, 2]. Network flow always encounters impedance and can even be clogged for a

number of reasons. As congestion gives rise to the need for real-time rerouting,

networks should have the capacity to provide alternative paths. In this paper, an

effective index called the network accessibility index (NAI) is proposed for the

characterization of this aforementioned feature.

Network accessibility has a wide range of applications [3, 4], including the

selection of commercial and factory locations as well as automobile routes and

the planning of a transportation system. Accessibility can be calculated through

several methods. Many scholars have studied the problem of accessibility in the

past decades [5–8]. The term accessibility is often used in a number of scientific

fields such as transport planning, urban planning, public policy, and geography and

plays an important role in policy making. However, it is difficult to find an

operational and theoretically sound concept of accessibility [9]. Gould [10] states,

“accessibility . . . is a slippery notion . . .” Although there is no universally acknowl-
edged definition of accessibility, various indicators with different theoretical
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backgrounds and complexities have been proposed and implemented in empirical

investigations.

Although there are so many accessibility measures, there is no best one for

accessibility because accessibility is a combination of different elements.

Researchers have proposed several criteria to evaluate the usefulness and limita-

tions of accessibility measures for different study purposes [11]. Our criteria are:

1. Reasonability, a network accessibility measure should ideally take into account

the properties of the network, such as the distribution of the nodes and the paths.

An accessibility measure should firstly be sensitive to changes in the networks,

such as the changes of the topological structure of the network. As an improve-

ment in the network, the accessibility should increase.

2. Feasibility, this is the ease with which the measure can be used in practice, for

example, the complexity of calculating the measure.

3. Interpretability, the measure is not complex and easy to interpret.

4. Usability, the measure can be used in practice, for example, in evaluating the

impacts of transportation network improvement on solving congestion problem.

131.2 Network Structure and Symbols

The network is described with graph G¼ {V,E,W} (shown in Fig. 131.1), which

comprises three parts: a non-null node set V¼ {1, 2, . . ., n}, the number of nodes is

n (|V|¼ n), one arc set Ev� v(|E|¼m), and the set of cost (weight) functionsW. Each

arc eij¼ (i, j)2E in the graph is endowed with a cost Wij. The value of the cost is

nonnegative.

A path is an alternating sequence of limited nodes and arcs. A path from source

node s to destination node d can be expressed as r(s¼ i, eij, j, ejk, k, . . ., n¼ d).
Circles are not allowed in the path. The total cost of the path r(s, d) is the sum of

the costs of the arcs through which the path passes. This cost is denoted by lr:

lr ¼
X
i;jð Þ2r

wij ð131:1Þ

eij(W ij)

s
d

ji

Fig. 131.1 Example of a

network
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131.3 Measuring Network Accessibility

In this study, node-to-node accessibility is defined as the ability of networks to

guarantee an efficient network flow from the source node to the destination node

despite changes in network states.

In networks, network flow toward the target destination is expected to be

achieved using the least cost (e.g., least time or shortest distance) and the least

network delays. For instance, when traveling, people always tend to choose the

shortest path requiring the least time. Network states often change, resulting in

clogging of the preselected path from one point to another. In case of such blockage,

other paths (K shortest paths) must be selected. A network with a high level of

accessibility should be able to provide more alternative paths such that it can more

easily avoid blockage. In Fig. 131.2a, b, the costs of the shortest paths from the

source node s to the destination node d are the same. However, in Fig. 131.2a, when

the arc so is blocked, it becomes inaccessible from the source node s to the

destination node d. In Fig. 131.2b, when the arc so is blocked, node d can still be

reached from node s. Thus, network accessibility can be calculated based on the

shortest paths.

The degree of the node is an important feature of networks. A node with a higher

degree indicates that more paths are necessary to reach the node. Hence, the

accessibility of the node is also higher.

In this case, node-to-node accessibility is defined as the ease with which one

node can be reached from another node considering possible network congestion.

The node-to-node accessibility index can be interpreted as a measure of the level of

ease with regard to reaching the destination node from the source node. This index

can quantify the ability to avoid network congestion when the preselected path is

blocked.

Thus, the node-to-node accessibility index can be calculated by the following

equation:

NAIij ¼
G di; dj
� �

F We tð Þð Þ ð131:2Þ

where NAIij is the node-to-node accessibility index from node i to node j;
G(di, dj) is the function of the degree of the nodes; di and dj are the degrees of

nodes i and j, respectively; F(We(t)) is the function of the costs of the arcs of the

K shortest paths; and We(t) is the cost of the arc e at time t.

o

10

20

ds 10
10

o
20

20

d
s

a b

Fig. 131.2 Examples of

network accessibility
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For simplicity without loss of generality, G(di, dj) is defined as the product of di
and dj, i.e., G(di, dj)¼ di� dj. The calculation for F(We(t)) is described as follows.

As shown in Fig. 131.2, among the K shortest paths between two nodes, disjoint

paths (i.e., pathswith no identical arcs) contributemore to accessibility than pathswith

identical arcs, as the latter hinders accessibility when any one of the identical arcs is

clogged. This problemdoes not exist in disjoint paths. Considering that a penalty value

is imposed on paths with identical arcs, a penalty function is defined as follows:

f ¼ n
1

�
ð131:3Þ

where n is the number of repetitions of identical arcs. If the clogging possibility

of identical arcs is relatively large, then the penalty should be greater. The penalty

function can be defined as

f ¼ en ð131:4Þ

Thus, F(We(t)) can be calculated using the following formula:

F We tð Þð Þ ¼
XK
u¼1

X
e2ru

We tð Þ � f
 !

ð131:5Þ

where
XK

u¼1
X

e2ruWe tð Þ � f
� �

is the summation of the costs of the K shortest

paths imposed with the penalty value.

In calculating F(We(t)), an algorithm for the K shortest paths is first used to

obtain the K shortest paths from node i to node j. The K shortest paths are then

stored in the set RK
s;d ¼ (r1, r2, . . ., rk), where r1 is the first shortest path, r2 is the

second shortest, and rk is the Kth shortest path. Next, the costs of the K shortest

paths are calculated sequentially. The detailed steps are described below.

Step 1: Using the K shortest path algorithm [12], the costs of the path starting from

the first shortest path r1 are calculated. The arcs of the path are added to the set Sarc.
Step 2: Then, the sum of the costs of the second shortest path imposed with a

penalty value is determined. The number of repetitions of arcs with the first shortest

path is calculated by comparing the arcs of the second shortest path with those in the

set Sarc. The costs of arcs identical to those of the first path are multiplied by n,
which is the number of repetitions. Finally, all costs of the arcs with penalty value

are summed up.

The arcs of the second shortest path are added to the set Sarc. If one arc is already
in the set, then the number of repetitions of the arc is added with one and marked.

Step 3: The costs of the K� 2 shortest paths are calculated sequentially

according to Step 2.
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Step 4: F(We(t)) is calculated according to Formula (131.5).

Then, NAIij can be calculated through the following formula:

NAIij ¼
G di; dj
� �

F We tð Þð Þ ¼
di � djXK

u¼1
X

e2ruE We tð Þð Þ � f
� � ð131:6Þ

where NAIij is proportional to the degree of the nodes and inversely proportional

to the sum of the costs of the K shortest paths.

131.4 Experimental Study

Three small-scale networks with different topological structures are constructed.

The three networks have the same scale (the number of network nodes n¼ 62, the

number of network arcs m¼ 103), and the costs of their arcs are identical.

Figure 131.3a is a regular network whose node degree is subject to the delta

distribution. Figure 131.3b is a stochastic network whose node degree is subject

to the Poisson distribution. Figure 131.3c is a scale-free network whose node degree

is subject to the power-law distribution. The costs of each arc are shown in

Table 131.1.

This proposed accessibility measure is implemented in a computer program

developed with C# in the VS.NET development environment under the support of

GIS software ArcGIS. The previous five shortest paths are used to calculate the NAIs

based on these equations above. We can get the results: NAIreg¼ 3.6� 10� 3,

NAIsto¼ 3.2� 10� 3, and NAIfree¼ 8.3� 10� 3. The difference between NAIreg and

NAIsto is not distinct. However, the scale-free network accessibility NAIfree increases

distinctly because the scale-free network has a small-world property, whose average

path length is relatively shorter. The shortest paths passing through nodes with high

degree are relatively greater in number; thus, the betweenness of the nodes is high.

The example highlights the differences in the levels of accessibility of networks with

different topological structures.
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Conclusion

In conclusion, calculating the accessibility of networks is important for many

reasons. From the network evaluation perspective, network accessibility

succinctly reflects the connection quality of the transit network system and

can be used to evaluate the ability to provide alternative paths between any

two nodes in a network, that is, the ability to avoid blockage in networks.

Accessibility can also be used to evaluate the efficiency of a transit network.

Networks with a high level of accessibility indicate that the destination node

can be easily reached from the source node. From the network flow allocation

perspective, to reach the destination more efficiently, source locations are

always settled in nodes with a high level of accessibility, such as the location

of a commercial center. When the real states of networks change, the NAI

assesses the impact of the changes in the network to guide the allocation of

network flow in case of emergency. Take the transportation network as an

example. When danger takes place in one location, the network needs to

transfer people from a dangerous place to a safe place. The path with a high

level of accessibility must be selected, and nodes with low levels of accessi-

bility are avoided.
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Chapter 132

Mobile Botnet Propagation Modeling
in Wi-Fi Networks

Na Li, Yanhui Du, and Guangxuan Chen

Abstract Wi-Fi wireless networks have become a popular method of Internet

connectivity, but the penetration of malware and viruses will be an increasing

threat to the fundamental security of open Wi-Fi networks. Current security solu-

tions for smartphones and mobile devices are very limited in preventing those

attacks. In this paper, we study the feature of malicious software spreading in

Wi-Fi networks, the specific characteristics of smart mobile devices’ mobility, the

traits of the human online behaviors, and the view of the cloud security; a novel

worm propagation model is proposed. This model can help defenders develop

defense strategies or make prevention policy to block the propagation of the

malware Wi-Fi wireless networks. At last, a simulation scenario has been

conducted to determine how a malware might spread under different conditions.

Keywords Wi-Fi networks • Mobile botnets • Propagation modeling

132.1 Introduction

By December 2013, the number of netizens, who used mobile phones to access the

Internet in China, has reached 500 M, which is an increase of 19.1 % compared to a

year earlier [1]. Among all of the netizens, the mobile Internet users rose to 81 %

from 74.5 %, and the number grew steadily. With the rapid popularization of

smartphones and smart mobile devices, lower service fees, and increasing coverage

of Wi-Fi, smart mobile devices have become the main impetus of the mobile

network development. Comparing to matured security defenses in PC, the security

solutions for smart mobile devices are limited and different.

Propagation modeling has a long history. It is widely applied in botnet propa-

gation analysis in traditional network. Propagation modeling can also mimic the

self-replication and spread of viruses and malware in smart mobile devices. For
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example, SIP [2] is a SIR-based model for the spread of malware between

wireless-enabled devices. Yan et al. [3] presented a mobile botnet propagation

model by counting the average number of infected devices in Bluetooth radio

range. Later, blend Bluetooth and other propagation ways have been introduced,

such as Bluetooth and SMS [4] and SEIR-based Bluetooth and SMS/MMS [5].

Wi-Fi networks became more popular than Bluetooth networks now. But there

has been very little research on propagation modeling in Wi-Fi networks. Szongott

et al. [6] and Wang et al. [7] analyzed the threat of epidemic mobile malware in

Wi-Fi networks, but it was just a prototype and did not consider human behaviors.

Hu et al. [8] develop an epidemiological model that simulates the spread of a

contagion between Wi-Fi routers, but it was not Wi-Fi networks. So it is necessary

to study the security of Wi-Fi networks.

132.2 Wi-Fi Malware Propagation Model Requirements

Mobile botnet propagation modeling in Wi-Fi networks is different from PC-based

botnet propagation modeling. Some more aspects are considered, such as human

behaviors, limited Wi-Fi transmission range, and devices’ density and velocity. In

this section, we will introduce those requirements in detail.

132.2.1 Probability of Transmission Time

Assume that t is a smart mobile device entering the transmission range of Wi-Fi hot

spot which is a circle of radius R, traveling along AB and exiting the transmission

range at B. The distance l(θ) of the mobile device inside the Wi-Fi transmission

range is l(θ)¼ 2R cos θ. Hence, the time that the device spends in Wi-Fi is

tlink¼ (2R cos θ)/v. We define the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the

link lifetime tlink as

Flink tð Þ ¼ P tlink � tf g ¼ 1� P
		 cos θ		 > vt

2R

n o
ð132:1Þ

Now,

Flink tð Þ ¼ 1� P
		 cos θ		 > vt

2R

n o
ð132:2Þ
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¼ 1�
Z 2R=t

v¼0

Z cos �1 vt=2Rð Þ

� cos �1 vt=2Rð Þ
f v; θð Þvdθ ð132:3Þ

From the differential equation with respect to t, we can see that the probability of
the distribution shifts towards the increasing velocity.

132.2.2 Infection Rate

The infection rate caused by one infected Wi-Fi hot spot is proportional to contact

rate, probability of transmission time, density of mobile devices, and Wi-Fi trans-

mission range. It is inversely proportional to the velocity of mobile devices and the

radius R. So if the device is moving too fast or the link time is too short, there is not

enough time to spread the malware. For high-density mobile devices, the infection

rate will be higher. The infection rate at time t of the network is given by

β tð Þ ¼ βi
I tð Þ
N

ð132:4Þ

where I(t) is the number of infected devices at time t and N is the total number of

devices in the Wi-Fi network.

132.2.3 Incorporating Human Behaviors

Yang et al. [9] analyzed the traffic generated by smartphones in Beijing, China.

They found that the end users go online with a regular pattern. For instance,

between 9:00 and 23:00, there are more online users than between 2:00 and 6:00.

The switching on and off of Wi-Fi is an important attribute of our model. We

assume standard deviation σ¼ tspread/3. A mean μ corresponds to 24 h of every day.

The windowed distribution is given in

f t
		λ, σ� � ¼ 1

σð Þ ffiffiffiffiffi2π
p e

� t�λð Þ2
2 σð Þ2 ð132:5Þ

132.3 Wi-Fi Malware Propagation Model

In this section, we focus on introducing the mobile botnet propagation modeling in

Wi-Fi networks. This model is also called the SEIDCOOC model.
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132.3.1 SEIDCOOC Model

Figure 132.1 shows the compartments and transitions of the SEIDCOOCmodel. The

mobile botnet propagation modeling in Wi-Fi networks has eight different states,

which include susceptible (S), exposed (E), infected (I), offline (O), contained (C),
death (D), cloud security (Cl), and exposed-offline (Eo). So we call this model as the

SEIDCOOC model. When smart mobile devices are offline, the malware cannot

infect those devices. Our assumption is that the end users switch their devices on and

off at a rate τ1 and τ2 every day. We found that many end users often have Wi-Fi

turned on in their devices; they may become exposed to the malware. The exposed

devices also may be online or offline at a rate ν1 and ν2. Susceptible devices switch
on Wi-Fi and may suffer a man-in-the-middle attack. They may get a malware and

become exposed to the malware at a rate β(t), or theymay become infected at a rate μ.
The infected devices may return to susceptible state by updating or reinstalling at rate

α. Those infected devices are likely entering into cloud security at a ι rate, thus
becoming the susceptible devices at a rateω. Once smart mobile devices are infected,

theymay be contained by the botmasters, but as soon as they reenter the network, they

can be infectious at ε1 and ε2 rate, respectively. All susceptible, infected, and

contained devices may become death and quit network for some other reason. The

terms of this model are explained as shown in Table 132.1.

132.3.2 Dynamical System Equation

In this paper, we have outlined the properties and patterns of malware propagation

via smart mobile devices in Wi-Fi networks. In this section, a function differential

equations model which describes this transmission pattern is investigated. In this

equation, β(t) denotes the infection rate which we discussed in Sect. 132.2.2 and τ1
and τ2 denote the susceptible devices offline and online rate. The traits of the human

online behaviors are investigated in Sect. 132.2.3. In the next section, we will

evaluate the accuracy of the SEIDCOOC model and whether it characterizes well

the propagation process of malware in Wi-Fi network.

SS EE II
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2
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ιω
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η
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μ

Fig. 132.1 The

SEIDCOOC model
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Based on Sect. 132.3.1 assumptions and description of parameters, the differen-

tial equations describing the dynamical system of the SEIDCOOC model are listed

as follows:

dS tð Þ
dt
¼ αI tð Þ þ τ1O tð Þ þ ωCl tð Þ � β tð Þ þ δþ τ2ð ÞS tð Þ

dE tð Þ
dt
¼ β tð ÞS tð Þ þ ν2Eo tð Þ � μþ ν1ð ÞE tð Þ

dI tð Þ
dt
¼ μE tð Þ þ ε2Co tð Þ � αþ ιþ ε1ð ÞI tð Þ

dD tð Þ
dt
¼ δS tð Þ þ κI tð Þ þ ηCo tð Þ

dCo tð Þ
dt

¼ ε1I tð Þ � ε2 þ ηð ÞCo tð Þ
dO tð Þ
dt
¼ τ2S tð Þ � τ1O tð Þ

dEo tð Þ
dt

¼ ν1E tð Þ � ν2Eo tð Þ
dCl tð Þ
dt
¼ ιI tð Þ � ωCl tð Þ

N tð Þ ¼ S tð Þ þ E tð Þ þ I tð Þ þ D tð Þ þ O tð Þ þ Eo tð Þ þ Co tð Þ þ Cl tð Þ

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð132:6Þ

Table 132.1 The parameters and description for the SEIDCOOC model

Parameters Description

Susceptible (S) The vulnerable smart mobile devices

Exposed (E) The devices are exposed to malware

Infected (I ) The infected devices can spread malware

Offline (O) The offline susceptible devices

Contained (C) The devices are contained by botmasters

Death (D) The devices have death and quit network

Cloud security

(Cl)

The devices in cloud security

Exposed-offline

(Eo)

The exposed devices which are offline

β(t) The infection rate at time t

μ The ratio of the exposed via the number of infection

α The recovery rate

ω The ratio of the number of devices in cloud security via the number of

susceptible

ι The immunity rate, which refers to the ratio of the infected devices become

protected by cloud security

τ1, τ2 The susceptible devices offline and online rate

ε1, ε2 The infected devices become contained devices rate and the contained

devices become infected devices rate

ν1, ν2 The exposed devices offline and online rate

δ, κ, η The death rate, which refers to the ratio of the number of susceptible/

infected/contained via the number of death
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132.4 Simulation Experiments

We implemented the research of the SEIDCOOC model in Matlab R2013b. The

total number of the smart mobile devices under consideration is 1,220, so

N¼ 1,220. The data released in 2013 by the Beijing Statistics Bureau reveal that

the population of permanent residents in Beijing totaled 21.148 million. The

population density is 1,289 per km2 [10]. The national ministry of industry and

information reveals that mobile phone penetration rate is as high as 90.8 % in

February 2014 [11]. So the density of phones per m2 is 1.172� 10�6. The average
speed of motor vehicles is 7.3 m/s [12]. The average walking speed of a 170-cm-

high adult man is 0.9193 m/s. So we give an average speed of 2.3 m/s for the

phones. The number initially susceptible is set at 990.

Figure 132.2 shows how quickly the same population of devices in Wi-Fi

network become infected for the four different Wi-Fi transmission ranges of

15, 45, 75, or 100 m. As expected, the transmission range makes a difference to

the spread of malware. For example, in a range of 100 m, the population that

becomes infected is more than a 15-m range. So if the transmission range is

increased, the number infected is also increased.

Figure 132.3 depicts eight different states of devices as a function of propagation

time derived from the SEIDCOOC model. The number of susceptible smart mobile

devices is steadily declining; the number of death smart mobile devices is gradually

increasing. But the number of infected devices and offline devices reaches the peak

and then declines. We can see that those curves are consistent and characterize well

the propagation process of malware in Wi-Fi network.
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Conclusion
Smart mobile devices are becoming part of people’s life; the great convenience

of wireless connectivity makes the smart mobile devices the first major Internet

terminal. Especially when Wi-Fi appeared, many users use app to connect to

the Internet. This paper is based on the classical theory of epidemic models.

We proposed the SEIDCOOC model and considered the impact of mobility

patterns, Wi-Fi radio range, the density of the mobile devices, the human

behavior, etc. The SEIDCOOC model simulates truly the spread of mobile

botnets inWi-Fi networks. Using this model, we can put forward more targeted

botnet detection and defensive measures to defend malware.
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Chapter 133

Dynamic Evaluation of Suppliers
for Industrial Value Chain Value-Added
Service Platform

Hua Pan and Linfu Sun

Abstract In order to meet the requirement of evaluating suppliers flexibly in

collaboration platform of industrial value chain, this paper establishes a mathemat-

ical model for the dynamic evaluation of suppliers and proposes a dynamic eval-

uation scheme of suppliers for collaboration platform. Based on the XML

configurability, the proposed scheme may realize the configurability of dynamic

evaluation by establishing an algorithm library of dynamic evaluation. The feasi-

bility and effectiveness of this scheme are verified via its application on the

collaboration platform of industrial value chain.

Keywords Industrial value chain • Value-added service • Supplier evaluation

• Dynamic evaluation system

133.1 Introduction

The value-added service platform of industrial value chain is a third-party public

service platform based on SaaS (software as a service), which may realize the

business collaboration of enterprise value-added services in the industrial chain,

satisfy the requirements of multiple unions of enterprise clusters, and provide

services to the chair enterprises in multiple clusters. Thus, how to make an objective

and accurate assessment of suppliers is the problem demanding a prompt solution in

the whole value-added service platform of industrial value chain.

The current foreign and domestic researches of supplier assessment have gained

a series of rather mature theories, and scholars abroad like Johnson, who considered

cost (C), time (T), quality (Q), and service (S) [1] to be important influential factors

in the analysis of suppliers, have carried out a great quantity of studies deeply and

extensively. Based on FCM, the dynamic evaluation method of enterprise supply

chain performance [2] and the stability of supply chain under dynamic conditions

[3] were also studied. Based on rough set, the gray system of sustainable supplier
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selection [4] and an effective method for the evaluation of suppliers based on the

selection of support vector machine [5] were proposed. Nevertheless, the abovesaid

works analyzed the evaluation system and methodology only from the perspective

of supplier assessment; thus, it may not work when adopted in the value-added

service platform of industrial value chain which provides supplier assessment for

multiple enterprise clusters.

Based on the above analysis and various customization technologies [6–9] for

the collaboration platform of industrial chain, this paper explores a dynamic

supplier assessment technology on the value-added service platform of industrial

value chain and proposes a strategy of dynamic supplier assessment, which may

realize the customizability of dynamic supplier assessment and satisfy the sup-

plier’s assessments by different chair enterprises on the platform.

133.2 Requirements of Dynamic Supplier Assessment
for Service Platform of Industrial Value Chain

With the manufacturing industries as the leaders, the value-added service platform

of industrial value chain attracts business-related upstream and downstream enter-

prises as well as management institutions to form a dynamic union of enterprises. In

order to make it convenient for relevant staff to gain knowledge in terms of the

situation and make decisions, the platform establishes a warehouse to automatically

extract and analyze relevant data from such systems as PT, YONGYOU, sales

system, and parts system and finally present the quality information statistics

visually to customers by means of graphics. This dynamic union consists of some

manufacturing industry as the leader and relevant enterprises (like suppliers,

dealers, and servers) on the industrial value chain as the members, which always

develop their business around their leader. We show the specific service platform

architecture of industrial value chain in Fig. 133.1.

The requirements of dynamic supplier assessment on the service platform of

industrial value chain mainly reflect dynamic customization of the supplier assess-

ments by chair enterprises on the platform. In order to meet the needs of different

chair enterprises to dynamically assess their corresponding collaborative enter-

prises, the customizability mainly focuses on three fundamental points:

1. As the enterprises in different unions have different businesses, the evaluation

indexes of the supplier may vary.

2. Even though enterprises in different unions have the same evaluation indexes,

their weights may vary, for example, the service is more sensitive to response

time in auto after-sales service.

3. Different enterprises in different unions require different contents and forms to

display the evaluation results, such as histogram and pie chart.
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133.3 Dynamic Supplier Assessment Model on the Value-
Added Service Platform of Industrial Value Chain

133.3.1 Dynamic Supplier Assessment on the Service
Platform of Industrial Value Chain

In order to satisfy various requirements of dynamic supplier assessment by different

unions and establish mathematical model of dynamic assessment to realize

customizability of the assessment system, we now formalize the involved assess-

ment index library and unions on the value-added service platform of industrial

value chain as below.

Definition 1 In the circumstance of the value-added service platform of industrial

chain for multiple unions, an enterprise union Ui is denoted as a four-tuple

Ui ¼ EUi
,TUi

,R TUi
ð Þ,E! R TUi

ð Þð Þ, where:
EUi
¼ E1;E2; . . . ;Enf g denotes the enterprises in the union, and n is the number

of enterprises.

TUi
¼ TUi1; TUi2; . . . ; TUinf g denotes the set of collaboration types between

enterprises in a union, involving dealers, servers, and suppliers.

R TUi
ð Þ denotes the partitioning of enterprises into areas according to the

collaboration type; thus, there exists a mapping relation TUi
! Ai for any area Ai.

E! R TUi
ð Þ denotes the set of collaboration in union Ui.

In order to meet varied business needs, we design a dynamic system of assess-

ment indexes consisting of quantitative index and qualitative index. We obtain the

value of quantitative index through dynamic configuration of the business database,

Fig. 133.1 Service platform architecture of industrial value chain
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while the qualitative index is obtained by means of expert’s scoring; as a result, the

objectivity and science of supplier assessment is guaranteed.

Definition 2 The index library is denoted as P¼ {P1,P2, . . .,Pn}. As different

suppliers correspond to different assessment indexes, any index is represented as

Pj¼ {Pnub,Pname,Pweight,P(R)}, where:
Pnub denotes the index number.

Pname denotes the index name.

Pweight denotes the index weight (as different unions have different requirements

on index weights, we could adopt different algorithms to compute weights by

establishing a dynamic algorithm library for unions as choice).

P(R) denotes the supplier index associated with areas.

Definition 3 The assessment system is denoted as Sk¼ {Snub, Sname, Sgoal, S(Pk)},

where:

Snub denotes the assessment system number.

Sname denotes the assessment system name.

Sgoal denotes the assessment system objective.

S(Pk) denotes the assessment system associated with assessment indexes.

Taking Definitions 1–3 into account, we can derive the model of dynamic

supplier assessment as below (Fig. 133.2).

133.3.2 Model Load Based on Identification and Business
Driving

In the enforcement of the dynamic assessment model, we adopt the model load

strategy based on the identification and the business driving to guarantee that only

valid objects that are business related and have been authenticated could visit and

execute the service nodes. The specific model driving algorithm is as follows:

Algorithm: A Loading Algorithm for Assessment Model

Input: enterprise union EUi
, enterprise identifier EiID

Fig. 133.2 Dynamic supplier evaluation model
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Output: model execution result

BEGIN

Step 1: union EUi
user login platform;

Step 2: if EiID¼¼“true”, go to the Step 3; else login message false;

Step 3: select E! R TUi
ð Þ where Tid¼Rid;

Step 4: get enterprise alliance list of EUi
;

Step 5: select model driven permissions where EiID¼RoleID;

Step 6: act the evaluation model;

Step 7: select evaluation index Pname;

Step 8: set the weight Pweight, constitute evaluation system Sname;

Step 9: get Rulex to evaluate suppliers;

Step 10: select show form of evaluation results for the user to view.

END

133.4 Dynamic Supplier Assessment Solution on the Value-
Added Service Platform of Industrial Value Chain

In order to satisfy the need of dynamic supplier assessment on the value-added

service platform of industrial chain, we propose a solution to the dynamic assess-

ment of suppliers on the platform, as shown in Fig. 133.3.

Fig. 133.3 Dynamic supplier assessment solution on the value-added service platform
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This solution mainly discusses the index system of dynamic supplier assessment,

dynamic supplier assessment algorithm, and display of supplier assessment results.

The solution mainly focuses on three fundamental points: (1) establishment of the

assessment indexes, namely, establishment of a basic assessment index library to

generate the index weights and choose a specific algorithm from the above library;

(2) establishment of assessment system, namely, to generate the assessment system

via the assessment indexes; and (3) the supplier assessment, namely, to dynamically

evaluate different suppliers via different assessment systems and display the

assessment results in different forms.

133.5 Application and Validation

Each enterprise union can dynamically configure the supplier assessment according

to its business and can modify and update the existing configuration in real time.

This paper chooses from the value-added service platform of industrial chain

enterprise union A to evaluate its suppliers. The specific progress is as below.

133.5.1 Assessment Index

Enterprise union A can configure the assessment indexes dynamically, namely,

dynamically adding, deleting, or editing the assessment indexes. The specific

interface is shown in Figs. 133.4 and 133.5.

Fig. 133.4 Supplier evaluation indicator

Fig. 133.5 Edit of the evaluation indicator
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133.5.2 Assessment System

According to different collaboration types, the enterprise union A can configure

different assessment systems and edit each specific assessment system. The inter-

face of supplier assessment system is shown in Fig. 133.6.

Click the “supplier assessment system” button to see the details, and then you

can set the weights by clicking the “Edit” button. The specific interface is shown in

Fig. 133.7.

133.5.3 Assessment Results

Finally, the enterprise union A displays the assessment results of its suppliers in

graphics, where the graphical format and the display fields can be configured

dynamically as needed. The specific assessment interface is shown in Fig. 133.8.

Fig. 133.6 Supplier evaluation architecture

Fig. 133.7 Setting of weights of the evaluation indicator
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Conclusion

The dynamic supplier assessment model as proposed has been applied to the

value-added service platform of industrial value chain to allow each enter-

prise union to configure the assessment indexes dynamically and associate the

abovesaid indexes with its own business data according to its own supplier

assessment criteria. Meanwhile, we have designed a dynamic assessment

algorithm library to allow unions to choose so as to satisfy different require-

ments of index weights by different unions. As to the future work, continuous

perfection of the assessment algorithm library will be performed to better

evaluate the suppliers while the security technology will be taken into

account during the assessment progress.
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Chapter 134

Energy-Saving Mechanisms for Delay-
and Disruption-Tolerant Networks

Yankun Feng and Xiangyu Bai

Abstract In recent years, a lot of studies have been devoted to make communica-

tions possible between the nodes in the disconnected network scenarios, such as

delay-/disruption-tolerant network (DTN). However, many DTN scenarios rely on

mobile devices with restricted energy capacity which would directly affect the

lifetime and performance of the network composed by these devices. So we pay

attention to the energy-saving mechanisms of DTN in this paper and introduce the

architecture, theoretical basis, evaluation metrics, classification, and challenges of

the energy-saving mechanism. Next, the main energy-saving mechanisms are

compared; the research on the energy management for DTN is summarized and

analyzed in this paper, and the open issues for future research are also pointed out to

motivate new research and development in the energy management field of DTN.

Keywords Delay-/disruption-tolerant network (DTN) • Energy-saving mechanism

• Sleep scheduling • Social-aware • Social attribute of device

134.1 Introduction

DTN was formally proposed by Kevin [1] in 2003 and characterized by data

transmission between nodes with huge delay and intermittent end-to-end connec-

tion. As the network technology continues to evolve, DTN has gradually been

interpreted as delay- and disruption-tolerant networks. As the network topology

changes and the network partitioning occurs frequently, the end-to-end communi-

cation path between the source node and destination node is maintained difficultly.

DTN breaking through the restriction of sending and receiving nodes must maintain

the end-to-end connection in the traditional network communications process,

which results in the TCP/IP protocols not able to continue to work normally in

DTN, and the use of “Story-Carry-Forward” [1, 2], a new data transfer mode, has

solved the disconnected problem. In the data transfer process, the message (Bundle)

[1] forwards from one node to the next node for storage and then forwards to the
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subsequent node opportunistically. This approach isolates the delay, enabling the

communication between the nodes with intermittent connection.

In recent years, the key issue that focused on DTN has become a hot spot in

academia and industry, and the technology of DTN has provided a strong support

and protection in the message interaction of the military war, space communica-

tions, emergency rescue, environmental monitoring, remote communications, and

many other fields with huge delay even intermittently interrupted. The DakNet

project in rural India, Wizzy project of South Africa, and SNC project of Finland

nomadic [2] are typical in this application. It is good for economic and social

benefits.

Most or even all terminal nodes of DTN are mobile and portable devices with

low-cost and short-range wireless communication capabilities. These devices often

use battery with limited energy capacity rather than continuous power supply to

provide energy. So the energy of the terminal device is very limited, which makes

DTN to have the obvious characteristic of energy confinement and become a

prominent problem and impacts the network availability seriously. Energy effi-

ciency optimization will help improve the performance of DTN. However, tradi-

tional energy-saving mechanisms are designed based on the well-connected

networks and do not apply to DTN. Therefore, the energy management mechanism

for DTN is very necessary.

We research the main energy-saving mechanisms and introduce the theoretical

basis, classification, and challenges of the energy-saving mechanism in this paper.

The rest of the contents of this paper are organized as follows: in Sect. 134.2, we

make a comprehensive investigation of existing wireless network energy-saving

mechanisms. We compare those protocols’ performance in Sect. 134.3. We make a

summary and provide some future research point and possible direction for our

work in Section “Conclusion”.

134.2 Energy-Saving Mechanisms

Considering the energy confinement problem of the wireless network terminal

devices, researchers have proposed many energy-saving mechanisms for various

network architectures [3–5], like ad hoc network/mobile ad hoc network

(MANET), pocket switched networks (PSN), wireless sensor networks (WSN),

vehicular network [6], and delay-tolerant network (DTN) presented in this section.

134.2.1 Energy-Saving Mechanisms of Ad Hoc Network

A power-aware multi-access protocol (PAMAS) [7] has been provided by several

researchers for ad hoc networks. A separate low-power radio signaling was used by

PAMAS to wake up the device for data communications. In the PAMAS, the
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researchers used the total bytes transmitted number Bt and the total received bytes

number Br to measure the energy savings. If energy conservation was used, the

received bytes number would tend to be smaller; the percentage of energy saved

would be

PPercentage of Power Saved ¼ 1� Bt þ 0:5� B c
r

Bt þ 0:5� Br

ð134:1Þ

A technology [8] based on the RFID tag to wake up the devices in the wireless ad

hoc networks used a simple circuit based on RFID tag technology to generate a

wake-up signal to activate the devices’ powered battery remotely. The energy

management mechanism always ensured that energy saving is more than zero.

The mechanism could adjust to different node characteristics and queue the

requests of service. The mechanism used L different states of a node device, the

energy consumption of each state Pi, the delay overhead Wi, the state transition

energy cost Pti, and the minimum time that the node was kept in sleep state Zi
(to save energy). They required that P1<P2< � � �<PL and W1>W2> � � �>WL–1.

The minimum time Zi derived from Eq. (134.2) is

Zi ¼ max

0,
Wi � Pt

i � Piþ1
� �þWiþ1 � Piþ1 � Pt

iþ1
� �

Piþ1 � Pið Þ

8<:
9=; ð134:2Þ

The quorum concept was used in quorum-based protocols [9]. In these protocols, an

energy-saving node just needed to transmit O(1/n) beacons (n is the all beacon

intervals). A traffic-aware energy-saving mechanism was proposed in the study [10]

for IEEE 802.11 multi-hop ad hoc networks. Their sleep-awake patterns were

determined by the mobile stations relying on a quorum approach. Generally, the

quorum cycle length determined the energy consumption ratio. In this mechanism,

they used the network utilization as an index to determine how to adjust to the

grid size.

134.2.2 Energy-Saving Mechanisms of Pocket
Switched Networks

The nodes’mobility pattern in the pocket switch network (PSN) shows strong social

property. The cooperative duty cycling (CDC) [11] solves the energy-efficient

discovery and contact issues in PSN. The CDC significantly reduces energy con-

sumption and achieves comparable data delivery performance in the meantime.

Both the simulation results and theoretical analysis indicate those performances.
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134.2.3 Energy-Saving Mechanisms of Wireless
Sensor Networks

An iterative geometric programming (IGP) [12] united the routing and sleep

scheduling into consideration, yielding a near optimal sleep and routing scheduling

mechanism to prolong the lifetime of WSN.

After node iwoke up, the RF circuits of node i would be initialized immediately.

They assumed that the initialization of the node RF circuits took the node Erf

amount of energy and Trf time. If a node wanted to deliver packets, firstly, it

would take a period of time to listen to the channel to see whether there were

packets being transmitted by its neighbors. They defined the total time Trf + Tlis
from which the node woke up to the time it goes to sleep again. Tslp was defined as

the sleep time of a node. If the receiver node was exactly in the sleep mode, the

source node would retransmit the Request To Send (RTS) preamble after a period

of time Tsav in an energy-saving mode. They assumed that the energy consumption

to transmit all preambles and packets was a constant energy level ptx. And a

receiver took the power of prx to receive any packet. In the same way, they assumed

that all the packet lengths were the same and denoted the data packet duration by

Tdata and assumed the same length Tpre to denote RTS, CTS, and ACK packets. Tjdet
requires

T i
det � max

j2Ni

2Trf þ 3Tpre þ T j
sav

� � ð134:3Þ

The mean value of energy consumption used by the packet transmission between

node i and node j is shown as

E
ij
tx ¼ Erf þ prxTdetð Þ � Erf þ Erf þ ptx þ prxð ÞTpre

� �
� T j

slp=2� 2Tpre þ Tsav þ Trf þ 2Tpre

� �
Trf þ 2Tpre þ Tsav

þ 2

 !
þ ptxTdata þ prxTpre

ð134:4Þ

A novel approach [13] uses a distributed adaptive signal processing framework to

reduce the energy consumption in sensor networks. The simulation results indicate

that the mechanism is an efficient algorithm.

134.2.4 Energy-Saving Mechanisms of Vehicular Network

DSRC-AA [6] is a MAC layer sleep scheduling protocol based on IEEE 802.11 and

designs the energy-saving module of intelligent transportation system for the

vehicle networks. The mechanism is based on the regional characteristics of a

moving vehicle that is a cluster and uses different strategies, such as assigning
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different sleep schedules for the vehicles inside the group or assigning different

sleep schedules for the vehicles with different communication latencies produced

by different moving speeds. ATIM is the Announcement Traffic Indication

Message.

Pnew
X!Y and Pold

X!Y denote the receiving power of the current and last beacon

frames from note Y. Every station X keeps a relative mobility metric M for its

neighbor node Y, which is expressed as

M rel
X Yð Þ ¼ 10 log10

Pnew
X!Y

Pold
X!Y

ð134:5Þ

134.2.5 Energy-Saving Mechanisms of Delay-Tolerant
Network

According to traffic load and node density to determine the sleep schedule, the

CAPM [14] proposed an asynchronous clock-based sleep scheduling protocol.

Some research work have contributed to the increase of the dynamic self-

adaptability of the sleep scheduling mechanism. Compared with the missed prob-

ability of the contact opportunities between nodes with the probe frequency for

neighbor nodes, the STAR [15] and the AEB [16] get that the optimal detection

frequency is the function of the incidence of contact which varies with time and

propose the adaptively adjusted algorithm of intervals. Some researchers have

presented an energy-efficient hardware and software architecture named

throwboxes [17].

A message-driven-based algorithm [18] add-on to the existing routing protocols

was proposed to improve energy efficiency in delay-tolerant network. The existing

routing protocols are some simple protocols such as two-hop routing and epidemic

routing.

134.3 Classification and Comparison

First, we should know that the mobile node itself not only sends and receives data

but also needs to participate in the process of forwarding data between other nodes.

And almost every delay-tolerant network node will experience idle mode, sleep

mode, transmit mode, and receive mode in the course of their work. The node

would consume energy in every mode, shown in Table 134.1.

Table 134.1 Power usage of a lucent IEEE 802.11 Wavelan PC Card

Mode Transmit Receive Idle Sleep

Power (W) 1.3272 0.9670 0.8437 0.0664
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The idle mode, receive mode, and transmit mode can be collectively referred to

as wake-up mode. Figure 134.1 shows the state transition process of the device from

idle mode to transmit mode. Generally, the duration between the contacts of nodes

in sparsely connected network are an order of a magnitude larger than contact

durations [19], which shows that most of the lifetime of the nodes was consumed in

the idle mode state. Therefore, we should try to minimize the idle mode time (e.g.,

when the idle mode time is unimportant, we can turn the node to sleep mode) while

not affecting the network performance. Related experimental researches [20, 21]

indicate that the energy consumption of listening to the neighbor nodes in idle mode

and the energy consumption in a receiving mode is almost the same.

Above 95 % of the total energy of the devices is consumed in the idle mode by

searching for their neighbors [17], instead of by infrequent data transfers. So this

indicates that most of the device life is in the idle mode. In the idle mode, it is

necessary to research distributed and effective energy-saving mechanisms for DTN

to decrease energy consumption.

134.3.1 Classification According to Wake-Up Method

In this paper, we mainly divided the existing energy-saving mechanisms into two

types: on-time wake-up mechanisms and on-demand wake-up mechanisms.

134.3.1.1 On-Demand Wake-Up Mechanisms

The principle of the on-demand wake-up mechanism is that nodes should be

awakened just when it has to receive a packet from a neighboring node. So this

idea minimizes the energy consumption of nodes and makes on-demand wake-up

Fig. 134.1 State transition of the device
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mechanisms particularly suitable for energy confinement network scenarios which

have a very low duty cycle, such as surveillance of machine failures, fire detection,

and, more generally, all event-driven scenarios. In these scenarios, nodes spend

most of their lifetime in the idle mode and only to perceive the environment. Nodes

will transit their state from one mode to the other mode whenever an event is

detected. The on-demand wake-up mechanisms are drawn a bead on reducing the

energy consumption of the nodes in the idle mode state, at the same time ensuring a

limited latency for transitioning in the receive mode and transfer mode.

One of the main problems associated with on-demand wake-up mechanisms is

how to inform the node in the sleep mode that some other nodes are willing to

communicate with it. Generally, the implementation of such mechanisms typically

depends on two different channels: a wake-up channel for waking nodes when

needed and a data channel for the normal data communication. The principle is that

a node should wake up only when it has packet to transmit or other nodes want to

communicate with it. For on-demand wake up mechanisms, mobile nodes are also

allocated with two radio modules: a high-power radio module and a low-power

radio module. The high-power radio module is used to transmit data. The

low-power radio module is used to wake up its high-power radio to be ready to

transmit data. Such mechanisms in PAMAS [7] and a RFID tag [8] are realized.

The additional cost for the wake-up ratio is the drawback of the on-demand

wake-up mechanisms. And the other main problem coming up with on-demand

wake-up mechanisms is that if the node in the sleep mode does not want to

communicate with the node that wakes it up, the wake-up process is meaningless.

134.3.1.2 On-Time Wake-Up Mechanisms

On-time wake-up mechanisms require that the nodes should be on the same state in

the period when they want to communicate with each other.

On-time wake-up mechanisms can be further divided into synchronous wake-up

mechanisms and asynchronous wake-up mechanisms. Figure 134.2 shows the

condition for communication between nodes in synchronous wake-up mechanisms

and asynchronous wake-up mechanisms.

Synchronous Wake-Up Mechanisms

Synchronous wake-up mechanisms are also called scheduled wake-up mechanisms

[16] or scheduled rendezvous schemes [5]. Synchronous wake-up mechanisms

require all neighboring nodes to wake up at the same time to ensure that neighbor-

ing nodes can be in the same mode. Typically, nodes wake up periodically at

synchronized intervals to examine for potential communications. If there are no

communications, they would return to sleep mode until the next rendezvous time.

This guarantees that when a node wakes up, all its neighbors are awake as well, as
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node C and node D in Fig. 134.2. This allows nodes to send broadcast messages to

all their neighbors.

IEEE 802.11 PSM [22] is the best-known synchronous energy-saving mecha-

nism; however, it is initially designed for single-hop networks. The devices, with

the synchronous clock, turn on or off their ratio periodically.

In synchronous wake-up mechanisms, the normally default fact is that all nodes

use the global clock to maintain clock synchronization. So the synchronous wake-

up mechanisms that are not fit in the global clock are impractical or impossible

scenarios.

Asynchronous Wake-Up Mechanisms

The synchronized clock is not required by asynchronous wake-up mechanisms.

Asynchronous wake-up mechanisms are appropriate in those scenarios without the

global clock. In the asynchronous wake-up mechanism, each node wakes up

independently of the others to guarantee neighbor nodes as always having

overlapped active periods within a specified number of cycles. As node E and

node F in Fig. 134.2, the awakening periods of these neighbors have overlapped.

Nodes wake up at scheduled time intervals to connect with each other in

asynchronous wake-up mechanisms that provide the overlap of awakening intervals

between neighboring nodes [9, 11]. Quorum-based protocols [9] are the earliest

works about the asynchronous wake-up mechanisms.

Node 
A

Node 
B

Awake mode Sleep mode

Sleep mode Awake mode

Awake mode

Sleep mode

Node 
C

Node 
D

Awake modeSleep mode

Sleep mode Awake mode Sleep mode

Sleep mode

State change

State change

Node A and node B
Can not communicate

Node C and node D
Can  communicate

Node 
E

Node
F

Awake modeSleep mode

Sleep mode Awake mode Sleep mode

Sleep 
modeState change

Node E and node F
Can  communicate

The nodes state in 
the  same period

t1 t2

Fig. 134.2 The communication between nodes can or cannot happen
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Dual power management module and the global synchronization clock are often

difficult to achieve, and asynchronous sleep scheduling mechanism is often used

in DTN.

134.3.2 Classification According to Adaptability

The performance trade-off between network performance and energy efficiency

almost exists in all energy-saving mechanisms. If the sleep schedule can be

adaptively used by every node depending on the individual performance, it would

improve the performance further. According to the wake-up mechanism, we can

divide the ability of automatic adaptation into adaptive and nonadaptive.

Those nonadaptive wake-up mechanisms use the sleep schedule rigidly and

fixedly, not flexibly. Therefore, their energy-saving effect is not very good. The

traditional IEEE 802.11 power-saving mode requires nodes to wake up at fixed

intervals that cannot adjust to the characteristics of the node and network, such as

traffic. It is a typical nonadaptive wake-up mechanism.

The performance comparison of some mechanisms is shown in Fig. 134.3, which

we learn from the existing experimental work. Figure 134.3 shows the relationship

between mobility, packet rate, and energy consumption.

A group of energy-saving mechanisms are provided in the adaptive sleep

scheduling mechanisms that can adapt well to the characteristic changes of the

network and nodes. Table 134.2 shows the comparison of some energy-saving

mechanisms.

Fig. 134.3 (a) Grid, CDS, and DSRC-AA [6]. (b) CAPM [14] and PSM [22]
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Conclusion

Infrastructure networks do not provide service connectivity in those rural and

remote areas. If the cellular networks do not consider the trade-off of cost and

benefit, it could be used in alternative. Nowadays, technology innovation has

brought new development opportunities for network, such that more and

more intelligent terminal devices can use the wireless network interface and

wireless technology to build self-organizing techniques. DTN could be a

feasible solution to improve the level of communication technology in remote

and backward areas.

DTN is a frontier hot area of future wireless network technology research,

and the wireless terminal devices with the characteristics of mobility, porta-

bility, and intelligence will be widely used in the future wireless network. The

energy restriction problem of the terminal devices will be a core issue. In this

paper, we made a brief analysis of the DTN basic characteristics and the

challenges which the energy mechanism design faced. On this basis, we

carried out a comprehensive analysis and discussion on the obtained main

results of the energy-saving mechanism (sleep scheduling mechanism) of

DTN at home and abroad in recent years from three aspects: the wake-up

mechanism, dynamic adaptability, and sleep scheduling based on social

networks.

We will continue to study and analyze the social network characteristics of

terminal devices, according to its holder’s social network properties, and

design and implement more efficient sleep scheduling mechanisms based

on the social network properties to achieve better energy-saving efficiency

of the device.

Table 134.2 The energy consumption of different mechanisms

Protocol or

mechanism Year

Application

scenarios Adaptivity Remarks

PAMAS [7] 1998 Ad hoc

networks

Nonadaptive Simulations contain 10–20 nodes

performing over ad hoc networks

CAPM [14] 2007 DTN Nonadaptive The CAPM is compared to the case

without sleeping

STAR [15] 2007 DTN Adaptive Compared with a constant contact

probing interval scheme

AEB [16] 2009 DTN Adaptive The AEB is optimized for using distri-

bution of contact durations

IGP [12] 2010 WSN Nonadaptive Fixed sleep scheduling with optimal

routing and based on social network

DSRC-AA [6] 2011 Vehicular

networks

Adaptive Compared with the existing AQPS pro-

tocols in vehicular networks. Based on

social network

CDC [11] 2012 PSN Nonadaptive Local synchronous. Based on social

network
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Chapter 135

Improved Sensor-MAC Protocol for Wireless
Sensor Networks

Jian Di and Zhijun Ma

Abstract In wireless sensor networks, S-MAC (Sensor-MAC) protocol based on

competition cannot make the nodes to adjust the active time according to the

dynamic changes of the traffic load; besides, the idle listening of the nodes also

brings about the energy consumption problem. In this paper, an improved method

for the S-MAC protocol is proposed to solve such problems while in combination

with the L-MAC (Low-MAC) protocol. Simulation results show that the proposed

method can improve the node active time adaptable to the dynamic changes of

traffic load and greatly reduce the energy consumption brought by idle listening

as well.

Keywords Wireless sensor networks • S-MAC • Energy consumption • L-MAC

135.1 Introduction

Wireless sensor network, a wireless network with a large number of stationary or

moving sensors, is configured by self-organization and multi-hop. The wireless

sensors cooperatively perceive, acquire process, and transmit information of the

perceived objects within the network covering a geographic area and ultimately

send information to the network owner [1]. The size of sensor node is small.

Generally speaking, the sensors usually rely on energy-limited battery; therefore,

how to reduce the power consumption has become the current challenge.

As to the wireless network, as a result of a single shared channel, how to allocate

the channel directly affects the performance of the network implementation;

besides, it also puts forward new requirements to MAC layer protocols. According

to the characteristics of wireless sensor network (WSN), Ye and Heidemann put

forward a kind of MAC layer protocol based on competition, named S-MAC

(Sensor-MAC) protocol in 2003. The core idea of S-MAC is the introduction of

periodic wake/sleep mechanism so as to reduce the energy consumption caused by

idle listening. The realization of the S-MAC protocol is simple because it does not
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require strict clock synchronization and can reduce the energy consumption effec-

tively; therefore, the S-MAC protocol is used in the field of environmental moni-

toring and medical management. However, as the sleep time of each node is fixed,

S-MAC protocol cannot adapt to changes in network load, which will also cause the

node idle listening and increase the energy loss in the network.

L-MAC protocol introduces the dynamic duty cycle adjustment mechanism

based on the S-MAC protocol [2]. It adjusts the duty cycle dynamically through

the network traffic prediction. Whenever the network traffic increases, each cycle in

S-MAC will be divided into several short cycles to improve the duty cycle and

accommodate the increased traffic.

135.2 S-MAC Protocol Mechanism

S-MAC is a kind of a MAC protocol based on competition [3]. The core idea of the

S-MAC is the introduction of periodic wake/sleep mechanism so as to reduce the

energy consumption caused by idle listening. Each node wakes up after a period of

sleep and listens to the channel to detect whether there are data sent by other nodes.

Then the nodes will transfer the wireless transceiver to a low power state and open a

corresponding timer when they are sleeping and wake up automatically when time

is up. The S-MAC protocol primarily introduces the virtual cluster mechanism and

periodic wake/sleep mechanism.

135.2.1 Virtual Cluster Mechanism

1. Firstly, the node listens at least one synchronous cycle time. If no sleep schedule

is listening during this time, the node will randomly select a sleep schedule as

their sleep schedule and broadcast its schedule to its neighboring nodes via

SYNC frame.

2. When the node receives a sleep schedule of neighbor before choosing or

announcing its sleep schedule, the sleep schedule of neighbor will be set as its

own sleep schedule.

3. When the node receives a sleep schedule of neighbor after choosing or announc-

ing its sleep schedule, if the node has no neighbors, it will discard the current

sleep schedule and use the newly received sleep schedule; if the node has any

neighbor, it will be awaken according to different sleep scheduling tables in turn.
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135.2.2 Periodic Wake/Sleep Mechanism

The time will be divided into multiple frames in S-MAC protocol. Each frame

consists of two parts: active state and dormant state. In the active state, the node

communicates with its neighboring nodes to receive or transmit data. The active

state is usually fixed at 300 ms. In the dormant state, the node will shut down its

receiver and transmitter to reduce energy loss. If there is data to be processed at this

time, they will be cached until the node is active [3]. Through periodic activity/

sleep mechanism, S-MAC protocol greatly reduces the energy loss caused by idle

listening. The cycle of S-MAC protocol is shown in Fig. 135.1.

The S-MAC protocol features the forming planar topology that can make the

neighboring nodes to communicate with each other. As the synchronization nodes

form a virtual cluster without communication conflict, it is easy to adapt to changes

in topology.

135.3 L-MAC Protocol Mechanism

The L-MAC protocol introduces a dynamic duty cycle adjustment mechanism

based on the S-MAC protocol. It predicts changes in network traffic based on the

number of packets in the queue. When the network traffic is heavy, the original

cycle will be divided into several shorter cycles. The synchronization frame only

occurs at the beginning of the long cycle rather than the short cycle.

Set the number of the short period of Ni; each short cycle time is as follows:

Tshort ¼ TRTS=CTS þ Tsleep

� �
=Ni ð135:1Þ

Ni can be obtained by the number of packet queue in node i. When the number of

packets in the queue of node i is 0, take Ni¼ 1; L-MAC has the same wake/sleep

cycle as S-MAC at this time. The value of Ni is determined at the beginning of each

long cycle. At the same time, increase one byte in RTS/CTS packet to represent Ni..

The neighboring nodes within one hop can adjust their schedule based on the value

of Ni after receiving RTS or CTS. The cycle of S-MAC protocol is shown in

Fig. 135.2.

time

SleepListen Listen

for SYNC for SYNCfor RTS/CTS for RTS/CTS

Fig. 135.1 The periodic wake/sleep mechanism of S-MAC protocol
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135.4 Existing Problems of S-MAC and L-MAC

S-MAC protocol uses the periodic wake/sleep mechanism with active time usually

fixed; but the network traffic is always changing. Thus, the length of active time of

the protocol cannot adjust changes in the network traffic dynamically, and it can

also cause energy loss. When the node is in the dormant state, if an event is

detected, it has to wait until the communication module converts to the active

state to send data [4]. When an intermediate node of the network transmits data, the

next hop node may be in the dormant state, and it also has to wait until the next hop

node has converted to the active state. The delay of node dormancy increases with

the number of hops.

L-MAC protocol has the same performance with S-MAC in the constant traffic

load, but in case of changing load, especially in the condition of large and burst

traffic, it can save more energy than the S-MAC protocol while keeping reasonable

throughput and shorter delay characteristics. The L-MAC protocol divides a cycle

into several short cycles, extending the active time of node in a cycle to adapt to the

change of network traffic. However, as the node can only transmit limited data in a

short cycle because the time of short cycle is shorter, the delay characteristics of the

protocol have to be further improved.

135.5 Improved Design of the S-MAC Protocol

The main problem of the S-MAC protocol is not adapted to the changes in the

network load. How to make the S-MAC adapt to changes in the network load to

achieve energy saving more effectively? We can consider existence and occurrence

of external things in combination with the protocol and improve the protocol based

on the idea of central limit theorem. The central limit theorem is defined as below.

If ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, . . . is a list of independent and identically distributes random vari-

ables and Eξk¼ a, Dξk¼ σ2 (σ> 0), k¼ 1, 2, . . . , we can know the formula as

below:

new duty cycle new duty cycle

basic duty cycle

new duty cycle

for SYNC

SleepSleepSleep ListenListenListen

for SYNC for RTS/CTS for RTS/CTS for RTS/CTS for RTS/CTS

Fig. 135.2 Periodic wake/sleep mechanism of the S-MAC protocol
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limPn!1

Xn

k¼1 ξk � na

σ
ffiffiffi
n
p < x

 !
¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffi

2π
p

Zx
�1

e
�t2
2dt ð135:2Þ

The theorem shows that if a random phenomenon is caused by many random

factors, each factor has no significant role in the overall changes. We can infer

that the description of the random variables of random phenomenon is approxi-

mately subject to normal distribution. Thus, we can conclude that in nature and

production, some phenomena are affected by many independent random factors. If

the impact of each factor is very small, the overall impact can be seen as subject to

normal distribution, so changes of things can be seen as subject to normal distri-

bution. The network traffic is also subject to normal distribution.

As discussed above, the S-MAC protocol can be improved as below: set the

threshold of M and L, M> L. The number of tasks in the queue represents network

traffic. When the network traffic is between L and M, we use the same cycle as

S-MAC. When the node withstands continuous load less than L, the sleep time of

node will be expanded to two times of the S-MAC protocol’s sleep time to reduce

the idle listening time so as to achieve the purpose of energy saving. When the node

withstands continuous load higher than M, the sleep time of the node will be

reduced to 1/2 of the S-MAC protocol’s sleep time. This can reduce sleep time of

node and network delay and increase the network throughput. L and M should be

selected according to the normal distribution of network traffic. The probability of

network traffic between L and M should be 80 % (Fig. 135.3).

The improved protocol also notes the following: (1) when the node updates its

length of sleep time, it does not add a new frame format, but continues to use the

existing SYNC frame, in which only a new field is added to represent the multiple

relationship between the new sleep time length and normal sleep time length.

(2) Each node sends or forwards SYNC frames to adjust the length of sleep time

in the neighbor discovery process.

135.6 Performance Evaluation

In this paper, the simulation software used is NS2 (Network Simulator, version 2),

which is an object-oriented network emulator developed by UC Berkeley. NS2

simulation software uses script as the input to describe the network topology, the

Fig. 135.3 Periodic wake/sleep mechanism of improved S-MAC protocol
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network protocol, the network load, and some control parameters [5]. The output of

NS2 is a series of data, such as the number of packets sent by each data source and

delays of each network node.

The simulation topological structure is a linear topological structure consisting

of six nodes. The first node is the source node and last node is the sink node. The

distance of every two nodes in topology is 200 m with a transmission range of nodes

of 250 m. The node can communicate with one hop node around so that we can

ensure that the data can only be transferred to one hop node. Table 135.1 describes

the parameters of the simulation scenario.

In the simulation, the improved S-MAC protocol is called ES-MAC. The data

flow used in experiment is CBR, and data packet length of CBR stream is fixed;

conversely, the larger the packet interval value represents, the network traffic

decreases. In Fig. 135.4, we can see that the ES-MAC protocol saves more energy

than S-MAC and L-MAC when the network traffic is small. When the network

traffic is small, the L-MAC protocol has the same cycle with the S-MAC protocol;

however, ES-MAC protocol can increase the sleep time of nodes and save energy as

a result. When the network traffic is ordinary, ES-MAC is not necessary to adjust

the duty cycle; therefore, it has the same duty cycle with S-MAC and L-MAC.

Thus, the energy consumption of the three protocols is the same. When network

traffic is large, ES-MAC protocol reduces the sleep time of nodes and extends the

active time of nodes; therefore, it has more energy consumption than S-MAC.

However, as the L-MAC protocol divides the cycle into more short cycles, it has

longer active time than ES-MAC with more energy consumption than that of

ES-MAC.

Table 135.1 Parameters of

the simulation scenario
Channel Channel/wireless channel

propType Propagation/TwoRayGround

llType LL

adhocRouting DSR

ifqType Queue/DropTail/PriQueue

ifqLen 50

energyModel EnergyModel

txPower 0.3442 W

rxPower 0.3682 W

idlePower 0.3442 W

sleepPower 5.0e�5
transitionPower 0.386 W

transitionTime 0.0005

initialEnergy 1000 J

simulation time 1000 s
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Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a new protocol to improve S-MAC protocol for

wireless sensor networks based on the network traffic condition so that the

nodes can adjust the sleep time dynamically. In the simulation, in comparison

with the energy consumption of ES-MAC, S-MAC, and L-MAC, we see that

ES-MAC can save more energy than the other two protocols as far as the node

is concerned and extend the life cycle of the nodes. In this sense, ES-MAC is

more suitable for the sensor networks with sparse data.
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Chapter 136

An Approach of Analyzing Transmission
Capacity of Multi-hop Wireless Sensor
Networks

Shaoqing Wang, Kai Cui, and Ning Zhou

Abstract Transmission capacity is a key issue in the research of network

information theory. This paper proposes a new approach for analyzing transmission

capacity (TC) of multi-hop wireless sensor networks (WSN). The multi-hop trans-

mission capacity (MTC) is defined as the product of the spectrum efficiency

multiplied by expected forward distance per hop (EFD). According to the stochastic

geometry model of nodes located in WSN and the routing strategy of the nearest

forward progress, we derive expressions of the spectrum efficiency and the EFD.

The numerical results of MTC are given, and comparisons between MTC and single

hop capacity are also made. It is shown that TC heavily depends on the contention

density and transmission probability, and there are optimal contention density and

optimal transmission probability for multi-hop capacity.

Keywords Wireless sensor networks • Multi-hop transmission capacity • Spectrum

efficiency • Stochastic geometry • Expected forward distance

136.1 Introduction

Wireless network capacity is a hot topic in wireless communication research in

recent years. Being different from channel capacity, the network capacity is to

design the system from the view of an overall network capacity, which is called as

the network information theory. However, due to the limitation of both wireless

transmission effects and interference from other users, the network capacity is

difficult to handle [1]. Gupta discussed the concept of transport capacity, proposed

to study the scaling limit of the achievable rate, and obtained a scaling law ofO(λ1/2),
where λ is defined as the density of transmitting nodes [2]. Under the same model,

strategies achieving the same capacity scaling laws have been given [3, 4]. Informa-

tion theoretic scaling laws have been established in a more general context [5–7].
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Although scaling laws have provided insight on the wireless sensor networks

(WSN), a finer view of throughput limits is needed for understanding how different

technologies affect the performance of WSN. In order to provide more insights on

protocol design, the transmission capacity is discussed [8–10]. Stochastic geometry

is used to characterize interference and outage in order to determine TC. However,

the concept of transmission capacity defined is not sufficient for evaluating TC of

multi-hop networks, since it is inherently a metric of single hop capacity [11, 12].

An approach for analyzing MTC of WSN is proposed in the paper. The MTC is

expressed as the product of the spectrum efficiency per unit area multiplied by EFD

per hop. The expression of EFD is deduced. Then, the spectrum efficiency per unit

area is deduced by integrating the media access control (MAC) protocol and the

effects of the realistic physical layer characteristics. Finally, the expression of MTC

is derived and the impacts of key designing parameters on MTC are discussed

through simulation.

136.2 System Model and Assumptions

Considering a multi-hop WSN with N nodes uniformly distributed in a circular area

of radius R centered at the origin o as shown in Fig. 136.1, the positions of the nodes
can be modeled by a two-dimensional Poisson point process (PPP). So, the prob-

ability that there are k nodes in a region with area of S is given by

P k inS½ 
 ¼ e�λS λSð Þk
k!

ð136:1Þ

where λ, equal to N/πR2, is the average number of nodes per unit area.

Throughout this paper, the NFP routing strategy is considered as packet

forwarding, which means that each node in a multi-hop route always relays the

packets to its nearest node in the direction to the SINK node. Figure 136.1 shows the

case where a transmitter A is located at the origin and intermediate nodes are

selected according to NFP route strategy within a sector of angle ε toward the

direction of the destination as the next hop. In this case, a route can be seen as a

deviation from the straight line between A and SINK. Let θ denote the angle that

each hop deviates with the straight line. θ is a random variable, which is uniformly

distributed in the interval [0, ε/2).
In the WSN, the distance from a node to its nearest relaying node, denoted by r0,

is a random variable and can be described by its probability density function as

follows.

For the case of node A transmitting packets to SINK in a multi-hop network, the

complementary cumulative distribution function (CDF) of r0 is the probability that

there are no nodes closer than r0 within the sector of angle ε and can be expressed as
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FR0
r0ð Þ ¼ exp �λεr20=2

� �
0 < r0 � Rð Þ ð136:2Þ

So, the PDF of r0 is written as

f R0
r0ð Þ ¼ � dFR0

dr0
¼ λεr0exp �λεr20=2

� �
0 < r0 � Rð Þ ð136:3Þ

Then, we have

E r0½ 
 ¼
Z R

0

r0f R0
r0ð Þdr0 � π

2λε

� �1=2
ð136:4Þ

where E[] is the expected operator. By projecting each hop onto the straight line

between A and SINK and assuming that r0 is independent of θ, the expected

forward distance (EFD) per hop can be expressed as

re ¼ E r0½ 
E cos θ½ 
 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
2π
p

sin ε=2ð Þffiffiffiffiffi
λε
p

ε
ð136:5Þ

Supposing that the system is slotted, each node transmits packets with fixed length

in the slots with the probability of p and the fixed power level Pt, and the slot

duration is sufficiently large so as to allow carrier synchronization. We consider a

pair of nodes, the transmitter A and receiver B, located apart from a distance E[r0]
as mentioned in Eq. (136.4). So, within a slot, all the packets transmitted by other

transmitters become interferences for the pair, and the interferers are randomly

distributed as a PPP with parameter λp, known as contention density, over the

circular area. Assuming that wireless channel is a narrowband Rayleigh fading

channel, the PDF of the received power from the desired transmitter A is

SINK
θ

A

B

ε

Fig. 136.1 NFP routing

forwarding strategy
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FP0
P0ð Þ ¼ 1

E P0½ 
exp �
P0

E P0½ 


 �

0 < P0 <1ð Þ ð136:6Þ

where α is the path loss exponent and the expected received power E[P0] can be

written as

E P0½ 
 ¼ Pt E r0½ 
ð Þ�α ð136:7Þ

Similarly, considering that Friis formula can only be applied in the far-field region,

the average total interfering power I received by the receiver B in a slot can be

expressed as

I ¼ E
Xj
i¼1

Ptmin 1; r�αi

� " #
i ¼ 1, 2 . . . jð Þ ð136:8Þ

where j¼ λpπR2 is the number of interfering nodes and ri represents the distance

from the ith interfering node to the receiver B. Because all the interferers are

randomly distributed as a PPP with parameter λp over the circular area, the distance
ri is uniformly distributed over the circular area and the PDF of ri is

f ri rið Þ ¼
2ri=R

2 ri � R
0 ri > R

i ¼ 1, 2 . . . jð Þ
�

ð136:9Þ

Combining Eqs. (136.8) and (136.9), we have

I¼ E
Xj
i¼1

Ptmin 1; r�αi

� " #

¼ λpπR2Pt

Z R

0

min 1; r�αi

� 
f ri rið Þdri ¼ 2πλpPt

1

2
þ R2�α � 1

2� α


 �
ð136:10Þ

If the number of nodes in WSN is very large, the total interfering power I can be

modeled as Gaussian noise. So, the signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR)

can be expressed as

γ ¼ E P0½ 

N0 þ I

ð136:11Þ

where N0 is the average power of noise. Assuming that the system is interference

limited, we have

γ ¼ E P0½ 

I

ð136:12Þ
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Substituting expressions (136.7) and (136.10) into Eq. (136.12), one can rewrite

Eq. (136.12) as

γ ¼ Pt E r0½ 
ð Þ�α

2πλpPt
1
2
þ R2�α�1

2�α
� � ¼ 2� að Þ E r0½ 
ð Þ�α

πλp 2R2�α � α
� � ð136:13Þ

136.3 Multi-hop Transmission Capacity

Firstly, defining the spectrum efficiency, denoted by Fe, as the effective symbol rate

all transmissions per unit area, we have

Fe ¼ λp 1� PERð ÞηRs ¼ λp 1� PERð Þηlog2 1þ γð Þ ð136:14Þ

where Rs is the channel symbol rate, η is coding rate, and PER is the packet error

rate of the A–B link. For the BCH coding considered in this paper, PER can be

expressed as

PER ¼ 1�
Xt
i¼0

n
i


 �
BERð Þi 1� BERð Þn�i ð136:15Þ

where n is the packet length in bit, t is the number of error correcting, and BER is

the bit error rate of the A–B link. For BPSK modulation scheme and Rayleigh block

fading channel [13], we have

BER ¼ 1

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� γ

1þ γ

r
ð136:16Þ

Combining Eqs. (136.13)–(136.16), we have

Fe ¼ λp 1� PERð Þηlog2 1þ 2� αð Þ E r0½ 
ð Þ�α
πλp 2R2�α � α
� � !

ð136:17Þ

Substituting expression (136.4) into Eq. (136.17), one can rewrite Eq. (136.17) as

Fe ¼ λp 1� PERð Þηlog2 1þ 2� αð Þ π
2λε

� ��α=2
πλp 2R2�α � α
� � !

ð136:18Þ

Then, multi-hop transmission capacity (MTC) can be defined as the product of the

spectrum efficiency multiplied by EFD per hop. So, the expression of MTC can be

written as

Cm ¼ Fere ð136:19Þ
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Substituting expressions (136.5) and (136.18) into Eq. (136.19), we have

Cm ¼
ffiffiffi
λ
p

�
ffiffiffiffiffi
2π
p

pη sin ε=2ð Þffiffiffi
ε
p

ε
1� PERð Þlog2 1þ 2� αð Þ π=2εð Þ�α=2λα=2�1

πp 2R2�α � α
� � !

ð136:20Þ

For the purpose of comparison, single hop transmission capacity (STC) can be

obtained by

Cs ¼ Fe ¼ λpη 1� PERð Þlog2 1þ γð Þ ð136:21Þ

It should be noticed that the STC in this paper is different from the traditional STC

which was defined as the symbol rate per unit area, subject to a constraint on outage

probability δ, and the redundant symbols used for channel coding are also included

in the STC, hence described as

C ¼ λp 1� δð Þlog2 1þ Tð Þ ð136:22Þ

where T is an SINR threshold and δ¼P(γ< T ) is also the packet error rate. In other
words, the effect of coding rate η on the single transmission is not considered. So

the STC described in Eq. (136.21) in this paper is more accurate than the

traditional STC.

136.4 Numerical Results and Analysis

Numerical results of MTC and STC are presented and discussed in this section.

Some important parameters we take in our work are given:

λ¼ 0.1, n¼ 128 [bit], t¼ 10, η¼ 1/2, R¼ 200 [m], α¼ 3, ε¼ π/2.
In Figs. 136.2 and 136.3, the impact of contention density λp onMTC and STC is

illustrated respectively. It is shown that TC depends on the contention density, and

there is optimal contention density for MTC and STC, respectively.

The impacts of transmission probability on MTC and STC for different angle

limitation ε are shown in Figs. 136.4 and 136.5.

We can observe that there are different optimal transmitting probabilities in

which MTC and STC are maximized respectively. Moreover, it is easy to observe

that the optimal transmitting probability decreases as the angle ε decreases. This

can be explained as follows: given the nodes density λ in an ad hoc network,

expected forward distance per hop increases as the angle limitation ε decreases,

which results in the decrease of expired received power P0 and SINR, so the STC

and MTC are reduced too.
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Conclusion

A novel approach for evaluating MTC of WSN is presented in this paper. We

derive the expression of MTC. It is shown that the transmission capacity is

greatly influenced by the contention density and transmission probability, and

there are optimal contention density and optimal transmission probability

for MTC.
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Chapter 137

A Rapid Payload-Based Approach for Social
Network Traffic Identification

Yanping Li and Yabin Xu

Abstract With the fast development of social network, social network traffic is

witnessing a significant increase, which makes it hard for the common net man-

agement software and traffic identification device to identify and manage social

network traffic. In this paper, three dominant social network traffics were taken as

research objects; and an effective approach to identifying social network traffics

was proposed by deeply analyzing the payload characteristics. Furthermore,

MapReduce was used to accelerate the identification. The experimental results

showed this approach could provide rapid and accurate identification of social

approach traffic.

Keywords Payload characteristics • Social network • Traffic identification

• MapReduce

137.1 Introduction

A social networking service is a platform to build social networks or social relations

among people who, for example, share interests, activities, backgrounds, or real-life

connections. According to a report of China Internet Network Information Center

(CNNIC), social network applications in China are increasing rapidly. By the end of

June 2013, China microblog users had exceeded 331 million, increasing by 22.16

million since the end of 2012, while the proportion of microblog users in netizens

had reached 56.0 %, increasing by 1.3 % [1]. To sum up, the emerging trend in

social network has brought the soar of social network traffic.

Currently, traditional network management software and traffic identification

device are unable to identify various kinds of social network traffic. However, it is

necessary for network operation and maintenance departments to know almost

everything about network traffic to avoid congestion and allocate bandwidth effec-

tively as well as support in-depth analysis of the social network’s influence and
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public opinion. Therefore, researching and analyzing social network traffic play a

vital role in network management and public option analysis.

Although there are enormous researches about the identification of P2P network

traffic, the attention on social network is few. One of them introduces an approach

for traffic identification-based machine learning, but it fails to meet the need for

traffic real-time identification [2]. Another approach focuses on traffic identification

and analysis to social network sites at the expense of causing serious delay in data

transmission [3]. Overall, the effective approach for rapid identification of social

network traffic is still lacking.

137.2 The Basic Idea

With TCP/IP network architecture, different applications rely on different applica-

tion layer protocols, which have unique datagram characteristics. These character-

istics are actually some specific strings or bit sequences. The payload-based

identification approach focuses on finding these specific sequences, which serve

the clue to classifying different social network traffics. For example, this kind of

approach can be used to distinguish the network traffic generated from Tencent QQ,

Renren, and Sina Weibo by matching the respective characteristic strings in

network data.

However, the above approach would lead to a large delay, which is not able to

meet the need of real-time online identification. Meanwhile, with the fast develop-

ment of cloud computing and cloud storage, it is completely possible to use cloud

platform to speed up the identification of social network traffic. Thus, in this paper,

Hadoop MapReduce, an open-source cloud computing platform, was used to

parallel the above process. As a result, a real-time, rapid identification of social

network traffic could be achieved.

137.3 The Identification and Characteristic Extraction
of Social Network Traffic

In today’s China, Tencent QQ, Renren, and Sina Weibo play the main role in social

network application. Thus, in this paper, these three applications were used as

examples, whose data packages were captured (by Wireshark) and analyzed.
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137.3.1 The Identification of Social Network
Traffic Characteristics

By visiting renren.com, relevant data packages could be parsed by Wireshark, and

the information in them could be obtained manually. It was found that the sequence

0� 72 0� 65 0� 6e 0� 72 0� 65 0� 6e 0� 2e 0� 63 0� 6f 0� 6d always

appeared in the packages which began with 0� 48 0� 54 0� 54 or 0� 47 0� 45

0� 54. Thus these characteristics could be used to identify social network traffic

from Renren.

SinaWeibo is another widely used social network site. The data packages from it

contained the sequence 0� 77 0� 65 0� 69 0� 62 0� 6f 0� 03 0� 63 0� 6f

0� 6d, and their headers were 0� 21 0� f0, 0� 00 0� 00, which were clues to

identify social network traffic from Sina Weibo.

Tencent QQ is a very popular social network application. It has its own proto-

col—OICQ [4]. The analysis for it showed the data part of packages started with

0� 02 or 0� 07 and ended with 0� 03. In all those datagrams which were not

encrypted, the data part of their IP datagrams always started with 0� 07. The data

packages from it contained the sequence 0� 71 0� 71 0� 03 0� 63 0� 6f 0� 6d.

Thus these characteristics could be used to identify social network traffic from

Tencent QQ.

137.3.2 The Extraction of Social Network
Traffic Characteristics

The feature library is an important part to traffic identification, as it provides the

characteristic string to identify traffic [5]. The feature library would also do

necessary changes with the update of social network applications. Table 137.1

shows the characteristic strings for Renren, Sina Weibo, and Tencent QQ [6]

(the comma in Table 137.1 is used to split different characteristic strings).

137.4 The Identification of Social Network Traffic

137.4.1 The Basic Approach of Payload Characteristic
Matching

Characteristic string matching algorithms play a vital role in the payload charac-

teristic identification approach. In order to guarantee the accuracy and efficiency of

traffic identification, exact string matching algorithms are widely used in payload-

based approaches. Exact string matching algorithms could be categorized as
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single-pattern matching algorithms and multiple-pattern matching algorithms

according to different matching approaches. Algorithms which match a single

pattern once are called single-pattern matching algorithms, while others that

match multiple patterns at the same time are called multiple-pattern matching

algorithms. Typical single-pattern matching algorithms include KMP, BM

(Boyer-Moore), and so on. Typical multiple-pattern matching algorithms include

AC (Aho-Corasick) and WM (Wu-Manber) [7].

During the process of matching pattern strings, targeted strings are hardly related

to each other, which means it is easy to parallel multiple-pattern matching

algorithms with Hadoop MapReduce. The AC string pattern algorithm is a kind

of dictionary-matching algorithm that locates elements of a finite set of strings

(the “dictionary”) within an input text. The complexity of it isO(m + n) (m and n are
the lengths of the patterns and searched text). By contrast the WM algorithm has

lower complexity—O(Bn/m)(B�m)—as it applies the bad-character rule and has

less memory consumption. Thus, in this paper, the combination of WM algorithm

and Hadoop MapReduce was chosen to identify the payload characteristics.

137.4.2 Data Structure

The core concept of WM algorithm relies on three tables: a SHIFT table, a HASH

table, and a PREFIX table [8]. The relationship of the three tables is shown in

Fig. 137.1. (We assume there are three patterns. They are “abcde,” “bcade,” and

“adcbbe.” “hash ()” means the hash process.)

The SHIFT table is similar to the regular shift table in the Boyer-Moore-type

algorithm, which is comprised of the first m characters of each pattern (m is the

Table 137.1 Feature library

Type Renren Sina Weibo Tencent QQ

Characteristic

strings

0� 72

0� 65

0� 6e

0� 77 0� 65 0� 69 0� 62 0� 6f

0� 03 0� 63 0� 6f 0� 6d,

0� 71 0� 71 0� 03

0� 63 0� 6f 0� 6d,

0� 72

0� 65

0� 6e

0� 21 0� f0, 0� 02, 0� 07

0� 2e

0� 63

0� 6f

0� 00 0� 00 0� 03

0� 6d,

0� 48

0� 54

0� 54,

0� 47

0� 45

0� 54
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length of the shortest pattern). We consider the characters in blocks of size B, and
we assume B as 2 in this paper. Each string of size B is mapped to an integer used as

index to the SHIFT table. Let X¼ x1. . .xB be the B characters in the text we are

scanning, and assume X is mapped into the ith entry of the SHIFT table. Then, if

X does not appear as a substring in any pattern, we store in SHIFT[i] the number of

m�B+ 1; if X appears in some patterns and X ends at position q in pattern Pj and
X does not end at any position greater than q in any other pattern, we store m� q in
SHIFT[i].

The HASH table stores the map between block B and patterns. Only blocks

whose responding value in the SHIFT table is 0 are stored in the HASH table.

HASH[i], the ith entry of the HASH table, contains a pointer of a list of patterns

whose last B characters hash into i, and the value of SHIFT[i] is 0.
The PREFIX table stores the first B characters of all patterns, in which B could

be 2 or 3. Then we find a SHIFT value of 0, and we go to the HASH table to

determine if there is a match. The HASH table contains not only the list of all

patterns with certain suffixes but also their prefixes. In this way, it makes it efficient

to filter patterns whose suffix is the same but whose prefix is different.

137.4.3 The Algorithm of Payload Characteristic Matching

The workflow of the WM algorithm is shown in Fig. 137.2.

1. Compute a hash value h based on the current B characters from the text.

2. Check the value of SHIFT[h]: if SHIFT[H]> 0, shift SHIFT[h] bits and go to 1;

otherwise, go to 3.

Fig. 137.1 The relationship of the three tables
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3. Compute the hash value of the prefix of the text, which could be called target

prefix.

4. For each pattern string p(HASH[h]< p<HASH[h+ 1]), check if PREFIX[p]¼
target prefix.

5. If they are equal, match the actual patterns against the text 1 by 1 until the

matched pattern is found; otherwise, go to 1 and start processing the next

B characters.

137.5 The Identification of Social Network Traffic
Based on MapReduce

An iteration of WM algorithm maps a MapReduce computing process. In this

process, the dataset contained n data object that would be divided into p pieces of

data fragments (the size of every piece of data fragment is n/p) and assigned to

p map process. Finally, the overall results would be generated by reduce process.

Figure 137.3 shows the basic idea of using MapReduce to identify social

network traffic.

The working process of the above model is as follows: When traffic data is put

into cloud computing platform, the system puts it into cache and divides it into data

fragments. Then, the JobTracker, the job assignment server in Hadoop cluster,

comput hash value 0f B characters

SHIFT[h]>0?

compute target prefix

end

shift  SHIFT[h] bits

check if current 
pointer is null?

match the 
actual target

string

point next pattern string

Fig. 137.2 Workflow of the WM algorithm
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assigns data fragments to TaskTrackers. The TaskTrackers would do the map

process at first. In the map process, WM algorithm is used to do pattern string

matching. In the MapReduce process, all data is kept in <key,value> form. Traffic

data is transferred into the form of <number, packet> as input of every map

process. Then each map process uses WM algorithm to match pattern strings,

each successful match maps an output line, which is also displayed in the form of

<number, type-package> (type means which kind of network traffic the package

belongs).

The output data of the map process is actually the input data of the reduce

process. The reduce process would classify the packages by types. The output of

reduce process is a list of sorted<key, value-list>, in which key means the number

of the specific type of value-list and value-list means all the packages belonging to

this type of network traffic. In this way, the number of different types of social

network packages could be counted.

137.6 The Experimental Conditions and Analysis
of the Results

137.6.1 The Experimental Conditions

In this paper, the experimental platform was Hadoop V0.20.2, an open-source cloud

computing platform. In the experiment, 11 nodes were used in which 1 node was

used as NameNode and JobTracker, while the remaining 10 nodes were used as

DataNode and TaskTracker. Each node was equipped with a 2.6 GHz*2 CPU,

16 GB memory, 80 GB hard drive, and an onboard dual gigabit network controller.

Figure 137.4 shows the structure of this experimental platform.

Split 0

Split 1

Split 2

Split 3

Split 4

Map

Map

Map 

Shuffle 
& sort

Shuffle 
& sort

Shuffle 
& sort

Reduce

Reduce

Output

Output

Split 5

Fig. 137.3 The model of traffic identification based on MapReduce
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137.6.2 The Experimental Data

In this paper, the dataset required for the experiment was 4.03 GB, with 15 data

blocks and a total of 6,054,443 packets. It consists of two parts. The first part was

collected from Beijing Information Science and Technology University campus

network at 15:00 on September 5, 2013. The size of the data collected was 3.2 GB,

which was divided into 10 blocks with a total of 4,532,685 packets; the second part

was from Datatang, which was a dataset of online social networks (WOSN 2008).

The dataset was 0.83 GB, which was divided into 5 blocks, with a total of 1,521,758

packets.

137.6.3 Analysis of the Experimental Results

This experiment showed the comparison of results in single node and cluster by

giving the execution time, recognition accuracy, and traffic proportion, respec-

tively. The method given in this paper can be used to identify any kinds of data

traffic. But in this paper, only three kinds of social network traffic were extracted

and studied.

137.6.3.1 Time Efficiency Experiment

In this experiment, the execution times in single node and cluster were measured

under different amounts of data. According to the result, compared with single

NameNode

JobTracker

TaskTracker TaskTracker TaskTracker TaskTracker TaskTracker

subtask

DateNode

subtask

DateNode

subtask

DateNode

subtask

master node

slave node slave node slave node slave node slave node 
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172.10.1.160

DateNode

subtask

DateNode

172.10.1.170

…

Fig. 137.4 The structure of experimental platform
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node, cluster showed lower execution time and higher identification accuracy.

Figure 137.5 shows the comparison of execution time in cluster with 10 DataNodes

and single node under different sizes of dataset.

The datasets with sizes of 10M, 50M, 80M, 150M, 0.8G, 1.5G, 2.0G, 2.5G, and

4.03G were selected in the above experiments. Figure 137.5 shows the execution

times for a single node were 16, 32, 48, 55, 221, 423, 575, 724, and 913 s,

respectively, and the execution times required for the cluster were 24, 43, 54, 60,

139, 179, 208, 256, and 303 s, respectively. According to the result, compared with

single node, cluster could execute the matching process more efficiently.

Figure 137.5 shows that when the size of dataset was about 100M, the execution

times on single node and cluster were nearly the same. When the size of the dataset

was relatively small, single node actually appeared to be more efficient. By

contrast, the bigger the dataset was, the more efficient the cluster was compared

with single node. The reason for that was when processing data on cluster, the

system would take time to divide the dataset and distribute data fragments, which

would not change during the increase of the dataset. Thus, when the dataset was

getting bigger, cluster had more obvious advantage compared with single node in

processing tasks.

137.6.3.2 The Accuracy and the Proportion of Network Traffic

The recognition accuracy and the proportions of different social network traffics

were also obtained in this experiment. The results of the experiment showed that the

recognition accuracy was up to 92.4 % in both different environments, which

demonstrated that the effectiveness of the algorithm was the same in different

environments. However when it came to encrypted traffic, the method of payload

characteristic identification was not valid enough. Moreover, each kind of network

traffic usually includes more than one characteristic string. Thus it would likely

misjudge when identifying encrypted traffic.

Fig. 137.5 The comparison

of execution time under

different sizes of dataset
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Figure 137.6 shows the result of the second experiment.

The result in Fig. 137.6 shows the proportions of social network traffic from

Renren, Sina Weibo, and Tencent QQ in the campus network. Although the result is

not typical enough, it reveals the popularity of the different types of social network

applications among users.

Conclusion

This paper describes the analysis and extraction of payload characteristic

strings in network traffic from Renren, Sina Weibo, and Tencent QQ. WM

algorithm was used as the basic algorithm for social network traffic identifi-

cation, and the open-source cloud computing platform Hadoop MapReduce

served as the parallel platform to accelerate the identification. The result

showed that the payload-based method could identify social network traffic

with high accuracy, but also revealed its drawback of failing to identity

encrypted traffic. In the next step, the combination of payload-based approach

and flow characteristics approach will be used to identify social network

traffic.
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Chapter 138

Performance Prediction of WSNs’ Mobile
Nodes Based on GM-Markov Method

Xiaohui Cheng, Jinzhou He, and Qiliang Liang

Abstract In a variety of applications in wireless sensor networks, sensor nodes

generally consist of stationary nodes and mobile nodes; the irregularity in the

process of moving has led to the characteristics of nonlinearity and stochastic

volatility in the performance change of mobile nodes, which thus easily impairs

the performance index of data transmission between sensor nodes and thereby

affects the performance of the entire network. In order to solve this problem, firstly,

the objective weight decision model is adopted to calculate the comprehensive

performance values of mobile nodes; then the grey GM(1,1) model is adopted to

predict the comprehensive performance values of mobile terminal nodes, and

finally, through the combination of the grey GM(1,1) model and Markov state

transition matrix, the prediction is implemented again. In order to obtain the data

samples of network performance index, the node mobility experimental verification

scheme based on OPNET has been designed with the comparative analysis showing

that the GM-Markov method can predict the performance of mobile nodes accu-

rately under the condition of a small sample and poor information.

Keywords Wireless sensor network • Mobile node • Performance prediction

• Grey theory • Markov chain

138.1 Introduction

The performance of mobile nodes of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) highlights

the characteristics of nonlinearity and stochastic volatility, which will cause some

unknown effects on the application service of the entire network. As to this

problem, it is very important for network management and planning to make

predictions scientifically and reasonably of the performance change of the mobile

nodes at some point in the future.

The current prediction methods that have been widely used include: the support

vector regression prediction [1], the time-series analysis prediction [2], the variable
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weight combination prediction [3], the neural network and Markov prediction [4],

etc. Some models require a large number of data samples, some require a certain

statistical regularity among data, and some are too computationally intensive with

insufficient information and less intuitive results.

In this paper, the network performance comprehensive value calculation method

is adapted to obtain the network performance comprehensive values of mobile

nodes at different moments [5, 6]. Because of the characteristic that many infor-

mation cannot be determined in the mobile node performance prediction of WSN,

the grey GM(1,1) model is adopted to predict the comprehensive performance

values of mobile terminal nodes and combined with Markov state transition matrix,

and then the GM-Markov prediction method is further adopted for predication

again. The analysis shows that the error of the prediction model established by

the GM-Markov method is smaller and the data of mobile node performance is

accurate, which thus proves the model is correct and the applicability of the

GM-Markov model in the short-term prediction of mobile nodes.

138.2 Network Performance Prediction Theory
of Mobile Nodes

138.2.1 The Grey Prediction Theory

The main principle of the grey system theory is to obtains valuable information

from the current small amount of known information, and then to predict new

information. The performance of mobile nodes is consistent with such a rule that it

is practical to use the grey GM(1,1) model to discover the inherent regularity from

the disorganized data and predict the performance change at some point in the

future [7].

The GM(1,1) model is a single sequence of first-order linear dynamic model,

which is conducting an accumulation processing to the original data and using

differential equations to implement an approximate fitting.

The grey prediction model of x(1) is:

x̂ 1ð Þ k þ 1ð Þ ¼ x 0ð Þ 1ð Þ � b

a


 �
e�ak þ b

a
k ¼ 1, 2, . . . , n� 1ð Þ ð138:1Þ

The grey prediction model of x(0) is:

x̂ 0ð Þ k þ 1ð Þ ¼ x̂ 1ð Þ k þ 1ð Þ � x̂ 1ð Þ kð Þ k ¼ 1, 2, . . . , n� 1ð Þ ð138:2Þ
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138.2.2 Markov Prediction Theory

Those stochastic processes feature no aftereffects and have discrete time and states

[8]. The Markov chain method is usually adopted for modeling; but the perfor-

mance of WSN mobile nodes has exactly this non-aftereffect.

Markov basic equation:

ai tþ 1ð Þ ¼
Xr
j¼1

ai tð Þpij ð138:3Þ

Introduction of the state probability vector and the state probability transition

matrix:

a tð Þ ¼ a1 tð Þ, a2 tð Þ, . . . , ar tð Þ½ 


P ¼
p11 p12 . . . p1r
p21 p22 . . . p2r
. . . . . . . . . . . .
pr1 pr2 . . . prr

2664
3775

Thus the Markov chain basic equation can be written as:

a tð Þ ¼ a t� 1ð ÞP ð138:4Þ

138.3 GM-Markov Prediction Model

At the moment of making predictions of the performance of WSNs’ mobile nodes,

as to the advantage of GM-Markov, the rambling performance data of a few current

known WSNs’ mobile nodes can be fitted through the grey prediction method, and

the inherent regularity can be found, which may compensate the requirements of

non-aftereffect and stationary process of the Markov prediction method. Mean-

while, the Markov prediction method compensates the prediction accuracy of

random volatile data sequence of the grey prediction method. The steps for

establishing the GM-Markov prediction model are shown as below:

Step 1: Do 1-AGO generation for the raw performance data of mobile nodes.

Step 2: Use the least square fitting to determine the data matrix B, Y.
Step 3: Obtain the development coefficient �a of the model and grey action b.
Step 4: Establish the grey GM(1,1) model and calculate the residual.

Step 5: Divide the transition state interval, and determine the state interval of the

original data at each time to determine the state value according to the relative

error value.

Step 6: Calculate the state transition matrix.

Step 7: Calculate the final performance prediction value.
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Step 8: Test the precision. Calculate the residual, relative error, a posteriori error

ratio, and small error probability so as to test the precision according to the

prediction precision inspection level table.

138.4 Network Performance Prediction and Result
Analysis of Mobile Nodes

According to the principle of selection of the performance evaluation indicators,

three measurement indicators are selected: delay, throughput, and data dropped. By

means of the Opnet simulation software, the influencing factors of dynamic nodes

are simulated in the network by changing the node trajectory in the simulation

experiment. The mobile node path is set as a hexagonal route, and the simulation

time is set to 25 min. The original network performance comprehensive values of

mobile nodes could be obtained by the method [5, 6], as shown in Fig. 138.1.

138.4.1 Performance Prediction of Mobile Nodes

1. The GM(1,1) prediction model of the mobile nodes’ network performance.

From 540 to 885 s, the performance samples are selected after the network

achieved stability, from which 24 samples are selected as the raw data for GM

(1,1) modeling, and the network performance of mobile terminal nodes from

900 to 1,005 s are predicted. Here sampling the prediction sample values every

15 s from 900 to 1,005 s, 8 time points are selected. According to the GM(1,1)

Network performance comprehensive values at different times
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Fig. 138.1 Original network performance comprehensive values of mobile nodes
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model, conduct an accumulation to the original data X(0) to obtain the sequence

X(1) with the equation of prediction model as:

x̂ k þ 1ð Þ ¼ 2:5682e0:0512k � 2:252 ð138:5Þ

2. The division of transition state interval of the network performance value.

Assuming that the initial vector is v0 at some point, then the state vector

becomes v0p
(k) after k step transition; supposing that the performance value of a

mobile node which is about to predict is in the state of Ei, and it is in line i after
transition, if max( pij)¼ pik, then consider the network performance values of

mobile nodes’ transfer from the � i state to the � k state the next moment.

According to raw data of network performance from 540 to 885 s, the

transition state interval is divided into six states:

�1 ¼
�� 0:65, � 0:45


, �2 ¼

�� 0:45, � 0:25


�3 ¼
�� 0:25, � 0:05


, �4 ¼

�� 0:05, 0:15


�5 ¼
�
0:15, 0:35


, �6 ¼ 0:35; 0:55ð Þ

The state transition matrix P is:

P ¼

2=3 1=3 0 0 0 0

1=2 0 1=2 0 0 0

0 1=5 2=5 2=5 0 0

0 0 1=4 5=8 0 1=8
0 0 0 1=2 1=2 0

0 0 0 0 1=3 2=3

26666664

37777775
From the table we can see that the network performance integrated value of the

885th second is in state 4 with the initial vector v0 ¼ 0 0 0 1 0 0ð Þ,
then predict the network performance value of the next sampling point—the

900th second.

3. Calculation of the GM-Markov model prediction value.

According to the initial matrix and state transition matrix, the state of the next

sampling point can be calculated, which is a matrix consisting of probabilities of

each state and denoting that the matrix of the 900th second is P(1):

P 1ð Þ ¼ v0 	 P ¼ 0 0
1

4

5

8
0

1

8

� �
ð138:6Þ

When calculating the final prediction value, two states that have the highest

probabilities are selected, while the median in each state prediction interval is

taken as the final prediction value.
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The state is 4 in the 900th second; the calculation method of the prediction

interval is:

x 0ð Þ 25ð Þ ¼ x̂ 0ð Þ 25ð Þ
1� Δ 25ð Þ ð138:7Þ

The relative residual value Δ(k) is the value of state 4, which is corresponding to
(�0.05, 0.15], so x(0)(25)2 (0.4177,0.516); the same is true of other states, and

finally calculate the network performance prediction of the 900th second as 0.49.

The real value of 900th second of the network simulation experiment is 0.4873,

which is within the prediction interval; thus the GM-Markov prediction model of

mobile terminal nodes of network performance has certain feasibility.

After the prediction of network performance in the 900th second, the network

performance of the 915th second is predicted by means of v0*P
2, and the

prediction value obtained is 0.448. Similarly, the final prediction value of each

sampling point can be calculated.

The results of the two prediction methods are shown in Fig. 138.2.

138.4.2 Model Precision Testing and Comparative Analysis

1. Precision testing and analysis of the Grey GM(1,1) model.

From Tables 138.1 and 138.2, among these 8 sampling points, the relative

error precision level is 1 “good,” 5 “qualified,” 1 “barely qualified,” and

1 “unqualified.” A few sampling points’ prediction grades are not qualified,

and the average relative error is 0.037; therefore, it is necessary to improve the

precision level.

2. Precision testing and analysis of the GM-Markov model.

When the GM-Markov model is used, among these 8 sampling points, the

relative error precision level is: 3 “good,” 4 “qualified,” 1 “barely qualified,” and

Contrast of prediction values and real values
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0 “unqualified.” The overall average error is 0.023. While compared with the

average relative error of the GM(1,1) model, the error rate is reduced by 38 %.

It can be seen from Table 138.2 that among the selected 8 sample points, the

precision level rate of the GM(1,1) model—good, qualified, barely qualified, and

unqualified—is of 12.5 %, 62.5 %, 12.5 %, and 12.5 %, respectively. The

GM-Markov model is 37.5, 50, 12.5, and 0 %. It can be seen that the

GM-Markov model has increased the “good” level probability of precision

three times, and there is no “unqualified” condition. Thus the overall prediction

effect has been better than that of the GM(1,1) model.

Conclusion

This paper has applied the grey GM-Markov prediction model to the predic-

tion of network performance of mobile nodes. On the basis of analyzing

factors which affect the network performance, the prediction model is

established and compared with the grey GM(1,1) prediction model. The

results show that the error is smaller based on the grey GM-Markov predic-

tion model and the network performance data is more accurate. Meanwhile,

the applicability of the grey GM-Markov prediction model in predicting

short-term network performance is verified. In practical applications, this

method can be used to predict the performance of the whole network or a

network node accurately, which enables a more scientific management and

planning of a network and provides a basis for scientific prediction of network

performance of WSNs in a complex environment.

Table 138.1 Error comparison of the future eight moments

GM relative

error

GM average relative

error

GM-Markov relative

error

GM-Markov average

relative error

0.1001 0.037 0.008 0.023

0.043 0.072

0.017 0.008

0.009 0.021

0.007 0.023

0.014 0.016

0.043 0.0098

0.058 0.026

Table 138.2 Judgment standard of prediction precision authentication level

Precision level Relative error q Standard deviation ratio C Small error probability P

Good q< 0.01 C< 0.35 P> 0.95

Qualified q< 0.05 0.35�C< 0.5 0.8<P� 0.95

Barely qualified q< 0.1 0.5�C< 0.65 0.7<P� 0.8

Unqualified q> 0.1 0.65�C< 0.8 0.6<P� 0.7
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Chapter 139

Virtual Network Mapping Algorithm Based
on Bi-level Programming Research

Mingchun Zheng, Xinxin Ren, Xiao Li, Panpan Zhang, and Xuan Liu

Abstract The network virtualization is considered as a feasible way to solve the

problem of Internet ossification, and the construction of a virtual network is the key

problem in the network virtualization technology. In this chapter, the construction

of a virtual network is to solve the network optimization design problem, which

means that virtual network providers decide to choose nodes and links of the

substrate network according to the needs of users and their optimization goal to

extend a virtual network. This network design will be represented as a bi-level

programming model: the upper is a virtual network system optimization model and

the lower is Wardrop user equilibrium model which is satisfied with user’s selfish

behavior. Bi-level programming model integrates the virtual node mapping and the

link mapping to a unified progress, and ultimately to reach the global optimum

system. Simulation results show that this model obtains better virtual request

acceptance rate and network revenue.

Keywords Network virtualization • Bi-level programming • Wardrop user

equilibrium

139.1 Introduction

The core idea of the network virtualization [1] is using virtual technology to divide

the existing network service providers into two separate roles [2]: the infrastructure

provider (InP) and the service provider (SP). InPs deploy and manage the resources

of substrate network (SN), operate and maintain substrate infrastructure. SPs lease

resources from one or more InPs to establish a virtual network (VN) and customize

protocols. SPs provide end-to-end service for VN users by the implementation of a

programming for the distribution network resources. The virtual network mapping

problem (VNMP) [3, 4], as the key technology to realize the network virtualization,

is a progress that maps the VN with virtual nodes and virtual links to SN. The

virtual nodes are mapped to physical nodes of the SN while the virtual links are
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mapped to physical links of the SN in accordance with the constraints of resource

requirements.

The static resource allocation algorithm which is simple has less deployment

expenses, but it is limited to a special circumstance; therefore, there is no superi-

ority for ensuring resource equilibrium between virtual networks in the static

resource allocation algorithm [5–7].

The dynamic resource allocation algorithm [8–10] requires the networks to

reassign the mapped resources based on the load of nodes and links in order to

optimize the usage of resources of the substrate network. The periodic remapping

mechanism [11] can keep all requests of virtual network at an optimal state all the

time; however, it will lead to excessive remapping of virtual nodes and links and

increase the overhead of network as well.

The existing VN mapping algorithms start from the perspective of the SN so as

to maximize the benefits of the SN which allocates physical resources correspond-

ingly according to the requests of virtual network resources. In the life cycle of the

VN, the resource allocation does not change. These resource allocation algorithms

for SPs lack adaptability, especially as to dynamically changing of the resource

requirements of the VN. The virtual network may reapply to the SN resource only

after expiry of the current allocation of resources. This not only reduces the income

of the SN, but effectively guarantees the QoS of VN [12].

This chapter considers the selection problem of SN resource from the perspec-

tive of the VN, and takes the virtual network as a leader in the mapping problem.

Research on resource allocation problem under a network virtualization environ-

ment is based on the bi-level programming. By studying the network virtualization

architecture, the Wardrop equilibrium model in transportation network is applied to

the communication network. Thereby we get the flow distribution methods in

virtual network.

139.2 Related Work

139.2.1 Bi-level Programming Model

As the huge system of decision-making problems has to consider a variety of

influence factors, and their decision objectives involve the profits of various roles,

these goals and profits in many cases are connected with each other with mutual

conflict; therefore it is necessary to adopt a bi-level decision method. The bi-level

programming considers the decision objectives of the two decision-making levels

and the interaction between decision objectives of two decision-making levels

synthetically. The model is shown in the following formula:
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The upper-level model:

minx Z x; yð Þ
subject to

G(x, y)� 0 (constrain of the leader)

where y¼ y(x) is the solution of the following problem.

The lower-level model:

min z x; yð Þ
subject to

g(x, y)� 0 (constrain of the follower)

The superior decision-makers influence the inferior decision-makers by decision

variable x, and interact with the inferior decision-makers; the lower-level decision

variable y is a function of the decision variable x, i.e., y¼ y(x). This function is

generally called the reflection function.

139.2.2 Evaluation Index

The main objective of virtual network mapping is to make full use of limited

resources of substrate network, provide service for more virtual network requests,

thus improving the operating revenue of substrate network. We will firstly define

the revenue function and cost of virtual network mapping, and then give a formal

description of the evaluation index.

At time t, the revenue that the substrate network accepts a virtual network can be
defined as below:

R Gv; tð Þ ¼ α
X
nv2Nv

P nvð Þ þ 1� αð Þ
X
lv2Lv

B lvð Þ ð139:1Þ

where P(nv) is the computing power-required value of virtual node nv. B(lv)
represents the bandwidth capacity-required value of virtual link lv. Parameters α
and 1� α can be used to adjust relative weight of the computing resources and

bandwidth resources. As to the virtual network mapping problem, the revenue

generally refers to such a concept that the acceptance of the virtual network requests

obtaining the economic benefit for InPs.

At time t, the cost that the substrate network accepts a virtual network can be

defined as the total resources which is allocated to the virtual network by substrate

network.

C Gv; tð Þ ¼ α
X
nv2Nv

P nvð Þ þ 1� αð Þ
X
lv2Lv

X
ls2Ls

B f lvls ; lv

� �
ð139:2Þ
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where f lvls 2 0; 1f g, when substrate links allocate bandwidth resources to virtual

links f lvls ¼ 1; otherwise, f lvls ¼ 0.B f lvls ; lv

� �
is the value of bandwidth that ls assigned

to lv. The meaning of parameter α and 1� α is consistent with Eq. (139.1).

The InPs need efficient virtual network mapping algorithm to maximize their

operating revenue. The long-time average operating revenue of substrate network

can be described as follows:

lim
T!1

XT
t¼0

R Gv; tð Þ

T
ð139:3Þ

Under the same condition of substrate resources, an efficient virtual network

mapping algorithm should be able to accept more virtual network requests. The

acceptance rate of virtual network can be defined as:

lim
T!1

XT
t¼0

Vs

XT
t¼0

V

ð139:4Þ

where
XT
t¼0

Vs is the number of virtual networks which is successfully mapped

from time t¼ 0 to T.
XT
t¼0

V is the total number of virtual network requests from time

t¼ 0 to T.
The long-time average revenue-to-cost rate of virtual network can reflect the

utilization rate of substrate network to some extent. It can be defined as

lim
T!1

XT
t¼0

R Gv; tð Þ

XT
t¼0

C Gv; tð Þ
ð139:5Þ

139.3 Virtual Network Mapping Model Based on Bi-level
Programming

The network virtualization has realized the diversity of the Internet architecture. It

abstracts and isolates the physical resources of infrastructure composed by multiple

virtual networks to provide service for users; therefore, multiple heterogeneous
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networks from different service providers are to coexist in network virtualization

environments and share physical resources of the substrate network. We can

consider the virtual network mapping problem as a leader-follower [13] problem.

The substrate network is the leader and the virtual net is the follower. This

relationship can be described by bi-level programming model [14], which can

analyze two different and contradictory goals in the progress of decision-making

simultaneously. The equilibrium point indeed is the optimal solution of the above

bi-level programming problem, which is the interaction of two seemingly contra-

dictory requirements. The benefit of using the bi-level programming to solve the

problem of virtual network mapping is that the SPs in constructing virtual network

take the behavior of users’ choice into account. We assume that there is one leader

and one follower in this bi-level decision system. Let x and y be the decision vector
of the leader and the follower, respectively. We also assume that the objective

functions of the leader and follower are Z(xa) and z(xa), respectively.
We assume that the leader firstly chooses a control vector x and the follower

subsequently determines their control vector y.
The leader can only influence (rather than dictate) the reactions of the follower

through their own decision variables. The upper model of bi-level programming

describes the decision of SP on costs with its goal maximizing the comprehensive

efficiency of the virtual network. We usually use the shortest total travel time or

generalize the minimal travel cost to measure this system model. We assume the

demand of O-D is fixed; the objective function that the upper-level model should

consider is to minimize the total cost:

min Z ¼
X
a

xata xað Þ ð139:6Þ

where xa is the resource on the road a and ta is cost (or impedance) on the road a.
The follower has full authority to decide how to optimize their objective function

in view of the decisions of the leader. We select the optimal assignment model of

user equilibrium for description

min z ¼
X
a

Z xa

0

ta ωð Þdω ð139:7Þ

subject to X
k

f rsk ¼ qrs 8r, s ð139:8Þ

f rsk � 0 8k, r, s ð139:9Þ
xa ¼

X
rs

X
k

f rsk δ
rs
a,k 8a ð139:10Þ
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where frsk is the resource of the road k in O-D for r-s,
δrsa;k is {1, if the road a on a path k of r-s; else 0},

qrs is the demand for resources of r-s.
Equation (139.8) makes all path resources of each O-D be equal to the demand of

corresponding O-D. The relationship between road traffic and link traffic is

described as Eq. (139.10).

139.4 Algorithm of Bi-level Programming

Generally speaking, the bi-level programming problem is an NP-hard problem. As

there is no polynomial algorithm, it is very complex to solve the bi-level program-

ming problem; and in most cases, we only find local optimal solution rather than

global optimal solution. As a result, this chapter uses the bi-level iterative algorithm

based on the particle swarm optimization (PSO-BLIA) [15] to solve the model.

Step 1: initialization: initialize the parameters of PSO. Generate initial solution

of the lower model randomly (need to satisfy the constraint conditions). Initialize

the particles’ position Xi and speed Vi randomly, i2 [1,m]; m is the population size

(the number of particles). Set the ith particle of Pi to the current position of this

particle and Pg is set to the optimum particle position of the initial population.

Step 2: as to all particles in particle swarm, perform the following operations:

1. Update position and speed according to Eqs. (139.11) and (139.12).

2. (Solve the lower-level model) Put the position of the particle i (Xi, the solution of

the upper-level model) into the lower-level model. Use traditional methods to

solve the lower-level model and get the optimal solution y	i of this model.

3. Put Xi and y	i into the objective function of the upper-level model; and calculate

the fitness of particle F(Xi, y
	
i ), i2 [1,m].

4. If the fitness of particle i is better than that of Pi, Piwill update for Xiwhich is the

current position of this particle. The lower-level model of the optimal solution

yPi corresponding to Pi is updated to y	i .

Step 3: determine whether the convergence criteria are satisfied; if yes, turn to

step 5; otherwise, turn to step 4.

Step 4: according to Eq. (139.11) to update Pg, use traditional methods to solve

the lower-level model and get the optimal solution yPg which is corresponding to

Pg.

Step 5: output the optimal solution of bi-level programming model Pg and yPg,

and calculate the value of objective function of the upper- and lower-level model.

End of the algorithm.

In the progress of each iteration, the entire population of all the particles is

updated according to the following two equations [16]:
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Vkþ1
i ¼ ωV k

i þ c1r1 Pk
i � Xk

i

� �þ c2r2 Pk
g � Xk

i

� �
ð139:11Þ

Xkþ1
i ¼ Xk

i þ Vkþ1
i ð139:12Þ

where Pi is the current optimum position that the ith particle finds itself (indi-

vidual optimal). Pg is the optimal solution of the whole particle swarm that can be

found currently. r1 and r2 are random numbers between 0 and 1; c1 and c2 are called
learning factors, usually c1¼ c2¼ 2; ω is a weighting coefficient and takes a value

between 0.1 and 0.9.

In this algorithm, if a particle finds that the current optimal position is a local

optimal point, the particle swarm can’t search again within the solution space; thus

the algorithm falls into a local optimum. We can increase a random disturbance of

Pg to improve the convergence of this algorithm and the global search ability.

η is a random variable that obeys the standard normal distribution, namely η ~N
(0, 1), then

Pg ¼ Pg � 1þ ηð Þ ð139:13Þ

139.5 Experimental Analysis

In order to verify the effectiveness of the PSO-BLIA, we implement this algorithm

in the Visual Studio 6.0 platform with C++. In this chapter, the main evaluation

index of Sect. 2.2 is given to evaluate the performance of the mapping algorithm,

and compare it with the mapping algorithm of BACA.

139.5.1 Experiment Settings

The substrate network topology is set for 100 nodes and 500 links. The CPU

resources and bandwidth resources of substrate network obey uniform distribution

of 50–100. Assume that the arrival process of the virtual network requests obeying

the Poisson process with time units of 100 and the intensity of 5. Survival time for

each virtual network obeys exponential distribution with the parameter of 400.

Request the virtual nodes of each virtual network, shall be subject to the uniform

distribution of 2–10, and each pair of virtual nodes be connected by the probability

of 0.5. The CPU resources and bandwidth resources of virtual network obey

uniform distribution of 0–50.
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139.5.2 Simulation Results and Comparisons

Figures 139.1 and 139.2 show the experimental result comparison charts, respec-

tively. The charts include two parts: the acceptance rate of virtual network request

and the average revenue of the substrate network.

As can be seen from Fig. 139.1, since the physical resources are rich at

beginning, the request rates of PSO-BLIA and BACA are 1.0 basically. With the

gradual consumption of resources, PSO-BLIA takes the nodes’ load and links’ load

to balance at the same time as the goal, avoids the resource bottleneck of substrate

network, and provides a more balanced substrate network so as to improve the

success rate of establishing virtual network; however, the reason why the accep-

tance rate in the late reduces gradually lies on its easiness of causing the emergence

of network resource bottleneck upon removal of the intermediate node resources

consumption of BACA. Because the PSO-BLIA and BACA with dynamic arrival

and departure of virtual networks request reaching a steady-state process, both the

requests of acceptance rates are stable.

Figure 139.2 shows that the average revenue of InPs of PSO-BLIA is higher than

that of BACA. We get information from Fig. 139.1 that the requests of acceptance

rates of PSO-BLIA are higher than those of BACA. It shows that successful

mapping of virtual network requests in the same period is more than that of

BACA, which makes the average revenue of InPs of PSO-BLIA higher than that

of BACA
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Conclusion

In this chapter, as to the problem of allocating on-demand physical resources

effectively in the network virtualization environment, we propose a mapping

method based on the bi-level programming. Researches have been carried out

in terms of the optimization of virtual network structure and mapping algo-

rithm simultaneously while contacting the relationship between nodes and

links comprehensively and increasing their correlation. As the upper level

optimizes the structure of virtual network through system optimal model, the

entire bi-level programming model solves the virtual network mapping prob-

lem. This chapter uses the PSO algorithm to solve the bi-level programming

with good results achieved.
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Chapter 140

Kalman Filter-Based Bandwidth and Round
Trip Time Estimation for Concurrent
Multipath Transfer Performance
Optimization in SCTP

Wen Li, Wenbo Wang, Xiaojun Jing, and Wen Liu

Abstract Concurrent multipath transfer (CMT) makes use of the multihoming

feature of the Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) to transmit data over

multiple end-to-end paths in a multihomed SCTP association. As the disparity of

multipath, it is facing a great challenge to solve the disorder of the received data

packets. To lighten the reordering degree and then to improve the throughput

performance, we need to estimate the real-time paths’ bandwidth and Round Trip

Time (RTT) as exactly as possible. The Kalman filter can estimate the current

system state and predict the future states correctly by iterative method. In this

chapter, we utilize the extended vector Kalman filter to estimate the available

bandwidth and RTT of each path simultaneously. Furthermore, we propose a

predictive data allocation algorithm for CMT in SCTP. The simulation results

show that the data allocation algorithm based on the estimations of each path’s

bandwidth and RTT can improve the system total throughput by lessening the data

packet disordering.
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140.1 Introduction

In the recent decade, advancements in wireless communications have reached

unprecedented heights. The demand of higher transmitting rates continues growing,

which stimulates the researchers to find new ways to meet this need. Multihoming

incorporating multiple network interfaces into a single device is thought as an

efficient solution to improve the system performance. The Stream Control Trans-

mission Protocol (SCTP) [1] is the first transport protocol supporting multihoming,

which only uses one path to transmit data and regards the other paths as backup

ones providing redundancy. To make use of the multihoming feature fully, some

modified SCTPs have been proposed, which can improve the performance of

network system. The concurrent multipath transfer (CMT) extension of SCTP

[2, 3] can increase the network throughput by concurrent transferring data packets

through all available paths within an association. The concurrent transferring paths

may have differences with bandwidth, Round Trip Time, and packet loss rate,

which can result in packet disordering and then block the receiver buffer.

It is necessary to correctly describe each path’s characteristics for improving the

network’s performance. Kashihara [4] proposed an algorithm to select the best path

according to the estimation on RTT and bandwidth of each path. Fracchia [5]

proposed the wireless SCTP extension, which uses the low-pass filter to estimate

the bandwidth and RTT and then utilizes the estimations to select paths. Westwood

SCTP [6] estimated the bandwidth by the smoothing ARMA filter and then intro-

duced a congestion control method to lessen the disordering. Forward Prediction

Scheduling (FPS) [7, 8] could select the appropriate path to send each packet by the

correct estimations of arrival times for all available paths. Zhang utilized Kalman

filter to estimate packet transmitting delay [9] and available bandwidth [10] of each

path separately and then proposed a corresponding predictive data allocation

algorithm for CMT in SCTP.

The changing conditions of multiple paths are often different and change

dynamically which are the most important factors causing the disordering and

performance degrading. To estimate each path’s performance parameters in the

exact and within the acceptable period is primary and key problem to improve the

performance. Although the aforementioned methods have improved the system

performance in different degrees, they can’t reflect the diversity of the multiple

paths exactly and can’t keep up with the changing speed of these paths. The results

introduced by Zhang [9, 10] have made a bit progress to resolve it, but these

algorithms took bandwidth and RTT into account separately, which can’t ade-

quately make use of the mutual effects between bandwidth and RTT.

To address the above-mentioned challenges and basing on the results [9, 10], we

utilize the extended vector Kalman filter to estimate each path’s bandwidth and

RTT simultaneously, and then propose a predictive data allocation algorithm. The

rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 140.2 describes the extended

vector Kalman filter. Section 140.3 describes how to use the extended vector

Kalman filter to estimate bandwidth and RTT at the same time. Section 140.4
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proposes a predictive data allocation algorithm by the estimation of bandwidth and

RTT. Section 140.5 presents the simulation results and the chapter is concluded in

Sect. 140.6 at last.

140.2 Extended Vector Kalman Filter

The Kalman filter is an efficient discrete time linear filter which can not only

estimate and correct the current system states, but also forecast the future states

based on the newest state. In practice it is often faced with a state equation and an

observation equation which is nonlinear. So the linear Kalman filter then is no

longer valid. The extended Kalman filter is invented to deal with these nonlinear

problems. In extended Kalman filter, instead of linear Kalman filter models

s n½ 
 ¼ As n� 1½ 
 þ Bu n½ 
; x n½ 
 ¼ H n½ 
s n½ 
 þ w n½ 
 ð140:1Þ

We would have

s n½ 
 ¼ a s n� 1½ 
ð Þ þ Bu n½ 
; x n½ 
 ¼ h s n½ 
ð Þ þ w n½ 
 ð140:2Þ

where a is a p-dimensional function and h is an M-dimensional function. The

dimensions of the remaining matrices and vectors are the same as before. Now a(s

[n� 1]) represents the true physical model for the evolution of the state, while u[n]
accounts for the modeling errors, unforeseen inputs, etc. Likewise, h(s[n]) repre-
sents the transformation from the state variables to the ideal observations (without

noise). For this case the MMSE estimator is intractable. The only hope is an

approximate solution based on linearizing a and h, much the same as was done

for nonlinear LS. The result of this linearization and the subsequent application of

linear Kalman filter result in the extended Kalman filter. Proceeding with the

derivation, we linearize a(s[n� 1]) about the estimate of s[n� 1] or about

ŝ n� 1 n� 1j½ 
. Likewise, we linearize h(s[n]) about the estimate of s[n] based on

the previous data ŝ n n� 1j½ 
 that we will need the linearized observation equation to
determine ŝ n nj½ 
. The extended vector Kalman filter is described in detail as

follows:

Prediction:

ŝ n n� 1j½ 
 ¼ a ŝ n� 1 n� 1j½ 
ð Þ ð140:3Þ

Minimum Prediction MSE Matrix ( p� p):

M n n� 1j½ 
 ¼ A n� 1½ 
M n� 1 n� 1j½ 
AT n� 1½ 
 þ BQBT ð140:4Þ
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Kalman Gain Matrix ( p�M ):

K n½ 
 ¼M n n� 1j½ 
HT n½ 
 C n½ 
þH n½ 
M n n� 1j½ 
HT n½ 
� ��1 ð140:5Þ

Correction:

ŝ n nj½ 
 ¼ ŝ n n� 1j½ 
þK n½ 
 x nð Þ-h ŝ n n� 1j½ 
ð Þð Þ ð140:6Þ

Minimum MSE Matrix ( p� p):

M n nj½ 
 ¼ I�K n½ 
H n½ 
ð ÞM n n� 1j½ 
 ð140:7Þ

where

A n� 1½ 
 ¼ ∂a
∂s n� 1½ 


				
s n�1½ 
¼ŝ n�1 n�1j½ 


; H n½ 
 ¼ ∂h
∂s n½ 


				
s n½ 
¼ŝ n n�1j½ 


140.3 Bandwidth and RTT Estimation by Using Extended
Vector Kalman Filter

Now, we estimate bandwidth and RTT simultaneously by using extended vector

Kalman filter. And the estimated results are used to select the appropriate path for

the predictive data allocation algorithm for CMT in SCTP.

To estimate each path’s bandwidth and RTT at the same time, we firstly

construct the quality factor of the i-th path as

qi n½ 
 ¼ 1þ bi n½ 

rtti n½ 



 � 1� ffiffiffipipð Þ
ð140:8Þ

where qi[n] denotes the i-th path quality factor at time n, which can be observed

and measured online; bi[n] is the i-th path bandwidth at time n; rtti[n] represents the
i-th path RTT at time n; and pi is the packet loss rate of the i-th path. For

simplification, all the pi of paths are equal and constant. From Eq. (140.8), we

can see that the larger bi[n] is, the better the qi[n], and the larger rtti[n] and pi are,
the worse the qi[n] is. So the quality factor can depict the real state of the path and

make a connection between bandwidth and RTT.

Secondly, we establish the state model and measurement model as

si n½ 
 ¼ si n� 1½ 
 þ ui n½ 
; xi n½ 
 ¼ hi si n½ 
ð Þ þ wi n½ 
 ð140:9Þ

where si n½ 
 ¼ bi n½ 

rtti n½ 

� �

; hi si n½ 
ð Þ ¼ 1þ bi n½ 

rtti n½ 


� � 1� ffiffippð Þ
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So

A n� 1½ 
 ¼ 1 ð140:10Þ

H n½ 
 ¼ 1� ffiffiffi
p
p� �

r̂tt i n n� 1j½ 
 1þ b̂ i n n� 1j½ 

r̂tt i n n� 1j½ 


 !� ffiffipp
� 1� ffiffiffi

p
p� �

b̂ i n n� 1j½ 

r̂tt 2

i
n n� 1j½ 
 1þ b̂ i n n� 1j½ 


r̂tt i n n� 1j½ 


 !� ffiffipp24 35
ð140:11Þ

As a result, the progress of the union estimation of the bandwidth and RTT for

CMT in the SCTP follows as:

Prediction:

ŝ i n n� 1j½ 
 ¼ ŝ i n� 1 n� 1j½ 
 ð140:12Þ

Minimum Prediction MSE Matrix:

Mi n n� 1j½ 
 ¼Mi n� 1 n� 1j½ 
 þ δ2b 0

0 δ2t

� �
ð140:13Þ

Kalman Gain Matrix:

Ki n½ 
 ¼ Mi n n� 1j½ 
HT
i n½ 


δ2wþHi n½ 
Mi n n� 1j½ 
HT
i n½ 
 ð140:14Þ

Correction:

ŝ i n nj½ 
 ¼ ŝ i n n� 1j½ 
þKi n½ 
 xi nð Þ � hi ŝ i n n� 1j½ 
ð Þð Þ ð140:15Þ

Minimum MSE Matrix:

Mi n nj½ 
 ¼ I�Ki n½ 
Hi n½ 
ð ÞMi n n� 1j½ 
 ð140:16Þ

where δ2b, δ
2
t are the process noise covariance and δ2w is the measurement noise.

They are independent. δ2b and δ
2
t denote the system model’s accuracy, and δ2w affects

the measuring accuracy. In the following simulations, δ2b and δ2t are both set to

0.001, and δ2w is set to 1.

140.4 Data Allocation Algorithm for CMT

Based on the above estimation of bandwidth and RTT of each path in CMT-SCTP,

we can calculate a new data packet’s coming time for each path i as follows:
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Ti ¼ max Dþ Oið Þ=b̂ i n½ 
, r̂tt i n½ 

� � ð140:17Þ

where D denotes the data packet size and Oi is all of the outstanding chunks of

path i. b̂ i n½ 
 and r̂tt i n½ 
 are the predictive bandwidth estimation and RTT estimation

at the time of this computation, respectively. Then, this data packet will be

distributed by the path with the smallest Ti. Making reference to the flow allocation

algorithm [10], we propose the data allocation algorithm as follows:

In addition, the predictive arrive time Ti denotes the transferring time from the

transmitter to receiver for the current data packet and the effects of bandwidth and

RTT at the same time are taken into account, which results in a more correct

estimation of the multiple paths’ state. High bandwidth b̂ i n½ 
 and small RTT r̂tt i
n½ 
 bring a faster data delivering and faster feedback. The proposed data allocation

algorithm will send the data packet through the quickest path according to the

estimations of the bandwidth and RTTs.

140.5 Simulations and Results

To compare the performance of our algorithm and algorithm [10], we adopt the

same simulation scenarios [10] and use NS-2 to evaluate the performance of both

algorithms.

140.5.1 Simulation Scenarios

Figure 140.1 is a client–server topology used in our simulations, in which there are

two terminals A and B. The terminal A represents the multihomed client with two

802.11b wireless interfaces and the terminal B is the multihomed server with two
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wired interfaces. In our simulations, the two 802.11b wireless interfaces can avoid

interferences by assigning two different channels for each other. Otherwise, we

assume there is no loss in the wired links, and the frame loss rate of the first wireless

link is fixed to 1 % and the others of the second wireless link vary from 1 to 10 %.

For simplification, we regard the original CMT extension as RR-CMT that

adopts the Round-Robin flow allocation algorithm and regard the CMT approach

based on Kalman filter presented by Zhang [10] as Kalman-CMT. Similarly, our

proposed algorithm based on the extended vector Kalman filter is denoted as

Ext-Vec-Kalman-CMT in the simulations.

140.5.2 Simulation Results

Figure 140.2 compares the reordering degree of the above three algorithms assum-

ing the packet loss rate of Path 2 is fixed to 8 %. In Fig. 140.2, the histograms are the
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percentage values of the reordering degree. The x-axis value n is ranging from 1 to

4. When one packet i is n-reordered, it means that the sequence numbers of all the

packets received before i are always greater than i’s. It is easy to see that

n-reordering degree reflects the reordering degree of the receiver. In this chapter,

the n-reordering degree is represented as the ratio between the number of

n-reordered packets and the total received packets. In this figure, the reordering

degree of our proposal, Ext-Vec-Kalman-CMT, is lower than the original RR-CMT

and Kalman-CMT [10]. For instance, 1-reordering degree reduces from 22 % for

RR-CMT and 19.5 % for Kalman-CMT to about 17.5 %. So, it is easy to see that our

algorithm can improve the network performance by reducing the reordering degree.

Figure 140.3 makes a comparison of system throughput performance between

the three methods. In our simulation, we make Path 2 packet loss rate vary from 1 to

10 % which can efficiently validate our proposal under different conditions. To

obtain the sufficient confidence of our results, we make thousands of simulations

and calculate the mean value of those results for every point in Fig. 140.3. Both

curves decrease with the increasing of the packet loss rate and our proposed

algorithm outperforms RR-CMT and Kalman-CMT in all the Path 2 packet loss

rate regions. From the figure, we can also see that the advantage between our

method (Ext-Vec-Kalman-CMT) and RR-CMT will become larger when the packet

loss rate ascends, which is the same as the comparison between Kalman-CMT and

RR-CMT. Moreover, our method outperforms and obtains performance gain about

150 kbps than Kalman-CMT.
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Fig. 140.3 Throughput comparison with the changing Path 2 packet loss rate
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Conclusion

In our chapter, we propose the predictive algorithm on bandwidth and RTT

based on extended vector Kalman filter and then present a data allocation

algorithm for CMT in SCTP. All the researches are based on the study of

Zhang. Our proposal takes the relationship between bandwidth and RTT of

multiple paths into account and estimates the two factors simultaneously,

which can make a prediction for the state of multipath as exactly as possible

and can improve the throughput performance for CMT in SCTP further. The

simulation results show that our proposal outperforms RR-CMT and Kalman-

CMT.

In our proposal, the correctness of the online observation and calculation

of the quality factor in Eq. (140.8) makes a great influence on the method’s

performance, so we will find and optimize the more appropriate method to

deal with it in our future work.
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Chapter 141

Common-Knowledge and Cooperation
Management I

Takashi Matsuhisa

Abstract Recently there are many issues of moral hazards and adverse selection

presented in each and every contract, in which we have a self-interest and infor-

mation that the other party does not possess. There is still a need for more

information on how we handle a party to a contract with more information than

us. This paper re-examines the issue in the framework of a principal-agent model

under uncertainty based on S5n-knowledge. It highlights epistemic conditions for a

possible resolution of the moral hazard between buyer and suppliers. We show that

if the buyer and suppliers commonly know each agent’s belief on the others’ efforts,

then all effort levels such that the expected marginal costs actually coincide for

them can be characterised as the critical points of the refunded proportional rate

function. This implies our recommendation that, for removing out such moral

hazard in the buyer-supplier cooperation, the buyer and suppliers should commonly

know their beliefs on the others’ effort levels.

Keywords Belief • Communication • Effort level • Moral hazard • Principal-agent

model under uncertainty

141.1 Introduction

Recently there are many issues of moral hazard and adverse selection presented in

each and every contract, in which we have a self-interest and information that the

other party does not possess. Even though this is a fertile research area, there is still

a need for more information on how we handle a party to a contract with more

information than us. One of the epitomes is the Global Financial Crisis, which still

perplexes bankers and shareholders alike: Shareholders have been had problems
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with how they can handle their agents (managers); on the other hand insurers and

bankers have been struggling to make products that will reduce the impact of moral

hazard. Such issues are also the bottlenecks in buyer-supplier cooperation, and so

the buyer-supplier management is another epitome.

The moral hazard can arise when there are many agents that affect gross returns

and their individual actions are not observed by each other. The first formal analysis

of the principal-agent relationship and the phenomena of moral hazard was made by

Arrow [1]. The principal-agent model with many-sided moral hazard was investi-

gated by Holmstrom [2]. He formulated the issue as a partnership model whether

there exist any sharing rules that both balances the budget and under which an

efficient action is a Nash equilibrium. Further, Holmstrom [2] and Williams and

Radner [3], respectively, analysed the conditions for existing the sharing rule under

which some actions profile satisfies the first-order conditions for an equilibrium.

In the game theoretical framework, Aumann [4] introduced the formal notion of

common-knowledge in the partition information structure and showed that if all

agents commonly know their posterior, then all the posteriors must be equal to each

other. Further, Krasucki [5] extended the theorem in the framework of the commu-

nication model introduce by Parikh and Krasucki [6]. He showed that after long-run

communication among agents, all the limiting values of revisions of posteriors must

coincide.

Recently, Matsuhisa [7] and Matsuhisa and Jiang [8] adopted a new approach to

the many sided moral hazard from the epistemic model point of view as above.

They analysed the moral hazard as the disagreement on expected marginal costs

between the principal and agents in an extended model of principal and agents

under uncertainty. A necessity condition for that the moral hazard will not be

appeared was given; that is, under some technical assumptions, the principal and

agent model under uncertainty disappears the moral hazard if the principal and

agents could share fully information on their expected marginal costs in the

following two cases: first they commonly know the marginal expected costs [7]

and secondly they communicate the costs as long run [8]. However, in these papers

they assume the existence of decision function consistent to certain artificial

assumptions, and it has not been guaranteed.

This paper aims to remedy the defect. We re-examine a buyer-supplier cooper-

ation with moral hazard as a problem of the principal-agent relationship. We

present an extended principal-agent model under uncertainty, and we highlight

hidden conditions for a possible resolution of the moral hazard between the buyer

and the suppliers. For removing out such moral hazard in the buyer-supplier

cooperation, our recommendation is that the buyer and suppliers should commonly

know their beliefs on the others’ effort.

To investigate in detail we shall extend the principal-agent model with incom-

plete information, where the principal is the buyer and the agents are the suppliers.

Now we assume each agent as well as the principal, k, has his/her private informa-

tion structure induced from a partition relation associated with the multi-modal

logic S5n. Let us consider the situation that the principal and the agents interact

each other from sharing information about the others’ effort levels. We shall show:
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Theorem 1. Under the above situations, all effort levels such that the expected
marginal costs actually coincide for buyer and suppliers can be characterised as
the critical points of the refunded proportional rate function. Consequently, if the
refunded proportional rate is constant then all marginal costs have to coincide with
each other; i.e., there is no moral hazard.

The paper is organised as follows: Sect. 141.2 reviews the moral hazard in the

classical principal-agent model, Sect. 141.3 recalls the formal model of common-

knowledge, and presents the principal-agent model under uncertainty and

Sect. 141.4 states the theorem formally with sketch of the proof. Finally we

conclude remarks.

141.2 Moral Hazard

Let’s start to consider a firm consisting of the principal P and n agents {1, 2, . . .,
k, . . ., n} (n� 1) following Sect. 2 in Matsuhisa [7]. The principal makes a profit by

selling the productions made by the agents. She makes a contract with each agent

k that the total amount of all profits is refunded to each agent k in proportion to the

agent’s contribution to the firm.

Let ek denote the measuring managerial effort for k’s productive activities, called
k’s effort level or simply k’s effort, with ek 2 ℝþ. Let Ik(xk) denote a real-valued

continuously differentiable function on ℝþ, interpreted as the profit obtained by

selling the productions made by the agent kwith his effort ek and with the cost c(ek).
Let IP be the total amount of all the profits: IPðxÞ ¼ IPðx1, x2, . . . , xk, . . . , xnÞ ¼Pn
k¼1

IkðxkÞ.
The principal P cannot observe these efforts ek, and he/she shall view it as a

random variable ek on a probability space (Ω, μ); i.e., ek is a μ-measurable function

from Ω to ℝþ. We introduce the ex-post expectation:

Exp½IPðeÞ
 :¼
X
ξ2Ω

IPðeðξÞÞμðξÞ and Exp½IkðekÞ
 :¼
X
ξ2Ω

IkðekðξÞÞμðξÞ:

The optimal plan for the principal then solves the following problem:

Maxe¼ðe1,e2, ...,ek , ...,enÞExp½IPðeÞ
 �
Xn
k¼1

Exp½cðekÞ
:

ByWk(ek) we denote the total amount of the refund to agent k:Wk(ek)¼ rkIP(e), withPn
k¼1

rk ¼ 1, 0 � rk � 1, where rk denotes the proportional rate representing k’s

contribution to the firm.
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The optimal plan for each agent also solves the problem: For every k¼ 1, 2, . . .,
n,

Max ek
Exp½WkðekÞ
 � Exp½cðekÞ
 subject to

Xn
k¼1

rk ¼ 1, 0 � rk � 1:

We assume that rk is constant; i.e., it is independent of ek.
We can observe the necessity conditions for critical points which are given as

follows: For each agent k¼ 1, 2, . . ., n, we obtain

∂
∂ek

Exp½IkðekÞ
 � Exp½c0 ðekÞ
 ¼ 0 and rk
∂
∂ek

Exp½IkðekÞ
 � Exp½c0 ðekÞ
 ¼ 0

in contradiction to 0 ≨ rk ≨ 1 because c
0 ðekÞ ¼ ∂

∂ek
Exp½IkðekÞ
 ¼ rk

∂
∂ek

Exp½IkðekÞ
.
This contradictory situation is called a moral hazard in the principal-agent

model; i.e., there is no equilibrium effort level as a solution of the contract design

problem.

141.3 The Model

Let N be a set of finitely many agents and let k denote an agent and P the principal.

Let N denote N [{ P}¼ { P, 1, 2, . . ., k, . . ., n} consisting of the principal P and the

agents N¼ { 1, 2, . . ., k, . . ., n} in a firm. A state-space Ω is a non-empty set, whose

members are called states, and each subset ofΩ is called an event. We denote by 2Ω

the field of all subsets of it. An event E is said to occur at a state ω if ω2E.

141.3.1 Information and Knowledge

A partition information structure is a tuple ⟨Ω, ðΠiÞi2N ⟩ consisting of Πi:Ω! 2Ω

with the three postulates as below: for each i 2 N and for any ω2Ω,

Ref ω2Πi(ω); Trn ξ2Πi(ω) implies Πi(ξ)�Πi(ω);
Sym If ξ2Πi(ω) then ω2Πi(ξ).

The set Πi(ω) is interpreted as the set of all the states of nature that i knows to be
possible at ω, or as the set of the states that i cannot distinguish from ω, and it is

called i’s information set at ω. It is noted that the structure coincides with the

Kripke semantics for the multi-modal logic S5n.

We can now introduce the formal model of knowledge as follows:
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Definition 1. By S5n-knowledge structure we mean a tuple ⟨Ω, ðΠiÞi2N , ðKiÞi2N ⟩
that consists of a partition information structure ⟨Ω, ðΠiÞi2N ⟩ and a class of i’s

knowledge operator Ki: 2
Ω! 2Ω defined by KiE¼ {ω2Ω j Πi(ω)�E }.

We will interpret KiE as the set of states for which i knows E to be possible. The

properties of i’s knowledge operator are recorded as below: For every E,F of 2Ω,

N KiΩ¼Ω; K Ki(E \ F)¼KiE \ KiF; T KiE�E;
4 KiE�Ki(KiE); 5 Ω∖KiE � KiðΩ∖KiEÞ.

According to these properties we can say the structure ⟨Ω, ðKiÞi2N ⟩ is a model for

the multi-modal logic S5n.

141.3.2 Common-Knowledge

Let S be a non-empty subset in N . The mutual knowledge operator among a

coalition S is the operator KS: 2
Ω! 2Ω defined by the intersection of all individual

knowledge, KSF¼\i2 SKiF, whose interpretation is that every member in

S knows E.

Definition 2. The common-knowledge operator among S is the operator

KS
C: 2

Ω! 2Ω defined by KS
CF ¼ \n2ℕðKSÞnF:

We interpret KS
CE as the event that ‘every agent in S knows E’ and ‘every agent

in S knows that “every agent in S knows E”,’ and ‘every agent in S knows that

“everyone knows that ‘every agent in S knows E’,” ’. That is, all members in S

commonly know (or E is a common-knowledge among S) at ω2Ω if ω2KS
CE.

141.3.3 Principal-Agent Model Under Uncertainty

Let notations and assumptions be the same as in the above section. We shall

introduce the extended principal-agent model with additional conditions as

below. These play an essential role to resolve the moral hazard problem.

Definition 3. By a principal-agent model under uncertainty we mean structure

M ¼ ⟨N , ðIkÞk2N , ðekÞk2N , ðrkÞk2N ,Ω, μ, ðΠkÞk2N , ðckÞk2N⟩

in which

1. N ¼ P, 1, 2, . . . , k, . . . , n where P is the principal and each k is an agent;

2. ek : Ω! ℝ is a random variable with ek(ω) a real variable indicating agent k’s
effort level;
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3. Ik(xk) is an agent k’s profit function with Ik(ek) the profit by his/her effort ek,
which is sufficiently many differentiable on ℝþ with Ik

0
≧ 0;

4. IPðxÞ ¼ IPðx1, x2, . . . , xnÞ ¼
Pn
k¼1

IkðxkÞ is the profit function of the firm (the total

amount of all the agents’ profits);

5. (Ω, μ) is a probability space;

6. rk is a proportional rate function in the contract, which is sufficiently many

differentiable and weakly increasing on ℝþ with 0< rk≦ 1 for k¼ 1, 2, . . ., n;
7. ðΠkÞk2N is a partition information structure satisfying the three postulates Ref,

Trn and Sym;

8. ck is the cost function for agent k, which is sufficiently many differentiable on

ℝþ with Ik
0
≧ 0 with ck interpreted as the cost of k for effort level ek.

For each profile of efforts e ¼ ðe1, e2, . . . , ek, . . . , enÞ 2 ℝn let us denote by

[ek(ω)] the event of k’s effort ½ek
 ¼ ξ 2 ΩjekðξÞ ¼ ek and by [e] the event of total

efforts [e]¼\k2N[ek]. For any non-empty subset S of N , we will denote

½eS
 ¼ \k2S½ek
, and ½e�k
 ¼ \l2N∖k½el
.

141.3.4 Bayesian Approach

According to this we have to assume that each agent k knows his/her own effort ek
but k cannot know the others’ effort ek, and also the principal P cannot know efforts

for any agents. The former assumption can be formulated as

KE [ek] � Kk([ek]) for each effort ek.

The later assumption means that the principal cannot have the exact knowledge

on the agents’ effort levels e and also each agent cannot have the exact knowledge

on the others’ effort e�k.

141.3.5 Belief and Conjecture

Following the interpretations we have to introduce the notion of belief on the
others’ effort level: By the principal P’s belief on the agents’ efforts e we mean a

probability qP(e) of e, and by an agent k’s belief on the other agents’ effort e�k we
mean a probability qk(e�k) of e�k. The conjecture qP(e;ω) of the principal P for the

agents’ effort ek 2 ℝ ðk 2 NÞ is defined by qP(e;ω)¼ μ([e] jΠP(ω)), and the

conjecture qk(e�k;ω) of agent k for the other agents’ effort e�k 2 ℝ is qkðe�k;ωÞ
¼ μð½e�k
jΠkðωÞÞ: By the event of P’s belief on the agents’ efforts e we mean
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½qPðeÞ
 :¼
�
ξ 2 Ω jqPðe;ωÞ ¼ qPðeÞ

�
, and by the event of k’s belief on the other

agents’ efforts e�k ½qkðe�kÞ
 :¼
�
ξ 2 Ω jqkðe�k;ωÞ ¼ qkðe�kÞ

�
:

141.3.6 Interim Expectation

By the interim expectation (or simply expectation ) of IP we mean

Ex p½IPðeÞjΠP
ðωÞ ¼
X
ξ2½e


IPðe1ðξÞ, e2ðξÞ, . . . , enðξÞÞμðξjΠPðωÞÞ ¼ IPðeÞqPðe;ωÞ

and by the interim expectation (or simply expectation ) of Ik we mean

Ex p½IkðekÞjΠk
ðωÞ :¼ IkðekÞqkðe�k;ωÞ ¼
X

ξ2½e�k

IkðekðξÞÞμðξjΠkðωÞÞ

and the interim expectation of agent k’s income Wk is

Ex p½WkðekÞjΠk
ðωÞ :¼ rkðekÞExp½IPðek, e�kÞjΠkðωÞ

¼
X

e�k2Ek

rkðekÞIPðek, e�kÞqkðe�k;ωÞ:

141.3.7 Contract Design Problem

We investigate the maximisation problems as for the optimal plans for the principal

and agents: to find out the effort levels e ¼ ðe1, e2, . . . , ek, . . . , enÞ 2 ℝn such that,

subject to
Pn
k¼1

rk ¼ 1, 0 < rk � 1,

PE Maxe¼ðekÞk¼1,2, ...,nExp½IPðeÞjΠPðωÞ
 �
Pn
k¼1

Exp½ckðekÞ
;
AE MaxekExp½WkðekÞjΠkðωÞ
 � Exp½ckðekÞ
:

Example 1. Let us consider the principal-agent model under uncertainty as fol-

lows: There are the principal P and two agents 1, 2, who have the below information

partition:

• Ω¼ {ω1,ω2,ω3,ω4} with the equal probability μ; i.e., μðωÞ ¼ 1
4
;

• (Πi)i¼P, 1, 2: ΠP¼ {Ω},Π1¼ {{ω1,ω2}, {ω3,ω4}},Π2¼ {{ω1,ω3}, {ω2,ω4}};

• ei : Ω! ℝ with ei(ω) a real variable is defined as Table 141.1; i.e.,
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e1 ðωÞ ¼ for ω ¼ ωiði ¼ 1, 2Þ, e1ðωÞ ¼ xl for ω ¼ ωiði ¼ 3, 4Þ with xh≧xl,
e2ðωÞ ¼ yh for ω ¼ ωiði ¼ 1, 3Þ, e2ðωÞ ¼ yl for ω ¼ ωiði ¼ 2, 4Þ with yh≧yl:

This means that agent 1’s effort at ω1,ω2 is higher than the effort at ω3,ω4, and

agent 2’s effort at ω1,ω3 is higher than the effort at ω2,ω4.

• I1(x) and I2(y) are profit functions and IPðx, yÞ ¼ I1ðx1Þ þ I2ðx2Þ is the total

amount of the profits.

In this situation we obtain that E½W1jΠ1
ðωÞ ¼ r1ðxhÞIPðxh, yjÞðω ¼ ω1,ω2, j ¼
h, lÞ, E½W1jΠ1
ðωÞ ¼ r1ðxlÞIPðxl, yjÞðω ¼ ω3,ω4, j ¼ h, lÞ, E½W2jΠ2
ðωÞ ¼ r2ðyhÞ
IPðxi, yhÞðω ¼ ω1,ω3, i ¼ h, lÞ, E½W2jΠ2
ðωÞ ¼ r2ðylÞIPðxi, ylÞðω ¼ ω2,ω4, i ¼ h, l

Þ and E½IPjΠP
ðωÞ ¼ 1
4

P
i, j¼h , l

ðI1ðxiÞ þ I2ðyjÞÞ:Then we can observe that there are no

moral hazard if r1ðeÞ ¼ r2ðeÞ � 1
2
; hence any effort level can be a solution of the

above contract problem PE and AE.

141.4 Main Theorem and Proof

We can now restate Theorem 1 as follows:

Theorem 2. In the principal-agent model under uncertainty with KE, assume that
the principal P and each agent k have beliefs qP,qk on the others’ effort, respec-
tively, and assume that all the agents commonly know the principal’s belief qP at
some state. If all agents commonly know the principal’s belief qP then every effort
level ek(k 2 N) as solutions of the contract design problem PE, AE must be a

critical point of rk for every k 2 N; i.e.: r
0
k(ek)¼ 0 if KN

C ([qP ]] 6¼∅. In this case the
proportional rate rk is determined by the principal belief: rk(ek) ¼ qP(ek).

Example 2. Theorem 2 gives an explanation of the resolution of moral hazard of

Example 1: In fact, since K1; 2
C ([qP(e(ω);ω)])¼Ω, we can see that [qP(e(ω);ω)] is a

common-knowledge everywhere among agents 1 and 2, and further, r1 and r2 are

the constants with r1ðe1ðωÞÞ ¼ qPðe1ðωÞ;ωÞ ¼ 1
2
, r2ðe2ðωÞÞ ¼ qPðe2ðωÞ;ωÞ ¼ 1

2
.

Hence the resolution of moral hazard in Example 1 can be described by Theorem 2.

Table 141.1 Types of

variables
e∗ yh yt

xh ω1 ω2

xl ω3 ω4
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141.4.1 Critical Points Condition

Partially differentiating the expressions in the parentheses of the problems PE and

AE with respect to ek yields the necessity condition for critical points for every

k2N: From PE we have

Ex p½I0kðekÞjΠPðωÞ
 ¼ I
0
kðekÞqPðe;ωÞ ¼ c

0
kðekÞ; ð141:1Þ

and from AE the condition is also that, subject to 0< rk< 1 and∑k2Nrk¼ 1,

r
0
kðekÞEx p½IkðekÞjΠkðωÞ
 þ rkðekÞExp½I0kðekÞjΠkðωÞ
 ¼ c

0
kðekÞ: ð141:2Þ

The below proposition plays another central role to prove Theorem 2:

Proposition 1 (Decomposition Theorem). Under the same situations in Theo-
rem 2, we obtain that for every k 2 N, qPðeÞ ¼ qkðe�kÞqPðekÞ for any e ¼ ðekÞk2N
2 ℝn.

141.4.2 Proof of Theorem 2

Notations and assumptions are the same in Proposition 1. On viewing Eqs. (141.1)

and (141.2), the former part of Theorem 2 follows from Proposition 1. Especially, if

rk is a constant function, then r
0
k ¼ 0, and so the latter part also follows immediately.

141.5 Concluding Remarks

This paper advocates a new approach to treat a moral hazard problem in principal-

agent model by focusing on the beliefs of effort levels. Highlighting the structure of

sharing private information on their beliefs about effort levels for principal and

agents helps us to make progress in ‘problematic’ classical principal-agent models.

In particular, common-knowledge on the conjectures on their effort levels play

crucial role in removing out the moral hazard in the classical principal-agent model.

In fact, for removing out the moral hazard in the buyer-supplier cooperation

management we will recommend that by making common-knowledge on the

efforts, they (the buyer and suppliers) should share fully information on only

their conjectures on the others’ effort levels but not expected marginal costs.
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Chapter 142

Detection of Topic Communities in Social
Networks Based on Tri-LDA Model

Wei Ou, Zanfu Xie, Xiping Jia, and Binbin Xie

Abstract Social networks, in particular microblogs, have gained huge popularity

in recent years. The detection of topic communities in social networks carries high

value in commercial promotion, public opinion monitoring, etc. There are some

existing algorithms that can detect topic communities very well. In this chapter we

propose a new approach by using probabilistic generative topic model LDA (Latent

Dirichlet Allocation): we add a modification to LDA to get Tri-LDA model, to

process the data of friendship between users in a social network for detection of

topic communities. The experiment result shows that the topic communities found

by Tri-LDA are basically consistent with the realistic topic communities that are

hand-labeled by the authors in the test data set.

Keywords LDA • Topic community discovery • Social networks

142.1 Introduction

The most widely used probabilistic topic model in the field of text mining is pLSI

(probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing) proposed by Hoffman [1] and LDA

(Latent Dirichlet Allocation) proposed by Blei [2]. pLSI is a generative model

that can be used to discover the mixture weights of topics of documents in a training

data set; however, it is limited by the fact that it cannot properly infer the topic

mixture weights of unseen documents. Based on the principle of pLSI, Blei

proposed LDA that addressed this issue. LDA is a fully generative model

that patterns each document m as a distribution θm
!

over all topics K and each topic

k as a distribution φk
!

over all words in the vocabulary V. LDA first draws θm
!

and

φk
!

from Dirichlet distributions, then samples a topic for each word position in each

documentm in the corpus according toθm
!

, and finally emits relative words from the

topic-word distribution φk
!

.
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LDA has been widely applied to text mining, digital image processing, etc.

Usually the current applications of LDA are always “content-based” that process

the content of text or pixels in images. To our best knowledge, LDA has not been

used to handle social network structure data (in the context of this chapter “social

network structure data” means data of friendship or relation between users in a

social network; in the following sections “network structure data” and “friendship

data” are used interchangeably) to detect the underlying topic communities in a

social network. In this chapter, we attempt such a new application by adding a slight

modification to LDA.

In the following sections, we first specify the incapability of LDA in handling

social networks’ friendship data, and then we introduce our model—Tri-LDA to

address it. Lastly we test the effectiveness of our method through an experiment.

142.2 Tri-LDA Model

Figure 142.1 (left) displays the Bayesian network of LDA [2]. By borrowing the

generation process of documents in the LDA model specified by Blei [1] and

Heinrich [3], we interpret LDA’s generation of the friendship data in a social

network with N users (each user has arbitrary Nu friends) and K topic communities

as follows:

i. Sampling topic probability mixture θu
!

for each user u from the Dirichlet

distribution with a prior of a
!
, where θu

!
¼ θu,kf gKk¼1 represents the degree to

which u likes about each topic k. At the meantime, sampling a distribution φk
!

for each topic k over all the users from the Dirichlet distribution with a prior of

β
!
, whereφk

! ¼ φk,u

� �U

u¼1 represents the possibility of each user being added by
others as a friend in topic k.

ii. For the nth position in user u ’ s friend list that has Nu positions for potential

friends: firstly, sampling a topic za (a¼ [u, n]) for the nth friend from θu
!

(this

represents that user u will add a new friend who is active in this very topic for

this friend position) and secondly, sampling a friend fa according to

p f a φza

!
za

			� �
¼ φza, f a

.

iii. Repeat step 2 till all friends of all users are generated.

However, it can be easily found that θu
!

and φk
!

are correlated, instead of being

independent of each other: for an arbitrary topic k, the more a user likes about it, the

more likely this user could be added by other users who also like the topic k to their
friend lists. Or, namely, the higher the probability θu,k, the higher φk,u is.

We solve this correlation problem by adding a new parameter that is directly

proportional to θu
!

:π kð Þ
u

!
that represents the degree to which u accept other users from
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the same social network in topic k as his or her friends. In the meantime, we give

φk
!

a new meaning to make the generation process more natural: the activeness of

each user in topic k. The possibility of an arbitrary user u adding another user who is
active in topic za to the n

th position in his or her friend list as friend fa is determined

by the joint distribution of φza

!
and π zað Þ

u

!
, which is expressed by the following

equation:

p f
a
φza

!
zaπ

zað Þ
u

!
:

				 �
¼ φza, f a

π zað Þ
u, f a



ð142:1Þ

By adding this slight modification, we get the modified LDA model—Tri-LDA.

Figure 142.1 (right) displays the Bayesian network structure of Tri-LDA. In this

chapter we simplify π kð Þ
u

!
as: π k

u
1
,u2
¼ 0 if u1 ¼ u2

θu
2
,k if u1 6¼ u2

�
That means, firstly, no user would add himself or herself to his or her friend list

and, secondly, the degree to which user u1 accepts another user u2 as a friend in

topic k equals to θu2 ,k, the degree to which user u2 likes about topic k. Therefore

based on the simplification, we can get the following equation:

p f a
		φza

!
, za, π

zað Þ
u

!
Þ ¼ φ

za, f a
θ

f a, za



ð142:2Þ

There are two methods that are commonly used to infer latent parameters for high-

dimensional probabilistic models like LDA: EM (Expectation Maximization) and

Gibbs sampling. In this chapter, for Tri-LDA, we choose Gibbs sampling to infer θ
!
,

the matrix that represents the degree to which each user likes about each topic in a

social network.

Gibbs sampling is a simple implementation of the Monte Carlo algorithm, which

is usually used to infer the latent parameters of high-dimensional probabilistic topic

Fig. 142.1 Bayesian networks of LDA (left) and Tri-LDA (right)
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models [4]. Gibbs sampling starts from a randomly sampled initial state, then

continuously transits to new states based on the current state to build up a Markov

chain. After a certain number of transitions, the Markov chain would become

stable. The stable state of the Markov chain can be regarded as an approximated

observation of the query distribution. In this chapter we run Gibbs sampling

methods on the social network to get an approximated observation of θ
!
: the topic

indices z
!
from which users add their friends to his or her friend list. We specify the

implementation of Gibbs sampling on a social network as the following steps:

i. Randomly allocate a topic k for every friend in every user’s friend list.

ii. In an arbitrary user u ’ s friend list, choose the nth friend position, indexing it

with i. Remove the topic k that previously allocated on fi, and then resample a

new topic for it based on the following two known conditions: all the friends of

all users f
!
and all the topics of all friends in all users’ friend lists except for the

topic of fi: zi.
iii. Repeat step ii through all friends in user u ’ s friend list.

iv. Repeat step iii through all users in the social network.

In step 2, the posterior probability p zi
! 		z�i! , f

!
 �
needs to be computed.

According to Tri-LDA stated above, we can get the following equation:

p f
!
, z
!		θ!, φ!, π!
 �

¼
YU
u¼1

YK
k¼1

θ
n

kð Þ
u þn kð Þ

u
0

u,k

YK
k¼1

YU
u¼1

φ
n

kð Þ
u
0

k,u ð142:3Þ

where nku denotes the number of friends who are allocated with topic k in the friend

list of user u andnk
u0 denotes in the friend lists of other users the number of times that

user u is allocated with topic k. Then, we get the following equation:

p f
!
, z
!		a!, β!, π!
 �

¼
YK
k¼1

Δ nu0
! þ β

!
 �
Δ β

!
 � YU
u¼1

Δ nu
! þ a

! þ nu0
!� �

Δ a
!� � ð142:4Þ

where nu0
! ¼ n

kð Þ
u0

n oK

k¼1
, nu
! ¼ n kð Þ

u

� �K

k¼1. Assume the ith friend in u ’ s friend list is

user uo, and then we get the following posterior distribution p zi
! 		z�i! , f

!
 �
:
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p zi ¼ k
		z�i! , f

!
 �
/

p f
!		 z!
 �

p z
!� �

p f
!
�i
		z�i!
 �

p z�i
!� �

/
n

kð Þ
u0o,�i
þ βuoXU

u¼1
n

kð Þ
u0 ,�i þ βu

	 ak þ n
kð Þ
u,�i þ n

kð Þ
u0

� �
	 ak þ n kð Þ

uo
þ n

kð Þ
u0o,�i

� � ð142:5Þ

where n
kð Þ
u0o,�i

denotes the number of times that user uo is allocated with topic

k excluding i in all other users’ friend lists and n
ðkÞ
u;� i denotes the number of friends

who are allocated with topic k in the friend list of user u excluding i. After running
Gibbs sampling on the social network, we get all the topic indices from which all

friends of all users are sampled that can be regarded as an approximated observation

of θ
!
. With the approximated observation, we can compute the expectation of the

Dirichlet distribution and use it as an estimator for the desirable θu,k, the degree to
which a user u likes about topic k (Table 142.1).

θu,k ¼
n kð Þ
u þ ak þ n

kð Þ
u0XK

k¼1
n kð Þ
u þ ak þ n

kð Þ
u0

ð142:6Þ

142.3 Experiment

We collect a data set that includes the connections between 2,315 Sina Weibo users.

The friends of each user are limited to be the users in this data set. By reviewing the

data set, we find that around 70% of nodes (or users) are richly connected with each

other, and around 10% of nodes are relatively isolated. We randomly choose 2,179

of them as the training data set and the remaining as test data set. By manually

checking the posts and tags those users posted on the site, we find there are

17 different topics involved in the data set: information technology, business,

finance, military, charity, food, education, car, travel, photography, everyday life

information, show business, politics, sports, literature, painting, and religion. Based

on the contents of each user’s post page, we score the degrees to which each user is

interested in those topics. By using the scores, we represent each user’s interest by a

vector with 17 elements: hu
!

. Then the similarity of interests between two users

u1,u2 can be expressed as:
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Simu1,u2 ¼
hu1
!

: hu2
!			 			

hu1
! 		 		hu2!			 			 ð142:7Þ

In this experiment, we first run Gibbs sampling based on the Tri-LDA model to

discover the underlying topic communities. We measure the effectiveness of

Tri-LDA by computing the fittingness of the outputted result to the actual topic

communities manually labeled by us. We also run k-medoid clustering algorithm on

the texts and tags posted by the users and see users of each cluster in the output as a

topic community [5]. To test the generalization property of Tri-LDA, we compare

the predictive perplexity of Tri-LDA with that of k-medoid clustering mentioned

above.

In the training process of LDA, we set the prior parameter of a in the range [0.1,
1.5] with an incremental step of 0.1, the prior parameter of β in the range [1.0, 10.0]
with an incremental step of 0.1, and the topic number K in the range [5, 20] with an

incremental step of 1. We run Gibbs sampling with all the possible parameter

combinations and select the one whose output has the best fittingness value. After

the learning process, the desirable topic probability mixture θu. k for every user u,
which represented the degree to which user u likes about a topic k, is outputted. We

set a threshold value 0.25 for θu. k: if θu,k� 0.25, then we conclude that u is

interested in topic k. Denoting Tk as the set of users in the kth topic community,

then Tk¼ {u|θu,k� 0.25}.

In the real-world social networks, users from the same topic community always

have relatively high interest similarities. To measure the credibility of the learning

result, we use the interest similarity equation stated above to compute the interest

similarity between each two users in a topic community obtained by Tri-LDA and

take its averaged value to measure the fittingness of the learning result to the real-

world situation. We express the fittingness of the learning result as the following

equation:

Table 142.1 Pseudocode of

Gibbs sampling algorithm for

Tri-LDA

Initialization
for all users u2 [1,U] in the social network do

for all friend positions n2 [1,Nu] in user u’s friend list do

randomly allocate n with a topic k2 [1,K]
Building a Markov Chain
while not convergent do

for all users u2 [1,U] in the social network do

for all friend positions in user u’s friend list do

resample nwith a new topic k according to equation (142.5)
Parameter estimation
for every user u in the social network do

compute θu
!

according to equation (142.6)
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f ¼

XK
k¼1

avg Simkð Þ

K
ð142:8Þ

where avg(Simk) denotes the average interest similarity between every two users in

a topic community. In the experiment we find that when a¼ 0.7, β¼ 8, k¼ 14, the

topic communities outputted by the algorithm have the best fittingness value.

Figure 142.2 displays the fittingness value of the learning results under some of

the parameter settings in this experiment. The result shows that the average

fittingness f under different parameter settings in this experiment is around 0.70,

which indicates the learning results can basically reflect the actual interest similar-

ities between users in the selected social network.

We denote the degree to which a user d in the test data set likes about topic k as
θd,k, then

θd,k ¼ n
kð Þ
d

Nd
ð142:9Þ

where n
ðkÞ
d is the number of friends who belong to topic community k in d ’ s friend

list and Nd is the total number of friends in d ’ s friend list. Use the learning result to
predict the interest of users in the test set, and express the predictive perplexity of

the predication with the following equation:

perplexity ¼
XD

d¼1 H dð Þ
D

ð142:10Þ
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Fig. 142.2 Fittingness of the Tri-LDA model
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where H dð Þ ¼ �
XK
k¼1

θd,k log θd,k and D is the total number of users in the test data

set. A relatively lower predictive perplexity always suggests better generalization

property. We compare Tri-LDA’s predictive perplexity, when a¼ 0.7, β¼ 8,

k¼ 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, with the predictive perplexity of k-medoid clustering

with the medoid number as 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, respectively. Figure 142.3

displays the comparison between the predictive perplexity of Tri-LDA and

k-medoid clustering in this experiment. The result indicates that Tri-LDAs have a

lower predictive perplexity than k-medoid clustering; therefore Tri-LDA has a

better generalization performance that can be used to predict the interests of unseen

users than k-medoid clustering in this experiment.

Conclusion and Future Work

We propose a modified LDA model—Tri-LDA—to detect topic communities

in social networks by processing network structure data. The experiment

result shows that the learning result is consistent with the realistic topic

communities hand-labeled by us in the test data set. Also the experiment

result shows that Tri-LDA has a decent generalization performance in

predicting the interests of unknown users. In the future we plan to add some

further modification to Tri-LDA to allow it to process the combined data of

network structure and communications between users to detect the underlying

topic communities in a social network.
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Fig. 142.3 Comparison of predictive perplexity between Tri-LDA and k-medoid clustering
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Chapter 143

Communications and Quality Aspects
of Smart Grid Network Design

Vladimir Sobeslav and Josef Horalek

Abstract This chapter presents the global perspective of communication infra-

structure and its specific use and the application approaches and specificities of

Smart Grid network features. It presents a general view of Smart Grid domain

qualities. It further specifies the distribution flows from the perspective of applica-

tion and use of Smart Grid technologies and their adaptation to individual regions

on the basis of their global analysis in respect to the dependency of electricity

distribution, energy resources, and alternative and standard energy accessibility.

This chapter shows the implementation analysis of the Smart Grid networks by the

most prominent producer and distributor of electric power in the Czech Republic.

Keywords Energy management • Power distribution lines • Power grids • Smart

Grids • Current supplies • Power system reliability substation automation

143.1 Introduction

The Smart Grid has become a popular and modern issue recently. Thanks to its

dynamic development, Smart Grid offers various topical perspectives. At first,

Smart Grid is subject to energy-communicational perspective considering the

large variety of the communication norms used in energetics. They not only include

the family of IEC 60870, IEC 61850, or IEC 61968/61970 standards [1, 2].

Principles and structure of the Smart Grid network communication offer another

perspective of their use as the main component of the intelligent control and

management of energy networks. Although this perspective may appear elemental

and fully solved, the reality is different; due to frequent focus on local issues, such

as the communication of alternative electrical energy sources with the SCADA

systems, the possibility of Smart Grid implementation is significantly influenced by

requirements of the network infrastructure and requirements of individual commu-

nication elements in Smart Grid networks. This point of view is accentuated [3, 4]
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where the authors are focusing on the analysis of quality and meaning of the

information transferred, which is highly symptomatic of Smart Grid networks.

More technical Smart Grid perspectives are provided [5], where the authors corre-

late the connection between the IEC 61850 protocol and the communication of

ISO/OSI network model with the application of packet analyzer. The question yet

to be resolved concerns the Smart Grid network particularities and their compo-

nents and general architecture; according to the implementation of Smart Grid

networks such as intelligent remote data collection from electrometers or remote

optimization of electricity consumption units that use the Smart Grid metering,

these issues are insightfully treated; however, it only focuses on the provision of

electricity and its way from the source to the distributor. For example, this per-

spective is offered. It can be used generally for understanding the requirements of

Smart Grid networks if we ignore the photovoltaic system specificities [6]. Simi-

larly, the authors solely considered the use and optimization of Smart Grid net-

works in the field of wind power plants [7]. The authors provided a groundbreaking

and comprehensive treatment of implementation and optimization of Smart Grid

networks [8].

Furthermore, the project [9] cannot be omitted although it predominantly deals

with the practical implementation of Smart Grid networks and their reliability. It

introduces reliability and measurement calculations. This project is also connected

[10], which deals with the error detection of Smart Grid network.

This chapter is a result of the analysis of the implementations and use of Smart

Grid networks at a Czech location selected by the most prominent producers and

distributors of electric power; therefore, this chapter constitutes a different per-

spective from other researches in the field. This analysis scrutinizes not only the

horizontal perspective of Smart Grid implementation but also the vertical perspec-

tive, in other words, the perspective from distributor to individual customers of

various types. The present local specification is influenced by the regional activity

of the company; nevertheless, their generalization enables to realize similar solu-

tions in the whole of Europe, where the citizen stratification differs from the case of

the Czech Republic.

143.2 Smart Grid Concept of Power Distribution

This analysis presents similar understanding and approaches toward the Smart Grid

issues as treated [11]. Similarly [12], this chapter specifies the approach to the

migration of the IT technologies to the Smart Grids and further accentuates a

classical perspective via the ISO/OSI model in the process of implementing the

network elements into Smart Grid networks; however, the Smart Grid implemen-

tation and its possibilities, uses, and optimizations are influenced by its geograph-

ical locations and classical distribution network topology. The requirements of both

the Smart Grid network implementation and its individual organizational networks,

as involved in this analysis, are greatly influenced by the current situation in the
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Czech Republic, where the conditions in similar geographical settings of distribu-

tion networks are similar to those in Western Europe.

Figure 143.1 depicts the domains affected by the changes related to the imple-

mentation of the Smart Grid concept. It is a large field (territory), but this work

deals with the distribution of electric energy and its control. The significance and

complexity of the specification of individual requests for Smart Grid concept in the

field of electric energy distribution and its control shall be highlighted in compar-

ison with the state-of-the-art condition.

143.3 Secure Smart Grid Distribution Flows

The Smart Grid concept is primarily to optimize the operation of the distribution

system and the consumption control at individual consumer level. The optimization

of the local sources and their use during the control of self-contained regions of

distribution network are also important. The Smart Grid distribution enables the

island operation and its control, limits the number of blackouts, and minimizes the

blackout impact by automated interference in network configuration (self-healing).

Besides, efforts are made to increase the resistance of the energy system, increase

the operation efficiency, provide detailed information to the customer concerning

his consumption, balance the peak load of the network, and decrease the influence

of unpredictable sources on the network stability. The electric energy distributors

require a high level of automation of the controlling processes and systems, close

cooperation with the central control systems (Dispatching Control System), tem-

porary autonomous operation during blackouts between the region and central

systems (data island), and high security of solution. Because of their complexity

and high investment, Smart Grid regions evolve gradually with great differences in

Operations Service
Provider

Bulk
Generation Transmission Distribution Customer

Domain

Secure Communication Flows
Electrical Flows

Markets

Fig. 143.1 Smart Grid domains
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terms of the regional sizes, source possibilities, population density, consumption,

and balance. On the basis of these main differences, it is necessary to define the type

of regions, which can cover the whole distribution system with respect to regional

distribution characteristics. The following section briefly outlines various types of

regions in respect of Smart Grids: the region of high population density, which is a

small-scale utilization with high population density; the region of scattered popu-

lation density, which consists of a number of medium-sized large cities and smaller

communities; the industrial region, which features a highly developed energy-

intensive industry; and the region of low population density, which lacks regional

resources and features problematic development for many reasons.

Communicative infrastructure is a crucial element of the whole network. With-

out the complex of corresponding communication, it means to create the required

vertical and horizontal connections, and Smart Grid concept cannot be realized. It

shall be established based on the existence of the communication connection with

the backbone communication system of distribution at the abovementioned struc-

ture level. The distribution switching station of 110 kV/hV system should be

designed with regard to its sufficient flexibility and usual solutions used within its

distribution system. This point is the place which ensures the connections of all

partial subsystems of individual layers according to their requirements. Inconsistent

development requires integration or coexistence of other kinds of solutions differ-

ent from the required vertical connections at a lower level (e.g., application of

GSM/GPRS communication in controlling systems of switching points in the

network). This kind of communication is solved centrally; there is a direct vertical

connection between the given point and the central level. This solution rather

complicates the potential use for local control of such constructed switching points.

A typical division of communication infrastructure into individual network seg-

ments is depicted in Fig. 143.2. The backbone network also provides the connection

to the SCADA system. The MAN SG (Metropolitan Area Network Smart Grid)
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network is also connected to the backbone network; MAN SG provides connection

between individual LAN SGs (Local Area Network Smart Grid), which represents

individual local networks of Smart Grid architecture. The MAN SG is typically

spreading at the level of one smart region, which connects individual LAN SG local

networks at the smart field level.

Regarding the requirements for communication infrastructure, we may define

the following levels and fields that are or can be components of communication

infrastructure within Smart Grid concept.

The vertical connection between technology controlling systems and central

level is applied both to the MAN SG level and LAN SG level. These connections

are mostly realized in case of 110 kV or hv objects; their fundamental application is

essential in regions which can be controlled (DTS), but mostly not yet controlled

nowadays. If lv objects are controlled, lv increases in each given hv field.

In case of the horizontal connection for protection function adaptation (e.g.,

between neighboring hv substations), it is necessary to realize the data networks to

enable fast and reliable communication, which can be achieved by using simple

technology (without complicated processing of transmitted data) with minimum

intermediate elements (Fig. 143.3).

143.4 Requirements for the Smart Grid Network Elements

On the basis of executed analysis, the generally valid requirements on this type of

networks may be specified. The Smart Grid implementation in the Czech environ-

ment is influenced by the way of construction, operation, and control of distribution

network. The task of SG is to ensure the function and distribution of electric energy

in the hv network part and adjacent lv network in the following extent: automation

of hv network including hv objects part of transformation of hv/lv (DTS), substation

hv DTS, and automation of lv network in hv/lv objects of transformation (DTS),

lv lv hv hv
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400kV

substation hv/lv 
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substation
hv/lv 

custom
er

LAN SG LAN SG LAN SG

MAN Smart grid
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Fig. 143.3 Relationship between IT network and distribution system
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substation lv DTS and isolation and secure boxes, possibly in bifurcation boxes of

the lv network. This basic set of distribution network requires a corresponding

communication technology type. Each unit of the energy system will be remotely

controlled and monitored and define a basic set of requirements on permeability,

latency, and reliability.

The permeability describes the speed of transmitted data from the source device

to the target device. It takes a message sent from the source device to the target

device. Reliability is affected by electronic or magnetic interferences or meteoro-

logical conditions. The goal of efficient Smart Grid network element architecture is

to have maximum permeability, low latency, and high reliability. Figure 143.4

shows basic organization of physical communication infrastructure in Smart Grid

region.

Protection network and command network are organized into a circuit for

communication redundancy in case of switch blackouts. This network transmits

commands and GOOSE communications. Access network for Smart Grid region

connection to backbone is MAN and WAN network, through which it is connected

to the central systems. Rather than physical communication infrastructure, we
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recommend the implementation of virtual LAN networks according to IEEE

802.1Q standard. Individual networks will be used for separating individual com-

munication types. The separation of individual communication types is substantial

to ensure qualitative parameters of service (QoS) for individual communication

types and logical separation of individual operation types for security reasons.

Basic VLAN networks are used for security, respectively, GOOSE communication

on horizontal level between IED and various DTS devices. Considering the fact that

the network is also used for control commands and GOOSE communication, high

reliability and low latency technologies such as optical lines, BPL, and WiMAX are

recommended. The design of the Smart Grid network should also contain primary

and backup communication lines by preferably using different technologies. The

optical fibers fulfill the challenging demands of network safety, throughput, and

other qualities of services criteria. The utilization of BPL andWiMAX technologies

is rather inappropriate because of their security and transmission stability mecha-

nism. The Ethernet and its industry sub-versions is the fundamental protocol, which

is implemented at higher network communication layers. The access network to the

Smart Grid central system and the backbone of the region are MAN and WAN

networks. This kind of network technology efficiently transfers a large amount of

data over long distances including the control commands and priority settings

(higher latency tolerance). The communication parameters and the Quality of

Service (QoS) mechanisms are very important to the design of Smart Grid

networks.

Conclusion

In order to meet the elemental aims of Smart Grid, effective communication

with network elements on the consuming side must be ensured. The absence

of standards for interoperability between data concentrator AMM and RTU

units cannot provide the desired outcome, i.e., management of appliances via

smart electrometers; therefore, the chapter provides a different perspective.

Unlike similar analyses, it accentuates not only the horizontal perspective of

Smart Grid implementation but predominantly the vertical perspective, i.e.,

from the distributor to various individual customers. The present regional

specification is influenced by the local operation of producers, although the

generalized results can be realized all over Europe, where the citizen distri-

bution is the same as that in the Czech Republic. This work and the contri-

bution has been supported by project “SP/2014/05—Smart Solutions for

Ubiquitous Computing Environments” from the University of Hradec

Kralove.
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Chapter 144

An Adaptive Greedy Geographical Routing
Protocol for Mobile Multihop Wireless
Network

Feng Liu, Jianli Li, Gong Qin, and Fanhua Kong

Abstract In this chapter, we analyze the performance deficiency of traditional

routing protocol based on the actual geographical setting and propose a novel

adaptive greedy geographical routing protocol. Through analyzing two factors

affecting network mobility—the moving speed and the pause time of nodes—the

protocol adjusts the beacon sending cycle and selects the better next hop to achieve

the goals of reducing overload and increasing the delivery success ratio. Simulation

results show that the protocol can acquire better effects compared to GPSR (greedy

perimeter stateless routing).

Keywords Ad hoc • Greedy forwarding • Adaptive • Geographical position

• Routing protocol

144.1 Introduction

In the numerous attractive research fields of the mobile ad hoc network (MANET),

the route problem is still one of the most basic and challenging problems [1, 2].

With the development of the locating device and algorithm, the greedy routing

protocol based on geographical location information has attracted the attention of

scholars. In this kind of protocol, the moving node gets the information such as

position and address of the neighbor nodes through periodically sending beacon

group and builds the information database of the neighbor node, and then every

intermediate node uses the greedy strategy to choose the most suitable neighbor

node to send the group till to the goal node. The existing greedy strategies include

GPSR (greedy perimeter stateless routing) [3], NC (Nearest Closer) [4], DIR

(Directional Routing) [5], and so on. But now most of the greedy routing protocols

based on geographical locative information have some common disadvantages

including:
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1. High node density. The number of nodes which distribute randomly in certain

areas is so large that the chance appearing the phenomenon of void and com-

munication temporary blindness is very small, which has covered some reliable

problems based on geographical information routing protocol and appearing

occasionally in certain problems.

2. Slow node speed. In MANET, the mobility of node is one of the main charac-

teristics. In the process of low speed or even stop, the network has a higher

success rate of packet delivery [3, 6]; at the same time the phenomenon of

communication temporary blindness will appear rarely. On the contrary, the

node in high speed will hardly ensure the success of the retransmission.

3. Long stay time. In most models, the pause time plays an important role that

reflects the mobility of node. The network node in stationary state obviously has

better performance [3]. The longer stay time means that there are more nodes in

stationary state, but this phenomenon does not conform to the mobility and

actual situation of the MANET network.

In this chapter, we present an adaptive mobile ad hoc greedy geographical

routing protocol which uses adaptive beacon exchange algorithm and automatically

chooses the sending beacon cycle mainly based on the stay time of the node itself.

The method makes the node in the transmission path able to maintain a relatively

accurate neighbor list which reflects the location and speed information of neighbor

nodes, which provides the real-time information for the greedy forwarding algo-

rithm and reduces the protocol overload. The greedy forwarding strategies adap-

tively choose the next hop according to the rate of neighbor node preserved in the

neighbor list that leads to higher success rates of retransmission.

144.2 Greedy Routing Protocols Based on Geographical
Locative Information

The greedy routing protocol based on geographical locative information mainly

consists of beacon exchange protocol and greedy forwarding algorithm. In this

chapter, we will introduce and compare adaptive greedy perimeter stateless routing

(AGPSR) with the GPSR protocol.

144.2.1 The Beaconing Protocol

Every node periodically sends a beacon to the broadcast MAC address, just

including its identifier (e.g., IP address) and position information. To avoid syn-

chronization of neighbors’ beacons, the GPSR protocol jitters each beacon’s trans-

mission by 50 % of the interval B between beacons, so that the mean inter-beacon

transmission interval is B, uniformly distributed in [0.5B, 1.5B].
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Upon not receiving a neighbor’s beacon or effective data packet among the

neighbor list after the time interval T, the forwarding node in GPSR assumes that

the neighbor node has failed or stayed away from the wireless transmission dis-

tance, and deletes all the information of the node from the neighbor list. The 802.11

MAC layer also gives direct indications of link-level retransmission failures to

neighbors. With the movement of the neighbor node, the position information of the

neighbor will be out of date; the accuracy of the neighbor set will decrease since the

new neighbor node will come into the area of wireless transmission. Because of

that, to maintain the accuracy of the information of the neighbor list, the GPSR

protocol should choose a suitable beacon interval B which is influenced by the

mobility rate, the stay time of network node, and the distance of wireless

transmission.

144.2.2 Greedy Forwarding Algorithm

Under GPSR, packets are marked by source node with their destinations’ locations.

As a result, a forwarding node can make a locally optimal, greedy choice in

choosing a packet’s next hop. Specifically, if a node knows the positions of all

the neighbor nodes, the locally optimal choice of the next hop is the neighbor

geographically closest to the packet’s destination. Forwarding in this regime fol-

lows successively closer geographic hops, until the destination is reached.

144.3 Problem Descriptions and Improvement
of the GPSR Protocol

144.3.1 The Density of Network Nodes

As described in Sect. 144.1, the performance of the GPSR protocol will be quite

different for high or low node density. In the simulation environment, there is one

node per 9,000 m2 on average [3]. A radio range is nearly 200,000 m2. As a result,

there is an average of approximately 20 neighbors within range of the average node

in these networks. At a high level of connectivity, and a high number of neighbor

nodes, the packet delivery success rate is more than 99 % on average.

In a real-world scenario, however, the high density of network configuration is

rarely achievable. For example, Figs. 144.1 and 144.2 show the packet delivery

ratio of GPSR for 40 network nodes with identical traffic sources in the 1,000 by

1,000 m scenario. The density of network nodes is 1/25,000 at this time, i.e., there

are only 8 neighbor nodes on average around every node. As is shown in the figures,

the desired performance cannot be achieved with high node speed and longer pause

time.
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144.3.2 The Pause Time of Node

The pause time that reflects the degree of mobility plays an important role in the

success rate of packet delivery in the GPSR protocol. From Fig. 144.1, one can see

that the network mobility decreases with the increase of the pause time in the early

time, which causes the high success rate of packet delivery. However, it will only

rise to a certain point before the performance degrades significantly. The reason is

that the density of network node is very low, which leads to more void areas in the

network. In the case, the network topology is almost in stationary state at this time.

There are not enough moving nodes to fill the void, which makes the forwarding

rate decrease. A proposed self-healing on-demand geographic path routing protocol

adjusts the beacon sending frequency based on the distance parameter s and works

well [7]. In addition, the grid’s location service (GLS) [8] combined with
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geographic forwarding allows the construction of ad hoc mobile networks that scale

to a larger number of nodes. Every mobile node periodically updates the position of

a small set of nodes within its positional service area, which prevents all neighbors

to send beacons. Considering the nodes may not only move around but also enter

and leave the network, the chapter presented a solution to the presence detection

problem [9]. It uses a Bloom filter-based beaconing mechanism to aggregate and

distribute information about the presence of network nodes.

In the chapter, an adaptive beacon sending mechanism that adjusts beacon

interval based on the pause time of node is proposed. An optimal pause time Poptimal

for GPSR can be obtained by achieving the best performance for packet delivery;

consequently we set the beacon transmission interval Bnew by the following

formulation:

Bnew ¼ P=Poptimal

� �
B ð144:1Þ

where P is the expected pause time for an individual node and B is the original

beacon interval in GPSR.

Therefore, it is shown that the current network topology is unstable when the

current pause time P is less than the optimal pause time Poptimal in GPSR, which

suggests that the new beacon interval Bnew should be shortened based on B. Based
on Eq. (144.1), our mechanism increases the beacon sending frequency, which

maintains the neighbor node’s position information in real time; when P is larger

than Poptimal, we can see that the ad hoc network is in the relatively stable period. In

this case, the beacon sending frequency is decreased; subsequently the whole

network load is reduced.

144.3.3 The Movement of Node

There is no doubt that the moving speed of node is an important indicator to

measure the network mobility. With the increase of the movement rate, the position

information of the neighbor nodes cannot be updated, which leads to the decrease in

the success rate of packet delivery in the GPSR protocol. Figure 144.2 shows that

the movement of node plays an important role in the success rate of packet delivery.

It can be seen that the transmit success rate will decrease as the speed of movement

increases.

The greedy forwarding strategy in GPSR has the advantages of high efficiency

and easy to operate by selecting the next hop whose geographical position is closest

to the destination. However, the node that has the shortest distance to the destina-

tion is the one that has the longest distance to itself. Based on the characteristics of

the wireless network communication, the further the transmit distance is, the more

serious the distortions of the signal are, and the higher the packet losing rate is. The

authors proposed a forwarding strategy: the neighbor node that is closest to itself is
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selected to be the next hop node so that we can decrease the temporary communi-

cation blindness in the ad hoc network [4]. The disadvantage of the approach is that

the energy consummation and the delay on packet transmission will be a more

serious problem as the increase in the hop counts. The DIR selects the neighbor as

the next hop, whose direction is closest to the direction of the destination among all

neighbor nodes [5]. However the DIR may create a routing loop in the worst case.

The chapter proposed an on-demand protocol for searching for a multipath QoS

route from a source host to a destination host in a MANET, where a multipath is a

network with a source and a sink satisfying certain bandwidth requirement [10]. A

distributed, randomized algorithm is proposed, where nodes make local decisions

on whether to sleep or to join a forwarding backbone as a coordinator [11]. Each

node bases its decision on an estimate of how many of its neighbors will benefit

from it being awake and the amount of energy available to it.

To maintain the success rate of packet delivery, we present an AGPSR protocol

based on the moving speed of nodes, which combines adaptive beacon exchange

mechanism. Our proposed protocol has obvious advantages on reducing the com-

munication temporary blindness and the network communication load. The detailed

descriptions of AGPSR are listed in Algorithm 1. Note that the field of every beacon

packet includes the position information of the current node and also the current

speed value. The forwarding node usually chooses the neighbor of smallest speed in

the neighbor set that is closer to the destination node than itself within the trans-

mission. In particular, when multiple nodes in the neighbor set are in the quiescent

state (i.e., the speed value is zero), the node that has the shortest distance to the

destination node will be selected as the next hop.

Algorithm 1
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144.4 The Simulation and Analysis

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the AGPSR protocol via

simulations by the OPNET Modeler as a tool of network simulation. In order to

illustrate the merits on the success rate of the average packet delivery and network

load in MANET, we compared AGPSR with the GPSR protocol. In our scenario,

40 nodes with 802.11 MAC Wave LAN radios are randomly distributed in a

1,000 m� 1,000 m area. All nodes move according to the random waypoint

model, with a maximum velocity of 20 m/s. The source node randomly chooses the

destination node: the size of the generated package is a constant 2,048 bit,

2 packages per second; the number of CBR is 16; the range of wireless

transmission is 250 m. The sending cycle B of the stable beacon in the GPSR

protocol is 3 s, and each simulation lasts for 15 min of simulated time.

144.4.1 The Success Rate of Packet Delivery

Figure 144.1 shows the pause time changed from 4 to 16 s; the moving speed of

every node randomly gets the values between 0 and 20 m/s. We can see that the

success rate of packet delivery is the highest when the pause time is about 8 s in the

GPSR protocol, so Poptimal is set to 8 s and Bnew equals to 3 (pause time/8). Based on

the above calculated value, we can get the success rate of packet delivery on

different pause times in AGPSR. Obviously, with the change of the pause time,

AGPSR has higher success rate of packet delivery and better stability than GPSR

except the extremely short pause time.

Figure 144.2 shows the success rate of packet delivery for the changing node’s

moving speed when the pause time is fixed at 8 s. With the increase of the move

speed, the success rate in GPSR shows a trend of gradual decrease, but our AGPSR

keeps better stability and higher success rate.

144.4.2 The Network Load

Figures 144.3 and 144.4 show the average network load under the condition of the

same parameters in Figs. 144.1 and 144.2. Because of using the adaptive beacon

sending mechanism, our mechanism decreases the beacon amount that is repeatedly

sent for the big pause time, and the greedy forward algorithm based on the move

speed of nodes maintains the high success rate of packet delivery and reduces the

amount of retransmission; hence, the network load in AGPSR under the condition

of all the parameters is still lower than GPSR.
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Conclusion

In this chapter, we present an adaptive geographical routing protocol AGPSR

which improves the performance of the traditional GPSR based on position

information in the MANET. In AGPSR, the selection of the next hop to

transmit is not completely according to the greedy standard that has the

shortest distance to the destination node, but takes the influence that move
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(continued)

speed of nodes on the network performs into consideration. The different

beacon sending cycles for different pause times of nodes saved communica-

tion amount and decreased the whole load of the network. But the simulation

shows the small improvement of this protocol on the hop count and the delay

of the network; further improvement of the performance will be one of the

subsequent research works.
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Chapter 145

A Coverage-Enhancing Algorithm Based
on Local Virtual Force Equilibrium
for Wireless Sensor Networks

Yujian Wang and Kaiguo Qian

Abstract To improve the coverage performance of nodes randomly deployed in a

wireless sensor network, this paper proposes a local stress force–balanced method

that enhances the coverage performance of mobile nodes. With this algorithm, the

sensor nodes move to where the node stress virtual force by neighboring nodes in

the local area (node two times the radius of perception) are in equilibrium to

enhance coverage performance. A simulation experiment shows that the proposed

algorithm quickly improves the coverage performance to more than 98 %. The

algorithm is rapidly and efficiently deployed.

Keywords Wireless sensor network (WSN) • Stress balance • Node movement •

Coverage performance

145.1 Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [1] are self-organizing network systems that are

widely used in environmental monitoring, medical care, urban traffic management,

warehouse management, and military reconnaissance and has emerged as a hot

research field. The features of WSNs [2] include limited node energy, a nonuniform

distribution of large-scale node networks, node mobility, and dynamic network

topology. It is important for node deployment in wireless sensor network, which

affects the cost of building a network, topology control, the design of routing

protocols, and network coverage, and so forth. The deployment of randomly

sown sensor nodes [3] is usually adopted in large-scale inaccessible wireless sensor

network applications, in which it is hard to place sensor nodes in the desired

location. Node coverage overlap or sparse distribution inevitably occur to form
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covered blind areas. To remedy this weakness, more sensor nodes are needed to

satisfy coverage performance requirements, which will increase costs. In recent

years, mobile sensor nodes have been designed [4, 5] for use in sensor network

deployment. Using node mobility, nodes can be controlled in such a way that they

move to the optimum location after random deployment to enhance coverage

performance. The key technology involves controlling the mobile sensor node to

set it at the ideal position so that the sensor nodes are uniformly distributed in the

task area.

The mechanism of a virtual force–oriented control algorithm is introduced for

controlling sensor network nodes moving to idea position [6]. This algorithm builds

a virtual force model that takes into consideration the priority deployment location

of the task area to node, interactions between sensor nodes and obstacle factors to

node to control node movement to improve network coverage performance. Recent

studies [7, 8] have appeared on a virtual force–oriented algorithm in mobile sensor

networks that easily introduce node collisions for similarly oriented virtual force

algorithms with no clear node moving targets in the process of movement. At the

same time in the iteration process, to calculate the virtual force, temporary global

information network coverage must be obtainable at any time, resulting in a high

communication cost. A divide-and-conquer deployment strategy has been proposed

[9] to realize complete coverage of subareas so as to cover an entire area by dividing

the task into several subareas, every subarea selects part of nodes to constitute

minimum cover sets. Based on an analysis of the distribution of sensor network

nodes and research on the virtual force algorithm, it is found that, as long as the size

of the virtual force model is reasonable, a consideration of the simple force balance

between nodes can yield excellent coverage performance. The algorithm calculates

the virtual force of a node within a range of 2 perception radii to control a mobile

node. The simulation results show that in 20 iterative rounds the algorithm can gain

more than 98 % coverage.

145.2 System Model and Problem Description

The following network node models are used to analyze the new algorithm

performance.

145.2.1 Network Model

1. All nodes in the network are isomorphic, with the same perception, communi-

cation, and mobility. All nodes can acquire their geographic location informa-

tion at any time.
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2. The effect of obstacles in the monitoring area are not considered. Sensor nodes

randomly deployed can obtain their own node serial number ID and their own

location coordinates.

3. Assume that sensor nodes’ perception radius is r and the communication radius

is R. This meets the requirement for complete coverage of the region; at the same

time, nodes can communicate with each other, so as to meet R¼ 2r.

145.2.2 Problem Description

A mutual acting force is introduced between the sensor nodes to control node

movement to the ideal position using their mobility after random deployment to

complete the coverage task for the whole area.

1. Number of nodes.

The number of sensor nodes needed to cover an area is calculated according to

the honeycomb grid coverage, which uses n nodes of effective coverage for each
sensor node to cover a task areaM�N. The minimum coverage node number is

calculated by Eq. (145.1), which is used to determine the initial number of sensor

networks:

n ¼ 2�M � N

3
ffiffiffi
3
p

πr2
: ð145:1Þ

2. Coverage ratio.

The coverage ratio is defined as the union sets of all sensor nodes comparing

to the task area, calculated using Eq. (145.2):

dcoverage ¼
[N
i¼1

cover area sið Þ
M � N

: ð145:2Þ

3. Convergence time.

Convergence time is defined as the iteration rounds needed for the algorithm

to meet the performance requirements. The shorter the convergence time, which

means a faster sensor network deployment, the more applicable the algorithm is

for practical applications.

145.3 Coverage-Enhancing Algorithm

The coverage-enhancing algorithm based on force equilibrium builds a stress force

model according to the node location distribution and the distance between nodes.

The stress force behaves nodes attraction and repulsion depending on whether the
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distance is greater than the equilibrium distance. Nodes move under the action of

attraction and repulsion. They stop when the attraction and the repulsion are in

balance, then they update their own positions so as to establish random nodes that

are redeployed after seeding. The force model is limited within the scope of the

2 times sensor radius in order to avoid having the node move long distances, that is,

the node in the local area.

145.3.1 Stress Virtual Force Model

We set the sensing radius of the sensor nodes to r and the communication radius to

R. Guarantee a complete coverage of the wireless sensor network to the nodes can

communicate with each other, it sets R to 2r. The general distribution of a local area
after the random deployment of sensor nodes is shown in Fig. 145.1.

Nodes S2, S3, S4, and S5 are distributed around node S1. The distance d12
between S1 and S2 is small, which is less than the coverage radius r of sensor nodes,
so the overlapping area of the two nodes is larger. The distance d15 between nodes

S5 and S1 is equal to
ffiffiffi
3
p

r, which is the balance distance. The distance d13 between
nodes S1 and S3 is equal to two times the sensor node coverage radius; there is only

one intersection point between each node, no overlapping coverage, which means

the effective coverage area between the two nodes is the largest. But it is difficult to

determine the position of the third node, S4. If the distance d14 from S4 to S1 is

greater than R and d34 is greater than the distance R, then the area will be covered in
holes. It can be proved that three sensor nodes constitute regular triangle coverage

with the length of one side for satisfying d0 ¼
ffiffiffi
3
p

r, which achieves the best

performance. In the analysis stress model for S1, which moved in the direction of

the left S2, near S3 direction. S5 is not affected by nodes S4 and S5. S5 is located in

the optimal location and set the balance of the force. Based on the node stress

Fig. 145.1 Local node

distribution
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virtual force analysis for the local optimum coverage performance, a mechanical

model of the node is shown by Eq. (145.3):

F si; sj
� � ¼ Kmimj

d i; jð Þα , if disk si; sj
� � � 2r,

0, otherwise:

8<: ð145:3Þ

In the preceding equation, with the condition 2r� d(i, j)� d0, K¼ 1, F is the

attractive force, and the nodes move close to each other under the action of gravity.

As shown in Fig. 145.1, node S1 moves in the direction of S3. With the condition

K¼�1, F is the repulsion force. The nodes move away from each other under the

acting force. Figure 145.1 shows that nodes S1 and S2 move far away from each

other. When F is zero, the nodes stop moving. In the next simulation experiment,the

parameters Eq. (145.3) are set as follows: mi¼ 1, mj¼ 1, α¼ 1, d0 ¼
ffiffiffi
3
p

r. In the

local area of si, the sum of all the repulsive forces of si stress forces from its

neighboring nodes is calculated using Eq. (145.4):

F ¼
XN

j¼1, j 6¼i
F si; qj
� �

: ð145:4Þ

145.3.2 Node Location Update

According to Eq. (145.4) for node si reaction force, node si moves with step is set to

10 m. The location update relations are shown as Eq. (145.5) in each round:

x
0
i ¼ xi þ Fix=Fi∗step,
y
0
i ¼ yi þ Fiy=Fi∗step:

�
ð145:5Þ

When a node is removed from the outside edge of a region to a task, it defines its

location directly with respect to the border of r/2.

145.4 Simulation Experiment

In MATLAB R2012a, a 1,000� 1,000 task area, the algorithm is run with the

sensor’s perception radius r set to 90. The iteration time is set to 50 rounds. Based

on Eq. (145.4), the number of deployed sensor nodes is determined to be 60.

1. Coverage ratio enhancement experiment

A coverage ratio comparison for the virtual force positioning (VFP) algorithm

and coverage-enhancing algorithm is shown in Fig. 145.2.

It can be seen from the graph that the coverage ratio for the coverage-enhancing

algorithm has increased from approximately 76 % at the initial deployment to
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around 98 % through the iteration of 20 rounds. After 20 rounds, the coverage ratio

remained steady at around 98 %, floating up and down by no more than 0.5 %. The

coverage ratio of the VFP algorithm is lower than 95 %, which shows that the

algorithm is an efficient, fast, wireless sensor network coverage-enhancement

algorithm.

2. Mobile trajectory of sensor node

We set the simulation time to 20 rounds and 50 rounds and map the nodes’

mobile trajectory diagram as shown in Figs. 145.3 and 145.4.

The red dots represent the initial deployment location of the sensor nodes, the

blue lines represent the node movement trajectory, and the terminal represents

the location of the nodes at the end of the simulation. Combining the coverage

change curve and the two nodes’ movement trajectories, it can be found that the

coverage ratio reaches 98.18 % with 20 round after nodes random deployment.

At this point, all nodes almost move to the location of the force balance. In the time

about next 30 rounds, the nodes perform minor swings back and forth at the force

balance point, and the coverage ratio almost does not change.

Conclusion

Set covering deployment is the basic technology that affects the design of

routing protocols, network topology control, and management technology for

wireless sensor networks. With the force balance algorithm, nodes move to

locations under the control of stress forces from their neighbors. The nodes do

not move when they arrive at the location of the node force equilibrium;

accordingly, the nodes are relatively evenly distributed throughout the task

(continued)
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(continued)

area, and the coverage ratio improves to more than 98 % to meet the

requirements of coverage performance. Experiments show that the new

algorithm represents a kind of fast efficient deployment method to improve

network coverage algorithm.
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Chapter 146

Network Node Importance Measurement
Method Based on Vulnerability Analysis

Yahui Li, Hongwa Yang, and Kai Xie

Abstract As to select the important nodes from network, the key problems are to

determine the basis and quantitative standard of evaluating node importance. This

chapter proposes the measurement method of network node importance from the

aspect of vulnerability, including topological structure vulnerability evaluation

standard based on degree distribution, betweenness centrality, round-robin

betweenness centrality, and extension degree distribution; and application vulner-

ability evaluation standard based on maximum load link and information value. The

experiment results show that the measure standard of network node importance

based on extension degree distribution not only reflects the value of the node itself,

but comprehensively considers indirect effect of node to network; it can well

describe the differences among nodes in a network, and time complexity of the

algorithm is smaller.

Keywords Topological structure vulnerability • Application vulnerability • Node

importance • Measurement method

146.1 Introduction

In real life, many systems can be described by the way of network, such as the

Internet, telecommunication network, financial network, airport network [1], inter-

personal network [2], sensor network, and command network. Based on the type,
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network can be divided into regular network, random network, fully connected

network, small-world network [3], complex network [4], etc.

With continuous deepening of network research, the research of which nodes

play important roles in network function operation has caused wide attention of

scholars both at home and abroad, and proposed many evaluation methods of node

importance combined with different actual backgrounds. All of them are based on

differences among nodes to explore the importance of network node from some

aspects, such as the status of node itself in interpersonal network, control ability of

node to information transmission on the Internet, and the flow of node processing

information in traffic network, etc.

For selecting an important goal node from network, the key problem is to

determine the basis and quantitative standard of evaluating node importance ci
from the aspect of vulnerability. Generally, the node with greater effects to sur-

rounding nodes can be regarded as having more value. The node importance ci can
be expressed as:

ci ¼ 1þ αð ÞLi ð146:1Þ

in which Li is the load of node i, namely, the intrinsic value of the node, and α is

redundant capacity of the node and the value is more than 0. Generally, the node

with the maximum value distribution ci is most important to the security of network,

and related to network topological structure and the capacity of node itself.

Vulnerability is defined as a method to measure system vulnerabilities, which

are the points of causing system loss. From the aspect of topological structure

vulnerability and application vulnerability, this chapter extracts general character-

istics of different networks in order to provide measurement methods of network

node importance. The topological structure vulnerability focuses on analyzing the

importance of node in network structure, namely, the influence to network when the

node is destroyed; the application vulnerability focuses on analyzing the fragility of

network during business operation, which is closely related to the network type and

requires specific analysis accordingly, for example, processing goal number

overload problem of sensor network information integration center.

146.2 Analyzing Network Node Importance Based
on Topological Structure Vulnerability

Network topological structure vulnerability analysis is equal to removing a node

from network (i.e., removing all edges connected to the node at the same time); thus

it may cause some paths among nodes being interrupted. The network will be

regarded as being robust to the destruction of nodes if most of nodes of the network

are still connected after removing a small amount. The network will be regarded as
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having a high vulnerability to sabotage if the connectivity of network is greatly

affected after the sabotage of a small amount of nodes.

In the aspect of topological structure vulnerability analysis, this chapter gives

consideration to computation complexity of algorithm itself as well as the influence

of nodes in topological view, and proposes the following standard to measure and

sequence it, as shown in Fig. 146.1.

1. Based on degree distribution standard

It can obtain important nodes of network with fastest speed if assuming that node

value is directly related to node degree value and sequence the nodes of network

in accordance with descending order of degree value.

In the network, the degree of node means the number of edge connected to the

node. The degree ki of node i is defined as follows:

ki ¼
XN
j¼1

eij ð146:2Þ

If the edges in network have directions, such as the edge of sensor network

from source node to receiving node, the degree of nodes will be divided into

out-degree and in-degree. The out-degree of node means edge number from this

node to other nodes; the in-degree of node means edge number from other nodes

to this node.

2. Based on betweenness centrality standard

Betweenness centrality includes node betweenness centrality and edge between-

ness centrality; it is a global variable and reflects the effect and influence of a

node or an edge. The node betweenness centrality means the number ratio of all

shortest paths in network passing through the node, where there is very strong

interdependency between node betweenness centrality and degree. The between-

ness centrality distribution is quite different for different type networks;

D
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B
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Node Topological Structure
Vulnerability Analysis

Fig. 146.1 System diagram of node topological structure vulnerability analysis
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generally, the betweenness centrality will be higher if the edge connected with

node is more, and similarly, the node importance will be higher.

li ¼
XN
j¼1

XN
k¼jþ1

num d i
jk

� �
num djk

� � ð146:3Þ

in which num(djk) is the number of shortest paths between node j and node

k and num(dijk) is the number of shortest paths passing through the node

i between node j and node k.
3. Based on round-robin betweenness centrality standard

In order to reflect the dynamic characteristics of network, the network structure

will change accordingly along with the state change of each node. The feature of

network degree distribution being extremely uneven determines that some key

nodes have un-negligible influence to network structure, such as core node.

Therefore, various features of target network will always have varying degrees

of damage after destroying the node with maximum betweenness centrality

value. In order to capture and describe the detail, we need to carry out round-

robin mode of “compute betweenness centrality—simulate destruction—com-

pute betweenness centrality,” to remove the node with maximum betweenness

value in current network in turn.

4. Based on extension degree distribution standard

In addition to consider node degree (i.e., the first-layer neighbor of node), the

influence of node should also be extended to the influence of neighbors of node

neighbor (the second-layer neighbor of the node), if necessary, to the third-layer

neighbors. The sum of degree of the node itself and degree of surrounding first-

layer neighbor node is called extension degree of the node. Its sequence is in

accordance with extension degree value of nodes in the network and higher of

extension degree value of node higher of node value. This method gives con-

sideration to balance between evaluation accuracy and computation complexity.

The design idea is simple and practical, and also it overcomes the weakness of

using node degree only which does not accurately express node value in net-

work. For example, the degree value of one node is very high, but the nodes

connected to it are not important, then, this node will be not important actually,

and the extension degree of node is smaller; on the other hand, the node will be

very important in reality if its degree value is not too high, but most of nodes

connected to it are very important, and the extension degree of node is also high;

thus, it is consistent with the performance of node importance in the real world.

If we only calculate the second-layer neighbor of the node, the extension

degree k
0
i of node i is defined as follows:
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k
0
i ¼ ki þ

X
j2N&j6¼i

eij:kj ð146:4Þ

146.3 Analyzing Network Node Importance Based
on Application Vulnerability

Aiming at fully connected network, random network, small-world network, etc. it is

difficult to determine the important nodes of network through topological structure

vulnerability analysis. Therefore, we should combine application vulnerability

analysis with business characteristics of network and use it to determine the

important nodes of network when analyzing them.

In the aspect of application vulnerability analysis, this chapter gives consider-

ation to network flow, information, and structure, and proposes the following

standard to measure and sequence the value of node in network, as shown in

Fig. 146.2.

1. Based on maximum load link standard

Combined with the characteristics of practical application of network, this

chapter takes into account the nodes that directly are connected with maximum

load link into destruction objects. Here, load L of a link e is defined as a positive
correlation function between link degree and bidirectional network flow passing

through this link. Generally, the link load of topological meaning is measured by

link betweenness centrality CB(e). It is obvious that the computation of CB(e)
needs to use global information of network topology [5], and it is unrealistic in

huge network.

Combined with local network topology and flow information, link load L(e) is
expressed as follows:

L eð Þ ¼ LTopological:LTraffic ¼ ku:kw

X
TeX

u2V0
X

Tu

ð146:5Þ

in which ∑ Te is the number of the transmitted data packet through this link,X
u2V0
X

Tu is the number of the generated data packet, V0 is the local topology

Node Application
Vulnerability Analysis

M
axim

um
 load

link standard

Inform
ation
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Fig. 146.2 System diagram

of node application

vulnerability analysis
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range known as current nodes, and ku and kw mean the degree of nodes at two

ends of link.

ku. kw is expressed as degree ke of link. Holme [6], etc. have proved that in ku.
kw, ku+ kw, min(ku, kw), and max(ku, kw) have several kinds of link degree-related
definition, and the actual simulation result of the first kind has the highest

interdependency about link betweenness centrality.

2. Based on information value standard

Generally, one node runs many different services, such as command service,

information processing service, etc. The same service among different nodes is

transmitted through special links, thus forming the information network of this

service. The information resource value (information value) of the same service

in different nodes or different services in the same node is different, and the

information value of node service reflects the relative importance of this node in

information network of this service. Therefore, the computation method of

service information value should be based on this principle: the higher the

value of service information of a node is, the more important this node is in

service information network. The evaluation indicators of various types of

services are different, for example, the command service indicators are com-

mand guide groups, guide information density, etc. while the major indicators of

information processing service are information processing accuracy, handling

delay, and so on. Therefore, the service importance evaluation is dynamic,

multivariable, and with certain subjectivity, and has no general rule.

If we set the parameter indicator vector of information value of service sj as

V
!
j, the computation formula of information value SIVij of sj on node hiwill be as

follows:

SIVij ¼ w
!
j:v
!

ij ð146:6Þ

in whichw
!

j is the weighted vector of information value parameter vector V
!
j of

service sj and v
!

ij is the quantitative evaluation of service sj on node hi based on

V
!
j. The quantitative method of various information value indicators will be

given according to the expert experience.

The information value of a node depends on service information value and

number running on this node. If Si is the service set provided by node Hi, the

information value HIVi of Hi will be as follows:

HIVi ¼
X
sj2Si

ωj:SIVij

� � ð146:7Þ

in which SIVij represents the information value of service sj on hi and wj is the

weight of service sj in all service types. The higher the information value of a

node is, the more important the information provided by this node is.
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146.4 Evaluation Case Analysis of Network
Node Importance

Choosing an interpersonal social relation network as the research object, as shown

in Fig. 146.3, we evaluate and sequence node importance of interpersonal social

relation network, respectively, by degree distribution, betweenness centrality,

round-robin betweenness centrality, and extension degree distribution standards.

The evaluation results of top 12 important nodes are shown in Table 146.1.

We can find from Table 146.1 that it can’t perfectly distinguish important nodes

of network only by node degrees, for example, the nodes 8, 11, 20, and 38 have the

same degree 3; however, their roles in network are obviously different due to

the effect of degree differences among neighbor nodes connected with them.
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Fig. 146.3 Interpersonal social relation network structure [7]

Table 146.1 Evaluation results of node importance (top 12)

Importance

Degree

distribution

Betweenness

centrality

Round-robin

betweenness

centrality

Extension degree

distribution

Node Value Node Value Node Value Node Value

1 16 8 16 0.660 16 0.371 16 24

2 5 5 26 0.537 26 0.215 22 20

3 26 5 22 0.518 11 0.191 26 19

4 22 4 11 0.453 31 0.131 11 19

5 8 3 31 0.314 5 0.125 20 14

6 11 3 5 0.280 22 0.109 5 13

7 20 3 8 0.191 8 0.084 28 13

8 28 3 32 0.189 32 0.075 28 12

9 31 3 28 0.178 38 0.075 32 11

10 32 3 20 0.159 28 0.069 14 11

11 34 3 38 0.146 20 0.056 38 10

12 38 3 19 0.108 14 0.052 8 9
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The experimental results show that the measurement method of network node

importance based on extension degree can describe the differences among nodes

in network in more detail.

Different evaluation standard explores the same problem from different aspects,

so the standard may not be good or bad, and each standard has its own advantages

and disadvantages, for example, node degree distribution standard focuses on local

influence and the algorithm is simple, but it can’t reflect the overall role of nodes in

network; the evaluation results of node betweenness centrality standard are more

accurate, more in line with objective fact, but the algorithm time is long and

complexity is high; node extension degree standard starts with local feature of

network, not only fully reflects the influence of the node itself, but also compre-

hensively considers indirect influence of neighbors to the node itself. In interper-

sonal network, channel sales network, infectious disease network, and many other

actual networks, as well as under the situation of obtaining the non-global infor-

mation of network and a huge network scale [8], its algorithm complexity is

smaller, but the result is not very accurate, so it needs to be extended to the third-

layer neighbors and further.

Conclusion

The importance of nodes in network reflects the performance influence

magnitude to network under possible fault conditions. The chapter carries

out qualitative analysis and quantitative evaluation to node importance from

the two aspects, topological structure vulnerability and application vulnera-

bility, and gives comparative analysis to the evaluation standards. In most of

the actual networks, such as the Internet, WWW, email network, and inter-

personal network, the network scale is huge and topological structure is

complex, so it is very important to find a kind of evaluation standard which

is simple, with small computation complexity as well as effective to evaluate

network node importance, such as improving extension degree distribution

evaluation algorithm.
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Chapter 147

Modeling for Information Transmission
of Consumer Products Quality and Safety
Based on the Social Network

Yingcheng Xu, Xiaohong Gao, Ming Lei, Huali Cai, and Yong Su

Abstract This chapter considers the web information of consumer products qual-

ity and safety as research object. As to the transmission characteristics of social

network, we established an information transmission model without the govern-

ment’s intervention based on the social network to analyze the relationship of

parameters in terms of the information transmission by means of simulation. The

results show that the proposed model is more effective and feasible.

Keywords Web information • Consumer products quality safety • Information

transmission model • Social network

147.1 Introduction

In recent years, incidents in respect of the consumer product’s quality and safety

often occur in rapid succession in our country, such as Kumho Tires, Da Vinci

furniture, faucet lead beyond the standard, poison uniforms event, and so on; these

events directly affect national economy and people’s livelihood. They are not only

the top priority of consumer attention but also the focus of public opinion and

governments. With the development of web 2.0, especially the appearance of

emerging social media which users are greatly involved in such as WeChat,

blogs, wikis, Weibo, BBS, social networks, and content community. The modes

of information transmission are more and more diversified and complicated. Web

has gradually become an important platform for the information release of product

quality safety, evolution, and monitoring of public opinions. Sarafidis carried on

further researches on network public transmission in network community and
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furthermore proposed scientific warnings and effective intervention strategies

[1]. Isham et al. proposed the correlation functions of degree based on the rumor

spreading model and analyzed the influence of network topology on rumor spread-

ing by numerical calculation [2]. Becker et al. proposed a generic framework which

utilized clustering method to identify relevant events of social media [3]. Zhang

et al. discussed the information dissemination model on online social network

[4]. Xie et al. carried out some simulation researches on two competition topics

of dissemination based on complex network [5]. Wang et al. carried out relevant

researches on evolution of public opinions of the microblog based on complex

network theory [6]. Jalili analyzed the formation of social power and public

opinions based on complex network as well as carried out simulation experiment

in terms of small-world and scale-free network [7]. Zhang et al. studied the

relationship between the tie-strength and information propagation on online social

networks [8]. Although numerous researches have been carried out, the results are

still far from satisfaction. Firstly, the depth and the mode of web information

dissemination need to be further analyzed; secondly, the information dissemination

rule in terms of main channels, structure, path, and evolutionary cycles should be

investigated as well. On the basis of previous researches, this chapter attempts to

build an information transmission model of product quality and safety incidents

based on social network with contributions made primarily from the following two

aspects, namely, the proposal of a life-cycle model and the media influence factors

including the characteristics of product quality and safety information and the

establishment of an information transmission model of product quality and safety

with the social network.

147.2 Information Transmission Mode Based
on the Social Network

The essence of newly developed social network is online social network service.

Different from the organization way based on content, online social network

consists of users. Participating users join in network, release personal information

and any content, and connect with anyone related to them. As a kind of online

service platform, it strives to build and react to social network made up of human

relations. Online social network is made up of users and connections. Imagine there

are n members in a social network, of which the ith member is Ai (i¼ 1, . . ., n), the
relation of Ai and Aj is rij, then online social network can be represented as a form of

matrix E¼ (rij)n� n.

Users often join online social network by means of registration. The connections

among users can be acquaintance in real world or known based on virtual world.

According to the difference of website services, connections can be bidirectional or

unidirectional. Online social network has big advantages in terms of information

sharing and seizing social relationship. Early online social network can be dated to
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the network formatted by e-mail sending-receiving among e-mail users. Current

online social networks like social network and blog have become the most

influenced network media forms.

E ¼
r11 r12 � � � r1n
r21 r22 � � � r2n
� � � � � �
rn1 rn2 � � � rnn

2664
3775

This section primarily studies information transmission in social network. Essen-

tially, human behavior modes can be summarized based on the following two kinds:

1. Push mode (information-diffusing): When node A in the network possesses

information and has transmission will, node A will transmit the information to

another node B actively. Similarly, node A transmits information to a node and

node set one by one or at the same time. Information transmission acts as radial

pattern at this moment.

2. Pull mode (information-seeking): When node A in the network possesses infor-

mation and another node B is interested in the information, node B will emit the

curiosity signal when it knows node A possesses the information. After that,

node A transmits information to node B and the whole information transmission

process competes. Similarly, this kind of information transmission chain is

formed among many nodes. Now the network becomes a complex information

transmission network.

147.3 Information Transmission Model of Consumer
Products Quality and Safety

In the SIR model, when the susceptible (S) crowd touches infective (I) crowd, they
always turn into infective (I) state passively and won’t exit whether they accept to

become infective (I) subjectively. This is discrepant with the information transmis-

sion model based on social network which we are studying; therefore, we propose

another model on the basis of SIR model.

Our study model continuously maintains two characteristics of SIR transmission

model. Individual transmission process is divided into multiple statuses and

infected person is immune ultimately. In order to describe the transmission process,

we divide the individual statuses into four statuses such as the susceptibly infected

status, the non-informed and may be told (S, suspected); the infection status, the

informed (I); the involved in transmission (D, disseminating) status, the informed

but not transmitted (including stopping transmission status); and R (resistant) status.

The status of the node in the network continuously changes along with individual

decision. Status transition of node is shown in Fig. 147.1.
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We need attention in the model. Status D is a child status of status I. Actually we
can see status I as an intermediate status. Upon the node’s arrival at status I, it
immediately chooses to be transmitted to status D or not transmitted to status R. At
the moment of t, the number of nodes in status S is 0. We introduce status I in order
to conveniently compute the number of insiders in the model. When counting

actually, status I, status D, and status R will be computed repeatedly, which needs

S(t) +D(t) +R(t)¼ 1.

As shown in Fig. 147.1, see from status D at the moment of t. The node loses

interest in information with probability δ after the transmission’s completion. The

status turns into the stopping transmission status R. When the node is in the

susceptible infection status S, D will have two kinds of changes while touching

the transmission node. One change is interested in information and reading infor-

mation (inform will), and the node will be transmitted from status S into status I.
The other change is not interested in information and reading information

(no inform will). The node doesn’t change status and maintain at status S. When

the nodes read information and become informed (status I ), a part of those will

produce transmission aspiration after becoming insiders and then will be D. The
other parts of the nodes that don’t produce transmission will become immune nodes

and stop transmission.

In reality, the number of individual directional contracted people is equal and

closed to obey the Poisson distribution; therefore, the network to be discussed is

homogenous network. Imagine the average degree of network is k, according to

status transition of node in Fig. 147.1; at the moment of t, we can get the formula as

follows:

dS=dt ¼ �αS tð ÞD tð Þ
dI=dt ¼ ηαS tð ÞD tð Þ
dD=dt ¼ βαS tð ÞD tð Þ � δD tð Þ
dR=dt ¼ 1� βð ÞηαS tð ÞD tð Þ þ δD tð Þ

8>><>>: ð147:1Þ

where I(t)¼D(t) +R(t), S(t) +D(t) +R(t)¼ 1.

Parameters in the model are explained as:

1. Relative contract proportion α: The proportion of friends who can accept

information appointed by disseminators in all friends. The proportion is

influenced by the disseminator’s subjective will and network-provided func-

tions. In social network and blog, the functions of sharing and forwarding are

usually facing all friends with the contract proportion reaching 1.

Suspected Informed Resistant

=1

Disseminating

Fig. 147.1 Status transition of node
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2. Inform will η: The probability of the individual who receives disseminator’s

information scans the information. After receiving the information, the individ-

ual will make a rough estimation of information content by scanning title. The

event attributes title contains (severity of the event, potential impact on users

made by event), which will be an important gist for individual estimation. By

estimating the earnings (inform) and cost (time cost) of scanning the informa-

tion, the individual will make a decision whether they’ve known each other

deeply. Therefore, the inform rate will be functioned by both relative contract

proportion and inform will.

3. Inform rate λ: The proportion of informed friends in all friends when the

information disseminators transmit information to friends. The proportion is

decided by the number of friends selected by such disseminators and the

subjective will of scanning the information. In this model, the inform rate λ is

the product of relative contract proportion α and inform will η; thus λ¼ α * η. In
social network and blog, α¼ 1, so λ¼ η.

4. Transmission will β: The probability of insiders transmitting the scanned web

information of consumer quality and safety to friends. As an insider, the indi-

vidual will make a decision whether or not to transmit information to friends.

The decision is influenced by the user’s character and behavior on the one side.

On the other side, it is influenced by the earnings (such as satisfaction of the

drawing attention) and the time cost acquired by transmitting the information.

5. Proportion of losing interest δ: The probability of disseminator losing interest in

or forgetting the transmitted information. After transmitting information of

consumer product’s quality and safety, the individual may believe the informa-

tion unworthy and thus lose interest in or forget the information.

Taking α¼ 1 into differential Eq. (147.1), we get Eq. (147.2):

dS=dt ¼ �S tð ÞD tð Þ
dI=dt ¼ ηS tð ÞD tð Þ
dD=dt ¼ βS tð ÞD tð Þ � δD tð Þ
dR=dt ¼ 1� βð ÞηS tð ÞD tð Þ þ δD tð Þ

8>><>>: ð147:2Þ

where I(t)¼D(t) +R(t), S(t) +D(t) +R(t)¼ 1.

147.4 Experiment Study

Simulating the above-described model and imagining there are 100 nodes as SIR

model assumption, there are three sickened and infective nodes, 96 non-sickened

and infective nodes, and one lifelong immune node at the moment of t¼ 1; thus S
(t)¼ 0.96, I(t)¼ 0.04, D(t)¼ 0.03, and R(t)¼ 0.01. Setting up parameters η¼ 0.8,

β¼ 0.5, δ¼ 0.1, and numerical simulation of 50 steps (in the simulation process

computeD(t) and R(t) firstly, and then compute S(t) and I(t)), we get the currency of
S(t), I(t), D(t), and R(t) as shown in Fig. 147.2:
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As can be seen from Fig. 147.2, S(t) decreases and R(t) increases when the time t

increases as similar as SIR model. The newly added node number D(t) will increase
and then decrease as the time increases. S(t) increases as time increases, but tends to

a value less than 1 finally. This indicates that all the nodes in the network can’t

become insiders even if the whole transmission process finishes, which is different

from all the nodes that will be infected in SIR model. This is because we add

parameter of inform will η. Susceptible nodes will choose to be informed or not

informed according to their own inform will when contracting information; never-

theless, in the SIR model, they passively become infective.

On the basis of simple analysis to the model, we know that the inform proportion

is the proportion of information-informed persons in all the persons. At the moment

of t, the inform proportion in the network can be indicated by I(t)/(S(t) + I(t) +R(t)).
In the above model, the inform proportion is I(t), which is an increasing process and
tends to a specific value when time increases. Figure 147.3 shows that the bigger the

Fig. 147.2 Changing currency

Fig. 147.3 I(t) changes with α
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α is, the faster the inform proportion will become maximum. Figure 147.4 shows

the ultimate value of I(t), I0 ¼ limt!1 I tð Þchanges as α changes, and the bigger α is,

the bigger the ultimate value of I(t) is.

Conclusion

In this study, we propose an information transmission model without the

government’s intervention as to the event information characteristics of

consumer product’s quality and safety. The research on the transmission

rule of product’s quality and safety based on social network has provided

decision support for the monitoring and management of web information of

consumer product’s quality and safety.
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Chapter 148

A Multi-classifier-Based Multi-agent Model
for Wi-Fi Positioning System

Shiping Zhu, Kewen Sun, and Yuanfeng Du

Abstract Fingerprint-based Wi-Fi localization systems have become attractive for

researchers in indoor location-based services. Due to the fluctuant characteristics of

received signal strength (RSS) and the lack of the research on environmental factors

affecting the signal propagation, the accuracy of the previous systems heavily relies

on environmental conditions. In this chapter, we propose a novel multi-agent fusion

algorithm which combines multiple classifiers. Unlike previous multi-classifier

combination rule, the proposed approach considers the relativity among classifiers

according to co-decision matrix. Experimental results show that the multi-classifier

approach outperforms single classifier in the test environment with the average

accuracy and standard deviations greatly improved in the test environment.

Keywords Wi-Fi localization • Multi-agent fusion algorithm • Co-decision matrix

• Multi-classifier

148.1 Introduction

In recent years, the rapid development of mobile smart phone technologies has

made indoor location-based service (LBS) more available, such as indoor localiza-

tion, navigation, and location-based security; nevertheless, owing to the complicacy

of the indoor environment, GPS (global positioning system) can’t provide reliable

and precise positioning services in indoor environment. WLAN (wireless local area

networks)-based indoor positioning system has been extensively studied with a lot

of solutions proposed in the past two decades [1], and most of the researches have

focused on received signal strength indication (RSSI) method. Compared with

time-of-arrival (TOA) and angle-of-arrival (AOA) [2] algorithms, RSS can be

easily received by a Wi-Fi-integrated mobile device.
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According to the published results and literature surveys [3, 4], RSS (fingerprint)

methods outperform other techniques in indoor positioning scenarios. Fingerprint

wireless positioning method [5] is performed on two phases: off-line phase and

online phase. In off-line phase, RSSs are received at various positions of the target

place and stored in a database called radio map. In online phase, RSS measured by a

WLAN-enabled device is used to estimate a location by means of a variety of

techniques, such as k-NN [4], Gaussian distribution [6], Bayesian [7], and

PPMCC [8].

In this work, we propose a multi-classifier approach for Wi-Fi-based positioning

system, and introduce a multi-agent model [9] for multiple classifier fusion. In order

to demonstrate the effectiveness of multi-classifier, we have evaluated the proposed

system in the test environment by adopting three classifiers such as k-NN, Gaussian
distribution, and PPMCC.

There are few studies related to the multi-classifier method for Wi-Fi-based

indoor localization. One introduced a fuzzy rule-based multi-classification system

by using standard methodologies for component classifier generation such as

bagging and random subspace along with fuzzy logic to deal with the huge

uncertain characteristics of Wi-Fi signal [10]; another combined the Bayesian

combination rule and the majority vote for multi-classifier, assuming that the

classifiers are independent between each other [11]. In our work, we introduce a

multi-agent combination approach, which can provide higher positioning accuracy

in our experiment; it considers the correlation of each classifier, while the Bayesian

rule is not taken into account.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 148.2, we

introduce a multi-classifier approach for the Wi-Fi-based positioning systems. In

Sect. 148.3, the effectiveness of the proposed system is demonstrated by experi-

ments. This chapter summarizes our work and suggests further research in section

“Conclusion”.

148.2 Proposed Method

The algorithm of the proposed system can be illustrated in Fig. 148.1. In the off-line

phase, the RSSs from all APs (access points) to each RP (reference point) are

collected in the test environment as learning data. The learning data can be divided

into two parts, the classifier training set U1 and the fusion training set U2.
The classifier training set U1 is used to construct the fingerprint database.

Assume that there are m APs, denoted by AP1, AP2, . . ., APm, and n RPs, denoted

by RP1, RP2, . . ., RPn. Each fingerprint is composed of a pair of data containing

MAC address of an AP and its signal strength, and each RP consists of multiple

pairs of data, such as {hMAC1,RSS1i, hMAC2,RSS2i, hMAC3,RSS3i, . . .}. After

collecting the fingerprint, sort the RSSs for each RP and cluster the RPs at the

same order of RSSs from detectable APs [12]. This cluster not only reduces the

computational overhead from Youssef’s research [13], but also reduces the sparsity
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of the confusion matrices, confidence matrices, and co-decision matrices which will

be used in the rest of this chapter.

The fusion training set U2 is used to construct the confusion matrix C. In the

positioning system, if there are M possible locations, the confusion matrix

C contains K M�M matrices C(K ) (k¼ 1, 2, . . .,K ) and the element of cij
(k) repre-

sents the number of the samples collected in location i, which is assigned to location
j by the classifier k.

Obviously, the total number of samples collected in location i can be expressed

as a row sum ∑M
i¼ 1cij

(k), and the total number of samples assigned to location j can

be expressed as a column sum ∑M
i¼ 1cij

(k). Then, the confidence matrix B can be

calculated by the confusion matrices C according to Bayes’ theorem, which can be

written as below:

bki xð Þ ¼ P E xð Þ ¼ i ek xð Þ ¼ jkjð Þ ¼ c
kð Þ
ijkXM

i¼1 c
kð Þ
ijk

ð148:1Þ

The element of bki(x) represents the probability that the fingerprint x is assigned
to location jk by the classifier k; as to any unknown fingerprint x, the row sum of

confidence matrix B(x) is equal to 1, namely,XM

i¼1 bkx xð Þ ¼ 1 k ¼ 1, 2, . . . ,K ð148:2Þ

The co-decision matrix D shows the decision correlation made by the two

Fig. 148.1 Architecture of proposed indoor positioning system
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classifiers. That is, D ¼ dj1, j1, i,k1,k2
� 

M�M�M�K�K , where the element of dj1, j1, i,k1,k2
can be defined as below:

dj1, j1, i,k1,k2 ¼ P E ¼ i ek1 ¼ jk1 , ek2 ¼ jk2
		� � ð148:3Þ

The classifier k1 assigns fingerprint x to jk1 , the classifier k2 assigns fingerprint

x to jk2 , and the fingerprints x belonging to i are the conditions, under which

dj1, j1, i,k1,k2 demonstrates the probability.

dj1, j1, i,k1,k2 ¼
A3ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A1A2

p
A1 ¼ x E xð Þ ¼ i, ek1 ¼ jk1 , 8x 2 U2

		� �		 		
A2 ¼

�
x E xð Þ ¼ i, ek2 ¼ jk2 , 8x 2 U2

�				 		
A3 ¼ x E xð Þ ¼ i, ek1 ¼ jk1 ,

		 ek2 ¼ jk2 ,8x 2 U2

� �		 		
ð148:4Þ

In (148.4), A1 is the number that the location i is assigned to location jk1 by

classifier k1. A2 is the number that the location i is assigned to location jk2 by

classifier k2. A3 is the number that the location i is assigned to location jk1 by

classifier k1 and also assigned to location jk2 by classifier k2.

In online phase, as to the unknown fingerprint x, the final result can be obtained

by the following methods:

(a) Calculate the confidence matrix B(x).
(b) Define the decision matrix Z¼ [zki]K�M, in which the element of zki is the

probability that classifier K assigns fingerprint x to the location i. The row sum

of Z is equal to 1, and the diagonal elements denote the probability that

the classifiers assign fingerprint x to the correct location. Initially, assume

Z(x)¼B(x).
(c) The matrix S is the final belief value, which can be expressed as below:

S ¼ 1
K

XK

k¼1 zki
h i

1�M
, i¼ 1, 2, . . . ,M, and l is the location with maximum

belief value Smax.

(d) If Smax> T, go to (h); otherwise, go to (e). T is a certain threshold.

(e) Change the decision matrix Z according to the correlation between classifiers,

which can be expressed as below:

zki ¼ zki þ 1

K

XK
k1¼1, k1 6¼k

dj, j1, i,k,k1 �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
zki � zk1, i
p ð148:5Þ

1
K is used to adjust the increment within the proper range, does not oscillate, and

can converge quickly.

(f) Normalize each row of matrix Z, still making it to 1.

(g) Recalculate Smax and l, and go to (d).

(h) Let l be the final location for the multi-classifier.
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148.3 Experimentation

148.3.1 Experimental Setup

The experiment is carried out on the 12th floor in the Tian Chuang Technology

Building at Zhongguancun in Beijing, where the dimension of the space is 55� 10

m. Referring to Fig. 148.2, there are 4 APs and 25 RPs (19 in the corridor, 6 in the

room). The distance between every two neighboring RPs is 3 m. In order to collect

data, we used the SAMSUNG I9100 mobile phone with Android 2.3.5 platform,

and adopted the API provided by the platform. For each RP, 120 samples of the

fingerprints are collected from each AP. 60 samples are used in the training set U1,
30 samples are used in the fusion training set U2 and 30 samples are used in the

testing set U3.
To analyze the effectiveness of multi-classifier, we use three classifiers, k-NN

(with k¼ 1), Gaussian distribution, and PPMCC to build multi-classifier, and the

performance comparison of multi-classifier with these three classifiers, as shown in

Table 148.1. When calculating the maximum belief value Smax, set T equal to 0.6.

148.3.2 Experimental Results

It is clear to observe that the multi-classifier outperforms the conventional single

classifier with the positioning accuracy, which is shown in Fig. 148.3. The average

positioning accuracy of the multi-classifier is 1.55 m, while the average positioning
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Fig. 148.2 Layout of the floor and positions of the 25 reference points

Table 148.1 Average positioning accuracy results for different classifiers

Classifiers Average (m) Std. dec (m) 67th Percentile 95th Percentile

k-NN 1.87 3.79 1.5 9

GAUSS 1.78 3.84 0 9

PPMCC 3.16 4.59 3 11.24

Multi-classifier 1.55 3.77 0 8.5
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accuracy values of k-NN, Gaussian distribution, and PPMCC are 1.87, 1.78, and

3.16 m, respectively.

Table 148.1 illustrates the average positioning accuracy results for different

classifiers. The standard deviation of the positioning accuracy of multi-classifier

is 3.77 m, while the standard deviations of the positioning accuracy for k-NN,
Gaussian distribution, and PPMCC are 3.79, 3.84, and 4.59 m, respectively.

By analyzing the results, we conclude that multi-classifier can improve the

accuracy in localization, which can be considered as a promising approach in Wi-

Fi-based positioning systems.

Conclusion

In this chapter, the multi-classifier-based multi-agent model is proposed in

Wi-Fi-based positioning system. The experimental results have proved that

the localization performance of the proposed approach outperforms the

existing k-NN, Gaussian distribution, and PPMCC in terms of the positioning

accuracy and standard deviations.

In our current work, only three classifiers have been used. In further

research, we will propose more efficient classifier fusion approach to reduce

the complexity overhead by the multiple numbers of classifiers, and more

classifiers will be adopted for the multi-classifier fusion in the near future.
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